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Colonial Conference.

To Ilin Excellency tJie Right Honourable Sir John Campbell Hamilton-Gordon, Earl

of Aberdeen, Governor General of Canada, dtc, dx., Ac.

May it Pleask Your Excellency:—

The undersigned has the honour to present to Your Excellency the Report of

the proceedings of the Colonial Conference, held in Ottawa from 28th June to 9th

July, 1894.

Respectfully submitted,

• MACKENZIE BOWELL,
Minister of Trade and Commerce.

Ottawa, Ist September, 1894.
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I'AO K.

Ward, Hon. Mr. :

Reduced eo&t of cabling 141

Wellington (^inference, resolution re (^able 1 U!

Wines of Colonies under French Treaty 65

Wrixon, Sir Hknry :

C'wble, The IViitic, .is a national work IS.")

" " extension to New Zealand 95
" " views on 127

("ailing for tenders 193

Colonial Reciprocity, niotidki (respecting vii 47, 51

" " views on ()7, lfi5

Hon. Mr. Foster's motion re. Reciprocity 219, 247

" Thynne's motion rt cost of Cable 300

Motion Vi' forwarding copy of proceetlings xix 307

Mr. Fleming as a medium of communication 190

Procedure of Conference 31

Seconds Hon. Mr. Foster's Reciprocity motion 208

Sir .\dolphe Caron's motion rv mail service 293

Zollverein.—Treaty with the 25
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Colonial Conference.

MINUTES OF PROCEEDINGS

OP THE

COLONIAL CONFERENCr:
S i

HELD AT

OTTAWA, CANADA

JUNE 28th—JULY 9th

1894

i
'

Senate Chambeu,

Ottawa, Canada, 28th June, 1894.

Pursuant to an invitation extended by the Government of Canada, and contained

in an Order in Council of that Government, dated 5th of February, 1894 (see Appendix

A), the following delegates presented themselves for conference, namely :

—

The Right Honourable the Earl of Jersey, P.C., G.C.M.G., represent>ing the

Government of Her Majesty
;

The Honourable Mackenzie Bowell, P.O., Minister of Trade and Commerce ; the

Honourable Sir Adolphe P. Caron, P.C., K.C.M.G., Postmaster General ; the Hon-

ourable George Eulas Foster, P.C., LL.D., Minister of Finance ; and Sandford Fleming,

Esq., C.M.G., representing the Government of the Dominion of Canada

;

The Honourable F. B. Suttor, M.L.A., Minister of Public Instruction, representing

the Government of New South Wales
;

The Honourable Nicholas Fitzgerald, M.L.C., representing the Government of

Tasmania ;

The Honourable Sir Henry de Villiers, K.C.M.G., and Sir Charles Mills, K.C.M.G.,

C.B., representing the Government of the Cape of Good Hope
;

The Honourable Thomas Playford, Agent General, representing the Government of

South Australia
;

A. Lee Smith, Esq., representing the Government of New Zealand
;

Sir Henry Wrixon, K.C.M.G., Q.C., Honourable Nicholas Fitzgerald, M.L.C., and

Honourable Simon Eraser, M.L.C., representing the Government of Victoria
;

The Honourable A. J. Thynne, M.L.C., Member of the Executive Council, and

Honourable William Forrest, M.L.C., representing the Government of Queensland.
56—
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Tlio procof'flings of the day were open to the public and were presided over by His

Excellency the (iovernor (Jcneral of Canada, who delivered an address of welcome.

The Right Honourable Sir .John Thompson, K.C.M.(t., Premier of Canada, also

delivered an address o£ welcome, and addresses, in reply, were tlelivered in tiie follow-

ing oi-der :

—

Imperial Ciovernment.—The Ei rl of .Jci ey.

Tasmania.—Hon. N. Fitzgerald.

New South Wales.—H(m. F. U. Suttor.

•Cape of (rood Hope.—Sir Henry de Villiers.

South Australia.—Hon. Thomas Playford.

"New Zealand.—Mr. Alfred Lee Smith.

Victoria.—Hon. Simon Eraser.

(.Queensland.—Hon. A. J. Thynne.

On motion of the Honourable F. IJ. Suttor, seconded by Sir Charles Mills, it was
Rfnoh'i'd : " That a Connnittee be a])pointefl to pi-epai'e an Address of Congratulati<tn,

to Her Majesty the Queen, upon her having attained the fifty-seventh anniversary of

Her Coronation.

"That the Committee consist of Honourable Mackenzie Jiowell, Sir Charles Mills,

Honoui-able Thomas Playford, .Mfred Lee Smith, Esq., Jfonoui'able Nicholas Fitzgerald,

Honourable Simon Eraser, Honourable A. J. Thynne, and the mover."

The Honourable E. B. Suttor, on behalf of the Committee, reported, and it was

ordered that the Address, as read, he engrossed ; and that His Excellency be letjuested

to transmit it to Her Majesty.

His Excellency then declared the day's proceedings ended, and announced that a

meeting for business would be held next day, at 10.30 a.m., in the office of the Min-

ister of Trade and Connnerce.
St

Offick of the Minister of Trade and Commerce,

Ottawa, 29th .June, 1894.

The first business session of the conference was organized at 10.30 o'clock a.m.

The representatives present were the same as those present at the public session

held on the previous day.

The Delegates filed their credentials. (See appendix A.)

A letter was read from Mr. Theo. H. Davies, dated Ottawa, June 27th, 1894,

explaining the position which the Honolulu Chamber of Commerce expected that he

should occupy in connection with the conference. The letter was placed on file. (See

appendix A.)

On motion of the Honourable Nicholas Fitzgerald, seconded by the Right Honour-
able the Earl of Jersey, it was unanimously

" Resolved, That the Honourable Mackenzie Bowell be appointed President of the

conference."

The President then addressed the conference.

- • vi
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'V.

()n motion of Sir Adolplio Ciinm. seconded by tlie Hoiiourahle Mr. Suttor, it was
" Ri'Kolvfiif, That the President's- address he j)rinted and distributed for the use of

the dele;^ates during the eonfereiife."

In view of a statement made by tlie President that the deatli of a near relative

wouhl necessitate his abseno«( on the following day, it was moved by Sir Charles Mills,

seconded by tlu! Kight Honourable the Earl of .lersty, and
^^ JfeKolred, That this conference presents its expression of profound sympathy and

condolence to the President, the Honourable Mackenzie Howell, in his lamented

bereavement."

The Honourable Mr. Suttor gave notice that he would, on Monday next, >nove ;

—

"That in the (»pinion of this conference immediate steps should be taken to pro-

vide telegraphic conununication by cable, under sole British control, between the

Dominion ot Canada and Australasia."

M»'. Lee Smith submitted the following :

—

"I beg to give notice that T will move an amendment to Mr. Suttor's motion—to

the effect that the word ' Australasia' be struck out and 'Australia and New Zealand
'

be inserted in the place thereof."

Sii- Henry Wrixon gave notice that, on Saturday, he would move :

—

"That provision shctuld be made by imperial legislation enabling the dependencies

of the Empire to enter into agreements of commercial reciprocity with (treat Britain,

or with one another, without foreign nations being entitled to share therein.

On motion of the Honourable Mr. Suttor, seconded by Mr. Leo Smith, it was
unanimously

" Resulv'id, That in the business of this conference the voting shall be by colonies."

The President stated, for the information of the delegates, that he had entrusted

the work f)f recording the proceedings of the conference to Mr. Douglas Stewart,

Private Secretary to the Premier of Canada, and Mr. J. L. Payne, his own Private

Secretary, who would act in the capacity of Joint Secretaries of the conference.

At the request of the Right Honourable the Earl of Jersey, it was agreed that

j\Ir. W. H. Mercer, of the Imperial Colonial Office, be given permission to be present

at the sittings of the conference.

(Jn motion of Sir Charles Mills, it was
Ordered, " That the Report of the Trade and Treaties Committee be laid on the

table of the conference."

1

session
The President laid on the table a report recently prepared by Sir John Thompson,

on the (juestion of Copyright in Canada. {See Appendix 13.)

On motion, it was
" Resoh-ed, That the Honourable Sir Adolphe Caron be appointed Vice-President

of the conference."

The conference adjourned at 1 o'clock.

vu
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Office of tiik Minihtk t ok Tuai>e and Commehck,

Ottawa, 30th June, 1894.

Conference resumefl at 10.30 o'clock, a.m.

DKLKfiATKS PRESENT ;

Imperial Government.—The Right Honourable the Earl of Jersey.

Canada.— Hon. Sir A. P. Caron, Hon. (J. E. Foster and Mr. Sandford Fleming.

New South Wales.—Hon. F. B. Suttor.

Tasmania.—Hon. N. Fitzgerald.

Cape of (tood Hope.—Sir Henry deVilliers and Sir Charles Mills.

South Australia.—Hon. Thomas Playford.

New Zealand.—Mr. Alfred Lee Smith.

Victoria.—Sir Henry Wrixon and Hon. Simon Fraser.

Queensland.—Hon. A. J. Thynne and Hon. William Forrest.

In the absence of the President, the Vice-President, Sir Adolphe Caron, occupied

the chair.

The Vice-President read a communication from Government House, Ottawa, con-

veying the following telegram from Her Majesty, in response to the congratulatory

message forwarded by the conference on the occasion of the fifty-seventh anniversary

of Her Majesty's Coronation :

"Governor General,

Ottawa, Canada.

From Windsor Castle.

My sincere thanks for your kind congratulations."

(Sgd.) " V.R.I."

The reading of the telegram evoked enthusiastic applause.

A telegram was read from the secretary of the Imperial Federationists of Edin-

burgh, Scotland, expressing satisfaction at the meeting of the conference, and the hope

that its labours might tend toward imperial unity.

The Vice-President laid upon the table copies of Reports of the Trade and Treaties

Committee of the Imperial Parliament, ordered at the last preceding meeting of the

confeience.

Sir Henry Wrixon, in accordance with previous notice, made the following motion)

which was seconded by the Honourable F. B. Suttor :

—

" Hesolved, Thnt provision should be made by imperial legislation enabling the

dependencies of the Empire to enter into agreements of commercial reciprocity with

Great Britain, or with one another, without foreign nations being entitled to share

therein."

A discussion, having arisen thereon, the mover and seconder, with the consent of

the conference, withdrew the resolution as submitted, and substituted the following :

—

" Resolved, That provision should be made by imperial legislation enabling the de-

pendencies of the Empire to enter into agreements of commercial reciprocity, including

power of making differential tariffs, with Great Britain, or with one another."

After discussion, the resolution was unanimously adopted.
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lion. Mr. Fit/g(M-al(l gavi* nutio« that iit tlio next Hitting of the conference he

would move :

—

"That this conft'nMKM' is of opinion tliiit tho t^xistinj; troatics Ix'twoon Oreafc

Ih'itain and th«t (o'l-iiiaii Xollv*T(>iii, and with th)* Kiii^'doin of li<^l<{iuni, shoidd bo

denounced and terminated as early as their conditions will |)(>rmit, so far as regards the

clauses thereirj specially naming Hritish Colonies; and that Her Majesty's (lovernment

be re(juosted to take the necessary steps with this object.
"

Sir Ifenrv de Villiers gave notice that at a future sitting he wouhl move :

"That, in the opnion of this conference, any ol)stacles which may at present exist

to the power of the self-governing dependencies of the Kmpiro to enter into agreemen*s

of commercial reciprocity with each other, or with (Jr«>at IJritain, should be removed by

imperial legislation, or otherwise,"

A letter from the .secretary of the Hoard of Trade, Toronto, was read, inviting tlio

delegates to |»articipate in an excursion to Niagara, and a bantjuet at Toronto, on Wed-

nesday, .luly 1 1th.

// mis iitjri'pd that the invitation be accepted.

The conference adjourned at 1 o'clock, p.m.

3
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Office of the Minister of Tradk and Commerce,

Ottawa, 2nd July, 1894.

The conference resumed at I). .30 a.m.. Sir Adolphe Caron, Vice President, in the

^ DELICOATKS 1>|{KSKNT :

The Imperial (rovernment.—The liight Hon. the Earl of Jersey.

Canada.—Sir Adolphe Caron, Hon. George PI Foster, Mr. Sandfoid Fleming.

New South Wales.—Hon. F. B. Suttor.

Tasmania.—Hon. Nicholas I zgerakl.

Cape of Good Hope.—Hon. Sir Heniy deVilliers, Sir Charles Mills.

South Australia.—Hon. Thomas Playford.

New Zealand.—Mr. Alfred Lee Smith.

Victoria.—Sir Henry Wrixon, Hon. Nicholas Fitzgerald, Hon. Simon Fraser.

Queensland.—Hon. A. J. Thynne, Hon. William Forrest.

The following telegram was read :

—

" Epsom, 30th June, 1894.

*'Hon. Mackenzie Bowell,
" Ottawa.

" I am anxious to express to you, as the President, the sympathy and interest

with which I am watching the proceedings of the conference, which should be of such
happy augury for the future of the Empire. "

(Sgd.) «'ROSEBERY."

It was agreed, that the character and extent of information respecting the pro-

ceedings, which might properly be sent to the Governments repre.sented at the con-

ference, be left to the discretion of the delegates representing the respective govern-

ments.
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111

Hi»ii. Mr. Suttor, purHimiit to notice, iiiovrd :

—

" Tliiit ill tho opinion ot\tliis c-oiifrrtMico iniinediate Ht(>)iH should l>e taken tn pro-

vide teh^^rapliic cotiununifation l)y cable, under Hole liritiNh control, Iwtween the

Duniinion of ('anada and Australasia.
"

Sir ll«'nry Wiixon stfcundcd tbe nioti(»n.

Mr. Alfred Lee Smith moved, in ainendmtuit :

—

" That the word ' Australa.sia ' he struck out and the words 'Aufltralia and New
Zealand' he inserted in the place thereof."

ilon. Mr. Playt'ord seeo-.ded the amendment.
After discussion, Mr. Snuth witlnlrew his amendment, on the aN,Hurance that the

motion was intended to embrace N«!w Zealand in the word " Australasia, " and that the

matter of route for the propo.sed cable should stand for future deliberation ; and he
announced his intention to propose a resolutitin on the subject, at a later staj^e.

A discu.ssion havin<^ arisen on the motion of Hon. Mr. Sutlor, it was, on motion, of

Hon. Mr. Playford, adjourned.

A letter was read from ^Fr. Theo. H. Davies, intimating that he desired to leave

Ottawa in a few days, and a 'ling if the conference wished him to bo present when

cable and steamship matters were being discu.ssed.

On motion of Hon. Mr. Foster, it was agreed that Mr. Davies be invited to attend

the conference, at its next .session, for the purpose of giving his views in relation to

cable and steamship matters.

Conference adjourned at 1 o'clock, p.m.

Office op the Minister of Trade and Commerce,

Ottawa, .'h-d July, 1894.

The conference resumed at 10.30 o'clock.

'M

DELEGATES PRESENT :

The Impe v' .ernment.—The Right the Hon. Earl of Jersey.

Canada.—H Mackenzie Bowell, Sir Adolphe Caron, Hon. George E. Foster,

Mr. Sandford Fleming.

New South AVales.—Hon. F. B. Suttor.

Tasmania.—Hon. Nicholas Fitzgerr,ld.

Cape of Good Hope.—Hon. Sir Henry DeVilliers, Sir Charles Mills.

South Australia.—Hon. Thomas Playford.

New Zealand.—Mr. Alfred Lee Smith.

Victoria.—Sir Henry Wrixon, Hon. Nicholas Fitzgerald, Hon. Simon Eraser.

Queensland.—Hon. A. J. Thynne, Hon. William Forrest.

By direction of the conference, the President transmitted a reply to the telegram

of the Right Honourable the Earl of Rosebery, dated June 30th.

The following is a copy of the reply so fdrwarded :

" Lord Rosebery,
" Foreign Oih'ie, London.

" The members of this conference acknowledge with great pleasure your Lordship's
" kind telegram, received yesterday, and join in your hope that our deliberations may
*' assist in assuring the continued unity and greatness of the Empire.

(Sgd.) " Mackenzie Bowell."
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(Vtrifercnct' tpsuphmI th«> (h'hiite on tlw iiiotioti of Hon. Mr. Suttor :

"Tluit, ill tlu! <.j)iiiioii of tills (.•oiifort'iico, iniiiicdiiitf slrpH should 1k> tukuii to

|)if)vi(l«? tt'h'Knipliic eoiiiimininitioii hy cubic, under sole Hiitish control, iMitwwn tint

l>ontinion of t'linadii and Australiisiu.''

During tlic pro^frcss of the dcl)at«) ^[r. Tlico. li. havics, a representative of tho

Chuinlicr of Coniincrcc of Honolulu, presented himself, in accordance with an invitation

exttMidt'd Ity the confcn-ncc, and dclivtired an address on the advanta;;es of including

Hawaii in any srlxMne of trans- Pacific caltle or steamship communication which might
lie tlcci<lcd on.

After the withdrawal of Mr. Davies, the debate on the resolution of Hon. Mr.

Suttor was resume<l.

Bv cr). iMit i>f the c«)nference, Hon. Mr. Suttor withdrew his motion, as originally

submitted, and substituted the folKtwing :

—

Rinitlvfjl: "That, in the opinion of this conferetice, inmu'diate steps should 1)6,

taken to provide telegraphic connnunicalion by cable, free from foreign control, between
the Domini i of Canada anil Australasia."

Sir Henry Wrixon seconded the motion.

A debate ensuing thereon, it was, on motion of Sir Charles Mills, adjourned.

Mr. A. Lee Smith gave notice that at a future sitting he would move:—

•

"That if the words ' Australasian Colonies ' be used in any motions or amendments
,hat may be brought before this conference they shall mean the colonies of Australasia

an>' the colotiy of New Zealand, but shall not be considered as intended to define any
particular cable or mail route."

Conference adjourned at o'clock, p.m.

Office of the Minister of Trade and Commerce,

Ottawa, 4th July, 1894.

The conference resumed at 10 o'clock a.m.

Foster,
DELEfiATES PRESENT :

The Imperial Government.—The llight Hon. the Earl of Jersey.

Canada.—Hon. Mackenzie Bowell, Hon. Sir Adolphe Caron, Hon. George E.

Foster, Mr. Sandford Fleming.

New South Wales.—Hon. B. Suttor.

Tasmania.—Hon. Nicholas Fitzgerald.

Cape of Good Hope.—Hon. Sir Henry DeVilliers, Sir Charles Mills.

South Australia.—Hon. Thomas Playford.

New Zealand.—Mr. Alfred Lee Smith.

Victoria.—Sir Henry Wrixon, Hon. Nicholas Fitzgerald, Hon. Simon Fraser.

Queensland.—Hon. A. J. Thynne, Hon. William Forrest.

A communication was read from the Board of Trade of Hamilton, conveying an in-

vitation to the Delegates to visit that city.

The debate was resumed on the motion of Hon. Mr. Suttor :

—

" That, in the opinion of this conference, immediate steps should be taken to

provide telegraphic communication by cable, free from foreign control, between the
Dominion of Canada and Australasia."
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Tlie (liscu.sriion having continued for some time, it was agreed that the debate

stand.

Sir Ifenry DeVillicrs mmle the following motion :

—

'• Ji't'so/i'i'd : That, in the o|)inion of this ooiifcrcnce, any olistacles wliich may at

present exist to the power of tlio Hclf-govcrniiig (h^peudciicies of the Empire to enter

into agreements of commercial n^cipi-ocity with each other, or with Great Mi'itain,

should he removed by imperial legislation, or otherwise.'

A discussion having arisen thereon, the motion was, by consent of the con-

ference, withdrawn.

Hon. Mr. V^itzgerald asked leave to withdraw his notice of motion on the records,

namely :

—

" That this conference is of opinion that the existing ti-eaties between (ireat

Piiitain and l\w (lerman Zollverein, and with the Kingdom of I'elgium, should !)(( de-

nounced and t(;rminated as early as theii" conthtions will permit, so far as regards the

clauses therein specially naming Jiritish Colonies ; and that Her Majesty's (!overn-

ment l)e reijuested to take necessary steps with this object."

By consent of the conference, it was dropped from the order paper.

It was moved ' y lion. ]\[r. Suttor, seconded by Hon. AFr. Fitzgei'ald, and
JicKolreil, without dissent: " That this confei'enct! is of opinion that any provisions

in existing treaties between Great liritain an<l any foreign power, which pi'event the

self-governing dependencies of the Empire from entering into agniements of c<mimercial

reciprocity with each other, oi- with Great Britain, should be removed."

ii

Hon. ^[r. Foster gave notice that, at next sitting, he would move that :

" W/nTpfts : TL^ stability and progress of the IJritish Empire can be Ixvst assured by
drawing cctntinually closer the bomls that unite the colonies with the mothei- country,

and by the continuous growth of !i j)ractical sympathy iind Cf)-opei'ation in all that pei-

tains to the common welfare ;

^'A)iif Whi'vcax : This co-operation and unity can in no wa} be more cfFeetually pi-o-

moted than by the cultivaticm and extension of the nuitual and profitable interclianfi

of their products ;

"

^'^ Thiycfort' Rf'solred : That this conference records its belief in the advisability

and practical possibility of a customs arrang(!ment between (ireat Uritain and her

colonies, by which trade within the Kujpire may be placed on a more fav()Ui'al)le footing

than that which is carried on with foreign countries."
" Amifin-tlicr Ri'solred : That, [lending the assent of the mother country to such

an arrangement in which she shall l)e included, it is desirable that th(> colonics of

Great Britain, or such of them as may be disposed to accede to this view, take innne-

diate steps to place each others products, in wlxth; or in ])art, on a more favoured
customs basis than is accorded to the like products of foreign countries."

The conference resumed the discussion of Hon. Mr. Suttor's motion :

" That, in the opinion of this conference, immediate steps should be taken to

provide telegraphic c(«nmunication by cable, free from foreign control, between the

Dominion of Canada and Australasia."

After debate the motion was adopted without dissent ; Hon. Mr. Playford being
excused from voting.

Hon. Mr. Thynne moved :

(1.) "That, in the opinion of this conferences, it is very desirable that the con-
struction and maintenance of the proposed cable from Vancouver to Australasia should
be undertaken by the Goverinnents of Great Britain, of the Dominion of Canada and
of the Australasian Colonies, as a joint national and public work."

xii
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(2.) " That tho cost of its construction and maintenance should be borne in the fol-

lowiiiji j)r(»|)ortions, namely, Great Britain one-third, the Dominion of Canada one-third,

and tlie Austrahisian Colonies one-third."

A discussion havinj^ arisen thereon the resolutions were, with the consent of the

conference, withdrawn.

On motion of Hon. Mr. Foster, seconded by Sir Henry Wrixon, it was unani-

mously
" Resolvnl, Tiiat the Imperial (Jovernment be respectfully re(juested to undertake,

at the €;arliest possil)le moment, and to prosecute with all possil)le speed, a tliorough

survey of the pro])os('d cable route l)etwev.'n 'anada and Austialia ; the e.xjM-n.sc to be

l)orm» in equal proi)ortioii by (Jreat Jiritain, ( uiada and the Australasian Colonics.

On motion of Sir Charles Mills, seconded by Sir Henry DeV'illiers, it was unani-

mously
'' Resol rr.d : That it is for tlit! interest of the Empire that, in case of the con-

struction of a cable between Canada and Australasia, such cable should be extended

lom Australasia to the Cap*; of Good Hope ; and that, for that ])urpose, arraiijijements

should be made between the Imperial and South African (Joveinments for a surv<'y of

tho latter route."

to such

onii's of

innne-

tavourefl

akrn to

ic(!ii the

On motion of I[on. Mr. l"'raser, seconded b) Hon. Mr. Fitzgerald, it was

unanimously
" lii'Kol vi'fl : That in view of the desirability of having a choice of routes for a

cable connection between Canada and Australasia, \\w Home (iovernment be re(|uested

to take imuKMliato steps to secure neutral landing ground on .someone of the Hawaiian
Islands, in (jrder that the cable may remain permanently under liritish control."

Mr. Lee Smith moved, .seconded by Hon. ^^r. Foster :

(1.) " That, in the opinion of this conferencf*, the most .speedy and effective

manlier in which direct cable counnunication lictween Canacla and .Vustralaia could

Ih' established, would be by inviting offers to carry out tho work under conditions t.)

be hereafter decided upon.

(2.) " That with a view to this <'ud the Canadian (Jovtirnment be re<|uested to

solicit offi'is of plans, specifications and terms for alternative lines ')s indicated by the

several [)ropo.sals submitted to this conference.

(W.) " That any tenders received Ix; submitted for the consideration of the several

colonics interested, and that any expenses incurred be paid by the .said colonies

jointly, according to their population.

(4.) " That in tin; event of the jtioposals not being satisfactory the .several govern-
ments take steps to carry out the undertaking as a national work."

A vote having been taken the resolutions were declared lost.

On moti(tn of Mr. Lee Smith, seconded l)y Hon. Mr. Foster, it was unanimously
" Jiesofff'd : That if the words 'Australasian Colonies ' be used in anv motions or

amendments that may be brought before this ccjnference they .shall mean the colonies
of Australasia and the colony of New Zealand."

Conference adjourned at 6 o'clock, p.m.
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Office of the Minister of Trade and Commerce,

Ottawa, 5th July, 1894.

The conference resumed at 10.30 o'clock a.m.

ii I

I li:

delegates present :

The Imperial Government.—The Right Hon. the Earl ui Jersey.

Canada.—Hon. Mackenzie Bowell, Hon. Sir Adolphe Caron, Hon. George E.

Foster, Mr. Sandford Fleming.

New South Wales.—Hon. F. B. Suttoi-.

Tasmania.—Hon. Nicholas Fitzgerald.

Cape of Good Hope.—Hon. Sir Henry de Villiers, Sir Charles Mills.

South Australia.

—

How. Thoin<is Playford.

New Zealand.—Mr. Alfred Lee Smith.

Victoria.—Sir Henry "Wrixon, Hon. Nicholas Fitzgerald, Hon. Simon Fraser.

Queensland.—Hon. A. J. Thynn?, Hon. William Forrest.

A communication was read from Sir John Robinson, Premier of Natal, expressing

sympathy with the objects of the conference, and regret that it had been found impos-

sible to send a delega e from Natal.

The following resolution was submitted by Hon. Mr. Fitzgerald, seconded by Hon.
Mr. Thynne :

" Resolved: That, in the opinion of this conference, immediate steps should be taken
for the construction of a cable from Australia to Canada, as far as the colony of Fiji,

to which place the survey is already completed, on a tripartite arrangement between
Great Britain, Canada and the Australasian Colonies."

After discussion the resolution was withdrawn.

Pursuant to notice, it was moved by Hon. Mr. Foster, seconded by Sir Henry
Wrixon that

—

" Whereas ; The stability and progress of the ]3ritish Empire can be best .assured

by drawing continually closer the bonds that unite the colonies with the mother
country, and by the continuous growth of a practical sympathy and co-operation in all

that pertains to the common welfare
;

" And whereas : This co-operation and unity can in no way be more effectually

promoted than by the cultivation and extension of the mutual and profitable inter-

change of their products ;

" Therefore Resolved : That this conference records its belief in the advisability and
practical possibility of a customs arrangement between (h'eat Britain and her colonies

by which trade within the Empire may be placed on a more favourable footing than that

which is carried on with foreign countries."
" Andfurther Resolved : That, pending the assent of the mother country to such an

arrangement in which she shall be included, it is desirable that the colonies of Great
Britain, or such of them as may be disposed to accede to this view, take immediate
steps to place each other's products, in whole or in part, on a more favoured customs

basis than is accorded to the like products of foreign countries."

(During the progress of the debate thereon, the Hon. Jan. Hendrick Hofmeyr pre-

sented his credentials and took his seat at the table of the conference.)

It was moved in amendment by Hon. Mr. Hofmeyr, seconded by Sir Henry de

Villiers

:

'1
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" That this conference, in view of the resolution on commercial reciprocity

unanimously adopted on the .30th of June, deems it desirable, for the present, to leave

the practical initiation of reciprocal customs arrangements to separate agreements

between the colonies and Great Britain, or any of them."

Tlie discussion having continued, Hon. Air. Foster obtained leave to withdraw his

resolution, as first submitted, and substitute therefor the following :

—

" W/ie7'ea>i : The stability and prt)gress of the British Empire can be best assured

by drawing continually closer tlie bonds that unite the colonies with the mother country,

and by the continuous growth of a practical sympathy and co-operation in all that per-

tains to the common welfare
;

"And whereas : Tiiis co-operation and unity can in no way be more eflectually pro-

moted than by the cultivation and extension of the mutual and profitable interchange

of their products

;

" Therefore Resolved : That this conference records its belief in the advisability of a

custom:^; arrangement between Great Britain and her colonies by which trade within tiie

Empire may be placed on a more favourable footing than that which is carried on with

foreign countries ;

"

'' And further Resolved : That until the mother country can see her way to enter

into such an arrangement, it is desirable that, when empowered so to do, the colonies of

Great Britain, or such of them as may be disposed to accede to this view, take steps to

place each other's products, in whole or in part, on a more favoured customs basis than
is accorded to the like products of foreign countries."

Mr. Lee Smith gave notice that, at a future session, he would move :

"That this ct>nference take into consideration the question of a mail

between Canada and the Australasian Colonies."

service

Hon. Mr. Fitzgerald gave notice that, at a future .session, he would move the
following :

"Resolved: That this conference is of opinion that a kindred conference should be
held in Australia within the next five years, or earlier should necessity arise ; as such
meetings of British and Colonial delegates tend largely to cement the cordiality of

imperial relationship, as well as to draw closer that commercial union which will be
advantageous to the great and various interests of the Empire."

Conference adjourned at 6 o'clock, p.m.

Office of the Minister of Tkade and Commerce,

Ottawa, 6th July, 1894.

The conference resumed at 10.30 o'clock a.m.

DELEGATES PRESENT :

The Imperial Government.—The Right Hon. the Earl of Jersey.

Canada.—Hon. Mackenzie Bowell, Hon. Sir Adolphe Caron, Hon. George E.

Foster, Mr. Sandford Fleming.

New South Wales.—Hon. F. B. Suttor.

Tasmania.—Hon. Nicholas Fitzgerald.

Cape of Good Hope.—Hon. Sir Henry DeVilliers, Sir Charles Mills, Hon, J. H.
Hofmeyr.

South Australia.—Hon. Thomas Playford.

New Zealand.—Mr. Alfred Lee Smith.

Victoria.—Sir Henry Wrixon, Hon. Nicholas Fitzgerald, Hon, Simon Eraser.

Queensland.—Hon. A. J, Thynne, Hon. William Forrest.
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Conference resumed the discussion of Hon. Mr. Foster's motion, as last submitted,

namely, that

:

" Whereas : The stability and progress of the British Empire can be best assured

by drawing continually closer the bonds that unite the colonies with the mother
country, and by the continuous growth of a practical sympathy and cooperation in all

that pertains to the common welfare ;

"

And tcliereas : " This co-operation and unity can in no way be more eflfectually

promoted than by the cultivation and extension of the mutual and profitable interchange

of their products ;

'"

" Tlteri'fore renohied : That this conference records its l)elief in the advisability of

a customs arrangement between (Jreat Britain and her colonies by which trade within

the Empire may be placed on a more favourable footing than that which is carried on
with foreign countries ;

"

" And further 7-ijmlved : That, until the mother country can see her way to enter

into such an arrangement, it is desirable that, when empowered so to do, the colonies of

Great Britain, or such of them as may be disposed to accede to this view, take steps to

place each other's product[>, in whole or in part, on a more favoured customs basis than
is accorded to the like products of foreign countries."

In the course of the debate Hon. Mr. Hofmeyr, with consent of the conference,

withdrew his amendment submitted at the previous session :

" That this conference, in view of the resolution on Commercial Beciprocity

unanimously adopted on the 30th of June, deems it desirable, for the present, to leave

the practical initiation of reciprocal customs arrangements to separate agreements
between the colonies and Great Britain, or any of them."

It was moved by Hon. Mr. Hofmeyr, seconded by Sir Charles Mills, and
" TPc.s'o/rerf .- That for the purposes of this resolution, the South African Customs

Union be considered as part of the territory capable of being brought within the scope

of the contemplated trade arrangements."

The debate having continued, it was suggested and agreed that in the submission

of Hon. Mr. Foster's resolutions they should be voted upon serinflm.

The following was then n)oved by Hon. Mr. Foster, seconded by Sir Henry
Wrixon

:

^^ Resolved : That this conference records its belief in the advisability of a customs
arrangement between Great Britain and her colonies by which trade within the Empire
may be placed on a more favourable footing than that which is carried on with foreign

countries."

This resolution, having been submitted, was adopted on the following division :

Yeas

:

—Canada ; Tasmania ; Cape of Cxood Hope ; South Australia ; Victoria.^— 5.

Xays :—New South Wales . New Zealand
;
Queensland.— 3.

It was moved by Hon. Mr. Foster, seconded by Sir Henry Wrixon, and
"Resolved: That until the mother country can see her way to enter into a

customs arrangement with her colonies, it is desirable that, when empowered so to c.o,

the colonies of Great Britain, or such of them as may be disposed to accede to this view,

take steps to place each other's products, in whole or in part, on a more favoui ed

customs basis than is accorded to the like products of foreign countries."

The preamble was then agreed to, and the resolutions, as finally amended, we"e

submitted and adopted in the following terms :

—

" WJicreas : The stability and progress of the British Empire can be best assured

by drawing continually closer the bonds that unite the colonies with the mother
country, and by the continuous growth of a practical sympathy and co-operation in all

that pertains to the common welfare,
" A tid whereas : This co-operation and unity can in no way be more efiectually

promoted than by the cultivation and extension of the mutual and profitable inter-

change of their products
;

" Therefore resolved: That this conference records its belief in the advisability of

a customs arrangement between Great Britain and her colonies by which trade within

the Empire may be placed on a more favourable footing than that which is carried on
with foreign countries ;

"

xvi
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" Further resolved: That until the mother country can see her way to enter into

a customs arrangement with her colonies, it is desiral)le that, when empowered so to

do the colonies of Cxreat Britain, or such of them as may be disposed to accede to this

view, take steps to place each other's products, in whole or in part, on a more favoured

customs basis than is accorded to the like products of foreign countries
;

" Andfurther reno/ved : That for the purposes of this resolution the South Afri lan

Customs Union be considered as part of the territory capable of being brought within

the scope of the contemplated trade arrangements."

Referrinf to the votes upon the foregoing resolutions, and also to the vote upon

the motion of Hon. Mr. Hofmeyr, subsequently incorporated in those resolutions, Sir

Henry DeVilliers filed the following explanation of his position :

—

" Sir Henry DeVilliers desires it to be noted that, as he hiici no authority from the

" Orange Free State or other parties to the South African Customs Union, he does not

" vote on the motions."

Ir. Lee Smith withdrew the notice of motion filed by him at the last preceding

a, and submitted the following in lieu thereof :

—

Mr.

session, aim auumitucu tiic luiivjiTjug 111 lieu unticvu. .

—

" Resolved ; That this conference take into consideration the question of a mail

service between Great Britain and Australasia, via Canada."

Conference adjourned at 1 o'clock, p.m.
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Office of the Mixister of Trade and Commerce,

Ottawa, 7th July, 1894.

The conference resumed at 10.30 o'clock a.m.

delegates present :

The Imperial Government.—The Right Hon. the Earl of Jersey.

Canada.—Hon. ]Mackenzie Bowell, Hon. Sir Adolphe Caron, Hon. George E.

Foster, Mr. Sandford Fleming.

New South Wales.—Hon. F. B. Suttor.

Tasmania.—Hon. Nicholas Fitzgerald.

Cape of Good Hope.—Hon. Sir Henry de Villiers, Sir Charles Mills, Hon. J. H.

Hofmeyr.

South Australia.—Hon. Thomas Playford.

New Zealand.—Mr. Alfred Lee Smith.

Victoria.—Sir Henry Wrixon, Hon. Nicholas Fitzgerald. Hon. Simon Fra.ser.

Queensland.—Hon. A. J. Thynne, Hon. William Forrest.

Mr. Lee Smith obtained leave to have entered upon the minutes a resolution sub-

mitted by him at the last preceding session, and which, although not seconded and

therefore not considered by the conference, he desired to have recorded, as indicative

of his views on the matter to which it refers.

The following is the motion so submitted :

—

" That this conference proceed to take into consideration th*^ Cu-torad

tariffs of the various colonies here represented, with a view to acquire such informa-

tion as will enable the delegates to determine what reciprocities can be arranged, and
thus be in a position to advise their respective governments accordingly."

xvii
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Pursuant to notice, the following resolution was moved by ]\[r. Lee Smith and
seconded by Hon. ^Ir. Foster :

—

" Resolved : That this c>^nference take into consider ,tion the question of a mail

service between Great Britain and Australasia, via Canada."

A debate ensued thereon and the resolution was adopted. Sir Adolphe Caron
gave notice that at the next Session he would introduce a motion to give effect to the

resolution.

In pursuance of an invitation extended by the conference, INIr. James Huddart

was introduced, and addressed the Delegates on the subject of the proposed swift

.steamship service between Great Jiritain and Australasia, ?'ia Canada.

Conference adjourned at 1 o'clock, p.m.

Office of the Minister of Tuadk and Commkkce,

Ottawa, 9th July, 1894.

The conference resumed at 10.30 o'clock a.m.

II! i

DELEfJATES PRESENT :

The Imperial Government.—The Right Hon. the Earl of Jersey.

Canada.—Hon. Mackenzie Bowell, Hon. Sir Adolphe Caron, Hon. George E.

Foster, j\Ir. Sandford Fleming,
*

New South Wales.—Hon. F. B. Suttor.

Tasmania.—Hon. Nicliolas Fitzgerald.

Cape of Good Hope.—Hon. Sir Henry de Villiers, Sir Charles INlills, Hon. J. H.

Hofmeyr.

South Australia.—Hon. Thomas Playford.

New Zealand.—Mr. Alfred Lee Smith.

Victoria.—Sir Henry Wrixon, Hon. Nicholas Fitzgerald, Hon. Simon Eraser.

Queensland.—Hon. A. J. Tliynne, Hon. William Forrest.

A communication was read from the INIanager and Secretary of the Montreal

ExjDosition Company, suggesting the advisability of an Intercolonial Exhibition.

The President brought to the attention of the conference a letter from the Sec-

retary t)f the Decimal Association of London, addressed to the High Commissioner for

Canada in London, urging that this conference should pass a resolution in favour of

the adoption of the Metric System, throughout the British Empire.

In purauance of an intimation given, at the last preceding session, it was.

Moved by Sir Adolphe Caron, seconded by Hon. F. B. Suttor :

—

(1.) " That this conference expresses its cordial approval of the successful efforts

put forth by Canada and New South Wales for the establishment of a regular monthly
steamship service between Vancouver and Sydney, and affirms the advisability of the

reasonable co-operation of all the colonies interested in securing the improvement and
permanence of the same ;

(2.) " That the conference learns with interest of the steps now being taken by
Canada to secure a first-class fast mail and passenger service, with all the modern
appliances for the storage and carrying of perishable goods, across the Atlantic and
Pacific to Great Britain, and the large subsidy which she has offered to procure its

establishment
;

"

xviii
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On motion of Hon. Mr. Thynne, secondefl by Mr. Lee Smith, a resolution r)f thanks
was tendered to Messrs. Stewart and Payne, for their courtesy and attention, and for
the efficient discliarge of their duties as Secretaries of tlie conference.

DOUGLAS STEWART,
"

J. LAMBEllT PAYNE,

Joint Secretaries.

XX
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THE COLONIAL CONFERENCE

irien.

t

^

THE OPENING CEKEMONTES IN THE SENATE CHAMBER AT
OTTAWA, CANADA.

Sknatk Chamber,
Oti'awa, 28th June, 1894.

Pursuant to an invitation extended by the Government of Canada, and contained

in an Order in Council of that Government dated 5th of February, 1894 (virfe Appendix

A), the following delegate presented themselves for conference, namely :

—

The liight Honourable the Earl of Jersey, P.C., G.C.M.G., representing the

(iovernment of Her Majesty
;

The Honourable ^Mackenzie Bowell, P.C, Minister of Trade and Commerce ; the

Honourable Sir Adolphe P. Caron, P.C, K.C.M.G., Postmaster General ; the Hon-

oui-able George Eulas Foster, P.C, LL.I)., Minister of Finance; and Sandford Fleming,

Esq., C.M.G., representing the Government of the Dominion of Canada
;

The Honourable F. B. Suttor, M.L.A., Minister of Public Instruction, representing

the Government of New South Wales
;

The Honourable Nicholas Fitzgerald, M.L.C, representing the Government of

Tasmania

;

The Honourable Sir Henry de Villiers, K.C.M.G., and Sir Charles Mills, K.C.M.G.,

C.B., representing the Government of the Cape of Good Hope
;

The Honourable Thomas Playford, Agent General, representing the Government of

South Australia :

A. Lee Smith, Esq., representing the Government of New Zealand
;

Sir Henry Wrixon, K.C.M.G., Q.C, Honourable Nicholas Fitzgerald, M.L.C, and

Honourable Simon Eraser, M.L.C, representing the Government of Victoria ;

Honourable A. J. Thynne, M.L.C, member of the Executive Council, and Hon-
ourable William Forrest, representing the Government of Queensland

;

Mr. Theo. H. Davies, representing the Chamber of Commerce of Honolulu, Hawaii
«

The proceedings of the day were open to the public and were presided over by Hi.s

Excellency the Right Honourable Earl of Aberdeen, Governor General of Canjida, who
delivered an address of welcome, as follows :

—

Lord Abkrdeen.—The most cordial expressions to which utterance can be given

will be needed in order adequately to convey the heartiness of the greetings which I desire

to ofter to you, gentlemen, on your arrival on this most interesting and memorable oc-

casion. For your own sake, for the sake of the countries which you represent, for the

sake of the Empire which those countries compose, for the sake of the work which has

brought you here, I say welcome to Canada, welcome to Ottawa. (Cheers. ) And although

this is the earliest opportunity for oflFering to you officially and collectively these assur-

ances, I venture to hope that ere now, since your arri\ al on Canadian soil, you have

observed indications of the fact that in endeavouring thus to bid you a most cordial wel-
56—1
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come, T am only voicing or endeavouring to voice, the sentiments and the purpose of the

Canadian (Jovcirnment and tlie Canadian people. (Loud cheers.) I trust, therefore,

that you will have reason to form the opinion that there will be no cause to regret ,it

Canada, and Canada's oHicial capital, have been selected for the place for holding the

meetings of this Conference. That such should have been the ari-angement is certainly

both natural and appropriate, not merely because of the fact that the iilea and suggestion of

holding this Conference emanated froni here, but also because of the position,'geograj)hical

and otherwise, which Canada occupies in the British Empire ; and n<,t only so, but

because of tlie use which has been made by the people of Caiuida of that position, in

developing the resources of Canada itself, and in carrying out enterprises of vast and

gigantic character, which cannot fail to be of the deepest and most pernuinent interest

and importance to tlie Empire as a whole. (Cheers.)

This occasion, gentlemen, is in no small degree unique. There have been confer-

ences similar in some respects to that which wo are now about to inaugurate, but these

we may say, have l)een rather precursors than precedents, because of tlif ilistinctive

characteristics which I make bold to say will characterize your proceedings and the

result of those proceedings. The objects of your meeting are sutHciently well defined.

I say " surticiently," because if, on the one hand, th(u-e had been an attempt to lay down
with rigid precision a programme which it might be proposed that you should follow, it

might have had a hampering effect in your discussions and conclusiDUs. If, on the other

hand, too wide a margin had been left, there might have been an inevitable tendency

to diiFusencss of discussion, and a want of practical result; but, as T say, the objects

l)efore you, the development and increase of trade within the Empire, and the means

which may be taken to carry out such an extension, undoubtedly furnish a topic which

cannot fail to produce the most significant and valuable discussions and reconnuend-

ations in the direction which we all desire to pursue. (Cheers.)

I think also that the coming together of representative men from all parts of the

Empire to discuss such matters, is in itself of no small value, and I apprehend that to

this among other features of the conference we may attribute the steadily increasing

recognition of the importance of this occasion, which we have observed in process

during the past few months. And, gentlemen, when we speak of the value of mee in^f

in conference to exchange ideas and to fornmlate views, those who have had any opportu-

nities of travel, cannot fail in an especial manner to realize tlie advantage of such

opportunities of contact with those in the case of whom such an opportunity must be of

value. If, for example, one has had the opportunity, as regards Australasia, of visiting

the splendid harbour of St. George, of inhaling the healthy breezes of Adelaide, of

traversing the spacious and busy thoroughfares of Melbourne, of exploring the mines of

Ballarat, of admiring the ex(iuisite surroundings and the noble harbour of Sydney, of

resting in the delightful island of Tasmania, or of contemplating the wonderful scenery

and resources of New Zealand, it is not only the externally imposing and interesting

features that bring value to such an experience, but it is the opportunities aflTorded on

such occasions for meeting the leading men of these countries and of learning their views

in regard to the affairs of their colonies, and of the Empire as a whole. This is the

special value of such meetings, and, therefore, though we cannot all at once have the

opportunities of seeing for ourselves what the Empire means, we can at least seize the

occasion of meeting those who come from all parts of its world-wide territories, and who
2
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can by their own valual>le experience, their own ability, convey to those who wish to

learn what is really involved ia the expression—the interests of the British Empire.

(Cheers.)

Again, when we speak (»f travelling, 1 must not forbear alluding to the fact that

probably no small part of the success which we may already say has attended tl>e

preparations at least for this conference is due to the fact that a highly esteemetl

Canadian statesman, the Hon. Mackenzie Howell, has ti'avelled through a large part of

Australia, accompanied by Mr. Sandford Fleming, and v/as thus able personally to

oome in contact with leading men of the Austialian (-olonies and others, and to shape

views and ideas regarding the advisability of holding a conference md the results

which would accrue from such a gathering.

There ai'e just two other points to which I wish to refer as illustrating tlie re{)re-

sentative, and, therefore, the far-reaching character of this gathering. We note the

presence here of distinguishefl meinbei-s from a colony, one geographical featui-e of which

is s(i notable in history antl in contemporary affairs, that among the innumerabl»> head-

hinds of the W(»rld one alone can claim the distinctive «lesignation of " The Cape." We
rejoice to see the representatives of Cape Colony, because in that, as in other ways, we

observe how comprehensive is this gathering. (Cheers.)

The Imperial Government, the central government of Her Majesty the Queen, have

shown their sense of the value of this occasion by intrusting their repre.sentation to a

statesman whom T claim as a personal friend of my own, and whom all the more I re-

joice to see here to-day, the Earl of Jersey. (Cheers.) The p]arl of Jersey combines

the experience of a British statesman with that of a colonial administrator, and a suc-

cessful administrator. (Loud cheers.) And, therefore, it is cleai- that they attach import-

ance to the nature of the proceedings hei-e and are determined to recognize it. It may
have been exj)ected by some that the liritish representative was to come here in a dif-

ferent capacity from the other delegates. In one sense that may be so ; but we cannot

help observing that the fact of a representative of the British Government coming here

to listen, to observe, to report, and as far as he may find occasion to do so, to take part in

the discussions, most significant, and cannot fail to bear fruit. (Cheers.)

In concluding these general observations, such only being suitable for this stage of

the proceedings, may I be permitted to express the earnest hope that from the one ever

effectual source of wisdom and justice, your deliberations may be fraught with benefit

to the British Empire and to the world at large. (Loud cheers.)

Lord Aberdeen.—I shall now ask Sir John Thompson, Premier of the Dominion,

to address you.

Sir John Thompson.—After the address which Your Excellency has made, little

remains for me but to express, in a few words, the heartiest of welcomes to the delegates

assembled, on behalf of the Canadian Government, the Canadian Parliament and the

people of this Dominion. (Applause.) Your Excellency, I can assure the delegates

who are assembled, that the Canadian people, filled with zeal for the greatness and
development of their own country, and for the strengthening of the Empire, are

delighted to see the kindlings of the same ambition in the sister colonies throughout

the world. (Applause.) While entertaining these opinions, the people of Canada
rejoice that the business for which the delegates are assembled on this occasion is not

necessarily connected with our relations with foreign countries—not necessarily con-

3
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nt'cted with considerationH of peace «»r war—but is immediately concerned in all those

questions which relate to the increase of c<»mmerce, the cultivation of the arts of peace

an<l the promotion of civilization and prosperity <,'«'nerally throii;,'hout th(^ colonies of

th«i Kmpire. We realize fully that the (juestions which you shall have to deliherate

upon are questions re({uiring the greatest care aiul the closest examination of details.

When we are to consider (juestions relating t(» the promotion of trad« between the

diflerent C(»lonie8, trade with the mother country, the facilities of connnunication

throughout the (lilTci'cnt portions of the Empire we realize tliat while there is ample

Held for patriotism and loyalty, methods of business have t(» be followed. Matters

connected with trade, with taritls, with steandjoats, and with telegra|)hs, will require

the most practical as well as the moat patriotic deliberations of tlie gentlemen who are

assembled to-day. That they may be guided to useful conclusions with regard to all

these matters is the great and)iti(m to-day of every portion of the Canadian ju'ojdt'

among whom they are assemblei . The great object of our hope is that as a result of tin"

deliberations of the confei-ence, the ocean which divides the colonies shall become the

highway for their people and their products. (Applause.) Your K.xcellency has re-

called some conferences between colonies whichhave preceded this, although hardlyfurnish-

ing examples for it. We cannot but recall, on this occasion, that conferences have

taken j)lace between coloides, at which they deliberated, after years of great develop

ment and progress, whether the relations which bound them within the Knq)ire wen-

not too restrictive for their future progress, and whether the time had not come when a

separation sh<juld take place from the mother land. On this happy occasion these de-

legates asseud)le after long yeais of self-government in their countries, of greater pro-

gress and development than the colonies of any Empire have ever seen in the past, luit

to consider the prf»speots of separation f •• tm the mother country but to plight our faith

anew to each other as Ijrethren and to plight anew, with the mother land, that faith

that has never yet been broken or tarnished. (Loud applause.) Tnder these circum-

stances, your Excellency, I beg to express, as your Excellency has done on our behalf, a

cordial welcome to the delegates who are assembled, and the hearty aspirations of the

people of Canada that their deliberations may result in wise and practical conclusions,

which shall have the effect of binding the colonies together in greater strength, and

of making the people of the mother land feel that the Empire is becoming greater and

stronger, with the growth Jind development of the British colonies throughout the

world. If such a result shall have been reached, it will indeed be a happy conclusion to

a most auspicious gathering ; and may I express another sentiment : that the happy

circumstances which have called this conference together will be but the prelude of oc-

casions on which we shall not only meet in Canada the statesmen of the other colonies,

but on which we shall be able to meet, with greater facilities than we now possess, the

people whom they represent. (Loud applause.)

Lord Aberdeen.—^ Permit me now to call upon the Earl of Jersey, representim.'

the Imperial Government.

The Earl of Jersey.—Your Excellency, Sir John Thompson, and gentlemen. Tin-

first words which spring to my lips on this bright occasion are those of thanks and

congratulation—thanks for the welcome which you have accorded to the represent-

ative of Great Britain, congratulation on the prospect which lies before Greater Britram.

The historian loves to mark epochs in a country's history by well defined events ; un-

fortunately those events have too often been of a hostile or aggressive character. We
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helieve that we are on the threshold of an pp)oh whose chief charaeteriHtic will he the

discussion of peace-tendiny principles, and nr»t the clash of discordant or hostile ele-

ments ; for, wi'vlcver niiiy l»c the iinniediate result of this conference, we know that

we are taking; i threat step forward, and we hope i* is towards a brighter future. The

student indeed may wonder and say that there has been no precedent for a meeting of

this character. We know that there has been no precedent in past history, but we

make the precedent witii a full knowledge of what it means, and in the full belief that

it \viil l)e of an auspicious charactei'. Some seven years have elapsed since the tirst

Colonial Conference was held in iiondon, and at the close of that conference the Secret-

ary of State expressed the hope that it would not be the last, and now the present

Secretary of State hastens to show that he is in full sympathy with the movement.

(Hear, hear.) It is unfortunate in one sen ne that the representation of (Jreat Itritain

should have fallen upon an unworthy person, itu' vou may be sure that there is no one

in tills assend)ly who is more actuated by the feelin;; .vliicli has brought us together than

the [lerson who is now addressing you. (Applause.) J)uriiig that last conference many

(pjestions of importance were mooted and discussed, but were not brought to any determi-

na*''iii or solution ; but during tho.se .seven years these questions have not been allowed to

sleep by tlio.se who have been deeply interested in them. My friend Sir Charles '['upper,

ill London, has iilways shown himself ready to meet any opponent and to point out his

weak points whenever he thought he could ailvance the interests of Canada (Applau.^t;)

loi. .ing upon Canada as part of this great Empire and not in any selfish spirit. Then

we know also that Mr. Sandford Fleming has never hesitated (Applause) to press his

vie'vs with a considerable amount of success. And T cannot pass by the visit, to which

His Kxeellencv has re^'eneil, of the Hon. Mackenzie l>ow<>ll to Australia. He undertook

a great pilgrimage and lie has had the satisfaction of making many converts. I n fact, any

one who will read his valuable and interesting report will soon see how he has stirred

mens minds upon this point, and how gradually those minds are ripening to a .solution.

I should like also to e.xpress thank.- to Sir John Thompson (Applause) for having had

the boldness and the fore-sight to call this conference together in order to bring these

subjects within the range of practical consideration. We who are the i-epre.sentatives

of various parts of a world-wide Empire may well feel proud of the jirivilege which has

been intrusted to us—for there can be no greater privilege intrusted to any body of

men than to ti'y and bring various countries, various colonies, together for the purpose

;of increasing the happiness and prosperity of all. (Hear, hear.) But this would not

be the time or the occasion on which to make a forecast of our work. Sutfice it to say

that the spirit which inspires me—and I doubt not inspires all my colleagues— is one of

alisolute .sympathy with the fai eeing policy which has called us together ; and could there

be any more titting place for such a representative meeting to be called than in the grand

Dominion of Cana^ia 1 His Excellency has well pointed out her splendid position in this

cpiestion. It is with wonder that 1 think what Canada has done to bring the northern

and southern parts of the Empire together. She has linked the two great oceans, after

an exhibition of courage and constancy and skill which has never been surpassed in the

history of the world. (Applause.) She has made her country the half-way house of the

Empire, where the kindness and hospitality shown to us make us feel quite at home. If

I want to look for a harbinger of success, I see one l)efore me. The good wishes and the

smiles of fairest Canada I feel are upon us (Loud applause), and we take the earliest

opportunity of offering to them our homage of respectful admiration. (Applause.) If
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we can only more fully deserve their goofl wishes ^.ad smiles at the riose of our work,

we shall feel that we have been working for imperial harmony and prosperity, not in

vain. I deem it also, yr Excellency, a very happy coincidence, that it should be my
good fortune to be here under your kindly and sincere roof, and I feel sure that there

can be no greater pledge of the kindliness and sincerity with which the mother country-

regards this great portion of her Empire, outside her own immediate waters, than the

fact that you, sir, should be sitting in that chair. (Applause.) It is tlie desire of Great

Britain and the colonies to give a clear and full consideratioK to all important subje»ts

which may come before them ; and as affecting this policy that will be the surest pledge for

the continuing happiness and prosperity of every portion of the great Empire which gives

us shelter and encouragement. 8ir John Thompson, in the name of the country which I

represent, the mother country, I take up the pledge of faith which you have so ably and

eloquently tendered, in the full belief that the result of this conference will be the

strengthening of those bonds of affection and of interest which should ab ays bind each

part of the Empire together. (Applause.) I will only now thank you for your welcome

and for the earnest, which it gives us, of happy days which are before us in Ottawa.

(Applause.)

Lord Abeudefa. —I shall now call upon the Hon. Nicholas Fitzgerald, the repre-

sentative of the Colony of Tasmania.

Hon. Nicholas Fitz(;erald.—Your Excellency, Sir John Thompson and gentle-

men : On behalf of Tasmania, the smallest of the Australian colonies, but not an unim-

portant one, nor the least progressive, certainly the most picturesque, never jealous of

the progress and prosperity of her sisters, and one always foremost in the desire of

further union ''.•>tweeu the group for t^ e good of the whole. (Applause.) As the repre-

sentative of that colony, T beg to express my w.^rm thanks for the kind words of

welcome which have been offered, and join in the fervent hope that has been expressed

that beneficial results will flow from this conference. It is an augury of good tliat our

first meeting should be held on this auspicious day, the anniversary of Her Majesty's

coronation. (Applause.) We are all united and constant in our devotion to Her

Majesty's throne and person. We res[)ect the Queen not only as our beloved sovereign,

but as one who takes not a small part in guiding the destinies of the great Empire

over which she rules, and as one who feels a kindly sympathy in all movements for

the advancement of every portion of Hei- Majesty's Empire. We believe that the

Queen regards with pride the expansion of that Empire, and watches ^yith interest every

action calculated to advance that nussion which we proudly say belongs to the JBritish

race, namely, to extend tf) the farthest corner of the earth the blessings of commerce, and

the blessings of civilization. (Applause.) Wlien Mr. Mackenzie Bowell, a distinguished

statesman of this country, recently did Australia the honour of paying it a visit, he

prepared us to receive whenever we came here not only a welcome, but a hearty

one, and I may say, knowing the feelings of my brother delegates, that words are too

feeble to convey our high appreciation of the hearty, indeed of the noble, reception

which this grand Dominion has given the colonial representatives. (Applause.) We
were glad to receive the invitation which the Government of Canada honoured us with

to this conference. We accepted it with alacrity ; we felt we would be coming among

blood relations ; we knew we should meet a people proud of their progress as we in

Australia are ; we knew that they as well as we enjoy the blessings of self-government,

all having proved their capacity to wisely use them. We knew that we should come
G
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among you bound by an equal feeling of loyalty, showing in common the historic fame

of the country we sprang fi'om, and proud of the achievements of our race. A meet-

in" of the imperial and colonial representative men was inaugurated a few years ago,

and fitly so, in the capital city of the Empire. That conference marked an epoch which

truly may be termed historic, a happy departure from old colonial traditions, pregnant

with blessings and advantage to the centre as well as to the utmost limits •>* the

Empire. A hope was then expressed that the policy inaugurated there would be a

continuous one. To-day we celebrate that fact, the great fact, of a continuity in colonial

policy, no less I think, necessary for the future safety and prosperity of the Empire

than continuity in its foreign policy. Where could the second of these national con-

ferences more fitly be held than in this grand and prosperous dominion—the Dominion

of Canada—the bright example to the other colonies, the precursor of their self-govern-

ment of every degree, the first of them to enjoy the great blessings of federation ?

(Applause.) But another reason, an important one historically, is, that here was the

great battle, the great issue between the mother country and her colonies first raised,

and to the pride of Canada carried to a successful issue. To-day we congratulate the

Inii)erial Government on this fresh instance of departure from the policy of those days,

and on t\\^, doom of the old relations that existed between the colonies and the mother

country having been rung for ever. We are now engaged at this conference, hoping

to prove the great advantages that will flow from sending representatives of the mother

country to confer with representatives of the great dependencies of the Empire, to

exchange ideas and to consult as to the wants and the necessities of the colonies, illus-

trating the unity of the Empire to which we are proud to belong. (Applause.) Then,

your fjxcellency, we are assembled under happy auspices. We are here from

Australasia to endeavour to work with our Canadian and other colleagues for

uur mutual benefit, feeling assured that everything which enhances the progress

and the prosperity of the colonies must add to the wealth and the power of

England. We are assembled to endeavour to bridife over the great stretch of

ocean that divides the colonies in the south from Canada. We are here to endeavour

by mutual concessions and arrangements, and it may bo sacrifices, to lessen space and,

as it were, to annihilate time. We are here to endeavour to arrange for the exchange

of products to the advantage of all, and by telegraphic communication to draw closer

a union and to cement in every way we can an intercourse of trade and friendship,

whifh happily has not begun to-day, which will we trust in future time expand and

extend until the Pacific has become the highway of commerce between Canada and

the southern colonies, as the Atlantic is now between Canada and the mother country.

(Applause). [ again say we happily begin this conference ; we could not do so under

the presidency of one who commands our respect more than your Excellency. We
could not have here as the representative of the mother country one who commands the

confidence of Australasia more than the Earl of Jersey, one who has during his period

of oflice as Her Majesty's representative in one of the largest and the oldest of our

colonies always evinced a great knowledge of the wants of the colonies and a sincere

and hearty sympathy with their aims and aspirations. (AppL ;se.) Joy was expressed

throughout Australasia when it was known that Lord Jersey would be the representa-

tive of England. It was felt that the Imperial (iovernment would be very ably repre-

sented, and that as far as his instructions could permit, Lord Jersey would endeavour

that not only good but that the highest measure of good would follow from our deliber-

If-
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ations. Then, your Excellency, I say that we have commenced our proceedings under

auspices that could scarcely be more favourable ; and I fervently unite in the words

which your Excellency used, viz., that the blessing of divine Providence may be with

us, and that good results may flow from our meeting, and that this the second national

conference may be followed by others when required also diffusive of advantage to the

colonies as to our dear and great mother country. (Loud applause.)

Lord Aberdken.—I shall next call upon Hon. Francis B. Suttor, representing the

colony of New South Wales.

Hon. F. B. SuTTOR.—Your Excellency, Sir .John Thompson, and gentlemen : I trust

I am able to appreciate the high honour conferred upon me to-day by being permitted

to speak so early on behalf of the oldest of the Australian colonies. You, sir, have said

that this is a momentous occasion, and we d>) think that the important woi-k we have

befoi'e us will require the most earnest consideration at tlie hands of representatives of

the dififerent colonies ; l)ut if it is an auspicious occasion in connection with the duties

we have to perform, surely this opening will be memorable to us, "^ not only have we

here above us, as Lord Jersey most gallantly said, fairest Canada, <-uh the Government

and the Parliament have l>pen good enough t(t honour us by setting apart this day tf)

welcome us to the capital of the Dominion, and are supporting us by their presence in

bhis Senate chamber ; and you, my lord, as Her Majesty's representative, have honoured

us by presiding over this the inaugural meeting of the conference. That being so, I am
sure we all feel chat we cannot express too highly our gratitude for the kindly words of

welcome so ablv spoken by your Excellency and the premier. TlK)se of us who entered

the Dominion of Canada by the western gate at Vancouver, have experienced such

unexpected and continuous kindness and attention under exceptional circumstances that

our journey eastward has lieen one of unalloyed pleasure and gratification. We were

welcomed at Victoria, at Vancouver, and in that wonderful new city of Winnipeg, and

you, my lord, as the head of the Dominion, by welcoming us here are adding to the

great obligation we feel ourselves under to the people of Canada. We could not have

been received with greater distinction than we have been ; and it is a source of great

gratification that you have condescended to fill the chair on this occasion. I trust, what-

ever the result of our deliberations may be, they will at least ha\ e the affect of strength

ening more completely the bond of union that exists between the self-governing colonies

and the parent state. (Applause.) Perhaps T might express the hope that by its posi-

tion and the action it has taken in relation to the present conference, this Dominion of

Canada may be the central swivel in that chain bringing us together in common interests

which will prevent any knotting or friction, and prove a source of encouragement to all

the great colonies of England to work harmoniously together, (Applause.) I come

here to-day as a member of the Government of New South Wales. I am here to-day

charged liy my government to listen attentively, and to give the most favourable con-

sideration to all jiroposals that are submitted to us in conference, and I feel persuaded

that the determinations the conference may arrive at on the various subjects submit-

ted to us will be such as to meet the approval of the government and the parliament of

the country 1 represent. (Applause.) It will not be considered presumptuous on my
part if I make some allusion to the right hon. gentleman who represents England at

this conference. I claim to have sfirae right to do so because it is only a short time

since he left New South Wales, and I feel inclined to still call Lord .Jersey " His

Excellency." During the greater portion of the time that Lord Jersey occupied

8
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His

occupied

the official position he did in New South Wales I had the honour of sitting

at the executive table with him, and as I consequently possess some personal knowledge

of him, I have no hesitation in saying that there could not in the British d(jminions be

chosen a man who takes more interest in, and has a better knowledge of, colonial matters.

It is needless, therefore, for me to say that we know the Imperial Government will be

«ibly and well represented at this conference by the right honourable gentleman. Sir, it

is difficult at this early stage to forecast the results of our deliberations. Possibly

—

though I do not anticipate so—there may be no immediate issues from our delil)erations,

but whether the results be immediate or not, the meeting of such a large boily of dis-

tinguished men froi. the self-governing colonies of Great Britain, must prove beneficial

to all. (Heal-, hear.) This occasion, as I have said, will be ever memorable in the minds

of all who have been permitted to attend this Conference and take part in the discussion.s

day by day, and whether practical results follow or not, I am conxinced that we shall, at

the conclusion of our sittings, part, feeling that we have a larger knowledge of each

other and a greater pride in belonging to that great Empire from which we all sprang

and to which we all belong. (Loud applause.)

Lord Abkhdekn.—Permit me to next introduce to you, Hon. Sir Henry de Villiers

AS the representative of the Cape of Good Hope.

Sir Henry de Villiehs—Your Excellency, on behalf of the delegates from the Cape

of Good Hope, I beg to tender you our most hearty thanks for the cordial words of

welcome which you have spoken. On their behalf, also, I have to thank the Canadian

commissi(mers for the consideration we have received from the time we set foot on Can-

adian soil. The hospitality of the Canadians is proverbial : and it has already been so

expatiated upon by those speakers who have preceded me that I need do no more than

heartily thank the commissioners on l)ehalf of the people of the Cape of (' )od Hope. Oui-

only regret is that neitTier Mr. Rhodes nor any of his ministry has been able to join us.

Owing to the sitting of parliament at this time it was impossible for the Cape Premier

to be here ; but I know that he and all his ministers entertain the earnest hope that

this conference may prove a complete success. (Applause.) And they have commissioned

me to express their wishes that the deliberations of this conference may result in

[measures beneficical alike to the British Empire in general and to our colcjny in particular.

The subjects upon the programme, ray lord, are not such as we of the Cape of Good
Hope are very directly concerned in ; our Australian colleagues are much more interested

j

in most of them ; so that, in a measure we shall be in the happy position of being list-

eners rather than active participators in the deliberations of the conference. Here in this

country you have solved problems which with us are still unsolved. You have solved

the great question of confederation, and you have known how to reconcile local autonomy
with a central administration of affiiirs of general concern. There is one experience

which is common to both, and that is that we have two nationalties, the Dutch and the

English, just as you have two nationalities, the English and the French, which it is the

part of wise statesmanship to fuse into one. And there is another point of agreeuient

between the Cape of Good Hope and the Dominion of Canada ; and that is whatever

nationality we belong to, we are all united in the most perfect and
sincere loyalty to the good and great Queen v'ho for so many years

has ruled over her vast Empire, (applause), of which the colonies represented at this

conference form a part. But although the subjects to be discussed are not such as the

Cape of Good Hope has any immediate interest in, yet we are not without hope that in

9
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the result tlie Cape may derive its full share of benefits from the conference. Among
the subjects to be discussed, for instance, is the question of the cable from Vancouver

to the Australian Colonies. Our hope is that the laying of the proposed cable may re-

sult in the laying of another cable from the Australian Colonies to the Cape of Good
Hope. Such a cable would be useful not only for the defence of the Empire, but it

would also have the practical effect of reducing the exorbitant charges which are at pre-

sent charged for telegrams from the Cape of Good Hope to Great Britain. In regard

to commerce, although there i« at present little trade between Northern America and

Southern Africa, there is no reason why such a state of things should long continue.

We may firmly hope that one of the results of the conference will be to remove any

fetters that may at present exist on the freedom of intercolonial fiscal arrangements for

our common benefit. We may be able to offer products to Canada which Canada

cannot raise herself, and we in our turn may be glafl to receive products which the Cape

of Good Hope is not able to raise for itself. A few years ago it would have been consid-

ered an impossibility for the different colonies to send representative men to meet as we

do to-day. With the increasing facilities of travel by railroad as well as steamship, it

has been found possible for us to cross the Atlantic and the Pacific from

all parts of the world in an incredibl}' short space of time ; and

nothing has assisted more towards that result than the construction of the

greit Canadian Pacific railway across this continent. But, my lord, if I may venture

to forecast events, I would say that this conference will not be more m emorable for its

immediate practical i-esults than for the great precedent in political action which has

been esta})lished. It is the first occasion upon which representatives from every part of

the British Empire have met together, not in London but in one of the colonies, and

have been joined by a representative from Great Britain to discuss questions of interest

common to them all. To-day the (juestion is the comparatively humble one of the

commercial interests of the different portions of the Empire. At another conference

the question may be tlie defence of the Empire, and yet at another the (juestion may be

the federation of the different portions of the Empire. (Applause.) A great respon-

sibility therefore rests upon the delegates here assembled to conduct our proceedings in

so practical and sensible a manner that the Ottawa conference may hereafter be regarded

as an example to be followed and not as a danger to be avoided. (Loud applause.)

Lord AuEHDEKN.—I will ask the Hon. Thomas Playford, representative of South

Austi'alia, to now address you.

Hon. Thomas Playford.—Your Excellency, Sir John Thompson, and gentlemen :

In tlie first place allow me to express my pleasure at i-epresenting the not veiy small

colony of South Australia ; it is not one of the largest of the Australian group, although

it niiiy be on the present occasion represented by the largest specimen of humanity in the

room. (Laughter.) I have listened, I can assure your Excellency, with a considerable

amount of pleasure to the addresses which preceded mine, your kind and considerate

words of welcome, the able address of Sir John Tliompson which was exceedingly pleas-

ing to me ; and that most elociuent speech of all by Mr. Fitzgerald, who i-epresents the

smallest colony of the South Australian group, but is the most eloquent of the Austra-

lian delegates. (Applause.) I will not repeat what he said upon the present occasion. I

wish to say in the first place that I noted that you r- \de the remark that this was not

the first conference, although none had been held with exactly the same objects

we have in view to-day. Your statement was in every sense of the word accurate.

10
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The Imperial Conference, I take it, was about the first of the series of which this may

be called the second ; but the Imperial Conference met for a different purpose than the

one we meet for. The primary object of the Imperial Conference was for the purpose of

establishing some means of defence to the Empire as a whole ; that was its primary ob-

ject. This conference is for the purpose of establishing trade relations with various

parts of the Empire. (Hear, hear.) As was stated, that conference also was held for

the purpose of drawing closer the bonds of union between the colonies and the mother

land. This conference is held for drawing if possible closer bonds of union by means

of trade relationship with the various colonies of the Empire as well as with the

mother country. (Hear, hear.) Now, as far as Austi-alia is concerned, from

the day in which Her Majesty was crowned until the present day we may

da'3 the great material progress of the Australian Colonies. Some of them

were barely in existence Ijefore that date. Now, we have, in that short space

of time built up a nation out of what was pi-actically a wilderness. I do not intend to

go into statistics ; they generally weary an audience, but perhaps I may be allowed to

quote one or two. Your worthy representative to the colonies, the Hon. Mackenzie

Bowell, has issued a pamphlet in which he has given you the result of his labour in the

Australian Colonies ; and he says—and it will give you some good idea at all events

oi. the importance of the trade of Australasia—that the foreign trade of Australasia,

(striking out all the intercolonial trade) amounted to over £40,000,000 a year. Now
£40,000,000 if it is put into dollars looks a considerable larger sum than £40,000,000

as you know. However, it is a big trade of exported produce which we ourselves

did not require for our own consumption. We have in addition an import trade

of over £."50,000,000. Now, when we come to an important part of Her Majesty's

dominions, like Canada, and make the inquiry what is the volume of trade that exists

at the present time Ijetween Canada on the one hand and Australia on the other, we
find it dwindles down to about £100,000 of produce we take from you, and you take

from us, we believe, (not directly—a greal deal comes through the United States) about

£ir)0,000 of our £40,000,000. Now comes the question which this conference is going

to try and solve, or at any rate to put on the way of solution if we cannot solve it ; that

is, cannot the trade between these two portions of Her Majesty's dominions be greatly

increased ? Cannot you take a little more of our £40,000,000, and cannot we take

something from you in exchange, to our mutual advantage ? Of course there is no sen-

timent in trade relations ; it is a matter of pure pounds, shillings and pence ; and if it

will not suit us to send our produce to you, if you will nut give us what we can get for

it elsewhere, we will not send it, and you will not send tu us if we do not pay as much
as you can get elsewhere. (Laughter and applause.) You will not send to us if you can

not obtain some advantage, some benefit, by so doing. I h»ve been looking at the matter

from a practical standpoint ; anc I have had the advantage over most of my colleagues

of having arrived here a week agu ; and I have taken my walks round this beautiful city

of Ottawa, in which I see new beauty every day in doing so. I have visited some of

your manufactories. Among others, I went into Mr. Eddy's manufactory, and I saw the

whole process of making paper from wood, and I saw the immense piles of magnificent

paper being made, and all the processes connected therewith and I said :
" Well, in

Australia we import nearly if not the whole of our paper : surely Canada with her mag-
nificent water power, the machinery being driven so cheaply by the water power, with
her ability to supply us with any amount of paper, ought to be able to build up a trade in
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paper." I went fui-ther throuifli tliat factoi-y ; I will not describe everything I saw. I

.saw them making matches, and T said tf) myself :
" Surely the good people of Canada might

as well supply the people in Australia with matches instead of the Swedes who largely

.supply us now." They are the principal source from which we gain our supplies at the

present day. I have no doubt that when we look round among your factories and the

various products of your land that we shall be able to Hnd plenty of things which you

produce which we do not and which we want ; and you will be able to find among us a

number of products which we i>roduce and you flo not and which you want, and we
may be al)le to build up a large and magnificeno trade eventually. (Applause.) That,

I understand, is your object. I do not intend to take up your time much longer. There

are a number of other speakers, but T wish to mention one jjointin which I have to ex-

press a little sorrow. Lord .Jersey will recollect that when he was Governor of New South

Wales we held a conference in that magnificent city, with its most magnificent harbour.

We held a conference there forthe purjiose of coming to some understanding as to the basis

of a federal union between the colonies. We passed a bill ; we very properly referred

to all the histoiical pi-ecedents of the countries which had federated in the past, and you

being the last of the number who had federated, we studied with a c<msiderable amount

of interest your constitution. We framed a bill for the purpose of lieing submitted to

the various legislatures forthe federal union of the Austi-alian Colonies ; and all that I

am sorry for to-day, so far as Australia is concerned, is that before this she has not been

federated, and that she is not here represented by her delegates who speak for the

whole of Australia instead of for people from difi'erent parts of it. (Applause.) You
may help us to realize that, l)ecauso you must see what an innnense advantage it must

be to a country to have one government and to have that government enabled to speak

for the whole of a continent, as we could do if we were united, instead of having a

number of separate governments, with separate and diverse interests, frequently clash-

ing one with another, and the country is not able to speak in the councils of the world

with that one voice in which it should speak, and with which, fortunately, j'ou are able

to speak. (Ajjplause,) On this great question, perhaps I may be allowed to say one

word, and that is this : you may materially helji us, and I believe you will materially

help us from the fact that from all inquiries I have been able to make, you are emi-

nenth' satisfied with the position that you occupy to-day. (Applause.) You are emi-

nently satisfied with the advantages that you have gained under your federation ; and

we shall be able, I believe, to go back to our native land, Australia, and advance the

cause of federation thei-e, from the fact that we will be in a position to inform our

people that you, after having tried it for a number of years, have no desire to go back

again into your old disunited state, but that you are eminently satisfied with the

position 3'ou now occupy. Gentlemen, I thank you for the patient hearing you have

given me. I trust our deliberations will result in good fruit ; and although I, along

with Sir Henry de Villiers, may think that we may not be able to bring forth fruit im-

mediately, I am quite sure we will sow seeds which will eventually spring up and pro-

duce the results which we so much desire. (Applause.)

Lord Abp;rdeen.—You will now have the pleasure of hearing from New Zealand,

through Mr. Lee Smith, the representative of that colony.

Mr. Lee Smith.—Your Excellency, Sir John Thompson, my lord and gentlemen :

I beg to tender you my thanks for the kind reception which you have given to me as

a representative—I will not say of the largest or smallest of the colonies of Australasia,
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which belong to Her ISIajesty. (Applause.) There is, sir, another matter which may
be brought forward, that is the initiation and the carrying out of a calile service

through this Dominion, which will receive the favourable consideration of

myself as the representative of New Zealand—for it is a natural corollary

to a mail service—which means the introduction, and, I hope, the carry-

ing out of a large trade with Canada. Our cable connnunication with the

United States and Canada is very faulty. It was only the day before yesterday that 1

received a telegi'am from New Zealand wliich took three days in transmission. I believe

if we could carry out a cable line from New Zealand to Vancouver we should be placed

in immediate contact, not only with Canada but also with Great Britain. Sir, there

are many questions which may be brought forward. It must be ren'iembered that at

this conference there are representatives coming from colonies with varying interests.

In one country we may have one thing to consider and in anothei- country we may have

another thing to consider , but I believe it would be to the advantage of all if we regard

this conference as a conference for the benefit of the whole Empire and not deiil with it

in a sectional spirit. (Applause.) I may say that my government have told me that on

no account am I to show any of the small petty jealousies which I am sorry to say have

from time to time in the past been exhibited between various portions of Her Majesty's

dominions. I cannot speak in the same warm manner in which some gentlemen have

done with regard to confederation. Theie are a great number of reasons why New
Zealand should not consider at tlie present moment any question of confederation. It

was well said at a ctmference some few years ago that there were 1,200 reasons why
we should defer that consideration ; there are 1,200 miles of water between us and

Australia ; and here I regret to say that I find many people throughout this country

who are not so well acquainted with the geographical position of New Zealand as they

should be, for they mix up New Zealand with Australia in the most remarkable manner.

I shall conclude by saying that on all subjects which come before me, I shall endeavour

to art in such a manner as to benefit New Zealand, but I shall also consider Aus-

tralia, and above all the united interests of the great Empire to which we are all proud

to belong. (Applause.)

Lord Abkrdeex.—I shall now call upon one of the representives of Victoria—Hon.

Simon Eraser.

Hon Simon Eraser.—Your Excellency, Sir John Thompson, my lord and gentle-

men : [ have to thank the Government of Canada and the people of Canada on behalf

of the colony from which I come for their hearty welcome. We have in Australia,

and especially in the colony that I have the honour to represent, with my other two

delegates, been exceedingly pleased to receive the invitation of this great Dominion, of

which I am also, I may inform your Excellency, a native. (Applause.) But, although

I have taken my abode in that country of Australia for over 40 years, yet I need not

say that I am delighted beyond measure to be back once more, especially upon such an

auspicious occasion as the present. We have received every attention since we landed on

the shores of the Dominion, more than we deserved indeed. We have wondered, and

wondered over again, at the progress made by this great Dominion, and I can say that

although the progress is marvellous, and the people and the government who have had

the courage, the daring, I may say, of carrying out such a successful policy should be

congratulated and complimented ; still I may say that quite such a future is in store for

us in Australia should we have the good fortune and the good sense to follow the ex-
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ample so well set us by Canada. (Applause.) And T may say that our esteemed

delegate from the Imperial (iovernment, the Earl of Jersey, is aware of the fact

—

and my friend Hon. Mackenzie Bowell must lie aware of it that if you are travelling

thiough Australia you find that nine men out of ten are in favour of federation
;
yet

it has not been carried out. We are now, I hope, on the very verge of succeeding ; at any

rate we are making greater efforts than were ever done before. And we are determined

in doing that—as I hojie we will be determined in doing what we are now about to com-

nience—to give and take in all matters affecting the welfare not only of our own country,

Australia, but of the country, of the Imperial and JJiiti.sh interests as well. We meet

on this occasion, and the gravity of the situation is very great, because we are acting

for future generations ; and although I am a great believer in commerce—we all are

—

there are other matters besides commerce ; sentiment has a good deal to do with matters

in this life ; and if we can manage to increase the trade between Australia and Canada,

then lai'ger benefits will follow. That is, the standing by eacli other, as the Scotchmen

would say, standing shoulder to shoulder in time of trouble and anxiety. Well, of course,

if we trade with each other we will know each other much better than we can possibly

do without trading with each other. I imagine there is a considerable trade to be done

between Australia and Canada. It has been alluded to, and I am not going to refer to

it ; I could enlarge upon various little matters, but this is not a suitable time for so

doing. At any rate I am (juite sure that the Australian delegates, and also the whole

of the delegates, will give and take in all matters like this, and act for common inter-

ests. Unless we sink minor and local differences, we never, of course, can arrive at

what will be satisfactory in the long run. It is only by yielding here, accepting

there, and following a policy of that kind, that we can perhaps look back in

years to come and say we have acted with discretion and with wisdom on the whole.

I am proud to say that the colony of Victoria is most anxious, and will be exceedingly,

I was going to say annoyed, but disappointed at any rate, and grieved, if some success-

ful issue does not result from this great conference. We are not tied by narrow lines.

We have the assurance of our government, and I know that the people will be eminent-

ly satisfied if we are successful in our mission, because the interests at stake are

immense ; the interests of Australia alone are immense. M}' friend, Mr. Playford, has

alluded to the trade of Australia. The wool trade of Australia comes to £22,000,000

annually, or nearly $100,000,000 ; so that you can imagine what huge interests are at

stake. There is where I congratulate the delegate who has referred to the fact—I think

it was Mr. Fitzgerald—that the Pacific Ocean ought to be traversed by fast-going boats

that would be available to the imperial or colonial authorities if ever unfortunately

such a time should arrive to require the same. Our mission is one of peace to all man-
kind, and not an aggressive one. But, while we acknowledge and declare that to the

whole world, yet it is no harm to prepare for eventualities ; it is no harm to keep our

powder dry. Now, your Excellency, I join with the other delegates in my heartiest

thanks on behalf ui the colony of Victoria for this sincere welcome. Indeed I may
say that I told my brother delegates it would be so on the way from Sydney here, and
I may say in passing, that the voyage to Canada is only a voyage of three weeks,

that it is no doubt the shortest way to England, and ought to be, certainly, a popular

way ; a pacific ocean truly it is ; and the scenery across from Vancouver here is

unrivalled in the world. I have travelled a good deal through Norway and Sweden
and other countries, and I have gone sight-seeing, but I have never seen such
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sights as here, not even in the country my friend before nie represents, New Zeahmd.

80 tliat that great line certainly ought to be a popuhir one ; and it undoul)tedly

does cement this great Dominion together and set an example to tlie world. I

do not know, your Plxi-ellency, that I can add very much to what has l)een so

ekKjuently aiul al)ly spoken ; but wlien the actual work begins, I am sure one and all of

the delegates will do their utmost to bring about the successful issue of the objects we
have in view, namely, trade relations and a cable across to Australia. Certaiidy with-

out a cable there is a great link missing, and it will be for this conference to forn;e that

link without doing injury to any other company or country; but if that link is not

completed, then I aay there will be a blot on the result of the cf»nference. I thank

your E.xcellency for the patient hearing you have given me, and I resume my seat

simply saying that I am sure good results will follow from our mission to this land.

(Applause.)

Lord Arkrdeen.—I now call upon the Hon. A. J. Thynne, one of the represen-

tatives of (^lueensland, to address you.

Hon. A. .r. TiivwE.—Your Excellency, Sir John Thompson, and gentlemen ; I

respond on behalf of the junioi-, the youngest of the Australasian Colonies, Queensland :

and I think it is very prf»per that the colony which has been so short a period

in existence as ours has been, should be placed on the list of addre.sses here, so

thfit its delegates may offer to the assembly an expression of their feelings in an

order which comes more fitly in the place usually allotted in these times to those

of youth and of shorter experience. We have the great privilege of having been

called after Her Majesty the Queen herself. We are her latest colony, and she has

been good enough to appropriate for us her own name, that of Queensland ; aiid

what is the offering which this young colony has to make in return ? She has en-

deavoured to follow the steps and benefit by the experience of those who are around

her, such as the progressive colonies of New South Wales and Victoria. We have

endeavoured to take self development and wo hope we have made fairly good use of

our opportunities, for we offer in return a voluntary, fruitful and hearty spirit of ap-

preciation of the benefits which we have received under Her Majesty's reign ; and T

think that it does not detract from the value of the offering to state that there is not

any feeling of impending danger, nor any merely selfish interest which has prompteil

the development in the colony of Queensland of the most hearty spirit of loyalty

towards Her Majesty. (Applause.) I go further, your Excellency, and I say

this, that not only do we feel that same spirit of loyalty towards Her Majesty,

but there is a spirit of loyalty—that loyalty which, in Australia, as well, I am

sure, in Canada, is regarded as sacred by .all men who have to endure

common hardship, who may have to undergo commcm danger—and that is the

loyalty to one's fellow-subjects ; and I have no doubt that in the discussions that

may arise at th.s conference or hereafter, the people of Queensland will not be

in any way backward, or behind those of other colonies or other countries in submit-

ting to her share of responsibility, her share of burden, for the united benefit

of the whole of those whom she is privileged to call her fellow-subjects.

I have to thank your Excellency for the very appropriate and heart-stirring words

which you m, de use of in your address to us. I think, sir, that the objects of this con-

ference and the spii-it which should control it, could not be better expressed than they

have been by your Excellency ; and I trust that every delegate who is attending the
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conference will bear those words in mind. I cannot at this stage of the proceedings

offoi- many new sentiments or thoughts for consideration, the subject having been

handled by so many much more able speakers than myself, but T will say on behalf of

the colony which I have the honour to represent with my friend Mr. Forrest that we
should be very much disappointed indeed if there is not some immediate practical result

from our conference. (Applause.) We hope, sir, and trust that when we return to

our colonies we shall have some practical definite business which can be at once

dealt with and dispo-sed of, and that the initiation of this highly desirable com-

mercial intercourse between Canada and Australia will not be left as a matter for

future years, but shall be at once and without any unnecessary delay entered upon and
carried out. (Applause.) Delays are dangerous, and as for our colony—and I think for

most if not all of the other Australian Colonies—there is no desire for delay. We will

receive with the greatest care and attention every pro{)osal that is laid before us, and
if we can in any way assist towards bringing those proposals into immediate practical

operation, I think it will not be through any want or any delay or desire to delay on
the part of the colonies that those proposals cannot be carried into effect at a very

early date. We look, sir, to hearty co-operation, among ourselves in the Australian

Colonies, but we are also exceedingly glad to have the countenance and support of our

fellow colonists from the Cape of Good Hope. We look also to the active co-operation

of He*- Majesty's Government and her representative to bring this conference to an
early, successful and practical result, one which will add to what has been so well

described as the bonds of sympathy ; those bonds of sympathy at any rate will

not be made any the weaker by having a bond further to bind us together. I think up
to the present moment our bond of union with Canada has been that feeling of sympathy
which existed in Canada, and that feeling of sympathy which existed in Australia to-

wards one common object, the mother country. (Hear, hear.) But that bond of

sympathy will be none the less effective if our people, our merchants and traders are

interested directly in the course of trade between the Dominion and the colonies are

interested in our investments, in the money expended in the development of commercial

intercourse, and in the establishment of cable communication ; and I trust, sir, that we
shall make our heartiest efforts towards bringing about the additional bonds which
those objects would involve. I am sure that you, sir, and this large assembly must be
already weary with the number of addresses which have been delivered, interesting

each one of them undoubtedly ; but the time has so far gone that I will not detain you
any further beyond thanking you again on behalf of the colony which I represent for

the almost royal hospitality which you have shown us—hospitality which it would be

as hard for me to express in words as it would be to describe your magnificent scenery.

And I assure you we shall take the greatest pleasure in reporting to our government
our parliament, and our people the kindly feeling you have shown us. (Applause.) I
thank you again. (Applause.)

AN ADDRESS TO HER MAJESTY.

Hon. Mr. Suttor.—This being the 56th anniversary of the coronation of Her
Majesty the Queen, I feel that we cannot separate to-day without taking advantage of

this opportunity to present to Her Majesty an address of congratulation on the length
and beneficial influence of her reign over the British Empire. I therefore beg to move
the following resolution :

—
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*' That a committer he nupointcd to propare an addrfiss of con>?ratulation, from tho

members of the confenMU-c to Her Majesty th«! C^ueeii, upon her having attained the

fifty-sixth year of her coronation.

"That the conunittee consist of Hon. Mackenzie H«)well, Sir Charles ^lills, Hon.
Thomas Phiyfonl, A. (iCe Hniitlj, Ks»j., Hon, Nichohi,s Fitzgerald, Hon. Mr. Kraser,

Hon. A. .1. Thynne and the mover."

This resolution on being put was adopted.

Hon. Mr. Su'iTOH, on behalf of th(i committee, reported the address. He said :

—

Tn moving the adoption of this achlress to Her Majesty the Queen, it would indeed

l)e presumptuous in me to say many words in eulogy of H(U' Most(«racious Majesty. Hut

coming from the nadir of your zenith, and being an Australian, it may not be considered

altogether inappropriate if I should ask the members of the conference to agree to this

address. Our sovereign has to-day reached the 56th anniversaiy of her coronation, and

we tlo hope that she may be long spared to rule over us, and to be an example to her

race in the future as she has l)een in the past. Within the last few days there has been

bom a young son to their Royal Highnesses the Duk(( and Duchess of York, who it is

to he hoped will receive the instruction and wise counsel Her Majesty is so capable of

giving to one who may ultimately become our ruler. This most successful of successful

sovereigns has been a great and good example to all others. Hhe has not only led a noble

life, l)ut a life that has been pure and blameless through all these years, *' in the fierce

light that beats upon a throne." I beg to move the adoption of the address, which is as

follows :
—

Address to Her Majesty tlie (iueen, from the Colonial Conference assembled at Ottawa on the
28th .Tune, 1804

To the (Queen's Most Kxcellont Majesty :

Most (invuiouH Sovereign :We, Your Majesty's dutiful and loyal subjects asseiul)leil at

Ottawa to confer upon the liest means of ])romoting conunercial intercourse between the various

portions of Your Majesty's Empire, desire to express our unswerving attachment to the Throne and
person of ^'our Majesty.

Coming together on the 5<ith anniversary of Your Majesty's coronation, we, hitherto strangers
to each other, are led by this happy concurrence to realize the closeness of tlie tie which binds
together the widely separated portions of \'our Majesty's donnnions by a conunon sentiment of

devoted allegiance to Your Majesty's gracious rule.

It is, therefore, w'th a lively and heartfelt satisfaction that, on the threshold of our labours,

we unite in offering c •• ble, sincere and cordial congratulations on this a\ispicious occasion

which distinguishes n nunis in tiie annals of England, no less for its unexampLd duration
than by reason of

*^' ^orious achievements of civilization with which it must l)e for ever
associated.

We beg V'our Majesty of the earnest resolve which aninuites those charged with the

administration ar Majesty's cohmial possessions to vie with Your Majesty's Imp .-ial advisers

in upliolding the ancient monarchy under wliich it is our happiness to live, and in doing our part to

hand down unimpaired to the last generations this great syndml of our union and our strength.

We rejoice in the well grounded hope that Your Majesty may be spared to your people for

many years to come.

Sir Charles Mills.—Your fellow colonists of the Cape of Good Hope will bp

highly pleased to learn that the honour of seconding the resolution for the adoption of

the address just read has been conferred on one of their delegates to this conference,

and I, as their humble representative, gratefully appreciate having been selected for

this duty, which I will now willingly dischrrge as briefly as possible. On the invicatioii

of the Government of this great country, this grand Dominion, there are now assembled

here representatives from all but one self-governing colony to confer as to the best

means of promoting the commercial interests of every portion of the British Empire,

and on this point I wish now merely to say that the Cape Colony aspires to the exercise

of tiie same trade facilities between the several colonies and parts of the Empire as

those enjoyed by the diiFerent counties in Great Britain and Ireland—between Sussex
18
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and Surrey for instance. It is thoreforo not only seemly but dutiful that l)t'ing met

here on the oGth anniversary of the coronation of (»ur j^reat and noble (^upen (the

designatidn whereby the name of Victoria will ^o down to j)OHt«rity in the worUVs

history) we should, after invoking the blessing of Providence upon our proceedings,

approach Her Majesty with expression of love and devotign to her person and throne,

mindful of the fact that she has so nobly borne the Crown of the British Empire and

its vast responsibilities for fifty-six years with honour and glory in her public, and

unblemished virtue and rectitude in her private life, a grand example to her people.

In the luime and on behalf of the colony of the Cape of (Jood Hope, I now beg to

second the resolution submitted by the honourable the mover.

Lord AiiKKDEEX.—T shall legard it as a high honour and privilege to transmit

y(tur address to Her Majesty /it the earliest opportunity.

iiwa on the

THE FIRST ATLANTIC STEAMER.

Ijord Ahkkdken—I have received the following letter from the clerk of the House

of Commons and beg to read it to you :—
To His Kxcellency the (iovenior (Jtiiieral :

Mv [jOHK,—The two H(mseH of the Caiuvdiiiii I'urliivment hivve ordered that a brass tablet shouhl
be pliiceil in tiie wall of the corridor leailing to the Library of Parliament, with a snitable inscription
" connneniorating the departure of the " Royal \\'illiani ' from the port of Quebec, in IH.'W— the first

vessel to cioss the ocean wholly by means of steam.

Vour Excellency is already familiar with tiie leading circumstances connected with this inter-

esting historical fact. Tiie brass plate ordered by Parliament is now ready to be put in place, and it

is felt that no more Ktting time could be chosen than at the close of the opening meeting of the
coloni.d conference.

On behalf of the Royal Society and associated societies, who were the tirst to move in doing
honour to the builders and navigators of the " Royal William " I express the hope that Vour Kxcel-
lency will be pleased to place the connnemoration plate in its permanent uosition. If it is ag' oeable to
Vour Excellency I inclose the list of gentlemen who, it is thought desirable, should witiiess the pro-
ceedings.

1—The delegates to the conference. 2—The Speakers of the Senate and Commons. .S—Cabinet
Ministers. 4— .Mr. (Justavua Wicksteed, Who saw the " Royal William " launched 63 years ago and
took passage on her rial trin. o—Mr. Horace Wicksteed, who Itoarded the " Royal William " on
her arrival in England and uinod with the captain. 6— Representatives of the Royal Society and
Associated Societies.

I have the honour to be Your Excellency's most faithful servant,

(Signed), J. 0. BOURINOT.

In accordance with this request I shall when the conferenee rises have much
pleasure in placing the brass tablet in the place selected for it, and I invite the gentle-

men specially named in the letter and others to assist me by their presence at the place

designated.

I have now to announce that the first meeting is concluded, and that the members
are invited to meet to-morrow for business at half past ten in the office of the Minister

of Trade and Commerce.

His Excellency then proceeded to the corridor leading to the Library of Parlia-

ment when, in pursuance to the order of Parliament, the memorial brass respecting the
" Royal "William " was placed in the position it now occupies. This formal act per-

foi-med by His Excellency on the occasion of the opening of the Colonial Conference

most fittingly associated the gathering of representatives from the British possessions in

all quarters of the globe, with the germ and pioneer ( ^dan steam navigation, the

development of which has rendered the conference possible. The memorial was placed

in its position by His Excellency in presence of the delegates, the Speakers of both
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Houses of the Dominion Parliament, the members of the Government and members of

both Houses, by members of the Royal Society of Canada on behalf of the Canadian

Institute, Toronto, the Literary and Historical Societies of Quebec and Halifax and

other associated societies, and by citizens of Ottawa generally, among others the vener-

able brothers Wicksteed, referred to in the letter on the preceding page.

The inscription on the memorial brass is as follows :

—

IN HONOUR OF THE MEN
By Whose Entkrprise, Courage avd Skill

THE
"POYAL WILLIAM"

The first vessel i oross the Atlantic by steam power was
wholly constructed in Canada and navigated to England in

1833. The pioneer of those mighty fleets of ocean steamers

by which passengers and merchandise of all nations are

now conveyed on every sea throughout the world.

Ordered by the Parliament of Canada, June 13-15.

1894.

DOUGLAS STEWART,
J. LAMBERT PAYNE,

Joint Secretaries of the Conference.

P I
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PROCEEDINGS OF THE CONFERENCE.

Office of the Minister of Trade and Commerce,
Ottawa, Friday, June 29th, 1894.

The Conference opened at 10.30 a.m.

The following representatives weoe present :

—

rr>, T • , m i.
(ThE RiGHT HoN. THE EaRL OP JeRSEY,

The Imperial Government

—

i V C C CM C

Canada

—

Hon. Mackenzie Bowell, P.C.

Hon. Sir Adolphe Caron, P.C, K.C.M.G.
Sandford Fleming, Esq., C.M.G.

Tasmania

—

Hon. Nicholas Fitzgerald.

New South Wales—Hon. F. B. Suttor, M.L.A.

Cape Colony

—

Sir Henry deVilliers, K.C.M.G,
Sir Charles Mills, K.C.M.G., C.B.

South Australia

—

Hon. Thomas Playford.

New Zealand

—

Alfred Lee Smith, Esq.

Victoria—Sir Henry Wrixon, K.C.M.G., Q.C.

Hon. Nicholas Fitzgerald, M.L.C.
Hon. Simon Eraser, M.L.C.

Queensland

—

Hon. A. J. Thynne, M.L.C.
Hon. William Forrest, M.L.C.

*

CREDENTIALS FILED.

The delegates filed their credentials. ( Vide, Appendix " A."
)

HAWAIIAN REPRESENTATION.

A letter was read from Mr. Theo. H. Davies, dated Ottawa, June 27th, 1894,

explaining the position which the Honolulu Chamber of Commerce expected him to

have at the conference. The letter was placed on file. (See Appendix " A.")

ELECTION OF PRESIDENT.

Hon. Mr. Fitzgerald.—I have very great pleasure indeed in nominating

Mr. Mackenzie Bowell for the position of president of the conference. It is not neces-

sai'y for me to put before you his high claims to the position, and I am sure the nomina-

tion will be received with pleasure by all.

The Earl of Jersey.—I have much pleasure in seconding the motion.
,

The motion was agreed to. ,

Hon. Mr. Bowell.—In assuming the responsible duties which devolve upon the

president of a conference of so important a character as the one now assembled, I can-

not but express my humble appreciation of the high honour thus conferred, and further

to express the hope that in discharging the tluties of presiding officer my actions may
be such as to meet with the approval of all assembled to take part in the consideration

of the important questions which are expected to come before you.
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It is with exceeding regret that I have to apologize for the absence of our Finance

Minister, Mr. Foster, who was appointed with Sir Adolphe Caron and myself, but is

unable to be present on account of illness. The strain of the session, and the re-arrange-

ment of the tariflf", which is composed of some 900 items, has entailed a great amount

of work upon him. He is at present suffering from an attack of lumbago, or nervous

prostration ; but we shall have the benefit of his valuable services, I hope, in r day or

two. «

It is exceedingly gratifying to the Government of Canada, to witness the great

interest which has been manifested not only in the self-governing colonies of Her

Britannic Majesty, but in England, in the meeting together of representatives from

dififerent portions of the British Empire for the purpose of discussing questions of vital

importance to their future development and all that contributes to a nation's greatness.

At no period in the history of the Empire could the words placed in the Queen's

Speech on the prorogation of Parliament in 1886, whei it was proposed to hold the first

Colonial Conference, be repeated with greater truth th .n at the present moment. Time

has only intensified the force of the utterance which Her Gracious Majesty then made,

when she was pleased to say :

—

" I have observed with much satisfaction the interest which in an increasing de-

gree is evinced by the people of this country in the welfare of their Colonial and Indian

fellow subjects ; and I am led to the conviction that there is on all sides a growing
desire to draw closer in every practical way the bonds which unite the various portions

of the Empire."

The first statement is verified by the fact that we have present a representative of

imperial authority to take part in our deliberations ; and the second has a practical

illustration of its correctness in the fact that delegates are present from various colonies

to consider and adopt measures which have for their object the drawing closer to-

gether in a perpetual bond of kindship those subjects of Her Majesty whose lot has

been cast in diff^erent parts of her great Empire.

The present conference does not meet, as has been stated in some of the public

journals, for the purpose of discussing imperial politics or imperial foreign policy,

further than they affect the material welfare and well-being of the different British

colonies in general, in matters of trade, and that which is incident thereto, cable con-

nection between all parts of the British Empire without touching upon foreign soil.

This conference is the direct outcome of the policy of the Canadian Government

in its efforts to extend trade in evei'y direction, more particularly with its sister

colonies. With that end in view, as an initial step and as an evidence of the interest

taken therein by the representatives of the Cansidian people, a subsidy was voted by

parliament in aid of a direct steamship service between Canada and Australia. This

having been accomplished and the service fairly inaugurated, the Minister of Trade and

Commerce was, on the authority of an Order in Council passed on the 7th of September.

1893, " requested to proceed to Australia as soon as possible to confer with the sevenil

governments there, with a view to promote the extension of trade between Australia

and Canada, also to confer with those governments on the subject of a telegraph con"

necting Canada with Australia." Under and by this authority the minister proceeded

at once to Australia and after conferences with the governments of New South Wales,

Queensland, Victoria and South Australia ; and after having communicated by letter

with the Premiers of New Zealand, Tasmania, Western Australia and Fiji, the govern-
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ments of all of which entered most earnestly into the projects, it was deemed advisable,

owing to the fact that most of the colonial legislatures were then in session, that a
Conference composed of delegates from the different colonies should be held in Canada

at as early a period as convenient. In confirmation of this view, the Earl of Hopetoun,

Governor of Victoria, in proroguing Parliament in November, 1893, said :

—

" The visit to Australia of the Honourable Mackenzie Bowell, the Canadian Minister

of Trade and Commerce, as a Delegate from the Dominion Government, is an event of

interest. It illustrates the unity under the Crown of the numerous distinct governments
which constitute the British Empire ; and the purpose of the visit which is to establish

trade relations between Canada and Australia, marks the practical nearness of other-

wise distant communities."

His Lordship then added :—

•

" It has been suggested that the object in view would be attained by a conference in

Canada of Australasian representatives wich the (jrovernment of the Dominion. Should
such a conference be arranged due pr^ " ?ion will be made for the representation of this

colony on the occasion."

Upon the return of the minister to Canada and the result of his mission being

reported to his colleagues, an Order in Council was passed of which the following is a

copy :—

" On a report dated 5th of February, 1894, from the Minister of Trade and Commerce
submitting the following recommendation relating to trade and cable communication
between Canada and Australia :

"1. In order to cultivate and increase trade relations between Canada and Aus-
tralia an Act was passed (Act 52 Vic, chap. 2, 1889) intituled : An Act relating to

Ocean Steamship Subsidies, authorizing the granting of a subsidy of not exceeding the
sum of £25,000 sterling per annum, to assist in establishing an efiective fortnightly

steamship service between British Columbia and the Australian Colonies and New
Zealand.

"2. Chapter 2, 52 Victoria, was- amended by Act 56 Victoria, Chapter 5 (1893),
so far as to authorize the granting of a subsidy of not exceeding the sum of ,£25,000

sterling per annum to assist in establishing an effective monthly or more frequent steam-

ship service between British Columbia and the Australian Colonies and New Zeahmd.
" 3. Under this authority a contract was entered into between the Minister of

Trade and Commerce on behalf of Her Majesty, and James Huddart of the city of
London, in England, bearing date the 1st day of May, 1893, providing for a monthly or
more frequent service between Vancouver, B.C., and Sydney, N.S.W., under the terms
of which steamships of the capacity agreed upon were placed on the route, the first

one sailing from Sydney the 18th May, 1893.

"4. On the 7th September, 1893, an Order in Council was passed authorizing the
Minister of Trade and Commerce to proceed to Australia and confer with the several

governments, with a view to promote an extension of trade between Australasia and
Canada, and also to confer with the said government on the subject of a telegraphic

cable to connect Canada with Australia and New Zealand.
"5. The Minister of Trade and Commerce on the 7th September, 1893, proceeded

to Australia, and had conference and communication with the governmeits of the
several colonies on the subjects referred to in the said Order in Council of the 7th
September, 1893, at which it was suggested, and a decision was ai-rived at between
the ^Minister of Trade and Commerce and the Premiers of New South Wales, Queens-
land, Victoria, and South Australia, that it was important that a conference should be
held at as early a date as would be most convenient, in the city of Ottawa, Canada,
for the purpose of discussing the arrangements which might be considered the most
desirable for the purpose of carrying out the objects in view.
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" 6. The minister recommends that the goverments of New South Wales, Queens-
land, Victoria, South Australia, Tasmania, New Zealand and Fiji be respectfully

requested to appoint and send one or more delegates to meet at Ottawa, on Thursday,
the 21st day of June, 1894, for the purpose of considering the trade relations existing

between Canada and their respective countries, and the best means of extending the

same and of securing the construction of a direct telegraphic cable between those colo-

nies and the Dominion of Canada.
" The minister further recommends that the government of the Cape of Good

Hope be invited to take part in the deliberations of the conference herein referred to.

" 7. The minister also recommends that the British Government be requested to

take part in their conference by sending a delegate or by such other means as may be con-

sidered advisable, inasmuch as the object is of an imperial as well as a colonial

character.

"The committee, concurring in the above recommendation, advise that your Excel-

lency be moved to transmit a certified copy of this minute to Her Majesty's Principal

Secretary of State for the colonies.

" The committee further advise that your Excellency be also moved to transmit

certified copies to the Governors of the various colonies herein referred to, and to the

Governor of the Cape of Good Hope.
" All of which is respectfully submitted for your Excellency's approval.

"(Sgl.) JOHN J. McGEE,
" Clerk of the Privy Council."

To this invitation the imperial, and the majority of the (^'olonial governments

communicated with, gave a favourable response, as evidence of the fact delegates are

now present to consider and devise the best and most feasible means of bringing about

the objects in view, viz., of developing trade interests, not the least of which is cable

communication between all the different portions of the Enpire. It is to be regretted

that Western Australia and Fiji were not able to send representatives ; important state

duties, which could not be postponed, having prevented. Sir John B. Thurston, Gover-

nor of Fiji, though not here, assured me in a letter explaining his absence, that he was

in full sympathy with the objects for which we have met.

Before drawing attention to the important subjects, which among others inaj

receive the special consideration of the conference, it is desirable that I should inform

those present that on my return from Australia last December, the steamer called at

Honolulu, the capital of the Hawaiian Islands, where through the intervention of the

president of the Provisional Government, I addressed the members of the Chamber of

Commerce upon the subject of more extended trade between those islands, Canada and

Australasia, as did also Mr. Hoyle, a member of the New South Wales Legislature.

At the same time I informed the chamber of the proposed conference to meet here,

and extended an invitation to it to send a representative. A committee was appointed

to consider the subject, and as a result we are glad to welcome Theo. H. Davies, Esq.,

British consul at Honolulu, as a representative of that body, who visits us with a view

to consider how and in what way trade may be best encouraged between the Hawaiian

Islands and the British Colonies,

In discussing with the premiers of the different colonies the subject of more

extended trade relations between Canada and Australir by means of a modification of

tariffs, I found the provisions of the Constitution Acts under which the different Aus-

tralian Colonies are governed would not permit of the adoption of a policy of differential
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tariflfs in favour of any other portions of the Empire, that while each colony had the

authority under their Constitution Act to discriminate against each other, that power

did not extend beyond the limits of Australia. In order that this may be made clear,

I quote from the Constitution Act of Queensland, as follows :

—

" Subject to the provisions of this Act and notwithstanding any Act or Acts of the

imperial parliament now in force to the contrary it shall be lawful for the legislature

•of the colony to impose and levy such duties of customs as to them may seem fit in the

importation into the colony of any goods, wares and merchandise whatsoever, whether

the produce of or exported from the United Kingdom or any of the colonies or depen-

dencies of the United Kingdom or any foreign country.

"

" Provided always that no new duty shall be imposed upon the importation into

the said colony of any article the produce or manufacture of or imported from any
particular country or place which shall not be equally imposed on the importation into

the said colony of the like article the produce or manufacture of or exported from all

other countries and places whatsoever.
"

No such provision is found in the Constitution Act of Canada nor any other pro-

vision which can hamper the action of the 'Canadian Government in respect of its trade

policy ; but restrictions do exist in certt'.ir. treaties entered into between England and

Foreign powers which bind -Al the colonies to terms and conditions respecting most-

favoured nation treatment ; tiuit, in 1862, between Great Britian and Belgium, con-

tains the following clause :

—

XV. "Articles the produce or manufacture of Belgium shall not l)e subject in the

British colonies to other or higher duties than those which are or may be imposed upon
similiar articles of British origin.

"

And in the treaty of commerce between Great Britain, Prussia and the ZoUverein

(Luxemburg, Mecklenburg-Schwerin, Anhalt, Waldeck and Pyrmont, Lippe, Bavaria,

Saxony, Hanovti', Schaumburg-Lippe, Wurtemburg, Baden, Hesse-Cassel, Hesse-

Darmstadt, and the States forming the Customs and Commercial Union of Thuringia,

viz., the Grand Duchy of Saxony, Saxe-Meiningen, Saxe-Altenburg, Saxe-Coburg-Gotha,

Schwarzburg-Rudolstadt, Schwartz-burg-Sondershausen, Reuss-Greilz, Reuss-Schleitz,

Brunswick, Oldenburg, Nassau and Frankfort), signed in the English and German
language, at Berlin, May 30, 1865, clause VII provides :

—

" The stipulations of the preceding Articles I. to VI. shall also be applied to the

colonies and foreign possessions of Her Britannic Majesty. In those colonies ahd pos-

sessions the produce of the states of the ZoUverein shall not be subject to any higher
or other import duties than the produce of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and
Ireland, or of any other country, of the like kind ; nor shall the exportation from those
colonies or possessions to the ZoUverein be subject to any higher or other duties than
the exportation to the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland.

It will be seen that these provisions make each British Colony a party to what is

known as the " most-favoured nation clause," whether such provisions are in their inter-

est commercially or not.

The practical effect of the provisions in the treaties from which these quotations

are made has been to restrict and impede to a certain extent that freedom of action in

legislating upon tariff and commercial affairs, which all self-governing colonies should

possess in so far as relates to the management of their internal affairs, and external

relations with sister colonies or foreign nations when not inimical to imperial interests. Ill
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8o strong was the feeling of the people of Canada upon this question that the

Senate and House of Commons of Canada, during the session of 1892, on the motion of

Sir John Abbott, then premier, unanimously adopted the following address to Her
most Gracious Majesty :

—

" To the Queen's most Excellent Majesty :
—

" Most Gracious Sovereign :

" We, your Majesty's most dutiful and loyal subjects the Senate and House of

Commons of Canada, in Parliament assembled, humbly recjuest that Your Majesty may
be graciously pleased to take into consideration the position of Canada in respect of

certain important matters affecting its trade relations with the Empire, and with

foreign nations.
" Your memorialists desire in the first place, to draw attention to certain stipula-

tions in the existing treaties with Belgium and with the German ZoUverein, ordinarily

referred to as the ' most-favoured nation' clauses, which are extended to other countries

whose commei'cial treaties with Great Britain contain a ' most-favoured nation ' clause,

and which apply to British Colonies. By Art. XV. of the treaty with Belgium,

entered into in 18(52, Canada is compelled to admit all articles, the produce or manu-
facture of Belgium, at the same, or at no higher, rate of duty, than is impo'^ed upon
similar articles of British origin. And in the treaty with the German ZoUverein,

entered into in 1865, it is stipulated that the produce of those states shall not be subject

to any higher or other import duties than the produce of the United Kingdom or any
other country of the like kind ; and that the exports to those states shall not be subject

to any higher duties than exports to the United Kingdom.
" Your memorialists consider that these provisions in treaties with foreign powers

are incompatible with the rights and powers subsequently conferred by the Britisli

North America Act upon the Parliament of Canada, for the regulation of the trade

and commerce of the Dominion ; and that their continuance in force tends to produce

complications and embarrassments in such an Empire as that under the rule of your

Majesty, wherein the self-governing colonies are recognized as possessing the right to

define their respective fiscal relations to all foi'eign nations, to the mother country, and
to each other.

" Your memorialists further believe, that in view of the foreign fiscal policy of

increasingly protective and discriminative duties, it is clearly adverse to the interests of

the United Kingdom, and of each and all of its possessions, that the Parliament of the

United Kingdom, or of any of your Majesty's self-governing colonies, should be thus

restricted in the power of adopting such modifications of its tariff arrangements as may
be required for the promotion of its trade, or its defence against aggressive or injuriou-^

measures of foreign policy.

" Your memorialists desire also to point out that the immense resources of tlie

Dominion in its facilities, and its lumber, require for their profitable development tlie

largest practicable extension of its markets, more especially in countries whose nati\ e

supply of such productions is limited, while its rapidly developing manufacturing Indus-

tries demand large and increasing supplies of raw raatei'ial, to be mainly suj^ iied by

countries which are extensive consumers of the productions of Canada. Your memoria-

lists believe that among the countries with which such an interchange of traffic takes

place, the British Empire holds the highest rank in amount, and from its diversity nf

climate and productions affords the widest prospect of rapid, and practically limitless

increase, while the trade of the Dominion with the United States is second only to that

with the British Empire, and its development and extension are of great importance to

us ; though, from the similarity of most of the products of the two countries, it is pn i-

bably not susceptible of so great an expansion as might be effected in the interchange < if

traffic with the Empire.
" Your memorialists earnestly desire to foster and extend the trade of the Domi

nion with the Empire, with its great neighbour, the United States, and w*th othei'

countries throughout the world, wherever opportunity offers ; and believe that V)V
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mutual concessions, and the adoption of measures for the rearrangement of trade rela-

tions between the various portions of the British Empire, and between the Empire and
foreign nations, important and lasting bene^'cial results may be attained, and that to the

way of the attainment of these great objects, the continuation of the restrictions imposed

upon Canada and other portions of the Empire by the so-called favoured nations clause

creates an unnecessary and unjustifiable obstruction.

" The 8enate and House of Commons therefore humbly request y<> ^Majesty to

take such steps as may be necessary to denounce and terminate the provi. .ons referred

to in the treaties with the German Zollverein, and with the Kingdom of Belgium."

The demands made in the foregoing address mark " no new departure by Canada

from the hitherto accepted traditions and practices of the colonies regarding their rela-

tion in matters of trade and commerce with the United Kingdom." Though Great Bri-

tain has not yet acceded to the requests of Canada as expressed in that address, it is grati-

fying to know that no treaty between Great Britain and any foreign power is finally

ratified, binding Canada to its provisions, without her consent is first asked and obtained.

The earnest and careful attention ttf the conference is directed to these two most

important points ; the abrogation of which by Great Britain is absolutely necessary

before the paramount objects which the colonies have in view can be successfully accom-

plished.

It is not, I am siire, the desire nor the intention of any colony to adopt a policy of

discrimination againt the mother country, nor should it do so, but each colony has the

right to ask and to receive from the Imperial Authorities the removal of the barriers

which now exist preventing full and unrestricted action in dealing with tariff matters in

such a manner as will best serve, first, the interests of its people ; and second, the in-

terest of the Empire as a whole. This is the more necessary when we consider the rapid

development of trade in each colony, as evinced by the increase that annually presents

itself. A comparative statement of the imports and exports of eighteen colonies for

the years 1882 and 1892, gives the following results :

—
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Givinf a total in 1892 of S2,074,660,r)54, of which the Australasian Colonies contribut*?cl

^594,841, 373, and Canada $241,269,443, or a total of $836,210,814 ; but it must be borne

in mind that a portion of the exports and imports of Australia are intercolonial, while

in Canada under confederation, interprovincial trade is not included in her exports or

imports.

A large portion of the above trade is with foreign powers which, by a judicious

arljustment of tariffs, might be diverted into British channels ; this is therefore deserv-

ing of the earnest and careful consideration of those who have the general consolidation

of the Empire at heart.

The accomplishment of this great object could, T humbly submit, be attained by

each colony retaining perfect autonomy as regards its tariff rates, whether on a basis of

free trade or protection, with the one sole restriction, that on all articles on which duties-

are charged, uniform preferential rates on direct importations shall be accorded to all

members of a confederation to be founded for that purpose and to the mother country

should she desire to form part of such confederation, as against the rest of the world.

To accomplish this the Imperial Government should be respectfully called upon to

terminate all existing treaties to the contrary, at the earliest date possible.

This being attained a joint commission might be appointed to form nomenclature

of tariffs so as to insure uniformity of practice in respect to assessments of duties as well

as classifications for statistical purposes.

Uniform practice with reference to values for duty and for statistics.

A uniform statistical period and an interchange of statistical, commercial and

trade blue-books, as issued.

As a means of ensuring success in the considerate >n of subsidies for promoting trade

relations between the different members of the confederation.

Pertinent to this proposition is cable connection not alone with Australia, but with

all colonies which form part of this tariff union—and it is to be hoped that all of Her
Majesty's possessions will in due time be incorporated therein—all on a basis of direct

British or Colonial control, and touching at or on British territory only.

An extension to Hong Kong of the proposed line between Canada and Australia is

under the provisions of the agreement entered into between the Most Honourable the

Secretary of State for the Colonies and the Eastern Extension, Australasia and China

Telegraph Company, Limited, bearing date the 28th of October last, rendered easy of

accomplishment at a moderate cost, while another important link in the grand chain,

viz., from Canada via Bermuda to the various British West India Islands is at present

under contemplation.

Upon the subject, however, of the importance of cable extension between the out-

lying portion of the Empire, on the Pacific, it is but necessary to call attention to the

proceedings of the Colonial Conference held in London, in 1887, and to subsequent

papers upon the subject, all of which will be laid before you.

Correlative to the subject of cable communication and none the less important is

that of the increased postal facilities under exclusively British control which the lines

of swift communication already inaugurated and those in contemplation will provide, to

which no doubt your attention will be directed with a view to the devising of means for

further extension and efficiency.
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The question of the copyright hiws as tliey effect the colonies is a subject of sucli

importance as to warrant careful consideration. It is not, however, at this moment
necessary for me to enter into details upon this subject as fully as its importance

tlemands, from the fact that T shall be enabled to lay before you the report of the Iliglit

Hon. Sir John Thompson, Premier and Minister of Justice of Canada, in which he

deals fully with the subject ; his report has been approv d by the (Jovernor in Council.

Having as briefly as possible, consistent with their importance, enumerated such

subjects for consideration ar have occurred to me as being of interest to all of Her

Majesty's possessions, here represented, I leave for those specially interested therein the

presentation of other subjects of interest to individual colonies, some of which may
prove to be even greater factors in the working out of the paramount problem, that of

the consolidation by the drawing together and binding more closely on the basis of the

greatest good to all of the geographically separate portions of the one great Empire, ail

of which I humbly trust will receive the most earnest and careful consideration of those

here assembled.

PRINTING THE PRESIDENT'S ADDRESS.

Sir Adolpiik Cahox.—The address which you, Mv. Chairman, have just delivered T

think is a most important one. It is really an address which might be looked

upon as a programme. All the questions which the Chairman has touched are of

the greatest possible moment, and every colony represented in this conference must

feel that upon the result of the discussioi. of that paper the heavy work of the confer

ence will pretty well turn. I should suggest with your permission, Mr. Chairman,

that, considering the importance of this address, it should be printed or type-written

and a copy given to each member of the conference, so that the subjects which are of

importance to the various colonies might be taken up by the gentlemen who represent

such colonies ; and when the time comes for discussing it, from the fact of the paper

having been in our hands for a few days it will oe more convenient for the gentlemen

representing the different colonies to discuss the various subjocts which are mentioned

in that paper. I move that the address which you have delivered be type-written or

printed. It can be done confidentially in the Printing Bureau ; and a copy may be

given to the various gentlemen repi-esenting the colonies and afterwards a day can be

fixed for discussing the subjects mentioned in it.

Hon. Mr. Suttob secpnded the motion, and it was carried.

ORDER OF PROCEDURE.

Hon. Mr. Fitzgerald.—It might be convenient to members if an arrange-

ment was made as to the order of procedure, and whether we should follow the order

set out in this statement of the chairman, or whether it is the wish of the conference

we should change that order. For my part I would say that I would like to see the

question of the Pacific cable taken up at the earliest possible moment ; and for this 1

reason tha* it is possible that during the discussion, if the members of the conference

should arrive at any conclusion, or should show such unanimity as will justify the act,

that we should have the longest opportunity to communicate with our respective gov-

ernments on the subject, and thinking, therefore, that it will facilitate business, I respect-

fully throw out the suggestion that the Pacific cable should be the first in order of the

public business to be transacted,
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Hon. Mr. Thynne.—Tho paper which you have read hringH forward to be dealt

with by U8 the several HubjectH ah stated by you, and we can deal with that subject as

a whole on tho day fixed for it.

Hon. Mr. Forrest.— I think the address contains almost every subject which

will come before us.

Mr. Lek Smith.—T understand Mr. Fitzgerald has put a definite motion before tht^

meeting. w

Hon. Mr. Fraser.—It was a suggestion.

Hon. Mr. FiTZOERALD.—I did not in any way wish the c<mference to under-

stand that it would not be facilitating business to adopt the suggestion of my
friend Mr. Playford. I merely asked if it was the wish of conference that we should

invert as it were or alter the order of procedure in the Chairman's paper, or whether we

should take this particular subject for the reasons I briefly stated before. I quite agree

that a resolution should be submitted in order formally to bring it before the meeting.

Therefore, I am quite willing to adopt the suggestion.

Hon. Mr. Fraser,—There are only two matters we have to consider, the trade

relations and the cable ; and it is a very simple matter, indeed, to fix a day for the dis-

cussion of the ([uestion of the cable, because I imagine it will not be very convenient

to take the cable forthwith. I understand my friend, Mr. Sandford Fleming, has to

explain a good many matters ; and it is just as well that we should be posted on these

matters when the question comes up for discussion ; and the suggestion which has been

made that a day be fixed for the discussion of the matter of the cable, I think is <i

desirable one. I think, however, that we should not waste time at present.

Mr. Lee Smith.—I understand Mr. Fitzgerald to suggest to the Conference the

advisability of giving, at the earliest possible moment, the consideration to the matter

of the cable for the reasons he pointed out. I think it desirable that members should

have an opportunity of conferring with their governments. I would support Mr.

Fitzgerald in that suggestion. I think it is the first thing we should take in hand, and

I would like to see a definite resolution submitted to the conference, with a view of

seeing whether the majority of the members of the conference are in sympathy with

Mr. Fitzgerald's motion.

The President.—There can be no possible objection to that. I simply prepared the

paper as the matters suggested themselves to my mind. We might commence with the

last first, as far as that paper is concerned. It is only a suggestion thrown out of the

different subjects to which I thought the attention of conference should be drawn. If

it is the wish of conference, you might put in a motiorx that the question on the cable

be fixed for Monday next ; and by that time I trust our Finance Minister will be with

us.

Hon. Mr. Suttor.—Will Mr. Fleming move the resolution ?

The President.—No, I did not state that. Mr. Fleming is here to give all the

information possible on that subject. We will take any motion any member wishes to

make. Mr. Fleming will make no resolution because he is not in a position to pledge

any government, but I shall call upon him to open the discussion upon the subject when

it is decided to consider it. .
* .

•

,

Hon. Mr. Fitzgerald,—We should consider the importance of this subjfect,

and we should like the discussion to originate with the great colony of New South Wales,
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We think it adds to the importance of the subject. Tt is simply formal to place the

matter as n mo'ion on the piipor of this conference. >rr. Fleming could then give u.s

his views, \. '.ich will eidigliten us much, and then the matter can be openetl up.

Hon. Mr. HuTTOR.—You wish me to move it?

H(»n. Mr. FnzfiEUALD.—Yes.

THE PACIFIC CABLE.

Hon. Mr. Suttok.—I have no objection to that. I l)eg to give notice that 1 will

on Monday next move :

"That, in the opinion of this conference, immediate steps should bo taken to pro-

vide tcdegruphic communication by cable, under sole British control, between the
Dominion of Cfinada and Australasia."

The Phksidknt.—Would it not be well to give it a wider significance? That

motion would not include the Cape.

Mr. Lke Smith.—I should like to see the words "Australia and New Zealand" in

the resolution.

The Prksident.—"Australasia" is the word used ; that iiududes New Zealand. It

is suggested that the words " The Cape " should be included in the resolution.

Hon. Mr. SurroR.—My idea is it should bo to the Australasian Colonies I do not

see how you can bring in the Cape.

Mr. Lee Smith.—I should like my colony included. People mix up the two places.

Hon. Mr. Suttor.—I do not think at this early stage we should determine on
any route.

Sir Henry de Villiers.—The gentleman places it in the form in which he thinks

it ought to be, and when we come to consid«u' it, any of us can propose any amend-
ments which we think advisable.

The President.—Mr. Lee Smith could move an amendment.

Mr. Lee Smith.—I intend to do that.

Hon. Mr. Suttor.—I will put the motion in that way, and any member can move
any amendment he desires.

The President.—Does not this meet all your wishes as it is ? Have you not cable

communication between New Zealand and Australia now ?

Mr. Lee Smith.—Yes, we have.

The President.— If you have communication between Canada .ind Sydney you
have a complete line.

Mr. Lee Smith.—But there is a very great probability that outside our own
immediate circle of the colonies it may be considered that New Zealand is not in the

scheme at all—those especially who do not read the proceedings of this conference •

and those people who are not familar with the geographical position of the Australian

Colonies will mix up the thing, and New Zealand will not be regarded as havin<' been
a party to this arrangement. I must press this point at the proper time if Mr. Suttor
will not accept ray suggestion now. " /

The President.—If Mr. Suttor presses his motion you will have an opportunity
to move an amendment.

Mr. Lee Smith.—I will do it at the proper time.

The President.—Mr. Smith could give another notice of motion if he
%vishes. Mr, Fleming has just suggested to me that it would be well to follow the

:|
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course pursued at the Colonial Conference in 1887, where the proceedings of each day

were printed after the conference rose and laid on the table next day. That is exclu-

sively confidential. Then at the close of the conference one or two would look over

the proceedings and allow nothing to go into the record except that which we desire to

be made public, but the discussions can take place freely and be fully reported and

printed at night and handed in the next morning.

Mr. Lee Smith.—I give notice that on Monday next I will move an amendment to

Mr, Suttor's motion to the effect that the word "Australasia" be struck out and the

words " Australia and New Zealand " inserted in the place thereof.

Sir Henry Wrixon.—I give notice that to-morrow I will move that jirovision

should be made by imperial legislation, enabling the dependencies of the Empire to enter

into a<^reements of commercial reciprocity with Great Britain or with one another,

without foreign nations being entitled to share therein.

%

MODE OF VOTING.

Hon. Mr. SuTTOR.— I think before we proceed to business tliere should be some

arrangement as to the mode of voting. Some of the colonies are represented by one

delegate, some by two, and some by three. I suppose the vo'-mg should be by colonies,

but the matter should be placed beyond doubt. I think where a colony is represented

by three delegates, they are only entitled to the same vote as a colony represented by one.

Hon. Mr. Fraser.—There is no other intention.

Hon. Mr. Suttor.—It is only a formal matter, but should be settled be3'ond a

shadow of doubt as to the intention that we should vote in colonies rather than in person.

Before av i come to a vote v/e should put on record some determination to that effect.

The Presidknt.—Then you had better make a motion.

Hon. Mr. Suttor.—I am quite satisfied if the President gives the decisif)n.

Hon. Mr. Fitzgerald.—Is that settled?

Mr. Lee Smith.—I shall be fjuite satisfied.

The President.—It is understood that in the voting hereafter, it be by ool<mies.

Several Representatives.—Yes.

Ron. Mr. Suttor.—I beg to move " That in all divisions in this conference the

voting shall be by colonies."

Mr. Lee Smith —I second that.

The motion was agreed to.

ADMISSION TO THE CONFERENCE.

The Earl of Jersey.—I would like to ask the delegates if there would be any

objection, when we are discussing points of detail, which we shall do shortly, to permit

Mr. Mercer of the Colonial Ofiice, to be here for the purpose of giving information ?

He is very well up in all these subjects.

The President.—Do you mean to have him in the outer room for consulta-

tion, or merely to listen?

The Earl of Jersey.—I mean inside to listen, because he might be able to furnish

information at once.
.' V ...... 34
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Mr. Lek, Smith.—T think it is all right so far as the Imperial Government is

concerned, but I do not think it shctuld be extended to any one else.

The President.—If you extended it beyond that you would have to let each of

the secretaries in.

Sir Adolphe Cauon.—I think it may be open to objection to let them all in,

but as far as Mr. Mercer is concerned, it may be very much more convenient to have

him here when questions are under discussion. I would not think it advisable to allow

other secretaries to be present.

The President.—I will read the 'despatch to the Canadian government

re the appointment of the Earl of Jersey, ' »^j it refers to Mr. Mercer. (Despatch

given in appendix "A" read.) I think under these circumstances there will be no objec-

tion to Lord Jersey's suggestion. Mr. Mercer is an Imperial official.

RELATIONS WITH THE PRESS.

Hon. Mr. Playford.—I think it should be distinctly understood among us, what

information is to be given to the press, because they will be bothering us, and T think

the most satisfactory way is that the chairman should give such information to the

press as he thinks they ought to receive, and no other member to say anything. When
they are asked they simply refer the press to the chairman.

This suggestion was agreed to.

HOURS OF SITTING.

Mr. Lee Smith.—Would not it be advisable to determine what hours we sit

each day ?

The President.—The suggestion made by Mr, Lee Smith is a good one, to decide

what time in the morning we should come, what time we should rise for lunch, and

liow late in the day we should sit.

\fter a short discussion it was arranged that conference should meet in the morn-

ing at 10.30, rise at 1 p.m. for lunch, resume at 2.30 and sit till 4.30.

THE QUESTION OF COPYRIGHT.

The President.—I intimated that [ would lay before conference the

correspondence of Sir John Thompson on the question of copyright, and also a letter

written by him while at the Westminster Palace Hotel, London, in 1890. You will

find them historical, and treatises upon the whole subject. Whether it affects the other

colonies as it does us I am not prepared to say. Referring to the way it affects us here,

I may add that as the law now stands it has closed every publishing establishment we
had in Canada. We formerly h ' 'arge publishing establishments, Lovell's, in Montreal,

Hunter, Rose & Co., in Toronto, and a number of otheis. They have all been closed. In

fact, under the law as it exists in the United States and Canada, we cannot

publish a book here. Formerly, the effect of the copyright laiv was this : We
imposed 15 per cent duty for revenue purposes upon all books, with certain excep-

tions, and on all English copyrights we imposed an additional duty of 12^ per cent,

which 12^ per cent was remitted to the Colonial Office, to be distributed among
the copyright-holders, or owners of the books in England, quaiterly. Collectors of

Customs along the line were instructed to seize all copyright books unless properly

66—3J
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entered, as contraband goods. Even by this system copyright owners were not properly

protected, because books were entered in newspaper and pamphlet form, and in other

ways, our suggestion has been to allow the treatment of them here the same as they are

dealt with in the United States, and impose an excise duty for the publisher, make it

punishable if he issued an English copyright book without being stamped with the

Inland Revenue stamp, the proceefls from the sale of these stamps to go to the copy-

right owners. My opinion is that it would be better protection for the author, and at the

same time enable us to do a large amount of publishing work. Our lately revised tariff

provides that after the 1st of July next we shall collect no additional duty on copyright

books. We have been made the servants of all the copyright owners in the past, while

our own law is sufficiently stringent to prevent importation altogether ; if an author in

London sold his copyright to a publisher in Canada, that publisher would have the exclu-

sive right to issue in Canada ; all importation from foreign countries would be conti'aband,

and seized the same as other smuggled goods. "We seized over 10,000 : uies of

one work. Books came in by tens of thousands in the Seaside Library form, stereotyped,

printed on very light paper, and sold for 25 cents. Well, a man reads a work of that kind,

and that is all he cares about it. It is an important subject as far as the publishing

interest is concerned. It may not affect Australia so much, because it has not 3,000

miles of a border to protect as Canada has.

The Earl of Jeksev.—The subject has been discussed in England and there is a

committee sitting on it now.

The President.—Under the circumstances, to which Lord Jersey has referred, it

may not be necessary for this conference to consider the question of the copyright law,

but wait the result of the finding of that committee.

as. I.

PUBLICATION OF THE PROCEEDINGS.

The President.—The official reporters will furnish a copy of the discus-

sion each day. It will be printed ; and then after you have read your speeches, if

there is anything you would like to go on the official i-ecord, so amend it and correct

it, and hand to the Secretary. I notice that Sir Henry Holland, who was secretary of

the last Colonial Conference, reserved to himself the right to say what should be pub-

lisbed and what should not, and after he had examined ciitically the speeches they were

given to the printer. Anything he considered of a private character which the world

should not know was eliminated. I have told the official reporter to send to you as^

soon as in type the proof sheets of the remarks that you have made, when you can

make such corrections as you deem necessary for the official record.

THE APPOINTMENT OF SECRETARIES.

Hon. Mr. Fitzgerald.—No formal motion has been offered tr ^ae chair for the

appointment of a secretary. I think it is always done.

Sir Charles Mills.— No. I do not remember any motion in the other conference.

The President—I notice in the original despatch, dated 25th November.

1886, Hon. Mr. Stanhope, who was then Colonial Secretary, told the colonial governments

he would take the chair as a matter of course ; and when they met Sir Henry Holland

followed that rule and took the chair. He brought his secretary to act aa secretary of

36
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the conference. I have pursued the same course by asking my private secretary, Mr.

Payne and Sir John Thompson's private secretary, Mr. Stewart, to act. Mr. Stewart

and Mr. Payne will be joint secretaries of the conference.

ELECTION OF VICE PRESIDENT.

It was resolved that in the absence of Hon. Mackenzie Bowell, Sir Adolphe
Caron should preside.

The conference adjourned at 1.10 p m. to meet to-morrow at 10.30 a.m.

DOUGLAS STEWART,
J. LAMBERT PAYNE,

Joint Secretaries of the Conference.
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Office of the Minister of Trade and Commerce,
Ottawa, June 30th, 1894.

The conference resumed at 10.30 a.m.

Owing to the absence of the Hon. Mackenzie Bowell, who had to leave the city

on private business, Sir Adolphr Caron, Vice-President, presided.

Delegates Present :

The Imperial Government
The R;ght Hon. the Earl of Jersey,

P.C, G.C.M.G.

Canada

—

Hon. Sir Adolphe Caron, P.C, K.C.M.G.
Hon. George E. Fo.ster, P.C, LL.D.
Sandford Fleming, Esq., C.M.G.

New South Wales—Hon. F. B. Suttor, M.L.A.,

Tasmania

—

Hon. Nicholas Fitzgerald.

Cape Colony

—

Sir Henry deVilliers, K.C.M.G.
Sir Charles Mills, K.C.M.G., CB.

South Australia

—

Hon. Thomas Playford.

New Zealand—A. Lee SxMITh, Esq.

Victoria—Sir Henry Wrixon, K.C.M.G., Q.C
Hon. Nicholas Fitzgerald, M.L.C
Hon. Simon Eraser, M.L.C.

Queensland

—

Hon. A. J. Thynne, M.L.C.
Hon. William Forrest, M.L.C.

HER MAJESTY'S ACKNOWLEDGMENT.

Sir Adolphe Caron.—I would Hke to read to the conference a letter which was

adflressed to our chairman, Mr. Bowell, by Capt. Urquhart, A.D.C., transmitting to

hiui an answer by telegram from Her Majesty to the address which was passed at the

conference the other day :

" Dear Mr. Bowell,—His Excellency directs me to send you the inclosed copy of a telegram
which he has just uved in reply to a telegram he sent yesterday to Her Majesty on tlie subject

of the address which you asked to have sent on the occasion of the first meeting of the conference.

His Excellency is sure that you and the other members of the conference will agree with him that
.the gracious reply is very gratifying."

The cable reads :

—

" My sincere thanks for your kind congratulation."

" Windsor Castle,—

GOOD WISHES FROM EDINBURGH.

Sir Adolphe Caron.—I would like also to read a telegram which has just been

received from Edinburgh.

" EniNBi-R(;H, 26th June 1894.
" President Colonial Conference,

Ottawa.

" Edinburgh Imperial Federationists express satisfaction at meeting of conference. Hope great
ijuestion naval defence, will also be considered and imperial unity consolidated."

(Sgd) SIMPSON.-'
39
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CANADIAN POSTAL SYSTEM.

lit!

Sir Adolimie Caron.—At our last meeting I mentioned to you that T had prepared

a short paper on the Post Office Department, over which I preside, and had it printed.

I thought it would save time and it would be more convenient for the members to lay

a copy of it before them. If you will allow me, I will distribute it. The paper was

as follows :

—

POST OFFICE DEPARTMENT, CANADA.

ORCiANIZATION.

i

The Postmaster Genei'al is assisted in the general management

The Post Office Department of Canada is under the control of a Postmaster Gen-
eral who is a Member of the Privy Council and may be a member either of t';e Senate

or House of Commons,
of the business of the department by a deputy postmaster general

The post office service is divided into two divisions—the inside service and the

out.side service. The inside service comprises the staff at headquarters where the

business is distributed amongst the following branches :

—

The secretary's branch has charge of the general correspondence with the public,

with foreign post offices and with the offices of the outside service. The secretary has

charge of the establishment of new post offices, of all appointments and promotions in

the staff of both the inside and outside service and of the appointments off all post-

masters ; he has custody of the bonds given by all postmasters for due fulfilment of office

He has also charge of tlie inquiries respecting missijig letters^.

The accountant keeps all books of account and is responsible to the Postmaster
General for the prompt collection of post office re\'enue, and for the examination of all

vouchers for expenditure and for the payment of all accounts.

The superintendent of the money order office has the supervision of all duties con-

nected with the issue and payment of mo.iey orders, and conducts the correspondence,

connected therewith.

The savings bank business is under the charge of a superintendent, to whom
is delegated the charge of all matter connected with the receipt and withdrawal of savings

bank deposits.

There is also a separate branch called the dead letter office under charge oi a super-

intendent for the receipt and disposal of ail un-delivered correspondence, including

parcels and everything transmissible by post.

Another branch of the department is the printing and supply branch, the superin-

tendent of which has the sole charge of the ordering, receipt, custody and distribution

of the printed forms, stationery, mail bags, locks, stamps and all other stores used in

the post office service.

The charge of the mail service including letting, execution and general supervision

of mail contracts and the correspondence connected therewith, is also confided to a super-

intendent, and forms a separate branch.

The remaining branch is the stamp branch, the superintendent of which has charge
of the ordering, receipt and issue of all postage stamps, cards, wrappers, l)ands and
stamped envelopes.

OUTSIDE SERVICE.

To ensure a proper supervision over the working of the department in its relation

with the public, the Dominion is divided into fifteen divisions or districts, each of which
is in charge of a post office inspector who superintends the performance of the ordin-

ary mail service and of the railway mail service, establishes post offices, carries on in-

quiries respecting missing letters, investigates complaints, and does all those things which
have of necessity to be done by local officers.
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A certain number of the more important offices such as Montreal, Toronto and
Ottawa are included in what is technically known as the outside office service of the

post office—the postmasters and clerks are appointed by the Governor General in

Council and are paid fixed salaries, come under the provisions of the Superannuation

Act, and together with the post office inspectors and their clerks and the railway mail

clf^rks, comprise the outside service of the post office. Postmasters generally are not

included in what is known as the civil service.

NuMnEK of permanent and extra Employees on the staff of the Outside Service of the

Post (Jffice Department.

POSTAL DIVLSIOXS.

Rank or CKins.
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Numukk of permanent and extra Employees on the staff of the Inside Service of the

Post Office Department.

1

Rank or Class.
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In 1871 arransfenients were made for mail service to Britisli Columbia, the mails

were made up at Windsor, Ontario, and sent to San Francisco, whence they were con-

veyed by sea to Victoria.

Tlie inclusion of the provinces of Manitoba and British Columbia necessarily in-

volved the department in heavy expendituie to maintain communication with the older

provinces throughout the vast extent of country lying between the great lakes of

()ntari(» and the Pacific Ocean ; one of the first routes established was from Winnipeg,

then known as " Fort Garry " to Pembina at a cost of three thousand (.$3,000) a year,

another was from New Westminster to Barkerville, in British Columbia, 486 miles, at

an ar'.ual cost of sixteen thousand dollars ($16,000).

rost cards were first issued to the public in June, 1871, the convenience thus

afforded was rapidly availed of, and nearly one million and a half were issued between
June, 1871, and January, 1872.

In 1872 the rate of postage upon letters sent from Canada to Newfoundland was
reduced from 12^ cents to six cents per half ounce, and the rates of postage upon other

matter made the same as within the Dominion.
The organization of the Postal Service in Manitoba and British Columbia having

been completed, the postal business of those provinces appears for the first time in the

Report for 1872.

From 1st of July, 1873, all payments for salaries and other disbursements on
account of the city post ofHces were made from a special appropriation by Parliament,

instead of being paid out of postages collected at the several offices as had hitherto been
the practice,

—

The amount collected for postage being from the above date paid in to the credit of the

iieceiver General.

In 1873 an arrangement was made for an exchange of Money Orders between
Canada and British India and in this year the Money Order System was also extended
to Manitoba.

Prince Edward Island entered the Dominion in July, 1873, and arrangements
were at once made for bringing the postal system of that island into harmony with the

rest of the Dominion.
The system of free delivery by letter-carriers of lette's and newspapers was com-

menced in 187-i in Montreal and in Toronto, and preparations: were made for extending
the system to such of the other cities as might by extent of postal business seem to

be entitled to such additional accommodation ; street letter boxes for the reception oi

letters were also introduced in the larger cities and towns, and persons to be called

stamp-vendors were authorized to sell postage-stamps to the public. Up to this time
postage-stamps could only be obtained from postmasters.

In 187-4 an important change was made in the treatment of dead letters ; heretofore
such letters only as appeared to be of value or importance had been returned to the
writers ; but it was decided that owing to the unsatisfactory character of the discrimi-

nation which a cursory examination of the letters rendered possible, the system should
be changed and all such letters .should in future be returned to the writers.

In October, 1874, a treaty for the formation of a general postal union, and the
adoption of uniform postage rates and regulations for international correspondence, was
arranged and signed at Berne, in Switzerland, by representatives of the principal nations
of the world, including the United States.

This treaty did not include the British possessions beyond the sea ; but Canada
with the concurrence of the British Government at once applied for admission as a
member. Meanwhile the letter rate of postage between Canada and the United King-
dom was, by an arrangement with the Imperial Post Office, reduced to the international
rate of 2id. sterling, or five cents, the half ounce.

The Canada Official Postal Guide was first published in 1874-.

Post bands were first issued in 1873.
In February, 1875, a postal convention was made between Canada and the

Lnited States for the reduction of postal charges and general simplification and the
improvement of the postal intercourse between the two countries.
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Under this convention an firmngenient was made liy which each country yave
conveyance over its mail routes to the closed domestic mails of the other free of char;,'e

when passiiif^ ill transit throiij,'h its territory ; and letters, newsjiapers and other ordinary

mail matter, posted and pre-paid in either country the ordinary domestic rates of that

country were to be delivered at destination in the other without further charge for

postaj^e.

A further convention was made in .Juno, 1875, to take effect from the 2nd of

August, 187"), for a ilirect exchange of money orders between the United States and
Canada.

In April, 187'), an Act to amend and consolidate the Statute Law for the regula-

tion of the postal service was passed, to come into force on the 1st of October, 1875.

My this Act changes of iimch importance were made in the postal system of Canada,
chiefly in the adoption of the principle of r >'npu!sory prepayment of the postage upon
all lettters, newspapers and other mailable uiutL.r passing within the Dominion, and in

the reduction of the rates on newspapers, periodicals and miscellane(jU8 matter.

The new rates of postage were : letters three cents per half ounce, drop-letters one
cent per half ounce, post cards one cent each, newspapers and periodicals from the orticc

of publication to regular subscribers one cent per pound bulk weight, transient papers

and books, one cent per four ounces; parcels, 12.V cents per eight ounces. Request
letters—that is letters having printed thereon the name and address of the sender

with the request that such letters if not delivered within a certain time specified thereon

might be returned direct to the writer without passing through the Dead Letter Office,

were first recognized by the Department in November, 1875.

The free delivery of letters by letter-carrier was extended to the cities of Quebec,

Ottawa, Hamilton, St. .John and Halifax, in 1875.

In -luly, 1876, the opening of the Intercolonial Railway afforded means of com-
munication by rail between the western and the Maritime Provinces, by which a great

acceleration in the transmission of mails to and from the western provinces and
Halifax and St. John was effected.

The opening of this railway also enabled the post office department to nuike an

arrangement for embarking and landing the mails for and from Europe by the Canadian
line of mail steamers, at llimouski, a jioint on the Intercolonial railway, 191 miles east

of Quebec, by which a very considerable saving of time in the transmission of these mails

to the principal cities in the Dominion was effected. During the winter the mails were
landed at Halifax instead of being carried on to Portland, Maine.

The establishment in November, 187G, of a mail service between Winnipeg and
Edmonton, a distance of nine hundred miles, left but little more to be done to complete

the service from Halifax to Vancouver.
The postage on letters to Newfoundland was reduced to five cents per half ounce

and the registration fee on each registered letter passing between the United Kingdom
and Canada was reduced fnmi eight cents to five cents.

In January, 1877, an arrangement was made with the general post office of the

German Empire for a regular direct exchange of correspondence, and the rate of postage

upon letters was reduced to five cents the half ounce ; reductions were also made in the

postage upon other cla.sses of correspondence.

By the convention of Paris, dated 1st .June, 1878, Canada was admitted to be a

member of the general postal union from the 1st of July, 1878, and in consequence the

rate of letter postage between Canada and all Europe became one uniform charge of fiv(»

cents per half ounce.

Newspapers, printed matter and samples and patterns of merchandise, became sub-

ject also to uniform postage rates and regulations for all destinations in Europe.

The existing postal arrangements between the United States and Canada were by

mutual agreement allowed to remain undisturbed by the entry of Canada into the union.

The postal agreement between the post office of the German Empire and Canada
expired, however, as provided by the agreement.

In June, 1880, an amended convention was made between the post office depart-

ment of the United Sta.tes and the post office department of Canada for the purpose of
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iiiakiiii,' cfftaiii altpnitions in tlit> system under wliidi money orders were excliaii^'ed

liftsvt'cn the I'nited States and Canada. I'nder this convention the niaxiniuni amount
(it" each money order was tixed at tit'ty doUars with power to increase the amount to one

him(hc(l dollars l)y mutual a;,n'eement i)etween the two post otHce depirtments. The
maximum amount of a money order had previously h'H'n forty dollars.

Th(i rate of commission was fixed at ten cents for any sum not exceeding ten dol-

lars and ten cents additional for (n'ery ten dollars or fraction thereof.

In 1S81 an aj(reement was enterefl into for the establishment of direct steam com-

munication between Canada, the West Indie.s and Jirazil, the first steamer of tlui line, the

"Comte d'Eu," ai-rived at Halifax from Hio de .laneiro, on the .Hist of hecemher, 1S81,

with mails from Rio d(i .Janeiro, lialiia, Pei-nambuco, Para and St. Thomas, West indies,

and siiiled fi'om Halifax on the return voya<,'e on the 11th <»f .January, \SH2.

On the 17th May, ISS_>, an Act was j)asse(l which came into force on the 1st of

.fune, 1SS2, by which (under certain conditions as to form and manner of postinj^;) news-

])ap('rs and periodicals printed and jjublished in Canada and mailed by the publisher in

the post otfice at the place where they are publishtnl, and addressed to regular subscribeis

or newsdealers in Canada, resident elsewhere than in the place of publication were trans-

mittefl by mail to their respecrtive addresses free of i)ostaf,'e.

On the 1st of July, 1S82, the charge for coimnission on the issue of money orders

in Canada payable in the United Kingdom was reduced to the same scale as that agreed
upon with the United States in the amended money order conventicm of 1880.

A convention for the exchange of money orders between France and Canada was
signed by the Earl Granville, Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs, and Mr. Wad-
(lington. Ambassador of France to the Court of St. James, on L'Oth of .June, 1884, and
went into operation on the 1st of November following.

During the years, 1883 and 1884 special money order conventions were made between
the post offices of the German Empire, Italy, Switzerland and Belgium and Canada, and
arrangements were made by which Canada could exchange money orders with Germany,
Italy, Belgium, Switzerland, Austria, Sweden, Norway, Denmark, the Netherlands,
r>arbados, and Jamaica, Victoria (Australia) Tasmania and New Zealand and generally

with all British possessions and foreign countries with which the British post office had
money order arrangements.

On Ist of January, 1885, a post office and money order office was established for

the convenience of the large number of nien engaged in connection with the construction
of the Canadian Pacific Railway, the post office and home of the postmaster being in
a railway car which had been fitted up as well as circumstances woukl permit for that
purpose. As the laying of the track progressed the car moved westwai-d until the sec-

tion of the road coming eastward was met, when the necessity for the office havin^'

ceased, the " end-of-track " post office became a thing of the past. To give an idea of

the convenience afforded by this office, it may be stated that during the ten months in
which it was in existence, money orders to the value of .S6.5,.'{04.00 were issued there.

On the 1st of November, 1885, the main line of the Canadian Pacific Railway was
completed to Winnipeg, and a mail service by rail'vay, with postal car and mail clerks
in charge, was commenced from Montreal and Ottawa to Winnipeg, the trip being made
in about sixty-six hours—the distance 1,430 miles.

On Monday, 29th of .lune, 188G, the first through line left Montreal for the
Pacific and reached Port Moody, the then western terminus of the Canadian Pacific
Railway, on the 4th of .luly. This train carried a post office car in the .special charge of
the chief Post Office Inspector, Mr. John Dewe, under whose supervision the arrange-
ments which had already been made for daily postal car service over the whole line of
2,892 miles went into operation.

The Canadian Pacific Railway thus in connection with the railways already in
existence in Quebec and the Maritime Provinces aflforded a '^

" 'tinuous daily line of
mail service by postal car over Canadian territory fi'om th>- .i.tlantic to the Pacific
a distance of 3,740 miles.

In August, 1885, an arrangement was made with the Imperial Post Office for the
transmission of closed parcels by mail between the two countries, no single parcel to
exceed three pounds in weight.
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On the Ist of Scptoinhpr, 1SH5, the Post Otfict' Savings Hank system which had f(»r

several years been in operation in the provinces of Ontario and (.^ucIm'c was extended to

Nova Scotia and New Hninswirk.

The conjplctioM of the Canadian Pacific Railway to the Pacific Ocean enalyled thf

Canadian post otHces to send mails direct to China and .Japan by vessels sailing to and
from Vancouvei'.

An amended ])ostal convention for the purpose of making better postal arrange-

ments l)etween the United 8tat<!H and the Dominion of Canada was signed in .January,

1888. One of the chief provisions was the admission to the mails of a variety of miscel-

laneous articles so put up as to be liable to inspection, at a mUi of postage of t>ne cent

per ounce, an arrangement wiiich afforded great convenience to the people of botli

countries.

The above was amended by a further convention signed on the 2")th of April, 1S8S,

establishing a uniform rate of one cent per ounce upon all merchandise, and a ratf

of one cent for two ounces upon all books, pamphlets, circulars anil all printed matter

generally.

On the retirement from otftce, after a service of forty-eight years, of Mr. H. A.

Wicksteed, the accountant of the department, the several accounting branches of the

department were placed under the control of one othcer who was called the Financial

Comptroller, but the change was not found to meet the expectations which had been

formed of its utility, and on the death of Mr. .J. Cunningham Stewart, who had been

appointed to the otHce, the position was not and has not since been filled.

The 1st of July, 1888, was marked by the retirement of Mr. W. H. Orittin, Deputy
Postmaster General, after a service of fifty-seven years ; he had been the permanent
head of the post office of Upper and Lower Canada from the time when the control of

the department was handed over to the provincial authorities in 18.51, until con-

federation, and Deputy Postmaster (Jeneral of the Dominion, from that time until his

retirement. He was succeeded by the present Deputy Postmaster Genei-al, Lieutenant-

Colonel William "White, who had been secretary of the department since 1861.

In June, 1889, a convention was signed with Japan for a direct exchange of money
orders between .Japan and Canada, the conditions being similar to those in the conven-

tions already made with other countries.

By the Post Office Act of 1889, the limit of weight of a single rate letter was
increased from half an ounce to an ounce ; the rate upon drop-letters was fixed at two

cents the ounce. The charge for registration was also made uniform and fixed at fivt-

cents.

The mail service established between Canada, the West Indies and Brazil some
years since did not answer the expectations formed of it, and was 'finally discontinued.

In January, 1890, however, it was thought that as far as the West Indies at any rate,

such a service might be re-established with advantage, and a service was therefore

inaugurated between St. John, New Brunswick and Deraerara, touching pn route at

some of the West India Islands.

Through the courtesy of the Imperial Post Office, an arrangement was made by

which parcels could be received from or forwarded to {via England) all countries with

which the United Kingdom has a parcel post.

A convention taking effect from 1st of October, 1890, was made with Japan foi'

the establishment of a parcel post between the two countries, and a similar convention

with Barbados taking effect from 1st of April, 1891.

On the 28th of April, 1891, there arrived at Vancouver the magnificent steam.shi])

'• The Empress of India," the first vessel of the line which had been established by the

Canadian Pacific Railway Company under the contract with the Imperial Post Office.

The route taken by this line between Vancouver and China and .Japan is 300 miles

shorter than any other route from the American continent, and as the vessels of the

line run at a high rate of speed, the time hitherto taken to reach China and Japan ha.s

been materially lessened.

A convention for a direct interchange of money orders between Canada and the

Leeward Islands was concluded on 11th of February, 1892. Similar conventions were
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coiicliulod hotween Canada and Horniuda on tlio fith of December, 1892, and between

Canada and UritiHh (tuiana on the 7th of DecMMnbcr, 1S92. A convention wa.s made
with Mritish (luiana for a direct exchange of parcels on the 7th of December, 1892.

Arrangements were al.so made for increasing' the weight of parcels sent between

Canada and the United Kin;;doni from .seven pounds to eleven |H)unds and for a slight

reduction in the charge upon all parcels exceeding one pound in weight.

The arrival at V^incouver on the 9tli of June, 1893, of the " Miowera" which had

sailed from ^ iney on the I8th of May. marks an epoch in the history of the Canadian
pdst ortic(!, winch nuiy well l)e the starting point from which a great future may develop,

and whilst it is the last event to be reached in this short sketch of the growth of the

Canadian post ottic(^ since the confederation of the North American colonies; no event

which has occurred is more pregnant witli intere.st to the inhabitants of both Canada
and Australia, or more likely to exerci.se an important influence upon that Empire to

which we are all so proud to belong, because in connection with the fast service across

the Atlantic, and the wonderful facilities afforded by the Canadian Pacific Railway for

the transmission (tf mails and passengers between Vancouver and Halifax, it will make
Canada the great highway to the Australian colonies ahd the islands of the Pacific, as

it already is becoming to China and .Japan.

A compai'ison of the transactions of the Canadian post offices for the year ended
150th of June 1868, with those for the year ended 30th of June, 1893, will .show at a

glance the enormous increase in the operations of the department during the ([uarter of

a century which has elajjsed since the confederation of the provinces.

For the year ended 30th June, 1868, tl)o revenue was i^l,024,701. 98.

For the year ended 30th June, 1893, the revenue amounted to $3,696,062.36, an
increa.se of $2,67 1,360.38.

At the close of 1868, there were, in Canada, 3,638 post ofKces ; on 30th of June,

1893, 8,477 post offtces were in operation.

On the 30th of June, 1869, the total amount standing to the credit of depositors in

the post office savings bank was $856,814.26. On the 30th of June, 1893, tlio amount
was824,ir)3,193.66.'

Classification of Balances to the credit of Depositors on 30th June, 1893 :

—
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man ami T (iiilv wish t<» say that there is a trifling ameiuhnent which has Vjcen suggested

Ijv Mr. Thynnc in order ttt make it more plain, the adoj)tion of whicli I now move ; and

.. len that amendment is inserted it would read :

—" F^nabling the dependencies of the

" Kmpire to enter intoagreenients of conunei'cial reciprocity, including the power of mak-

" in<' differential taritts with Great Britain or with one another, without foreign nations

" being (uititled to share therein." Xow, T would wish to indicate ])riefly exactly what is

included in my motion, for there are some matters cogna<^'i to this question which I have

not included. The (juestion arises in a manner that can he well illustrated hy the case

of Victoria, the colony which T represent. The case of the other Australian Colonies is

the same, and also T think there is a similai- c(»ndition with regard to some of the other

dependencies of the Empire ; b'lt I will illustrates it b}' the case of ; »otoria. By our

ori<'inal Constitution Act, the Imperi.il Pai'liament gave us the power of levying customs

duties, but added to that general power a restricting proviso that there should be no

differential rates. So the law stood for a considerable time. In a few years the (juestion

was raised whether we in Australia should not be allowed to make commercial treaties

between ourselves and support those treaties by differential rates. This view was sul)-

initted to the Imperial (Government, and they, with the consideration with which they

always treat their dependencies, at once agreed, and iutroductHl a liill in the year 1S73

enablin"" the Australian Colonies to carry out that object and repealing the proviso in

the original Constitution Act. Thus the law now stands that any of the Australian

Colonies can enter into commercial treaties with one another, and can support those

treaties by differential tariffs which, of course, are not open to the rest of the world to

avail themselves of.

Hon. Mr. Foster.—Not to Great Britain?

Sir HioNKv WiuxoN.—I say the whole of the rest of the world outside the Austral-

ian Colonies. The act of 1873 was strictly limited to the Australian Colonies, and it

recited th.it for the purpose of emibling them to enter into agreements of a comnieicial

nature with onc^ another the proviso restricting and prohibiting differential tariffs was

repealed ; and they are put in this position luw that as regards Australia we can enter

into any commercial agreements v/e like, and support those •"'•eements by differential

tariffs ; but we cannot do that with regard to th(^ mother country or with regird to any

of the dependencies of the (empire other than Australia. The simple object of my

motion is to i-emove that proscription and to extend the power given by tin; Imperial

Act of 1873 beyond the limits of the Australian Colonies, and to make it apply to i\u)

whole Empire ; so that, for example, if anj' of the Australian Colonies wish to enter

into and were aV)le to enter into a commercial treai.y with Canada, we would be able to

suppoi-t that commercial treaty I)y levying differential rates. At present we cannot do

it and it is simply an extension of the power already given by the Imperial Parlia-

ment from the Australian Colonies to the other dependencies of the Empire, and to

.(treat Britain as well That is a very narrow and simple purpose tluit i

propose, and one to which I do not think any objection will be taken. I am

sorry to say that we in Australasia have not availed oui-selves of even the power

we have to tlie extent I would wish , and I hope we may gain \vi,-lom by going abroad,

and the same power to enable us to enter intrt connnercia! arrangements with other do

pi;iidencies of the Empire, such as Canada, will be of use to u.i at home as an

example and instruction. I have said I do not think any difficulty will be felt about

passin<' this motion as it is. We know that a much greater power has already
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lipeii conceded to Cunudu, and to the Cape, and that they practically are enahled

to c<inclu<le connnercial ticaties with foreign powei's. That power has been con-

ceded to Canjula ; it has l)een exercised more than once. Tt has been conceded

to the Cape and has been exercised in the Cape. Of crmrse it is done, as

it ought to be done, through the Imperial (lovernnient, but still it is practically

enfibling tlu^Doniinion of (Jandda and the Cape to actually conclude connnercial treaties

with outside powers ; and therefoi'e when that large concession is made to Canada and the

Cape, I have no doubt then^ will b>^ no objection to the smaller concession I ask with

regard to the Australian Colonies and those other dependencies which are in a similar

position. Now, I say that is a perfectly simple matttii-, and T do not think ther(! will be

much dilHculty about it; but 1 wish to say a word alxnit twu other

inatt<!rs which are cognates to thi.s, because question may be raised not so much

about what \ have put in the motion as what I have left out. And 1 wish to

]inint out clearly to the conference that T deliberately omitted two matters

that might po.ssibly be thought to come within the scope of this sul)ject.

The question has been raised as to whether there should not be a formal recog-

nition of the right of a dependency of the Empire to enter into treaties themselves

with foreign powers. That (piestion was raised in Australia, T think this

last year : at any rate, we expresses 1 the opinion that the tin)e had come when

that jiower ought to be al)Solutely recognized—the power f>f dependencies to make

coMimercial treatie.s for then?selves. Well, all I can say is that I am not prepared to

include that in my motion, and in my oj)inion it ought not to be formally recog-

nized. I do not mys(slf understand how it is consistent with the unity of tho

Knq)ii'e which we all wish to promote. I df» not see l)ow it makes in

that, direction at all, if you were to formally recognize any authority on the;

part of a dependency to enter into arrangements for itself. T do not know

that I have ever thoroughly understood the position which the Tnqterial (Govern-

ment takes with regard to the power which they have already allowed to Canada

and th(s Cape, because we all know that nations can oidy know one another

through the supreme head. Ivich nation is an entity as regards any other

nation, and I have no knowledge of how you could recognize a part of an F^mpire

making arrangements for itself. If you look at the thing in the last resort, suppo.sing

conllicts arose, or cause of wa-, the foreign power that had cause to complain of the breach

of a commercial tri-aty must naturally look to the hejid of an Empire, and they could

nut bo j>ut oil' by telling them to look for satisfaction to the dependency. If anv

foreign jiower made an ariangement with the Ciipe, and had cause to complain, anrl

wantcnl to enforce any ])roviso, they mu.st go to the Empire of (Ireat liritain : and, there-

tore, as far v ; I can understand it, T am ({uite against any attempt to recognize the right

of a de{)endency of the Empire to act on its own behalf. Everything nuiat he done

through the head of the Empire when we are dealing with foreign nations. ( )ne nation

i^ one individual, and it can nily deal with other nations on that basis ; tlierefore I

deliberately excluded any reference in my motion to that subject, and I may oidy add

that I tliink it is(piite unnecessary to rtsfer to it, because we can have no doubt that the

Imperial (Jovernment will exttMid tiie same cotisideratictn to all the dependencies of the

Mmpire that it has already extended to (Canada and the Cape, if in any ca.se anv

(lejM'ndency of the Empins ahows that it has good ground for entering into a commercial

treaty outside. I have not the slightest doubt tliat the Imperial Coverninent would do
40
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that for other dependencies what it has ah'eady done for the premier dependency of

Canada and the Cape.

Hon. Mr. FrrzfJEKALD.—Do you wish it done by legislation?

Sir Hexry Wuixox.—No. I do not understand how it can be done, because I have

no idea of a nation us anything else than one complete unity with regard to an outside

nation, and I cannot understand a dejiendency of the Empire arranging with an outside

power ; and I presume where the Imperial Government has allowed Canada and the

Cape to make arrangements, the Imperial Government itself has contracted and wouhl

be prepared to vindicate the conduct of the dependency in the last resort. I under-

stand that when occasion desires the dependency informs the rmperial Government of its

desire to enter into certain arrangements. The Impei-ial Government authorizes its

Minister at the court of the power which is to be treated with, to carry on that negotiation,

and then technically, it is the Empire which makes the treaty. In our country, someclaimed

more than this right. I repudiated any such position. I think, it is not consistent with the

unity of the Empire, and I added to that a reason why it was unnecessary—namely,

because the Imperial Government will do for us what they have done for Canada

and the Cape, and will help us to make a treaty if we want to make a treaty with any

foreign powei'. Therefore, I exclude any reference to that subject in this motion.

Next, the members of the conference will be aware that in past times it has been the

custom of the Imperial Government to enter into treaty oVjligations which bind, not only

the whole country, but also the depent: xcies of the country. That has been the custom

for many years past. There was the treaty with lielgium in 18G2, and th(! Zollverein in

18G"), which are striking instances of that ; and other treaties also appear in some

of the reports laid l)efore the House of Commons. Now, there is no doubt if that

system were persisted in, and continued, it would be highly injurious to the tradiiiu

interest of the Empire, because it would mean that the whole of the internal

trade of the Empire, was bound. It would always be bound by obligations to other

countries under the most-favoured nation clause. I believe that the exports from Great

Britain to these dependencies amount to about £100,000,000 sterling a year, and if this

system were maintained nearly the whole of that vast trade must be subject, wherever

ti'eaties exist, with ref>;ard to other nations, to that favoured-nation clause. That

would be injurious. But there is no use of our looking back to what has been a disad-

vantage in the past when that disadvantage is not there now. The Imperial Government

has completely given up that system, and now when they enter into a customs treaty

with a foreign power, they would alsr include a condition with regard to seU-governinii

colonies, that they come into the treaty or not, just as they like. That is the invariable

practice. On this important ))oint, perhaps, I might read a letter from the Colonial

Office. This question was raised in 1890, and on the 10th of December, 1890, Mr. John

Bramston, representing the Colonial Office, wrote in these words to the Secretary of the

Treaties Committee which was then sitting in London :

" SiK,— I am (lirectetl l)y Lord Kmitsford, to transmit to you, to be laid l)efore the Comnuttn'.
copy of a letter fiom the High ('oimiiis.sioner for the DomiiHon of Canada ; d tlie Agents (ieneral in

this country, expressing the opinion that the treaties witii Melgium and (iermany of ISti'J and lS(i.").

respectively, shouhl, for the reasons therein stated, be terndnated as soon as possible and that im

commercial treaty shouhl in future be liinding on the colonies without tiieir assent, but that every
such treaty should contain a clause enaliling the colonies to participate in its provision or not, as

they may desire."

That is the demand then nifide.

" I am, however, to state that a provision to tins yfFect has been inserted in the more recent

commercial treaties for many years |)ast, so far as regards tlie IVjTninion of Canada, tiie colonics

repiesented by the Agents IJeneral, aiul tlie colonies of Xatal and Westorn Australia, and that it iij

not likely that it would in future ever be omitteil from such treaties."
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That is a complete reply to what we want. There is lio use raising a grievance

where there is no grievance, and my motion is strictly confined to the simple powers

which have been conceded to Canada and the Cape and I shall be surprised if there

is any difficulty in the proposition I have made and which I now beg to submit in the

following motion

—

" Tluit provision sliould he made by Imperial legislation, enabling the dependencies of the

Knipire, to enter into agreements of connnercial reciprocity' inclndingthe power of making dififerential

tariffs with Great Britain, or witli one another, without foreign nations being entitled to share
therein.''

Hon. Mr. iSuTTOR.—In seconding the resolution, said : It will not be necessary for me

at great length to address the conference. The Act of 1873, giving us power to arrange

dififerential duties between one colony and another, although it has been so long in exist-

ence has never been acted upon so far as I am aware in the Australian Colonies. Still

that is no reason why we should not ask to have the greater advantages extended to us, as

jii'oposed b}' Sir Henry Wrixon in his motion. If the Imperial authorities thought it

(losirable in 1873 to give to the Australian Colonies that power—and that Act is still in

existence—surely it is desirable that that power should be extended to other great

colonies which form part of the British dominions. We may specially allude to Canada

and the Cape of Good Hope, and it must be apparent to all that one of our first duties

ill coming here is to endeavour to bring about the freest possible commercial relations

between the Australian Colonies and other colonies. If we succeed in inducing the

Imperial authorities to comply with our request it will be a gi-eat step in that direction.

I have been instructed by my government to make inquiries into the ccMiditions under

which Canada and the Cape were permitted to enter into treaties with foreign powers.

Unfortunately, before I left New South Wales, I could not find any papers on that

subject, and I am sorry to say I am here not very well informed. We find there are no

such conditions in the constitution of Canada or of the Cape of Good Hope, but apparentlv

their treaties have been arranged in the way that this conference desires. If one of

these two colonies desires a treaty with a foreign power, it makes an appeal to the

Imperial authorities who really act for the colony, the treaty being in fact, a treaty

])etween the Imperial Government and the colony interestefl. I think Sir Henry

has wisely excludefl such a proposal ^.s that from his motion, and if he does

not intend to move in that direction later on, in a distinct motion, I think perhaps he

will permit me to ask the conference to appeal to the imperial authorities to assist us

in the same direction they have assisted Canada and the Cape of Good
Hope. Undoubtedly some of the leading men in the Australian Coloiiies

have claimed that they should have tht- power of making treaties direct

with a foreign nation. ]>ut I do not think tliat the great body of our public

men ir. Australia would agree to su?h a proposition as that, because we all feel that so

long as we belong to (xreat Brititin we must make all our appeals to a foreign power

through the pr iper authorities, and those authorities are the Home government. I can-

not f(jr a moment think that any of the great colonies would make any demand at any

time to the imperial autli.»rities, which would be thought by them to be unreasonalile or

unjust. I have very much pleasure, sir, in seconding the propo.sition made by Sir Henry
Wrixon. I trust the matter will i>e settled to-day.

Sir Hknkv I)E A^illiers.—I think I ought to remove a few misconceptions which

appear in the speeches of both the mover and the seconder of this resolution. It seems

to me that they are under the impression that the Cape has the full power of negotia-
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ting treaties with other rohmies and other states. Tn tliat respect there is no siuh

power. The rij^ht is limited to this :—It must be a customs union with another stato

or colony in South Africa, and the seconrl restriction is, that it shall apply only to goods

imported overland, and not to goods imported over the sea. These are two restrictions

which have been imposed and which have never yet been removed.

Hon. Mr. Fostkr.—It is entirely internal.

Sir Hkn'rv de Vii.likhs.— It is entirely internal. It is not for goods over the sea,

only for goods imported overland. There is another slight uiiscunception in regard to

what has been done. A couunissioner was sent fi-om the Cape of Good H<.)pe to the

Oninge Free State to negotiate the terms of the treaty for a customs union. At present

there is a customs union in force between the Cape of Good Hope and the Orange Free

State.

Sir Henry Wrixon.—Is that under an Imperial Act ?

Sir Henry de Villi eks.—It is a Colonial Act.

Sir Charles Mills.—A bill came Jis usual fi-om the Cape for the assent of

Her Majesty. It was a bill authorizing the government of the Cape of (iood

Hope to enter into a customs union with the Orange Free State, and to give the Orange

Free State products preferential duties over the duties imposed upon any other imports

into the colony. When the hill came to England, Her Majesty's Government refused

the Queen's assent, and for a long time there was a correspondence between the go\-

ernment of the colony and Downing Street with regard tft this bill, and ultimately <jii

the insertion of the words "overland only," the bill received the assent of Her Majesty.

These conditions were "put in and the Home Government assented to it.

^Ir. Lee Smith.—Has any difficulty been raised since with regard to that question?

Sir Charles Mills.—No ; no difficulties have been raised."^ If the Germans in the

adjoining territory liked they could, of course, claim the same privileges as the Orange

Free State, under the Zollverein treaty. I do not think they are likely to do so.

Sir Henry Wrixon.—There is no authority or right of a dependency to contract

for itself.

Sir Charles Mills.—It is quite an exceptional case.

Hon. ]Mr. Fitzcerald.—Will Lord Jersey inform the conference the date of the

treaties with the Zollverein and the Imperial Government?

Lord Jersey.— 180l> and 18<)5. The date of the treaties with Belgium is 1862 anil

with the German Zollverein 186").

Hon. Mr. Firzc.EUXLV.—How long a notice must be given ? Is one or two yea i-;

required ?

Lord Jersey.-—Twelve months notice from either country. It may be given at any

time.

Sir Adolphe Caron.—The stipulati(»ns referred to are the same as in all the com-

mercial treaties.

Hon. Mr. Foster.—-Sir Henry, is there not another contingency which might happen,

which you must justify, follow-ng up your resolution .' That resolution would allnw

a colony to enter into an agreement foi conmiercial reciprocity with Great lirit.iin

or with any other colony, without foreign nations being entitlerl to share therein. It

the Dominion of Canada and Australia entered into a treaty with each' other, at ilit-

ferential ratey, what would be the position of Great Britain as regards her trade '!
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Sir Hkn'ry Wbixon.—It might be better to exclude that possible case which might

arise.

Hon. Mr. Fosteu.—That would quite naturally arise as between our country and

vnurs. There are certain articles we might send to you which Great Britain would not

comiH'te ill, but there are others in which she would be a competitor.

Hon. Mr. FitASKii.—T would fondly look fcjrwanl to the day wiien the colonies, includ-

ing Australia, could have one customs tariff. I would hearwith a great deal of pleasure of

tlie consummation of such a customs union with the other colonies. I think it would be

me of the wisest steps that we, in Australia, could take, if we could receive the goods of

Canada and the Cape free and rii-f vi'rsn. Therefore, I think if we are enabled to

make a customs tariti' or federate the colonies with one customs tariff extending over

the wliole of Australia, surely it would not be consistent to deprive us of the right. A
tariti" with Canada oi- the Cape, or with both parties, we are disposed to consider. I

imagine that would be a very wise step indeed, which would l)e to the immense

advantage of the colonies concerned, anrl I can hardly see where the conilicting interests

with Great Britain would come in. The ditficulty, I think, in the colonies would be,

that the colonists would naturally say in making a treaty with Great Britain: " You
admit the cheap labour of Great Britain as against the dearer labour of Australia or

Canada " and that might be a ditHculty that parliaments and politicians could not get

ovpi'. They cannot perform impossibilities. However, the question ought to be quite

clear, and I should imagine that we will be unanimous in the support of Sir Henry's

motion.

Mr. Lee Smith.—I think it would l)e unnecessary for any of us to say more than

a word on this (juesticjn. I apprehend there will be perfect unanimity as to the desira-

Ijility and necessity of carrying the motion. It appears to me nothing could be done at

this conference of any beneficial character unless Australasia is put exactly on the same

footing as Canada and the Cape. I believe if we got the same power that these colonies

have, it will be satisfactory to all of us,and therefore, I do not think we need spend much

more time in discussing this, unless there are some technical jtoints to be entered upon.

I shall be very glad to support the motion.

Hon. Mr. Forrest.—I regret to say, I do not (piite concur with those speakers who

think that this is a subject that should be settled in half an \u>vy or settled to-day. To

my mind, I consider this the mosl momentous (piesticm that we have to discuss. It

is momentous, particularly to Austi-alia, from the very fjuestions put l)y ]\Ir. Foster.

Wiiat etiect is it going to have on the trade with the mother counti-y ?

Mr. Lee Smith—The motion would of course include the mother country.

Sir Hexhv Wuixon.—The motion includes the nrnther country.

Hon. Mr. Fokkest.—I do not say that the motion does not include the mother

country. Let us, howevei', examine the question. Let each of us cahnly consider what

til' pi-obable effect might be* if Great Britain's commercial treaties with foreign countries

wvtv terminated. Would not the probable effect be to decrease her foreign export trade,

and if so, would not the colonies be injured? Anyway, Australia would be injured, for

Australia is a great producing count'-y and nearly all its surplus pi-ciductsgo to Fnglaml.

Thereiore if we cripple the traileof the mother country we cripple the trade of Australia.

Where would we be it we could not send our products to vJreat Britain? Further, it is

impossible to alter the fiscal policy of even the smallest country witliout producing results

N\ Inch were never intended. This is proved by experience, yet here we are proposing to
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alter the tisccal policy of a great Empire ; surely such a subject deserves the gravest

thought and the most serious and careful deliberation ; otherwise we may defeat our-

selves. The consideration of this question should "give us pause " more particularly, so

far as Australia is concerned. I have said betV)re that Australia is a great producing

country. For her age and her population, I do not think there is another country in the

world which produces such a volume of raw material as she does. I will not refer to the

other Australian Colonies, buti will UKUition two facts with respect to Queensland. Wehave
only a population of about -100,000 in Queensland, yet in liSOll we exported over £9,200,000

worth of our products. In that year Great Britain's foreign trade (exclusive of the United

States) auKJunted to £2 U),000,000. Now, England does not produce wool to any great

extent, but she is a large exporter of woollen goods which are manufactured chiefly from

Australian wool. She is also a large expoi'ter of f)ther goods manufactured by her from

Australian raw material. Therefore, by England's assistance, Australia finds a market

for her products in foreign countries, and therefore, I say, we must be careful not to do

anything that might interf(>re with, or limit, or cripple her tr tie with foreign nations.

Furthermore, England is a tree trade country. I do not propose to give any opinion

as to whether I think free trade is right, or whether protection is right. It is not from

that point of view that I lefei- to the subject. I may say with respect to such

matters, that I feel exactly a.s Carlyle did about isms. " I don't care," he .said,

"about your pan-theisms or your pot-theisms, what I want to get at is the truth."

Well, England is a great manufacturing country, and she does not and cannot produce

what she exports. Thei-eford, she must purchase the greater portion of the raw material

and if she is to maintain her position she must obtain such material as cheaply as

possible. She nmst also obtain the food for her people as cheaply as possible. I

cannot, therefore, see how England could at present alter her free trade policy. With

regard to all other countries, their policy cannot be relied on. To-day they might

admit our goods. Then another ministry comes into power and to-morrow our goods

are excluded. But the policy of England is continuous and, for the reasons stated, I

think it will remain so, at any rate for some considerable time. Let us not lose the

substance for the shadow and in this connection it is just as much our interest to foster

and encourage the trade of England as it is to extend the trade of Australia, for in so

doing we are merely fostering and extending our own trade. In fact we are helping

ourselves. Our great products are wool, meat, hides, talK)w, wheat, sugar, minerals, wine

and fruit. We send all, or neai-ly all, tiur surplus to England, and what she does not

consume she manufactures and distributes all over the world. I am informed that at

this moment—and it bears on the motion before us, viz. : that of treaties with foreign

nations—that Canada is arranging to admit French wines on favourable terms in con-

sideration of getting Canadian productions admitted to France on similar conditiims.

How will such arn.iigements affect Australia ?

Hon. Mr. Fraskh.-—That would come within the sct)pe of your argument ; I fsii!

to see how this motion would come within the scope of ycjur argument.

.Hon. Mr. Forrest.—It certainly does. We want reciprocity with all the colonies,

and if in the meantime we are excluded by another treaty from carrying that out I am
afraid that we will be very much prejudiced.

Hon. Mr. Foster.—There is no barrier in that respect.

Hon. Mr. FoRRr:sT.—Coming back to the motion as it has been amended, and

seeing that Canada and the Cape have to a limited extent got the powers that are asked

for now, and as the motion is a little different from what it was first when proposed.
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Sir Henry Wrixox.—Slightly in the verbiage, but not the effect.

Hon. Mr. Forrest.—Well, as it appeai-s now, I do not s. a much to object to ; but

I will wind up almost as I commeiicerl, by stating that it requiies to be considered with

the very gravest of care : and more particularly with regard to the effect that anything

of this sort is going to have on our great market. Tf the English market wereclo.sed to

Australia, substantially we should be ruined. We would simply be able to grow for our

own consumption, and beyond that, our productions would be utterly useless to us.

Mr. Lke Smith.—Is it competent to any one who has spoken, to move an amendment

tor the purpose of his speaking again 1

Sir Adolpiie Caron.—I am not aware of any amendment being moved now.

There has been no amendment movefl.

Mr. Lee Smith.—Is it competent to any one who has spoken to move an amend-

ment ?

Hon. Mr. Playford.—I imagine the man who represents a colony will have

the same right to speak as where a colony is represented by three representatives, if

they efich speak. I claim the right to speak on three different occasions for South

Australia. I think that is the position I ought to occupy.

Sir AooLPHE Caron.—I think every latitude should l)e given to the gentlemen

who wish to express their views on this question.

Mr. Lee Smith.—A point has been raised by Mr. Forrest which I should like to

contest, and I wish to know if I can speak again, and whether I shall put myself in

order by moving an amenument for the purpose of speaking? I am the sole represen-

tative of New Zealand.

Sir Adolphe Cai. -I am not aware of any other procedure to be taken.

Mr. Lee Smith.—Having spoken, I am precluded from moving an amendment.

Sir Adolphe Caron.—Yes.

Hon. Mr. Playford.—At the Imperial conference people were allowed to speak

twice on the same subject, and I think it should be conceded that we could have that

privilege if we desired it. We want the fullest and freest discussion and want to arrive

at the • m.

Si. Adolphe Caron.— I should imagine the procedure to be followed here would

be that we should consider ourselves as if we were in Committee of the House. I think

it tvill do away with the strict foi'mality and be so much more convenient.

Hon. Mr. Playford.—I wish to point out to the Hon. W^illiam Forrest

that he has evidently mistaken altogether the point of the resolution. From
his standpoint it was that this resolution proposed we should have certain powers

to enter into certain treaties with foreign countries, and then he argued from that, what

effect that would have on the trade of Great Britain ; and asked if the trade of Great

Britain were in any way injured, would not that injure the trade of the colonies

eventually 1 Now, as I understand this motion there is no such intention contained in

it. The latter clause of the proposal absolutely and expressly excludes any reference

to foreign powers whatever and only provides for giving an extended power which we
in Australia possess among the Australian Colonies, to other British dependencies,

including the mother country. Now, that is exactly all that it does ; so that the gentle-

man will see that the whole of the elaborate argument which he has built up in opposi-

tion to this clause really falls to the ground.
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Hon. Mr. FonHp;.sT.— I was quite aware that it excluded foreign countries ; and

if T am allowed to speak again I will show you it would have the eflect I mentioned. I

was quite aware of that.

Hon. Mr. Playford.—Then I do not know what was the need of using the

argument. It reminds me of the song from the opera

:

" Tlio llowfiM tliat liloDin in tlie spring, tra, lii,

Havo notliing to do witli the case.'"

If the gentleman is aware of it, I do not see where the argument comes in. Then

take his other ai-gument, whether it is a wise thing that Canada and the Cape should

have powei's which we do not po.ssess. He is wrong there. Neither Canada nor the

Cape have any power that we do not possess at the present time. 'J'here is no sj)ecia!

power given t(j Canada to enter into treaties wi 'i foreign pt)wers except such powers as

can be given to us. It has to be tlone throug.i the Imperial Government ; it has to be

done with their special consent. In the case of the Cape it is done by a special Act of

Parliament passed in the Cape Colony and assented to by Her Majesty the C^ueen. Now,

you have only to pass an Ac giving power to enter into a treaty with New
Caledonia, which is the nearest point of foreign territory, unless it happen

to be a portion of New Guinea ; and it would be subject to the Queen's assent.

I have no doubt the Governor would reserve a (juestion of that sort for

the signification of Her Majesty's pleasure; and if Uie permission was given

it would become an Act which the Imperial Government had assented to,

and you would have precisely the same powers as were exercised by the Ca])e

Colony. Take the case of Canada. She enters into a tieaty with the United

States of Amei'ica through the English Ambassador with the consent of the govei-n-

luent of the mother country. Queensland can do the same thing to-morrow if

.she likes ; and it was a mistaken notion that some of our people in Australia had

that Cape Colony on the one hand, and Canada on the other, had certain

powers given to them which were not given to the Australian Colonies. Those

powers can be exercised with the consent of the Imperial Government to-morrow by all

the various colonies of the British Empire. Now, the (juestion of whether it is wise or

whe,ther it is well for Canada to enter into any special treaty with regard to the wine

trade is a matter which I do not think we have here to discuss ; but still, as the gentle-

man alluded to it, I must say that if she enters into a special treaty with a foreign

country like France to admit French wines at a lower rate of dtity than wines from any

other country are admitted, in consideration that France shall admit things from Can-

ada at a lower duty

Hon. Mr. Fo.ster.—I wish to set that matter at rest; we did not do such a thing.

We siuiply agree in that draft treaty to allow certain wines to come in at a certain

rate, and we can allow Australian wines to come in at the same rate. If we let Aus-

tralian wines in at a lower rate than we charge France, under the treaty, we would

not have to admit the French wines at that lower rate.

Hon. Mr. PlayfoiJI).—Then I do not see what good the treaty is to France.

The people of France would thank you for nothing. I think Mr. Foster must be wrong,

There must be some special advantage you are giving French wines over the wines of

other countries.

Hon. Mr. Foster.—Not the least ; we stated expressly that we would not bind

ourselves not to allow wines from other countries to come in at the same rate ; and
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thcv savofl themselves by sfiying " If you give a better rate for that chiss of wines

cdiuing from any f)ther power you must give us the same ".

Hon. Mr. FnAHKH. By treaty?

Hon. Mr. FosTEH.—No, ipso facto, as per the terms of this treaty.

Sir Adolpiik Cauon.—Tliey claim we must give them the same rate.

Hon. Mr. Plavfoho.— Immediately the treaty is entered into, the French

wines will come in cheaper than the Spanish wines?

llun. Mr. Fo.STER.—Yes, until we ciioose to allow Spanish wines to come in at

the same rate.

Hon. Mr. Playfohd.—You are giving that differential rate to France and you

are not giving that diti'erential rate to other parts of the country, including our own

(.•ol(jnies. I do not know whether the mother country would be justitied in permitting

one of her dependencies to give a special rate to a foreign country which she is

not giving to Her Majesty's Dominions I think that is the fair position to take:

and, as the mover of the motion has put it, he has left out all reference to the foreign

countries, liecause he saw this objection would naturally tlow. We have here an example,

ill the case of Canada, in which wine produced in Australia—and v.e ai'e going to be one

of the finest wine-producing countries under tlie sun, and we are going to produce the

vciy finest quality of wine, which will be prevented from being introduced at as

cheap a rate as French wines—here we have an example at once before oureyes, an object-

lesson on the part of Canada, who is entering into a special treaty with France to allow

French wines to come in at a certain rate : and she says she can allow other wines to

come in at the same rate, but still at present the wines from France will go in at a

ciieajier rate. However, that is apart from the motion ; and the mover has explained la

very clear language why he eliminated that part of the subject from the discussion to-day.

It is a difficult subject, and I do not want to be led into a long discussion; it is apart

from the motion before us. We have in Australia the power to make special differential

rates amtmg ourselves. We have no power to make it outside of our bounds. We wish

to extend that power to every part of Her Majesty's dominions. This resolution con-

cisely sets that forth, and I have much pleasure in supporting it.

Hon. Mr. Thvnnk.—I would like to point out that in the colonies, especially m
Queensland, we do not feel ourselves in the position to do what was suggested, to pass

au Act authorizing a pieferential treaty with any country outside of Australia,

and trust to it being accepted by the Tmpei'ial Parliament and obtain Her Ma-

jesty's consent, because we are in our courts in Australia held very tightly by the con-

struction of our Constitution Act ; and there is very little doubt that if any question

arose on the payment of duties, if any customs (juestion arose and came to be decided

by the courts of justice, that the power of our Parliament to pass an Act which was out-

side the powers of its constitution would be disputed and probably deaied by our Su-

preme Court. So that we come here asking that the difficulty which is in our way should

be removefl ; and that is I think the sum and substance of Sir Henry Wrixon's motion

that is, that we may be enabled, without these impediments, to enter into arrangements

with other portions of the British Emjnre ; and I hojie that Mr. Mackenzie Bowell's

mission to Australia will result in the early introduction of reciprocal arrangements

between our colonies and Canada. We come here not merely asking for a theoretical

concession, but we are asking with a view to practical results in each of the colonies,

and I have not the slightest doubt that the Imperial Government will, as soon as they
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see our joint request, take the steps at the very earliest moment to comply with the

request which we have made. Now, it might be said that the Belgian treaty and the

Berlin treaty make it ditticult for the Imperial Government to comply with our

re<|uest ; but we have already an Act affecting Australia, which has become law,

passed in England since those two treaties were entered into—the Act of iHT.'iissub-

se(juent in date to both the treaties which are at the present time in one (jf these

reciprocal arrangements—and as the Imperial (^ovenunent have se«'n their way to pass-

ing an Act in 1873 removing this restriction on the power of the Australian Colonies to

make reciprocal arrangements in Australia, T have mo doubt they would equally see their

way to removing the restrictions against the making of such arrangements with British

dependencies generally. Lord .fei'sey suggested the other day, as there was .some (jues-

tion of the construction of the Constitutitm Act in that resjtect, ay to whether the

strict construction which we have put in Australia on the limits to our con"ttitutional

power are really regarded seriously in Great Britain. I do not know whether I under-

stood him correctly.

Lord Jkrsey.—You mean the Act of 1873 ?

Hon. Mr. Thynnk.—The Constitution Acts of the several colonies.

Lord Jer.sev.—The Act of 1873, as I understand, authorized certain colonies in

Australia to enter into tariff arrangements between each other, and went no further.

It did not alter the previous Constitutional Act except in this direction. The

Constitutional Act would not allow you to enter into a treaty with any colony or

country, except those particular colonies which were mentioned in the Act of 1873.

Hon. Mr. Tiiyxne.—That is a concise statement of the position in Australia.

There is no question that that is the strict interpretation of the Act. Of course one as-

pect of this motion is a very wide one ; and one may assume that we are at once content

to propose reciprocal arrangements with Great Britain and our different colonies.

Every one of these reciprocal arrangements, I take it, will be matters of future policy

for the consideration of the several governments. For myself I have very little expecta-

tion indeed, if any, that we shall ever have—I won't say ever—that we shall have for a

considerable number of years the opportunity of entering into recipi-ocal arrangements

with Great Britain, because to enter into these reciprocal arrangements to any large

extent would involve a complete change of the policy of (ireat Britain. You
would have to convince Great Britain that their policy up to the present,

having free intercourse with the rest of the world, is wrong in some respects

;

and on the other hand we would each of us have some difficulty in throwing open

our markets absolutely free to England ; so that there would be a complete

change of policy on both sides before we could see a general system of free trade between

Great Britain and the colonies. But there is not any practical difficulty in entering into

recipi'ocal treaties with dependencies who pro more or less unlike i/i their productions.

As an illustration you have in Canada a ve. ^ arge source of tish supplies as an article

of food. We have practically nothing to correspond with it. We have in Australia

the means of supplying you with other goods in exchange, and if there was a slight

preference given in Australia to Canadian fish products, and a slight preference in Canada

to s:ome of our products in Australia, and an interchange in those limited articles of com-

merce, the result would be a benefit to both sides, without doing any serious injury to

either count ly. I may say in our colony we are very anxious that this change should

be made, and that we shoukl have the power of making the reciprocal arrangements, and
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jiftcr tilt' unanimous way in whirh the motion has l)(>en icccivctl, T think tliere is very

little to 1)0 said. I quite sympathize with Mr. Forrest's feeling' that it would he very ditti-

cult indeed to touch tariff" business without runninj^ the risk of proihicinj,' effects which

were never conteniplated, and I think he (Itsserves credit for having pointed out that in

looking at these niattei's we must go a good deal below the surface. We do not know

what effect a general acceptance or genei'al inaction upon this matter of reciprocal

arrangements may have in the course of trade between (Jreat IJritain and other coun-

tries ; and 1 think each and all of us symijathizo with the great desire that England, as

the market of the world, should not lose in any way by this. We seek to save time

and space in making our arrangements between ourselves, instead of sending all our

(,'oods to F^ngland and having them distributed amongst us from there. T do n<»t believe

that the extent to which we pro[)ose to have reciprocal aii-angements will affect the

trade of England, Ijut I think on the other hand it would increase it.

Hon. Mr. Fohhest.—I would like to add a word or two, to prevent nnscon-

ception, because I can see that what I have said has been misconceived. With regaid

to the motion generally I would support it ; but there was something I did not say

and that I did not want to say—I lather wished it to be inferred for it .sonnitinies hap-

pcns that the very thing we wish to avoid is brought about by suggesting its possibility.

1 pointed out that l*]ngland's export trade in 18iJ2 was i^L'lG.OUO.OUO ; in that T did

not include the export trade ^o the I' nited States, becau.se in giving the figures England

classities the United States separately. The export trade to the colonies comes to

£l»:i,000,000 and to the United. States £41,000,000 ; but you will see the greatest bulk

of England's trade is with foreign ct>untries with whom she has treaties ; and Eng-

land's trade means our trade, and if we are not careful it may cause these nations to

terminate these treaties at 12 months; and what I would like co have considered is

this : Is it advisable to put a formal motion of this kind before the world, or is it

advisable to try and get what we want quietly as did Canada and the Caj)e, and thus

endeavour to avoid the antagonism of foreign states. That is what I want to convey
;

and I think really this is wtirthy of consideration ; and T am vei'v glad my friend

Mr. Thynne was able to partially explain it, but I wished to give the further explan-

ation. The suspension of the treaties of the foreign nations with England might limit

lier trade and therefore limit t)ur trade.

Mr. Lee Smith.—I am glad to see that the gentleman has brushed away the cob-

webs which the first speaker threw round my argument. He said he thi-ought there

was ver great danger in carrving out this motion. I do not agree with what has been

said as to the trade policy of England. I think British trade has been built up by the

principles of free trade ; and I look upon it that without free trade the British nation could

not exist and cai-ry on the enormous amount of business for the benefit of the country ;

hut I apprehend this ouestion has nothing to do with free trade. We are here discuss-

ing Sir Henry Wiixon's motion, which is clear, distinct and definite and does not involve

any such risk as Mr. Forrest has supposed is involved in it. Now, what are we proposing

tu do ? We are proposing to include Canada ii' the arrangements we already are able

to make betwee*^ ourselves in Australia and New Zealand, but which T am sorry to say

we have not L„herto put into force ; but that does not prevent us from making some

reciprocal arrangements with Canada, because there will be several things in which we will

\ ery possibly reciprocate with Canada, which we have not in Australia. Then with regard

to Great Britain, I do not see how we can commit Great Britain to it. We only sug-
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gest it ; and if (ireat Britain, who knows lier own interests far better than we do, sees

there is this danger, she will not carry out our suggestion, and nothing will lie done
;

and therefore there is no neei) at all to have any such fear as Mr. Forrest appears to

have that we shall offend a foreign nation if we in this nmni recommend a thing which

Great Britain will not carry out unless she sees it is to her advantage and involves no

risk. I think it is clear we should carry the motion at once. We can do no gootl l)y

deferring it. Why should we not at once carry out proposals for the immediate carry-

ing into effect of that which we already have in Australasia and which we have come

all the way on purpose to obtain with Canada?

Hon. Mr. Foster.—This is not a question which primarily affects Canada so much

as it does the Australian colonies. In common with most of the speakers around the

table, I do not see any objection to the pa.ssage of a resolution of this kind. I do not

see any complications which can possibly arise out of the passage of this, confine<l, as it

is, to the one family—that is to the colonies and to the mother country. A great deal

of the difficulty that is met in larger tnide extensions, I suppose on account of the

treaties of 1862-65, does not stand in the way of arrangements which are made or

which can be made under a resolution of this kind ; consequently that difficulty does

not meet us in the same way as it would if the larger extension was looke«l at. Some

points have l^een raised which were not entirely germane to the resolution that we have

had under consideration, but I am rather glad that they were raised. We maj- confine

ourselves strictly to the parliamentary groove in discussing points, or we may make the

discussion somewhat free and easy with great benefit to ourselves ; and I was very glad

that the other two points were brought up ; and I should just like to see what our position

here ia the family is in reference to the matter. First with reference to the power we

have of negotiating treaties for ourselves in Canada. It is rightly stated that we have

no parliamentary authority; it is simply a wise extension of that accomm< (dating

and reasonable policy that the British Government have always carried out.

When we came to believe that a treaty would be an advantjige between us and the

United States, in 1854, and when the British Government l)ecame convinced that it

would be of advantage to us as compensation for certain privileges of which we had been

deprived previously, and the idea came up of having a treaty between a part of the

Empire, and the United States,—Canada to wit : Great Britain undertook the negotia-

tion of that, but as Canada was the dependency almost entirely interested. Great

Britain sensibly enough gave way to our request that our representative should be pre-

serit to assist the British Ambassador in the negotiation of that treaty. That was the

l)eginning of it, and this course luis been judiciously followed. If we wish to negotiate

a treaty with Spain that in some respects would be beneficial to us, we simply make

our request to have some person wb name, associated witli their aml)assador, and whilst

their ambassador is materially the prime mover, the negotiations are chiefly carried on

by our plenijK)tentiary. It is an Imporial treaty.

Sir Hknrv Wri,\o\.—A treaty between (ireat Britain and Spain.

Hon. Mr. Foster.—Yes, applicable to Canada. And in all these cases, the

treaties are referable again to our parliament, so it is just an extension of the common
sense business principle which is given to us, and which I have not the lea.st doubt,

Great Britain will give to any Australian colony that recjuests it. Again I am of the

opinion that so long as the colonial relation exists the |X)wer to negotiate our own

treaties, while we are a part of the Empire, is undesirable and impossible. I think
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it would be the death blow to unity. It was stated that there are not many in

Australia or the Australasian Colonies who would be in favour of such a view. Unfor-

tunately, we have quite a number in this country who urjL;e that view, and we have

had the tulvantage of taking it up in Parliament, and having it discussed on several

occasions, and on all these occasions the overwhelming sen.se of the country and

parliament has been that it would destroy the idea of imperial unity and the relation

which has existed between the colonies and the mother country, and that if we chose

to throw aside the protection and advantage that we get from the mother country, we

can exercise the power to negotiate ctur own treaties, l)ut if we wish to keep the fii-st,

tlien we had better take the sensible plan of having our treaties negotiated as

tlit'V are now. What would take place if we had the power? The very moment
tiiat we had the right conferred upon us to negotiate a treaty we would exercise

that right with say the United States of America. But the very moment that we sat

down to negotiate a treaty with the United States of America, what rvould take

place? It would be said— "you giva us cerUiin duties on this, an^i we will give

you certain duties «m that, but what we give to you will beexclusively for you and what

von give to us must be exclusively for us.' What does that mean ? Immediately we would

have to disci'iminate against Great I5ritain herself, and the very moment we did that, and

the trade of Great Britain were greatly aft'ected by it, it would raise a (juestion

with the British Government and what would be the result? Immediate collision. If

once the parliament of a great dependency as Canada or Australia had decided that

it would do so and so for the best interests of the country it could not recede

from that positi<tn, and consequently there would be collision. I am entirely

at one and so are the people of Canada, as well as the Parliament of Canada,

with the sentiment that as we are all parts of one country and we are

under that one Imperial Government, the imperial power must negotiate with regard

to these treaties, but at the same time we have all the freedom that is necessary

and all the voice that we could possibly desire. Now with reference to this, I

merely ni(X)t one point, and although it is not germane to this resolution, and

altli(»ugh the resolution does not cover it, T will m(K)t the point once more, in order that

it may be discussed .some time during the session. I suppose we are all at one that if

we could we would like to see an arrangement made by which all the colonies and

the mother country could trade with each other on l)etter terms than with foreign

countries. That is where we are. There is no doubt about that ; that, there should

be imperial trade on the basis of imperial favour. There is no possibility for that

so long as the mother country has no duties upon products. The time may come whrn

we can negotiate a connneroial reciprocity treaty with (ireat llritian. That time must

certainly be deferred, however, until Great Britain puts duties upon goods which come

into her country, on which she would give us some form of concession.

Xo one knows what may happen, but taking that for possible we would

ill like to have reciprocity. Suppose then we were to make a proposition to Great

Britain to put 5 per cent upon focnl stuffs that the colonies most largely supply

as against all foreign countries, and that we would give her a percentsige on what she

would manufacture and send to us. Suppose we made that pi-oposition. It could not be

carried out to-day, however much we wanted it ; but is it not jK)ssible for us, and is it not

pitssible for Great Britain to grant to the colonies, which are not free trade and which

have taken the principle of protection for revenue purposes or otherwise the right to
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reciprocal treaties with each other ? Is it not possible for all these colonies to give a

preferential rate, one in favour of the other, and trade under an imperial trade

union, or an intercolonial trade union? While that may be possible, there

are a good many elements that enter into it, and one of the elements is, our manu-

facturing goods which Great Britain heraelf pnxluces. All the colonies are not

equally situated. Some of the colonies are simply producers of the raw material

and they are interested, of course, in getting the raw material into the best and

easiest market possible. Other colonies are more advanced —take it as a line of pro-

gression—and they are not only producers of raw pn)ducts but they ai-e makers of the

raw material into manufactured products. Now, for instance, Canada makes

largely of agricultural implements. She has a field for these agricultural implements

in your country, (Australia) and it is one of the things we are looking forward

to when we come down to the practical part of the business, to .see whether

they cannot be made one of the weights in the scale of ii'terchange. The point

I wish to bring forward for thought is then this :—If the colonies make preferential

arrangements with each other, and Great Britain cannot accede to the

wider imperial reciprocity, what shall be the position of her competing goods ?

Shall she have advantages for which she has given no countervailing compensation ?

Then thei-e is another point which Mr. Playford spoke of with reference to wine.

My friend was a little unfair. He dislikes the idea of giving France what you will not

give to Australia. That looks unfair on the face of it. But my good friend, France

pays us for giving her that. Will not you pay us for giving you a similar concession ?

AVhat are you here for 1 To make trade relations I take it. There are some things you

want to get into our markets. We will give you the chance of something you want to

get into our market if you give us a chance in your market. You surely would not

want us to give to you what France had bought from us, and if France proposes to give

us canned goods and other things, the list of which is in the Treaty, at the minimum
rate, and we pay her—for it is ail a financial transaction after all—and we pay her bv

taking 30 per cent off certain kinds of wine, why would you ask us to take 30 per cent

off your wines and not give us something on our agricultural implements ? We do not

tie ourselves to France.

Hon. Mr. Fkasek.—We thought you had.

Hon. Mr. Foster.—We did not. We carefully avoided that. We are to-day in the

position that we can give Australia thirty per cent or more as we please off the same

goods, if you allow us something in return therefor.

Hon. Mr. 1*i,.vyfori).—Your principle is an absolutely vicious one. If G.i'eat Britain

did anything of that sort in regard to France and did not do the same for the colonies,

would never hear the last of it.

Sir Henry ue Villikks.—There is a telegram from Sir Charles Tupper in which he

says, that it is clearly understood that preferences given to France by this treaty,

would not interfere with preferential arrangement with other colonies or any of the

colonies.

Hon. Mr. Foster.—I do not know that ; Canada is not debarred by that treatv

from making any arrangements with the other colonies which she may think wise even

to giving a better rate on wines than was accorded to France in the treaty.

Sir Henry de Villiers.—I have a very strong impression there is a telegram in the

proceedings.
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equivalent as

speak iiifjj on

question—and

Hon. Mr. Foster.—I just want to ar^ue the point a moment with Mi-. Playford. I

think, I hearfl of a gentleman saying that all this was a matter of business, that this

Intercolonial trade was a matter of dollars and cents. Now, my hon. friend goes hack

to sentiment, and he says : That if France pays you dollars and cents for a certain

concession, there is another dependency of Great Britain in the Australian Colo-

nies who has paid Canada nothing yet, but for the sake of sentiment it ought to get the

a(l\antage the same as France did by paying for it.

Hon. Mr. Playfoui).—Supposing Great Britain was to enter into a treaty with

France or any other foreign country, in which she admitted French wines cheaper than she

would admit wine from the colonies, she would sacifice us to France.

H(m. Mr. Fostkh.—That could be stretched to a certain extent, and it might be

stretched too far. (ireat Britain might say in answer : You give Canada an

France did, and you will get exactly the same benefit. I am
business principles only. There is another principle. It is a

I am not averse to saying it right here—it is a question whether

we would, when that treaty comes to be ratified, insist on keeping a single

British dependency out of it. However, Mr. Playford, we think they ought to con-

sider it as a matter of fair exchange and give us just as much lus if we had never made

a treaty with France. 1 am disposed to think they will do that. We are not shut out

l»y tha*^ treaty from giving the same advantages to any colony. I am in favour of this,

and I emphasize the position of Canada. Now as to the points taken by Mr. Fori-est.

He seemed to fear that in some way an arrangement such as proposed looking to a

wide reciprocity might aiFect the price of British imports, chiefly of raw material and so

touch on Britain's world-wide supply of manufactured goods. Bui it is clear that an

arrangement might be made which would but slightly, if at all, affect these great stajtle

raw materials. But business is business, and outside of all sentiment, we in the colonies,

as tliey in (Jreat Britain, must pre.ss for what is beneficial to us in a business mind of

view. Great Britain has common sense to give way as far as she can foi' the good of her

colonies, providing it does not hurt her too much. She has already told us time and

again she is prepared to do that and she has done it to some extent in our treaties with

other nations. The subject matter of the resolution is chiefly for the Austi-alian

Colonies, but it is one that also affects us and all the other colonies, and I am heartily

ill favour of the resolution, and without its passage our meeting would have missed

one of its chief objects, the encouragement of intercolonial trade.

Hon. Mr. FiTZciERALD.—It appears to me that Canada is interested in this motion. T

cannot see how any commercial reciprocity will result between Canada and the Aus-

tralian Colonies unless this motion be iidopted. Therefore, if Canada .says she can gain

anything by drawing together the bonds of conmiercial union more closely than they at

present exist, it is essential. Without this resolution, we are at present incapable of

coming to any conclusion. Our limits are no\v not (juite jus strict as tlie Cape, but they

are on all fours with Canada as i-egards differential tariffs between nur own cf)lonie8.

A great deal of light htis lieen thrown on the subject by what we have ^eard from Sir

Henry de Villiers. I understood that the Cape stood on the same lines a? Canada, and

it certainly came as a surprise to me that the Cape in her intercolonial i,rrangements is

limited to one state, the Free State of Orange.

Sir Charles Mills.—We are not limited at all. We can make a union with any

part of Africa to-morrow but we have to pass a new Act and get the imperial consent.
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Hon. Mr. FiTZriKHALD.—My lion, friend oH'ers this notice in a limited sense so as to

prevent the ditticulty to which Mr. Foster has ably referred. We had a lon^ and

animated debate at the Confederation Convention, in Sydney, in 1891, as to this point,

nnd the colonies were distinctly of the same opinion as Mr. Foster—that the unity of

the Empii'e would receive a V)low if any power were given in the Confedei-ation Bill,

allowing them to make special treaties. Ts not that in accordance with Lord .Fersey's

meuiorv ?

Hon. Mr. Foiiukst.—I think your memory is quite right.

Hon. Mr. Fitz(;ehali).— I know we are (juite in unison on that point. Tf we asked

this power of extension of our commercial relations, as set down in the resolution, I think

it is sufficient to pass a unanimous vote is favour of this resoluticm. The present limita-

tion <»f this motion might l>e regarded as too severe, if we had not been reminded as we

have been l)y what we heard to-day atid what we know, in fact, that there is the utmost

desire on the part of the mother couiitry and her responsible advisers to see that in any

proposal emanating from the colonies—if it does not do injustice to the mother country

—the colonies obtained the concession asked for if the colonies consider it would he to

their commei-cial and to the impei-ial advantage. When England is in that position

—and she has never l)een otherwise since new ideas prevailed at the Colonial Office

—

when she really regards as far as conmierce was concerned her colonial policy as an im-

perial policy, we can rely upon the present incentives as proved by the case of Can.ada,

that if we need to make any treaty similar to that, she will give us equal justice ; because

the imperial authorities will adopt in our case, exactly the same position, as that adopted

for Canada, and appoint the same trcMty representatives from our country, with pleni

potentiary j>owers to act in unison with the ambassadors of the old country, in order to

ask for and to obtain that treaty. There is no necessity for our demanding special

powers. We can place reliance in the interest that England takes in her colonies and

not ask any more than they are willing now, almost voluntarily, to give us. I appre-

hend that there can be no differences of opinion, and that we can unanimously agree in

this motion, wisely limited as it is in its range and volume, and that as it now stands,

there can be no real practical objection to it.

Sir Adolphe Cakon.—I merely wish to say one word before the question is put.

I view the question from this standpoint : I consider that without this resolution being

passed it will be difficult for me to conceive the usefulness of this conference. It may

be as my colleague and friend has stated that Australia may possibly be more

intere.sted than Canada. However, that is a question that I do not wish to discuss.

I consider that the interests of Canada are just as large as it is possible for them to be

in connection with a resolution of this kind. 1 fully agree, also, that a demand which

is made l)y Australia when submitted to the Imperial Government will be received as

well and as favourably as the demand of Canada would be received, when Canada wished.

as a component part of the Empire, to strengthen the Empire, by making Canada as

prosperous and successful in commercial enterprise as statesmanship could make a country

—I consider that by doing so, you are helping the Empire just as Australia would

help the Empire, by entering into commercial enterprises, which will strengthen

Australia and make the colonies there more powerful than they are at present. 1

believe that this resolution is properly at the beginning of our very important work. 1

believe that without it the conference, which has brought within the capital of Canada

representatives of the great colonies, beyond the usual meeting and shaking of
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hands could not be a success unless we all agreed to the passing of this resolution. T

do not wish to enter into the question more fully, becauj^a it has been discussed from

all its different standpoints, and I think there can be no doubt, that it is indispensably

npcessary that we should declare the resolution carried, and I think it will be received

by the Imperial (Jovernment as the very l)est work we have done.

Hon. Mr. Fitzokrald.—May I ask Mr. Foster, could not Belgium and Germany, on

account of the existing treaties with the Unit^^d Kingdom, demand similar advantages

arising from any differential tariff arrangements that may l)e made between any colony

and any foreign country.

Hon. Mr. Foster.—The most-favoured-nation clause has been so interpreted, but

the point is in dispute. '

Hon. Mr, Fitzgerald.—I would ask also, whether there should not be some negotia-

tions opened between this conference and the mother country as to giving notice to

Belgium and Germany for the cessation of this portion of the treaty, because Germany and

B(!lgium could come in upon the terms that any colony may make between the mother

country and itself. Supposing Belgium, a wine producing, country was to demand
that her wines should come in here. She might produce her wines cheaper than

France, and might reduce the minimum advantages France might have. France would

say, from the existence of this treaty between England and Belgium, to which she was

not a party ;
" we allow your manufactures to come into France at a lower rate, but

rlie julvantage we expect to derive in your country is entirely nullified by the treaty

between England and Belgium, because you allow Belgium the privileges of the most-

favoured-nation clause. Now, I concede that during the continuance of this treaty, in

tliat aspect of it, it may really be extremely difficult to make similar treaties to the

one Canada is making with France.

Hon. Mr. Foster.—I quite see what my friend means. T think he is quite right

in his contention. The question he asked me was whether Belgium or Germany, under

the present treaty, could not ask the same treatment as the treaty gives France from

Canada. There is no doubt that they can ; but at first, the idea I thought you had

was as to whether, if Australia and Canada made a reciprocal arrangement between

each other, the most-favoured-treaty nations might not ask the same advantages. I

do not think they could, but it is clear that they can so far as the case with France is

concerned. The question as to the termination of those treaties I have no doubt will

1)6 l)rought up before the conference closes ; we have passed a resolution of both

Houses of Parliament Jisking their abolition so far as they bind us ; but of course, it is

one matter to ask and another matter to get.

Hon. Mr. Tiiynne.—The point raised by Mr. Fitzgerald is not a substantial

one, because the people of France having made a treaty with full information of the

treaties of Belgium and of Berlin, and have no cause to complain of any of the conse-

quences of those treaties ; and also because the goods about which the diflFerent colonies

are likely to enter into reciprocal arrangements are goods which neither Germany nor

Belgium are likely to produce, and no question is ever likely to arise about them.

Sir Charles Mills.—May I ask whether, in the event of our admitting your

agricultural implements and your lumber duty free, there is anything in your treaty

with France that would prevent your allowing our wine to come in duty free here ?

Hon. Mr. Fosf-R.—Yes. If we let other light wines in free, the light wines

would have to come in free from France.
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Hon. Thomas Plavford.—That is just the trouble.

Sir Henky I)K Villiers.—Here in a telegram from " Howell to Tapper," 10th

February, 1H93 — " Cheese was included in profwsition liefore us upon which telegram

of 12th .January was l>ased, treaty l)feing ratified by England for Canada alone ; would

not France consider her a third power in case of preferential treatment ?" The answer

from "Tapper to Howell " reads— " Treaty being made by England. The t«!rm • third

power ' cannot include Oreat Britain or any British colony or ]K)8session. This treaty

thei*efore in no way interferes with preferential arrangements between Canada and

Great Britain or any British colony."

Sir Charles Mills.—That is an answer to my question.

Hon. Mr. Foster.—You had reference to a colony ?

Sir CiiAKLKM Mills.—Yes.

Hon. Mr. Foster.—Then I mistook your question. Any arrangements between

the parts of the British Empire and between the colonies of the British Empire are

free from the operation of the French treaty. I took your question to relate to a

foreign country.

Lord Jersey.—I think the interpretation at home upon the matter is this, that

domestic arrangements between any portion of the British Empire are not affected by the

Belgium or ZoUverein treaty ; that it might be possible (if the statutory powers were

given) for (Queensland or New South Wales to make arrangements with Cantula with-

out thinking of those two treaties, but if they went further and claimed power to make

arrangements with Spain or France, it would come in. We draw a distinction between

domestic relations and foreign nations.

Hon. Mr. Forrest.—Do foreign countries accept that interpretation ?

Lord Jersey.—I cannot tell you if they accept it.

Hon. Mr. Foster.—Sir Michael Hicks-Beach and Mr. Arthur Balfour have both

Btat'xl this view of the matter in Parliament, viz. : that the treaties of 1862 and 1865

do not include preferential arrangements as between the colonies.

Hon. Mr. Suttor.—In connection with the treaties whichthe imperial authority takes

in hand for Canada, does Sir Charles Tupper act directly for you, or does he sign the

treaty representing the Imperial Government rather than Canada ?

Hon. Mr. Foster.—He signs the treaty representing the Imperial Government.

Hon. Mr. Suttor.—He is a plenipotentiary for the occasion.

Hon. Mr. Foster.—Yes.

Sir Henry de Villiers.—I refer to the 15th article of the treaty with Belgium
;

it is very short and c>^acise, and we must consider the terms of that before we pass the

resolution :

—

Articles the produce or manufacture of Belgium shall not be subject in the British colonies to

other or higher duties than those which are or may be imposed upon similar articles of British origin.

If •' British origin" here means from Great Britain alone, then it is clear we have

full power to negotiate amongst the colonies, but we cou'd not enter into a treaty with

Great Britain ; Great Britain would be excluded, but the colonies would not be ; but if the

words "British origin" refers to everything that comesfrom the British colonies,then I have

no doubt this 15th clause stands in the way. Everything depends on the words " British

origin " ; if it is only Great Britain ; Great Britain cannot enter into those treaties,

and if it is the British colonies we cannot enter into it.
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Hon. Mr. Playford.—British origin means anything grown on British soil.

Sir Hknry i>e Villikrh.—The effect of that would be to prevent this preferential

treaty with Ureat Britain.

Hon. Mr. Fitzgerald.— It may perhaps be useful to the conference to know
that I give notice that I intend to submit on Monday a motion asking that this confer-

«-nc«' shall re<|uest the British Empire to abrogate these treaties at the earliest time

consistent with fairness—and at that time the discussion started now by Sir Henry de

Villiers will be m(»re appropriate than at present.

Hon. Mr. Foster.—It is a very important point. I have simply taken my read-

ing of it from the clauses of the treaty and from sUitements made in the British Parlia-

ment, and the context of the treaty, and I believe it to be correct.

Sir Hknry Wrixon.—I think we are pretty well agreed on the principle of this

motion. Would it l)e wise for us to determine absolutely any of those difficult questions

which may l)e raised ? We only affirm the desirability of thit power being given, and

the Imperial Giivernment will take care to work it out in the proper way. If they have

to delay for a year to give notice of the termination of the treaty, they may have

to do it, or to comply with any other condition of the treaty. We can only indi-

cate the desire that this power shall lie given to us, but we by no means dictate

when it shall be done. I would not like to commit ourselves either way. I leave that

entirely to l>e worked out. We have had a most useful discussion and I think a most

instructive one, and I hope that will lie my excuse for having introduced two topics

which were not strictly in my motion, because strictly I should not have gone into those

other two topics or asked the conference to deal with them ; but I hope the conference

will excuse me, not only on account of the succeeding discussion we have had, but it is

iils(» necessary sometimes to explain why you do not deal with things as well as those

you deal with, and as I expressly kept those points from my motion, I called attention

to them to show why I did not deal with thrm. That was my reason for mentioning

them, and I think it led to a most instructive discussion ; but as far as the motion

itself goes, of course it has nothing to do with them.

Sir Adolphb Cahon.—The resolution reads

—

" Move«I by Sir Henry Wrixoii, seconded by Mr. Suttor, That provision should be made by
imperial legislation enabling the dependencies of the Empire to enter into agreements of commercial
reciprocity, including power of making differential tariff with (Jreat liritain or with one another."

Hon. Thomas Playford.—You leave out the words " Without foreign nations

being entitled to share therein."

Sir Henry Wri.xon.—Yes.

Hon. Mr. Foster.—I do not think the words are necessary.

Sir Henry Wrixon.—It is not necessary. If you give power to enter into a com-

mercial treaty it covers the whole thing.

The motion being put to the conference was carried.

ABROGATION OF TREATIES.

Hon. Mr. Fitzgerald.—I beg to give notice that at next day of meeting I

will move that this conference is of opinion that the existing treaties between Great

Britain and the German ZoUverein and with the Kingdom of Belgium should be

denounced and terminated and that Her Majesty's Government be requested to take

the necessary steps with this obiect.
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Sir Henry dk Vilmerh.—As that is so intimately connected with the one just

passed, and as it would be possible to amend the motion, mif;;ht there not be a unani-

mous vote on the motion ? We are all agree«l on the substance of the motion, but as

it stands I should like to propose some amenihnents. I was not aware it was

being put until after it was passed, and I should like to move some ve/vil amendments,

and I thought that resolution of which notice has been given might b^ made to tit ii>

with the one already passed. Unless it is unanimous it cannot be <lone. We are all

agreed on the subject ; it is only the words I want amended.

Hon. Mr. Foster.—I should like to suggest that that might be more implicit, and

reafl ;
" So far as relates to the most-favoured-nation clauses "—or something like that.

Hon. Mr. Fitz«}ERALD.—That is exactly what is in my mind and I should be

glad to adopt any suggestion which would give effect to that. I shall amend it in that

direction.

Sir Adolphe Caron.—Do I understand that you desire that this notice of motion

should be included in the resolution which was passed to-day and considered as forming

part of that resolution 1

Sir Henry de Villiers.—What I should like, if we could possibly have cancelled the

resolution, is to leave the matter open for slight verbal amendments, and in that case we

might incorporate that one with the one already passed, but as I said before, it must be

unanimous. If we all agree we can cancel it, but if not we cannot.

Sir Adolphe Oaron.—T do not see any objection to keeping the two subjects

separate. They are very much connected, but as the resolution under discussion has

now passed, I think I would not interfere with it, and when the time comes to take up

this matter it will not complicate matters to discuss it separately.

Hon. Mr. SuTTOR.—I underatand the hon. gentleman wants to make some verbal

amendment to the resolution just carried. Surely we can extend that privilege to him.

First, he suggested that Mr. Fitzgerald's resolution might be changed, and

then he said he would like to make some verbal amendment to tau re^jolution just

passed.

Sir Adolphe Caron.—It is irregular to change a resolution just passed, but it is

left to the conference.

Hon. Mr. Foster.—If Sir Henry can improve it we would have no objection, I

suppose.
,

•
,

Sir Henry Wrixon.—I should be quite glad to accept any proper amendment, but

it should be put in first.

Hon. Mr. Suttor.—If we are going to make any verbal amendments it should be

done now.

Sir Adolphe Caron.—Any suggestion or amendment which Sir Henry de Villiers

would v'ish to make must be the subject matter of further consideration because the

course \ 'lich has been taken is final.

Sir Henry Wrixon.—I think we had better leave it to the Colonial Office to do as

they think proper.

Hon. Mr. -Fitzgerald.—The notice has been altered so as to include these

words " As their conditions will permit so far as regards the most-favoured-nation clauses."
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Sir Adolphr Carox.—The notice reads :

—

" Tliiit on tliu iii*xt iliiy of meeting I will move that thin conference in of the opinion that the

c-xiHtin){ treatien between < treat liritainand the (ierman ZoUverein and with the Kingdom of lielginni

Mhoitid l>c denounced and teriidnatud aH early aH their conditiontt will permit ho far an reganU the
nioMt-favoured-nutionB clauses, that Her Majesty's (lovernment lie ret^uested to take the necessary
HtupH on the suhjeut."

Sir Hexry de Villieus.—The effect of my nmendment will be to alter the reso-

lution we arrived at. The voting came upon me by surprise, and if I had known

that we were coining to a vote without any remarks from the imperial dolegate, I

would have moved the resolution. My resolution which I intend to move will include

both. It will be wide and it will enable the Imperial Parliament to adopt such

portion of it as it may think practical. I give notice of a resolution :

—

" That in the opinion of this conference any oljstacles wliich may at present exist to the -^wwer

of tlie self-governing dependencies of tlie Knipire to enter into agreements of conunercial reciprocity

witli each other or with (ireat Britain should he removed liy imperial legislation or otherwise."

Now " otherwise " will include every thing—will inclurle any treaties which stand

in its way ; it will be one comprehensive sweeping resolution which will embrace every-

thing, and which will meet many ditHculties which I have heard raised against this

resolution. I have confinerl it to self-governing dependencies.

The conference adjourned at 1.40 to meet on Monday, 2nd July, at 9.30 a.m.

DOUGLAS STEWART,
J. LAMBERT PAYNE,

Joint Secretaries of the Conference.
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Okfice of the Ministeh ok Tkahe ani> Commkkck,

Ottawa, Monday, July 2ni\, 1894.

The conference leHuined at 9.30 a.m., Siu Adoli'HE Cakon, Vice-President in the

Chair.

I)ELK(iATRH PuEHENT :

InijKjrial (i«»vernment

—

The ItioiiT Hoy. the Eakl of Jermey P.O., O.C.M.Ci.

Canada

—

Hon. Siu Adolimie Caron, P.C, K.C.M.G.

Hon. OEORfJE E. Fohter, P.C, LLD.
Sanhford FLEMiN(i, Esq., C.M.CJ.

TaHuiania

—

Hon. Nirnot.AH Fitzuerald.

New South Wales—Hon. F. li. Suttoh.

Cape of (itHid Ho|)«— Sir Henrv de Villiers, K.C.M.O.

Sir Charles Millh, K.C.M.G., C.li.

South Australia- Hon. Thomas Playford.

New Zealand

—

Mr. A. Lee Smith.

Victoria

—

Sir Henry Wrixon, K.C.M.G.

Hon. Nicholas Fitzoerald, M.L.C.

Hon. Simon Eraser, M.L.C.

Queensland

—

Hon. A. J. Thynne, M.L.C.

Hon. William Forrest, M.L.C. •

TELEGRAM FROM LORD ROSEBERY.

Sir Adolphe Caron.—I have the pleasure of reading o you a telegram addressed

to Hon. Mackenzie Bowell, and signed by Lord Rosebery ;—

Ei'S(».M, ;}ril of .June, 1S»4.

I am anxious to exprens to you a» tlie President the sympatliy and interest with which I am
wiitduiig the proceedings of the conference, whicli should lie of such happy angry for the future of

the Empire.
kosebp:ry.

THE PACIFIC CABLE.

Hon. Mr. Suttor.—Before moving the resolution of which I have given notice,

I should like to say it has been represented to me by one of my friends at the con-

ference, that perhaps it may be as well if I permitted Mr. Sandford Fleming to read some

statement to the conference before I move the resolution. But I feel that if I move thia

lesolution I must be responsible for it ; and take the responsibility of it by defending

my action in speech. If Mr. Sandford Fleming wi.shes to make some statement l^efore

any other member of the conference speaks, I am quite willing to withdraw my re.solu-

tiou and allow any other member to take it up, but if it is to stand in my name I luust.

support it by speaking to it. I am only too happy to meet Mr. Fleming's views ia

any way I can, but I do not feel that I can move the resolution pro forma and allow

some other gentleman to speak before I do.
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Sir Adolphk Cakon.— If you movo your rosolution you may sppiik to it.

Hoii. Mr. SuTTou. Yes, hut I liavo beon tolil that T sliould move it pro /ontui,

and lot Mr. Fleming expliin.

Sir Adoi-hiik Cahon.—Oh, no.

Hon. Mr. Suttou.—I am quite willing to let him speak first, if he moves the

motion.

Hon. Mr. Frasku.—That was never intended. Mr. IJowell requested Mr. Flcmin;,'

to )>i(fpar(' a statement on this subject, and cleai- away all the cobwebs and

put it on such a f(M)'uing that it would make it easy for the various members to under-

stand the <iuesti(m, and 1 merely sugge.sted to my frien<l Mr. Suttor whether it would

not be perhaps as well for Mr. Fleming to read that document, and not to propose a

motion. Mr. Fleming has miwle no request at all. He is quite willing that Mr. Suttor

should j)roceed with tht^ motion.

Hon. Mr Suttou.—As it is the wi.sh of the confei-ence T shall move the resolu-

tion standing in my name. I beg to move :-—

" 'J'lmt ill the o)>i)>ion of this confijniiioe, iinmwUiite ate|m shoiihl hu tiiken to provide tclcj,'i'n|)hir

cuiniiiuuii-iitioii l»y ciiMt uikUm.hoIo ItritiHli rontrol hetweeii the Doniiiiioii of ('iiuiuiii iind Aimtiala.sia."

In doing this I desire to .say that this re.solution is framed so that we shall in th«

first instance consider the proposition in as general a way as is convenient and possible

to do ; at>d although I move this resolution in this form, <jf course, it is not to be consid-

ered that 1 pledg(f my governn)ent to support the cable, whatever the cost may be, oi-

whatever the conditions under which it is to be constructed. The members of the con-

ference all feel that a good deal of light will ))e thrown on the subject now before us

during this debate, and I urn moving the resolution chiefly with r. view of inviting the

conference to consider the position and whether this proposition to connect Canada with

the Australasian Cohmies by cable is or is not practical)le. Now, in dealing with the

matte ' I desiie, as succinctly as I can, to place before the mend>ers of the conf(Tence

an historical sketch of what lias been done in connection with this project from tluMlate

of the conference held in London, in li^87, until the pre.sent time, and I shall not detain

them at greater length than is absolutely necessary. I fintl this proposition first took

definite shape when the conference sat in London, in 1HH7, on which occasion one of the

representiiti\es fiom Canada moved two vesolutions which were carried. The first reso-

lution adopted was :

" That the coiiiioctioii recently formed tliroiij/h Canada from tlie Atlantic to the Pacific l»y rail-

way and tcU^graph o])enH a new and alternative line of imperial connection over the high .sea.s and
throngh ISritish posMc.iMion.s, whicli promises to he one of great value alike in naval, military, com-
mercial, and political aspects."

The second resolution deals more directly with the matter we are now considering,

and it is in the following woi'ds :—-

'

" That the iM)micjtion of Canathi with .Anstrala.sia liy direct Hnl)marine telegraph across the
Paoitic is a pi'oject of high importance to the Kmpire, and every douht as to its practicahility shonld,

without tlelay, he set at rest hy a thorough and exhaustive survey."

Now, although a resolution was carried, as T have already said, in the confer-

ence as far back as 1887, I regret that the position has noi. since advanced beyond

that stage. Although that conference in very explicit terms expressed a wish that

the doubt if there were ary, as to the practicability of establishing this cable, should

be set at rest with ^s little delay as possible, still I fear that doubt still exists. After

that resolution wa>. carried, or about the same time—I am not quite sure aa to whether
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it was (lurinj? the sitting of the conference, or after or before, but at any rate it was

iiltoiit tliat time— Catuula its(!lf ina<U>an a|)])eal to tiio Tnipeiial (lovennnent, and ofl^u-t-d

(111' use (»t' a vessel witli whieh to carry out the necessai-y survey Ix'tween Vancou er

and Httnolulu, or'tlirougli points in that direction, and she offered not only to (ind che

vessel, but to defray lialf tlie cost of such survey. 'J'hen after that, another appef 1

was nia(h> from the conference to tiie imperial authorities askinj^ them to undertake

this work, which it nmst be j)atent tt» ad must precefh? everything else—that is, to

make a thorough survey of the proposed route. Well, this matt(>r was considert'd l)y

th<^ imperial authorities, with the result that in reply to a letter from the dtde^gates,

transmitted through Loi-d Knutsford, to tiie Admiralty, the Secretary of the Admiralty

wrote :
•

UiilcHH till' Secretary of State hiiH rciiHon to helieve tiiiit a Huhinarine calile in lik«'ly to l>e laid

from \'aiic(juv«'i to .\iiHti'iiliii vi-ry shortly, tlieir loni.siiip.i would not propoHe to i|t'M|iiit(-ii ii sir vi-yiiig

vf.sst'l fiD' the sole |)iii'|)ose of ohtiiiiiiii>{ soiiiidings over the route, hut they will eiiileavoiir to iirraii^e

that soiiniliiigs slioulil l)e gradiuilly ohtaiiieil during the next few years in the oi-iliniiry course of

hyilrogra|tliic surveys.

W(*ll, that appears to have been the position taken by the imperial authorities

upon a recjuest nuide not »)nly by the ctmference I have alludeti to, but also by the

(iovernment of this Dominion ; and although one ve.s.sel wa.s for a short time employed

in making a survey on the Australian eiul of the line, still I think T am stating what

is correct when T .say that no survey whatever has taken place between Vancouver and

iloiiolulu from that time ui> to the present; and the oidy way in which wn can at all

arrive at an idea as to the depth of the ocean or any part of the route propos»nl for the

cable is by consulting the reports of the survey made from Fbinolulu to San Francisco by

the United States Government by means of the ves.sel "Tu.scarora." Now, as 1 .said, it is,

r think, rather unfortuiuite that the Imperial (Jovernment arc not more etjcrgetic, if T

may use such a term, in carrying out their promise, becau^e undoubtedly th(!y nwuh' a

pniiuise to the eiVect that a ves.scl would be employed, and tuat the survey windd gradu

ally go on, aiid that in the course of two i>r three years they hoped tlie survey would

he conjplete ; but instead of carrying on the survey which was commenced, the ves.sel

was withdrawn, and .so far as we know notlnng further has been done. The next step

(uken was by a conferenct; held in Sydney, in March, 1888.

On the 7th of March, 1888, a re.sohition passed at a postal conference held at

Sydney, all the Australian Colonies being represented, was telegraphed to Lord Knuts-

ford. The tclt'gvam asked that the Admiralty migiit be moved to make an early survey

of a suitable route for ocean cable telegraph by way of the Pacific < h-ean from \'an-

couver Island, the cost to be defrayed by Her Majesty's (jiovernment, the Government
of Canada, and the Australian Cohmies. The Colonial < )flice immediately commtiiiicated

with the Admiralty, and asked for an approximate estimate of the probable cost of a

siiivey. The Admiralty replie«l on the 4th April, ISSS. Their letters .stated that Her

.Majesty's ship Egeria was on the p<»int of sailing from Sydney to clear u)) the dangers

•iiid fix the positi(msby a survey of the islands on the route from New Zealand to Van-

couver, and that the vessel had orders to obtain in the course of this work deep sound-

'111,'s, which would in two or three years furnish more detailed information than now
exi.sted as to the varieties of depths to be expecte<J on the general line of cable. I have

iiicntioned that already. As to the probable cost of the survey, it was stated that the

annual cost of Her Majesty's ship " Egeria" was about £12,000, and that if a similar

vessel was provided especially for the purpose of making a complete survey of the best
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ocean route and landing places, the cost would be about £36,000. This estimate was

irrespective of the value of the vessel and the cost of her fitting her out. And then

again the opinion expressed in the letter from the Admiralty was to the same effect, that

unless the imperial authorities could be satisfied that some definite progress was going

to be made, and there was some probability of the work being carried (tut within a

reasonable time, they did not see that they were justiGed in immediately carrying on this

survey at considerable cost.

Hon. Mr. Foster.—What was the computation as to cost ?

Hon. Mr. Suttor.—The annual cost of the surveying vessel "Egeria" would be about

£12,000, and if a similar vessel "^ere provided for the purpose the total cost of the

survey would be about £36,000. Well now, the next steps the colonies appear to have

taken after that were those taken at the Postal Conference a few months ago, which was

held in Now Zealand, where delegates representing all the Australian Colonies assembled,

the majority of these gentlemen being the Ministers in charge of the Postal Depart-

ments, having direct knowledge of the subject they wished to confer upon. That con-

ference which met only a short time since carried the following resolution :

—

That considering the important interests involved, both of a national and commercial character,

in the establishment of a Pacific cable, the representatives of the respective colonies assembled at

this conference recommend their governments to consider the desirability of entering into a guarantee
with tiie other countries interested for a period not exceeding fourteen years, and to guarantee interest

at four per cent on a capital of not more than t"l,<S()0,()()0 to any company undertaking the laying of a
Pacific cable ; the tariff not to exceed 38. per word for ordinary telegran)s, 28. per word for govern-
ment telegrams, and la. 6d. per word for press telegrams to and from (ireat Britain and tlie

colonies ; and that the United Kingdom be asked to join in the guarantee ; the routes to be either of

the following : Brisbane to Ahipara Bay (New Zealand), Ahipara Bivy to Suva, Suva to Apia, Apia to

Fanning Islanil, Funning Islanil to Sandwich Islands, Sandwich Islands to Vancouver or fiom New
Zealand to .Suva, Suva to Apia, Apia to Fanning Island, Fanning Island to Sandwich Islands,

Sandwich Islands to Vancouver.

Now, sir, that is the position apparently of this proposal until it arrives

at the stage it is now in, when we are invited here to consider what further

steps we can adopt to bring about what the great majority of us here by >ur

very presence show that we approve of. Of course, difficulties may arise and different

opinions may be held by some members of the conference as to the best mode of carry-

ing out this project, and as to the degree of responsibility we are prepared to enter into

with our respective governments. That, no doubt, will come out in the discussion which

will follow the moving of this motion ; but as my friend Mr. Lee Smith has given notice

of an amendment, and as I understand the delegates from the Cape desire to enlarge

the scope of the resolution, with a view, perhaps of having discussion upon some prt)-

posal which may be made, I would like to read the executive minute that was passed in

Canada and sent down to the Australasian Colonies signed by His Excellency Lord

Aberdeen. This minute requests that delegates from the Australasian Colonies and

Fiji shall meet at Ottawa :

—

For the purpose of considering the trade relations existing between Canada and their respective

countries and the best means of extending the same and of securing the construction of a direct

telegraph cable between these colonies and the Dominion of Cauatla.

Therefore, so far as this resolution T am now moving is concerned, I am inclined to

think the discussion will have to be restricted to the proposal to construct a cable

between the Dominion of Canada and the Australasian Colonies ; but if that be not so,

I am quite prepared to deal generally with the matter under discussion. Now,

sir, if there is any one man more than another who deserves the congratulations of

the people of Canada for the energetic way in which he has endeavoured to bring
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alx)ut the construction of this cable, it is Mr. Sandford Fleming. He has, in a way we

seldom find any gentleman doing, given an enormous amount of attention to the subject

now under discussion, and I am sure he deserves not only credit for doing so, but

also the thanks of every patriotic Canadian in this Dominion for the very

great exertions he has taken in this direction. We must all of us have read with a

great deal of interest the numerous letters he has written and the sketches he has given

on the subject, and undoubtedly to all of us they have been matters of

great interest. Mr. Sandford Fleming, arguing in favour of his proposal,

says practically that the construction of this cable across the Pacific would,

in the first instance, stimulate and facilitate commercial intercourse ; and I think that

is so apparent from the facts that it needs no argument to prove it beyond those given

by Mr. Fleming. Another argument that he uses is that the construction of such a

cable would greatly assist in the defence of the colonies during the time of war ; and this,

I think is a point we cannot lose sight of, especially in connection with the position

which the Imperial Government may take with regard to this proposal ; because we

feel that if this cable is going to be constructed, it should be a work of a national

character, and that all parts of the Empire interested should accept some of the respon-

sibility in connection with the laying of it. That is a point I will discuss later on at

greater length.

Now, if I am correct, Mr. Sandford Fleming's arguments are under three heads. His

third argument is that the laying of such a cable will largely reduce the cost of cable

messages between Australia and Canada and the United States, and that must be admitted

as one of the str». *st arguments in favour of this cable from a commercial point of view.

It will not, I hope, be considered inopportune if for a few moments I go into

the details of what the diflFerent routes proposed by Mr. Sandford Fleming are.

I will point out his arguments in favour of them as shortly as I possibly can, and

tlieu I think it is only fair to the niembet-s of the conference to point out the objections

raised by the imperial authorities to his proposals. I think we might have maps at our

disposal by which we might trace the different routes. To begin, Mr. Fleming suggests

four routes, no one of which renders it necessary to go outside of British protection. In

tlie memorandum that he wrote in Sydney, on October 11th, 1893, he described

definitely four routes which he proposes, any one of which he argues, would be

without undue cost. Route 1, he proposes to commence at Vancouver Island, and ex-

tend to Fanning Island, and thence to the nearest island of the Fiji group. From Fiji

it could run direct to New Zealand, and thence to the Australian continent; or it could

g(t ivom Fiji to Norfolk Island, and from there bifurcate to the northern part of New
Zealand and to a convenient point near the boundary between New
South Wales and Queensland. The length of this line would be 7,145

knots and the cost would be £1,678,000. The second route proposed would go from

Vancouver Island to Necker Island, a small unoccupied island 240 miles from the

Hawaiian group. From Necker Island it would go to Fiji, and thence, as in route No. 1,

to New Zealand and Australia. The length of this line would be 7,175 knots and

tlie cost would "be £1,585,000, The third route would go from Vancouver Island to

Necker Island, and thence to Onoatoa or some one of the eastern islands of the Gilbert

group. From the station in the Gilbert group, two branches would extend—one to

Queensland, and the other to New Zealand. The Queensland branch would touch at

San Christoval Island in the Solomon group, and terminate at Bowen, connecting at
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that point with the land lines easterly to Brisbane and Sydney, and then going westerly

to the Gulf of Carpentaria, where a connection might be found with the overland line to

Adelaide, leading to Victoria, Tasniunia, South and West Australia. The New Zetilaiul

branch of the route would find a mid-station on Viti Levu, the southern island of the Fiji

group. The length of this line would be 8,264 knots and the co.stwould be £1,82.5,000. Then

the fourth . )ute would be from Vancouver to Necker Island, and thence in a direct line

to Bowen, touching at Apamana—a central island in the Gilbert group—and at San

Christoval of the Solomon ,'^roup. At Bowen, as in the case of route 3, the line would

connect with the southern colonies by means of the overland line to Adelaide. This

route offers probably the shortest line between any part of Canada and any part of

continental Australia, but it has the disadvantage of excluding from its

telegraphic service the Fiji Islands and New Zealand. That line would

be in length 6,244 knots, and cost £1,380,000 according to the estimate given by Mr.

Sandford Fleming. It may not be inopportune to remind the members of the conference

that three out of the four of the routes, outlined or proposed by Mr. Fleming, touch

Necker Island, and until a short time ago Necker Island was apparently no man's land.

It was supposed to be open to annexation by any nation, hence it was a reasonable

proposition to make that a part of Mr. Fleming's scheme and land the cable on Necker

Island with a view to lessening the distance between Vancouver and Fanning Island,

if such a course were found to be necessary. He proposed to carry the cable

from Vancouver to Necker Island to shorter, the distance. That was the position

until a few weeks ago. I understand in the estimate of cost given by Mr.

Sandford Fleming he has added 20 per cent to the mileage for " slack " in

order that the cable may be safely laid at all depths, and in the case of No.

1 a special allowance is made on account of the unusually long section between

Vancouver and Fanning Island. Mr, Fleming is so intimately conversant with

this project, that we cannot allude to this work without constantly using his

name. I find that he has made several proposals in regard to the way in which his

scheme should be carried out. The first proposition is that the work should be

carried out through the agency of a company liberally subsidized, and the second

is that it shall be a public work carried out entirely under government control)

each government interested paying pro rata for che construction. Now with

regard to these two proposals made by Mr. Sandford Fleming, I think I

shall be justified in expressin-j; the opinion that so far as the government of

New South Wales, of which I am a member, is concerned, I do not think that we can

see our way clear to enter into any arrangement >uch as that by which this cable will be

constructed directly by the government itself. My government is not prepared at the

present time to enter into any such proposal as that. Mr. Fleming admits that he

recognizes the difficulty arising from the obligation of certain of the Australian

governments to pay the Eastern Extension Company until May, 1899, an annual

subsidy of £32,400, but he considers that it can be readily overcome by pro-

viding out of capital an annuity to meet the subsidy as it annually becomes due.

That, of course, is in the event of the government of the different colonies arranging to

carry out this work themselves. While I do not think it is at all likely that the gov-

ernments will enter into any such proposal as that^— I may .say here, in parenthesis, with

regard to the Eastern Extension Company, that the colony I come from (New South

Wales) has no feeling whatever against that company. We feel that during the time
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it has been in existence it has clone good work. We feel that it has on every oppor-

tunity mot the wishes of the different Australian (lovermnents, so far as it could within

reasonable limits. And, if the construction of the Pacific cable means the destruction

of the other cable, I do not see that by construct' ^ the Pacific cable and destroying

the other we shall be in any better position than we are at present. Therefore,

whilst I am quite prepared to give all the assistance that I l"^itimately can with ray

instructions, to the consideration of this cable, I do not see that we should be justified

in constructing it if it is going to cause the destruction of the one already in

existence. We feel that there is work for both these cables, and that we should assist

in every possible way we can in doubling this communication between the parts of the

Empire concerned. Therefore, we are of the opinion that whilst we will give all legitimate

assistance to the proposal now under consideration, at the same time we do not in any

way desire to unnecessarily hamper or restrict or discourage the companies already in

existence by which we have telegraphic communication between Europ« and Australasia.

Hon. Mr. Foster.—The Eastern Extension Company is Sir John Pender's ?

Hon. Mr. Suttor.—Yes, but I think the more we leave out the naPies of individuals

in these discussions the better. Some little time since, Mr. Fleming was under the impre.s-

sion that we luid no hope of getting any assistance from the imperial authorities, and he

then suggested that the Dominion of Canada and the Australian Colonies with Fiji

should take up this work and build the cable at the cost of these great dependencies.

Although I do not for a moment doubt the capacity of the different colonies for con-

structing a work of such magnitude, still I feel that the imperial authorities, if this line

is to be considered a national one, should assist us in the construction of such a work.

The imperial authorities ought to do this, if it is to be considered at all from a national

point of view. We find that one colony which is now rapidly increasing both in popu-

lation and importance, Fiji, is a Crown colony, and as we all admit, if this cable is to be a

success, it should go through as much British territory as possible, and Mr. Fleming's pro-

posal is that it should go through Fiji. As Fiji is a Crown colony, I do not think we are

asking too much, even from that point of view, in re<juiring that the Imperial Government

should give some assistance in this great undertaking. Now, it is not necessary for me
to dilate further on the advantages that we must all see would be derived from the con-

struction of this cable. We, in Australasia will be placed in direct communi-

cation, not only with this great Dominion of Canada, but with the great

nation adjoining her boundaries with its sixty-odd millions of people—the

United States of America—with whom we are on the most friendly relations,

and with whom we consider the importance of trading, which is only natural.

If this cable should be constructed, if possible through English territory, between

Australia and Canada, one of the strongest arguments in favour of it no doubt is,

that it will foster, not only fuller communication with the Dominion of Canada,

but the whole of this great continent of America, than we now have. It will

materially cheapen the means of communication between these two sections which are

now becoming larger and more important every day. As this matter has been for some

time under the consideration of many scientific men—I have as shortly as I could

pointed out the advantages derivable from the proposed line—it is now only right

that I should give an epitome of the reports from scientific men who have objected

to some of the proposals submitted by our friend Mr. Sandford Fleming. These reports

point out that there is a strong probability of some of his proposals being impracticable,
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or if not impracticable, at least so costly that no direct good would come from the con-

truction of such a line. In December, 1892, the Secretary of State for the Colonies,

wrote to the Postmaster Genera', in London, upon the (|uestion of the construction of

the submarine cable l)etween Vancouver and Australasia, and on the 5th of July,

1893, a reply was sent to that letter, and although they did not fix upon one of

the lines suggested, th3y fixed practically upon a somewhat similar route and

they discussed the possibility of constructing a cable over that route. The proposal th^

Postmaster General made through his scientific otticer, was that the line should go from

Victoria, Vancouver Island, to Fanning Island, which is a distance of 3,298 knots, and

from Fanning Island, to Canton Island, and from Canton Island to Fiji, and from Fiji

to the Bay of Islands, New Zealand, a total distance of 6,353 knots. To this it was

necessary to add, what Mr. Fleming has done to his lines, 20 per cent for " slack,"

making the total distance 7,623 knots. Now that distance, according to the report,

between Fanning Island and New Zealand can be laid without any unusual cost,

and experience shows there will be no great ditiiculty at all in constructing that portion

of the cable. It will be sufficient there to lay a cable of which the core would consist

of 130 pounds of copper and 130 pounds of gutta-percha to the knot, or £150 to the

knot, or say £549,900 for the three sections from Fanning Island to New Zealand. But

they take great exception to the proposal to lay a cable from Vancouver to Fanning

Island, by reason of the stretch of distance and unknown depth that will have to l)e

spanned between those two points, and they say that even to secure a moderate working

speed of twelve words a minute, you will have to lay a cable with a core of 940

pounds of copper and 940 pounds of gutta-percha to the knot, and the cost of

manufacturing and laying such a cable would be £600 a knot or £2,374,200. So you

will see whilst the ordinary cable contains 130 pounds of copper and 1 30 pounds of gutta-

percha to the knot, according to these authorities, if we lay a cable from Vancouver

Island to Fanning Island, we shall require one containing 940 pounds of copper and

940 pounds of gutta-percha to the knot. The total cost of the whole line, from Vancouver

to New Zealand will be about £2,924,100, or roundly, the construction of this cable

from Vancouver to Australasia, if we have to construct it from Vancouver to Fannin"

Island, means the enormous sum of £3,000,000. The great trouble will be to span the

great space between Vancouver and Fanning Island. Perhaps, coming as we did

from the Australian Colonies, we have not been able to secure the latest information on

the subject, and I am only too glad to have been just now informed by his lordship the

Earl of Jersey that the figures I have just quoted have been reduced from roundly

£3,000,000 to £2,128,650.

Lord Jersey.—The cost is put at less, viz., about £1,800,000.

Hon. Mr. Fitzgerald.—And on accurate survey might be still less agaiii, he figures

of the survey being so very incomplete.

Hon. Mr. Suttor.—I am glad to have this later information. I am glad to

find there is so much reduction in the estimated cost. Still the cost of the construction

of this line can only be approximate, because we have from Vancouver Island to

Fanning Island a stretch which is absolutely an unknown sea. Until we get that length

thoroughly measured as to depth, I take it that no officer of any experience

can give any definite idea as to what the cost may be. The depth between Van-

couver and Fanning Island may not be so great as we have b&en led to believe.

Of course, if it be not so great, the cost of laying the "ue would be very
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materially lessened. I have corrected some of the figures I have made with regard

to the cost estimated by the Postn>'ister General at London. But besides that a further

report was submitted to the imofrial .•'-uthorities by the hydrographer of the British

navy, and although that report dates back as far as 1887, 1 am informed by Lord Jersey,

tlijit so far as the estimate is concerned, the information upon the probability of carry

ii'.g out this line remains as it was.

Lord Jersey.—Substantially. .

Hon. Mr. SuTTOK.—Substantially the same. T do not tliink we can easily cast

aside the statements of a responsible officer, such as the hydrographer of the navy, and

we are bound to consider, if we can, any objection raised by a high authority as he

must be. It seems to me the position he takes, appears to be strong, and it requires

some very forcible arguments to show that the statements made by him in connection

with this matter are altogether unworthy of consideration. He pointed out that to

minimise the eflfect of breakdowns on a submarine cable, the individual length between

the landing places should be as short as possible, in order that the time lost in bridging

over l)y a steamer, until the repairs can be made good, should be reduced to a minimum.

The proposed line, would not only be made up of the longest length of submarine

cable known, (the proposed line of cable l)etween Vancouver Island and Fanning

Island) " but the state of trafle at the calling places, is such that steamers might not

i)e available for temi)orary service in case of a messenger vessel being required." These

difficulties can be got over. Further the hydrographer states " (1 ) that very few soundings

exist on the actual line proposed
; (2) that the soundings near this line show that the

depth is unusually great, and therefore unfavourable for repairing; (3) that the probability

of sudden inequalities at the bottom are very great, in such an island-studded sea, and

th<at such inequality would be also unfavourable to the maintenance of the cable ; and

(4) it would require a long and minute search by a vessel perfectly fitted out for

sounding before the best route could be selected." " It is very doubtful therefore," the

hydrographer concludes, "what the ultimate cost of the undertaking may be, and even

at the estimate of £2,000,000, it is more than doubtful whether it could possibly be

made to pay," and now this is the concluding paragraph of the hydrographer's remarks

which I am quoting. We all desire to be enlightened and I will be very glad to listen

to any reply. Ho says :

As a single line of submarine telegraph has never yet been found to answer coniniercially, it

would probably be necessary to duplicate this one ; and this would cost about £1,.500,000 extra.

Now, if we are to involve our colonies in such a large expenditure, not only for the

single cable, but it may he to duplicate it, we shall have to seriously consider whether we
are in a position at all to undertake such a proposal as this, but we know that, although

a single cable may not be as convenient as a double one, many telegraph lines have

worked with a single cable for some considerable length of time before the duplicate has

been laid down. As the Eastern Extension Company has already been mentioned by

me, I do not think it is necessary at this stage that I should use any arguments raised

by them in objection to this proposed line. I have restricted myself wholly to the opinion

expressed by the different officers employed by the Imperial Grovernment. I have alluded

to the report submitted by the Postmaster General, and to the report furnished by the

hydrographer of the navy. The Secretary of Telegraphs, in New South Wales, Mr.

P. B. Walker, who, I think, will be admitted by any one knowing him, to be an officer

of high standing and considerable ability, discusses these proposals as submitted by Mr.

Fleming. First of all he questions the accuracy of the estimated cost.
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Hon. Mr. Frahek.—Mr. Walker is the Secretary of Telegraphs for your colony ?

Hon. Mr. Suttor.—Yes, he is the Secretary of Telegraphs for New South Wales.

He disapproves of all the routes proposed hy Mr. Sandford Fleming, and questions the

accuracy of his estimate of cost. But his disapproval of the routes are from a coniinor-

cial point of view rather than from a national or strate^^ic point of view. Mr. Fleming's

desire is that this cable should he laid absolutely aui entirely through British ter-

ritory, while this otHcer looks upon it from the commercial point of view rather than

the national point of view. With regard to the length of distance to be spanneil

between Vancouver and Fanning Island, Mr. Walker is very strongly of the opinion that

it is not at all likely such a length of cable could be successfully worked. He says

route No. 1, as proposed by Mr. Fleming, would be a mistake, as such a length of cable

as that required between Vancouver Island and Fanning Island, (3,200 nautical miles)

without any intermediate relay, would not work satisfactorily. He point.' out that it is

well known, that when a cable over 3,000 miles in length is worked in a direct circuit,

great difficulty is experienced through the slow progress in working, and he is quite sure

that no cable company would attempt sucli a cable. The longest length of cable worked

en route to England extends from Bombay to Suez, a distance of 3,253 knots, but it

touches at Aden where an intermediate relay is inserted to assist the circuit. There is

another cable from Alexandria to Gibralter, 2,037 knots, with an intermediate relay

inserted at Malta, and tliere is also a cable from Port Darwin to Singapore of 2,055

knots, with a relay at Banjoewangie, and one of 1,770 knots from Singapore to Madras

with a relay at Penang. From the practical experience of the existing cable companies,

such a proposal as that to connect Vancouver and Fanning Island direct is not, he

thinks, satisfactory. At this stage it will not be necessary for me to detain the con-

ference by discussing in detail, or at any very great length, the financial part of this

matter. I think as far as I am concerned, I might leave that to a subsequent occasion

if it becomes necessary. My government are not in any way tied down to any par-

ticular scheme or any particular route ; but I am prepared to listen to every sugges-

tion made and every argument used in reply to the objections taken as to the practicability

of the I'oute proposed between here and Fanning Island. If that route cannot be

carried out, no loubt some alternative proposal can be made. Now, as I have already

stated I feel that this, if it should be undertaken at all, should be undertaken as a great

national work. I hope that those of us representing the Australasian Colonies will, if pos-

sible, work harmoniously in endeavouring to bring about what we must all admit would be

a very great benefit, not only to ourselves, but to the Dominion of Canada, anrl also to

England. If this is to be considered from a national point of view, and if it will

be possible to construct this cable entirely through British territory, we shall

not be asking too much if we inquire of Lord Jersey, who represents the Imperial

Government, how far the Imperial Government is prepared to assist us in the work which

we propose to take in hand. If we are informed that the Imperial Government do not see

their way at all to assist, then the question will remain with us whether we shall have

sufficient power behind us to construct this line irrespective altogether of the British

Government. With regard to the preliminary step that must be taken ; that is to say,

the necessary survey between Vancouver and Fanning Island, or between Vancouver

and any other island which may be chosen as an alternative route, I am permitted to

say that my government is quite prepared to bear its proportionate share of the expense

of that survey, if the Home Government do not see their way to meet it with the ordinary
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means at their (lisposi. As to the way in which thft line will he constructed, I do not

think that my gov(^rnment will a^ree to any proposal hy wli'ch the work shall Ihj carried

dut under the direct control or at the cost of the governments. ^V'e feel that this, an

other pn)jects of a similar nature, should he allowed to rest with private enterprise ; and

further, although I am not directly prohihited from entertaining any proposition that

will necessitate my g«)veriunent granting a suhsidy in the event of such a line heing under-

taken ; still at this stage I must say that we would much prefer that our responsibility

should not l)e l)eyond those laid down by the c«tnference in New Zealand. We are not

prepared to subsidize any company, but we are (juite prepared to enter into a guarantee

as defined by the conference in New Zealand, to provide that any company undertaking

this work should not be at a loss ; in other words, that we should provid<» the diflference

between some fixed amount of interest mentione<l and the deficiency that would arise

l)etween the net receipts and that amount. So far as T am concerned, and those I

represent, we shall be willing to go as far as that. T do not feel that we are in a posi-

tion at this early stage to consider this subject in detail, and therefore I have asked you

to approve of this resolution, which simply expres.ses the opinion that early steps should

be taken to connect the Dominion of Canada with the Australasian Colonies, Sir,

I have very much pleasure in moving the resolution as it stands in ray name.

Lord Jerskv.—]Might I ask Mr. Suttor one question ; it is rather a leading one,

but what w<»uld be uhe basis of the pro rata arrangement to which you alluded as having

been suggested by the New Zealand Conference 1

Hon. Mr. Suttor.—The^pro rate amount would be taken, as is generally done in

our colonies, on a population basis. That is the basis we pay our subsidies on, and no
doubt we would pay this the same way.

Lord Jersey.—But as regarded Great Britain and Canada?

Hon. Nicholas Fitzgerald.—Lord Jersey appears to be asking what the propor-

tions would be of payment between the Imperial Government and the Australian

Colonies.

Lord Jersey.—That is the question, and it is very important.

Hon. Mr. Suttor.—I will refer to the resolutions I have already read which were

passed at the New Zealand Conference.

Mr. Lee Smith.—It is half and half ; Australian Colonies half and Canada and

Great Britain half. ....
Hon. Mr. Suttor.—That was the proposal made some time ago.

Lord Jersey.—It was supposed to be a tri-partite agreement ?

Mr. Lee Smith.—Exactly.

Hon. Mr. Suttor.—I think I am only echoing the sentiment of my fellow members
when I say that if the Imperial Government will come in, in a reasonable way we shall

be prepared to accept all the responsibility we can in this matter.

Mr. Lee Smith.—Would it not be a convenient way to move my amendment now
seeing a similar question has been raised by Sir Charles Mills 1 It would clear the

ground.

Sir Adolphe Caron.—I should like to know if any gentleman wishes to speak to

this motion and then I would hear the amendment.

Hon. Mr. Fraser,— I think it would be greatly to the advantage of members of

this conference if the paper of Mr. Sandford Fleming were taken now. The motion is

now afloat.
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Mr. Sandford Flkmino.—There are two or three points raised by the delegate from

New South Waleg which I would like to refer to, but I am afraid it would take up the

time too long. I may have an opportunity of referring to them at a later stage. At
preHent I will as desired, read the paper which I prepared at the instance of the

Minister of Trade andCommerce :

—

Mr. Puehident, My Lord and (Jentlemen :

Every thoughtful man must be impressed with the importance and significance of

this gathering in the Canadian capital. We have here assembled representative men
from the liritish peoples who dwell in distant parts of the world, who have travelled to

Ottawa, some of them from the other hemisphere, to consider matters of common interest,

and determine the best means by which we can be drawn closer together. The primary
object, or at least one of the primary objects of this conference, is to effect some practical

arrangement for the establishment of a Pacific cable. The subject is one to which I have
given my attention for years, and in placing before you the views which an earnest

consideration of the question has led me to entertain, I am sustained by the conviction

that I am performing a public duty in doing so. May I then venture to hope, that

you will not consider me as unduly intruding the opinions I express and that you will

absolve me from the charge of undue self-assertion.

There are many leading minds in the mother country, in Canada and throughout

the colonies who recognize the value to the Empire of a telegraph across the Pacific,

who indeed wonder that it has not before now been established. One reason is the

opposition of a strong joint stock company, the managers -of which have exercised their

hostile influence in every possible way since the first inception of the project. It seems

proper therefore before taking up the broader and more important considerations, that

I should in a few words examine the position taken by tlyvt company and answer the

principal arguments they have advanced.

With your permission, I will allude to the latest hostile utterance. It may be

found in a recent communication from Sir John Pender, the influential chairman of the

Eastern Extension Telegraph Company. This document was addressed to the Colonial

Oftice, London, on April 4th of this year ; a copy was sent on April 14th to His Excel-

lency the Governor General of Canada for the information of the Canadian Government.
Two days later, April 16th (and it must have been communicated by telegraph to Aus-
tralia), it was sent from the office of the Eastern Extension Telegraph Company in

Melbourne to the Premier of Victoria, and I have reason to think that copies vrere sent

at the same time to every one of the governments of the Australian Colonies. Thus
it is obvious that the chairman of the company attaches great weight to this document
in which strong representations are made in opposition to the Pacific cable, and if he

be correct in his statements and right in his conclusion, I may almost say that this con-

ference need go no further in the matter. But, however much the opinions of Sir John
Pender may command respect, I am impelled to express my strong dissent from them in

this instance, and in doing so I shall with your leave submit the reasons, on which

I ground my objections to the statements and representations, which he has thought

proper to bring to the special notice of all the governments interested.

Sir John Pender, represents that the existing service was established solely by

private enterprise, and that it has received but little aid from government ; that a cable

across the Pacific is not required ; that it would require, in order to make it succeed, an
annual grant, in the form of subsidy or guarantee, of £192,235 sterling ; and that as it

would be a serious injury to the existing service, the government could not in equity,

refuse to assist to the stme extent the Eastern Extension Company. He likewise asks,

that if it be determined to establish the Pacific cable, the government should hand over

the requisite subsidies to his company to carry out the undertaking.

In answer to these representations I desire to remark :

In one of the first paragraphs of his communication Sir John Pender writes :

—

*' In the first place it ought not to be overlooked that the existing telegraphic com-

munication with Australia was established by private enterprise without any govern-

mental assistance whatever in the form of subsidy, guarantee or exclusive landing rights."
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SubHoquently, he qualifiea this statement by admitting, that Hubsidies at n later date

were granted. While in one sense he may l>e correct in stating that the telegraph

company was brought intooperation without governmental assintance, it is equally certain

that, in order to make the service more efficient, government aid was subsequently sought
and obtained. It is a matter of notoriety, that the telegraph company as it exists to-day

\H indebted to governmenUil assistance for its present prosperous condition. The public

accounts establish that sums have l)een paid by the Australian and New Zealand
governments amounting in all to £616,250. Moreover, these governments are under
obligations to make further yearly payments of £32,400 for each of the coming five

years, amounting to £162,000 ; thus making the total amount received and receivable

e(|ual to £778,250. Even this total sum d(M!S not represent the full pecuniary considera-

tion agree<l to be given the company by these governments, for under a guarantee
arrangement entered into four years ago by some of the colonies, further sums are

payable.

It is readily conceded, that the trade and commerce both of Great Britain and
Australia have been greatly benefited by the use of the Eastern Extension Telegraph,

but even in view of this fact it can not be claimed on behalf of the company that

governmental aid on an exceedingly generous scale has not been extended to it. Let us

estimate the cost of the cable between Asia and Australia ; the length of line from
Singapore to Port Darwin is, according to the hydrographer of the Admiralty, 1,925

miles, and a single cable over this distance could be laid for £354,000. The company
will have received including the future amounts receivaVile from the governments not less

than £778,250, a sum considerably in excess of the cost of two cables over the

whole intervening distance from Asia to Australia. Thus it may be said that the

Colonial Governments, in one form or anoth ^r, have paid from the public exchequer
capital sufficient to establish the whole of that portion of the company's system which
controls Australian business.

In other respects the company has not been unrewarded for its venture. Notwith-
standing the fact that it has been so liberally subsidized by the government, the com-

pany has exercised its power to exact from the public, enormously high rates for the

transmission of messages. As a consequence the revenue has l)een very large indeed.

We learn from the published reports that a dividend of 7 per cent has been paid on the

stock, which is held at a premium. But it is well known, that the stock as it stands to-

day represents but the nominal capital of the company, and 7 per cent on the nominal
capital is equcl to over 9 per cent on the original investment. Perhaps I may make
this clear by reading a few lines from an excellent authority, '• The Economist," of

August 23rd, 1890, page 1076 :—
" It is worth while examinimg; into the claims whicii lie various cable companies put

forth to an adequate remuneration on their invested capital. Six and a half and seven

per cent, though very fair rates as times go, are nothing extraordinary in themselves

upon investments of twenty years' standing. But it must be remembered that these

are the rates payable on a watered capital, and that they represent considerably higher

returns upon the money actually put into the cables. Thus the Eastern capital was
watered to the amount of £819,500, and the Eastern Extension to the amount of

£472,500, and a dividend of 6^ per cent on the Eastern capital should read as over 8^
per cent on the original capital, while 7 per cent on the Eastern Extension capital means
over 9 per cent on the capital prior to its being watered. Beyond this, these com-
panies have worked themselves into a strong position by not dividing to the full extent

profits legitimately earned. The dividends have been no guide to the profits made, and
iF requisite the tarifiPs could be much reduced without affecting the payments to the

shareholders."
" The Economist " goes on to point out the large reserves which have been accumu-

lated out of revenue. On this point I shall refer to even a higher authority than " The
Economist"—I shall refer to the directors of the company themselves. The statement
recently laid before the shareholders by them states, thit at the close of the year 1893
the total sum of £633,686 had been thus accumulated aftbi- paying out of revenue the cost

of new cables and cable renewals to the extent of £1,160,686. These are very large
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sums to l)e roalizod nut of rovonue, in addition to the divirlendH whicli Iwivo boen rej^u-

larly paid, and prrhapH the fact may in part exphiin thn hoHtility of tho KaNttM'ii Kx-
tcnKion Company to th(^ Pacific eahle. tt i8 l)ut natural, that tho company should ot)j«ct

to havH a husincKs ho lucrative lM»iM^ inU>rf«'red with by a lino, wliich they are warranted

in tiiinkin^ would prove a forniidaWlc rival.

It, is not m'cesHary to refute tho opinion of th«' chairman of the Pwistern Kxtonsion
Company with n-spect to the inutility of a telej^ruphic connection hetween Cuiiadfi and
Australia. It is scarcely pcmsi hie to find a single nwiii unconnected with, or unintluen-

ce<l by, the existing telegriiphic company, who will accept Sir .John Pender's conclusions

on this point. It would Ixi a wjiste of time were I to re^)eat the arguments which have
been advanced to prove that the Pacific cable is really indispen.sable. I will, however,

n'fer the meml)er8 of the conference to the report on the mission to Australia by the

Canadian Minister of Trade and Commerce, which has recently been i.ssued. It may be

remarked in addition to what is therein stated, that a strong practical proof of the

nece.ssity of the cable is furnished in th(^ late stranding of one of the steamers of the

line established last summer, and the long suspense and anxiety everywhere felt as to

the fate of passengers and crew. Moreover is not this conference, is not the pi-esence

inOttawa to-day of delegates from our distant sister colonies, evidence suHicient to show
that the governments they represent do not accept the opinion that there is neither

commercial nor ix)litical needs for the cable? On tlie contrary, d<»es not this assembly
mean that our fellow colonists of Australia and New Zealand are fully alive to its

necessity 1

Sir .John Pender expresses the opinion that the Pacific cable will not succeed, unless

enormous subsidies be granted. He estimates that the government would nM|uir(! to

make up by subsidies or guarantee no less than £192,23.') annually. Among other

cau.se8 of expense, he asserts that it will be necessary to charge annually upon revenue

X105,000 as a fund for "amortization " to effect the renewal of the cable every four-

teen years. I am in possession of a letter which Sir John Pender, caused to be sent to

the Premier of Victoria, on April 27th last, in which he incidentally admits, that theSJastern

Extension Company did not tjvke the course with respect to "amortization," which he

says wo Id l)e the unavoidable consequence in the case of the Pacific cable. What he

there states is that " in early days our ea'- • -rs only admitted of very limited contribu-

tions to reserve." To my mind it v
"''

le same with the Pacific cable, and it is

difficult to iissign any reason why .:, iples acted upon in the first years of the

existing company should not l)e appl '' in the case of the new enterprise. No one can

expect that the new r.ible will at once p its harvest of revenue, but I for one con-

fidently believe that in a very few years after its establishment on the basis proposed,

owing to reduced charges and the growth of traffic, telegraphy v ill be enormously in-

creased, and will lead to a regular and profitable business. Again, it is by no means
an established principle, that the revenue should be taxed frjin the first day a message
passes through the line, to provide for the renewal of the cable at the expiration of 14

years. The best cables of modern manufacture are not so short lived, and how long

submarine cables will last is in fact undetermined. The views of practical men on this

point are steadily changing year by year, and the opinion is gaining ground, that cables

of a good modern type, and especially those placed in positions not exposed to the action

of the waves or marine insects whose destructive eflFects are experienced only in shallow

water ; that is to say, cables laid in deep water and imbedded in the soft ooze of the

bottom of the ocean, will remain undisturbed and serviceable for generations. So good
an authority as the " Electrician " of April 20th, 1892, has the following :

" The 1873 Atlantic cable has never required any repairs to the deep sea portion
" since it was laid 21 years ago, and there cannot be any doubt that cables recently
" constructed, with all the knowledge acquired by the experience of the past, should
" have a much longer life and greater immi.nity from interruption, than in the case of
" those laid in the earlier years of submarine telegraphy."

With respect generally to the opinions expressed by Sir John Pender in the com-

munication submitted by him to the consideration of the governments concerned

in the establishment of the new cable, it is not possible to set out of view, that as chair-
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nian nf a pro«p>rou8 company (loHirous of avoiding competition, Ii« in intprf'stiKl in tli#» non-

<oiii|ilctiitii <it' a t<>li'^rapli aci-nNs tlu; Pacitit*. Hucli a lin** (»f tclfgraph would Irad to a

i-evolution in the HlntiiH of ti«o fnUTprist* ho <4ir«cts, and on** of tlin fiint reHultN would l»e

II loductioM of prutits. It muy. lio\v««v»'r, 1m> pointed out that a line aonwH tlu* l'a<'iHc

uiiiHt Im' acccptt'd as a fact of tin- near futuro, wli)it<'V«T rivalry it may creates. The pro-

^rcHH and wcjl-ln'in^ of Canada, AustralaHia and the Kmpire, cannot l>e retarded in order
lliiit the lucrative huHiness of a private company may remain without chan;,'e. Kven if

the chairman <tf the Ka.storn Ivxtension Convpany Hucceedud in converting us to his com-
mercial ethics, that the profits of the monopoly he represents must lie maintained invio-

late, it does not follow that the proj(>ct of a Pacific cable would not Im' carried out in

some form, ev(>n if Canada and Australia abandon it. There are indeiHl unmistakable
signs that a Pacific cable may shortly lie carried out by France an«l the Tnited States.

Wc all know that France has aire , ly completed a section of MOO miles at the southern

end, an<l the t'nited StaU's has recently expended .^iJo.OOO in making an elalMirate survey
(tf alxtui one-third the whole distance running southward from San Francisc<». With a
rival line in foreign hands, it is easy to see that the Eastern Kxtensi«>n Company would
gain nothing while the Kmpire wo !d lose much.

I have given the subject i»f future revenue much careful consideration and I have
expressed my views at some length in the memorandum prepared by me when in Aus-
tralia in October lasty<?ar. This memorandum is embraced in the report of tin* Minister

of Trade and C«)mmerce recently issued (pai^es 70-7.'5). I l)eg leave to refer to the esti-

mates there subnutted, in which I endeavounHl to state the case fairly : and \ think I

have succeeded in showing, that in from four to seven years after the completion of the

undertaking, the earning., vould be sutHcient to meet all charges, including int«?rest on
cost ; and that after that pei'iod there would be an annually increasing surplus to be
dealt with as may be deemed expedient.

I do not think that the.se estimates can be held to be other than reasonable. The
calculati(>ns are based on data which cannot be iin|)ugned, indeed I am satisfied that the

results presented are rather under, than over the mark. In prcKif that these estimates

are moderate and reasonable, it may be noticed that they are biused on an assumed
traffic, considerably less than the actual present traffic which was only correctly

ascertained at the close of the year. In further proof <»f the soundness of the principles

on which these estimates have been made, I may refer to a memorandum over my
signature, dated April 6th, 1886, published with the proceedings of the Colonial Con-
ference of 1887. In that document prepared eight years ago, the estimate of

the number of telegraph messages for 1893 differs only 2|^ per cent from the number
of messages actually sent last year, according to the published statement of the Eastern

Telegraph Company.
We must all admit that the Eastern Extension Company has been the pioneer in

cable telegraphy between Australia and Europe, and the facts brought out clearly

establish that the company has been well recompenser' 'or being first in the field. We
gladly give the due meed of praise to that company fi. ds successful enterprise, and we
have additional satisfaction in congratulating the shareholders on the handsome returns

tliey have received for their investment. The Eastern Extension Company muh% how-
ever, awaken to certain facts, if its directors have not alreadydoneso,viz. : (1) that the Aus-
tralian Colonies no longer remain in the primitive state of development

; (2) that the ex-

pansion of the trade and commerce alike of Australia and Canada require direct cablt con-

nection across the Pacific ; and (3) that the needs of the Empire, demand that the tele-

graph toconnect two of the most important colonial dominions, should be in British, and not
in foreign hands. I think that I am warranted in saying that this is the view held in

Canada, and if I understand the opinions which prevailed in the Australian Colonies

generally, they were expressed by the Postmaster General of New Zealand, the Hon-
ourable Mr. Ward, on the 20th of April of this year, soon after receiving Sir John
Penders last communication. I quote the words of Mr. Ward as reported in the press :

—

" He " (Mr. Ward) " held that the colonies could not: take cognizance of the inter-

ests of the shareholders in an ordinary commercial undertaking. He held, that among
other, things, the business of the statesmen in Australia was to provide the best means
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of transit by cable between the colonies and Europe, and that if the establishment of

the Pacific cable meant interference with a lucrative investment for the shareholders of

the Eastern Extension Company, this was no reason why a great work of this kind
should be dropped by the colonies. He firmly believed that the delegates to the Cana-

dian Conference would show, that they were strongly impressed with the great advan-

tage, both of a national and commercial character which would follow the establihsment of

the Pacific cable."

I think I have fairly brought to your notice the several points in Sir John Pender's

communication which call for attention, except that contained in the last paragraph.

Notwithstanding the strong and prolonged antipathy which he has shown to the laying

down of the Pacific cable, he expresses his readiness to take a prominent part in estab-

lishing it, if the " governments concerned are prepared to provide the requisite subsidy

to enable it to be carried out." By " requisite subsidy " it maybe inferred from his

estimate submitted in the same document, that he means £192,235 per annum. Here
we have, at least, a definite idea of what he thinks a requisite subsidy should be, and he
urges that his company " with its large experience and special facilities, is in a better

position than any other company to carry out the work advantageously."

It is difficult to believe th).t this proposal has been seriously mjide, I shall, however,

refer to it later. At present I shall only remark, that it comes from one who for years

has been unceasing in his hostility to a work, the consummation of which is held to be
subservient to ihe highest interests of the Australian Colonies, Canada and the Empire.

Having presented to you the indisput",ble facts which muLo clear up all doubt as

to the true position of the Eastern Extens on Company, and show that this company has

really been built up by governmental assistance, and has drawn from the public enor-

muoe sums, I will now, with your permission allude to the possibilities in the future,

which the Pacific cable, established in the public interests, would open up.

Wich an electric cable laid across the Pacific, all points in Australia by means
of laud lines may communicate with all points in the United Kingdom, without a

single message being repeated in a foreign port. The geographical position of Australia

is such, that the telegraph system can be extended westerly to South Africa and north-

westerly to India—in both cases by cables of moderate length and without touching

territory which is not British. South Africa may be connected telegraphically with
Australia by two routes. First, by a cable laid from Durban in Natal to the south-west

coast of Western Australia, touching at the Island of St. Paul in mid-ocean. The t^vo

sections would together be about 4,200 miles, and would cost probably less than £950,-

OOC. Second, by a cable extending from Natal to the Mauritius 1,600 miles, thence to the

Keeling Islands, 2,300 miles, and thence to N. W. Cape in Western Australia, 1,150

—

total, 5,050 miles ; or it may be extended from the Keeling Islands direct to Port Dar-
win, although the distance would be somewhat greater. The second route, although

the longest between South Africa and Australia, has the advantage of approaching
India at the Keeling Islands. From these islands the distance to Ceylon is about 1,450

miles, so that India, as well as Africa, could tiius be connected telegraphically v/ith

Australia, by laying cables from point to point, aggregating a total distance of 6,500

miles. The whole cost would not be far from £l,5t0,000.

In order to make plain the vast importance of these possible extensions of

the Australian telegraph system, considered in conjunction with the Pacific cable,

let us examine the inap of the world, on which the British possessions are

depicted. The prime meridian passing through Greenwich may conveniently

be taken as a base, separating as it does east from west longitude. It

may be observed, that no single British possession in east longitude is con-

nected telegraphically with London, without having the wire passing over some
foreign territory or landing at a number of foreign ports. This is true of South
Africa, of India, and of Australia. If a difficulty arose in Portugal, or in any one of

the half dozen foreign ports touched by the present telegraph. South Africa would be

cut off, or should a similar difficulty be experienced in almost any part of Europe, or in

Egypt, both India and Australia would be cut off. It was pointed out a few weeks ago
at the annual meeting of the London Chamber of Commerce by the chairman, Sir Albert
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Rollit, that ir the land wire between Bombay and Madras was cut during any rising in

the interior, (ireat Britain would have to communicate with Australia through Siberia.

The chairman might have added, that there are many places equally vulnerable on the

existing telegraph system both east and west of India.

I am sure the representatives from South Africa will bear me out in this. With
the permission of one of them, Mr. Hofmeyr, I would like to quote from his speech

at the conference of 1887. On that occasion Mr. Hofmeyr foreshadowed the

scheme of the great imperial cables I am touching upon. He said :
" We nmst not only

look to the proposed Pacific cable for communication with Australia, but also to, I

should not say an alternative, but a duplicate scheme of submarine communications.
When I say this, I look to my part of the Empire, that is to say South Africa. Let us

view the position of affairs at present as far as South Africa is ccw ned. It is pretty

generally agreed, that if war should break out ^.he Suez Canal woukl o blocked. Table
Bay is dependent for its telegraphic communication upon the Eastern Company's line,

which comes down by the east coast of Africa. It is laid in shallow water and touches

at many points of foreign territory, I cannot say how many, but very many points

indeed. Now, if in time of war the Suez Canal is blocked, it stands to reason that all

communication by this cable would be blocked too. It might be cut at various points.

England might be at v c with any European nation whose territory is touched by this

cable ; in other words there would be no communication between England, the most
important part of the Brit'sh Empire and the rest of the world ; telegraphic communica-
tion would cease at once."

Since 1887 when these words were spoken, a cable has been laid aloi the west
coast of Africa, but it is open to precisely the same objections, touching as it does at

many foreign places on the way. Moreover both cables are laid in shallow water, and
on that account can be easily fished up and destroyed. As a matter of fact, all the lines

connecting England with South Africa either pass through foreign territory, or are prac-

tically at the mercy of foreigners.

If we examine a map showing the general telegraph system between England
and South Africa, it will be noticed that the cable lands at the following mid-stations :—

By First Route.

1. Lisbon Foreign.

2. Madeira do
3. St. Vincent do
4. B^ ohurst

5. Sierra Leone
6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

1.

2.

3.

4.

Foreign.

Accra
Lagos
New Calabar ....

Bonny
Prince's Island . . ,

St. Thomas Island . do
St. Paul de Loando do
Benguela do
Mossamedes do
Cape Town

By the first route there are 14 mid-stations of

By the second route no less than 10 mid-stations are

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

By Second Route.

Lisbon Foreign.

Gibraltar

Canary Islands .... Foreign.

St. Louis do
Bathurst
Bissao Foreign.

Conakra do
Sierra Leone
Accra
Porto Novo Foreign.

St. Thomas do
St. Paul de Loando do
Benguela do
Mossamedes do
Cape Town.

which 8 are on foreign territory,

at points claimed by foreign powers.

Third route, vin Egypt and the Red Sea.

1. Lisbon Foreign.

2. Gibraltar

3. Malta
4. Alexandria,

through Egypt ^ All Stations

5. to Suez ) Foreign.!

6. Aden
7. Zanzibar
8. Mosambique Foreign.

9. Delagoa Bay do
10. Durban

'?«!?•
!
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We have been considering the British possessions in east longitude, let us now turn

our attention to the surface of the globe west of Greenwich. Already many cables are

laid from the shores of Great Britain to the shores of Canada. The geographical position

of Canada between the Atlantic and the Pacific, renders it possible to extend the wires

to Australia, and, as has been shown, from Australia to Africa and to India. These

may be considered the trunk lines of the imperial telegraph system. From them, branch
cables can be completed from Halifax via Bermuda to the West Indies, on the Atlantic

side of Canada. Frcm Port Darwin, in Australia, to British North Borneo, where a

junction would be eflfected with cables already laid to Hong Kong, Singapore and Madras.

Again, at the Mauritius the telegraph would connect with an existing cable to the Sey-

chelles Islands, Zanzibar, on the eastern coast of Africa and Bombay. Thus by the

establishment of the great trunk lines of cable with the few short branches which I have
pfjinted out, India would be approached telegraphically from both sides, and every British

possession of any note in both hemispheres would be brought into daily and hourly

electric touch of each other and the mother country.

The point I desire to make clear is this. The interposition of Europe and Northern
Africa absolutely prevents and forbids a continuity cf telegraphic communications from
Great Britain to the British possessions in the south and east without traversing shal-

low seas adjoining foreign territory or landing on soil belonging to foreign powers which at

any moment may be hostile. While the geographical position of the Dominion and
other favourtable conditions render telegraphic continuity under our own flag perfectly

practicable, fiom London to Australia, to Africa and to India and to all the territories

of the Empire in both hemispheres.

These exceedingly interesting, and to my mind, important considerations, will

recall to gentlemen in this conference the views and aspirations of a deceased statesman,

who in his lifetime filled the most responsible positions as an adviser of Her Majesty.

I allude to the Ilight Honourable Edward Stanhope, who as Colonial Minister was
called upon to take the initiative in assembling the Colonial Conference of 1887. In
the despatch wliich he sent to the governors of all the colonies, informing them that

Her Majesty's Government had advised the Queen to summon a conference, Mr. Stan-

hope gave great prominence to intercommunication by telegraph. He pointed out, that

they concerned in a special degree the interests of the Empire, and that it was desirable

the question should be considered as a whole, in order that the needs of every part of

the Empire might as far as practicable be provided for. No man at that period appeared

to take a firmer or broader grasp of this important subject than the deceased statesman.

I venture to think that the design of the Imperial cables, which I have attempted to

describe in outline, is in complete harmony with the principles which he advocated, and
that the establishment of those great lines of communication would go far to meet the

national requriements he pointed out. In no other conceivable way, without being

absolutely dependent on the friendship and sufferance of foreign powers, can direct

telegraphic connection so easily and so usefully be established between Great Britain

as the head of the Empire, and the great possessions of Her Majesty in every quarter of

the globe.

It is quite true that the distance from London to India, or South Africa is greater

by the new route suggested than by the existing telegraph lines. The most distant of

all by the proposed new route is South Africa. The length of wire in this case would
Vje nearly three times the length of wire by the present route. Distance, however, counts

for little, where electricity is employed as the medium of communication. Take a familiar

illustration—the telephone and its social uses ; by means of this application of science

we can, with equal ease and at the same cost, speak to a friend across the street and to

a friend leagues distant The same with the telegraph, and our highest aim should be to

have the telegraph system of the British Empire keeping pace with the extraordinary

growth of the Empire itself. A wonderful power has been placed at our disposal and we
should endeavour as far as possible, to render this power as useful to the British people

throughout the world as the ordinary telephone is to the inhabitants of a city, or as

the ordinary application of the telegraph is in countries limited in extent.
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The present Premier of Her Mfl,je8ty's Home Government, Lord Rosebery, recently

pointed out to those resident in England, that they inhabit not an island but an Empire,

and that this Empire is a collection of states spread over every region of the earth. In
Canada, and in all the colonies we are proud to feel that we, too, inhabit this world-wide

Empire. We feel that, although separated by the ocean, we are in direct relationship

with our fellow subjects in the mother countiy. Nevertheless, we desire to make that

relationship closer and stronger by means of faster steamships and by increasing the

number of ocean cables. As a humble follower of the late Imperial INTinister, Mr.
Stanhope, I for one feel called upon to express the opinion that, by every means in our
power, we should endeavour to establish close and intimate relationships with all our
sister provinces and colonies, in whatever part of the world they may be situated.

It must be obvious to all who consider the question with attention, that the first

step we can take towards the attainment of these ends is the completion of the

Pacific cable. That is the work which lies nearest us, and I humbly express my own
view that Canada and Australia, with the sympathetic aid of the mother country, can,

without appreciable difficulty, take this first step and render further advance possil)le. I

have shown that when Canada and Australia will be united by a British cable, an
additional expenditure of not more than a million and a half of pounds (=£1,500,000)

would bring South Africa and India into connection by telegraph with Canada and
England, without being indebted for transit or resting place to any foreign power
whatever. It is difficult to conceive, that such enormously important results may be
attained by an expenditure so limited, I may say so insignificant, in view of the national

objects to be achieved. I trust I have made it clear that it will be entirely owing to the

telegraphic connection of Australia with England by way of Canada, as proposed by the

Pacific cable, that the attainment of such results will become possible.

Before turning to the more practical side of the question allow me to quote

from an address Mr. George R. Parkin delivered a few weeks ago in Edinburgh, which
appears in the May number of the Scottish Geographical Magazine :

—

" Anew nervous system has been given to the world. The land telegraph and submarine
cable have changed the whole conditions of national life ; above all, they have revolutionized

the meaning of the terms ' geographical unity ' and 'geographical dispersion.' Especially

is this true of the British Empire. * * The transactions of finance and commerce,
the regulation of demand and supply, the direction of our commercial fleets and of the

armed navy which defends them, all now depend in great measure upon the far-

reaching influence of electric force. It is no flight of the imagination, but a simple

fact to say that by the agency of the telegraph, backed by the diffusive power of the

press, in a few short hours the heart of our nation through all its world-wide extent may
be made to beat with one emotion, from Montreal to Melbourne, from London to Zambezi,
from the Ganges to the Saskatchewan.

" Think of the single fact that more than £1,000 per day is spent in telegraphic

communication between the United Kingdom and Australia alone, and in that fact we
have some measure of the value put by our people upon this new link of unity which
has been added in the latter half of the nineteenth century.

" But this nervous system is not as complete as the geography of the Empire makes
possible ; one may say that it has defects which might prove fatal if not remedied in

time, and at this present moment are fraught with no small dangers. The greatest gap
consists in the lack of connection between Canada and Australia. Reflect upon what
this means. Therf Is perhaps no responsibility which statesmen feel more deeply than
that connected with the maintenance of our position in India and the east. The finan

cial and commercial interests which we have at stake there are simply enormous, and
practically reach every home in this country. For purposes of trade as well as for

defence, both military and naval, instant communication with the east has become
almost a necessity.

" But it would be almost certainly broken at once in the event of our being engaged
in a great European war. There are at present many routes of telegraph by which we
can reach India and Australia ; across the continent by way of the Mediterranean and
the Red Sea, round Africa, and even across Siberia. But all these lines either pass
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I:

through possibly hostile countries, or through shallow seas where they could easily be
fished up or destroyed in time of war.

*' A cable across the Pacific would be free from both these fundamental objections.

That this cable should be laid has become a matter of imperial necessity.

•'This new set of nerves will undoubtiedly change the whole conditions under which
the naval wars of the future will be carried on, quite as much as the change from
wooden and wind-driven ships to those built of iron and impelled by steam."

We are assembled here to-day to deal with the important subject alluded to by
Mr. Parkin, and I will only add to the words I have quoted that if it be the ultimate

design to make perfect the " nervous system " of the British Empire, it will be necessary

to trace the nerves from the great "nerve centre " not eastward but westward. We must
in fact follow the sun from Great Britain to Canada, from Canada to Australia and
from Australia to Africa and Asia.

Having endeavoured to show here, and elsewhere, that the Pacific cable is demanded
by the needs of trade and commerce, having indicated that it will in the near future

subserve imperial purposes of the very highest importance, I beg leave to submit some
observations on the means by which the undertaking may be carried out.

There are two distinct methods by which the Pacific cable may be established, viz. :

1. Through the agency of a subsidized company.
2. Directly by government as a public work.

I have given this branch of the subject long and earnest attention, and I have
arrived at conclusions which to my mind are confirmed by every day's experience.

At one time I favoured the first method. It has been customary to have enterprises

of this character carried out by companies and it seemed to have been assumed that there

was no other way by whicb the work could be accomplished. However, when it is con-

sidered that in the United Kingdom, in India, in the Australian Colonies and in a

great many foreign countries the telegraphs are owned and worked by governments,

there appears no good reason why government ownership should be confined to land tele-

graph. No doubt it would give least initial trouble to governments to offer liberal sub-

sidies in order to have the telegraph acroPis the Pacific laid and owned by a company, but I

am perfectly satisfied that in the long run, the second method will be found in every respect

more advantageous. The interests of a company and the public interests are not iden-

tical : they are in some respects the very opposite. While the primary object of a com-
pany is to extract from the public as much profit as possible, the interests of the public,

on the other hand, are to secure cheap telegraphy and to have it as free and untrammelled
as possible. Suppose for example that a large subsidy be granted, such a subsidy as 8ir

John Pender has declared to be necessary, and that the whole undertaking passed over to

the Eastern Extension Company to carry out, would not the effect be to confirm and
perpetuate the telegraphic monopoly which at present exists between Australia and the

outer world ? Would it not simply shut out all prospect of obtaining the reduced charges

to which we may confidentially look forward to , would it not contract intercourse, instead

of providing the fullest opportunity for its free and full expansion, so much to be desired ?

I look forward to the time, and I do not think it is far distant, when, if a wise and
prudent course be followed, the telegraph will ramify in many directions under the ocean

to all the principal colonial possessions, and that, in the not distant future, there will be
a greater reduction in charges on messages, than has taken place in letter postage during

the past fifty years.

Speaking for myself, I have arrived at the conclusion that the true principle to

follow, looking solely at the public interests, present and prospective, is to establish the

Pacific cable as a government work. In my judgment it would be a grave and irremedial

mistake to give it to the existing company on their own terms or perhaps on any terms.

Even to hand the work over to a new company entirely distinct from the Eastern

Extension Company would s arcely mend matters. It would be impossible to prevent

the two companies combining in some form, to advance their common advantage, to the

detriment of the public interests.

I have elsewhere endeavoured to show the advantages derivable from the establish-

ment of the Pacific cable, as a public work directly under government control. It is a
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matter of constant experience, that the promoters of companies, as a rule, set out with

the determination to make hirge sums of money, that investors are promised l/'ige re-

turns, and they are not satisfied unless they are forthcoming. In consequence 9 per

cent, and in some cases much more than 9 per cent, is paid for money raised for private

companies, while, on the other hand, governments can borrow capital at 3 per cent.

Hence it is possible, under government ownership to reduce charges on telegraphy

much l)elow the rates charged by private companies.

With the proposed cable under government control, it is not easy to assign a limit

to the reduction in charges for transmitting messages ; and with low charges tlieie will

arise, without any appreciable extra cost in working, a great expansion in the business

of the telegraph. Thus the public will l)e benefited to an extent which would not be

possible, if the cable became the property, or passed under the control of a private

company.
I had hoped to have seen present at this conference His Excellency Sir Ambrose

Shea, Crovernor of the Dahamas. He would, I am sure, have given the best testimony

in favour of the plan of government ownership. Less than two months ago I had a
letter from him, in which he furnished indisputab^' evidence as to the superiority of

the principle of government control. The Bahamas are connected with the mainland
by a cable owned by goverriment. The first idea was, to have it carried out by a com-
pany under a subsidy cf £3,000 a year for twenty-five years. Fortunately, it was
decided to make it a government work ; the cable is entirely so established, and the

policy of its operation is dictated primarily by the commercial recjuirements of the

colonies. Profits are of course desired, but these are held to be a subordinate consider-

ation. This policy would have been reversed, had the cable been controlled by a com-

pany, the interests of the company per se would have remained paramount. Sir Am-
brose Shea informs me that even in a financial aspect it has proved fortunate that they

kept the cable under government control. Instead of paying jB3,000 a year in the form
of a subsidy, the charge on the colony is already reduced to £1,800 after fully providing

for a sinking fund to cover renewals, as well as interest on the cost and all other charges.

Beyond the question of money, the Governor attaches much importance to the power
held by the Executive, for adapting the policy of the cable management to the growing
and varying wants and conditions of the colony.

It appears to me, that in bringing two of the leading divisions of the Colonial

Empire into telegraphic connection, we cannot do better than place before us the ex-

periment to which I have referred as having Ijeeh so successfully tried. Great importance
must be attached to the views and ripe judgment of Sir Ambrose Shea, strengthened in

a matter of this kind by the experience of the Bahama cables. Every commercial
object points to the expediency of retaining the Canada-Australian cable under govern-

ment ownership ; and apart altogether from commercial considerations, there is no
reason to warrant that so important a work, undertaken for national purposes, should be
removed from the efiFective control of the governments, by whose authority alone the great

principles of its establishment would be fully observed.

If then it be deemed expedient to carry out the project of a Pacific cable as a

public work under federated government ownership, it becomes necessary to consider the

means by which this end may be satisfactorily accomplished. Without taking into ac-

count the Crown Colony of Fiji, whose affairs are directed from the Colonial Office,

London, the following nine representative governments are interested in the under-

taking :

—

1. The Imperial Government.
2. The Government of Canada. . . .

•

The Government of New South Wales. ' '

The Government of Victoria. .
»

The Government of Queensland. ' * '

The Government of South Australia.

The Government of Tasmania. , .
'

.

'"
'

The Government of Western Australia. - ^ />,
j

The Government of New Zealand.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.
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Tf tlie six Australian Colonies were federated, a partnership arranj^emenl would he
much siniplitied, but as at present the periinl is not determined when this union will

be effected, it becomes expedient to find some means, by which the object may be at-

tained without unnec(!S8ary delay. It is scarcely to Ix; expected that the several (iovern-

ments will be of one min<l as to tlie l)est practical means of carryinj^ out the work,
especially as the colonies do not all occupy the same position with lespect to it ; and
moreover as they will not l)e etjually affected by its operation. The position of South
Australia is different from all the others. In 1S7U the Colony of S<juth Australia, with
very <ii eat ent(M"prise, undertook sin;,de-handed U) span the continent from south to

north with a tch^^raph win! to meet the cal)le, of thi; Eastern Extension Company at

Port Darwin. The length of this land line is about 2,000 miles. In two years it was
comp't'ted, and in October, 1872, telegraphic communication was opened between
Adelaide, the capital, and L )ndon. From Adelaide telegraphs extend to th(i other

coh)nies, so that each one of them has benefited by the efforts and <!Xj)enditure of

South Au-itralia. This overland telegraph from Adelaide to Port Darwin cost for con-

struction, including j>ermanent iron poles, up to 31 st December lust year, £50(), 500. More-
over, it has been maintained and worked at the cost of South Australia, and the returns

show generally a loss after charging revenue with interest. In ISO.'J the revenue was
£39,700. The working expense ,£19,H99, and the interest on bonds, £24,703. The
working expense and interest together amounting to £i4,C)02, or £4,902 more than
revenue. The whole loss from the opening of the line for business in 1872, including

interest on cost of construction, amounting to >£293,282.

It is obvious that the inevitable result of a new telegraph across the Pacific would
be for a time to reduce the business over the old line and inci-ease the loss to South
Australia. The enterprise of this colony has already been recognized to some extent by
the other colonies, and for some years back the deficit arising from reduced charges has

been shared by them. In any new arrangement it is obviously expedient that the posi-

tion of South Australia should be considei-ed in a fair and generous spirit. I have
always held this view both with respect to South Australia and the Eastern Extension

Company, although it must be admitted the facts establish the company to be in a

very much better position than the colony. There is no desire that the the company's
lucrative returns should be diminished, that is merely an incidental consequence which
may result from the national undertaking we are considering, and it shouUl be met in

the fairest way which can be devised. At the Colonial Conference of 1887, I submitted

a scheme by which I considered and still consider that full justice would be done both

company and colony. This suggestion was of a comprehensive character ; it embraced

(1) the establishment of the Pacific cable, (2) the purchase of all the cables of the East-

ern Extension Company, (3) the transfer of all the telegraphs of the separate Australian

Colonies, together with the Pacific cable and Eastern Extension cables to a trust or

commission created by the co-operating Governments, under which the whole would be

managed. The leading principles by which the arrangement might be effected were set

forth as follows :

—

1. It would be necessary for each of the colonies to agree to hand over to the cen-

tral authority their respective telegraph systems, retaining a pecuniary interest in revenue

in proportion to the value of the works handed over.

2. The establishment of the new cable across the Pacific would require new capital,

to be raised possibly on the joint guarantee of the colonies and the Imperial Government,
as in the case of the Intercolonial Railway of Canada. By such means the money
could be obtained at the very lowest rate of interest.

3. New capital would likewise be required to purchase the cables of the Eastern

Extension Company, if that companj' would be willing to sell at a fair value. This

capital would also be obtained at a low rate of interest, and thus the whole connection

between Asia, Australia, Canada and Great Britain could be most economically estab-

lished. It would thus become practicable to reduce charges on messages to the lowest

possible tariff rates, by which the public would greatly benefit without detriment to any
private interest.
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The proposal was (lesi^ned to harlnonizfi all interpHts, to ' ing all cableH and teUv

•jraphs within tho nmna^einent of ono department under ^joverninent control, to

relieve South AuHtralia from loss by putting this colony on the same f(M)ting as all the

other colonie" and by taking over the present cables j.t a fair value, to nimovc all rea-

sonable obJL.ions on the part of the Eastern Extension Company. Further details of

the scheme will be found appended to the report of the Minister of Triuleand Commerce
on hii inissi(m to Australia (pages \)'l to 101).

A less comprehensive scheme may be found expedient, if the Eastern Extension Com-
pany have no desire to part with their property <tn fair terms. Whatever scheme be con-

sidered, the principle I mainly advocate is, that tho Pacific cable l)e established as a

public work and retained under government control. It seems to me that this principle

could be best carried out under the circumstances of this particular case, by the appoint-

ment of commissioners, to act as trustees for the co-operating governments under
statutes to be passed, for whatever arrangement may be arrived at, it will recpiire rati-

fication by the respective parliaments and legislatures. The commissioners would act in

trust, and generally speaking, their duties would resemble thfwe of directors of ajointstock

company ; by virtue of their office they would do everything neces.sary to establish and
carry out the work, and for this purpose, under provision of statute, wouhl be authorized

to raise tho necessary capital on interest bearing securities.

It may be anticipated that the whole of the nine governments may not see their

way to co-operate in the manner proposed, and that some of them would prefer granting

a fixed subsidy as they would to a company. There could bo no objection to this

course as it would in no way invalidate the general scheme, provided a sufficient number
of governments determined to carry it out. Any subsidy received would be applied by
the conmiissioners to the purposes of the undertaking, precisely as subsidies are

appropriated by directors of companies in like cases.

There remains another plan by which the Pacific cable might be established under
government control. The undertaking may be divided into two sections, the northei-n

and the southern. The cable on the northern section may be laid directly by the

Government of Canada, through the medium of the Department of Public Works, while

the southern section may be similarly undertaken by one or more of the Australasian

Governments. In both cases the governments assuming the duty of carrying out the

undertaking would receive from other governments such assistance in the form of sub-

sidies or guarantees as may be agreed upon.

I suggest for your consideration these alternative plans. All will concede that it is

desirable to proceed step by step ; if it be first determined that the Pacific cable

should be established as a government work, and retained und(;r government control,

the next step will be to consider the best means of accomplishing that end.

I will oniy add, that while it is plain much has to be discussed before any plan can-

be adopted, I am unable to see that any serious difficulty will arise in the arrangement
of details. At this stage I will not presume further to take up the time of the conference.

Mr. Lee Smith.:—I have listened with great attention to the able and masterly

statement of Mr. Sandford Fleming in regard to this cable, and as we might hav(^ expect-

ed he has given to i^s a clear and distinct account of what has been done and what he

proposes to do in future. Now, with regard to the amendment which I have put on the

table, I very much regret that Mr. Suttor did not accept the suggestion I made, the

other day, to alter the terms of his motion, from " Australasia " to " Australia and New
Zealand." It would, in that case have saved me taking up the time of the conference

and also have prevented the idea being formed that this was a frivolous amendment. I

desire to say that it is not frivolous and there is no jealousy whatever in my having pro-

posed that the word " Australia and New Zealand," should be substituted for " Austra-

lasia." Of course, all people who have travelled much, know that Australasia and Aus-

tralia are very distinct, but there are many people who do not travel and people wh^o do

not read and do not study the outlying portions of the British Empire, to whom the
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^1
Mr. Lee Smith.—It is merely to diflferentiate the ternii " New Zealand " and

" AuHtralia," and not to mix them up. I do not want to mix New Zealand up with

Australasia. Thin Iwm nothing to do with the route ; it is only in reference to the term.

8ir Henry Whixon.—I should tl nk on that specific statement of Mr. Lee Smith

that it was merely a matter of nam jb, it would \ie better to accept his amendment.

We know Mr. Ijee Smith tells uh exactly what ho thinks, and that he has no other

o))ject behind what ho says. If Mr. Lee Hinith nieant by this aniendment that the

cable 1)0 carried first to New Zealand and then to Australia, of course we would not

agree to it for a moment. If he would say that it was a necessary part of the

scheme that there should be a branch line for New Zealand, it would be different

;

but he does not enter into that at all, and it is only a matter of a name, and I c'')not

see why wo should not accept it.

Lord Jersey.—Might I suggest for a moment the temit, "th»" Australasian

Colonies and the colony of New Zealand." Australasian Colonies incli le Tasmania,

while Australia does not include Tasmania.

Hon. Mr. SurroR.—We used the word Australasia because it did include Tasmania

and New Zealand.

Mr. Lee Smith.—I shall be quite prepared to accept his lordship's suggestion.

Hon Mr. FiTZfiERALD.—Telegraphic communications by cable is already estublished

between Australia and New Zealand. Now, if this amendment be carried, it would mean
that fresh communication hould be opened between New Zealand and Australia. I

know Mr. Lee Smith's intention, but I do object that a question raised by Mr. Smith,

namely, the enlightening of uninformed people as to the exact position of the geography

of New Zealand, and the continent of Australia, that we should put this in, in order

to give New Zealand a definite place, as it were, in the minds of those who want a cable

to Australia.

Mr. Lee Smitu.—But if New Zealand is not going to be included in Mr. Suttor's

motion, in the proposal to make a cable distinct apart from the Extension Company, I

shall propose another amendment. I am not coming here to represent my government

and be prepared to subsidize a cable and find that my colony is not going to have the

right of being included in the proposal to have a separate cable. I shall still be per-

fectly dependent on the Eastern Extension Company. If there is a proposal to connect

Australasia with Canada, and I find there is no provision of any kind to connect my
colony with Australia in any other manner than the one which exists, this simply means

the demoralization of the arrangements to be made between the various colonies. Mr.

Fitzgerald puts it in such a way that it necessarily involves New Zealand.

Hon. Mr. Fitzgerald.—I do not offer the sl'sfhtest opinion in contravention

of Mr. Smith's idea, but I also think that this conference would be bound by the terms

of this motion to include New Zealand.

Mr. Lee Smith.—I would accept Mr. Fitzgerald's suggestion, with the under-

standing that I will have an opportunity of submitting another amendment.

Hon. Mr. Suttor.—At a subsequent stage, not during this debate.

Mr. Lee Smith.—Yes.

Hon. Mr. Suttor.—You withdraw the amendment.

Mr. Lee Smith.—No, I do not withdraw it ; I understand the conference is ready

to accept it, provided it merely refera to the deaignation to be given to it.
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Hon. Mr. Suttor.— I do not think it meets the views oi my friend, Mr. Fitzger-

ald, and it seems to me we should place ourselves in a position of great difficulty, if we

adopted the amendment proposed by Mr. Lee Smith. I desire to make this resolution

as bald as possible, simply to let this conference affirr^ at this stage, that there should

be telegraphic communication between Canada and Australasia. It seems to me, if we

adopt the amendment proposed bj' Mr. Smith, who represents New Zealand, that we

shall at this early stage clearly define the route.

Mr. Lee Smith.—I do not want that, sir.

Hon. Mr. Suttor.—If Mr. Smith does not desire that, why is he not satisfied at

this stage to allow the resolution to stand as it is at present—simply affirming the

expediency of connecting these two points, the Dominion, the one terminal point, and

Australasia on the other ? Now if we are going to consider these different routes, why

does not Mr. Thynne get up and move an amendment to the effect that in all proba-

bility the terminal point of the cable should be at Queensland, and that Queensland

should be definitely mentioned.

Mr. Lee Smith.—No, I should explain that.

Hon. Mr. Suttor.—I trust that Mr. Smith will not at this stage hamper the

resolution by requiring us in any way to define the route to be taken from here to

Australasia.

Mr. Lee Smith.—It does not define the route.

Hon. Mr. Suttor.—I do insist that by saying New Zealand as well as Austra-

lasia you practically determine that it shall go by New Zealand.

Mr. Lee Smith.—You do not do that.

Hon. Mr. Suttor.—Then what is the object 1 It seems to me that if we adopt

this amendment at some subsequent stage it may be brought up as an argument that

we have already pledged ourselves to a resolution to connect New Zealand between

Australasia and Canada.

Hon, Mr. Fitzgerald.—By a fresh cable.

Hon. Mr. Suttor.—By a fresh cable, and they already have a cable. It may be

that if this cable be laid between Canada and Australia we may be able to purchase the

present cable.

Mr. Lee Smith.—I am looking forward to that.

Hon. Mr. Suttor.—Then why not allow the amendment to stand? It is a mat-

ter which might fairly be open for discussion. I trust at this stage he will see it is not

desirable to insert the words he wishes, but let the resolution stand as a bald one, and

not define in any way the colonies to be included. Mr. Fitzgerald represents Tasaiania,

which is not on the main land of Australia. He might just as well demand that we

should insert Tasmania as that you should ask to insert New Zealand. I think the less

discussion we have on these minor points the Ijetter.

Hon. Mr. Fraser.—It will never do for this conference to pass the amendment

because the effect Mr. Fitzgerald suggests will be the result, namely that to make 'ull

completion of the motion, it will be necessary that New Zealand be attached to Austra-

lia by a fresh cable. The word " Australasia " embraces New Zealand.

Mr. Lee Smith.—No, it does not in the eyes of the public. ' '

Hon. Mr. Fitzgerald.—It does embrace it. j
• ;•.• t '. 1
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Hon. Mr. Fraser.—Oh, yes, it does ; we know in Australia that it dop-:. Everjr

man who reads anything about Australia and geography must know thic it is so. I

sympathize very much indeed with Mr. Smith, and I know that what he states is (juite

correct ; there are many persons in Australia who ought to be better informer! who do

not know. But public men know differently, and as Australasia will embrace his

colony, I hope at this stage of the proceeding he will not complicate matters by insist-

ing upon this amendment.

Mr. Lee Smith.—The very arguments that Mr. Fraser and Mr. Suttor now make
prove my point. It was only on Saturday that Mr. Suttor said, without any qualifi-

cation whatever, that Australasia embraced Ne^v Zealand, and therefore if you are

committed to take a line to Australasia, you are bound to take the line to New Zealand in

some form or other. But there is, it appears, some doubt whether " Australasia " does

include New Zealand. If so, and I allow this to pass, you can go to Australia and not

include New Zealand, except secretly
;
you will not allow it to be mentioned except

privately. I am depending then upon the good will of you gentlemen. The point is

mainly for the purpose of differentiating it from Australasia, because people do not

understand what Australasia meanfi.

Hon. Mr. Forrest.—I merely rise to cast oil upon the troubled waters. I

concur with every word which has fallen from Mr. Fitzgerald. At the same time I sym-

pathise with Mr. Lee Smith, but I do not think his way of obtaining what he requires

is a proper one. I think we should carry the motion in its present form ; and then, we
could follow it with another to that effect that it is advisable to continue the line to New
Zealand, and that will bring out the fact as to New Zealand, and Mr. Smith will get

all he wants.

Sir Henry de Villiers.—I would like to ask one or two questions of Mr.

Sandford Fleming at this stage. I find there was a resolution passed at the Conference

of 1887 in these words :

—

That the connection of Canada with Australasia by-direct submarine telegraph across the Pacific

is a project of higli importance to the Empire, and every doubt as to its practicability should witliout
delay be set at rest by a thorough and exhaustive survey.

One question is whether, since the passing of this resolution, there has lieen an

exhaustive survey ; and the other question is whether there are any data in existence

as to soundings taken between Australia and the Cape of Good Hope so as to enable us

to come to a definite decision in regard to a cable from the Cape of Good Hope to

Australia ?

Mr. Sandford Fleming.—The survey was commenced in 1888, and it extended

over that year and lasted until the sprit ( of 1890, but it was not completed. A num-
ber of soundings were made between Sydney and the Fiji Islands. The soundings were

abandoned for some reason or other that I am not aware of. The whole history of the

survey will be found in the blue-book before you. You will find an account of the survey

given on page 106 of Mr. Bowell's report on the mission to Australia lying on the table.

In regard to the soundings in the Indian Ocean, I may say we have here a chart of the

Indian Ocean showing all the soundings which have been made.

Hon. Mr. Playford.—When I address the conference on this matter I shall

be prepared to show to what extent these soundings have gone and their depths. I

have the latest map issued by the government on the subject, and I studied it very

carefully, and I shall be able to give you the figures for the soundings made from Van-

couver to Australia.
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Hon. Mr. Thynne.—As to the ins jrtion of the woitls New Zealand in the present

resolution as proposed by Mr. Smith, it would create a much greater misapprehension

in Australia than the present resolution would in Canada. If this amendment were

carried it would be more misleading to the people of Australia than the present reso.

lution is to the people of Canada. Our governments would at once think we had passed

a resolution binding ourselves to the construction of a cable under sole British control

;

that would mean either buying up the cable between Australia and New Zealand or

constructing a separate cable. We have not considered these questions yet, and it is

time enough to consider them when they arise, and I for one would object. As has

been suggested to me by Mr. Suttor, he has adopted in his resolution the very wc -ds

which were adopted in the Conference of 1887.

Hon. Mr. Foster.—I want to ask Mr. Suttor what he means by the words

"under sole British control? " Reading it over once, it would seem that that would

mean the imperial control. Is that the idea 1

Hon. Mr. Suttor.—I mean by this resolution to carry out the suggestion

very frecjuently made by Mr. Sandford Fleming and other gentlemen advocating

the route that if possible the line should be constructed entirely through British

territory.

Hon. Mr. Foster.—Do ;/ou not think that phrase is too strong altogether to

carry that out 1 " Under British control " would mean that the Government of Great

Britain would have complete control over it. "On British Territory" would mean a

very different thing.

Hon. Mr. Fitzgerald.—You could say "Not touching foreign territory."

Hon. Mr. Foster.—That would define it, but I think that term is a little too

strong. Then with reference to Mr. Smith's amendment I was disposed at once to

sympathize with him, and I do sympathize with him with reference to his desire to

have New Zealand diflferentiated ; but I think there is no very great difficulty about

the matter. If thi, cable is to be built, the question of cost is the prime consideration,

and I would object to having any words put in which, although under protest

at the time being were not for a certain purpose, yet which afterwards might

probably be appealed to as certainly meaning that. This is to be built either by

contributions or in the way of subsidies, or by the government, and it would

make a very great difference whether 1,000 knots were added to the distance or

not. Now Australasia does include New Zealand, according to my reaching of it,

and it is perfectly certain that if Australasia includes New Zealand, and if you

differentiate New Zealand from Australasia, we are bound when we come to the

question of routes to take that route which will make an independent cable to

New Zealand—and that is just what I do not want to see included in the proposition.

New Zealand is included in Australasia, just as Tasmania and South Australia

are ; and then when we come to the question of routes we will be at liberty to say

whether it will point in one direction or another, and I think Mr. Smith's position will

be kept just as clear without the insertion of these words, because when we come to the

question of routes, Mr. Smith's position will be well defined ; but if it is put in, I think

it puts us all in the position of loading up the proposition before we come to ways and

means ; and that might make it burdensome.

Mr. Lek Smith.—I think it would simplify matters if I stated the conclusion I had

arrived at, after having heard Lord Jersey's advice in the matter ; it is simply this, that
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for the present I jiceept the term " Australasia," reserving to myself the right to bring

up the question hereafter that communication with New Zealand shall be had in some

form or another ; and I might say there appears to be some doubt as to whether the

term Australasia does include New Zealand oi lot. The act speaks of Australasia and

the colony of New Zealand.

Sir Adolphe Caron.—I understand Mr. Lee Smith withdraws his amendment?

Mr. Lee Smith.—Yes, with that reservation.

Hon. Mr. Foster.—Would the honourable gentleman think it worth while to

take out " under sole British control " and make it " without touching foreign territory"?

Hon. Mr. Suttor.—Yes.

Hon. Mr. Playford moved the adjournment of the Debate.

A REPRESENTATIVE FROM HAWAII.

A letter from Mr. Theo. H. Davies, of Honolulu, was read to the conference, ask-

ing if his presence was desired during the discussion of cable and steamship matters.

Hon. Mr. Foster.—I move "that Mr. Davies be requested to attend this con-

ference to-morrow and address it on the subject of the cable and steam communication."

The motion was carried.

THE PACIFIC CABLE.

Hon. Mr. Thynne.—I beg to give the following notice :
—

" That in the opinion of this conference it is desirable that the construction and

maintenance of the proposed cable from Vancouver to Australasia should be undertaken

by the Government of Great Britain, of the Dominion of Canada and of the Austral-

asian Colonies as a joint national and public work :

2. That the cost of construction and maintenance of the cable should be borne in

the following proportions, namely, Great Britain one third, Dominion of Canada one

third, and the Australasian Colonies one third."

The conference adjourned at 12.45 p.m.
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Office of the Minister of Trade and Commerce,

Ottawa, Tuesday, 3rd July, 1894.

The conference resumed at 10.30 a.m.

The President, Hon. Mackenzie Bowell, P. C, in the Chair.

Delegates Present :

The Imperial Government—The Right Honourable Earl of Jersey.

Canada—Hon. Mackenzie Bowell.

Sir AooLiriE Caron, P.C, K.C.M.G.

Hon. GEOR(iE E. Foster, P.C, LL.D.

Sandford Fleming, Esq., C.M.G.

New South Wales—Hon. F. B. Suttor, M.L.A.

Tasmania—Hon. Nicholas Fitzgerald

Cape of Good Hope—Hon. Sir Henry de Vilhers, K.C.M.G.

Sir Charles Mills, K.C.M.G., C.B.

South Australia—Hon. Thomas Playford.

New Zealand—Mr. A. Lee Smith.

Victoria—Sir Henry Wrixon, K.C.M.G.

Hon. Nicholas Fitzgerald, M.L.C.

Hon. Simon Fraser, M.L.C.

Queensland—Hon. A. J. Thynne, M.L.C.

Hon. William Forrest, M.L.C.

THE PACIFIC CABLE.

Hon. Mr. Playford resumed the debate on Mr. Suttor's motion "That in the
opinion of this conference immediate steps should be taken to provide telegraphic com-
munications by cable, under sole British control, between the Dominion of Canada and
Australasia, " as follows :

—

Mr. Chairman and Gentlemen,—As I am from the colony of South Australia, I

wish now to inform this conference of the position that my colony takes with regard

to the proposed Pacific cable. You are aware that we occupy a somewhat unique posi-

tion, one different from that of the other colonies. We have constructed

a line of telegraph across the continent some two thousand miles long. We
have done it at our own expense without any asidstance, without any "'bsidy

;

and if a new cable is constructed across the Pacific Ocean the trade that

that new cable will do will to a very considerable extent take away the trade from our

present land line and cause us to sufifer very great loss. At the same time my
government wishes me to inform this conference that if this cable is required for

imperial and for public purposes, for the good of the Empire, South Australia is

not going to stand in the way, and will support the cable. All we ask is this :

—

That if this cable is to be so subsidized by the various governments our peculiar position

shall be taken into account, and anything that we may lose by the construction of this
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new line of cable may be minimized as much as possible. That is the position we take

with regard to this matter. Now, I will go into a few facts aud figures that were partly

gone into yesterday by Mr. Fleming with regard to the v.'ork South Australia has done

in connection with her present line of communication by land and cable with the mother

country, with Europe and the rest of the world. In 1870 the Eastern Extension Com-

pany agreed to bring a line of cable from Singapore through Java and from a place in

Java called Banyuwangi, a straight line of cable from there to Port Darwin on our

northern coast. At that time we were in a position dififerent from all the rest of the

colonies. If you will look at the map you will see that South Australia stretches right

across the continent, from one coast on the north side to the other coast on the south

side. She was the only colony that had direct communication right across that con-

tinent through her own individual territory and, therefore, from the peculiar geogra-

phical position which she occupied with regard to her territory, she was the colony upon

which was thrust the necessity for this action. She was in the best position to act, and

in 1870 we agreed, although our colony numbered very few more than 200,000 souls, to

the construction of a line of telegraph across the continent which at that time had only

been traversed by one man in the direction that this telegraph line lay. That man was

McDougall Stewart. It was known before that there were very great difficulties in the

way of constructing the line, in many cases from the want of necessary and proper

timber and, in addition to that, there were large stretches of country upon which no

water could be found. It was a very serious undertaking for a small colony and we
undertook it and in 1872 we accomplished our purpose. We had a line constructed

across the continent and the Eastern Extension Company had their cable landed at Port

Darwin : and in October of that year communication was opened up from Australia

with the I'est of the world by means of the cable.

Hon. Mr. Fostek.—What is the length of the land line 1

Hon. Mr. Playford.—Nineteen hundred and seventy-live miles. We generally call

it in round numbers two thousand miles. Now, we received nt) subsidy for this and

did it wholly without assistance, and in making our charges we made them as low as we
possibly could. In fact we made them too low so far as our own interests were

concerned, because we anticipated considerably more trade than ever we got. The cost

of the line was £506,500. At the end of 1893 it had been working twenty-one years,

and the net loss to the colony through the working of that line for twenty-one years

is the large sum of X203,282 to the end of 1892-.3, an enormous loss to a small com-

munity of about 340,000 souls. Now, that loss has been the other colonies' gain. We
have charged so low a rate upon our telegraph line that we have sustained this loss in

consequence, and the neighbouring colonies and our own people who were receiving

telegrams from the outside world have participated in the benefit of having their tele-

grams or cablegrams taken at a lower rate than they really ought to have been so far as

South Australia is concerned.

Hon. Mr. Foster.-

tenance and all that ?

-Did you count in the cost, the interest on investment, the main-

Hon. Mr. Playford. —Yes, it is all fairly taken into account. I do not wish to go

into the figures year by year. I have the whole thing here set forth in a parliamentary

paper, and it is all worked out showing the interest that we have to pay on the money

that we borrowed in London for the construction of the line.
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Hon. Mr. Fitzgerald.—What rate did you borrow at ?

Hon. Mr. Playford.—Four per cent, I think. I am not sure, some may have been

borrowed at five per cent. Tn 1870 we were not borrowing money at very cheap rates.

However, we simply put down the interest we have got to pay and the working expenses

oil the one side, and the total receipts on the other side, and struck a balance

whatever it would be. Unfortunately it has been a debit with the exception of two

years. With that exception it has been on the wrong side, and the total I have given

you is the net loss that we have sustained in consequence of working the line for these

twenty-one years. We never adopted the principle that was adoptefl by

India. For instance, for many years up to within a few years ago the Indian

(iovernment chargefl all cable messages that came to Australia from Bombay
and Madras at rates double those they charged their own people for a similar message

across the same distance. The Conference of 1887 called particular attention to this

and they considerably reduced their rate ; but for years they made a really good

profit out of it, whereas South Australia made her charges so low that they did

not pay expenses in connection with their lanrl line and acted in a totally different

spirit from the Indian Government which insisted upon charging a very much higher

rate, nearly double, for messages that went to Australia across their land line than they

were charging their own people for similar messages across a similar distance. Now,

in May, 1891, the rates between Australia and London were reduced. This was in

consequence of the agitation that was got up in the colonies owing to the highness of

the rate, full expression to which was given at the Imperial Conference of 1887,

in London. Sir John Pender was examined on the subject, and he then

suggested a way by which the Cable Company would be prepared to reduce the rates.

For* some considerable time negotiations went on, and in 1891, the full alteration was

made in the rates. The ordinary rates then were 9 shillings and 4 pence a word from

London, and they were then reduced to 4 shillings a word. Government messages were

at that time 7 shillings 1 penny and they were reduced to ."i shillings 6 pence. Press

messages were at that time '1 shillings 8 pence and they were then reduced to 1 shilling

10 pence a word. This was all done on, the colonies guaranteeing to the Eastern

Extension Company one-half of the loss that they might sustain in consequence of the

reduction of the rates which was really more than one-half. They took one particular

year and said :
" These are our receipts at the present time " one hundred and ninety

odd thousand pounds or something like that—" when we reduce the rates if our receipts

go below £191,000, whatever they go below we will sustain one-half the loss and you

will make up the other half. If you think the business is going to increase considerably,

in consequence of the reduced rates, so much the better for you. We sustain

one-half the loss, you sustain the other half." An arrangement, also had to be

made with South Australia on our land line. At that time f)ur transit rate across

the continent was Is. Id. a word, and that was reduced to 5d. The other colonies

recognizing what we had done to procure telegraphic communication with Europe and the

rest of the world, knowing the loss that we sustained in consequence of our not having

charged sufficient to cover our working expenses and interest on the

money we borrowed, very kindly came forward and generously asked " What do you

estimate your loss at on the reduction ?" Sir Charles Todd, the telegraphic

superintendent and Postmaster General of our colony, who is a civil

servant and not a Minister of the Crown, said he estimated it at from
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X 10,000 to £12,000 u year. The colonies then entered into a compact M'ith South

Australia, saying :
" You reduce the rate to 5d. and we will do this for you :—We will

pro rata according to our population, make up the loss. You pro rata sustaining

your loss." The result has been since then, they have carried out that agreement and,

I have no doubt, will continue to carry it out, because they saw that South Australia

had lost so considerably in the past that they thought it was only fair to release her

from any prospective loss, which they did in this generous way. Now in 1891-2

—

I am now confining my observation to making up the loss to South Australia—the loss

was £10,41 4 on the South Australia land line alone in consequence of these reductions, of

which the colonies paid South Australia the sum of £9,218 12s. 8d., the balance being her

proportion to her population of the loss. Now, in 1892-3 the loss wjus reduced from

£10,000 to £7,G75, of which the colonies paid South Australia £6,81G. In 1892, alto-

gether, the colonies paid the Eastern E.xtension Company on their guarantee of their

half of the loss, owing to the reduced rates, the sum of £27,520. In the second year,

1892-3, it was reduced from £27,540 to £21,778. Now we have to consider how these

reductions were brought about, because they were not brought about, as you might

imagine, by an increase of traffic, but wholly by another state of things. The colonies

felt that they were paying a considerable sum in consequence of this reduction of the

rate, and they said to the Eastern Extension Company :
" You may increase the rates

a little and thus let us reduce our loss "—that is, the loss that they had to make good to the

EasternExtensionCompanyandSouthAustralia. They increased our wordrates. They did

liot interfere with the government rates or press rates, but increased their ordinary

rates from 4s. to 4s. 9d. a word. South Australia's transient rates had been reduced

from Is. Id. to 5d. and we increased it to 7d. That accounts for the fact that in the

second year that I alluded to there was considerable reduction in the amount of loss,

because there was an increase in the transit rates. Then what made the loss still

less in these years was that in 1893, (Honourable gentlemen of this conference will

recollect), the colonies passed through a financial crisis, and that crisis added very con-

siderably to the business of the company, because of the increase of messages that passed

between England and Australia. >^oiae of the agents telegraphed in many cases, the

whole of the text of the terms that had been entered into when reconstructing the banks.

They telegraphed every word and paid hundreds of pounds frequently for one telegram.

That won't occur again, I hope ; so, we cannot expect for years to get anything like the

heavy amount for cable rates that we did in 1893. Now, I think, the colony which I

represent should certainly receive some consideration, if this Pacific line of cable is

to be constructed, with government subsidies, owing to the position that South Australia

has occupied.

I am sorry that Western Australia is not represented here, because she has a very

considerable interest in this matter. We have some interest in connection with

Western Australia, because directly we made the communication across the continent

we felt it only fair that Western Australia should be connected with us, and we made

a land line at a cost of £70,000, which never paid interest on the money. We made the

land line to connect Perth with the principal cities of the colonies, not mearly to connect

Western Australia with Great Britain and the rest of the world, but also with the neigh-

bouring colonies. She met us, and she did more ; she constructed a line of telegraph

rigl ' along her north coast to Rhobuck Bay ; and the Eastern Extension Company, alive

to the importance of keeping communication open as much as possible, constructed a
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special cable between Java and Rhobuck Bay ; so that if any interruption takes j)lace

on any of the lines to Port Darwin, we liave a third line thntugh Western Australia
;

and therefore, I am sorry she is not represented. She spent a very large sum of money

in the construction of this land line for the purpose of getting another means of com-

munication in case the communications by the routes through South Australia broke

down in any way ; she spent a considerable sum of money, and they get a subsidy from

South Australia, I think, of about .£1,000 a year. Our line takes the whole of the

me.ssages ; it is an easier line to work, running through the continent from north to

south ; whereas the other line runs along the coast, and is moi-e liable to be interrupted

by thunder storms and atmospheric causes, messages have to be repeated at shorter

distances than on our land line ; but Western Australia desei-ves great consideration

on account of the work she has done in making a land line by which the colonies are by

means of the cable to Rliobuck Bay, laid by the Eastern Extension Company, secured

against nearly all possible chance of being cut off from the rest of the world. If you are

go'ng to lay a cable across the Pacific there will be a competing line with the lines

already in existence. South Australia and Western Australia, at all events have not

g(jne into this matter in a commercial spirit at all, but simply for the purpose of help-

ing themselves and helping their neighbours to be Ijrought into connection with the

mother country, desiring to make no profit out of it, as an ordinary company would
;

therefore, consideration should be given to their rlaims. Supposing this new line is

made by government subsidies. Western Australia has considerable claim to consider-

ation in the matter. Now, I think I have put very clearly Ijefore the conference the

position of the colony of South Australia, and I have given, as briefly as I possibly can,

the money we have spent, the work we have done, the losses we have sustained and the

losses we shall undoubtedly sustain in the future if this cable is taken through the

Pacific. We will not oppose it if it is required for imperial or public purposes ; we
will support it ; but we will ask that those colonies that do subsidize the cable and do

assist in its construction shall take our case into consideration, and not let us too severely

suffer for our pluck and enterprise in years gone by when we were a small connnunity,

and when the success of the enterprise that we undertook was very doubtful.

Hon. Mr. Fostek.—What do you think you will lose 1

Hon. Mr. Plavfokd.—It will take our messages. If you want to send a message

from Vancouver to Australia you have to send it across our line, and if this cable

is constructed you send it across the Pacific line.

Hon. Mr. Foster.—Will not the general increase of business make it up?

Hon. yir. Playford.—I think you will find it will not make it up. In our

case, we were under the impression that the increase of business would make it up, but

we found it did not, and we had to raise the rates a trifle to make up for it. By means

of codes you are .able to telegraph an immense amount of information with very little

expense ; and if I, as a private individual, who have no code, want to send a message to

Australia, if I were in London, I would go to Dalziel's or Reuter's, or some agents, and the y
would telegraph it by their code and give it to my friend in the colonies ; and the result

is very few words are sent after all ; and the increase in the amount of business done in

consequence of the reduction of the rate is very much less than might be anticipated. We
have given it a good fair trial, and we have found how mistaken we were in supposing

the increase would be as great as we originally imagined.
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was paid by the colonies last year for the present coiuiuunication in the way of guaran-

tees and subsidies.

The PuKHlDENT.—How long are you bound to pay ?

lion. Mr. Playfohd—Till the end of the century, about five years ; and the cable

1,'Uiirantee fund is a guarantee that the Kastern Extension Company shall not suffer more

tlian half the loss in conseciuence of th(( reduction of rates. 1 do not know how long it

runs. However, we pay this now for the present line of communication, and a con-

siderable portion of this we shall have to continue to pay ; there is no doubt about

that. This does not include special sums that are paid by New Zealand for the two

cables that connect her with Australia, nor does it include the £4,000 paid by

New South Wales and Queensland for the New Caledonia cable, nor the

subsidy paid by Tasmania for the short cable from Melbourne to Tasmania, and in

r(»und figures you may say we paid last year some £70,000 towards the present cable

communication we have with the outside world in Australia. Now, it is said it is

wanted for the purpose of connecting America by a shorter route with Australia, and

to give telegraphic communication with certain islands in the Pacific. No doubt it

is desirable, and I admit it ; but what are you going to gain by your telegraph

cummunication with those islands that you connect? There is little or no trade with

them, and there never will be a very big trade or business as far as I can see. But

the main stress is laid by the advocates of the cable upon its strategic importance.

\()W, then, if it i? wanted for strategic purposes, how is it that we never

received a report from an expert from the Imperial Ofiice, showing that it was so

wanted ? How is it that Mr. Fleming and Sir Charles Tupper and other gentlemen

who have taken a deep interest in this cable, advocating it on the ground that it would

he of such great benefit to the Empire in case of war have never, during all these years

since the Imperial Conference met in 1887, got the opinion, through the Colonial otfice,

of course, of some imperial officer fitted by his position and his knowledge to express an

opinion on the subject 'I Why, gentlemen, we have no such infcjrmation. You have

got the h; Irographer's opinion ; he is opposed tq it ; he says it is not wanted foi' the

defence of the Empire ; the post office say they do not want it. Now, that is all you

have got, and you have nothing more. In no case can you bring me forward the opinion

of a gentleman who, on account of his special knowledge, could give us an opinion as an

expert ; we have got no such opinion that I am aware of with regard to it being neces-

sary for strategical purpose. And I do think that it is somewhat singular

tliat Mr. Fleming or Sir Charles Tupper did not approach the Colonial office, did not

ask for a special report from some imperial ofiicer and did not obtain these facts

for our information before this conference. I have heard Mr. Fleming, and I had hoped

to hear that he had approached the Colonial office, and I hoped when he read his paper

the other day that he would show us he was backed up in his assertion that it was

required for strategical purposes by some competent authority ; but no such competent

authority has up to the present time, I point out, been produced. So far as we know,

the imperial authorities do not consider this of great importance for strategical purpose-

Now, let us briefly trace the history of this proposed cable. The first paper that I

have seen on the subject is dated in 1886. I daresay it w^as talked about in Britain long

enough before, but these things do not come to a head or usually do we get a definite

proposal until some little agitation has been going on outside, and a great many minds

have been exercised about it. The first paper I have been able to get on the subject is-
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one dated 188G, hy Mr. Hiuulfoid Fh'miiij,'. 1 1 ostimateH the cost of this lino at £2,500,000.

He wanted then a subsidy of ,£1 00,000 per anniini, and his proposal was as follows, that

Great Britain was to pay one-half ,£r)0,000 a year, that Canada,New.SoiithVV'alps,Victoria

and C^uf'cnsland were to pay £10,000 each, that New Zealand, Tasmania and Western

Australia should pay £10,000 Iwtweon them, and he left South Australia out of thecal

culationalto<,'ether. Knowing,' what injury th<! cable w<ndd do to us, he could not expect

us to be a party to put our hands in our pockets to give a special subsidy. That is the

first proposal.

Mr. Sandfoui) Flkminh.—That was from Australia to Kngland.

Hon. Thomas Playkokd.— Did you mean a cable across the Atlantic as well ?

-Mr. Sandkohi) Ki,KMiN(f.— Vcs.

Hon. TiiuMAs Playkoru.—In the paper in question I have no recollection of any

reference to an Atlantic cable. The Imperial Conference met the next year, lH87i

and this ([uestion was by them most carefully considered. We had Mr. Fleniini,'

with his paper. We had a Mr. Hatton on behalf of the Pacific Telei,'raj)h Company

with his statement, and we had Sir .Fohn Pender, the chairman of the Eastei-n Kxten

sion Company examined, and we had his paper as to the proposed cost, and so on ; they

devoted a f^reat deal of time to the consideration of the question : they examined ;i

number of witnesses, and they went into the matter most fully. Three points were

Ijrought under their consideration with regard to the proposed cable. The first was on

behalf of the Pacific Telegraph Company, represented by ]Mr. Hatton, who ofiei-ed to con

struct a line on receiving a guaranteed subsidy of £100,000 a yeai* for twenty-five years.

The rates were not to exceed four shillings a word. There was another proposal which

was advocated by Mr. Hofmeyn and the Cape flelegates, in which they suggested a line by

way of the Cape of (lood Hops to Western Australia, either by way of Mauritius or by

way of St. Paul's Island, as mentioned by Mr. Fleming in the interesting paper he read to

us the other day. And the third proposal was Mr. Fleming's, who was pne of the delegates

from Canada and who was in favour of the line being constructed by the different govern

ments. In fact Mr. Fleming from that day to this has never wavered in his opinion that

if the line is constructed at all it will be better a <' cheaper and more satisfactory if it is

done by the governments in preference to a priv pany. He took up that position in

1887, and he has held to it all through ; an
'

w how elocjuently and how carefully

he puts the points in connection with the .ges of the governments doing it over the

companies doing it. And here I might be vjwed to say, as I have got to that point, that

I entirely concur pei'.sonally with Mr. Fleming that if you are going to construct a cable

across the Pacific it ought to be in the hands of the government in preference to being in

the hands of a company for the rea.sons ho has already advanced. (Hear, hear.) Now,

what was the decision arrived at ? And here, perhaps, I might be allowed to read the de-

cision arrived at by that conference. I have it here. It consisted of two resolutions, page

5 14,.second volume. It commences with a resolution very similar to the one we have under

consideration now :—

•

That tlie connection recently formed tiirough Canada, from tlie Atlantic to the Pacific, hy
railway telegraph, opens a new and alternative line of imperial communication over tiie higli sea.s

and through British possessions, wliich promises to be one of great value alike in naval, militai'y,

commercial and political aspects.
That tlie connection of Canada with Australasia, by direct submarine telegraph across the

Pacific, is a project of high importance to the Empire, and every doubt as to its practicalnlity should,
without delay, be set at rest by a thorough and exhaustive survey.
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Now comes the question, what has been done since then ? Are we ttwlay, in 1804, in

II ht'ttt'i' position tiian th(^ IniptTl.*! Coiiforcnce to consiclcr this (juostion ? T siiy no.

Notliiiij^ has b<'«Mi doiio since th«»n, with the exception of t ho " E^eria " making a few

Houndinjjs iMJtween Figi and AuHtralia. Tiiis thorougli exhaustive survey has never

liccn made, and we are certainly not in a position to deal with the subject any better

tlmii th(! Ini})erial C<mference was, who, after taking all the evidence they could get on

the subject, and going carefully int() the matter, came to the conclusion that they could

not deal with it, that they could not further consider it until an exhaustive survey <»f

the route luid been made. Now, I will (juote what the gentleman representing Caiuida

said on that occasion. Sir Alexander Campliell. He moved the above resolutions, and

this is what he said, among other things :

—

Ml'. Fhnilnj^ in exceedingly uoiiijietent to give mi opinion upon the subject. The view exprcHsed
l)y iiini iiH to tile tlcptli of tlie ocean iitiedH to he coiitiriiUMJ hy iiii exluiuHtive Murvey.

He was favourable to the views that had been enunciated by his fellow-delegate, Mr.

Fleming, but, at the same time, he, representing Canada at that conference, said :

' Until we ha\ e this exhaustive survey, we can do nothing." Now, we will take what

Mr. Fleming himself says on the subject. Mr. Fleming, on page ')15, says :

—

It imiMt l)e ailiiiitteii, liowevei', tliat the fiictn regarding tlie I'acitic are somewhat iiiengre, and
it iH really a matter of very great importance tiiat every douiit Hliould he set at rest hy having a
projier nautical survey made with the least possil)le delay."

Tlu'j-e is the opinion of Mr. Fleming. Now, we will go a little further, and take the

opinion of the Premier of Queensland, one of the colonies more deeply interested than

any except, perhaps, New South Wales, of the Australian group. What does Sir

Samuel Grittith say on this very subject :

—

I iiope that some steps may t>e taken, and I hope that the delegates will join in impressing
upon Her Majesty's (iovernment the importance, if they can, eitiier of undertaking tlie survey of the
I'iicitic, or of assisting us in that survey, l>ecause it is quite clear that until we know how far that
cahle can he laid tiiere, it is idle to consider the conditions upon which we should undertake to lay it.

Now, gentlemen, that is the position clearly laid down by the conference, unani-

mously laid down by the representatives of Canada on the one end of the line, and by

tlie representative of Queensland at the oth' '• end of the line—because it is almost sure

to touch Queensland on the other end—agreed to by Mr. Fleming himself, who has been

so enthusiastic in connection with this cable that, before we can do anything in connec-

tion with the consideration of whether we will undertake the laying of the cable, we, at

all events, must have an exhaustive survey of the proposed route ; and we must be

thoro"ghly certain we can lay the cable, and know exactly what depth we will have to

lay it, and what difficulties we will have to surmount, and all matters connected there-

with ; and I say we are in no better position to-day than they were in ?"G/'. W^e have

had no more soundings since then practically, and we are certainly not in any better

iMisition to-day than we were then. In connection with this cable, we have had such

a multiplicity of routes that if I were to take up the time of conference in going over

all the proposed routes on the Pacific I should weary you. Mr. Fleming has proposed

no less than four and given estimates of no less than four. Conferences in Australia

have considered the question, and the latest conference we have had on the subject is

the conference held in the early part of this year in Wellington, an account of whose

proceedings I only got by mail after I arrived here—a copy of the resolutions they car-

ried and and an account of their proceedings. This Wellington Conference agreed to a

route. They agreed that the route should start from Queensland and go to New L .and,

from New Zealand to 1 ni, from Fiji to Samoa, then from Samoa to Fanning Island,
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then from Fanning Island to Honolulu and from thence to Vancouver. That route is

not marked on any maps I have seen here, but I have a man in which the route is clearly

marked down, which also shows all the soundings, and members of the conference can

see it for themselves ; and I will confine myself to that route, although that route floes

not confoi'm to our proposed resolution. It does not avoid foreign soil. It goes to Hamoji,

which is under the joint protectorate of America, Germany and Great Britain ; it goes

to Honolulu, which is practically American ; there is no doubt about it, and will be,

sooner or later, I believe, part of that great republic. However, I have to take one

particular line and argue upon it, and it appears to me the line I ought to take to arguo

is the line that the conference of New Zealand adopted—a conference of all the colonies.

They met in Wellington at the commencement of this year and after considerable

deliberation agreed unanimously npon this particular line, therefore, I take that

line and leave out of my consideration altogether the lines that have been advocated

by Mr. Fleming or that have been advocated by others. Now I will read the resolution

that was passed at that conference. The resolution reads an follows :

—

That considering the importance of tlie interests involved Loth of a national and commercial
character in the estal)lishment of a Vacitic cable, the representatives of the respective colonies

assembled at this conference recommend their governments to consider the ilesiraliility ofentering into

a guarantee with the other colonies interested for a period not exceeding 14 years, and to guarantee
interest at 4 ))er cent on a capital of not more tlian t'l,8(M),(K)0, to any company undertaking tiie

laying of a Pacific cable, the tariff not to exceed three shillings per word for oi-dinary telegrams, and
two shillings per word for (iovernment telegrams, and one and sixpence per word for press telegrams
to and from (ireat Jlritain and the colonies ; and that the United Kingdom be asked to join in the

guai'antee, the routes to be either of the following, Brisbane to Aphira Hay (Xew Zealand), Aphira Hay
to Suva, Suva to Apia, Apia to Fanning Island, Fainiing Island to Sandwich Islands, Sandwich
Islands to \'ancouver, or from Xew Zealand to Suva, Suva to Apia, Apia to Fanning Islands, Fan-
ning Islands to Sandwich Islands, Sandwich Islands to Vancouver.

The second line proposed starts from New Zealand and utilises the duplicate

cables from Australia, following the route I have indicated to Vancou\er. That resolu-

tion was agreed to as late as the commencement of this year, and I take that line for the

basis of my criticism.

Now the following are the distances by this route :—From ^.^ancouver to Honolulu,

the distance in miles is 2,360. In laying a cable, of course you have to allow for what

they call slack, and our Postmaster General, Sir Chai'les Todd, informs me that he con-

siders 20 per cent will be required in crossing the Pacific. I therefore allow 20 per

cent for slack, which makes the distance Vancouver to Honolulu 2,832. From Honolulu

it goes to Fanning Island, a distance in miles of 1,050, allowing for sla^k 1,250 ; from

Fanning Island it goes to Samoa—Apia it says in the resolution, but I give the name

of the group instead of the little island—that is 1,330 miles, or, allowing for slack, 1,500
;

Samoa to Fiji, 678 miles, allowing for slack 814 ; from Fiji to New Ze.iland, 1,052,

allov'ing for slack, 1,262.

So that, supposing by this alternative route it has only to go to New Zealand, and

not directly to Australia, the distance the cable will have to be laid will be 6,470 miles

or, allowing for slack, 7,764 mAt-:'. Then, supposing that route is adopted, they would go

of course, from the Island to the main land by means of the two cables there at present

which have been laid by the Eastern Extension Company ; but supposing it is agreed

to take an indepen'^.^nt cable, then your distances would be as follows : from New
Zealand to Australia 1,192 miles ; allowing for slack 1,430 ; the number of miles, therefore,

which the cable would have to be laid would be 7,762, or, allowing for slack, 9,994 miles.

That would be the necessary mileage in order to connect Vancouver, the one terminus, with

Queensland, the other terminus. Now, we come to the question, what are the soundings?
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There are six sections ; five to New Zealand and the one from New Zealand to

the mainland. On section number one there are no soundings at all, from Vancouver

to Honolulu, but there are soundings between San Francisco and that place.

Hon. Mr. Tiiynxe.—Which had been made since 1887.

Hon. Thomas Plavfokd.—No, the " Tuscarora " made them before 1887, and they

are referred to in the proceedings of the conference. It was done by the United States

before 1887. They have not been made at all since, because they would not be made by

us from San Francisco under any circumstances, because it was never cimtemplated to

connect the line there. They were made by the Ignited States Government before the

conference. But the soundings that exist from San Francisco range from the shortest

distance, 1,117 fathoms to 3,115 fathoms ; it is getting up close up to 20,000 feet, with

a drop along the line of 1,000 fathoms. Now in number two, from Honolulu to

Fanning Island, there are no soundings, but parallel soundings have been made to

an island called Phwnix Island ; that ranges from 205 fathoms to 3,080 fathoms, with

a drop of 3,000 fathoms in one place ; and I need only inform honourable gentleman

how necessary it is to have very careful surveys to miss the inequalities and to go

round them through seas liable to volcanic eruptions like the Pacific. Between

Honolulu and Fanning Island there are no soundings, but there are between that point

and Phamex Island, nnd I have given the depths. Now number three, from Fanning

Islandto Samoa there are only soundings for a short distance ; they range from 2,746

fiithomsto 2,764. Number four there are only two soundings, one at the Samoa end and

one at the Fiji end ; Samoa end 2,600 fathoms and Fiji 2,805. From Fiji to Australia it

has practically been surveyed the whole of the way, and the soundings are favourable, the

position Ijeing that for about 5,000 miles out of 7,000 miles, speaking roughly, and leaving

out odd miles, for 5,000 out of 7,000 miles we have no soundings at all. Now that is the

position that I find from looking at this latest chart that I got in London, and which,

I am informed by the Admiralty contains the latest soundings and the whole of the

soundings that have been made on the Pacific.

The Pkesident.—That 5,000 miles is where ?

Hon. Mr. Plavford.—It is at this end ; the other end is all right from Fiji,

but from Fiji along this way the soundings are not made. Now, I wish to read you part

of a report that was given to me by Sir Charles Todd, who not only has a colonial repu-

tation, but a European reputation, a gentleman well acquinted with telegraphy and

thoroughly competent to give an opinion, whose whole life up to the present time has

been engaged in matters connected witVi telegrajihy, and who is an acknowledged

authority on the subject. I do not propose to read the whole of the report, but I intend

to read part of it, because it speaks with great authority on this matter, and I will

commence with the route selected by the New Zealand Conference, Vancouver to Hono-

lulu, Fanning Island, Samoa, Fiji, New Zealand and Queensland :

—

This route is less ojien to objection on account of long sections of calile, but it does not iiltogetiier

comply with the conditions laid down by the promoters tiiat the cable is not to touch at foreign ports.
The cost is estimated at t;i,8(M),(KK), on which, the resolution agreed to at New Zealand proposes a
joint guarantee of 4 ])er cent for 14 years.

Tlie through charge on j)rivate messages is fixed by the resolution at lis. a word, and the
press messages at Is. (id. t)ut of the .Ss. at the ordinary existing rates, the company would have to
pay out Is. .3d. per word for transmission between Vancouver and England, or, say Is. as probably
special concessions will be gi'anted. This would leave 2s. a word for the Pacific Conipany and say
about Is. on press matter.

" In estimating the revenue it has been assnmtd that the traffic will be equally divided
between the Pacific and Eastern Extension Coi*ipany, but such would not be the case. All that theformer
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could expect would be the whole, perhaps, of the North American business, which as I have already
said is about 4 per cent of tlie whole, and possibly one half of the messages to and from the United
Kingdom. It would get little from Flurope and none from the east, India. The Straits Settlements,
C'iiina, &c., all of whicii business would still flow tlirough the Kastern Extension Comnany's cables

;

and the latter Company, it must l)e remembered, would not, like the Pacific Com|)any, be wholly de-

pendent or nearly so, on Australian traftic, as it carries all the international telegrams of the eastern
countries within reach of its cables. The Eastern Extension ("ompany is also closely associated with
the Eastern Company, and the land lines to India via Persia.

In the event, therefore, of a war of tariff that company would be in a far better position than
its rival, and in .such a case I see nothing but ruin to the latter, if not supported by extravagant
subsidies. The company wouhl have to come on terms with the Eastern Extension Company, whose
loss, under any circumstances, would also be very great.

Taking everytliing into consideration, 1 should not feci justified in estimating a greater revenue
for the Pacific cable than £.")(>,()<¥) a year.

Tlie working exjjenses including cable ship, &c., may be set down at £r)(),()(K) to .£6(),(KK).

At least 'A per cent—better still 4 per cent,—should be set aside for amortization, or say £00,000.
The financial position would therefore be as follows :

—

Capital .£1 ,8(H),(KX)

Revenue £r.O,(KK)

(hmrantee 4 per cent, on £1,WK),000 £72,000 12*2,(KtO

Working expenses including maintenance of cables, ships &c., say £">'»,(MK(

Amortizivtion (iO,(KM)

Leaving no margin of profit to shareholders who ought to get at least 7 per cent on such a risky

ventuie.

Mr. Fleming suggests that the cable sliould be the joint property of the governments inter-

ested, namely (ireat Britain, Canada and .Vustralasia, who migiit raise the capital at 2h per cent.

I do not see any practical ditticulties in the way, but still it might lie done, and if so the position

would be as follows :

—

Annual cost £1 ,8(K),CKM» at 2^ £4r),(KK»

Working expenses and maintenance as before ")."», (MK)

Amortization 60,0W
£160,000

Revenue r>0,(M)0

Loss

.

£110,(KX)

So the colonies would have to put their liands into tlieir pockets to the tune of

£110,000 to make up the loss according to these figures ; and I know they are made

not from a one-sided view of the question, but from an earnest desire only to speak

what he believes to be the absolute truth in the matter.

Tliat is the i)roj)iietary governujents woulil for some time have to pay £110,000, or more pro-

bably £120, 0(K), a year to keep tlie line open.

It must be hu-tiier remembered that the cable would have to be laid at great depths, with
abrupt ine(jualities, and over coral reefs, and as the British hydrographer very jiroperly states ' It

would re(|uire a long and minute searcii by a vessel specially fitted for soundingbefore tlie best route
could be selected.'

Much is made by the promoters that this cable is wanted for atrategetic purposes—in the event
of war it would add to the security of the Empire. On this point the British hydrographer says in

his report to the Admiralty :

—

" Looked at from an Admiralty point of view the sole advantage of a submarine cable across the
Pacific would be the power of communication afforded with ships at Honolulu and the Eijis and the
surrounding groups. This advantage cannot be considered as, in peace time, great, and it would not
appear in time of war to be important as the Figis are the sole possession affected."

Now, there is the British officer talking about the strategetic cable ; in time of war he says it

does not appear to be very important.

Hon. Mr. FiTZOERALn.—He is not a military officer,

Hon. Mr. SuTTOR.—He is a naval officer.

Hon. Mr. Playpobd.—He is a naval officer, I should imagine.

Lord Jersey.—Oh, yes.

Hon. Mr. Playford.—Sir Charles goes on to say :

—

It is said the present cables would be cut by the enemy, so of course would any cable laid under
the Pacific. The latter being in long lengths could not be so easily repaired, nor could any particular

section, if interrupted, be promptly bridged over by fast steamers.
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I may point out when our cable was interrupted, as it was, when we had only one

cable, the space was >)ridged ovei- by a fast steamer, running over and transmitting the

messages, and only a few days were lost.

The short lengths of the Eastern and Eastern Extension Company's cables present advimtnges in

thi« respect, whilst their importance connecting, as they do, the wiiole of the east with England,
would lead to tlieir being ettieiently protected by fast cruisers piitroUing the entire route. The
weakest point in the j)resent line of communication is, no doubt, in tiie Mediterranean, as France and
llussia a''e the only two countries with wiiicii England is likely to be embroiled, but since (ieneral
IJrackenbury wrote on this subject, the English navy has been and is still being greatly strengthened.

This is the first time I have been able to see any reference to General Brackenbury,

and I have never seen his report, but in talking with some of the members of the

conference in London, they stated they believed the report was given to the conference,

l)Ut it was to be kept secret. I should like to see that report. This was only put in

my hands as I was leaving Adelaide and I had not time to communicate. This report

seems to have been confidential because it never got into the papers. I recollect one of

the members stating that they would have Brackenbury's report to consider later on,

but I looked carefully through the proceedings and never coul-' 'ind any reference to it,

so it must have been kept secret. I suppose it went into the probabilities of war, and

it would not do for it to get abroad and get into foreign parts. Then he continues :

—

At the worst, however, if the Mediterranean cables were severed we would still have an
altei'native line through fiiendly states in Eurf)pe. And there is besides a continuous chain of cables

down the west and east coasts of Africa owned and worked, I believe, entirely by English companies,
and although tiiey touch at some points foreign territory they could with comparative ease be relaicl

or joined over and protected. These cables would connect at Aden. East of Suez or Aden the
cables would be so carefully guarded as to secure practically uninterrupted communication.

Now, I wish to refer to another point. It is no use considering this subject in the

liyht of one cable. You are only throwing away your time, and you are only going to

biing disappointment and trouble in future if you do. Our experience has been, I say,

that one cable cannot be relied upon, and that you must have two. Our experience in the

first place was with a cable that was laid by the Eastern Extension Company from Ban-

yuwangi to Fort Darwin ; they laid one line of cable ; for that they got no subsidy.

Sir John Pender was perfectly right in his statement that when they laid the cable first

to Australia they never got any subsidy at all, but when we complained of the constant

interruptions, Sir John Pender said "We can do all our work on the line ; it will not

pay us with our amount of business to lay another cable, but if you like to give us a fair

amount of interest on what a second cable would cost, we will lay a second cable
;

"

and the colonies agreed to pay to the end of the century a subsidy at the rate of

£32,000 a year, which was the interest on the money required for the construction of

this line of cable ; and the cable was laid. We were so impressed in the colonies

with the absolute necessity of a second line of cable, that we agreed to put our

hands into our pockets to the tune of over £30,000 odd a year in order to get it

Now, let us go a little closer and consider what has been done across the Atlantic.

As far as my reading extends, the first cable laid would not speak very well. I

think they got a message through at first, but it was found useless ; the second

cable was laid by the Great Eastern ; it broke, and the Great Eastern laid another •

and after she had laid it successfully she picked up the cable that was broke, spliced

it, and there were then two cables. When telegraphic communication was opened with

America two cables were within a short time of each other, laid and at work. Then, I

think, the next to lay a cable was Mr. Bennett, of the New York Herald. Did he lay

one cable ? No, he laid two cables. If one of his cables had broken there was still
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the other to send messages by ; he knew his )nessages would go all i-ight even if one

cable broke. Who was the next ? .Tay Gould. He laid down two, and subsequently

sold them. And take the lines that we have from Australia at the present time ; start-

ing from Austr.-'lia we have three cables, two from Port Darwin and one from Rhobach

Bay. Go alc.ig further and you see four cables laid down. There is a multiplicity

of cables ; so tjiat in no case between England and Australia are we at present dependent

upon less than three cables It has been found imperatively necessary, in every instance

where cables are laid in long distances, that they should be duplicated at the very least,

if not triplicated. And, therefore, in considering this subject, you must consider it in

the light that you will have to lay two cables. Sir Charles Todd told me two cables

were necessary ; he had no doubt on that point. He said " I have not touched it, I

have only alluded to one cable, and I have criticised it as lightly as I possibly can,

but two cables must be laid, and the second one must be laid shortly after the first one

is laid." Therefore, in making any estimate of the cost of cable communication

between Vancouver and Australia, you must make provision for two cables, and that

will go a long way to double the estimated cost as giveti by Sir Charles Todd.

Now, I come to another subject. Since the conference in 1887, a gentleman

called Mr. Audley Coote, who has been for many years advocating a line of cable across

the Pacific, entered into communication with the French Government, and suggested

that a line of cable should be laid from New Caledonia to Australia and that that should

form the first link in the chain of a Pacific cable to some point in America. Two of the

colonies agreed to subsidize that first link ; I do not mean to say that they agreed to sub-

sidize it with the intention of ever subsidizing it any further ; but in doing this, so far

as the printed correspondence is concerned, they, I imagine, led Mr. Audley Coote to

believe that they would, because he distinctly referred to it as the first link in the

line across the Pacific, and he never departed from that position. New South Wales

pays £2,000 a year towards it, and has agreed to pay it for 1 4 years, and Queensland

has done likewise. When it became known in the Australian colonies that this

arrangement had been made, there was a considerable amount of hostile criticism on

the action of these two colonies in subsidizing a line going to New Caledonia. If

that line was in any sense to be considered a link in the chain of communication across

the Pacific, they have since sixid that they do not intend to go any further ; they intend

to stop at New Caledonia.

In connection with this point, I wish to allude to a matter upon which there is a

good deal of misconception in some of the colonies, and I think that at the earliest pos-

sible moment we should set that misconception right. Mr. Audley Coote in one of his

letters told the colonies that there was a compact entered into in Paris, in 1884,

in which it was agreed by the various powers that in time of war no cable nor tele-

graphic communication should be cut ; and it was an understanding based upon that

assertion of Mr. Audley Coote's that led the people both of Queensland and New South

Wales to believe that it was a matter of perfect indiflference whether cables touched

at foreign ports or not ; that if the great powers, including France, had agreed that

they would not cut the cables in time of war, there was no necessity to trouble alxjut

the matter ; the cable will not be interfered with ; and I believe they were led astray

in that way. In the first place, I wish to read a word or two from the report of the

proceedings held in Hobart, in March, 1892, from the speech of the Hon. T. Unmack,

who was at that time, I think, Postmaster General of Queensland, when this question
114
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was considered. Mr. Unmack in the most unmistakeable language tells us he does

not thin'k there is any disability at all in going through a foreign country. This is a

minister of the Crown, and not an ordinary civil servant. I will not read all he says,

but simply this part :

—

The undertaking was a bona fide one.

That is the undertaking to connect Australia with New Caledonia, as a first link

in the line across the Pacific.

The undertaking was a l)ona fide one, as far as they could judge, and the only objection he
had heard raised was that the cable was to go to French territory. He did not think they need
trouble themselves about that question because, first of all, they had seen how territories frequently
changed hands, and as far back as 1884, they would find a treaty of nations by which they bound
themselves that all cables in time of war should be considered as neutral.

Now, this is the Minister, the Postmaster General of the colony of Queensland,

who speaks in this authoritative manner at a conference ; and I have looked through

the reports which I have here, and I find that not a single soul in the conference ever

objected to it at all or criticized it in any way, or even said he doubted it. It was

simply swallowed holus bolus, and I believe that is one reason why they agreed to that

subsidy, which I am sorry they ever contemplated.

Hon. Mr. Suttor.—What is the date of the conference ?

Hon. Mr. Playford.—1892.

Hon. Mr. Suttor.—The official correspondence shows there is no such treaty in

existence.

Hon. Mr. Plavford.—I am coming to the point ; but now I am going on in my
argument to show the misconception the colonies labored under, and the reason they

subsidized this cable was, I believe, because of such misconception.

Hon. Mr. Suttor.—No.

Hon. IVIr. Playford.—Your New South Wales representatives did not criticise

Unmack ; they supported him in all his contentions ; *nd therefore I judge that your

representative from New South Wales let the matter remain in silence, believing that

the statement made by Mr. Unmack was correct. Now, I am going to quote from a

paper, dated 5th July, 1893, by Mr. J. C. Lamb, of the Imperial post office. In the

course of his remarks, criticising this proposed cable, he says :

—

It seems unnecessary, from the point of view of imperial interests, to go further into this plan,
but it may be well to refer to a misconception on the part of some of those with whom it finds favour.

Met with the objection that a cable landed on foreign territory might l)e of little use for the defence
of the Empire, they reply that the difficulty is provided for by an international convention under
which all cables are made neutral in time of war. This is not the case. The only international

convention relating to the protection of submarine cables is that which was made at Paris on the
14th March, 1884, and if reference be made to the copy of the convention annexed to the Submarine
Telegraph Act 48 and 49 Victoria, ch. 49, it {will be seen that it contains no provision for the neu-
trality of cables.

And so our people, with'regard to the matter of the neutrality of cables, have

lieen labouring altogether under a misconception.

Hon. Mr. Suttor—We deny the misconception ; we knew it was not so.

Lord Jersey.—As a matter of fact, in that convention the rights of belligerents

ure expressely reserved.

Hon. Mr. Playford.—If they were under no misconception it is very peculiar

the representatives did not point out the mistake to the Queensland people. However,

T will not detain the conference further on that point. I have mentioned a number

of difficulties in conriection with this proposed cable, and, as Sir John Thompson said
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that in considering this matter we would have to look at all sides of the question and

sift it to the bottom before coming to a conclusion. I have, therefore, given the dele-

gates the information I have gained, after careful study of the subject, and I have

pointed out the difficulties that attend this project In the first place, I contend that

before you can do anything of a practical character, you must have a survey ; before

you can have a survey, unless you are going to have a useless and expensive one,

you must define the route along which that survey is to be made. That is

what you have got to fix. If the cable is to be laid, you must say " This is the route

we want surveyed," or else you may have a route surveyed which, when you come to

consider where the cable will be laid, you will abandon, and the survey will be practic.

ally useless so far as the purposes of the cable are concerned. You must first fix your

route that you believe will be best to connect the two countries by
;
you must then have

the survey made ; then when you know what you have to contend with in regard to the

bottom of the ocean, you can come to a conclusion as to whether you will have the cable

made ; but that survey will be the only means of estimating accurately the cost of the cable,

without which you will certainly not be able to determine it ; and therefore it appears

to me that those of you who are in favour of this line of cable being constructed

across the Pacific will have to content yourselves, as far as this conference is con-

cerned, with going just one step in advance of the conference of 1887. They said it

was desirable a cable should be laid ; we say the same ; and they said secondly, an

exhaustive survey must be made, and we will, if we are wise, do the same ; but this is

what they forget to say : they forget to say what route it should go by ; and consider-

the number of routes. The British Government very properly said :
" We do not know

if this line is going to be constructed ; or where it is going to be constructed ;'' and the

result was no survey was made or is made to-day. You must decide the route you want

surveyed, and agree whether you will get the Imperial Government to do it, or whether

your colonies, along with Canada, will put your hands in your pockets and make the

survey. In addition to saying that it is desirable the line should be constructed,

you will have to fix the route. That appears to me as far as this conference will Ije

able to go in connection with the Pacific cable at this time.

The President—Can you tell me what the total receipts of your overland line

are, because I have been under a misapprehension altogether, arising out of an inter-

view I had with a gentleman there last fall 1

Hon. Mr. Playford.—I have the details in my hands ; I have not totalled it

up, but I have it each year and it is only a matter of addition. It is 21 lines, and I

cannot give it at the moment. ......
The President.—I mean the annual receipts. .....
Hon. Mr. Playford. —In 1890, £41,000 ; in 1891, £34,000 ; in 1892, £35,000 ; in

1893, £39,000.

The President.—I understood from your Premier, ii> discussing this ques-

tion with him, that the net revenue derived from your cable was about £40,000 a year,

and naturally asked the question what position they would be in if this new qable was con

structed ? I asked him the question 1 " Do I understand you to say that the r^eyenue

derived from this cable investment of yours nets you £40,000 over and above the

interest upon the investment and the working expenses ?", and his answer was, . as I

understood him. Yes.

Hon. Mr, Playford.—It could not possibly be.
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The President.—That is why I felt that I must be under a very great

misapprehension, and it is somewhat singuhirthat he did not set me right in the conversa-

ation which sul)8equently took place, Ijecause I said to him in reply " If you have a net

revenue of £40,000 annually, why do you not reduce your rates in the interest of the

commercial community 1 If that were in Canada, no government would be permitted

to derive a revenue from an investment of that kind ; they would be obliged to reduce

it in the interest of the community who uses it ; as that should be the object of all

governments." I remember the conversation distinctly, and am surprised he did not

set me right.

Hon. Mr. Playford.—You were speaking to the Attorney General, a lawyer,

not the minister controlling the Telegraph Department, and 3'our question must have

been misunderstood.

The President.—A lawyer ought to know the difference between a gross

revenue and a net revenue. My argument was that if that were the case it was a profit-

able investment, and if so the duty of the government was to reduce the rates in the

interest of the commercial community.

Hon. Mr. Foster.—Evidently by the returns the whole revenue was only

£39,000.

REPRESENTATION OF HAWIIAN INTERESTS.

The President.—Mr. Davies is to be here at 12. Is there any objection to hearing

him now 1

Hon. Mr. Fitzgerald.—^That is the understanding,

Mr. Davies was then introduced to the conference.

The President—We are discussing, Mr. Davies, the question of a Pacific

table, and shall be very glad to hear any statement which you desire to make, to the

conference, either upon cable or trade relations, representing, as you do, the com-

mercial and not the political aspect of the question.

Mr. Davies.—When I received your invitation, yesterday, I thought it was wiser

to put what I had to say on paper, in order that I might make no mistake. With your

permission I will be pleased to read the paper :

Mr. President, My Lord Jersey and Gentlemen,—
In response to your invitation I have the honour to present the following pa,per

upon the subject of cable and steam communication in the Pacific :

—

I am confident that whatever government may be in power, Hawaii may be

relied upon in the future as in the past to legislate intelligently and definitely for the

promotion of the interests of commerce, and in a liberal and broad manner.
It I. j,s been, and is, the earnest wish of the governing as well as of the business

classes to bring Hawaii into the circle of Pacific Ocean traffic, and to cultivate the most
cordial relations with her great neighbours to the north, south, east and west.

Hawaii desires not only their trade, but the respect and confidence of those

neighbours.

In confirmation of this assurance, I may quote the following lines, which the

l)resent Minister of Foreign Aflfairs of the Provisional Government. of Hawaii addressed

to my firm at Honolulu, under date of the 1st of June. He sa s :

—

" In regard to the matter of port charges this government is disposed to consider

favourably a proposition working towards the reduction or total abolition of these

charges in relation to your steamships ; but would prefer to treat this matter in con-
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nection with the subject of the carriage of the mails. The good-will of the government
to your line has already been made manifest."

The minister goes on to say :

—

" In regard to a trans-Pacific cable, negotiations are on foot of a conndential nature
respecting the utilization of Hawaiian territory for that purpose. At the present time
the government is unable to say more than to express its great interest in the project

of a cable, and its desire to expedite it in every way in its power."

These words of the minister are in entire accord with the tenor of the report of the

Chamber of Commerce upon the subject of steam and cable communication, a copy of

which report was forwarded to Mr. I3owell and published in the report of his recent

mission to Australia.

In matters of trade and commerce it has generally been found that what the

Honolulu Chamber of Commerce has recommended, the government has endeavoured
to carry out by legislation.

I will speak of the cable first.

The great aim of the commercial and of every other interest in Hawaii is to induce

the projectors to land within what is known as the Hawaiian group. This aim would
hardly have been gratified by the landing of the cable at an uninhabited island nearly

500 miles away, and my personal belief is that the recent annexation of Necker Island

by Hawaii was undertaken in order to induce the landing of the cable somewhere nearer

the chain of Hawaiian communication.
I say this, because I gather from the newspapers that the Hawaiian Government

have in some way received the impression that there was an intention to carry the

cable past Hawaii without touching here.

I have no right nor have I any intention to touch upon the points which might
seem to have a political, or an international character. I can only assure the conven-

tion that Hawaii is unanimously anxious to have this cable communication, and that

she will be found prepaied to negotiate in that frank and friendly spirit which I en-

deavoured to indicate in my opening statement.

Leaving aside the questions of how to deal with the Imperial control, or at least

with the neuturality of the cable, I should feel it unnecessary to dwell upon the im-

mense commercial value of a central telegraph office in the Pacific Ocean—if I had not

found by years of experience, the difiiculty of making people understand that there was
any Pacific Ocean—except in books about the habits and homes of coral insects.

In 1893, 2,000 passengers arrived in Hawaii,

do 2,000 do left Hawaii,

do 8,000 do arrived in transit, making

12,000 in all, excluding what are called emigrants.

In the SMTiie time 1,3 ships of war and 310 merchant .vessels arrived in Honolulu.

Not one of ' e 12,000 passengers, nor of the captains and officers of those 32 ships,

spent a sinu .ollar on a cable message—simply liecause there was no cable.

I venture to assert that the revenue to be derived from the landing of a cable at

Honolulu will greatly surprise those who estimate that revenue, merely by the popula-

tion, or the area of that country. Hawaiians know that the fact of Honolulu being a

cable centre, will bring a very considerable traffic to their port. They estimate that

many more ships will come there for orders, and for charter when their owners know
that they can be in telegraphic connnunication with themselves. Many ships now go to

San Feo for orders, which will assuredly in future come to a port which is nearer the

centre, and where their crews cannot desert, and where the expenses are very much
less.

The cable means very much for Hawiian commerce—but it means much also for

the owners of the cable. I doubt whether any port in Australasia will conti'ibute more
towards their revenue, than the same port of Honolulu.

Even now steamers call there regularly from China, Japan, Vancouver, San Fran-

cisco, Sydney and Auckland, but we look—even as you gentlemen do, or you would not

be here—to an immense development of that traffic,
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It is impossible to believe that Honolulu will be left long without a cable, and the

first cable to land there, will have all the revenue to which T have referred.

It is hardly my province to detract from Necker or any other of the rocks that

might be available, but I will read to you the official description which the Hawaiian
Government has furnish to my firm, from the report of the Minister of the Interior,

who took recently possession.

("Copy.")

Mkmorandum Rkpouted uy Captain King in Regauuto Necker Island.

No water.

No trees.

No grass.

Thin soil in places with patches of weeds, no other vegetation.

To s'.ipport life, supplies would have to be brought to the island, including water.

The station there would be similar to that of a lighthouse.

No difficulty in landing at the north side in ordinary weather.

Landing is made by stepping on a ledge of a lava rock similar to the old Volcano
landing on Keauhou.

No landing on south side as cliff's are inaccessible.

Anchorage on north-west side good.

Anchored three quarters of a mile off shore in 1 8 fathoms of water, bottom of sand
and shells shelvinjt towards shore. Captain King thinks a cable could V)e landed with-

out great difficulty.

(Sgd.) F. M. HATCH.
-no grass." No water—no trees-

" To support life supplies would have to be brought to the island, including water."
" The station there would be similar to that of a lighthouse.

"

This would not be the first time that life had to depend on the periodical supplies

from Honolulu. For years my firm had so to provision Starbuck Island, .Johnson's

Island, Fanning's Island, Christina Island, and other guano islands, and though we had
no mishaps we had constant anxiety. On three occasions deplorable mishaps have
occurred, and in the present year the German caretaker on Hay-saw Island, was found
dead in his cottage, by a passing shipmaster. I suppose hermits could be found to occupy
even such an isolated tower, but I venture to say that its isolation adds somewhat to the

argument which I have endeavoured to advance in favour of a very urgent attempt to

secure a landing within the circuit of the Hawaiian Archipelago.

I will now turn to the question of steam conununication—and in doing so there

is less need of statistics.

I find that Mr. Bowell in his report has already presented the chief figures of

Hawaiian trade : Imports in 1892—$7,439,000—of which United States sent

85,294,000.

Exports in 1893—,$10,818,000 of which United States took .^10,754,000.

Of that .$10,818,000—$10,495,000 consisted of sugar and rice, which all went to

the United States, by virtue of the Reciprocity Treaty.

But the statistics of exports and imports belong rather to the owners of the

steamers, and the question of which this Convention is to treat is, I suppose, the esta-

blisliment of a line between Canada and Australia. I have had a good many years' expe-

rience in these steam-enterprises, ever since Mr. Hayden Hezekia Hall first beguiled a
number of passengers from Sydney to Honolulu and there transferred them to the

wretched little steamer " Idaho," in which also I was unhappily a passenger. I have
tiavelled by all the lines and by nearly all the steamers—and my personal verdict long

ago was, that the first English steam line that crossed the Pacific, would sweep the

trade.

A friend of mine who came up in the " Arawa " this last trip told me that it was
the most delightful trip he had ever, made ; and I contrasted that evidence with my
own experience 4^ years ago.
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I am confident that the trans-Pacific trade would be more than (l()ul)led if the

steamers that carry it were ecjuipped and conducted as the Atlantic boats or the

Empress boats are.

Hut there is more involved than the comfort or th(^ number of passengers. These
steamers open connection with new ports and districts, and that means a great impetus

to the trans-Pacific lines. With a cable and an established steam line between Honolulu
and Vancouvei", a valuable trade is assured, not merely a diverted trade, but a trade

that does jiot now exist—a trade that will be largely developed by your own cal)le—by
the 3w enterprise which you hfive come here to discuss.

T suppose the cattle and sheep owners of Hawaii would echo that Canadian objec-

tion which followed Mr. Thynne's proposed shipments of Australian meats. But undoubt-

edly the system of cold storage will be introduced into Honolulu, and with those powers

of consumption with which we astonish all visitors, we shall open a market for large

shipments of meats, poultry and fruits.

Mr. Daviks.—I would be pleased to answer any questions that ir.ay be asked.

The Pkesidknt.—I was going to inquire whether the present govern-

ment, or that of the past, had not pledged themselves to certain subsidies, or offered

certain subsidies for the construction of a cable to connect with this continent 1

Mr. Davies.—There was an ofier of 820,000 per year as a subsidy to the first cable

line, but things generally are in such a chaotic condition that I did not think it worth

while to refer to that. I refer, generally, to the principle that the Hawaiians mean

what they say when they make the statement that they will do everything in their

power to assist, which statement the INFinister of Foreign Affairs reiterates. Of course,

the landing, the accommodation, the ccmnection, and the whole thing, is-, a matter of

negotiation. It would be impossible, under any circumstances, for them to say :
" We

will pay twenty thousand ; what will you give us 1 " They are open to negotiate on

terms which, I think, every one must consider satisfactory.

Lord Jehsev.—What is the distance to San Francisco from Honolulu?

Mr. Davies.—2,100 miles.

Hon. Mr. Fitzgeuald.—That is about 300 miles shorter than to Vancouver?

]Mr. Davies.—Yes. I do not know if that is the cable distance.

Sir Henry Wrixon.—Necker Island belongs to the Hawaiian Government ?

Mr. Davies.—It does now, since the 27th May.

Sir A. P. Caron.—What distance is it from Honolulu ?

Mr. Davies.—460 miles.

The Pre.side\t.—It was always claimed by the Hawaiian Government, I

understand ?

Mr. Davies.—They had never landed there.

LoitI Jersey.—But still, it would be within their sphere of control.

Hon. Mr. Fitzgerald.—The island further west was claimed. This was the

exception because they had not landed ; at the others they did land.

The President.—Still, it was considered by the Admiralty as belongingto Hawaii.

Hon. ^^.r. TiiYNNE.—I think I have read somewhere that the Hawaiian Government

had given to a French company some exclusive right of landing a cable in Hawaii.

Are you aware of anything of that kind ?

Mr. Davies.—No, and, I am sure it cannot possibly be the case. If such were the

case, I think I would have heard of it before.

.
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Hon. Mr. Fitzokhai-d.—The trade of the Hawaiian f^nrnp is now chiefly with

tlif United States?

Mr. Davies.—Yes.

Hon. "Mr. FiTZfiEUAi.i).—Have you any treaties still existing?

>[r. DvviES.—Oh yes, the reciprocity treaty still exists.

Hon. Mr. Fitzherald.—Any time fixed for its expiry ?

Mr. Davies.—No. Either government may give twelvj' months' notice of abro-

uation.

Hon. Mr. Thvnve.— I would be glad if you would look at this, which purports to

lio an Act of the Hawaiian Parliament authorizing the granting of an exclusive right of

l;ijiding cables in the Territory. The Act appears to have been passed.

Mr. Davies.—One of the conditions was that the cable was to be completed before

tilt' 1st January, 1894. Of course, I was aware of all that.

Hon. ]Mr. Tiivnne.—Then the fact is that the authority which was given by Parlia-

iiiont has lapsed ?

Mr. Davies.—It has lapsed.

Hon. Mr. Tiivwi:. -This was practically in the shape of an offer. Do you think the

Hawaiian (Jovernment would have any difficulty in making a similar offer or arranging

similar terms, in regards to the projected cable ?

Mr. Davies.—I have very carefully guarded myself in speaking about the Hawai-

ian Oovernment, because I am not authorized. I have confined myself to the Chamber

of Connnerce. The Chamber of Commerce would be favourable to a cable, and so would

the government. May I refer for a moment to the report of the Chamber of Commerce ?

This is what the report says :

Tlie coinniittee are very .senisible of tlie great advantages which this coiiiimuiity must derive from
:niy traffic whicli hi'ings us into direct ooimection witli tliu various impiii'taut countries whicii are
tnurlied hy the J'acitic Ocean. The special suliject of the ])resent re])oit is the trade which may ))e

'U'\eiu])ed between Canada on the north and Australia on tiie soutii by means of cahte and steam
cinniuunication.

Several .schemes have been suggested during recent years for biinging Honolufu into telegrapiiic

luiion with tiie worfd ; and it is not of very material importance to Hawaii wiiether the connection
.sliall i)e made l)y one line or anotiier. Undoubtedly the San I'^rancisco connection would be prefer-
al lie, because this is the point v.'here our chief commerce is, and always will be, maintained; but
tlie committee arc of opinion that every possible facility should be given by the Hawaiian (Govern-

ment to any country that will introduce a trans- Pacific cable to our shores. We are confident that
tlic necessity for speedy connnunication willi the naval and mercantile steamers that frecpient our
ports will compel governments as well as private owners to inaugurate a cable service for their own
cduvenience and protection ; and the committee do not consider that tiiis service will be hastened or
rctai'ded by any action that ckn be taken here. We therefore (lontine ourselves to the recf)mtnenda-
tidii that this tJovernment shall express its desire to facilitate, in every possible way, the creation of

ciible connnunication across the Pacific Ocean.
With regard to the subject of steam service between our shores and the Canadian and Australian

Kni]nres, the connnittee are of opinion that a very important develo])ment of our trade must follow
tile inauguration of such a service. The tropical products of our islands already find a large market
in the North-west Territory of the United States, and with proper facilities we eoidd send to the
Canadian markets of liritish Colnml)ia all the sugar, coffee, rice, fruits, etc., that they could dispose
of. For the present, nearly the whole of our sugars are under contract to be shippeil to San Francisco,
and therefore are not available for shiptnent to any other market, but it is Bot improbable that an
arrangement could be made between the San Francisco and Vancouver refineries whereby the latter

ciiuld receive its supplies from Honolulu, and so restrict the importation of raw .sugar to the Pacific
Ciiiist by discontinuing importations from Manilla.

The short experience we have had of the Canadian-Australian line of steamers enables us to
express our confidence in the future of the trade it will bnng to our shores. The contrast between
tlic climate and scenery of British (^olumbia, and those of Hawaii, will induce a great interchange of
visitors, and gradually open up an important passenger traffic, which cannot fail to be beneficial to
lioth countries.
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The coinniittee aiv ileeply iriiprcxHcd with the iiiiixiitanee of giving every encomugenient to thiH,

,111)1 all other Hteaiii Uiich which make eoniieetiiiiiH with tluH port ; ami they rei'dinmend that the iUn
ei'iimeiit be reqiieMted to extend all freedom of port chai'geH, that in in their power, to tiie Hteameis
HO coming.

Then tli«! iniiiistor writes iti response to that, saying that in regard to the tran.s-

Pacific cable, negotiations are on foot, of a c-ontidentiai nature, at the present time, and

that, for the present, he cannot do more than express his great interest, and oflFer to do

all in his power to assist.
*

Hon. Mr. Fkaskh.—How stands the Treaty witli the United States Government?

Mr. Davies.—Subject to a year's notice, whicli, probably, will never be given;

it is too valuable to us, and the United States regard it as a soi't of moral hohl f)n the

island. I suppose one-third of the ten millions which T stated, as to .sugar and rice, i^

practically a bonus from the United States to the Hawaiian planters.

Hon. Mr. Fhaser.—Could the Hawaiian Government treat with foreigners for a

similar arrangement to that of the United States?

Mr. Davies.—No.

The Phesident.—They would object to the extension of that treaty, say with

Canada, or Australia '(

Mr. Davies.—I think the treaty itself prevents that, unless abrogated. I

think it is really taking up unnecessary time to consider interfering, in any way, with the

American Reciprocity Treaty. It is a treaty that has been very useful to the island,

and very useful to the United States.

Hon. Mr. Foster.—Eight-tenths of the conunerce running in that way?

Mr. Davies.—Yes.

Hon. Mr. Fitzgerald.—What is the population?

Mr. Davies.—The population is about 100,000. That inoludrs natives.

Hon. Mr. Plavford.—The natives are dying out.

Mr. Davies.—No, the natives are not dying out. There aie more children there

than ever l)efore. The old natives are dying out. The Queen spoke to me, some two

years ago, when I was there. She said, I know that the Havaiian race is disappearing,

but my great de.sire, is the same as that which my lirother had before me, that this

little country shall remain under its own control, whatever people are here, the halt-

breeds are more loyal than the natives, they are intensely loyal to the Hawaiian flag,

therefore, there is no prospect of the Government passing out of their control.

Hon. Mr. Foster.—Are the half-breeds a sujjerior race to the natives?

Mr. Davies.—Oh yes, very much so. Then, there is a very large foreign popula-

tion which is Hawaiian born, and they are forming a community of their own ; that

community is a perfectly loyal one, so that I do not think there is any fear of the time

arriving when there will be any necessity for Hawaiian independence to cease.

The President, on behalf of the Conference thanked Mr. Davies for the able

paper which he had presented.

The Pacific Cable.—(Continued.)

Hon. Mr. Tiiynne—Hon. Mr. President, iny Lord and Gentlemen,—In address-

ing you to-day I do not propose to take up one moment longer in speaking to you

than I can possibly avoid. I may say at the outset I have consulted with my ccjUeaguf

and he desires me to present to you the views which he entertains as well as those of

myself, which I will endeavor to express. I think, sir, before I go any further I cannot
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hut tJxpi'esH my f«eliii,^s of pleasure at ilw particuIarH whii'h Afr Playford Iiiih Ix't'ii gotnl

(•iiough to give UN, and tlie facts and iiifonnatioii which ho lias given are intei'<>sting.

But, beyond all, we have rec-'ivo with pleasure an intimation of the attitude which his

government is prepared to take. I think it would he ungenerous on the part of any or»o

of the Australian colonies to raise any serious objection to the attitude which the South

Australian (lovernment through their representative here to-day has expressed. (Jentle-

men, I think, in addressing ourselves to this general motion of Mr. Suttor, there is some

danger of the <liscussion becoming somewhat dilfu.«e, by rea.son of debating a runuber of

minor points, which I think would pro|)erly, and economically as regards time, be dealt

with in separate subsequent motions. On this motion, which is a general prop(»sition

that a cable ought to lie constructed, I shall limit myself, as far as I can, to that «me

proposition without g<»ing to<» deeply into the minor details of the (juestion, which will, no

(hnibt, be dealt with sef)arutely on subsequent motit)ns. Now, there are one or two

mutters, however which I think I am bound to make an effort to clear away before en-

tering (m this (juestion. Hfiferenct; has been made by Mr. Playforil to the resolution

.adopted at the New Zealand conference a few months ago. I have to state here, and

distinctly that my government does not endorse the resolution arrived at by the New
Zealand confidence. There are circumstances connected with the passing of that reso-

which I will not trouble you with, but which satisfy the (Jovernment of (Queensland

that they are really not to be held bound by the resolution which their representatives

ii])pear to have agreed to on that occasion. I think it woi l)e a pity that any mem-

ber should come to this conference tied too much as regards route or direction. I hope

we will all approach the (juestion as fairly as we possibly can. Now, as Mr. Playford

lias stated the attitude of his government towards the Pacific cable, T think T might

as well give or endeavour to make eijually as exj)licit a declaration of the desires of the

(Queensland Government. Their policy has l)een one continued policy for the last 'JO

years. They have never diverged, one ministry after another, from the same attitude

right through the whole period, and I do not think I can put that policy in better words

tlijin were expressed, by a distinguished member of the Qireensland Parliament, Sir

Saumel GritHth, at the colonial conference. I think it will be shorter if I just quoted

the words he made use of, which are as follows :

—

Tlic (^iieeuslaud (Jovoriimeiit takes up this jmssitioii ; tliat tho Austi'rtliaii colonies cannot safely

ik'penil ii|)ou a single line of cahle, and that a (hi])lioate line of cahle is necessary. Tiiere iiave lieeii

two or three conferences upon tlie suhject. I I'ecollect having heen at one in 1S77, wiien it was
iillirnied uiuininiously, that th'.'re shotiiti he a distinct and independent line. Tlie Eastern Kxtension
Telegraph Coiiipany maintain that they have given lis a dtijilicate line hy laying a second cahle from
•lava to I'ort Darwin hut as the strength of any line is its weakest point, we maintain that these
oaiiles, all of which run from Enghmd, through foreign territory oi' througli seas continually full of

sliiiis of foreign countries, form hy no means a duplicate line of cahle, which we have always iiiain-

tiiiiied should he estahlished.

The Queensland Government to-day express the same opinion that a duplicate line

is necessary and essential to the safety and welfare of the Australian colonies and we
(•(line here prepared to give our vote and assistance, so far as we are able to, for the

construction of a new line. Some reference has been made to the fact that the Govern-

ment of New South Wales and (Queensland entered into a contract for a cable to New
('iiledonia, professedly the first step in the construction of trans-Pacific cable. ^ Well,

gentlemen the Government of Queensland does not feel itself in any hampered by the

irrangement that has been made with that company in joining in the construction of

a cable to Vancouver, and, if the occasion ever arises to question the propriety of the

attitude of the Queensland Government, it will be time enough then for me to explain
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the position of the Queensland Government. I do not think I am called upon to dis-

cuss that question now. I merely state that we are (juite free to co-operate with

3'ou in the establishment of this line. With regard to Mr. Playford's address

I would like to say that while he has so distinctly and fairly defined the

attitude of his government on this question—and in his address he drew a very

clear distinction between the views which he expressed as the views of the

South Australian Government, and the views which he expressed as his own
opinions—we are very grateful for the large amount of information which he has

contributed ; but I do think that in his address he has succeeded in putting before the

conference in the strongest possiljle light, every possible difficulty and objection with

which we have to contend. With all due respect to Mr. Todd, for whom I have as high

a regard as Mr. Playford, yet, at this conference, we have learned by experience that

we have to look with a great deal of attention at the statements and opinions, which

are expressed, honestly no doubt, by those who are interested either officially or other-

wise, in either promoting the construction or opposing the construction of this particular

cable. I am afraid that in the objections that have been put forward by Mr. Playford,

he has included several things which I am sure this conference will agree have been

already disposed of. We havd* heard of Capt. Wharton's report. Well, gentlemen, that

is an old document. It was penned before the Conference of 1887, it treated the

subject from only one, the coramercial point of view, and the Government have

not taken any steps which will lead us to believe, that the opinions which he

expressses in his report are confirmed On the contrary, it seems to me that

the information which is given now by the latest admiralty charts, which Mr. Play-

ford himself has been good enough to produce at this conference, affords an amount of

information regarding this motion here, which clears aways all the difficulties that have

been raised so frequently in connectioii with the construction of this cable. I believe

that this chart of itself has removed, and will be considered to have removed the main

objection which has been raised to the construction of this cable. We have here on

this jilan practically a complete survey from the Sandwich Islands down to th^> Aus-

tralian coast. There ,re small spaces there which are not included, but I think we can

rea'jon from analogy from the experience that we have had. There is a survey from

Queensland to New Caledonia. That portion there is no question about.

Hon. Mr. Pi^ayford.—We do not propose to take the cable that way.

Hon. Mr. Tiiyxne.—But the nature and the cost of laying does not alter very

materially so far as our present knowledge goes, and we can adduce the conclusion, that

granted a certain average depth in the neighbou''hood of these seas, we should be able

to i;nd a route on which to lay our cable without difficulty. We have a complete ^.urvey

from Queensland to Fiji, and from Fiji to the Phoenix Islands thence to the Sandwich

Islands.

Hon. Mr. Playford.—That is not the route proposed by the conference.

Hon. Mr. Thynne.—Mr. Playford is taking it as conclusive that we are to follow the

route specified at the last New Zealand conference. He is dealing with the route as if

that is the one that would be adopted, although it involves a thousand miles of extra

cable, a proposal which is not l'':ely to be adopted. But whatever route

may be adttpted, I submit here that we have on this chart, a solution ot

nearly every difficulty with regard to the laying of" the cable on these seas.

Take the route surveyed from the Queensland coast to the Sandwich Islands, and there
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is on this chart a complete record of the soundings that have been taken from the Sand-

wich Islanfis to San Francisco. If one has regarded these soundings carefully, the great

lessons to be drawn from these figures is the extreme evenness of the surface of the

bottom of that ocean. The depth varies only a few hundred fathoms.

Hon. Mr. Playford—There is one place where there is a fall of 1,000 fathoms.

Hon. Mr. TiiVNXK—Take the four lines of soundings taken between the United

States coast and the Sandwich Islands, you will see that the soundings have been won-

derfully even.

Hon. Mr. Playford—You had all that before the last conference in 1887.

Hon. Mr. Thynne—There is some questicm about that. The surA .•> -"as not completed

until after 1887, but be that as it may, there is nothing which will lead us to suppose

that the ocean bed a litole farther north varies very materially from the ocean bed

between San Francisco and the Sandwich Islands, because taking a straight line north

of the Sandwich Islands for over thirty degrees, there is a fair amount of evenness on the

surface of the ocean bed. Again due west of San Francisco Harbour, a series of sound-

ings have been taken, which a cable would touch running from Vancouver to the

Sandwich Islands, and there the ocean bed in the centre of that stretch is found to be

exactly of the same depth as between San Francisco and the Sandwich Islands. There

are only two small portions of that ocean of which we have no information at the

present time. 1 think, gentlemen, that is a matter of great importance because Mr.

Playford suggested, that the conference would simply content itself with taking steps

for having a survey made, and leaving it for further conference to decide after the sound-

ings are maae, upon the construction of the cable. It seems to me that that is not

going as far as it would be our duty to go at this conference. It seems to me
that if we want to have this conference an effective one—we should as&ume, and I

think, with perfect safety, that the route is a practicable one, and that all we need to

trouble ourselves with on this occasion is, as to how we can all set about getting the cable

constructed. I am opposed to losing much time in getting this cable constructed, and

it may, perhaps, be not out or place for me to refer to the fact that there i.s a cable now to

New Caledonia a part of the distance across the Pacific. When we have two other

governments, that of France and the United States, undeitaking the construction of a

cable from New Caledonia to the islands of the Pacific and to San Francisco, one would

think it would not be a matter of very great difficulty. They ha^3 made soundings,

preparatory no doubt with the ultimate idea that they woukl have a cable laid, and it

may be, if we lose very much time, or proceed in this matter with faltering steps, that

we may find from our own dilatoriness, that the opportunity which is now offered to us

and which may not be offered again of getting a satisfactory cable constructed, may be

gone. I therefore, hope that this convention will not content itself with

a mere resolution or even an arrangement as to the mode in which a survey is to

be made or carried out, but that we shall go further a.iv. leave behind us the question

and the difficulty of the route as a mere minor matter which can be easily disposed of

when trouble arises. Now, a good deal has been said about this cable, that it is not

safe, that it is likely to be interfered with on account of its being laid through a very

wide ocean, that it is liable to be easily cut by any foreign power in time of trouble and

war. Well, gentlemen, the view with which we look upon that question is this : If

by any means upon a declaration of war, the cable is sound for one week after the decla-

ration of war is made, the people of the British Empire will have been fully repaid the
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cost of this cable's construction. I believe myself taking the estimate which is in-

dicated to us as the estimate of the post office authorities of £1,800,000, it would be

worth the while of the Australian colonies alone to pay the whole of that money, to be

sure of at least one week's clear notice in case of a declaration of war. I do not think

that the interests of Canada are at all different from the interests of Australia on a

question such as that. But with regard to the feasibility of cutting a trans-Pacific

cable, I would like to point this out. I was, for a considerable time, under the impression

that ships of war could easily and readily cut any cable coming within their range, but

on making inquiries, I find there is no power at present which has a ship of war with

the appliances with which they can grapple a cable and cut it. The only vessels avail-

able for such purposes are the vessels kept for the purpose of repairing the line, and

there are no other ships available for that purpose. I may be wrong ; if I am, I shall

be glad be corrected. I have been very much impressed with that view since it came

to my knowledge, and I put it forward here as one of the strong arguments in favor of

the trans-Pacific cable as a safe cable, as contra-distinguished from any other cable

we have to deal with. Though there are a certain number of cable-repairing ships in

the world, a very large proportion of these ships belong to the British Empire. The

proportion of cable-repairing ships in the hands of any possibly hostile powers are so very

few that I think we may safely rely upon our British Navy being able to keep a veiy

good account of these ships and their movements.

Hon. Mr. Playford.—There is one now in New Caledonia.

Hon. Mr. Thvnne.—I do not think we need be very much afraid of one ship having

power to grapple for these cables. I hope and trust our friendship with France is not

likely to be interrupted, but, even if it is, I do not think that the mere fact, if fact it be, of

a repairing ship being at New Caledonia is an elementthat should enter seriously into our

consideration of the question here. Now, in our colony, as I have already said, we

have adhered to one continuous line of policy from the very commencement. We have

decided to oppose, as much as it was in our power to do, what we have regarded as a

grasping monopoly—the Eastern Extension Telegraph Company. As an instance of

the way in which they would argue, I think I can quote nothing better than the figures

Mr. Playford has favored the conference with. I could not help thinking while he was

speaking that the South Australian Government has not been fairly treated with regard

to the proportion of the charges for transmission of messages over its line when it

was left with such a large loss vvhile the cable company itself was admittedly making a

very heavy profit. South Australia has not been fairly treated in the matter and while

we have all very much sympathy with the ?olony which has shown such a considerable

amount of enterprise in constructing that overland line we cannot help pointing this

out, that they have been to use a common expression, "rather got at" by the cable

company when making their arrangements as to charges on their land line.

Hon. Mr.FiTZGERALD.-South Australia would be considered in the new arrangement.

Hon.Mr. Thynne.—SofarastheattitudeofSouth Australia is concerned I have already

said it would be ungenerous on ths part of any of the Australian colonies to raise any objec-

tion to the attitude of the Goverment which Mr. Playford has placed liefore us here to-

day. While we have opposed this monopoly and have been extremely de-

sirous of having an alternative cable to the old country we have withheld our assent

from all arrangements ; which nearly all the other colonies have from time to time

entered into, and we stand to-day alone with regard to the charges on cable messages
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from Queensland to the old country. At least we are charged nine shillings and nine

pence from Queensland per word at the present date. I am speaking what is a fact

to-day, that the charge from Queensland to England for telegraph cables is between nine

and ten shillings per word. The other Australian colonies are under the impression that

they are getting their messages sent at a considerable cheaper rate. I wish to show that

the other colonies are not ; because instead of charging the senders of the messages with

the full charge which we have to pay in Queensland it is put upon the general tax payer

and only a proportion of it is charged to the transmitter of the message. Now the

arrangements which the Eastern Extension Co. have made with the different colonies

are such that they practically maintain their high and excessive tariff of nine shillings

and nine pence throughout the whole Australian colonies.

Hon. Mr. Playford.—They send their cables from Queensland by way of Sydney.

Hon. Mr. Thvnne.— I deny that fact. When I send a message,! make the wording as

short as possible, because I do object to the payment of such an excessive tariff, unless

it is absolutely necessary to do it.

Hon. Mr. Playford.—The majority of your messages go to Sydney,and they are sent

at a low rate to Queensland.

Hon.Mr. Tiiynne.—I think I have already stated as clearly and as distinctly as I can

the attitude of Queensland. T do not think I can add anything more. We are anxious

to have the cable at the earliest possible moment, and we are quite prepared to pay our

full share towards getting it. I forgot to refer to a statement that was made that the

Queensland Government were under the impression that there was some international

contract for the preservation of cables during the time of war. It was, I think, at the

instance of Great Britain herself that there was a fair and distinct statement in the

treaty of March, 1884, that it should be clearly understood that the stipulations of that

convention should not have any effect upon the rights and acts of belligerents. I doubt

whether it would be to the advantage of Great Britain, considering her peculiar position

to be embarrassed in the belligerents right to interrupt an enemy's line of communica-

tions. There is no misapprehension of the effect of that treaty on the part of the mem-

bers of the Government, whatever was the general impression. We have acted with

a full knowledge of the true position of affairs, and we are prepared at all times as at

present, to justify the particular course of action which we take. I thank you, gentle-

men, for listening so attentively to the few words I have said. I have endeavoured to

curtail my remarks, in order to save the time of the conference.

Sir Henry Wrixon.—Mr. Chairman, My lord, and gentlemen :—Being, mainly, a

legal representative, compels me to speak shortly, and leave to my business friends the

task of going into detail. I will not pretend to deal with the minutiiv of the subject,

but will merely deal with some of the prominent questions which have been developed.

In the first place, we, Australian Colonies, ask for the cable ; we earnestly desire

it. I may say we do that on national and Imperial gr- *nds, more than on

.ocal grounds. We, Australian Colonies, if we merely regarded our business

relations, might get on very well as we are. We have a very good service. It is a little

expensive, but, that expense at any time we can reduce by the simple expedient of our

different colonies voting something to the Eastern Extension Company, in consideration

of reducing their rates. Therefore, speaking for Victoria, or for New South Wales, or

Queensland, if wemerely regard our service, and our interestsas people, as shop-keepers, Ido

notknow that weare very eageron this subject, on busii^ess grounds ; but, we are very eager
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of the nav}', which lias been read by Mr. Playford. That gentleman, of course, views it

from hia own standpoint, upon which no doubt he is the highest possible authority, but,

apart from that altogether, no man can question but that in case of war, and complica-

tion with foreign powers, it would be a good thing for England, and her dependencies,

to have this cable through the Pacific, free from foreign control. Certainly,

the Australians cling to the idea that it would tend to promote the defence of the whole

Empire, through which instructions and directions could be sent in case of need.

If there is anything of importance to England in having a second cable com-

nnmication, in case of war, then undoubtedly, there is a very great argument in sup-

port of the cable. When we look at the enormous sums expended by the mother

country for defence, when we are told that there are some £18,000,000 or £20,000,000

to be expended in strengthening the navy, this cable costing some couple of millions,

Hashing the intelligence or instructions through might mean the safety of the

colonies and the Empire. If there is any truth in that view it is a vital question for the

whole Empire. But there is another view to which T think I ought to direct the attention

of the conference, and, as to which we, in Australia, feel very strongly. If the matter

is now rejected, if England throws the thing over, if England will not assist in the

laying of this cable, there is very little doubt but that France will lay it. If it is not

done by us, and by the Imperial (Government, the whole thing will go into the hands of

France, which would be a very serious question for us. There is already the cablr from

Australia to New Caledonia. I will cite one or two extracts on that subject which show

what the intention of the French Government is. I think it will clearly appear that

there is a sort of race, going on, for the Pacific. There is a trade springing up there.

New interests are coming into existence, new ideas in the minds of men are being circul-

ated, it is coming within the reach of commerce, there is a sort of race, between France,

on the one hand, and England on the other, as to who will have the control in the

Pacific, and which power will dominate.

Hon. Mr. Playford.—We have it all now. We have Australia and New Zealand.

Sir Henhy Wrixon.—^But, if you have a cable from Australia to New Caledonia,

to Samoa, to the Sandwich Islands, and thence to San Francisco, I would like to know
whether that will assist or impair our prestige on the Pacific? That is what I want

you to consider. If this conference, and if the Imperial Government say :
" We

cannot trouble about it ; do as you like ; we wash our hands of it,' and if that

gets abroad, I believe there are plenty of rsons, interested in a commercial point of

view, who will take up the cable, under the auspices of the French Government, and

lari-y it through. We have had an experience of that already, with regard to the cable

from Australia to New Caledonia. There are plenty of business men, I will not call

them commission agents, but gentlemen who partly occupy that position, who would

make something handsome out of such a contract. If it were announced that this con-

ference will do nothing, and that England will not touch it, these gentleman have

a very good opportunity to go to France and say, " Will you now complete what you

iiave commenced 1 You will have it under your control, it will be a French line, be laid

by French ships, and be under French management." It would go to San Francisco,

leaving us out in the cold altogether. People may want to make money out of it

and if we throw the whole thing over, they will step in, and will resume with France

the negotiations they have already successfully carried on, which would practically leave
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the whole thing in the hands of France, and really Australia will lose much

because the hope we cherish is that we will get France out of the Pacific altogether

in time, particularly out of New Caledonia. In this connection T wish to point

out what is being done with regard to the cable from Australia to New
Caledonia. This is from the French point of view. I do not at all mean

to say that Queensland, or New South Wales, agree to the whole of what

I am going to read. I want to show what the (Tovernment of France consider

they have done, the obligations which they consider they have entered into, with

a view of leading this conference to understand, that if England throws the

thing ovei- now, and will not go on, France is perfectly willing to take it up. There

was this agreement entered into between the Covernment of France, and the Govern-

ments of New South Wales and Queensland as to the French- American cable. Mr.

Audley Coote, a gentleman known to most of you by reputation, and to some of you

personally, carried on the negotiations, and to complete the matter an Act was required.

The matter is explained in a letter, dated the 7th March, 1892, by Audley Coote, and

in letters addressed to the Postmaster General at Sydney, he says :
" Referring to our

conversation some few days ago on the subject of a submarine cable to start from the

shores of Queensland, in the Pacific Ocean, to New Caladonia, as the first section of a

proposed Pacific cable."

Lord Jeksev.—I understand that the company to which reference is made is not

in a very flourishing condition, and that it has been reported to our government that

there is no chance of its carrying out its hopes, unless, of course, the French Govern-

ment comes to its rescue.

Sir Henry Wrixon.—I know nothing of this particular company ; it ni.ay succeed,

or it may fail ; but, what I want clearly to point out is this, that the Government of

France undertook to pay two-thirds of the cost of laying this cabk Trom Australia to

New Caledonia on the distinct understanding that it would be the first chain or link

right across to California.

Hon. Mr. Suttor.—They did not undertake that responsibility. France, and the

others, contributed between them £12,000, not as a subsidy, but as a guara.itev?.

Sir Henry Wrixon.—That T quite understand. I say that the Government of

France clearly entered into this undertaking on the understanding that it was to be the

first link in the chain across the Pacific to California. Can anybody doubt that ? If we

practically throw cold water upon this, France will step in and take advantage of the

opportunity.

Hon. Mr. Playfohd.—I do not think she will. She has not interest enough. She has

only New Caledonia.

Sir Henry Wrixon.—I am going to read extracts to show that the French Govern-

ment throughout regarded this as a link across the Pacific, and they so put it in their

own acts. Of course, if England will do it, France will be forestalled ; but, if you throM'

it over indefinitely, France will take it up. See what the agent or the promoter of this

company writes. He addressed it to your government, Mr. Suttor. He says :
" It is the

first section of the proposed Pacific cable." In the agreement signed by Audley Coote, and

the Postmaster General of New South Wales, it is said :
" The said cable shall form part

of the main Pacific cable, connecting Queensland with Vancouver, San Francisco, or

other places in North America as may be hereafter determined." That is the agree-

ment that France entered into.
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Hon. Mr. Fraser.—That is with a French company.

Sir Henry Wrixon.—^Undoubtedly, it is a French c(»mpany, that is what I say. The

French Governnumt in the explanation of the Act authorizing the cable to New Caledonia

recited that the company has succeeded in obtaining exclusive landing rights for Queens-

land, as well as the financial assistance of that government, and New South Wales.

That is incorrect, I believe, but this is what the Government of France underst(X)d, and

they informed their legislature that in entering into this agreement they got the exclusive

landing light in Queensland. Then they go on in the bill to state, in the second clause

or article, that the French company, which possesses the landing rights for the territory

of the Queensland Government, undertakes to lay the cable and have it open for work on

the 22nd September, 1893. The Society undertakes to maintain its headquarters in F'rance,

to have only French directors, to have the cable made in a factory situated on French

territory, and to guarantee the submersion with a French ship, with a French staff, and

any disputes that arise between the company and the Australian Government are to be

determined by the French Government. I say the effect of the whole of that is to show

that France paid, or entered into an undertaking to guarantee two-thirds of the business

of this line from Australia to New Caledonia, on the distinct understanding that it was

to be the first link in a Pacific cable, and that that cable is going through to either

San Francisco, or to Vancouver. Therefore, I say, we are face to face with the question

of whether we take it up, or France. If you throw it over, France will step in not merely

tin-ough national motives—though I believe they would be actuated by national motives

—

l)ut because they are business men. Directly they find that nothing can be got out of

England, they will go on negotiating with France, and they will try to lay this cable,

leaving it entirely in foreign hands, and under foreign control. That position, we, in

Australia, would regard as a great misfortune. We think the Pacific ought to belong

to Englishmen, or the descendants of Englishmen ; we wish them to dominate over

that ocean. We regard it as a great wrong that New Caledonia belongs to France,

and we feel that this proposal, if rejected, would practically enable France to

take up this cable business. It is a national question for us, and for the whole

Emj^ire. We feel that we ought to support it, even if it costs something, to carry it

through, even if there is a loss. That is exactly our view. Of course, in a commercial

view, we think it will promote trade, that we might have cheaper messages. The Imperial

view or national view we regard as important, but, if we can, we want to prevent any

other nation from becoming dominant in the Pacific. If this conference throws the

whole thing over, you will throw it into the hands of France.

Hon. Mr. Foster.—Does the French Government give a direct subsidy, besides a

guarantee of business 1

Sir HeNiv Wrixon.—No, they guarantee two-thirds of the business, and the Aus-

tralian colonies of Queensland and New South Wales guarantee the other third, and

the whole thing is in the hands of France. As I have read, the cable is to be laid by

French people, to be laid by French ships, and in case of any dispute the whole thing is

referred to the French Government.

Sir Adolphe Caron.—Ths French Government guaranteed 300,000 francs per

annum. •

.

Sir Charles Mills.—How can they get on unless the Australian Colonies co-ope-

rate 1 Surely they have it in their power to turn their backs upon it, and the whole

thing is dished.

#'
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going on in the Pacific a growing traffic from point to point, and if we cultivate it and

develop it, it will continue to grow. If this conference does not take the thing u[),

you will find somebody else will. T cannot go into the business details as my honour-

able friends will, but T have stated the broad ground T want to put it on. T do not

want to see the Pacific handed over to French control. I think it would be most

unfortunate to have the cable running through the Pacific under French control. 1

(|uite admit that the case of South Australia should be considered.

Hon. Mr. Fraser.—That is, providing she does not oppose our wants.

Sir Henry Wrixon —My feeling is, that as a matter of justice, something ought

to be done. Certainly we are faced by difficulties. Undoubtedly, as Mr.

Playford has said, there has been no survey made, and that really seems to be a matter

as to which we may have some cause of complaint with regard to the Imperial

Governnioiit, because, in 1887, all of the colonies agreed in a request that a .survey

should be made. 18.^7 is a good while ago, and nothing whatever has been done.

I think that is some cause of complaint. Something might have been done, because,

unquestionably, it raises a difficulty now, because we do not exactly know the roure.

Lord Jersey.— I think there has been a little more surveying done than Mr.

Playford says. I have references here which show that the surveys have been a little

more extended.

The President.—We complain that they stopped them.

Lord Jersey.—They surveyed in 1888 and 1889 ; there is a general survey up to

the Pho'nix Islands.

Hon. Mr. Playford.—I admitted that.

Lord Jersey.—But not being quite so complete as requested at the conference.

Sir Henry Wrixon.—From Necker Island to Vancouver it is a blank.

Hon. Mr. Tiiynne.—Not quite.

Sir Henry Wrixon.—I admit that is a difficulty, but still it seems to me, we might

arrive at a resolution contingent upon the final settlement of a route, a resolution which

would define our different liabilities. I do not think it is absolutely necessary we

should fix the route, though I would prefer, as a matter of business, that we should know
exactly the course of every mile. But, now that we are here, though I hope there will be

many future conferences, still we do not know how soon we will meet again ; and, I

think we might pass a contingent resolution defining the responsibility that England,

Canada, and the colonies would respectively be willing to undei take. We might do

that without absolutely fixing the particular line of cable. I hope we will be able to do

something of the kind. If we do that, then it will be material that we should consider

what should be the rate of contribution. It has been suggested that England should

hear half, and Canada and Australasia each a quarter ; but, my honourable friend Mr.

Thynne has indicated in his resolution that he is prepared to go further than that. I

am not in a position to absolutely pledge my government, but I think there will be very

little difficulty in defining it in the way he proposes, viz., England one-third, Canada

one-third, and Australasia one-third. As we are here in private, as regards the press, I

feel free to express my opinions. I do not think it possible to carry out this project,

unless the Imperial Government takes a part. I do not think it would be possible to

do it. The Australian Colonies are prepared to take a share, but, if the Imperial
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(tovernment did not see its way to take part in it, I do not think that it would

go on. More tlian that, I do not think it would be just that it should. Tf

the cable were constructed, undoubtedly it would be more used by England, and by the

business men of England, than by Canada, and the whole ot Australasia put together.

I believe it is a well-known fact in mail and telegraphic matters, that more goes from

the centre to the circumference, than comes back from the circumference to the centre.

That, I believe, is well-known. If we had the cable from Vancouver to Australia, it

would be more used by the merchants of England, and more matter would go out from

England to the extremities, than >vould come back from the extremities to England.

Therefore, I think it would be unjust to suppose that Australasia and Canada alone

should .shoulder the undertaking. I am merely expressing my own opinion. I have no

definite instructicms from our government (m the point, but I hav », liositation in

expressing the opinion that if the Imperial Government does not see its way to take

part in this enterprise, I do not think it is possible for it to go on. I imagine, however,

that we could accept the proposal of my honourable friend Mr. Thynne, and each take a

third. As to the question of one cable, or two, I think that is a mere difficulty of the

future. The question is, now, shall we lay one cable. If we do, I believe we would find

a growth in the volume of trade that would warrant a second cable. I do not think Mr.

Playford is right in saying that we should not make one, because if we made one we

would have to make two. You begin with one cable, when it develops a business which

necessitates it, you can make a second. As I understand it, if you lay a cable in very

deep .seas you are very much safer than in shallow seas. Therefore, it might be possible

that you could get on, for some time, by using one. At all events, it is not a fatal objec-

tion. The main question is the one in respect to the control of the Pacific, and whether

this conference is going to throw the whole thing over. If that is done, I believe it

will go into the hands of France.

Lord Jersey.—It seems to me the question of strategy is one which should be

left to the military and naval authorities to decide. By your argument the Imperial

Government would be obliged to take their position upon that point, but it seems to me
that it is of importance to ascertain from the representatives of the colonies their views

first, as to the importance of the cable from a commercial and imperial point of view.

Next, are they in favour of a principle of the cable from the colonies to Vancouver and so

to England under the British control ? Then are they prepared to assist in the

expenses connected with making a survey 1 Again, should the survey be favour-

able are they prepared to pledge their respective governments to share in the

jost, and if so, to what extent ? I gather from what Sir Henry Wrixon has said

that the idea is a pro rata share. These are the questions I must press upon the dele-

gates and ask them for very clear indications on these points, so as to assist me in

the duty that is before me. Of course it is not my duty at the present time to present

an}' argument upon any of them.

Hon. Mr. Fokrest.—I discussed this question before us to-day with my friend Mr.

Thynne, and it came into my mind whether Mr. Thynne should add to his notice of

motion that a survey would be undertaken, the cost to be borne in the same proportion

as the proposed cost of the construction of the cable.

Lord Jersey. It is not unlikely that the Imperial Government before

they undertake the survey would wish to know whether there was something to be done

after the survey was made. They could not undertake the survey merely on the chance,
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l(5aving it open to doubt even if the survey were favourable as to whetlier the line would

be constructed then.

Hir Henhv Wrixon.—There is oidy a small portion <»f the survey incomplete.

Lord Jkrhev.—There is a larger proportion completed than what is sometimes stated.

Hon. Mr. Tuvnne. — I think the question of the C(»mpletingof the survey is merely a

small matter, and is included in the general work which T was advocating the confer-

ence to adopt. It would come naturally within the resolution of which I have given

notice, r did not treat the cost of the survey as separate matter as between the cost of

construction.

Hon. Mr. Fraseu.—After the points have been so well put by my colleague, Sir

Henry Wrixon, I need not detain you for more than a few minutes. Of course my
opinion is, and T hope the opinion of the others is the same, that before we came here wo
thought that the British Government had undertaken the survey long ago. It was

assumed by our government that the British Govei-nment could not go back on its

promise to complete the survey. Never did I think for a moment there would be any

difficulty about that. As Sir Henry Wrixon has said, our government is most anxious

about this matter. There is not the least use in cultivating trade relations and send-

ing steamships abroad on the ocean between Australia and Vancouver, unless we fill

the distance by cable communication. There is not the least use.

Lord Jersey.—Of course you understand that I could not pledge the Admiralty to

undertake the cost of the survey. That might be <juite possible though, as they have

got the ships.

Hon. Mr. Playford.—The British Government never made any promise tomake the

survey.

Hon. Mr. Fraser.—It was understood.

Hon. Mr. Playford.—No, they did not make any promise.

Lord Jersey.—No definite line was laid out.

Hon. Mr. Fraser.— It certainly was understood by methat theBritish Government

was to make the survey. I know I have read letters and correspondence on the subject,

and letters of complaint that the British (Jovernment were very dilatory in the matter.

That I am positive of, but whether these letters were justified in the tone adopted I am
not going to say. I am certain I have letters here, showing disappointment at the

dilatoriness of the survey.

Lord Jersey.—I believe I am correct in stating that the line taken by the Admiralty

was, that there was no direct route laid down for that survey, and that there was not

very much use in carrying out a survey till a route was adopted.

Hon. Mr. Playford.—Sir Henry Holland never promised the conference that a

survey would be made.

Hon. Mr. Fraser.—The position is that the South Australian Government does not

wish to run the risk of a competing line. I am quite sure when the time comes South

Australia will not complain of the way she is treated by the colonies in this matter.

Now, I am a common sense man, and I have been looking at this survey on this chart,

and it appears to me singular indeed, that the survey from 'Frisco to the San ich

Islands shows the ocean bed to be extraordinarily even. The bottom is even beyond

what one would possibly expect, and the drop that Mr. Playford mentioned rather
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aluriued iiie, l>ut wlieu I look at it, it is not so serioufl. It is not a iltop ut all, it is a

rise.

Hon. Mr. Flavfoud.—Then I suppose there is a drop somewhrre.

Hon. Mr. Frasek.—I am poititin^ out the perfect evenness of the Imttom according

to this survey. There is a very gradual rise of a thousand fathoms on hoth sides. There

is no quick drop. It is perfectly even grade for long distances, and will not in the

slightest degree whatevtu" interfere with the laying of the cable. The depth is remark-

ably even, and I hope Mr. Playford will withdraw that statement alntut the drop. My
friend having made so much out of the droj), I am afraid the other arguments u.sed are

all in the same line, that perhaps the wish is father to the thought, and, therefore, while

gentlemen of the conference will, 1 think, give the graatest respect to Mr. Playford'.s

statements as far as data and facts are concerned, his arguments have gone further than

is justified. The (iovernment of Victoria is prepared to take its proper share of this at

any time, notwithstanding the fact that we are passing now through the .severest de-

pression Australia has ever known, but we will get out of this with Hying colours very

shortly. Still while we are under this doj)ression, as Mr. Thynne and Mr. Forrest say,

we have no hesitation whatever in coming to an agreement upon the matter so far as it

can be agreed upon. The survey from 'Frisco to Huwolulu being so very favourable i.s

it not to be assumed, that the remaining distance will be favourable also ? I think so.

Therefore 1 do not know that it is a serious matter that Mr. Thynne or Sir Henry

Wrixon states. Let us pass the motion and get a step forward, if we can, because it is

utter folly for gentlemen to come from the other end of the earth here to meet together

and do nothing that will be satisfactory to ourselves, or to the colonies we represent.

I, at any rate, would be .sorry indeed to return to Australia and find that I can

give a very poor account of what we have done. I am determined, at some

risk, if possible to leave some resolution behind us that will clearly urge the British

Government to take part in this proposal. Of course, I admit at once, that we are the

persons perhaps most concerned in the matter because we in Australia are on the outside

rim of the world and we are very anxious about our imperial connection. We are very

foreign countries ; when they

and

we are apprehensive that in time of war we would be from a week to a

month without any communication and perhaps be swept down upon by some foreign power

and not be prepared to defend ourselves. I remember well when the scare was, when

we did not go to bed until small hours in the morning. I remember when we thought

a Russian warship was coming down upon us, there were very serious thoughts in Vic-

toria over the matter; and I quite support the statement, that were we without tele-

graphic communication at a time when war was imminent, we would not hesitate to

spend nullions of money rather than be without communication. Although we are under

depression just now, we are remarkably wealthy. We can cut down our estimates by

hundreds of thousands should the occasion arise for doing so. So if there was imminent

danger in our colonies, I say we could very soon provide for the expenses necessary in

this matter. Alone we could do it, but as the interests of the Imperial Government are

certainly more than our intercuts, and her immense wealth in the shipping interests, it puts

a responsibility upon her of doing her share in an imperial matter like this. Of course

the important point is, if something is not done shortly some other power will construct

a cable and we will be left out in the cold. We do not know what possibly
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may take place. On the Pacific (tcoiin traffic is iiicrea.siiis; month by month and yoftr hy

vear. Tho " Kmpivss of .Fapan " th«! day that we hinded in N'ancouvor hn)uj,'ht in ;J0,000

hox«'s of tea.. Thoy never (h'tMimnd of such a thing a yoar or two ago, and this tea was

|irinc'ipally going to th»' Tnited States. Of roiirse we want to have our Briti.sh ships on

the oeean that are avaihil)le at any time and especially in time of trouble. We are anxious

to know that our cargoes, when they leave us will \w iandivl safely in England : uidess we

have this surety, we have to pay ' gh rates of insurance which largely destroy the whole

trade. Now is the time for look, g for this nieans of reducing that, and there should

be no trouble or no reason why we should not disregard a paltry sum of one or two

millions, when the only thing that stands in the way is a survey. Can nothing Ik* done

to hasten that? Wo ought to hasten it. Of course, we cannot begin to let the contract

for the construction of the cable until the survey is completed, but then something

should be done to impr«>ss upon the home government the necessity of haste, and I am
sure Victoria and (.Queensland will do so.

Hon. Sir Adolpiib Cauon.—How lung do you think the survey will take?

Hon. Mr. Fuasek. -Of course, that is a (juestion we do not know. The colonies

have no means to make the survey.

Hon. Sir Adoi-phk Cauon. —If Kngland undertook it, how long would it

take 1

Hon. Sir Henhv Wrixon.— It is estimated by the Admiralty that it would take

three years to make one survey with one vessel.

Hon. Mr. Phaser.—It does appear to me rather strange that there is always some

difficulty turning up. As a purelj' business man during my whole life, it does appear to

lue very strange that whatever course is taken, something will turn up to impede the

progress of this matter. It is not long ago since there was some corresj)ondence on the

subject. No sooner had the correspondence appeared when the Eastern Extension

Company began to wield their enormous influence. I am not going to say that they are

not justified in using that influence. Business men are the same all over. Th«?y are

trying to put money into their own business concerns, and perhaps they are justified in

trying to oppose any other i-ival company, but in this case something has always cropped

up in some mysterious way at all times, but we have had gentlemen wIk^ are anxious to

promote this cable, and the part which they have taken is creditable to them. I hope

the opposition will cease in the ^nture. The Eastern Extension Co. do not appear to

think the dif culties are insurmountable at all just now. I believe they will be quick to

accept a subsidy of £190,000. I believe from past experience that the statements of Mr.

Sandford fleming will be borne out. He has gone carefully into the matter some

years ago, and the prediction which he made with respect to the business on the present

line, has been borne out in a very surprising manner indeed. I may say that the

Wellington resolution does not carry much weight in our colony at any rate. They do

not look upon it at all as compelling them to act in acco.'dance with the terms of that

agreement. There is only one opinion, namely : that the line should be undertaken as

speedily as possible from Vancouver to Australia and through British territory if

possible, at any rate under British control. There should be no hesitation about that. I

do say that the Eastern Extension Company's balance sheets, notwithstanding

that there are three-quarters of a million in reserve, show they have paid on the
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whole, about 9 per cent ; and you must take into consideration the fact

that a million and a quarter words would pass over our lines. I think naturally

the greater balk of that '^-siness would go over the new line if the government

took it in hand. I was uf the other opinion on leaving, but T am now of the

opinion that it would be in the interests of Australia as well as imperial interests also,

as well as to Canada if they took this in hand. I am quite sure of that now, after con-

sidering the matter carefully. It would be much to the interest of all concerned, if the

Imperial (Tovernment, the Dominion of Canada and the Australian colonies undercook

the matior. The work is a heavy work, yet it is simple. I have been a railway contractor

for a great many years, and in this contract, the contract would be for the making of

the cables and the laying of them. It is not a very serious matter, and I hope your

Lordship will press that view upon the Impe^^ial Government. There is one point in

connection with the Eastern Ex\ension Co.'s figures and that is, they are the manu-

facturers of their own cables. We do not know how much they debited to construction

for these works. They manufacture their own cables and they may debit construction

with very large sums, and net more prctfit than we see on the face of their balance

sheets. That is another point to be considered. I think there is every prospect of the

line paying after a few years and I hope this resolution will be passed.

Mr. Lee Smith.—As one who, by calling is as much interested in this question as

p" other, I should have endeavoured to speak before, had I not been desirous of hearing

t.io views of some of my neighbours from Australia. I listened with very great attention,

in the first instance to the opening remarks by the Hon. Mr. Suttor, and I can cut

matters short by saying that I totally agree with everything he said. I now pass on

sir, to the (|uestion of South Australia. I recognize very fully ''lat the position of

South Australia is ({uite different from the position of any other colony. South Aus-

tralia, before the time when telegraphy was as well understood as it is at present,

incurred a very considerable risk in opening up a line of communication with Port

Darwin, and thereby completing th:? connection with Europe. Mr. Playford has very

carefully put before us the risk that his government undertook, the amount of money

they invested, and the loss which has been proved to have taken place since it was

opened. As a representative I could not justifiably advocate any steps being take

here which would, in the slightest degree, do an injustice to that colony ; my colony

recognizes what South Australia has done, and I trust the representatives of every

other colony of Australasia will do the same. We come here for the general good

of Australasia, recognizing that it must necessarily be in the interests of all the

colonies to see that no injustice is done, and no wrong, to a colony which stands

as the pioneer of Australasian telegraphy. With r«gard to that I will say no more-

I will now pass on to the two aspects, from my point of view, that this question assumes.

First of all, there is the imperial aspect, and then, the commercial aspect. So many
gentlemen have dealt with the imperial aspect of the question that I do not think I need

occupy your time more than a few minutes in recapitulation of the remarks which have

been made, more especially so exhaustively by my friend Sir Henry Wrixon, who has

gone into the question in a manner which shows that he has a perfect grasp of the whole

situation. It is needless for me to say that should we be involved in war with any

European power, there are many points of attack in connection with the present cable,

and a corresponding number of chances that our communication with Great Britain

would be cut off. <)n the other hand we know that the Pacific cable could be laid
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through waters, and in a manner which would leave very little risk (»f any indication

being left of where the cable was, and, under any circumstances, it would be so far

away that we would have an opportunity of keeping up conununication with Europe,

for, at least, a week, a fortnight, or three weeks, after declaration of war. The advant-

age of that has been very ably put forward by some gentleman who has preceded

ine, Tliat, to my mind, would be a repayment of any risk we incurred. We would

tliereby be enabled to put our hou.se in order, and make the necessary prepar-

ation for defending ourselves, which we could not do, with communication cut

off. I will leave the imperial aspect of the question with those few remarks;

hut I do trust that Lord .Jersey, the representative of the Imperial Govern-

ment, will take a careful note of what is being said by every gentleman as to the

imperial aspect of the question, and that he will do us the justice, that I have

no doubt he will, in bringing befoi-e the Imperial Government the unanimous manner in

which we all regard the Imperial view, and that if the British authorities have not yet

realized, that the Australian Colonies are determined, under all circumstances, at any

lost to keep their contact preserved, it is time that the British authorities took somc>

other steps at arriving at that important result. Now, sir, I pass on to the> conmiercial

aspect of the question. Several gentlemen have spoken about the service between Aus
tralasia and Great Britain ; some of them have said that the service is good. I have no

doubt, sir, as a general rule, that the service is admirable ; that is, so far as London is

concerned, but with regard to the service between Australasia, Canada, and the United

States, I am here to say, notwithstanding what the Hon. Mr. Playford has said, that

there are innumerable delays. Telegrams generally leave our colony, and I dare say my
colony is typical of the rest of the colonies, in the evening. When we have completed

our day's business, we send oft' our London cables. Those cables to London get in, as a

rule, about eleven or twelve or one o'clock the next morning, mid-day, so to speaki

of the next day. That is, our midnight, or after midnight. We get replies next

morning from eleven to twelve o'clock. But I have observed from my experience,

and I have learned from many gentlemen engaged in business, that it is invariably

the rule, that it is the day after that when Canadian or United States

replies come to the messages we have sent the day before. Although it may look

t ' be a minor point, we all know that the utmost despatch in the delivery of telegraphic

messages is of paramount importance to commercial communications. I will show you

hdw. T have been interested very largely at ti.x.es, not so much now as in the past, in

irrain operations, and we have at times cabled to London and to America .simultaneously.

And upon the reply from those places I have made my operations depend. That is to

say, I might send a message to London, and another to Chicago, to buy some California

or other wheat. I might ask for oilers. The next morning a reply comes from London,

" We can do you California at so and so." I have to wait until the next morning

for a reply from Chicago. There will be, very likely, a variation of a few cents

ii bushel. I have to wait from 12 o'clock at night until 10 or 11 next day befoi-e I

know whether or not I shall accept the London telegram. That involves risk, as

there may be some speculative excitement going on, and before you get your Chicago

answer, the London market may ha\e moved ofi", and between the two stools you may
fall to the ground. That may look to be a very small matter ; l)ut, there is a very large

Inisiness done in Australia and New Zealantl in grain operations with London and the

I'nited States, Ic is of the greatest importance to us to have as quick communication as we
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possibly 3an between points wliere we are doing business. Now, T have done with the coni-

mercialaspectofthequestiontothat extent. But, there isanother view I take of this subject.

I regret to say that to my view the whole of this debate has taken a wrong direction.

I do not wish to appear antagonistic, as I am afraid some of you may think, but, as a

business man, T feel that we have proceeded on entirely wrong lines. We have bc^un

debating as to routes, we have begun talking as to depths of the ocean, as to survey.s,

we have been discussing whether it shall go to Honolulu, or Fanning Island, we have

been speaking about the French cables, and generally going all round the compass,

without coming to the great (juestion, as to whether this cable is or is not advisable.

As a business man, if I wanted a small cable, of a few miles in length, or a

small piece of road, or a canal cutting, I should not proceed in this way. I should

bring together expert.*, and T should say to them, it is imperative for my necessities

that there should be a certain thing done. I would have a definite line of action.

I would not complicate the action by any side issue. I would go to the

expert, tell him it had to be done, and find out the best and quickest way in

which it could be accomplished. I would leave the expert to find *^l<at out. It would

have been better for us to have proceeded to business in that way, by passing a resolution

as to the desirability of carrying out a caVjle to Australasia, and then by a furthei'

motion deciding how it should bo done. Several gentlemen have spoken of the advis.

ability of the governments of Great Britain, of Canada, and of Australasia, taking this

thing in hand as a government speculation. I totall; disagree with that

suggestion. Provided we are unable to find some large company, either the Eastern

Extension Company, or private individuals willing to come forward, being guaranteed

assistance in some form or other, it then becomes a question whether we should not at

once take the subject in hand as a national concern. Recognizing, as I do, the neces-

sity, the imperative urgency, I should be at once prepared to advise my government,

and I believe my government will agree with me, to join in the carrying out of the

cable on those lines ; but, sir, it must be on the failure to carry it out on the lines first

suggested. A number of gentlemen have spoken about the Eastern Extension Com-

pany, and they have spoken as though there was a feeling of animosity against that

company from the fac^ that they have a monopoly. Gentlemen, it is the result of

their own enterprise, and the risk they took. I say, all credit to theni. It would

be a monstrous thing, in the conference, if we should say anything bitt^jr or antago-

nistic of a company that has shown such enterprise. It w ould not be worthy of us.

The Eastern Extension Company have done nothing which would warrant this confer-

ence in saying anything against them. The company is composed of bu.siness people ;

they went into a speculation which involved great risks ; the result, no doubt, is that

they have made a considerable amount of money. They may—as has been suggested

—

have manipulated their accounts, and I suppose they may have done what many other

business coi ^orations have done, watered their .stock, as many do in a similar piisition. It

is a thing which is commonly done. It is no use of our trying to be too particular about

these things. However, putting all this aside, the F^astern Extension Company have

served the colonies well, and they are entitled to all credit ; at the same time,

my regard for the Extension Company does not lead me to wish or desire them to

occupy that position any longer than is compatible and consistent with the welfare of

the colonies, and Her Majesty's Empire at large. Acknowledging, as we all must

acknowledge, that there is a risk, I hope at some very remote day, of being at war, we
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must admit that it would be to our advantage to have a double service. That is the

view which should be pressed upon the Imperial Government. Sir John Pender wrote

a letter in which I think he contests the feasil)ility of carrying out the work, or of there

he'ng a profitable future, all of which I think he gives away in the latter portion of his

letter in saying that he would be very ^dad to co-operate with us in the liuilding of it.

If 8ir John Pendei-, or any company will come forward and say to this conference, or

say to the respecti\'e goverimients, that they are prepared to carry out this cable on

certain terms, I should say, give it to Sir John Pender, as i^adily as to anyone else,

[ii'ovided the conditions are such as to preserve, for all time, the right of the British

(Jovernment, or the Australian Colonies, or Canada, to have control over the cable, the

right to purchase it, and every safe-guard against its Vjeing used prejudicially, as a mono-

poly. That is my view of Sir John Pendei's position. His company would be just in

the same j)Osition as any other company. With regard to the extension of business,

Mr Playford has said that there would be no possibility, or pi'obability of there being

any extension of business.

Hon. Mr. Playford.—No ; I said no very large extension.

Mr. Lee Smith.—Any material expansion, that is to say, sufficient to warrant the

great expenditure. Let me give you a short illustration of what is being done between

New Zealand and New South Wales. This leads me to remark that Mr. Fraser stated

that we must take no account of the Wellington Conference.

Hon. Mr. Fr.\ser.—I beg pardon. I must not allow that to be noted. I said they

were highly respectable men. The Postmaster General was an intimate friend of mine.

I do say that our colony does not look upon that resolution as of any binding impor-

tance to them.

Mr. Lee Smith.—I have no desire to misrepresent my friend Mr. Fraser, and, pos-

sibly, my saying this will correct a wrong impression. My impression was that he said

che Wellington Conference did not carry any weight. The Honourable Mr. Ward, the

Postmaster General, I have no hesitation in saying, is as clever a man, in a commercial

sense, as there is in the whole Australian Colonies. He has proved himself so, not only

V)y his conduct of his private affairs, but also by the manner in which he has conducted

himself as Postmaster General and Treasurer of our colony. ' .at honourable gentleman

recognizing that the telegraphic business between New Zealand and New South Wales

was not carried on on such commercial lines as would induce the largest possible amount

of business, and also recognizing, as I recognize, that a cable should be as much employed

as possible, day and night, made one great plunge and proposed to the New South

Wales Government that there should be a large reduction in the jost of cabling between

New Zealand and New South Wales. The New South Wales Gt)ve -nment saw it, they

agreed with him, and he at once made terms with the Eastern Extension Company to

reduce the cost per word, and these figures are worthy or note, from eight and sixpence

to two and sixpence. The people of our colony thought he was doing a very rash act,

hut, he was a clever and a far-seeing man. The result was the business at once increased

S4 per cent, and the decrease in the returns was only 25 per cent. Next year, the

retui-ns will not only be very much increased, but the result will be that there will be no

subsidy to pay, fis it was the terms of the arrangement made with the Eastern Extension

< 'oinpany, that in case there was a loss it was to be made up. I believe, as some others

l)olieve, thatthedays of telegraphy are only intheir infancy. I believe, if we had acable right

through Canada to Great Britain, and have our communications carried at three shillings a
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word, and ultimately at much less, we would bring about a system of what I will term

domestic communication. At present, communications passing between New Zealand

and Australia and London refer almost exclusively to business questions that invohe

great issues, but there are a number of messages now sent from New Z'^aland to Australia,

and vice versa, which are entirely of a social character, and of no great importance,

—

simply congratulatory messages of one kind or another. The day is coming, and I

believe not far distant, when we shall find that our people in Australasia will communi-

cate with Great Britaia much in the same manner, in regard to private matters, as we do on

business matters. The usual rule is, for business men, in the evening, to telegraph in

place of sending letters. No doubt it is prejudicial to the cultivation of letter-writing,

and you are apt to mangle the whole thing, but the fact remains that you get communi-

cation quickly and easily. T do not think I need take up the time of the conference

longer. I have endeavoured to put before you the commercial view of the question,

and I think I have done so in a manner which will show to you that the whole of the

colonies could, justifiably, give any company, even the Eastern Extension Company,

.some help in carrying it out. My view is that that ought not to be a subsidy ; it should

be a guarantee. Supposing the cable cost £1,800,000, and there was a 4 percent or a

3|^per cent rate of interest, the imperial guarantee, or the guarantee of the several

colonies, would involve something like £72,000 a year ; that should be divided between

Australia, Canada and the Imperial Govei-nment. I believe, inside of two, three or

four years there would not be one penny to pay, notwithstanding all that has been

prophesied by Sir John Pender, and all the others who have spoken of the impossibility of

getting anything like a return from the construction. Of course the cables in Austral-

asia are unoccupied, at least four-fifths of the day. We want to look forward to the

cable being in operation day and night, the same as land telegraphy. T shall conclude, sir,

by saying that we should not bother ourselves at all about routes at this time. We have no

survey, we have nothing to go upon. There is no use talking about whether it should

be Fanning Island, or Necker Island. The grand thing is, let it be known that we are

determined to have a cable, and than we shall find plenty of companies, or private

individuals, who will say, "Give us a subsidy, and we will put you down a line, we will

guarantee it for so many years, we will give you control of it, we will give you a pur-

chasing power, and do everything that is necessary to have it as much under your own
control and command as though it belonged to yourselves." I do not think my govern-

ment will be agreeable to assisting in this cable uiJess it be to a company, or to a

private syndicate ; but, as a last resort, I believe that they would agree with the pro-

posal made of joining as a government, bui not until every other way of carrying it out

had been exhausted.

Hon. Mr. Fostkr.- I have listened with the greatest of interest to the discussion.

While I have my own views upon the subject, yet, I am neither prepared to speak nor

vote at present. What I would propose is that, after the Australian gentlemen

have exhausted theii- right to speak, to let the question lie over, anil take up other

business, until the Canadian delegation have an opportunity of talking the matter over

an jnf ourselves. It is the only thing that can be done btcause if one votes for this

resolution, absolutely he binds himself as to ways and means. We cm mot stand up and

say it is desirable that a thing should be done in the interest of the Empire, without

being prepared to go ahead and do it, and expend our share in doing it. That involves

a question of ways and means, about which a little consultation will have to be had. I
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do not think it will delay matters. As soon as we have had an opportunity for consul-

tation, some one will give the views of the Canadian delegation.

Hon. Mr. Fitz(;eralu.—The three que.stions put to us by Lord Jersey are

very practical, and we, from Australasia, ought to have no difficulty in answering

them. Speaking to the first question, if a report should be made that imperial interests

are not concerned in the construction of an alternative cable route, we will be very much
surprised. We feel that this is much more an imperial (juestion than one of trade between

Canada and Australia. We feel the deepest concern in everything that affects

the safety of the British Empire, and the progress of every portion of the English

domain. We also are grateful to the pioneers ; the Eastern Telegraph Company, who,

with such enterprise, have brought us into communication with the mother country, nor

in any way detracting, we owe them a great deal, and hope they have made the profit

they deserve. We are highly indebted to them, and, it is not in the

slightest degree to injure their trade, from the credit which we think they deserve and

have earned for their enterprise, that we ask for this alternative cable. We feel, not

on the grounds of sentiment that there must exist in England, not as a return for the

loyal devotion which we entertain and are always gl'td to express that our trade with

the mother country deserves this recognition. We consider, whatever may be urged to

the contrary, that the present line of cable communication is not satisfactory. We say

that that alternative cable line should be made and that it ought to be under the

control of British influence, and British influence only. When it touches foreign

soil, should there be, unhappily, a disturbance in Europe, the safety of cable communi-

cation is at once endangered. We think that at points in the Mediterranean, it is in

danger. It is in danger in Egypt, and it is decidedly in danger as it passes through

Portugal. In addition to our attachment to the old country, and our yearning for news,

in case of disturbance, we feel that our trade relations deserve attention. The commerce

of Australasia in 1881 was one hundred and one and three quarter millions sterling
;

in ten years that jumped to one hundrd and forty-four and three-quarter millions. (Jur

wool trade in the same period, between '81 and '91 jumped from sixteen to twenty-

four millions. Had the pi'ice of wf)ol continued in '91 as high as it was in '81, that

twenty-four would have been nearly forty. Our trade in wool alone would have been

forty million pounds sterling. The commerce of Australasia with the United Kingdom

comes fourth in order of nations. A commerce so v. st, while increasing competition in

the old world affects England so closely, we say with confidence, deserves that attention

should be given to the request which we now emphntically put forth. We are

<Midorsiiig the action taken by the Imperial Conference in 1887, and T ccmfe.ss

that public men in Australia regard with .some amazement the little attention which the

resolutions arrived at by that conference on this subject, have received. We do not

admit as regards the survey that it was not v. ithin the power of England to have com-

pleted it long ago. I iiiay say, Lord .Jersey, as regards the cost of the survey, Australia

will n()t make any demur to paying her fah' share, and I cannot believe thematterof pounds,

shillings and pence have alone prevented England fnmi making that survey. lam sure

that if comraunicritions be opened between the colonial authorities and the home author-

ities on that subject, it vill be found that the colonies will, without hesitation agree

to contribute to it. It wo refuse it 'voulJ certaiidy be contradicting the earnestness

with which this matt-ir is now viewed in our country. 1 think that takes; in the thiid

point raised by Lord Jersey.
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Lord .Ikusey.—The main principle i

Hon. Mr. Fitzgerald.—Whether the caV)le shall be huilt at all 1- That T have

Ijeen endeavourinjj; to have shown by the intenvst with which it has been regarded and

the importance of the question from the Australian point of view.

Lord .1 KRSEY. The cost of the survey is a minor point in my mind.

Hon. Ml'. FiTZfJicRALi).— T would not have mentioned it had it not been included

in the (|uestions you put to us. The cost of the survey would be merely a trifle com-

pared with the total cost of the construction. As to the strategic point we answer it by

saying it is most proper that England should look to officers oi her army and navy for

advice irrespective entirely of the trade view, which we regard as a very important one.

We say that had the policy of the Colonial Office a few yeai-s ago been tlie same as the

policy at present, England's influence would now be paramount in the Pacific, and there

would be no difficulty felt as to where we should put the lines, and what points of com-

munication we should have. Our belief is that the trade between Australia and Cana a

will grow and keep growing, and that the total commerce of the two colonies will con-

tinue to advance as it has done during the past ten years. How can we expect that

this trade should keep increasing unless we have cable communication by which we can

enlarge our commercial relations ? 1 do not intend to press that point, because I appre-

hend no doubt exists in the present day ; commerce must flag without telegraphic service.

Consetjuently, if the line of steamers is ever to be productive (»f good, a cable between

Australia and Canada is a necessary communication. With regard to duplication upon

which stress was laid by Mr. Pla3^ord, I may here say that he is in the discussion of this

subject the advocntnn diaholi, putting forward all possible objection. I hope I do him

injustice, but that is the impression on my mind. I ask him to remember that improve-

ments have gone on in the manufacturing of submarine cables, and if this service is

completed, say in five years from this time, that its strength may be such that may

prevent any necessity for duplication for some years and save that cost. There is no

need to be frightened. Let us lay a cable and trust to Providence that there will be no

disappointment. I never could understand why in the matter of the survey>

with ships of the Imperial navy fitted out, so many of them for the work, the recom-

mendation put forward by Canada, Australia and the Cape, should have remained a

df ad letter. The little pieces of surveys that Lord Jersey has referred to, are not what

we want. The thing ought to be gone on with in a business-like way. Work should not be

left off until it is completed. Then we will know how far the idea of Mr. Eraser is correct.

The impression in our minds now is, that there are no submarine difficulties, and that we

should without delay try to arrange among ourselves about going on with the construction.

T (juite agree with what fell from Mr. Lee Smith, that if the different colonies under-

take this work, it must be in the nature of a guarantee and not a subsidy. I am of

opinion if this work is to be done, it will have to be done jointly by the countries guar-

anteeing the money. If it is handed over to a company despite any restrictions put

upon it, there is a risk that it will, after construction come under the control of the Eastern

Telegraphic Company, thus probably lessening the advantages, we in Australia should

expect t(i derive. Therefore the countries guaranteeing should have control of the

construction, as well as the control of the cable after it is completed. I have no doubt

that the difficulties that are now supposed to be very great, will be found to be com-

paratively small and we shall see that one result of this conference will be the esta-

blishment of thorough cable communication between Australia and Vancouver and
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through Canada to Great Britain subject to British influences, on British soil, and in

cvei'v way possihh^ British.

Hon. Mr. Suttoh.—-In accordance with Mr. Fosters suggestion, I will agree to

strike out the words "under sole British" in my resolution, and insert the words "free from

foreign " making the resolution read " That in the opinion of this conference, immediate

steps should be taken to provide telegraphic communication by cable free from foreign

control, between the Dominion of Canada and Australasia."

Ht)n. Mr. Fostku.—My idea in suggesting an amendment there was in view of

the objection I took that it conveyed the idea that it must be under govern-

mental control. Then we had tlie idea put in other worfls, but the words having

I'elation to territory would not enable us to land at Honolulu. Now we may have to

land there. We shall probably have to land at some place which is not Jiritish territory.

Tf we do, we of course could only do so by making arrangements for a neutral territory

to fix a landing place. If we 2)ut the words "free from foreign control " it will meet

that point, and take away the flifliculty that is found in the other expression.

Hon. Mr. Pi-avfoud.—-You will be able to go to New Caledonia in that ?

Hon. Mr. Foster.—You will l)e al)le to go to any place where you make your

arrangements.

Hon. Mr. Playford.— Tt simply means that you have only to make some little

arrangements. I always understood that the view taken by Mr. Fleming especially,

and a great many other people was, that t'ns line of cable should not land on soil that

was not under the British flag, ami 1 think that is the idea we have in Australia.

Hon. Mr. SuTTOR.—The only altern* • -r tes are Vancouver to Necker Island

or to Fanning Island. That is the onU . itish territory we can possibly reach. Then

you must either go to Honolulu or to Necker Island, and both these points are con-

trolled by a foreign power. I think you ought to give us power to go to any one of these

places.

Hon. Mr. Suttor's amendment was adopted.

The President.—I v i
1 like to refer to some remarks of Mr. Playford. We all

remember well reading Si- )ohn Pender's letters. He makes three flistinct statements :

tirst, that it cannot be built ; second, if built it will not pay ; and third, if it is to be

built he wants to build it. That is his position. I differ iti tuto from the po.sition

taken that there is too little business to be done. T have a distinct recollection that

it was stated the Canadian Pacific Bailway, if built, would never pay for the

grease on the wheels. I am glad to know that the other day, the Canadian Pacific Rail-

way declared a dividend of 5 per cent with a large reserve. As to this difficulty

1 think the positions between the Canadian Pacific Railway and this proposed cable are

somewhat analogous. It was declared there was no possibility of getting the Canadian

Pacific Railway through the mountains, but we decided to build the road. This (Govern-

ment entered into an arrangement to have the road constructed within ten years. It

was said it was impossible to get through the mountains, but the result has proved

that that prognostication was incorrect. These and all of the same kind of enterprises

are condemned as impracticable when first suggested, but the party to which I belong

has proved that enterprise, push and energy can overcome almost everything. I shall

take the opportunity of reading a paper, but not now, in reply to Sir John Pender's

letter that he sent to the Governor General for the information of the government
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Tiic cstalilishnient of the existing telej^raph has beyond doubt been of service to Aus-
tialia, but it can scarcely Ije said that the enterprise of the proprietors has l)een unre-

warded. Tlie reports and statements issued to the pubhc by the Eastern Extension Com-
pany, and especially the repoi-t of the directors submitted to the shareholders last

UKinth, go to show that besides j)aying 7 i)er cent on its " watered " capital, e(|ual to 9 per

cent on the original (capital, the company has been enabled through the assistance ren-

dered by governments, added to the exceedingly high charges exacted, to accumulate a
reserve fund of iJG."53,6.sr) after having expended out of revenue on new cables and exten-

sions, the gross sum of £1,100,0^5. Two extracts from Sir John Pender's speech at that

meeting bear out what has just been said :

—

" The gross receipts for the half year under review have amounted to £251,000,
'•against £247,000 for the correspomling period 1S92, showing an increase of £4,000.
" The working expenses have amounted to £76,000, against £91,000 for the correspond-
" ing j)eriod of 1(^93, showing a decrease of £15,000, which is entirely accounteil for by
"the repairs to ciibles having cost only £21,000 during the past half-year, against £;{8,-

"000 in the corresponding half-year of 1892."

"The usual interim dividends have been distributed during the past year, making,
" with the dividend proposed to be paid tomorrow, a total payment of 5 per <!ent for
" 1893. It is also proposed to pay a bonus of 4s. per share or 2 per cent, making a
" total distribution of 7 per cent for the past year. The balance of £107,830 has been
"carried to the general reserve fund which now stands at £633,086."

The Minister, in expi-essing his dissent from the statement that another Pacific

cable is not required to meet the commercial wants of the colonies of Great Britain,

desires to explain that the policy of the Canadian Government is to develop by every

possible means trade and commerce on the Pacific, especially with Australia. To this

<'nd a line of steamships has already been subsidized to run between Canada and
Australia, and it is found that efforts in that direction are to a great extent handi-

capped (1) by the enormous charges for telegraphy now exacted between the ports of

departure, and (2) by the entire absence of any means of connnunication telegraphically

with the steamers at intermediate points. The difficulty was brought into prominence
in the case of the stranding of the " Miowera," the circumstances attending which
caused great anxiety. A cable from Canada to Australia with reasonable and moderate
charges is, in the opinion of the Minist<ir, essential to the successful development of

commerce on the Pacific.

The Minister does not desire to enier into a controversy on the estimate of cost

and expenditure which 8ir John Pender submits in his letter to Sir Robert Meade, but
desires to point out that Sir John Pender entirely ignores the enormous increase in

telegraphy which is certain to result from a reduction of charges for transmitting

messages. The Minister submitted to the Australian governments on the 12th of

October last a memorandum containing an estimate of traffic, which seemed to him fair

and reasonable. That the estimate then given is in no way exaggerated may l)e

inferred from the fact that it is based on a traffic, considerably less than the actual

existing business as given in the letter of Sir John Pender, now before him.

The Minister desires further to draw attention to the fact that Sir John Pender
entirely ignores the fact that foreign nations, whose interests are inimical to British

interests, recognize the necessity of a Pacific cable ; that France on the one hand and
the United States on the other have already moved in the direction of establishing one,

and that unless prompt action be taken to establish a British cable across the Pacific,

the connection may be formed under foreign control and worked in the interest of foreign

commerce to the detriment of all British interests, and especially would this be the case

in the event of international difficulties arising.

All of which is respectfully submitted.

(Signed) M. BOWELL.
Dkpartmext of Trade a\d Commerce,

Ottawa, 14th May, 1894.
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Hon. Mr. FosTEH.—Tn the disposition of the motions that have been made, and

the notices given, we have come very close, without as yet toucinng the trade question.

To niy mind that is a very inijHirtaiit part of our d('lii)t'rations as a (lonference. If no

other gentleman has it in mind to introduce a resohition with reference th(!roto, I will

prepare one on those lines. What we would like would be that all parts of

the Empire should have their tiade relations, as regards themselves, placed on a

more favourable basis than trade between foreign countries and the Empire. Tf we

cannot have that at present so far as (Jreat iJritain herself is concerned, because she

has no duties upon most of the pi'oducts which we send, and as to which we are com-

petitors with other parts of the world, and she may not now be disposed to put a

small duty upon them, we should not wait any longer, but, as colonies, we should

make some arrangement amongst ourselves whereby we should gi\e to each other's

products better ti-eatment than we give to foreign products.

Hon. Mr. Kitzceralu.—I will draw Mr. Foster's attention to one of the resolutions

adopted the othiM* day, put forward by Sir Henry Wrixon, in respect to which I have

given a notice. The one of which I have given notice I Mill be happy to withdraw, if

Mr. Foster will incorporate it in his. They are kindred subjects. Sir Henry Wrixon's

motion is with respect to differential trade relations between the colonies, and with

Great Britain.

Hon. Mr. Suttok.—That would necessitate imperial legislation.

Hon. Mr. FiTZ(;KaALr>.—I argue that we should not be asked to include IJelgium and

the German empire in any such arrangement. At present if Australia mado an

arrangement with Canada, under this treaty, Belgian produce would be allowed to

come in under the most-favoured-nation clause.

Hon. M r. Foster.—I think not, as between Australia and Canada. Even so, my
honourable friend will see that my motion could only be fruitful, certaiidy, if the first

of these is carried out. I am going on the abundant faith, which I hope is not too

abundant, that Great Britain will ultimately concede the first demand, and going on

that assumption we should take some practical steps at this conference to get ourselves

together.

The Prksident.—That question is now before the law officers of England, and

a decision is being awaited. If the decision be in the direction that you have indicated,

and Lord Jersey thinks it may be, then, we shall be at liberty to arrange trade be-

tween ourselves.

Hon. Mr. Fitzoerald.—The word " British " will have a restricted meaning ; it will

not affect the colonies as between themselves.

Hon. Mr. Foster.-—If we have not that power, we should never rest until we get

it. Surely, two colonies should be able to make arrangements between themselves.

The conference adjourned at 6 p.m.

DOUGLAS STEWART,
J. LAMBERT PAYNE,

Joint Secretaries of the Conference,
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Office of the MiNisxEa <ik Trade and Commeuce,

Ottawa, July 4th, 18!)4.

The conforoneo roHutnod at 10 a.m., llonourublo Mackenzie Bo\VELL,Prosident,

in the chair.

Dele(iatk8 Present:

rpu. i^^,.«; .1 /' >., „«>.. „f f The liiunT Hon. The Karl of Jersey,
ino Imporial (Tovcirnment.— < p p n <"• m c

Canada.

—

Hon. Mackenzie IJowell, P.O.

Hon. Sir Adoli'He Caron, P.O., K.C.M.G.

Hon. (Jkorok l). Foster, P.C, LL.D.

Sandkokd 1''leming, Esq., C.M.Ct.

Now South Wales.

—

Hon. F. B. Suttor, M.L.A.

Tasmania.

—

Hon. Nicholas Fitzgerald.

Cape of Good Hope.

—

Hon. Sir Henry de Villiers, K.CM.G.
Sir Charles Mills, K.C.M.G., C.B.

South Australia.

—

Hon. Thomas Playford.

Now-Zoaland.

—

Lek Smith, P^sq.

Victoria.

—

Sir Henry Wrixon, K.C.M.G.

Hon. Nicholas P'itzgerald, M.L.C.

Hon. Simon Fraser, M.L.C.

QueonBhmd.

—

Hon. A. J. Thynne, M.L.C.

Hon. William Forrest, M.L.C. :

THE PACJ FlC CABLE.

Lord Jersey.—I wish to make a few observations, not in the nature of an

urgument, but rather as indicating some of the points which 1 think would be of

advantage to Her Majesty's government if they were more clearly defined than

perhaps they have been at the present moment. We are approaching a decision

upon two main points—one the question of removing any difficulties which may
exist at the present time between colonies with regard to trade between themselves,

and the other the question of the cable and its sui-vcy. Now, it is obvious to us

that these two points will have to come before the British Parliament before

they can be settled, and in order to enable Her Majesty's Government to p'ace

them before the British Parliament in a favourable light—and I think it may be

fairly assumed that Her Majesty's Government, as far as possible, would desire

to consider these matters from a favourable point of view—it will be necessary

for the government to have some strong arguments in support of them. To
remove the disabilities or thr 'estrictions which now exist on intortrade between

the colonies, it will be necessary to introduce a bill into parliament. It would be

an advantage, 1 think, if some clearer indication were given as to the nature

of the trade which is likely to be affected or to spring up, supposing existing
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restriction were romovod. Of course, it is imposnible for anyone to make
a pledge oh to the exact trade, but 1 thinlc a general indication of the

nature of the trade would be of advatitage. Well, then, it would be an advantage

to know, what would be the nature of the agreeraentB which various delegates think

that their governments would enter into with each other. As regards the cable, of

course I cannot prejudge any lino, but 1 should like to have a clearer indication

of the line which the delegates woidtl wish to have presented before Her Majesty's

Government for their consideration ; that is to say, as to whether it will be a

line from Queensland to New Zealand, to Fanning Island, and so on to Vancouvei-, or

whether it would be direct from (Queensland thi-ough Fiji, and touching, or perhaps

not touching Honolulu. The exact line, 1 do not think this conference

could lay down, because before anything could be finally settled a survey

would have to be made; and here 1 should just like to say that, when I was talking

about the expense of the survey—it was only incidentally I mentioned it—

I

do not suppose it is at all likely that, as the Admiralty is continually engaged in

surveying the Pacific, there would be any very great ditticulty in deciding that the

survey should continue in some particular route. Hut it would be, I think, noces"

sary to have a clearer I'no laid down; so that it could not be argued that the

Admiralty were going to be sent on a fishing expedition. Then there is a

question also of the business which the cable might do. Mr. Playford, in his

statement, has pointed out the course which South Australia took for the sake of

cable communication, and also pointed out that it had been carried out at a great

lons. Welljl do not enter into the question what consideration should be made to

South Australia; Mr. Playford fully understands that; but I think it would be

absolutely necessary that some probabilities should bo placed on record in order to

dnable us to make the cate clearer than it is at the present time. 1 know that

Mr. Sandford Fleming has given some data in a report of his as to what he thought

would be the revenue of the cable, and he assumed that it would get one-half of

what goes through the present cable. We can easily see that does not

take into consideration the fresh business which would spring up ; there would be

a fresh inter-Australian and Canadian business. We know that trade begets trade;

I think Mr. Fitzgerald spoke in the same sense, and so did Mr. Lee Smith, stating

that the vitality of commerce in the present day depends upon rapid communication.

Without being able to state facts, it would be allowable to state probabilities of an

increase even over what Mr. Sandford Fleming has stated ; but still what I want

to press upon the delegates is that this information should come from the confer-

ence, so that 1 might be in the position of being able to lay it before my government.

Most of the gentlemen present here have had to do with Parliament; they know as

well as possible ihat in Parliament there are many minds ; there are some who
take a bi-oad view of national and imperial duties and obligations; there are others

who take a narrowur view biised on selfish interests; and it will not be surprising

in matters of this kind if in the British Parliament, some people will ask. If we
are to give a subsidy, what is the interest of (ireat Britain? If we are (o change

the present law, will the manufacturing interests be grievously aifectod ? This must be

met. I am only saying this in order to show what are difficulties, and it is in order

to meet these difficulties that I am asking the conference to give me the means of

answering them. British interests will, to a certain be affected, or may be affected ; I

will say nothing whatever of the rights or privileges of a self-governing
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colony, bocnuso I nm not going toarguo that case; I leave that out on purpose;

1 nm speaking of tl>o British interests, which might bo injuriously ufioctod. The
speeches hero have been very clear on this ])t)int; there is no desire to att'oct inju'

riously British interests; and 1 take it that it is desirable as fur as possible to bring

the commercial interests of Groat Britain into closer relationship with the colonies.

Then there is another point, the question of the strategical importance of the (lable.

The original idea of the cable was not based on purposes of strateg}'. It was, I under-

stand, mainly for those two points, namely forcomraercial purposes and for imperial

])urposes ; it was to try and bring the whole of the Empire within touch of each

other; but it was not primuirly to provide for the BritiMh navy or British army a

strategical line. Mr. Fitzgerald is right, an<l I quite endorse what he sa3's, with

regard, to the strategical importance. 1 am not an export, and ihorefore, it rooms

to me astonishing, not being an exi)ert, that anybody should doubt that two lines

are bettor than one; and, as some gentleman Jius said, even keeping open a line of

communication for one week after a declaration '>f war, might be of enormous advan-

tage to the Empire; but still what 1 repeat is t',at this cable ought .to rest chiefly

upon its commercial value; and I would urge the delegates to look moro to that

than to t',e strategical importance. If it is to be rested chiefly upon its strategical

importance, people not knowing the intercstsof trade might say— "Well, this is a

matter for naval experts" ; but if you put the commercial importance tirst, the case

is very much strengthened. We are here essentially at this time to consider how
we can advance commerce in every part of the Empire, and it is to that point

of view that 1 hope the conference will distinctly address itself. To that I wish

to draw the attention of the conference before wo go into the rather wider sphere

into which Sir Ohailes Mills is about to pluiiiio us; that I should like to be able to

gather some commercial facts supporting the general line which has been laid

down by the various speakers during the course of our discussions, and to put those

facts in shape, because unless I get something of that kind, I think you will see I

shall be placed in a very ditHcult position, and shall have to generalize a good deal

in the matter.

Sir Charf.es Mills.—In the first place, I wish it to be distinctly understood,

Mr. President, that the government and the people of the Cape of Good Hope
heartily sj'mpathizo in the desires and aspirations of Canada and the Australian

colonies for the construction of a cable through the Pacific between Canada and

Australasia. I also desire it to be distinctly understood that not a word of

what it may now be my duty to say is to be construed into any but the most

cordial sympathy with that movement. I will merely endeavour, stop b3' step,

to follow the course laid down by Mr. Sandford Fleming. I am deeply impressed

by the able and interesting speech made by Mr. Playford, representing

South Australia. I entirely concur in his recommendation of a duplicate line wher-

ever a cable may be laid, and I share the conviction that finding ourselves in this

matter precisely where it was left by the Colonial Conference in 1887, the first step

to be taken ought to be a survey, as recommended by that conference, of the inter-

vening ocean to determine the safbst, cheapest, and best route to bo followed. Much
has been said of the necessity of this cable from the imperial and commercial point

of view, and for political or strategical purposes. It might be advisable at no dis-

tant period—it is out of the question just now—to have all cables connected with

Great Britain and her dominions nationalized, but that cannot possibly enter into
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our conniderution at preHent. No one can doubt that in these days un enemy's ship

may at any time iish up a cable, cut it, and destroy commtinication for the time at

least; but if a cable only serves to enable a communiration of a declaration of war

to bo made, it will well repay the cost of its construction and maintenance. I can

speak of that from past experience. In 1885, you will all remember there was a

scare or rather a fear of a Russian war. In London at the time, representing the

Cape of Good Hope, I telegraphed to my government first " War with Russia pro-

bable." After a little while, when matters began to develop themselves, I telegra-

phed " War with Russia imminent." The Governor of the colony, and the General,

and the Admiral in command of the military and naval forces out there had

not heard a word. When my telegram reached the Prime Minister ho

laid it before the Governor. The Governor summoned the General in com-

mand of the troops and the Admiral in command of the navy and they had

a consultation, and telegraphed homo to know what the cause was, and

then they learned that war was actually expected to break out at any moment.

Now, at that very time they had in Simon's Bay a small corvette ; in Cable Bay which

was totally undefended, there were two largo Russian corvettes or frigates, and out-

side, cruising about, simply waiting the word, a largo ironclad, whicli could have

come in and taken from us the ('ape Peninsula altogether. The naval and military

authorities assisted by the Colonial Government setto work, and erected two or three

small foitresses in Cape Town. Then came the question of armament; the only

armament that could be found weretwo'or three obsolete muzzle-loading naval guns,

which might have been just as useful as revolvers against these Russians. Now, that

was so recent as 1885 ; and Her Majesty's Government then sent out some gunboats and

torpedo boats, but of course if it had not been for the preparations that were made by

throwing upthesosmall fortresses, and by doing the best they could to defend the Cape

Peninsula, and if war had broken out, (and the Russians very likel_> had means of

communication we knew not of), they could have destroyed Cape Town and Simons

Town, and they could have taken possession of the Cape Peninsula and cut off our

communication with the east. That was the danger of having no direct communica-

tion by cable, and not using that which we had. T^he peril was very great and the

loss might have been immense. The suggestion :r. Playford, of first making an

exhaustive survey, and having the route determined by experts, which I venture to

endorse, might perhaps be taken to delay the completion of the work. Now,
1 do believe, with all duo deference to what has been said on the subject,

that if the French Government or any foreign government, or foreign joint

stock company, see that Her Majesty's Government is determined to have the

route surveyed sind to construct the cable, they will think twice before they attempt

to lay a cable in competition with it, more especially if discouraged by the

colonies concerned. Fully impressed with the great advantages, commercial

and political, which the proposed PaciHc cable will afford, I hope I may be pardoned

if I ask the conference to consider favourably the proposition which I now have

the honour to submit, and which merely go to ask on behalf of the colony of the

Cape of (Jooil Hope that the cable and its advantages may be extended to South

Africa. The subject of telegraphic communication between the United Kingdom
and Australia by an alternative route to that 8up])lied by the Eastern Extension

Telegraph Company, engaged the attention of the Colonial Conference of 1887. At
the opening of that conference Lord Knutsford called special attention to this sub-
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ject, and pointed out the impossibility of overrating the value of our extensive sub-

marine system, either from a political or commercial point of view. He said that

in commercial transactions there are few of any magnitude which do not involve

the forwarding and receiving of telegraphic messages, and pointed out the groat

importance of the control of the telegraphs being, as far as possible, in Bri'ish

liimdb, and by moderate tariffs. To this he then directed the iittention of the

Congress, and requested the Australian and Canadian membois to favour Her
Majesty's Government with their views on a proposal to connect Canada

and Auhtralia by a cable 7,000 miles in length from Vancouver Island to some point

ill one of the Australian Colo. > s, remarking that a very strong case would have to be

made out to Justify Her Majesty's Government in proposing to Parliament to provide

a subsidy for making such a cable in competition with the existing companies-

The question has been raised whether such a cable, necessitating the passage of

messages from Vancouver to Quebec, over upwards of 3,000 miles of land lines, sub-

ject to interruption at any time from accident-* duo to the inclemency of the seasons

and otherwise, and the distance by cable from Quebec to Liverpool, al)out 2,700

geographical milos, making the distance from Liverpool to Sydney, via Vancouver

Island, not 'ess than 13,000 miles, would meet all that was required for commercial

or imperial defence, unless the lines were continued to India, over the existing

Au^^tralian land lines, and through the Straits, with extensions to Aden and the Cape

in one direction, and to Hong Kong in the other. This plan would increase the

distance from Liverpool to India by Hong Kong to about 18,000 miles, and then to

the Cape of Good Hope about 22,000 miles, rendering these extensions probably unre-

niuncrative, because they would not convey messages to F^uropein competition with

sliorter routes, with which that traflSc is already supplied, the present charge to any

part of India being only 4 shillings per word. But a large traffic in mes^5ages is

essential to a telegraph company as goods are to a railway company, and no one can

question the enormous importance of adding the Indian and South African traffic

to that of Australia in any new scheme for a telegraphic route, inasmuch as it

would not otherwise be possible to introduce a favourable tariff. The number of

messages passing over the cable, as well as the charge for transmission, will bo in

prop.'.rtion to the amount of the commerce of the countries which theca*^ 'e connects,

and while that of Australia and New Zealand in 1886 amounted to 119 millions, of

which one-half was with the United Kingdom, that of India, Ceylon, and theStraits

.Settlements amounted to upwards of 200 millions. It may, therefore, be safely

assumed that a cable which should combine the traffic derived from Indian and

South African commerce with that from Australia, would permit a far lower tariff

being adopted than one which would only cai-ry messages from Australia and New
Zealand. And now, to meet as far as I can the request of Lord Jersey, I beg to refer

to the maps, which will show that a series of cables with English stations throughout

the whole distance might be laid from England to Australia, via the Cape of Good
Hope, no single length of line of which would exceed 1,700 miles. Such a cable would

touch at a great many important points, namely Gibi-altar, 1,050, River Gambia,

1,600; Sierra Leone, 580 miles; Ascension Islanu, 1,000 miles; St. Helena, 720

miles; Cape of Good Hope, 1,700 miles; Natal, 800 miles ; Mauritius, 1,500 miles;

Chagos or Keelung Island, 1,200 miles; Ceylon, 900 miles; Singapore, 1,600; and

llxmouth Bay in Western Australia, 1,000 miles; from thence by the existing land

lines it would connect with Melbourne, Victoria, Adelaide and Sydney, &c., and
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mi|;ht bo continued by independent line to Xew Zealand, 1,050 miles. With such a

cable syHtem entirely under one control a very much reduced tariff mi^ht be intro-

duced at a charge per 1,000 miles of 3d. per word; the tariff to Now /iealarid, tho

most distant point would be 4s.; toSydnoy or Melbourne, Hs, 9d., to Singapore, 3s, 3d.,

tolndia, 3s.,to tlio('a|)eot'(TOoil Hope, la.Hd., against the corresponding 108.(>d.,lM.<)d.,

66. 5d.,4s. and 8s. lid. which are tho reHj>oclivo ]>rice» charged by the Kastorn Kxton-

sion Telegraph Company. Such a tariff could not fail to bo remunerative. When
the Atlantic cable was first established, our total trade with the United States in

18(!5 was under tiO millions, as against tho Iiidiarj and Austi-alian trade in IS87 of

318 millions, but it produced during that year more than £400,000, or at a rate of

£1 for every £150 of tra<le, whereas if wo calculate tho receipts from tho Austra-

lian and Indian trade at only one quarter of that proportion, or £1 for each £(J00 of

trade, the receipts of tho mossagos from the trade of India, tho Straits, and Austra-

laBia on above low scale of rates would amount to £.^80,000 per annum, and deduct-

ing £80,000 a year for working expenses and reserve fund, there would remain a

balance of £450,000 wherewith to pay interest on tho capital. This docs not includo

tho Capo tratle, or that of many other stations on the African coast, which is now
very considerable. At £250 per mile, which since the fall of the value of copper is

considered an ample price, tho cost of laying those cables would be about £3,500,000

sterling, and if with a view to possible extension the capital of the entorpriso

should bo raised to £4,000,000, a dividend would be provided at about the rate

of 10 per cent or 11 per cent per annum. When it is added that the Eastern Exten-

sion Telegru])h Company have a combined capital of more than twice that amount,

and that their united revenue in 188(! amounted to £1,178,000, it cannot

but be admitted that this estimate is a veiy moderate one. It would be

sufficient, however, that tho Imperial and Colonial Governments should

guarantee a revenue of £1 (JO,000 per annum in order that the requisite

capital for laying such cables should be immediately raised without the

least difficulty, and of that guarantee it is highly improbable that thoy would

ever be called upon to disburse a single penny. Now a few words as rogards tho

Eastern Telegraph Company's South African Bi-anch. By an Act of tho Cape ofGood

Hope Parliament, proclaimed on the Sih September, 1870, the payment of an annual

sum of £15,000 for a term not exceeding 20 years from the date of completion of the

line w.as authorized, tho Act providing that tho company should be bound to main-

tain the lino in good order during that poriorl, payment of the subsidy to cease if

the line is not in working order for any space of time exceeding six months, the

cost of a message to or from London not to exceed 10s. per word. The company

now charge 8s. lid. per word to the public and Gs. 3(1. lo the Government. This con-

tract expires in 1800. It is impossible to estimate the increase of traffic on this line

since the opening of tho gold fields in the Transvaal, and the acquisition of tho terri-

tories north, that is to say, Matebeleland, Mashonaland and Bechuanaland. Since

that Act was passed the Eastern Telegraph Company has laid a cable along the west

coast of Africa, that is along tho points already enumerated, thus encircling tho

whole of the South African continent, undei- an agreement dated 8th February,

1886, in which I can find nothing to prevent the competitive cable being laid on the lino

above indicated. The construction of such a cable in connection with that from Austra-

lia, via Mauritius would appear to bo the only means of bringing about a reduction of

the present high rate charged bv the Eastern Telegraph Company for messages to
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the Capo of Good Hope, Natnl, and other parts of South Africa. In the iiitoiestH of

ull the colonies concerned the promotion of such a cable is, therefore, stron^^ly urged

and recommended. Whilst ai^uin empl'.atically declaring that not a word uttered by

me is intended to be in any way inimical to the unanimity in which 1 hope the motion

of Mr. Suitor will bo carried, I would respectfully suggest that Ilor Majesty's (rovein-

inont, in conjuction with the governments of the colonies concerned, bo moved to

give the earliest possible effect to the resoliition passed at the conference of 1887, by

causing a complete and exhaustive survey to be made f<»r discovering the best,

shortest and safest route for laying and working the cable across the Pacific from

(yiiniida to Australia, and for the extension eastward to South Africa, lor the sake

of the political and commercial interests of the Empire.

Hon. Mr. Forrest.—It was not my intention to have addressed you at

present, because I discussed this subject most fully with my friend and colleague

here, and I consider that ho has said everything pretty well which I would wish to

say, and said it much better than I could. There is no use of us both travelling over

the same ground. But it occurred to me last night that there was one point which

though touched on incidentally, had not been sufficiently emphasized, and that is the

probable extension of trade. 1 would like to make a few observations in this

direction; and the remarks of Lord Jersey to-day which lam very much pleased

to hear, give mo an additional reason for making them. I think I can furnish some
substantial arguments why the cable should be laid. Wo can only judge of the

future by what has been done in the jiast, and I have a few words to say to you

wiiich perhaps may help you to come to a conclusion on this point. For my own
j»arl, I do not concur with the idea that we can only look at these mattei's from the

standpoint of an immediate advantage to ourselves—1 mean pecuniary advantage.

Ill the ordinar}' conduct of the business, which depends chiefly upon individual effort,

each man must conduct his business so that he may obtain an immediate return, be-

cause men must get their daily bread ; but, I say, we ought not to look for immediate

returns, in national affairs anil particularly in conducting the affairs of the Groat

British Empire. I cannot give you a better illustration of the truth of my conten-

tion than the fact of our being hero to-day. Had the great and farseeing statesmen

of England paused to count the cost, they might never have secured colonial posses-

sions; and we are here today bocauMO they did not count the cost and because

without looking for immediate returns—to use the words of Lord Eosebery—" they

pegged out claims for futurity." I will now endeavour to show you the expansion

that has takei. place m 20 years from 1870. Speaking from memory tho Australian

cable was commenced in 1869.

Hon. Mr. Playkord.—The cable was finished in 1872.

Hon. Mr. Forrest.— 1870 is as near the point as i could conveniently get.

and I pause to state that I take the Canadian returns from 1871. I have reduced

these amounts to pounds sterling. The imports of Canada in 1871 were

£14,962,871 ; its imports in 1891 wore£24,371,650; in 1871 exports wore £14,714,600
;

in 1891, £i;',349,829 ; its population in 1871 was 3,675,024; in 1891, 4,833,339. Of
course all these figures have increased during the last four or five years.

In the Australian colonies, exclusive of New Zealand, the imports in 1870 were

£24,826,346 ; in 1890, £61,670,351 ; its exports in 1870 were £26,262,966 ; in 1890

£H,S52,8i)4. - ,

Hon. Mr. Fitzgerald.—You omit New Zealand.
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Hon. Mr. F(»RRE8T.— 1 started by Haying I omitted New Zoulund. I will refer

to New Zealand lutor on. In 1870 the population of Australia was 1,050,172; in

1890, 3,159,841; that is nearly double in 20 years. The imports in N«w
Zealand in 1870 were £4,«)29,015 and in 1890, £«5,2«0,.522 ; its exports in

1870, £4,544,^82 ; in 1890. £9,423,7fil; In 1870 the population of New
Zealand was 248,400. In 1890 it was (J25,508. Gentlemen, 1 ask you to turn

and look at the map hanging on the wal). See the enormous portion of the Ameri-

can continent which belongs to Canada. It contains, at the present time, scarcely

a population of tive millions. It is rich in soil, has an e.xcellent climate, and I have

great pleasure in saying that to my mind it has got the most energetic, the most enter-

prising, and the most healthy population I have ever seen. Wo cannot estimate

men by counting noses. If I had to tight the battle of life in any form. I would

rather have ten men of a certain type behind me, than I would have 100 of

another type. Then take Australia. It has a very large surface, it abounds

in natural richness, the great jjortion of which is not developed. Ilavo we for-

gotten the genius of the race when we talk about the proposed «able not paying?

Have we ceased to develop ? Are we not going to expand ? The figures I have read

with regard to the po])uIationand the trade at the time the Australian cable was start-

ed, and at the j)resent time, show that if there was room for one cable then, there is

room for more than two cables now. Surely we can rel}' upon the people of Canada,

and the people ol' Australia going on with the development which they have started so

auspiciously, (lentlemen, 1 think if we consider these matters carefully, we
will see that purely a commercial standpoint, is not the highest standpoint

in the preservation and conservation of a great Empire like ours; but, from that

standpoint alone we can see ample room for another cable. I will not detain you.

Each man can think these projjositions out for himself. We know what has been

done in the past; Canadians know the great richness of Canada, and Australians

know the richness of Australia ; and do not for a moment imagine that I have

forgotten the Cape ; I rejoice in its prosperity and trust wo will soon be connected

with it by cable. The mere question of Vancouver cable paying, to start with,

should not for a moment prevent us from advocating its construction.

Sir Henry Wrixon.—I am afraid I have been misunderstood in something

I said, because Sir Charles Mills made the remark that he did not agree with the

view I put forward.

Sir Charles Mills.—Not at all. What I wished to say was that if Her

Majesty's Government, and this Conference pass this resolution, show that they are

in earnest, show a determination to carry it through, it will deter any foreign

Gove" nment, or any foreign joint stock company from attempting a competitive

cable.

Sir Henry Wrixon.—I wish to say I thoroughly subscribe to that view-

My argument was this, that if Her Majesty's Government did not do it, but threw it

over, and this conference threw it over, then France would step in. I never meant

to say that if Her Majesty's Government proceeded, France, or any other authority,

would intervene. My argument is, that a cable would be laid by somebody over the

Pacific before long, and if this conference thi-ows the matter over, and the Imperial

Government will not assist, the cable will be built by France. I subscribe to

what Sir Charles Mills has said.
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Sir CiiABLEs Mills.—I naturally UHHumol that tliix conforenco would como to

the concluHion unanimously, and that llor Majesty's (rovernmont woulil pay due

respect to it, and act upon it without delay.

Hon. Mr. Fraser.—May I bo permitted to give a notice of motion. I think

it will help to define the roulo :

—

'I'liiit ill view of tlu! <lfxiriiltility of having u flioift- of roiitcH for ii cubic i'oniieeti«)ii bctweeii

CaiiiKlii mill AiiMtriiliisia, tlio Home (iovcniiiKMit )k- r('i|iu'st<'<l to take iiiiiiuMliiiti' stc|iH to hci'iiix-

luMitntl liiiidiiig ^i'iiiiidI on .son e out- of the Hawuiiaii IhIiuuIm, in order tliiit tlie cable may remain
permanently under liritixli control.

Mr. Lee Smith.—Perhaps this would bo an opportune time for mo to i^ivo notice

of my resolution. So cerf.ain am I that on the present linos nothin<^ will be done,

tliat there will bo a delay of probably five or seven years, as in the past, that I

think the proper way to proceed is in accordance with the resolution which I now
read. That will brinj^ the question before us inadefinito, business-like fornt. We will

be able to get tenders, because I am certain that the bogie of survey will begot

over in six months. A first-clnss cable firm would complete the thing in a fifth of

the time a government would. Mr. Sandford Fleming suggests I should add another

proposition which 1 will place at the end.

(I.) Tliat in the opinion of tliis conference, the most speeily and ett'ective manner in wiiicli

iliii'ol cable communication between Canada and AuutralaMia cr)uld Im; established, would be by
inviting ofler.s to carry out the work iinilcr coiiilitions to l)e iiereafter decided u|)(»ii.

CJ.) That with a view to this eii<l the Canadian (iovernment be ie<|uested to solicit offers of

jiliins, H|)eciticationx and terms for alternative lines an imlicated by the several proposals suliiiiitted

to tiiis conference.

{'A.) 'I'hat any tenders received be submitted for the consideration of the several colonies

interested, ami that any expenses in<nirre<l lie paid by the said colonies jointly, according to their

[iKpiilation.

(4. ) 'Ihat in the event of the profiosals not being satisfactory the several governments take steps
to carry out the undertaking as a national work."

COMMERCIAL RECIPEOCITY.

Sir Henry deVilliers, pursuant to notice, moved :

That in the opinion of this conference, any obstacles which may at present exist to the power of

tlu' selfgoverning dependencies of the Kni|jire to enter into agreements of commercial rccipi'ocitj',

with eacli other, or with tJreat Britain, should be removed by lm])erial legislation, or othervvise.

I shall not take up the time of this conference long, because my motion is a

very simple one. It is intelligible to all, and I think it is quite comprehensive

enough to meet the views of every member present. Honourable members will re-

niember that on the 30th June, a resolution was passed that provision should be

mude by Imperial legislation, enabling the dependencies of the Eiipiro to enter

into agreements of commercial reciprocity, including the power of making difteren.

lial tariffs witk Great Britain, or with one another. Y«)u, Mr. Chairman, were not

in the chair at the time—our friend. Sir olphe Caron, was in the chaii-—every-

thing was done regularly, the resolution was put and cariied, but I must state that

r was not attending at the time, and that the resolution was carried without my
knowing that it was on the point of being put. I certainly did not think that the res-

olution would be put to iho vote without some indications from Lord Jersey as to the

views of the Imperial Government. It was then suggested that I could propose any

amendment, there and then, even after the resolution was carried, but I was not pre-

pared to do so. It was arranged that the whole matter should stand over. Thereupon

Mr. Fitzgerald gave notice of a motion which he was going to move to-day, and I stated

thatn* -^lution would be on the same lines as theresolution which has already been
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Ottri'iod, rMi\ tho roHolution whicl» ho was ffolni? to propose. My objection to tho renolu.

tioii which has boon already carrioil is thati* practically loavoR tho Cape of (lood IIopo

out ot'foiiHideration altogether. I say tho Capo of Good Hope Im not uffoctod in the

leant by that roHolution. That rortolution in that provision Hhoiild bo made by

inipurial logiHlatioti otiabling the dopendoncioH o.' tho Kinpire to enter into agi-oo-

montH for commorcial reciprocity, including tho power of making ditforential taritls

with Great Britain, and with oiio another. So fur as the Capo of Good Hope is con-

cerncd, I do not undurstand that any imperial legislation is require i. As I under-

Ntand it, at this moment it is possible for tho Capo and Canada to enter into an agree-

ment of commorcial reciprocity, without, first asking tho consent of tho homo
government, and without the necessity of any imperial legislation. Tho only hold

which the Imperial (rovoi-nmont would have would be that it could veto any Act of

Parliament which either the Cape of Good IIopo or Canada might pass ia order to

carry out any commercial arrangement between them. That power, undoubtedly,

the Imperial Government would possess, and it is a power I suppose which it would

exercise if it was found that any such agreement conti-avones ti-eatios between tho

Imperial Govornmont and any foreign power. But, as to imperial legislation, that

does not stand in the way. There is no imperial legislation which prevents the

Cape of Good Hope from entering into an agreement with Canada. There is imperial

legislation in regard to the Australian Colonies. They are specially prohibited

from entering into such an agreement, and in 1873 an Act was passed by which

amongst themselves they were allowed to enter into such agreements, but there

was an express provision that the power should not extend to othorcountries. So fai-

as Austialiu is concornod, I admit that imperial legislation is necessary, but as far

as the Cape Colony is concerned, no such imperial legislation is required. By

passing the resolution which has already been carried, there is a tacit admission on

tho part of tho representatives of the Cape of Good Hope that imperial legislation

is required, and that we do not by any moans admit. Therefore, I thought it would

be far better, in moving any resolution, not to commit ourselves to the vein that

imperial legislation is required for all the colonies. My proposition was this:

—

That ill the opinion of tiiis (\)nferenc'e ivny obstack's wliieh iimy at present exist to tiie powc.i

«f the self-governing dejiendencies of the Knipire to enter into agreements of cuuiniercial reciprocity

with each otiier ; or with (Jreat Hritain, should he removed by Imperial legislation, or otherwise.

As to treaties with foreign powers, if they stand in ihe way, my motion will

be wide enough to cover them. Now, I come to tho proposal of my friend Mr.

Fitzgerald. His proposal is :

Tliat tliis conference is of opinion tliat tlie existing treaties hetwecn (Jreat Hritain and tlic

Carman Zollverein, and with the Kingdom of liulgium, should he denounced and terminated as early

as tlu'ir conditions wdl jiermit, so far us regards the clauses therein specially naming British Colonies ;

and that Her Majesty's (Jovernment he re(iue8ted to take the necessary steps vith tliis ohject.

Mr. Chairman, I have two objections to this proposal. In the first place, it is

somewhat dictatorial in a matter of supr< me commercial importance to Great Britain.

But the more important objection is that we by this seem to admit a certain con-

struction of those treaties which is b}' no means clear ab yet. Why should we say

that those treaties stand in tho way ? If they stand in tho way, the words " or

otherwise " will meet the difficulty ; and, therefore, I think it is far better for us not

to commit ourselves to the opinion that any treaties stand in tho way. There

are the two treaties, the treaty with Belgium and the treaty with the Zollverein. I
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ill) not think it in pari of our duty to give any coiiHtnutioii. If I am fnuind to ^'wo

my individuul opimnu, 1 munt muv. at oiieo, I am iit'raiii thoy woulii stand in tht> way
of :iny iarjjoditt'eiential arrangcnioiit bolween the colonies. Tht* terms nro very wido

indeed. Wc have understood from the Karl of Jersey that this mutter has been

ref'oiTcd to the law officerH of the Crown. We do not know, as yet, what opinion the

law officers may ^ive. 8upnosin<^ the opinion of the law officers is that the treaties

do not stand in the wity, then we have been unnecesHarily here expresisinp the opinion

that those treaties do stand in the way. TImn. hosiiles, tht- Helgian (rovemment, and

the ^governments constituting^ the (Jormun Zollverein, would not be hound by any
opinion j^ivon by the Enfjlish law officers; they would still hold their own opinion.

I think this resolution is wide enough to meet the case. It says " that in the opinion

of this conference atiy obstacles which may at present e:^iHt to the power of

the self-governing dependencies of the Empire to enter into agreements of commer-
cial reciprocity with each other or with (rreat Britain, should bo removed by

Imperial legislation or otherwise." If Imperial legislation stands in the way it

must bo removed ; if treaties stand in the way it is advisable they should be modified

or removed, and the words " or otherwise " are sufficient to cover them. Lord Jersey

has also asked the members of the Conference to indicate the general nature of any

commercial arrangement as between the colonics. As far as the Capo ofGood Hope
is concerned, with which I have more directly to deal, I had a conversation with the

Premier before I left, and ho stated that with the growing prospoi-ity of the Cape of

(lood Hope, and with the great increase of mining industi-ies, there Canadian lumber

will be in greater demand ; that our colony does not yield lumber in sufficient quan-

tities, and that he believed some arrangement might bo made with Canada by which

lumber could be introduced duty free, or at a reduced duty, by arrangement between

the two countries, and a very large quantity would probably be required. He
thought also that Canada, perhaps, on its part, might receive some of our products.

We produce that which Canada does not produce in suflScient quantity. For instance,

wool, which 1 believe in not taxed here. Then there are our wines and our diamonds.

We might possibly find a market here. I am only mentioning these as an indication

to Lord Jersey, because he wished to have some information as to the nature of the

arrangement which would be made. I can only speak as to the Cape ofGood Hope,

and say, that the nature of any arrangement between Canada and the Cape of Good
Hope would be of such a nature and refer to products of that kind. I believe

Canada is a large manufacturer of agricultural implements, and if trade were

established between the two colonies, I have no doubt we would receive a fair

percentage of our agricultural implements from Canada, whicdi at present we receive

chiefly from the United States. 1 do not know whether the United States produces

them mote cheaply than Canada, but pei'hapn it is only because there has been a

ti-ade between the United States and the Cape, that we have hitherto received our

agricultural implements from the United States.

Hon. Mr. Foster.—Have you a duty on those ?

Sir Henry de Villiers.—No; they are admitted duty free at the Cape, but

perhaps it is because there has been no trade between the countries that implements

from Canada have not been largely imported into the Cape. I think, therefore, my
re>olution puts the matter in a crisp form. It does not commit us to the opinion

that Imperial legislation stands in the way, at all events, of the Cape of Good Hope,

and it does not commit us to the opinion that any treaty stands in our way. At the
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snmo time, whoro Imporiiil lo^iHlation dooH stand in the wny, or where any troatii's

do 8tand in the wny. then this rosolution which I hnvo projioHod will bo unrtlcifnt to

cover everything'. I thi:ik we nhould avoid tnl<in^ any faJHe Htep at the outset. If

we ni:il<o a mJHtake at the outset hy pansinj^ rewolutions which are incapahio ot

being carried out, or by passing resolutions which commit us to erroneous opinions,

it may very much hamper us hereafter, and it may also hamper the Imperial

Government in attempting to carry out our resolution. For these reasons,

Mr. Chairman, I move my resolution, and pcrhajm, Mr. Fitzgerald, after what I have

said, may l>e induced to withdraw his resolution in favour of the one which I now
propose.

Hon. Mr. FiT/OKBVLD.—Mr. Chairman, mcmt willingly would I comply with

the rofjuest of Sir Henry do Villiers, were it no that I conceive that it would be

defeating the very object we are here for, if suci vero done. Lord Jersey said with

a groiit deal of force that he th')Ught it would be desirable that this Conference, in

the business that it accomplished, should be so definite that there could be no

))ossiblo doubt in the minds of the people at home as to what wo intend. \ object to

the general terms of Sir Henry de Villiers' resolution, because I think he is sailing

round the subject, instead of going straight at it. There is a difference, no doubt,

with ri'gard to the Cape Colonies and Australasia. Of course Sir Henry de Villieis'

motion would meet that, viz., that there is no legislation which prohibits the Cajx'

from making commercial relations with Canada, while there is a distinct prohibition

by Imporial legislation as to the colonies. I have before mo an address which was

presented to the Queen by the Dominion of Canada, in October, 1891. There they

distinctly pray Her Majesty to abrogate, to end the treaties between England and

Germany, and England and Belgium at least so far as they affect the colonies. 1

th'nk it is the duty of this Conference to emphasize that. No attention seems to

have been paid, certainly no action has been taken by the Imperial (r»)vernment in

answer to this.

Lord Jersey.— Here is the answer.

Hon. Mr. Fitzgerald.—But no legislation was ever attempted in accordance

with the prayer; it is declined.

The President.—It might aid you by reading some of the paragraj)hs in the

reply. The lepl^- is dated, Downing Street, 2nd April, 1892. The two most

important paragraphs are numbered 7 and 8:

—

7.— I luive to point out that tlie (Iciumciatioii of these two treaties woulil not of itself confi'i

on the Dominion the freedom in tiscal matters whicli it desires to oljtain ; and I am disposed to <l(>ulii

wliether the extensive changes that would have to be made iiave been fully realized in putting forwai'd

tliis proposal.

S.—Many nf the commercial treaties entered into by this country contain mostfavoured-nation
clauses, an I these treaties apply in many instance to the mother country and to all the colonies.

In order, therefore, to confer upon the Dominion complete freedom in its negotiations with foreign

powers it would be necessary to revise very extensively the existing connnerciul treaties of the British

Empire, and a great break up of existing conmiercial relations, of which Canada now enjoys the benefit,

is involved in the suggestion. ..

Hon. Mr. Fitzgerald.—Ours is of a much more limited kind than was askeil

for in that address to the Imperial Government. We ask simply for power to enter

into commercial relations with each other and with Great Britain. Then, whatever

difference there maj' be between the position of the Australian Colonies, and the Cape

Colony, in regard to that, there could be no difference as between the dependencies

of the Crown, and Great Britain itself. Any arrangement the Cape would make with

mo
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Groat Britain would include Germany afui Belj^ium untior the prcHont treaty, rjuito

an much, in tlic iuHtunco of the Cape, an it would in tho iuHtancu ot AuNtralia. I

think I may UHHumu that that treaty would, while in existence, justify iiel^ium and

Germany in demanding the right to cMJoy every con( OHHion i^ranted between either

of these dependencies and (rreat Hritain. Ifwe were to ask our Parliament to con.

sent toamoditication which would enable our trivdo relatiouH, Hay with Canada, to bo

extended, and that is one of the ohjeiitn of our asHemblaijo here, and from that

Great Britain were excluded, it would I think Ite next to impossible to get itt«UHrient.

The mother country must not be pu<. in a worse position with reirapl to any tariff

arrangement ti»an any of the colonies entering into the arrangement. If we are pro-

posing to modify our laritt' in order to extend our commercial relations, we must of

iiecessity pray thegoveri\nient toput anend to the treaties which now give Belgium

anil (iermany the right of coming in on the most-favoii red-nation clause, if we include

Great Britain. Without (Jreat Britain being included 1 see nochancoot in<iucingthe

Parliaments of Victoria or Tasmania to consent to such modification. For that reason,

and that reason alone, I say that the limitation of Sir Henry de Villiers' motion could

not boacce|ded by me. 1 do not think it is necessary I should delay the confer-

vnce. I believe the existence of those- Treaties will seriously imperil the chance

of obtaining consent to the reciuirod alteration in respect to trade relations, and as

such is the case, 1 thiidc it is the duty of this conference to ask Her Majesty's Gov-

ernment to put an end to the treaties, and so simplify the proposed tariff iirmnge-

ment we hope to establish. Giving the power of extending their trade, must very

materially benefit the colonies, as well as the mother country.

Hon, Mr, Tiitnne.—There seems to be some diftorenco in oar conception of

what is meant by the term " reciprocal trade relations. " Mr. Fitzgerald has boon

saying that the Parliament of Victoria would not bo willing to enter into any recip-

rocal an-angement by which the mother country would not have the same privi-

leges as those granted to the other colotdes. All 1 can say is this, that if wo have

to wait to make reciprocal trade arrar/gements, until the time when wo can bring

(ri-eat Britain into the arrangement I am afraid we will have to wait a very

long time. It seems to me that the reciprocal trade relations wo propose would

be something of a bargain between say Canada and one or more of the other pro-

vinces. The arrangement to be made, under that power, would bo something of

this kind. You, in Canada, have one particular article of merchandise that wo in

(Queensland require, we in Queensland have an article of merchandise which 3'ou in

Canada require. There are other places in the world where we cangetall we require

and where you can get what you require, but in order to develop trade in both

our countries we say we will give you a preference over the rest of the world in that

particular article.

Hon. Mr. Fitzqeeald.—So you are entitled to do. Great Britain would come
in under that.

Hon. Mr. Thynnb.—If Mr. Fitzgerald has made a statement which has been

misunderstood, he should have an opportunity of correcting it. Our systems of

trading, and fiscal systems are so diiferent from that of Great Britain, that the reci-

procal trade arrangement cannot bo made with Great Britain and the different colo

nies at the same time, or at least it is not likely to be so made.
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Hon. Mr. Fitzoeralp.—1 reiifret verj' much that I uppear to have expressed

mynelf so us to leave tnLMnbcrw undei* a niMappfohonsion <»f tlio moaninjij J

iiitotided to convoy. Any reoipiocal arnuiijement would bo of a specific kind, su])-

posinp; we had power to make it, between any two colonies; that arrani^einent would

be strictly limited to the contractin>^ colonies, but it oui^ht to be quite open to the

Pailiament of an)' one to rriaUo n similar arrangement with Great Britain, if it was
consideied wise.

Hon. Mr. Foster —Then we misunderstood you.

Hon. Mr. FiT/<iERAT.n.— But Great Britain would not bo excluded by such

legislation, if the colonies considered it was to their mutual advantage.

Hon. Mr. Thvnne.—That clears the whole question,

Hon. Mr. Pi.aypord.—I am sorry we misunderstood the honourable gentleman-

I understood him to say that wo should not, under any circumstances, make any
special arrangetnenta amongst ourselves which did not include (irreat Britain. Both

resolutions are with the same object. It is only a question of the form in which we
shall "^ivo expression to our views. We are all of us interested in getting this

disability removed which exists in consequence of those two special treaties which

are named in Mr. Fitzgerald's motion, and it is a question whether we shall gel at

it in the exceedirgly direct manner in which Mr. Fitzgerald proposes it, or in the

manner pro]>08ed by Sir Henry deVilliers. My own opinion is that if wo can got at

it in thewaj'in which Sir Henry doVilliers puts it, it would be bettor to do so, than in

the way my friend Mr. Fitzgerald proposes to meet the question. We meet it then in a

broader way, we meet it in a more general way, and we point out clearly in the resolu-

tion that if imperial legislation is necessary', let imperial legislation bo had, and if not,

let the disability be removed b}' any process which may be in the power of Great

Britain to do it. All we want done in regard to these treaties is, that they should

not interfere in the slightest degree with any arrangement that we, as colonies,

choose to make between ourselves, or with the mother country. We do not

trouble our heads as regards the trade with foreign countries, but we wish,

as I have indicated, that this disability should be removed. I have noted the form

in which Sir Henry deVilliers puts it. My friend Mr. Fitzgerald has put it as

against those two special treaties. 1 think we had better make it more general.

There are other treaties than those he mentions there, and you may remove the

disability as to those two special treaties, and not accomplish the object you wish

to accomplish. I think the form in which Sir Henry deVillie/s has placed the

matter before us is preferable to the form in which our friend Mr. Fitzgerald has

placed it. Both desire to accomplish the same result, and 1 think it will be better

acconir lished by the motion that has been put by Sir Honry deVilliers, than by that

of Mr. Fitzgerald, and I would therefore advise Mr. Fitzgeiald to withdraw his

molion,

Hon. Mr. Foster.—There is no doubt that Sir Henry deVilliers' motion is a

very ci-isp and etiective one. The only point which 1 differ a little from him about

is on the line of directness. We have ilready passed one resolution which stands

on the records of the conference as dealing with the disability in one direction,

which is included in the motion of Sir Henry. We would therefore bo reaffirming,

in general what we had already passed as a distinct resolution, and consequently would

be putting on our records more motions than necessary. I believe, when you want
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ji tliint?, you should go directly and ask for it, and say what it is you want. If you

make it as pointeil as possible it takes a long while to stick it into the official mind

in Downing Street. Wo have already taken up the matter of these two treaties.

We have, as far back as 1882, as tar as Canada is concerned, brought this subiect

matter as a grievance to the attention of the home govcrnemont, and a .certain

amount of official communication has taken place. Then, in 1892 the Parliament of

Canada, as has been stated by my friend who moved this motion, passed an address

of both Houses in the direct line, for the specific purpose of getting the dis-

ability involved in the-ic two treaties removed, so that we could be at liberty to

make better relations as legards trade between (rreat Britain and the diflf'erent parts

of the Empire. A certain amount of influence will be added to that direct request,

indeed a great amount of influence would be added to it, if the colonies hero assem-

bled in this conference should, upon that one explicit detinite thing named in their

resolution, back up tho agitation which has heretofore taken place, and allow it to

be said that the conference of colonies here assembled, as well as previous reso-

luti(,ins of Canadian, and pei'haps other colonial governments, all point and

])ress in the one direction, which is to get ourselves out from undei" the

disability which these two treaties place upon us. Therefore, I am in

favour of putting the thing just by itself, that this one request should go

distinctly. The othei- covers up a multitude of things, and you have to follow

it immediately, by expressing the special representation in order to get before

the homo government what it is we specially want. You may depend upon it they

will never set themselves to work to examine into what are the obstacles that are

to be removed, but it is made quite plain to them when we point out the detinite

obstacles. They don't have to search for it then themselves. They are plain and

expressed, and we get more into direct contact. Wop,ot a better chance for a favour-

able results. I am strongly in favour of having the requests specialized. With regard

to Sir Henry Wrixon's motion, and without attempting to deal with the case of the

Australian Colonies, then would it not satisfy the criticism of Sir Henry DoVilliers

with reference to that, if a word or two were inserted that provision should be made
in cases where it is necessary by imperial legislation. That would then destroy the

force of the criticism of the Cape delegates that they were under that motion assen-

ting to tho idea that there was a disparity as regards Cape Colony, if wo put in these

words. That would take away the effect of that criticism. Howeve>, with refe-

rence to that, I am strongly of the opinion that we should say definitely what we
think as regards that particular thing. In reference to the most-favoured nation

clauses I do not think there is practically much difference of opinion. In the first

])lace undoubtedly these treaties make it impossible for Canada or any one of the

colonial governments to give to any foreign power what they would withhold from

another foreign power having a most favoured treaty arrangement with Great Bri-

tain. That is clear. It is also clear that they prevent a colony from giving Great

Britain in her own markets any better commercial footing as regards customs'

duties than is given a most-favoured nation having a treaty with Great Britain. I

think it is also practically clear that this is inoperative as regards the colonies

making arrangements amongst themselves, and on that point I would like to read

to the conference two opinions which were given in the Imperial Parliament at tho

time the Canadian Address was discussed in the Impreial House. Sir Michael

Hicks Beach speaking in reference to this in the House of Commons on the 9th

February, 1892, said :—
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The treaty of IS(52 with Belgium, and the treaty of IS(m with the Zollveriii do not prevent
the I'Htahlishiiient of any l<ind of rehition.s between tliecoh)nie.s of this country. All tlu-y do prevent

is tiie e«tiil)lishnient of, so to speak, preferential relations between the United Kingdom and one of

the colonies of tlie United Kingdom.

He is quite clear upon that. Mr. Balfour, on the 29th March in that same year,

Hpeaking also on this quention, said :-

The self-governing colonies were free to form connnen'ial leagues among themselves. (Jreat

Britain would only become a jjarty on tin; condition that Belgium and ZoUverin receive similar treat-

ment.

Although this next is not p(M-tinent to the present discussion, it is to the pro-

posal I spoke of yesterday. Ho went on to say :

—

Her Majesty <'overnment had no information whicii led tiiem to believe that the colonies

were desirous of ado.^^ing .'^ucii a policy (that is tlie trade arrangemcuti-: within the empire), but should
there be a desire for such customs union, it would be the duty of Her Majesty's (iovernment to con-
sider how tiiese treaty restrictions could be removed.

That I think is a very important and very pregnant sentence by a member of

the government at that time, but which I have no doubt would have as hearty a

recognition by a member of the present government. Although we get advantages,

I am not going to say the British Government does not find very great diflS-

culty in acceding to a request of this kind. She has treaties with Belgium and

the ZoUverein which are of very great benefit to her. If these two powers should

say: "We will not let the colonies out except we break or denounce the whole

treaty" th.en Britain's commercial advantages come up and must be considered, and

we aw colonists must admit at once that it is the balance of advantages; and if we
belong to the Empire it is possible that we may have, for the greater advantage, to

submit to disadvantage for ourselves. But what we ask is the least possible. That

is that the colonies should be left out so far as the Belgian and ZoUverein trade is

concerned, and their trade with the colonies is the least important trade, and I do not

think it would be impossible in the course of negotiations with the sweeping changes

that ai-e taking place, especially with Belgium as regard her arrangements in

diti'eront parts of the world, that on some auspicious occasion the colonies may be

dropped out from that without necessitating the breaking of the whole treaty

which is admitted to greatly benefit Great Britain. But, let us press this

as our view, subject of course always to the imperial consideration, so that

whenever the time comes that we can be let out we shall have the oppor-

.tunity. Why is it that a colony of 5,000,000 of people to-day, independent so far as

its customs are concerned, with an independence given to it readily by the Bi-itish

Goveriimentitself, why is it that we should be kept from making good arrangements

for ourselves from a trade point of view? It is because in 1862, before we were born,

we happened to be included within a treaty within the bounds of which we would

not now be by the expressed understanding with Great Britain herself—because in no

case does she include a colony without the consent of the colony. Why we should be

held under this treaty ? It is an anomaly. It is a grievance that we should be

hampered or restricted by these conditions. But they are there and we must

recognize that they are there. We were within the womb of the Empire then and

we are in the lap of the Empire now. We submitted to this cheerfully but on

ground of right we ask for it to bo seriously taken into consideration and if there is

any possible means whereby we can be let out of that, let ue go far ahead of that senti-

ment which is strong to-day in the British Empire, and will be stronger in after

years, and claim that something more is due as between children and mother in
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matters of trade than is given to foreign powers who are in a state of armed opposi-

tion so far as trade is concoriiod to the mother country and every part of hor depen-

dencies.

Sir Henry deVilliers.—In regard to the condition of this treaty there is one

fact lost sight of, and that is in the advantages given to Groat Britain by Belgium
and iheZollverein the colonies of the British Empire are entitled to share. We share

in them, and, therefore, before the imperial government should denounce these

treaties, wo must ask ourselves whether our respective colonies are prepared to lose

the rights given lo them at present under the most-favoured nation clause in the

Belgium treaty and the Zollverin.

The President.—There is nothing in either the German or Belgian treaties as I

understand their provisions, that gives any advantage to Great Britain or Canada
over other countries. Franco is not a party to that treaty, but she has the same

advantages in the maikets of Germany and Belgium that England and her colonies

have. Her treaties are not based upon the principle of French ti-eaties. France

has a minimum and a maximum tariff. Her tariff is open to the whole world,

hence we received no advantages from the treaties which exist at present over any
other nation in the way of tariff in either of these countries.

Lord Jersey.—Sir Henry was preferring to the jirivileges—besides tariff

privileges, and we should consider these. The treaty deals with many subjects

Sir Henry Wrixon.—Mr. Foster has put most clearly the view I was going to

submit, and which 1 hope the conference will adopt, and which I hope the Chief

Justice may see his way clear to adopt too. 1 prefer the way Mr. Fitzgerald puts

this question. We do know what we want. The two things we want ai-e the aboli-

tion of that prohibition as regards the Australian Colonies, d the other is the

removal or denunciation of the particular clauses in the two treaties which pro-

hibit commercial arrangements between the colonies. These are what we want.

The Chief Justice puis it so exceedingly vague that it would convey to any one read-

ing our resolution that we didn't know what we wanted. He says, in the opinion of

this conference, any obstacle should be removed by legislation or otherwise. The
obstacles are not mentioned in the resolution.

Sir Henry de Villiers.—Supposing the law officers say the treaties are not

obstacles.

Sir Henry Weixon.—I will come to that in a moment. I want the conference

to see that we have made up our minds what we want. Wo do know what we want,

and I certainly think it would be better that this conference should adopt a more

concise way. Wo have already gone half-way. My resolution is adopted. The
only objection is what the Chief Justice has just indicated. What he says is that

these clauses in the Belgium and Zollveroin treaties do not really prevent commer-

cial arrangements.

Sir Henry de Villiers.—T say we are not yet entitled to assume that they do.

Sir Henry Wrtxon.—All I can say is that if this is so it has been kept in the

background. It has not been known and to tell the truth the whole of this question

has been in a stale of progressive development. I think up to a recent period the

authorities did conclude that the clauses in these treaties did prevent this commer-

cial reciprocity between the colonies. We are entitled to act upon that assumption

because at present we should not assume that those clauses do not interfere and it
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is not for us to raise doubts. Wo are entitled to take wliat has hithorto been

accepted as the lact up to the present time. As iUustrative of that I refer to a memo-
randum laid upon the table of the House of Commoiis in 1888. The House of

Commons passed an address that year asking for a leturn of treaties of commerce in

force between the United Kingdom and foreign nations which precluded preferential

fiscal treatment in tlie case of colonies and dependencies undor the British Crown,

and that addiesH was answered in lunguago showing that it wjis assumed that these

treaties di<' interfere with intercolonial arrangements. And that answer goes on to

enumerate the treaties which did so, so that I say as far as we know publicly the

writer of thr.t answer puts these two treaties as precluding this preferential trade.

I say, therefore, as far as we know it is assumed by the House of Commons and by

the authorities up to a cei-tain point of time at any rate, that these clau^^es in the

two treaties do prevent our securing commercial reciprocitj'. I think it is

better to adopt the proposal of Mr. Fitzgerald, and if later eminent legal opinion

says that it is not necessary wo can say that we have erred in very good company.

But that is the only objection to adopting the motion. I would suggest

to the Chief Justice whether he would not think it better, as we
have gone half way in being definite, let us go the whole way in being definite, and

adopt the view proposed in the motion. I am not so certainly informed in imperial

matters as to knovv whether the motion might not include something we do not quite

understand. It is so very general in its wording that an absolute resolution asking

this to be done maj- include some things we really are not absolutel}' acquainted

with. I feel it is necessary to be precise in passing a resolution of this kind and I

hope the Chief Justice will not feel bound to press his view.

Hon. Mr. Suttor.—I have listened with pleasure to the remarks of Mr. Foster,

who so strongly argued in favour of England and her dependencies being allowed to

trade with each other on more favourable terms than an^' foreign power. I can, I

am sure, agree with every word expressed by him, but 1 would like to point out to

Mr. Fitzgerald, who has moved his resolution that, ifwe are going to define the treaties

that exist between England and foreign powers he should not stay his hand by only

referring to the German Zollverein and the Belgian Treaties. I was going to point

out, if a statement we have heard since we arrived in Canada is true, that Canada

has entered into a treaty with France by which the colonies cannot send wine

here on more favourable terms than France can. Surely if this is true this

treaty should receive consideration at the hands of the imperial government as

well as the other foreign t eaties. 1 understand you (addressing the Canadian

delegates) have entered into a treaty with France by which you allow her wines

to come in here on more favourable terras than you allow the wines of other foreign

countries, and wo have been informed that we cannot send our wines here on the

same terms as France. That is putting us under the same conditions as regards

Canada as the foreign power under this treaty. If we ai'o going to alter the

existing treaties wo might ask the home government whether it is not desirable to

reconsider this proposal made with regard to France, and if they are not going to

put their colonies on more favourable conditions than they propose to put France.

Sir Henry Wrixon.—There is nothing to prevent Canada doing that. There is

nothing to prevent our entering into a treaty with Canada in conjunction with the

French treaty.
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Sir Henry de Villiers.—It could not be moro favourable than the tveaty with

France.

Hon. Ml-. SuTTOR,—If this treaty betv^cen Franco and Canada is in exitttence we
cannot be on more favo' able terms than Canada and France. Thei-efore, why do

we stop and leave out this existing treaty between England and Franco.

Hon. Mr. Foster.—Will Mr. Si'/' )r allow me to correct that impression ? There
•' nothing in the French treaty beyond that it simply conhrms that wo shall allow

French wines to come in at a certain rate Knd another clause confirms that if wo
give to any other country a lower rate we shall give that same rate to France.

There is nothing in that which precludes Great Britain and her colonies doing any-

thing they please with reference to their internal trade. Thus Capo Colony and

Canada can make an arrangement to-morrow by which Capo Colony wines can come
in bore free of duty and French wines will come in at the rate which we had named,

so long as we give no more favoui-ablo rate to any foreign country.

Hon. Mr. Suttor.—We are all very glad to have heard the explanation of Mr.

Foster, but still pardon me if 1 say his explanation leaves us exactly as we were

before. Mr. Foster's explanation is that we are permitted to come in with our wine

on the same conditions that France sends her wine in, but if the Canadian Govern-

ment and any of the colonies agree amongst themselves to send in their winefi-eo of

duty, France can claim to send her wines in on the same terms. Is that not so?

Hon. Mr. Foster.—That is not my impression of it. I am sending for the

treat}'^ now.

Sir Henry de Villiers.—This is the clause :
" Any commercial advantage grant-

ed by Canada to any third power, especially in tariff matters, shall be enjoyed fully

by France."

Hon. Mr. Foster.—Cape Colony is noL another power.

Sir Henry de Villiers.—Any commercial advantages granted by Canada to
any third power, especially in tariff matter-, shall be enjoyed fully by France.

Hon. Mr. Foster.—My honourable friend will see that there wei'o two Powers

connected with the making of that treaty. One was Great Britain and the other

was France. Gieat Britain included the colonies. The only stipulation that is

])rovided by that treaty is this: that we shall give to France the advantage of a

certain rate for her wines. That has a rider upon it respecting any third power

—what is the third power ? It is not Great Britain. It is not France. It is

certainly not Newfoundland, and it is certainly not Cape Colony. If we make any

arrangement with Austria or the United States or any power, we have to give Franco

the better rate, but if we make an arrangement to please ourselves amongst o "rselves

in our family of sister colonies, we can let their wine in at just what we ^e, and

give France no better rate than the treaty gives her.

Sir Charles Mills.—Hear, hear.

Hon. Mr. Suttor.—We shall be permitted to make an arrangement altogether

outside of this treaty between Franco and England.

Hon. Mr. Foster.—Quite so.

Hon. Mr. Suttor.—I am gla '. to hear that is so. As regards Sir Henry de

Villiers' resolution, if we consider the light in which this resolution may be read

outside this conference, we shall appear to have repeated ourselves, and without the
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explanation touching this rceolution of Sii Henry de Villiers, the ro^*olution sub-

milled might bo considered simihir to tho one ihe conference has alresidy decided

upon. In that view I lhinl< it would be v/ell if we could adopt some otlior mean^

of expiessing ihe ideas he wishes to have confirmed l)y the conference, and on the

other hand there may be something in the objection raiHod by Sir Henry de Villiei's

to the eifect that Mr. Fitzgerald's lesolution may bo too mandatory to receive

lav(mrable consideration at the hands of the home authorities. Since ibis discussion

has been going on, I have drafted roughly an amended resolution which Mr. Fitz.

gerald might listen to in order to see if it will meet his views and also those of Sir

Henry do Villiers. I only refer to treaties, and leave out the (ther obstacles,

because of Sir Henry do Villiers' statement, that at the Cape there is no nocesHily for

imperial legislation. Simply with a view of making this resolution more general,

and meeting to a certain extent Sir Henry do Villiers' objection, and taking in Mr.

Fitzgerald's resolution, I would suggest whether it would not be well to adopt some

such resolution as this:—"That this conference is of opinion that any provisions

in existing treaties between Great IJritain and any foreign power, which prevent

the self-governing dependencies of the Empire from entering into agreements of

commercial reciprocity with each other, or with Great Britain, should bo removed."

Hon. Mr. Fitzgerald.—That is Sir Henry Wrixon's motion over again.

Hon. Mr. Suttor.—I would not ask for a division on the subject. I submit it

as a proposition to get over the difficulty which seems to exist in the minds of

some members of the conference as to whether they could vote for one resolution

or another.

Hon. Mr. Playford.—Mr. Fitzgerald's motion will not do. Those are not the

only existing treaties that bear on this question. He covers too small a ground.

If he looks at the address delivered to us by the Chairman, he will see a reference

there to this particular subject. He will see quotations there of a memorial that

was forwarded by the Parliament lieru to the inij)erial House on the subject, and the

last clause of that Memorial shows that they did not confine themselves in their

representation to that at all. Tiiat Memorial reads:

Tin; Senate and House of Commons therefore liumbly rei|ue8t Voiir Majesty to take such steps
as niiiy hv nct'os.sai'y to denounce and terminate /hi- ijpif q/"tlie jji-nvisioiis referred to as m 7 in tlie

treaties witli the (iernian Zollverein, and with tlie Kingdom of IJelgium, as iritli any oilur nation, in

resperf oj irhivh unch pt'ofisioiis «>•« now in force.

The last words are in italics evidently to lay special stress upon them.

Hon. Mr. Fitzgerald.—What is the date of that memorial ?

Hon. Mr. Playford.—1892. The only contention is that the motion is too

confined. It is confined to two treaties and as I suspect 1 1 there are many other

treaties. I am under the impression that the motion thai has been moved by the

representative of New South Wales, Mr. Suttor, will cover the ground.

Hon. Mr. Tiiynne.—It seems to me we have gone away entirely from this ques-

tion to a question of words. I think we have to a large extent gone awiy from the

practical aspect of the question we are discussing and have allowed ourselves to be

involved in two or three forms of expression. What we ask to-day is to got the

power amongst ourselves to enter into reciprocal arrangements and we assume

very strongly that these treaties of Belgium" and Berlin prevent us from

doing that. I do not think at the present moment there has been any proposed
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reciprocal arrangement suggOHtod at this conference which would in the slightest

degree iiifcv'oro with either of those two treaties. liook at the woi'(ling of (lie

Belgian Tr-'iHy and 3*011 will find that the restrictions that are placed in favour of

goods of Biilglan manufacture or Belgian raw miiteriitl and that the same thing

applies to Britisli productions or manufactures. Now, is there any one subject of

trade that is likely ir» be subject to reciprocal arrangements between any two of our

ditrorent colonies or which is likely to be intoi-forod with b}' the restriction placed

by that treaty. I cr.nnot think of one. Take any article that is produced in Canada

that wo are likely to take to the Australian colonies that would interfc with that

treaty. I know of nothing that will come from Belgium or Germany that will in

the slighest vvay compete with the production of Canada.

Hon. Mr. Playfobd.—What about implemontH and so forth ?

lion. Mr. Sdttor.—Or ii-onworks.

Hon. Mr. Thynne.—You import iron from Belgium. You are not likely to

export that iron to us. Each colony has got to look at what it produces to see

whether it is likely to be produced in any other of those countries. Now take a

})ractical point. Sup])ose a reciprocal arrangement is made between (iJanada and the

colony 1 represent on two articles, one of which is a production of Canada which we
have not, namely the salmon. We produce on the otlior hand sugar. Supposing

that these are the subject of our. reciprocal arrangement. If we let in Canadian

salmcm duty free and Canada admits our sugar duty free, you see there is a practical

proposition.

Hon. Mr. Foster.—Go outside of natural productions.

Kon. Mr. Thynne.—Take these two things; they would not be aifected in the

slightest degree by German sugar.

Hon. Mr. Foster.—Beet-root sugar can come in from Belgium.

Hon. Mr. Thynne.— In Australia we have put a duty on sugar manufactured

from beet.

H.^n. Mr. Foster.—But wo have not.

Hon. Mr. Thynne.—There is no difficulty in it. The increased duty has been

put on to protect the production of cane sugar against bounty fed beet sugar.

Hon. Mr. Foster.—The very moment we let your sugar in free, Belgium comes
up and says we will send in sugar free too.

Hon. Mr. Thynne.—Where is your sugar produced ? In Belgium ?

Hon. Mr. Playford.—Yes
;
plenty of it—boot-root sugar.

Hon. Mr. Foster.—We import hundreds of tons of beet-root sugar now.

Hon. Mr. Thynne.—You should import cane sugar in preference to beet sugar.

For tariff purposes the two articles may bo treated quite differently. I can see no

difficulty with regard to the two questions. When difficulty arises it is quite time

enough to ask the imperial government to interfere with the commercial treaties for

the sake of some practical purpose and not for some mere hypothetical proposition

which may never require practical solution. I think our great success in our

businesij throughout the Empire is because we have waited until the occasion for \

jtractical work has arisen before making a change. Before wo can offer to the imperial

government any single practical instance in which we are desirous of entering

into reciprocal trade, which instance is interfered with by the Belgian or Zollverein
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Troftty, wo are tisking the government to do a thing we ought not to nsk them

to do, and wo ought to postpone making that roquent until we como to a better

understanding and Hud whethor we are prohibited from 'tarrying on the extension

of that trado. Wo are in this position, loo, so far as Australia is concerned, that for

twenty joars wo have had this power of making a mutual agreement yot we have

never oxerciseii it. Now wo aro asking the imperial governmtint to go further and

inlorforo with their trade with ot.'\or countries before we aro able to otter thom some

practical object that we aio anxious to carry out and which wo are i)rohibitod from

doing by that treaty. Let us wait until the necessity arises. When it arises I have

no doubt our request for the alteration of these treaties will have full weight with

the imperial government.

lion. Mr. Foster.— I do not think my honourable friend jjoints to the present ditli-

culty. Supposing that you and we to-day wanted o make an arrangement as between

sugar and salmon. You will say: " Wo will give you your salmon free into our coun-

try if 3'ou will give us our sugar free into your country." That would be the present

contingency. The very red hot moment you make that proposition and put it in

cold black and white on the Statute book, under that Zollveroin Treaty in so far as

Sir Henry do Villiers thinks it would permit them to, ship loads of beet-root sugar

could bo sent over from Belgium and Germany free as well.

Hon. Mr. Tiiynne.—The question between cane sugar and beet-root sugar is

actually disposed of now. We have succeeded in some of the colonies in putting

a heavy import duty on beet-root sugar. It is against all countries. Cane sugar is

not similarly taxed.

Hon. Mr. Foster.—We possibly could not do that.

Hon. Mr. Fitzgerald.—After this discussion I haven't the slightest objection

to adopting the form in which Mr, Suttor has moved his motion. It embodies all I

want.

The President.—We aro not considering Mr. Fitzgerald's i-esolution now. The
resolution before the chair is Sir Henry do Villiers's motion. While Mr. Fitzgerald's

motion stood first upon the Order paper Sir Henry do Villiers asked permission to

move his motion first, expressing the opinion that probably Mr. Fitzgerald would

after hearing his explanation withdraw his motiijn. Mr. Fitzgerald declined to do

that and I understand Sir Henry do Villiers presses his motion. The motion in

amendment to be voted upon is Sir'Henry do Villiovs.

. Mr. Lee Smith.—I do not pretend to have the same expert knowledge on this

question shown by so many gentlemen who have spoken, but if I may be pardoned

for saying so, I think the discussion is something of the kind of a debating society's

programme. I can clearly see we all desire the same end, to remove ail the obstacles

that are and may exist as to carryintr out what we desire. It is no use wasting our

time discussing the way wo all ought to agree upon. I think if we took the two

motions together, or j)robably Mr. Suttor's motion, we might meet the diflBculty.

We should stick to this matter and got what we want, and I hope the conference

will take steps to bring the matter to a conclusion as quickly as possible.

Sir Henry de Villiers—I must admit thatmy resolution, if carried, will involve

the rescinding of the resolution that has already been arrived at. Unless we are

unanimous I could not possibly press my motion. The first resolution was carried

Rt a time when I was not aware it was going to be put. That resolution implies
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c' t imporlal logislution is r'^qi'.ired to onablo the colonies to ontor into reciprocal

arrangoinonts with each other. That it; a gonoral proposition. Imperial legis-

lation is I'equirod to enable certain Ai'straluhian colonies to do certain things, but

not to allow the colonies of the Kmpire to do certain things. As that rosohition

has been carried, and as my motion will serve no good purpose unless unanimously

agreed to, I will with the leave of the conference withdraw my resolution in favour

of the proposal of Mr. Suttor, which is a better one than the proposal of Mr.

Fitzgerald.

Hon. Mr. Fitzoerali).—T willingly withdi-awthe motion (.fwh!--!! I have given

notice in favour of that in the fjrm of the motion given by Mr. Suttor.

The President.—Both motions ai-c now withdrawn, that is the motions given

by Mr. Fitzgerald and Sir Henry de Yilliers The discussion will therefor.; bo con-

tinued on the motion of Mr. Suttoi*.

Hon. Mr. Foriiest.— I am not going to object to the withdrawal. It seems to

me, however, that the discussion would have been more appropriate had the

question been that of commercial union between England and her colonies, and

piotection against the rest of the world. I would have voted for this form. But at

the same time I would say wo would be premature in asking England to immedia-

tely interfere with existing principles. I vindicated my r<iason for this in the first

remarks I made here. The foreign trade with England at the present moment is an

immense one, and that trade may be seriously interfered with if we ask England to

cancel the existing arrangements with Belgium and other countiies. And gentle-

men, the foreign trade of iOngland is of the vastest importance to Australia.

1 look upon England as the great agent for receiving our raw material and

distributing it, after manufacturing, throughout the world. It would be impossible

for us to distribute our products Avithout the assistance of England. I say again if

we do affirm a principle of commercial union I would recommend that we hasten

slowly, because we are not prepared. Supposing other countries followed our foot-

steps, and supposing they said to England: " If you <lo this we will cancel our treaties

with you. Supposing we limited the foreign trade of England, is it not as clear as the

sun at noon day that weare thereoy limitingour own ti-ade? We cannot get on with

these matters unless we define our terms. The words " obstruction " and " disability
"

have been used. 1 do not consider the treaties with other countries that we are

proposing to cancel as disabilities. It is very much the other way. It is owing to

these treaties that we are able to get a market for our productions. Therefore, I

think we ought to approach the qr.estion of their cancellation with very great

caution, and more particularly seciing that the colonies at the present time can

make any arrangement they think proj^er amongst themselves. If there is any-

thing in the remarks of Sir Michael Ilicks-Boach and Mr. Balfour as read by Mi-.

Foster, the colonies can at the present time enter into an arrangement, without any

further legislation. I think at the same time that what is looked upon as a disability

is very far from being a disability as far as we are concerned, and you will under-

stand that in making these remarks I am in favour of a commercial union between

England and her colonies, a free trade one, if possible, and if not free trade a

dift'erential tariff in favour of England and her colonies. But such a change must,

in my opinion, bo of slow growth, otherwise the cure may be worse than the disease^

*(.
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Sir (Jii.vuLEs Mills.—.May I l>o |)ormitto(l to Hay ono word with roi^anl to tlio

Htatomont of Mr. Tliyniio. Ilo quostioiiod the ti-udo of Hol^iuin with Ilor MajoHty's

ColonioH. Nov7 tho Capo has ono of hor mail Htoamors calling :it Antwerp ovory

weoU, and I am Huro nho does not j{o thoro for nothinj^. Thoro is a trado botwuon tho

Capo and Uol^num and contra. Wo want to irol our farm implomontfi from Canada,

anil wo want Canada to tako our wiiio and otluT ])roductH undor rocijjrocal arran^'o-

montH. Belgium, at presont, Hupplion an immonso quantity of af^rictiltaral imp!o-

monts, and in tho faco of that troaty, nhouhl wo maUo any arrangomont with Canada

tho IJolgium Govornmont might naturally claim the right to doal with Uh undor tho

samo torms that wo lioal with Canada. I admiro tho romarUs of Mr. Fostor, but I

admii'o a groat doal moro what ho haid whon ho roraovod a groat foai- from my mind

with logard to tho Kronch troaty. Wlion I hoard of that troaty and also hoard that

ono or two of tho Australian Colonios had ontorod into a cablo contract with a

foioign powor, 1 bogan to foar that in all those commorcial transactions, thoi-e had

boon a groat doal toomucdi human nature ovidencod botwoen tho contracting parties.

I was delighted to hoar from Mr. Foster that Ihu Capo could introduce her wine into

Caiuida on the samo terms in which wo would permit her Inmbor and agricultural

impiemonts to bo introduced into Cape Colony. France has already a groat

advantage over the colonies with regard to her wine trade, on account of hor being

so much nearer to Canada than wo are, and because our wines have to travel across

the equator, a very dangerous matter for light wines. Therefore, France has already

tho advantage, and if we are jilacod on tho samo footing as regards tho importation

of wine into Canada, with Franco, we should be entirely at a disa<lvantago. Thero-

Ibre, 1 was delighted to hoar that we could bo placed on a footing with regard to

our exports to Canada, without bYance having tho samo privilege.

lion. F. 1). Suitor's motion was then adopted.

Hon, Mr. Foster then gave notice of the following resolution :

—

Wliereas, tlie stal)ility ami iirogre.ss of tliu Hritisli Kiniiire, can lie best as.suifil by ilrawing coii-

timially cIohit the haiiils tliat unite the colonies witl> tlie ni(jtliei' country, iiml by a continuous
growth of a i)riicti(^al sentiment ami i'o-o|)eration in all that pertains to the coninion weUaie.

Ami whereas tliis co-operation ami unity can in no way be more etl'ectually jjionioted tium by

the cultivation and extension of the mutual ami prolitablc interchange of their products,
Therefore resolvetl :

That this conference recoi'cl its belief in the advisability and practical possibility of a customs
arrangement between threat iJritain and her colonies by which trade between the l']m])ire, maybe
placed on a more favouralile footing than that which is carried on with foreign countries.

And further resolved :

'I'iuit impending the assent of the mother country to such an arrangement in wl.icli she shall be
ir.cluded, it is desii'able tliat the colonies of (Jreat Britain, oi' such of tiieni as may be disjjosed to

accede to this view, take immediate steps to place eacli other's i)roducts on a more favoureil customs
basis than is accorded to the like products of foreign countries.

":1

THE PACIFIC CABLE.

The President.—Tho debate on the resolution submitted by Hon. Mr. Suttor

having been adjourned in the forenoon at the request of the Canadian delegates,

for the purposes of consultation, Hon. Mr. Foster will be asked to proceed with

the discussion.

Hon. Mr. Foster.—As I stated the other day in the course of the debate I

have been a very interested listener of the discussion which was going on in reference

to cable communication between Australia and the other colonies of Great Britain.

The discussion has taken, of course, a wide range, commencing with the idea of a
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cnblo comnmnication hotwoen the Au>*tralijui colonios nnd Cunadn, and Ihon widened

hy my frioiid Sir Cliarlos MHIh into an ulliinalo connoclion hy an independent lino

with Capo Colony; and, hol'oro lliat, widonod ntill rnnio hy Mv. Klomin^ in wliai

>truck mo an hoinu a very oomprohorjHJvo unci very oxpoliont plan for cable coinmn-

nicalion botweon (rroat Britain and her coloiuos on tho iinon of Heciiiity art woU as

of offlcien(5y. 1 am quito froo to Hay an a layman, if wo vvoi'o hoijinnins^ anow ami

commoiuMnf; tho conKtruction of cablcH, that it doos soom to mo tho plan outlint-d hy

>rr. Kleminif, for communication l)otwcon tho head of tlu* l*]m|)iro and its ditl'orent

partH could ho vci-y litllo improved upon, and would ho one whi(di combined tho

commercial advantaj^cH of intercommunication and security, that it would have

lioon followed tiy tho f^ovornmentH and people of thoHO countrioH wjjich are atfectovl

thereby. Tho first thinjc that struck me with reference to tho cable communication

waH, as to tho difticulties that are in tho way ;
secondly, as to whether those ditll-

cultioH could bo surmounted ; and thii-dly, as to whether or not the considerations

aro sufficient to make us surmount them ; and fourthly, as to tlio ways and means

liy which they could bo surmounted. Certainly the difticulties of arriving at a con-

clusion and the absence of definite information at present aio very conKidorablo, and

they have been sot forth very carefully and very boldly by my friend who sits behin<l

n»o (Mr. i'layford) to whom I think this conference is inilobted for tho outspoken

statement of tho case ho presented. It is the mind of a man who is not over-

much in favour of it, bu* who is yet practical and clear in his perceptions of what is

in the way of tho successful accomplishmont of the work. There ai-e difficulties.

Tho (juestion that would come up is, as to whether these difficulties were insur-

mountable. Hero you have, several primarily interested Australian colonies, as

we'd as to a certain degree Now Zealand and other subsidiary colonios lying between

lis and Now Zealand. Then you have the Dominion of Canada, a sort of half-way

house as it were, interested as well, to a certain extent; and then you have Gi-oat

Britain with her genei'al watching and guarding of imperial interests with regard

to whom all tho members, I think, of this conference believe that the defence,

])rotection and cohesion, so far as the Emi)ire is concerned, would he very much
strengthened and helped by the construction of the cable which is under discussion.

Here are lai-go interests, and tli -e interests, it seems to mo, are strong enough to

make it necessary that tho most careful considerations should be paid to tho matter

as to whether or not, tho advantages that would accrue aro sufiicient to begin inter-

communication over this route, ovoi- these different sections, to undertake tho con-

struction and the maintenance and working of the cable as it has been proposed.

There are two interests with all of us, I think. I do not think that you can separate

these throe divisions under the-^e two intoiests. There is the commercial interest.

Now, it may be said that Great Britain has small commej'cial interests in this line

of communication with the Australian colonies. I think she has a large comercial

interest. She is the head and centre of the commerce of the world, and very

much of that commerce of which she is the head originates in those

outlying dependencies, and she returns the manufactured products over tho whole

world. Therefore, if by the construction of these lines the cost of telegraph and cable

is lessened to an appreciable extent, as may follow by the construction of this line,

Britain's commercial interest in the line is considerable after all. If you take the

transactions in number and an.ount which emenate from London or from Great

Britain in the matter of trade, you may find that they will come very largely up to
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the Hiim of thoHo which ornanate from tho ooloiiios or from ('uiunlii, so nho has a

coinmorcial intoroHt in AuHtrahisia. So 1 do not tliiiik wo ou^ht to oonsidor this i\nm-

t-ion alliuliiii^ to Gronl Britain Himply an havinj^ i inpLM'ial or dofonsivo iiilorostrt in

tho mat tor. VVhon you vnmo to Canada you havo also tho^o doiihio intorowts, l)ut in

u loMhor d<\nroi', artC'anada occnpiosHuuli a position with repirii to iior pioKoni commu-
nication with tho Kmpiro, and aH aH far as impurial intorcHtN arc concornod touchini^

her, and uh (ar an dofoncoH arc concornod touchinj^ hor, nho has just w j^ood cahio

communication to-day and telegraphic communication to-day aw Hho would have if

thirt line woro conHtnictcd between Canada and AuKtralia. Therefore, her intoroMlH ii\

the matter of tho imperial consideration is less hy far than either tliatofthe mother

country or AuHtrahiHia. When wo coino to tho commercial matter the same may ho

Haid. Tho commercial transactions whicih have hitherto taken place between us and

Australia have been aitof^ether too few and too small. We believe that they can bo

largely increased. We do not know how far. That depends upon the future develop-

ment, but taking a fair survey of tho situation of the products of (Jainida and

Australasia, there ought to o no reason why, under fair conditions, ])rosent trade

Bhould only be tho bej^inningofa ver}' largo trade botweon two sections of I ho empire.

So that if sho haH now a relatively small commercial interest we all believe

that that commercial interest will grow, and as that grows, the importance of the

cable in that respect will grow as well. When we come to the Australasian colonies

we find that double interest, strong. It is true, as has been pointed out, that for

commercial operations you have in the Australasian colonies, acommunication with

the civilized world. You have a communication at a somewhat exorbitant charge. You
have one line of communication, whereas under the proposed construction of the

cable you will have two, an alternative one with all the bcnetits that would accrue

certainly in cheapening of the cost, by having two lines. These two lines would be

competitors to each other, so that tho commercial interests of Australasia although

not absolutely tied 'mi in this line, are yet very largo in tho proposed

cable. The de^ - u'est or imperial interest is also strong. They are

far outlying, ; . .. ' depend very largely upon the quickness and surety

of communicati etween the head of tho Empire as to secui-ity, and the

defence of the ounying interests is a very deep and a wide interest. 1 would

if I lived in Australasia, I would evince the same earnestness that you have shown

here as favourable to that line of communication. What I wish to point out is

this: We are hero to take account of sentiment, to take account of imperial

interests, but we are here as well for the puposo of talking business and of

looking at the point from the country's standpoint of selfish interests as

well as from others, and whatever is to be done in this country, whatever is to

be done in your country or Great Britain, must be approved of by tho legislative

bodies of these countries and we must havo some points and some ground

upon which we can base the propositions that we give to our respective govern-

ments. When we come to meet the Parliament of Canada with a proposition with

reference to this cable, we must show, I think, the position of Canada with regard

to it and the interest she has in it when that will come under cool criticism. The object

of my speaking so far has boon to show that of the three members of the groups

which have been talked about in this discussion, probably' Canada has less selfish

interest than any of the others, her commercial interests being much Jess and her

interest so far as protection and defence is concerned, not being very largely
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(lopon'lont uiton that coti^trurfion, owin>< lo the ^ood moiins of commanicfttion which

r<h«! poshOHser* ulrc'udy. Hut, Hir, oiitHidu ol (hat, wu in (<aiia(iu have not iiiwh^rtnkon

what wo haw, without thero ^rowlii^ up wiliiiii us a very niron^ imperiul ft'elinj? •

Tho unity of ihi' Kmpire, the Hocurity of all itn partH, tho intor-dopoiidoiico of these

partH, are nrticloH which have workoil thotiiHolvoH into tho crotnl of every ('atia-

(liaii—and, sir, we would not bo worthy of our history, and wo would not l»o living

up to our di'vidopmonl (tf tho hint twonty-tivo yearn, if wo out ourHolvoH in tho least

away from tho imperial intoroKts, (ho intorosl of Hocurity and oohosion. which I

think are tlio f^reat intoroHts of tho Mmpiro of whi(di wo form a part. So thattakin;;

(hat oonsidoration, it would l)0 most unirenorouH of (/anada, if she wore to measure

nluit she wo-iM do in this rospoct Ity (ho more amount of seltish interest that she

lias in it, l)y tin meroam(»unt (»(' material <;ond whiih is prohalde at tirst to ac(M'uo to

hvir ou( of tho oonslruction of (his lino. Havinjij said (hat much, I waul to go hack

to ano(hor )oint, to another suhject which is practical. [ said that there

wore dirticultioH in (ho way. lloro uro a ^et of gentlemon meeting around this tahlo

with the reprosentative of tho imperial government, who if ho makes any

roprosontations to the imperial jtarliamont must give them not simply

>ontimont but hard facts, somothing to act upon, as Lord Jersey very ))roperly

pointed out, and wo must take cognizanoo of things as thoy are, and things

as i.hoy are seem to me arc something like this; flrantod that sentimout is in

favour of tho cable, doyou know thocharactor and (juality of the ocean line which

you have to traverse ? You do not. A (certain pf)rtion of it is fairly well known.

yiiiuy pai'ts of tho ocean are faiily well known, hut every practical man kn(.ws that

in these matters it is not fair- to judge of tho quality and character of tho ocean bed,

from data known of an ocean bed eight or nine hundred miles distant. No man
would undertako to engineer tho railway, the groat road that wo built through tho

Rocky Mountains, without a preliminary t-urvey. Before it was built, millions and

millions of dollars were spent upon an experimental survey. No govor-imont would

have entered into a construction of that kindor felt itself in the position to give assis-

tance in building it unless those millions had been s|)ont before a single vail was laiti

or the route mapped out. It seems to me that if that is true above ground, it is equally

true below the surface of tho ocoan. As business men, we cannot go to our Cxovern-

ments and ask them to assist us in building this cable line as there has been noexplor.

atory survey and we do not know tho character of tho bottom. Consequently, wo can

l)lace no fair estimate of what will cost and that is the first thing. Practically

following upon that is this : When you come to ask a Parliament lo pledge itself

financiall^'you will have to give the whysand the wherefcros. Sentiment will notdo,

and you have to say to Parliament when you move your proposition, that there is a

practicable route and you will have to give a fair estimaio of what it will co^t. You

have to say to Parliament wh it your estimate is of the cost and ask support for the

government. That is practically the way in which it has to bo done. There is no

survey as yet. My view is this and it is the view of my colleagues as well,

because we have sj'mjmthy with you. Wo want ynu men fr-om Australia to believe

that wo have sympathy with you in your feeling, and that while we are prepared to

do more than reecho that sympathy, still we as practical men say that the first

thing we think ought to be done is to have a survey and an estimate.

So far as Canada is concerned, sho is willing to pay her third share of

all the expenses of that survo" and of that estimate. Now you may
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there will be very little objection to the resolution now before the chair, which

reads as follows :

—

Tliiit, ill tilt! opinion of tluH conference, iminediiite Hteps hIiouM he tiiken to provide telcj^riipliie

c iiinuiiinic-ationH liy cable, free from foreign control, lM3tweun the Uuniinion of Caniula and
Aiisti'iilaHia.

The roHolution was carried.

Hon. Mr, Playkoud.—You understand that f do not vote on this occasion. So

far as South Australia is concerned our representative has never voted one way or

the other when this question has been considered by colonial or at the imperial

conference in 1887. We do not object to the cable as long as it is required for

public and impuvial interests.

CABLE EXTENSION TO TUB CAPE.

The President.—Sir Charles Mills has altered his proposed rider to Mr. Suitor's

notion, to read as follows :

—

That it is for the intercut of the Knipirc that, in case of the construction of a calde between
Cai'ada and AuHtralasia, such cable should be extended from Australasia t(» the Cape of <!ood Ho|)e

;

mid that for that purpos<! an'angeuieiitM should be made be*^ vc(!u the impei'ial and South African
(liivernincnts for a sui'vey of the lattei- rf)Ute.

Sir Charles Mills.—I think the motion I propose to add to the resolution

is exactly what Mr, Foster has so well expressed as being the desire of the Canadian

(rovernment, and also in accordance with the expression of the views of Mr. Play,

ford. I quite hold, as I said this morning, that it is utterly impossible for any govern-

ment to form an idea, either of the route or the cost of the cable, without a proper

survey, and I think I have put the necessity of the survey in such strong terms in

that motion that Her Majesty's Government will not delay in carrying it out.

The President.—Of course the conference will understand that in adopting this

motion it asks the Imperial Government not only to survey this route between

Australia and Canada but between Australia and the Capo, and in that case, should

this be adopted the Cape will be prepared to pay its proportion of the survey.

That would follow, I suppose, as a matter of course. I make that remark based

upon the statement made by Mr. Poster just now, that in the survey which we are

asking the Imperial (Jovcrnmont to make at once between Australia and Canada, that

Australia, Canada and the British Government will each pa}' one-third.

Sir Charles Mills.— I am not aware that any of the representatives of Aus-

tralasia have pledged iheii' governments to pay their share of the survey.

The Presidrnt.— 1 take it for granted from the motion of Mr. Thynne, that he

lays it down as a principle that the cost of the construction and maintenance will bo

borne in those proportions.

Sib Charles Mills.—That motion did not pasH, but falling back on the words

of Mr. Foster that the cable between the Australian Government and the Cape

would be matter of the future, I do not see why the Cape Government should now bind

itself to an expenditure which is so far distant.

lion. Mr. Foster.—I would Just like to point out to Sir Charles Mills that this

resolution, t am afraid, has a little of the weighting down in it, has it not ? Now,

what was taken up in 1887 was the question of having cable communication be-

tween Australia and Canada. That was what was in the resolution that was passed.
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I mean this proposal to connect Australasia with the Cape of Good Hope. The con-

nection between the Cape and Australia is altogether so different from the position

that is now occupying our attention between Canada and Australasia, that I do not

think that we can consider at the same time these two propositions. The
gentlemen who are representing the other Australasian colonies, I think have all

expressed the opinion of their governments, that they are quite prepared to pay
their share of making the survey between Australasia and Canada, but if we are

going to add the proposal ot Sir Charles Mills to the effect that a survey should be

carried on between Australasia and the Cape of Good Hope, and ho is not in a posi-

tion at all to pledge his government to a share of the expenses of the survey, I, for

one, as representing my government, am not in a position to consider it. If we add

such a rider as is proposed by him, we shall pledge ourselves to a proposition on

which at present we are very little informed. I do hope, if my motion is con-

curred in by the other Australasian representatives, that Sir Charles

Mills will not press this motion to a division. We have come here

first of all with regard to this cable matter, and we were invited to

consider the question of establishing cable communication between Canada and

Australasia. I think as far as the cables are concerned we ought to restrict our-

selves to that proposition, and we should not hamper ourselves with any proposal

such as the proposition made by Sir Charles Mills.

Sir Charles Mills.—Considering the manifest wish of the members of the

conference, I would ask the permission to bo allowed to withdraw my proposal as

a rider to Mr. Suttor's motion, and to submit it as a motion hereafter.

Conference permitted the substantive of Sir Charles Mills's motion.

THE CABLE AS A NATIONAL WORK.

Hon. Mr. Thynne.—Mr. President, I propose to move one resolution at the

present moment, as follows :

—

Tluat, in the opinion of this conference, it is desirable that the construction and maintenance
of the proposed cable from Vancouver to Australasia should be undertaken by the governments of

(heat Britain, of the Dominion of Canada and of the Australasian colonies, as a joint national and
public work.

The general motion of Mr. Suttor having been satisfactorily disposed of, we
should consider the process by which we can bring that resolution into operation.

The first and foremost of these considerations is the question on what basis do we
propose to have this proposed line carried out? There are three separate ways.

One is by guarantee, another by subsidy, and the third is to have it constructed

as a government work. At this meeting, sir, addressing a body of gentlemen expe-

rienced in the systems of government, I will not attempt to go into a discussion of the

different reasons affecting these three different proposals. After the discussion we
have had it would be sufficient for me to say, that my government very strongly

favoured the mode of construction which I have moved in this resolution.

We think, sir, there are several reasons why this is desirable. You, in the first

or second plan have to deal with a company whose interests may be divergent

upon many occasions from the interests of the people who are supporting cable service.

We wish, sir, that the governments mostly interested and the people who support a

cable of this character, should have in their own hands its working and control, and
179
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to Imve whatever benefit there is from the construction of the cable. In the

history of thoBC enterprisew, we find, as a rule, that the construction of new
lines of this character are cither a very great failure or a very great sue.

cess. If they are a great failure it is a great misfortune, that the loss caused

by an undertaking which is really a great public benefit -Iiould fall upon private in-

dividuals, and also it is rather unfortunate to find that the public who have supported

successful enterprises are liable, very often, to get into the hands of a monopoly.

Taking it all round it seems the fairer and better way for carrying out an enterprise

like this, that it should be In the hands of the people who are commercially interested

in having it constructed. If we come to the conclusion that this work should be

done as a joint national public work, there should be some practical method by

which the work can be carried out. In this work there are the joint interests of

the several colonies, and we have not yet had occasion to find fault with the way in

which such an enterprise has been carried on and the way in which individual gov-

ernments have discharged trusts reposed in them by other governments. One in-

stance familiar to me, is the trust imposed upon the colony of Queensland by the

other Australian colonies conjointly with the British Government, in the control of

the government of New Guinea. I think I can claim that the government has not

been found fault with, and we are prepared to place our trust in any government

which may be selected for this arduous duty in relation to the cable. There is one

reason that affects me quite as much if not more strongly than any of the reasons I

have ottered. I am very anxious to see the day when almo.st all the British self-

governing communities, including the Imperial Government, will be associated

together in one great enterprise, which will, I believe, have a more educating effect

upon the peoples of all these countries than all the speeches and letters that could

be made or written and that groat enterprise would be an object lesson on the

combined control and work, the combined construction and maintenance and con-

duct of a big undertaking such as the construction of an important cable lino like

this must be. That is perhaps not strictly business. It has perhaps a little senti-

ment in it, but I think sir, it is a pretty strong sentiment and one that would

be more effective amongst all our people than any other thing that this conference

could bring about by their deliberations. I am not afraid sir, ofthe difficulties which

we individually in our difl^eront colonies at times experience in connection with the

control by the governing powers of large undertakings. We have had a good deal

of experience in Australia in railway construction, and we have always had a good

deal of experience ofthe disadvantages of carrying out works of this kind by the

government, and I think I am not wrong in saying that the greatest disadvantage

that did arise from the construction and management of railways by the govern-

ment was the introduction of too much politital influence controlling the manage-

ment ofthe business. But, sir, I think that while that danger exists and is likely

to exist naturally within the borders of one self-governing community, when a large

number of theditterent self-governing communities bind together, objection which is

so frequently taken in Australia will not be found applicable to this enterprise. I

hope I have not overstated the case in saj'ingthat I think we would bo entirely ex-

empt from such a danger under the proposal which I have the honor to submit to

this conference.

Hon. Mr. Suttor.— I find myself in this position, that in accordance with my
personal feeling and also in accordance with the directions of my government, I am
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not in u position to support the motion of Mr. Thynne. Hitherto we have noticed that

all Huch works have been constructed by private individuals, and I think it is an

innovation to propose at this stage that the work should bo undertaken by the

different governments concerned and, therefore, whilst the government 1 represent

may be prepared to consider favoura'jly the proposal to subsidize any company
when they curry out the work, still their wishes are that no responsibility should

be entered into by me, and that the government should not go beyond that guar-

antee of the deficiency or some added interest to be determined between the parties

undertaking this work. That being so, it becomes my duty, if this resolution comes

to a vote at all, to I'esist the proposal of Mr. Thynne. Although Mr. Thynrie has

expressed the desire and hope that this undertaking shall be assisted by the gov-

ernment in the most friendly spirit, still 1 think we might fairly ask the represen-

tatives of QuoenHland the steps they would take regarding the existing cable

company. The Australian flovernments have paid largo sums of money towards

that company. Queensland has made herself conspicuous by standing out, and they

received great advantages and have never contributed towards the deficiency arising

between the receipts and expenditure. We are not asking too much by inquiring

from the representatives of the Queensland Government what they will do with

regard to the other subsidizing cr.lonies in continuing to assist the present cable com-

munication if his proposal bo adopted. J do not think that this is asking too much.

I am not in a position now to support the resolution of Mr. Thynne, upon the

ground that my government does not feel itself Justified in becoming a party

to the construction or laying down of the cable. They ai-e quite willing with

the other coloiues to bring about the most coidial relations between Now South

AValos and Canada. That has been proved by the cordial way in which we met the

proposal coming from Canada to subsidize the mail service which is now in exist-

ence. My colony is the only Australasian Colony which has practically assisted

Canada to establish a monthly mail communication between Australia and Canada.

lion. Mr. Platfoiid.— If thoy will alloW the steamers to go to Victoria they will

subsidize it too, won't they ?

Hon. Mr. ScTTOR.— I am only mentioning the position as it is. I say that my
government is desirous of assisting in bringing about what is considered very desir-

able means of communication, but we think the laying of this cable should be under-

taken by some private company and not by the different governments joining in the

the manner proposed by Mr. Thynne. Wo all know the enoi-inous expense of any

work in which governments are primaiily concerned. Therefore, I thiidc that

wo should very seriously consider this proposal before wo diverge from the lines

so well laiddowri,and letthework bedono at the hands of private individuals and the

different governments give some guarantee. I am prepared to go as far as that and

no further. But notwithstanding what Mr. Th^'nne has said, all the Australian

colonies have, within a few years, taken their railways entirely beyond political

control. We have removed them from political control, and it must be admitted

that grave abuses arose under the system which formerly existed, and necessitated

Huch an alteration in the management of the railways. 1 feel that the proper course

tor the governments to adopt in such a matter as this is to mutually agree amongst

themselves as to the proportions of guarantees they will allow for the construction of

the line at the hands of private individuals, and I think I am right in saying that it

has been done in the case of every cable laid below the waters of the ocean.^
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Sir Adolphb Caron.—In reference to the motion of Mr. Thynne, it seems to

me, if I judge correctly, this motion is bomewhat anticipating events. A couple of

days ago it was resolved that in the opinion of this cc ference immediate steps

should bo taken to provide telegraphic communication by cable, free from foreign

control, between the Dominion of Canada and Australasia. I think to-day we have

pretty well decided, at least it appeared to be the consensus of opinion, that before

any definite steps were taken in so far as construction is concerned, that we should

have a thorough survey that would place the contracting parties in the position of

knowing exactly what work would be undertaken. It strikes me before wo bind

ourselves to any specific plan, that having resolved that we should have communi-

cation by cable, wo should not go into detail as to how the work should bo carried

out until we first ascertained by a thorough survey what the work is likely to be.

Then it will be necessary after the survey is completed to meet and lay down the

basis how that can be done as a national work. I would sooner for the present not

express an opinion as to the mode. I think it is anticipating events in deciding now
whether the work should be carried on in one way or another. The first stop is the

survey, and once that, survey is completed, then it will bo ample time for those who
undertake the building of that cable to meet and decide as to the way in which it

shall be carried out. I am not expressing an opinion as to the way in which this

work should be carried out, whether by joint action of the several governments or

by joint enterprise. I think it will be ample time when the survey is completed to

decide on that point.

Mr. Lee Smith.—I consider that nothing could be more indefinite than this

proposal from Queensland. To my mind, sir, none of the governments of Australasia

will agree to any such proposition of undertaking this work as a government enter-

prise without first having exhausted every efforts towards finding out whether they

could not get this cable built by a company under some form ofguarantee or subsidy.

I am satisfied, my government would not incur any expense as to the survey. It is

a question for the British Government or a private company. I feel perfectly cer-

tain that the British Government will never take part in carrying out this work for

the colonies. I am as sure as I am here that the British Government will never in

our time, go into a partnership with the colonies, in opposition to a private company.

I shall oppose this motion. I cannot agree to it.

Hon. Mr. Playford.—Personaly, as I have informed the conference befoi'O, I am
in favour of this work being done by the governments in preference to its being done

by a company. I am quite confident in my mind we will have it done cheaper. You
will have messages cai'ried over the line at a less rate. The governments themselves

do not require to make any profit out of it. They will only desire to make sufficient

to keep the line in proper working order, pay the working expenses and interest in

connection with it, and if at any time by an increase of business the receipts should

exceed the expenditure, they will be always prepared to make a reduction in the

charges so as to let the public get the advantage. It is precisely the reverse with

the company. We start with a subsidy for a time, and the time comes around when

that subsidy ceases. What have they got then ? An absolute monopoly over which

you have not the slightest control. They can charge what they like so long as they

do not charge so much as to induce a third party to come in and make a cable to

oppose them. I cannot understand how my friend Mr. Suttor, whom I look upon as a

highly intelligent gentleman, cannot see it in any other light than that the govern-
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ments should undertake this work. The argument againf^t it is this, an old fashioned

argument: That l)eoauHeitha8 not been done by our forefathers, wo are not to do it

at all, that we must not go out of the old rut, that we have been running in for all

those years. We have gone outof the old rut, that has been worn so deep in PJngland

with good results. Nearly all the colonies began by taking hold of the telegraph

and telephone from the very first and the whole of the post office matiagement, and

taking over practically the whole of our railway's, and that has been of invaluable

benefit to our people. Take the case of Melbourne, they let private companies start

the telephone there. What was the result—they hiui to buy them out, and they

paid dearly for it. So eventually we will pay for these cables, I contend that the

people are not sorry that they have got the j-ailway. In South Australia wo have

managed our railways so that for five or six years they have paid their way and

more. When they are once under careful management they can be cai-r-ied on so

as to produce the most beneficial results. I should deeply deplore, in the interests

of the colonies, if the da}' should come when we should hand over the management
of the railway to a company; and I should greatly regret, if we should hand over

this cable to a company, because in doing so, unmistakably there is only one

result to follow and that will be monopoly. Although we are not in a position to

say until the surveys are made whethei- the thing is going to be built at all, I do

think itwouldbe a wise thing for this conference to express its opinion thatit should

be built by the government in preference to a company. What will be the result?

You call for otters to construct the line, what otters would you get ? They must

have so many thousand pounds guaranteed for so many years, and that will depend

on the amount they charge for messages. If we allow a charge of 48. a word, we
will do it for a little less than if the charije is fixed at 3s,, but at the end of the time

the company have a big monopoly and they can then charge what they like and

make a fine thing out of it forever. In our colony we have had some experience

in this direction. A company constructed a railway in our colony from Adelaide

to Glenalg, 7 miles. It paid handsomely, but because they wore making a little

money out of it; another company made another line to the same spot, and the

result was, a war of rates. The result was that the two companies found that they

were cutting each other's throats, and they could not stand this much longer, so

they put their heads together and amalgamated, and up go the prices, and we had

to pay a higher price for going over the road than we ever did. You will have the

same thing with the telegraph if you hand that cable over to a company. They
will run along for a time at minimum rates, so long as the subsidies last ; afterwards

they will combine and put up the rates. It will be one of the saddest things if this

line is not made by the government and kept under government control. There is

not the slightest difficulty in the government working the cable in the joint interests

of the colonies. It can be managed just as economically by the government as it

could be by a private company. What do these companies oi-ganize for but to

make money. They will issue a prospectus, form a company, and arrange for this

work, and a percentage has got to be pui down to pay the original men who started

it. They get a certain number of shares free, and then their stock is watered. Who
pays in the long run, but the people ? Do you think you are getting it done cheaper

in that way ? You are getting it done in the dearest way. If this cable should be

built by the governments, let the governments have full control of it, not simply for

our own generation but for future generations.
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Hon. Mr. SuTTOR.—Will Mr. Playford answer this question : He declined to vote

upon a resolution I submitted myself that it is expedient to construct this cable,

but he is now advocating the proposal to construct it by the governments. Is ho

speaking for himself or for his government? Is his government prepared to assist

the other govornmonts in the construction of this lino ?

Mr. Playford.— I told the conference that if this lino was required for public

and imperial purposes, our government will never in any way stand in the way. 1

am giving not only my own opinion but tbe opinion of my own government, and I

believe of the majority of the people of South Australia. If the work is done at all

it should be done as a government work,

Hon. Mr. Suttor.—Will they assist ?

Hon. Mr. Playford.—They will as far as they ought.

Hon. Mr. Suttor.—Will they join in the construction of the work under Mr.

Thynne's proposal ?

Hon. Mr. Playford.—Yes, we will if due consideration is given tons with refer-

ence to the previous work carried out. We have built a certain amount of lino

which you should take into consideration, and we are quite willing if this cable

across ihe Pacific is to be laid, to pay our share with the other colonies, fair allow-

ance being made to us for what we have done.

Hon. Mr. Fraser.—I agree with a great deal, of what has been said by Mr.

Playford on the advantage of government control in a matter of this kind. While

I agree in every way, I think it would bo bettor for Mr. Thynne not to press his

motion just now. It is not the time to press the motion. As far as I know we
will willingly pass the second resolution. If the first is not dealt with just now, I

do not tliin'.w it will do any harm at all. I left Victoria with the belief that it would

be far better that a company should undertake it, but after thinking the matter over

thoroughly, and discussing the matter here, I have altered my view. If a contractor

makes 8 or 9 or 10 per cent out of it, he is entitled to it. I quite agree with what

Mr. Playford has said, that it would be better to have this line constructed by the

government, and when this comes to bo carried out, it will probably be carried out

under a commission, under which the governments would work. I do not think I

am quite at libert}' to express a definite opinion on this motion.

Hon. Mr. Foster.—I am inclined to think that we must be cautious in proceeding

in the matter. Let us see just where we stand ? We have already as a conference,

decided that immediate steps should be taken looking to the construction of this

cable. A good many of us, probably it is the feeling of the majority of this conference,

believe that before we can go very much further, we ought to have a fair know-

ledge of what we are to meet. That is, that we ought to have a survey, and wo want

the British Government to undertake it and we, as colonies, pay our full share of

the cost of the survey. Now has the time come when wo either have the knowledge,

so that we ought to lay down a hard and fast line upon which a cable shall be con-

structed ? I think we are proceeding, may be in doing that, a little too rapidly.

Are we far enough advanced to say, the proportion of costs that shall be assumed

by the three component parts? We want to get the British Government to make
the survey, and we ask them respectfully to help us in the cost of that. Are we not

going a little too far when, before we have got even the survey, we lay down hard

and fast lines upon which we can meet together to carry out this work ? We do
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not know what may happen to roverao tho idea of the diffoiont governments be-

tween this time and the time to come when wo may undertake tho construction of

the work^ It may bo found to bo impossible, for the information is not certain.

I think tho desirable thing for us as a conference, is to got the route thoroughly

surveyed and find out what will be the cost that we shall have to meet. la

not then tho time for us to consult together as to what means are best and wise

for carrying that proposition out ? I am inclined to think objections will be urged

by the Imperial Government in becoming a partner in the working of the cable.

There area dozen diflFeront contingencies that may come up. Why should ^e bring

up mutters like this and proceed to a conclusion when wo have divergent ideas upon a

motion to be passed, a year or two before wo can get down to the actual construc-

tion. My view would be that we should not proceed further with this motion, but

that wo should, and if we are agreed, have tho survey made Hrst, then wo can con-

ider and find out the wisest and best means to bo adopted in order to carry it out.

That would be my view. It is certainly hasty that wo should lay down the

principles now of what wo should do. I am not prepared to say that the Canadian

Government is ready to go into it as a government work or on a guaranteed inte-

rest on the capital oi- by way of subsidy. My own views have been changing some.

I came to this conference with tho idea that it would be better for the government

to give a guaranteed interest on so much, and let private enterprise carry it out.

My views have been somewhat modified in that respect, and I am still open to a

conviction. I could not say at this moment what I think is best, but I am willing to

say that my views arc, that it should if reasonably possible bo pushed rapidly to-

wards conclusion ; but under the circumstances, I cannot say whether it would be

better to carry it on as a government work. As to that I am not sure.

Sir Henry Wrixon.— I would suggest to Mr. Thynne as he has clearly given

his views before the conference, perhaps ho will not find it necessary to press the

matter further. There is undoubtedly a great difteronco of opinion as to whether

the government should •jndertake it or not, and an exceedingly knotty subject pre-

sents itself at this point. A number of us in Australia, have diffei-ent views, and

differ from the views of Mr. Playford. Just imagine for a moment what the condi-

tion of affairs in the United Slates would be if the government owned all the rail-

ways. It is a difficult question ; there may bo reasons in the case of a cable in tho de-

parture from that general view. It is a problem to solve, but it is unnecessary to

solve it now, because it will be time enough to grapple with the actual difficulties

when we come to them, and I hone Mr. Thynne will not find it necessary to press

this matter to a vote.

Hon. Mr. Forrest.—Mr. Thynne knows what my views are with regard to gov-

ernment construction of works. My personal feeling is this : I object to govern-

ment interference in such matters in any shape or form, as far as it can be avoided
;

but this is an exceptional case, and in this particular case it is not a question of one

government, there are a number of governments; they will form a sort of joint

stock company and keep each other in order. I got up, however, to express ray

great regret at the discordant note that we heard from Mr. Suttor, and I regret it

more because he is one of my greatest friends here to-day. Mr. Suttor says I am
quite sure my government will not agree to make this cable any other way than

by a private company.
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Hon. Mr. Forrkst (To Mr. Fohier).—Would not you any to Vancouver, in your

motion ?

Hon. Mr. Fostkb.— I tboiii^ht wo had bottor Hay Canada, hccauso it nii^ht not

go frotM Vancouver. There is an Ishmd, and a City of Vancouver, and it nu^ht not

go from either of tho-r^e. That would leave it open to take tlie most available place.

Mr. Lee Smith.— I object to that. [ have no power to commit my government

to such an expenditure aw involved in that motion, that is, the partial cost of the

survey. I will have to get iuHtructions. Further, it Ih diametrically oppo><ed to mj'

own opinion, and also opposed to the motion I have put on the paper. If I agree to

that, it simply means that I agree with the suggestion which has been made that

this should be a government enterprise, and I do not agree to that in any way;

therefore, I should not vote for the motion, but I should oppose it.

Sir Henry VVuixon.—A survey is different from carrying out the work.

Mr. Lee Smith.—It means this, that when you bring out your plans and speci-

fications you have to abide by them. You put them before contractois, they will

bring you to book, they will make their estimates based upon those surveys, und if

there is anything wrong you will have all the los« that may bo involved through

any mistakes. That is a very serious commilmont. It is one of the things I would

not go into without having instructions from my government.

Hon. Ml-. TiiYNNE.—Only a matter of about £30,000 amongst the whole of us.

Mr. Lee Smith.—The way the British Government will do it will cost £50,000.

Hon. Mr. Fraser.—It is utterly impossible to do anything before the survey is

made, and the survey cannot bo made by contract. The survey must be made by

the British Government ; there is no other course. What a farce it would be to call

for tenders for a survey.

Mr. Lee Smith.—I do not say that. My motion says that offers be solicited

for the completion of the cable according to tho various routes proposed by this con-

ference. You would find it surveyed. You- would find otters to make the dilforent

routes within three months.

Hon. Mr. Fraseiv.—I only wish to say thai we heartily endorse the motion, and

that before anything can be done towards the construction or laying of the cable a

survey has to be made. What has stood in our way for years past ? What has stood

in our way here except that there was no data to go upon? It is imperatively

necessary that the survey should be made before the expiry of the five years that

we are bound to the Eastern Extension.

Mr. Lee Smith.—Offers have already been sent in.

Hon. Mr. Fitzgerald.—I would ask my friend Mr. Lee Smith if his govern-

ment is really in earnest in their desire for this cable communication. If so, it is

impossible that they can object to the terms of the resolution. The imperial repre-

sentative, Lord Jersey, has been kind enough to say that it is not improt>able that

the British Government, notwithstanding we make this offer, will say: Oh well, wo
will make this suivey oui-selves. Therefore, it is on the cards, that New Zealand

may not be called upon to pay a sixpence.

Mr. Lee Smith.—I did not understand Lord Jersey to say so.

Lord Jersey.—I did not say I was authorized to say it. I said they had survey

vessels.
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Hon. Mr. FiTZOBUALD.—I did not mean to bind Lord Joi-Hey in any wiiy, not

hiiviiif^ uny dirocl uuthority. None of ub thini< it is an improbuble thing that the

EngliHh Oovorntneiit may say, wo will oarry out this nurvey. Ih this ronolution any

more thar> a practical confirmation of this, that, firHlly, wo dosiro that this Hurvoy

should bo carried out at thn uarliost possiblo moment, and is it not an intimation to

the Imj)erial Goverimiont, now, you have no oxcu.so, because the colonies and

Canada, in a tri-partite arrangement, will contribute to the cost, thorefoco, go on

with it. It will bo a contract entered into between the three contracting parties,

which will eriHuro the work being done in a speed};, practical, and efficient manner.

If it is to be done us a government work alone we are not so sure that delays would

not interpose. It will be done at the request of each of the throe contracting parties.

In that case we have reason to believe it will be dono without delay. But, I appre-

hend, if any one of the colonies of Australia objected to this it would bo very difficult

indeed to satisfy the other colonies that the objecting colony was really in earnest

on the subject, and it is with that view I would ask Mr. Smith not to interpose a

discordant nolo. None of us are binding our coloinos. Wo are all, 1 think, alive to

the fact that we speak more or loss with a knowledge of the surrounding circum-

stances at homo, and we believe sincerely and thoroughly that the rocommendaiioiis

which we make on this subject to our governments will be not only agreeable to

them, but will be readily adopted by the Parliament.

Mr. Lee Smith.—Mr. President, after the appeal that has boon made to me, and

considering the fact that all the colonies agree to boar their j)roportion, a'^d that

that fact may have a great moral influence over the British Govornmont, I think

I will withdraw my objection. I shall bo very glad to commit, so far as I can,

my ifovernment to a proportion of tho cost. At the same time, I would ask

you to bear in mind that it is quite oppos'" ' to the motion which I havcon the order

paper. It would iippear to bo quite diametrically opposed to the method I have sug-

gested as to the construction of tho cable. If you go into tho open market otters

would be sent in within a very short time. I know there are two or three otters,

already extant, to lay this cable, by ditt'orent routes, and at much lose than Mr.

Sandford Fleming's own calculations. That shows that those people know all about

that portion of tho ocean. On the west coast of Africa thoy did not go to the enor-

mous expense of a survey; they ma<io an allowance for ri!«ks, and it has been

proved, in the past, it has paid them to do so. The ])oople know all about the Paci-

fic. Before I left New Zealand I had an ottferto make the cable. Within throe months

to my knowledge, you would have four otters.

The President.—This motion will be an indication to tho home government,

not only of the earnestness of the colonies to have this work prosecuted, but will

show that they are prepared to put their hands in their pockets and pay a proportion

f
'" the expense, which I believe was not done at the conference of 1887. For some

don or other, there appears to have been influences at work, whether with the

.L^dmiralty or with the Colonial Office, wherever it may be, because this work was

progressing, and was stopped. One reason given, incidentally, by Lord Jersey was,

that they were not aware what route was to be taken, and therefore that it was not

thought judicious or proper to go on expending money without knowing exactly

where they were to go. If this resolution passes, as I have no doubt it will,

from the opinions which have been expressed, it will be an evidence of

the earnestness of the colonies. If I may be permitted to express an opinion on the
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motion moved by the Hon. >tr. Thynno, since it Ih n question I have studied Home-

vvhnt, an a layman, and wiiilt) I have been nearly all my life opposed to (governments

underlaking '>'iterpriKt)8 of any kind, such aw the construction of railways, or

workinj< thet themselves, or keeping them under their own jurisdiction and man-

agement, I have oome to the conclusion that this is, as I first said, an exceptional

work. I discussed this matter foi- some time with the Premier of New South Wales,

and he, I know, took the same view Mr. Suttor did with roferonco to it as a govorn-

mont work. After considering it somewhat seriously, and for the reasons advanced

BO forcibly l)y Mr. Playfoni, any one who gives it attention and study will come to

the conclusion that in a work of this magnitude, involving the interests of so many
portions of the Kmpiro, really the best way would be tc have it undertaken by tho

governments themselves. I must, confess T am not expressing the opinion of the

C'vnadian Cabinet just now, but that would be the courr*e I should pursue if I were

discussing tho question with any of tho memi 'irs of it. It is after a good deal of

consideration, and a groat deal of lhout;ht, I give this expression of opinion. I

thought that my individual opinion, as you have all oxpresso(i yours, should be put

upon record.

The motion was then put and carried.

lion. Mr. Foster.—I wish to make a suggestion to meet what was stated by
Lord Jersey. When wo go to tho British Government with our plea now will there

nc' still be that indefiniteness ? They will say, There is the waole floor of the

Pacific, where do you want us to steer our ships?" Is it not possible for gentlemen

who have paid a great deal of attention to the matter, and who are at the conference,

to indicate somewhere near tho route that is thought pref»»rable? My own view is,

as a layman, I give ii for what it is worth, and it is this :—I am looking for commer-

cial interests in this cable, a.j well as others, and I think it ought to touch at Hono-

lulu. If we we can, by any possibility, layout a sort of area, somewhat circum-

scribed, that will prevent them travelling over the whole ocean from the Arctic to

the Antartic circle, we should do so. That is for gentlemen who have studied this

cable matter more than I have, and who might indicate somewhere near the route to

be surveyed.

CABLE EXTENSION TO THE CAPE.

It was moved by Sir Charles Mills

:

" That it is for the interest of the Empire that, in oase of tlie coiistriiutioii of a cable between
('iiiiuihi aii<l Austi'alasia, Huch cable should be extended from Australasia to the ('aj)e of Cofxl Hope ;

and that for that purpose arrang'inents should be made between the Imperial and South African
( iovernments for a survey of the h ter route."

Sir Henry de Villiers.—I have much pleasure in seconding this resolution,

and am glad tha'. my colleague had adopted my suggestion to withdraw the motion

first proposed by him, for it is certainly advisable to keep the route from

Australia to the Cape separate from the route between Canada and Australia.

We are to some extent ripe for decision in regard to the route from

Canada to Australia, but we are not ripe for a decision in regard to the

other route. I think we are all agreed that it will be in the interests of the Empire
that this cable should be constructed, because the presentcable does not pass entire-

ly through British soil, at many points it touches foreign territory, and in case of

war it is quite possible that this cable might not be available for imperial purposes.
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I think, therefore, that in case the cable is constructed from Canada to Australia, it

would bo for the interest of the Empire that that cable should be extended on to the

Cape ofGood Hope. It would be valuable, not only for defensive purposes, but also as

a means of reducing tht jnormous rates wluch are at present charged by the Eastern

Extension Company. Originally it was 10 shillings, it has been reduced to eight and

sixpence, but I think everybody will agree that this is an extravagant charge. I have

no doul)t whatever that i jase this is carried out, and this cable is laid to Australia

it will ultimately end in the cable being extended to the Cape of Good Hope. This

motioncommits noAu9tralian,Canadian, or even thelmperial Government to anything

at present, but it will be a matter for further communication between the Imperial

Government and the South African Government as to the expenditure for the survey

of that route.

The motion was submitted to the conference and carried.

The President.—Speaking of confidential communications, I find this in the

report of the Colonial Conference, under date of April 7th, 1887: "The discussion

" at the meeting of this day was of an entirely confidential character."

Hon. Mr. Foster.—But there is a record of it, though it is not printed. That is

what I contend for, that we must keep a record somewhere.

Sir Henry Wuixon.—I do not think the conference will have any objection to

the motion which I wish to make. It has been hitherto found to be the case, and I

think it will occur again, that after this conference closes there will be nobody to

carry on the continuity of the business. The whole thing is apt to lapse and dis-

appear until the next conference, unless some one takes it in hand to carry on the

technical, practical business. I think we should pass a short resolution designating'

some one to act in questions of prn ucal detail with regard to what we have done,

to communicate with the different governments, 'he governments of the Australian

colonies, and if necessary the Cape and the Canadian Government, to form a sort of

link of communication between them with regard to the after matters which will

necessarily arise from what we have done. Ifwe are to have any one it should be Mr.

Sandlbrd Fleming who has shown a life long devotion to this subject, and who is so

intimate with it. I thought of moving this, by consent; "That Mr. Sandford

Fleming be requested to attend to questions of practical detail arising from the pro-

posed cable between Canada and Australia, and to communicate with the various

governme.its concerned." It is merely ministerial, so that there may be some per-

son who will interchange communications and keep the thing from expiring before

the next conference.

Hon. Mr. Foster.—How far do you mean that to go ? Do you mean that the

views which we have expressed by resolution shall be presented to the Imperial

Government and to the other governments by Mr. Fleming ?

Sir Henry Wrixon.—Oh no, but as to what arises ho'eafter. There may be

letters. Who will get them ? There will be letters in reference to what is pro-

posed, letters in reference to the surveys, and there will be practical questions arise

which somebody must attend to, or else there will be a perfect blank.

Hon. Mr. Playford.—That person ought to be a member of a government.

Hon. Mr. Foster.—Do you mean as to consultation ? I suppose some short

method will have to be adopted by which the views of the conference will be

brought at once to the notice of the parties interested, for instance, the British
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Government for one. Then, if certain points arise as to details as regards the cable,

Mr. Fleming could attonil to those, I wish to see the prosecution of the work. For

instance, we have passed a resolution. That will lie as dead as a door nail, unless

somebody takes it up. Somebody must look after that. Who shall that somebody

be? It is an entirely diplomatic piece of business, and that must be in the hands

of the government.

Hon. Mr. Tiiynne.—Yes.

Sir Henry Wrixon.—Of course any matter of detail would be confided to Mr.

Fleming, but there is a good deal of ministerial work to be done, if we are to keep

the matter alive.

Lord Jersey.—Could it not be done by asking questions of the different

governments in their respective Parliaments ?

Sir Henry Wrixon.—Perhaps the Chairman will accept that responsibility.

The President.—I will accept that resj)onbibility as long as I remain a member
of the government. In all matters affecting this cable, I shall avail myself of the

practical knowledge of Mr. Fleming in connection with it, and I should carry out,

practically, what my friend wants done, and that is, that Mr. Fleming, who has

given, as he says, a life-long study to this question will have all the practical details

of the work. Ifcorrespondence came from England to our government, from the fact

that I have the honour to be president of this conference, I should at once consult

Mr. Fleming, and say such and such a thing was wanted, please do it. That is

what I think you intend.

Sir Henry Wrixon.—Certainly.

Mr. Fleming.—I need not say I am pleased to be of any assistance either

way. My only purpose is to see the views of the conference carried out.

Hon. Mr. Fraser.—Some such motion is necessary to keep life in the matter.

Hon. Mr. Suttor.—Oh, no.

The President.—If you leave the matter with me it will not die, if there is any

possibilitj' if keeping it alive.

Sir Henry Wrixon.—Then I will withdraw my motion. I am sure we will

leave it in good hands, but our previous conferences have come to so little.

Mr. Foster.—I think it is a point that must be clearly understood before we
adjourn. For instance, here is a very important matter with regard to the motion

you have made. We ought to have the Act passed by the British Parliament

before that Parliament rises this year, or otherwise vve will be kept over a whole

year before we know whether we will be able to make any arrangements between

ourselves. That resolution ought to be put immediately before Lord Eosebery, or

before his government, with a request that they consider it, and if they are going

to act upon it, that they pass the legislation which is necessary this session, in

reference to giving Australia the power to make arrangements with the others.

Sir Henry Wrixon.—In 1887 all the colonies concluded that there should be a

survey made, and once the conference dissolved there was nothing done.

Hon. Mr. Playpord.—The conference never even said who should make the

survej*.
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Sir Henry Wrixon.—They made the request to the Admiralty.

Hon. Mr. Forrest.—Oh, no.

Hon. Mr. Platford.—It was only a sort of understood thing.

THE CALLING FOE CABLE TENDERS.

The President.—Gentlemen, if this matter is understood, we will pass on to the

next, which is the motion of Mr. Lee Smith.

Mr. Lee Smith.—If you will allow mo to remind you, sir, I have given notice of

four motions this morning, and there have been a number of other motions sand

wiched in between them. I thought probably the usual course was to let the

motions come on according to priority of notice. However, sir, in moving the

resolution which I have submitted, which is as follows:

—

(1.) " That,in the opinion of this conference,the most speedy and eflfectivf irnner in which direct

cable communication between (^anada and Anstrahisia could be establisi ivould be by inviting
offers to carry out the work under conditions to be hereafter decided upon."

(2. ) "That with a view to this end the Canadian Government be requested to solicit oflFers of plans,

specifications and terms for alternative lines as indicated by the several proposals submitted to this

conference.

"

(3.) "That any tenders received be submitted for the consideration of the several colonies inter-

ested, and tiiat any expenses incurred be paid by the said colonies jointly, according to their popu-
lation."

(4.) " That in the event of the proposals not being satisfactory,the several governments take steps

to carry out the undertaking as a national w^ork."

I may say at once, that after the motions which have been recently

moved and carried with regard to the advisability of obtaining a survey at

the joint cost of Her Majesty's Government, and the Australian Colonies,

and Canada, I have not the least idea I shall carry my motion ; but, bo convinced

am I that the motions you have carried will result in nothing but delay, similar to

that which has taken place since 1887, that I feel justified in putting this resolution

before the meeting for the purpose of putting on record the objection which I have

taken to that method of procedure. However, to be in harmony with ether gentle-

men, and with other colonies, I have agreed to that proposition, although I do not

think it will result in any practical work being done in the direction we all wish.

I will not take up the time of the conference longer, I have already enlarged very

considerably upon the question. The survey will be put off, and put off, and I am per-

fectly certain that in three years we shall be no further advanced than at the present

day.I will do no more, sir, than put before the meeting these propositions, and ask the

opinion of the conference upon them, so that I shall have, as I said before, my objec-

tions upon record. Two things may occur. First of all, it may be thai if these pro-

posals are rejected it may spur on the British Government to do something. They
may say one colony brought before the conference the advisability of doing this by

contract, we will not allow that, we will do it ourselves. On the other hand, if the

British Goverment do not consider this favourably, and do not do anything, as I do

not think they will, then you have this position to fall back upon. However, it

will be on record that one colony has indicated the method in which we ought to

do this work. 1 will move the four en bloc.

Hon. Mr. Fitzgerald.—I hope the mover of these resolutions will stand alone.

Mr. Lee Smith.—I merely do it in order to put on record my objection.
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Hon. Mr. Playford.—I will second it for the sake of having it before the

conference. •

.

Hon. Mr. Fitzgerald.—^Though the reasons given by Mr. Lee Smith may be

satisfactory to himtdlf, I think they are by no means complimentary to the

Imperial Government, nor do I think the circumstances warrant our at all oven

insinuating the want of confidence which these resolutions impute,

Mr. Lee Smith.—I did not refer to tenders ; I referred to the work.

Hon Mr. Fitzgerald.—But we have not agreed to do anything more than

make a survey at present.

Hon. F. B. bcTTOR.—I would suggest to my friend Mr. Lee Smith to withdraw
his motion, rather than allow it to be negatived. We have not negatived anything

yet.

Hon. Mr. Foster.—You will get your protest in all the same.

Sir Henry Wrixon.—Ho has suggested that the work should be done by private

enterprise, as far as possible. Generally, I agree with that, though I doubt if you
will get it to work. The contrary view has been put forward here, and withdrawn,

on the ground that it was not desirable for us to enter into that question either way.

The motion was made, and withdrawn by Mr. Thynne, on the ground that we ought

not to deal with it either way. Therefore, I think, Mr. Lee Smith may, for the

same reasons, withdraw his motion.

Mr. Lee Smith.—I am in a rather peculiar position. There have been surprise

motions* disposed of before mine, and honourable gentlemen have committed

themselves, therefore they cannot discuss ^/he matter from my point of view. 1 have

already given way once, therefore I think 1 must stand by the mot'->ns which I have

made. I should like to have these motions recorded, even though 1 stand alone. It

is no insult to the British Government to say there has been delay. Seven years

ago we were told that the work would be proceeded with. What has been done ?

Would it not be a monstrous thing to come this whole distance, at great inconve-

nience and expense, with the object of advancing the interests of our colonies, and

go away, and have no prospect that any result will follow what we have done ?

Mr. Fleming.—I think if this passes it will lead to very important re-

sults. I think it would show that we would not receive from any company satis-

factory tenders, and, therefore, leave the project of the Pacific cable to bo carried

out as a national work. I think that is the important result we would reach, and

that we would save time by it, because if there be a future conference, two or three

years hence, after surveys have been made, they will probably decide to call for

tenders. I am perfectly satisfied, in my own mind, that the work is practicable

whichever route is taken.

The motion was put to the conference, and declared lost.

DEFINING THE WORD "AUSTRALASIAN."

The President.—Mr. Smith gives notice of the following motion :

—

That if the words " Australasian Colonies " be used in any motions or amendments that may be
brought before this conference they shall mean the colonies of Australasia and the colony of New
Zealand.
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Mr. Lee Smith.—It is not necessary for me to go farther into the question

;

it is merely for the purpose of distinguishing New Zealand from Australia or the

Australian Colonies.

Hon. Mr. Fitzgerald.—What about the object of the last woi-ds in it ; the

others are not obectionable ?

Mr. Lee Smith.—Those were suggested by Mr. Suttor, in order to not commit
any one to any particular route.

Hon. Mr. Suttor.—I rather argued that ifwe inserted the words " New Zealand "

we might be considered as binding ourselves to go vifi New Zealand, in the event of

the cable being constructed. That is the suggestion I made.

The motion was carried.

Hon. Mr. Forrest.—I believe that what we have now done has got us back to

the very position to which Mr. Suttor and the rest of us objected.

The Conference adjourned at 6 p.m.

DOUGLAS STEWAET,

J. LAMBERT PAYNE,
Joint Secretaries of the Conference.

m:
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Office op the Minister op Trade and Commerce.

Ottawa, Sth July, 1894.

The conference resumed at 10 a.ni.

The following representatives were present :— •

The Imperial Government-
1
'r"^^^^^-;^^ ^ox. the Earl op Jersey, P.C.

Canada

—

Hon. Mackenzie Bowell, P.C.

Hon. Sir Adolphe Caron, P.C, K.C.M.G.

Sandford Fleming, Esq., C.M.G. .

Tasmania

—

Hon. Nicholas Fitzgerald.

New South Wales

—

Hon. F. B. Suttor, M.L.A.

Cape Colony

—

Sir Henry de Villiers, K.C.M.G.

Sir Charles Mills, K.C.M.G., C.B.

South Australia

—

Hon. Thomas Playford.

New Zealand

—

Alfred Lee Smith, Esq.

Victoriar—Sir Henry Wrixon, K.C.M.G., Q.C.

Hon. Nicholas Fitzgerald, M.L.C.

Hon. Simon Fraser, M.L.C.

Queensland

—

Hon. A. J. Thynne, M.L.C.

Hon. William Forrest, M.L.C.

THE PACIFIC CABLE.

Hon. Nicholas Fitzgerald.—I beg to move :

—

That in the opinion of this conference immediate steps should be taken for the construction of

the cable from Australia to Canada as far as the colony of Fiji, to which place the survey is already
completed, on a tripartite arrangement between Great Britain and Canada and the Australasian
Colonies.

Mr. Chairman, I do not intend to re-open the question of the cable ; but it

appears to me very important that we should take some decided steps to prove our

earnestness on the subject. I feel the force of the observation made by Mr. Lee Smith

yesterday, that this was simply an abstract resolution, and that it was necessary

on such important questions to take some definite action showing our sincerity

;

otherwise the effect which this conference would proaace on the public mind would be

lessened. 1 was forcibly impressed in considering this ; I observe that the line to Fiji

has already been surveyed. Now, the difficulty which we saw staring us with regard

to any recommendations on the extended line to Vancouver is removed as far as the

colony of Fiji is concerned. The connection between it and Australia will be the first

link in the chain, should any cable ever be laid between the two great dependencies.

No matter what part of Australasia the communication will extend from, without

doubt the connection with Fiji must be the first link, and that being the caae, if we
are all agreed, as I am sure we are, as to the absolute importance, for the reasons stated,

of the establishment of this cable between the two dependencies, it appears to me the
195
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survey being completed there, that we ought to prove that earnestness by agreeing

that the construction of the cable connecting Fiji with some part of the Australasian

Colonies should at once be proceeded with. Then, we will thereby ascertain whether Her

Majesty's Government will consent to bear a share of the cost of such first link. There

will be no necessity of doubt as to the other governments, England being the only party

to this proposed arrangement about whose opinion we are uncertain. We have the assur-

ance of Canada, and we have the assurance of all the delegates from Australasia

;

and the sooner the better for us to be certain whether Her Majesty's (Government are

willing to join with the other dependencies. The difficulty of survey does not exist

with regard to this link. If it be constructed it must be with a guarantee tliat con.

tinuation, after survey is completed, will be made on the same line according to like

arrangement from Fiji to Canada as early as possible. It gives this conference an

opportunity of doing substantial work, in this regard ; and removes the necessity for

further negotiations as to the advantage that cable would be ; this would be admitted

by the construction of the first link. The arrangements for the total cost will be

established by the arrangement for the first portion of the line ; and if it is assured to

us that there will be no further delay in the completion of the survey onward, the reali-

zation of our hopes may be within a definite period. I will not occuj)y time by saying

more. I will conclude by moving that in the opinion of this conference immediate

steps should be taken for the construction of the cable from Australia to Canada as

far as the colony of Fiji, to which place the survey is already completed, on a tri-par-

tite arrangement between Great Britain, Canada, and the Australasian Colonies.

Hon. Mr. Thynne.—In seconding that motion, I wish to say that I entirely concur

with what the mover has just stated ; and I think it is a great pity if we content our-

selves with the passing of a mere abstract resolution on the subject.

Lord Jersey.—This is rather prejudging the whole question, is it not? It is assum-

ing that it will be possible to lay a cable from Vancouver to Australia. It was pointed

out that it was impossible to decide that question until a survey had been made. I have

no authority to speak for the British (Government on this matter. This may be called

a link in the chain, but supposing it was found impossible for certain reasons to lay the

cable from Vancouver to Fiji, Canada and the Imperial Government would be committed

to a cable line which would only be of a small character and not the complete cable

line desired.

Hon. Mr. Playpord.—Until the rest of the line was completed, it would be utterly

useless as a line.

Mr. Lee Smith.—I am very much pleased that Mr. Fitzgerald and other gentlemen

appear to think differently from what they did last evening, when they regarded the passing

of the abstract resolution as a conclusive summing up, so to speak, of our duties with

regard to this cable. As you all know, I take a very different view, and I think that

even the proposition which Mr. Fitzgerald is now putting before the conference is not

sufficient ; because, sir, if you look back to the 1887 Conference, and remember what took

place after that conference, you will find that what we have done yesterday and what we

are proposing to do to-day is nothing like sufficient to induce the British Government to

take the steps necessary to carry out this object, unless they have very materially

altered their minds ; because on the recommendations which were sent after the

,1887 Conference to the British Government it was found the answer was this, that

•there was no prospect—at least I believe it was so—that there was no prosppct of
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sufficient funds V>eing available on the part of tlie several colonies concerned

to carry out the work. They said it would not be justifiable on the part of the British

Governinf'nt to go to any material expenditure in carrying out surveys, but they pro-

mised, in a general way, tiiat they would use opportunities from time to time to make
surveys, but it has been done in a very fragmentary manner. Now, sir, I think that unless

we are prepared here to give the British Government, through Lord Jersey, an assur-

ance that we want this cable, and are prepared to put our hands into our pockets

beyond the mere provisional initial cost of .«ui'vey, the l^ritish (jtovernment will very

fairly say in reply, " Gentlemen, you are aware that we must make you the same reply

as we made befoi-e, and we must consider what position we shall be in." I believe, sir,

you want to go very much beyond what we have done. We want to pass some kind of

concrete resolution that we will recommend our governments to provide so much
money in some form or another, preferable b}' way of guarantee, in order that this work

will l)e carried out. Then Lord Jersey will go home and he can say :
" I have attended

this conference, and I find not only by the remarks they have made, but by the resolu-

tions which they have carried that they are prepared to find this money and will pay

their part;" and then the British Government, as I said before, will see that we are in

earnest ; and then I have no doubt if they will ever do anything at all in this matter,

they will do it. I do not think it is probable that any practical result will arise even

though the action of yesterday has been, I must admit, somewhat strengthened by

the arguments and proposal which Mr. Fitzgerald has brought before us. I still

adhere to the opinion which I expressed yesterday, that as an alternative

to the Government's refusal to do anything we should take some steps

to get tenders from some companies. Now, what do we now find? That the whole of

that portion of the Pacific Ocean from Australia proper up to the equator and through

which the cable might by any chance go, is sur\eyed. Take Samoa, Fiji, Sydney,

Bundal)urg, or the north of New Zealand ; in any one of these alternative routes

there is sufficient information before us now to justify the laying of the cable ; and

therefore the British Govei'nment might say "Well, gentlemen, you have got the most

material portion of the Pacific Ocean surveyed already ; it is on record ; there it is

;

why do you not do something with that f I do hope that the conference will yet

reconsider this matter and do something in a definite and concrete form.

Hon. Mr. Foster.—I supposed the result of yesterday's discussion and the resolu-

tions that we passed had definitely finished the matter of the cable. Now, let us just

see what we did yesterday. We had a thorough discussion of the whole matter ; we

came to the conclusion that we were not prepared as a conference, or the governments

which we represent were not prepired, to undertake the raisin'.; of the money for the

construction of the cable on an uncertain ground ; that we had no survey, and that

until the survey was made, and we could have a definite basis so as to see what the

amount of cost would be, it was impossible for us to enter into the liabilities which would

be comprehended in the construction of the cable. We came to our conclusions ; but

while we passed one I'esolution affirming the desirability of an immediate construction

of a cable, by the word " immediate " we of course meant that steps be immediately taken

in the line of the previous resolution, which showed the spirit of the conference with

reference to the project, viz.; that it be a reasonable project, that the cost be not too great,

and that there is a possibility of its being constructed so far as the survey would give the

results as to the ocean bottom. Then we went still further ; as a test of our bona fides
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be this. I think it might be arranged, in the event of its being found after survey that

it would be utterly impossible to continue the cable to Canada, that th»( Australian

governments would bear all the cost of the cable. It would be understood that Canada
only entered into the arrangement on condition of its being continued to Vancouver,

Hon. Mr. Fitzcjerald.—It would be a condition of the agreement.

Hon. Mr. Fourkst.—Yes, a part of the agreement ; and by agreeing to the motion

of Mr. Fitzgerald we would show the world we were in earnest about the matter and

meant to build the cable, and thereby prevent anybody else undertaking it.

Hon. Mr. Fitzcjkkald.—And not leave any suspicion as to the earnestness.

Hon. Mr. Foruicst.—No, we do not doubt for a moment the bona Jides of any-

one here. I am not prepared very well to speak on the point, because I just heard

about it now ; but I would just like to explain to the conference how this matter has

])resented itself to my mind. I do not think for one moment there is the slightest

possibility of a survey showing that a cable cannot be laid ; that never occurred to me.

The great object of a survey is to find the best route, but to contemplate for one moment
that the result of a survey would be to show that a cable cannot be laid is one I

cannot understand. Therefore, I think tliis motion is really worthy of very serious

consideration ; and, without putting it in a more definite form, I think I have shown

a way whereby Canada would be relieved of complications under certain conditions.

Lord Jersey.—I must remind the honourable gentleman that exactly the same

questions would be asked in England.

Hon. Mr. Fitzgerald.—Fiji is a colony of the Empire.

Lord Jersey.—But this cable is put forward as a great international undertaking

between Canada and Australia us a whole, not as a piece-meal cable. Mr. Foster has

put the matter so well and so tersely that I will only say that I feel quite sure the

same difficulty will present itself to the Government at home as presents itself to Mr.

Foster as a Minister of the Canadian Government.

Hon. Mr. Playford.—All I wish to say is this, that if this resolution is passed,

supposing South Australia, which I represent, was desirous that no cable under any cir-

cumstances should be laid down, I think the best way to accomplish that object would

be for me to vote for the motion that is now proposed, because then we would see plain

enough that we would have Canada and Great Britain and some of the Australian

Colonies all at loggerheads pretty quickly over this proposal. My own idea is that which

has been expressed by the representatives of Canada and Great Britain, that those two

countries will say unmistakably that until we know what the cost of this line is, even

supposing the surveys are favourable, until we know what the cost of the line is beyond

Fiji to connect it with Canada, we cannot go to Parliament and ask Parliament for a

large sum of money to make a section of the line, because questions will be put in a

most pertinent manner by the practical men in our Parliaments, What is it going to cost

beyond Fiji ? You have passed a resolution that you want a survey ; what do you

want a survey for ? To ascertain what the line will cost. You must first make the

survey and ascertain what the cost will be. " Do not buy a pig in a poke, and spend a

lot of money, and then find you cannot complete the line," will be the line of argument

taken. They will never agree to it. If this work is required for imperial purposes,

South Australia has no desire to oppose it whatever. If I was credited with having a
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desire of thwarting tliis cable, I could do nothing better calculated to further that design

than to vote for this motion.

Hon. Mr. FrrzfiKUALi).—I think a great many of the objections are easily refuted,

but I do not intend to continue the discussion. Mr. Foster representing Canada, his

colleagues evidently a.ssonting, not having spoken to it, and Canada being a party to the

tripartit*^ arrangement there referred to, Mr. Foster n^pi-esentiiig Canada, stating that

it would l)e impossible to press the Australian views against the united objections of the

Imperial Government and the Government of Canada, I have no desire to press my
motion. I only speak on behalf of the colonies of Queensland and Victoria ; my friend

from New South Wales has not spoken. I therefore beg to withdiaw this motion.

The motion was withdrawn by leave of the conference.

THE COLONY OF NATAL.

rm

The Phesiuknt.—I desire, in order that it may appear on the recoi'd, to j'ead a letter

received by our Premiei-, from Sir John Robinson, the Prime Minister of Natal :

—

I'lKTKiniAKiT/.iiiTRir, 19th May, 1894.

SiK,—I liiive tlie lionour to iickiiowledj^ii tlie roceijjt, tliroujili the .Agent (ieiieral of tliis eoloiiy,

Mr. Walter I'eiiue, of fi lettei' mhli-essoil to him hy Uh Excellency tiie High ("oiniiiissioner for ("aiiiidfi,

.Sir Charles Tujjper, intimating that he had received a telegram from Canada ie(|Viesting inm, on he-

half of your government, to in\ ite the government of Natal to Ite represented at tlie Inter-colonial

Conference to l)e rield at Ottawa, in .June next.

In thanking you most ci<rdially in tiie nanu! of tiiis governJnent for your courteous invitation, I

beg to aHsure you tliat it would liave att'ordecl this government sincere satisfaction to take part in the

proposed conference, called as it has heen to discuss questions of liigh imjiortance to hotji tlu'

colonies and tlie motlier country) find tending as it must tend, to i<iiit togctiier l>y ties of closer ac-

fjuaintanceship, jiersonal conference, and, possibly, common action, the colonial communities of tlie

Empire. Altli(jugli, however, the understood objects of the conference have the full sympathy of

this government, it has, with much regret, been found impossilile under existing circumstances, and
within the time available, to send a repres'taitative or representatives ; Parliament being now in ses-

sion and liotli ministers and members being engaged in legislative business of great importance, con-

sequent u])on the recent estalilishment of self-government here.

I need hardly add that the proceedings of the conference will be followed here with keen intt lost,

and that we trust the movement will be attended by full and far reaching success.

I have the iionour to be, sir.

Your obedient servant,

(Signed) JOHN ROBINSON,

The Honourable
Sir John S. I). Thompson, K.C.M.li., Q.C., &c., &c.

Premier for Canada.

Prime Minister.

:U\

TRADE WITHIN THE EMPIRE.

The Presidknt.—The business on the paper is the motion of Mr. Foster, as follows

" Whereat: The stability and progress of the British Empire can be best assured by drawing
continually closer the bands that unite the cohmies with the mother country, and by the continuous
growth of a practical syn 'mthy and co-operation in all that pertains to the common welfare ;

And irhereas : This co-operation and unity can in no way lie more eflFectually promoted than by
the cultivation and extension of the mutual and profitable interchange of their products ;

There/ore reso/red : That this conference records its belief in the advisability and practical possi-

bility of a customs arrangenient between (ireat Britain and her colonies by which trade within the

Empire may be placed on n more favourable footing than that which is carried on with foreign

countries
;

And further reKolred : That pending the assent of the mother country to such an arrangement,
in which she shall b. included, it is desirable that the colonies of Great Britain, or such of them as

may be disposed to accede to this view, take immediate steps to place each other's products on a
more favoured customs basis than is accorded to the like products of foreign countries.
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Hon. Mr. Fo.stkk. —In rising to move tlie resolution of which I gave notice, T

want, in tlio first jjIiicc, to .say two tilings, viz., first, that T do not projiosc to make

an Kxtcndtul speech in connection with the matter ; in the second place, 1 have, from

the husy nature of these days, and my own inability to accomplish nmch work, been

unable to give any particular research in the way of colh^cting and pre.senting material. 1

am, therefore, going todeal altogether with general principles, and I do not propo.se to bring

forward any mass of statistics in furtherance of the ])roposals which may l)e advanced.

That could l)e done, but I shall not present them at the present time. Moreover, i thitik

it better, in dealing with this cjuestion to conline myself to the general principles

underlying it. The first part of the preamble, I imagine, will find no di.s.sentient voice.

As repi-esenting colonies of the (ireat British Empire, we are undoubtedly, all (tf us,

«leeply interested in the stability and j)rogress of that Empire. If there is one

object dear to us as public men, or as citizens of our respective colonies, T think

it is that the Empire of which we form a part shall enter no period of decline

;

that the glorious past which has been hers shall not be eclipsed by an old age of decre-

pitude and <lecadence, but that her mature old life, going out into the members of the body,

scattered over different parts of the earth, may continually renew itself, and that the

Kmpire, as a whole, may go on in an inci'easing ivitio of jirogi'ess, of infiuence, and of

prosperity. That re([uires no argument. That is simply the one feeling which

dominates, I believe, public men and citizens in the difierent colonies of the Empire.

There is another thing which we may also agree upon. That is, the fact that the pro-

gress and stability of the Empire is to be assured by the unity of its diflferent parts,

and by the .sympathetic co-operation which exists, f)r shall exist, between the head

and the different members of the great British Empire. Fortunately, our past history,

the history of the last twenty-five years, not far removed from us, is bright, when it is

looked at as illustrative of that. The feeling which more or less prevailed twenty-five

years ago, and even less, that the colonies were a drag upon the mother country, and

that it might be well if connections were cut, and the bonds that had kept them to-

gether were loosened for ever,— that opinion, strong as it was twenty-five years ago,

or less, has been decreasing, and to-day no inHuential or considerable body of

men in Great Britain can be found who advocati' other than the closest possible

relations between Great Britain and her outlying colonies and dependencies.

But, the unity of the Empire depends very much upon the amount of co-operation,

actual, sympathetic co-operation, that takes place between its different members.

It is to this point that I wish more particulai'ly to draw the attention of

the conference. It is contained in the second part of the preamble which

idfirms that this co-operation and unity can in no way l)e more effectually

promoted than by the cultivation and extension of the mutual and profitable inter-

change of their products. The tlag is a bond without doubt from what it typifies, the

Queen is a bond because of her position, because also of her estimaljle qualities, because

she has lived the whole life of the present, and almost of a past generation, and because

the feeling or the sentiments which exist towards a ruler, are made stronger and

deeper because of the affections which centre about her personally, considered as the

<^ueen of our great Dominions. The constitution of Great Britain, wide and elastic

as it is, is a bond ; the institutions which, in common with the mother country we
possess are bonds, on account of their strength, on account of their freedom, on account

of their beneticient character. The army and navy, which embody the defence
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of tho Kin|>ir«>, botli at homo, at itn heart iiml c«iitr«, iind in its outlying |)art8 is also a

bond of unity, and a Ixmd of strengtii ; l)iit undernt^atli all this thorn is une thin^ whirli

is 8tronj{er, in its wny, than any other, and which is, to my mind, cssj-ntially necessary

in order that that unity shall 1m* preserved between parts of an Kmpire so far remove<l

from each other, and, in some respects, with such diverj^ent interests. I refer, gentle-

men, to the common blood of trade iind commerce which (lows fnmi the heart of the

Empire out into the limbs of the dependencies, and back again with its strength,

and vivifying influence, t<» the heart of the Kmpir(\ Trade and commerce carry

with them knowiiMlge and symj)athy. It is impossible for thei commercial com-

munity of (Jreat J3ritain to have to do with the commercial interests, with

the trade interests of any country, especially with the trade interests of the

parts of the Km{)ire, without getting a large knowledge of the resources, *ho

capabilities of these dillerent parts, and without, having bound up with that a

material, and if you wish, a seltish interest, and the powerful and common bonds

of a material and social interest are continually forwarded, continually widened, and con-

tinually strengthened. And, this is, to my mind, the guarantee of the future unity, the

future stability, and the future prosj)erity of the Urcat liritish Empire. If w(! believe

that, the (|uestion arises next as to how this commerce and trade between tho different

parts (»f the Empire may be placed on the widest, and most satisfactory basis. I

believe that it can be done by some such arrangement as is hinted at in the resolutions

which follow the preamble about which I have been for the moment speaking. Who
doubts for a single moment that if Great Britain and her colonies could l)e formed into

a commercial union, whereby the trade between the dirt'erent parts of the Empire would

have a more favoured position than outside, or foreign trade, who doubts but that im-

mense benefits would immediately accrue to the Empire as awhoh"? What would it

mean 1 It would mean, in the first place, that the energy, the genius, tho strength, the

power, the research of the commercial comnmnities of (Ireat Britain would be directed

more and more to her colonial possessions, and that whatever there was of advantage

in the direction of these forces and these powers towards the development of the colonies,

would immediately have its result in the growth and progress of these coloines. What
an impetus would be "iven to innnigration if, for all practical trade purposes the

British Empire were ( whenever a man left (ilreat Britain he would feel that in

making his choice
'

'

. e two t lungs to be considered ; one, to go under a foreign

flag and engage adustrial or commercial life which had not the advantage that it

otherwise might j ; the other, to remain under the same institutions, the same flag,

and when he came to think of his material and commercial interests, to feel that he was

placing himself in a better position by means of a favoured customs or trade arrangement.

Often, when the emigrant leaves Great Britain, the tuggings of the flag, the tuggings

of his nationality, the drawings of the institutions undei' which he has grown up, and to

which he is accustomed, pull at him in one way, but, in the other, there pulls at him the

idea of a larger material consideration and benefit which he may get ; but, how that

would be lessened, how the force of it would be found with the other forces I hc,ve

spoken of, if he knew that when he left deat Britain, and went to a colony, he

remained under the same flag, the same institutions, had practically, the same guarantee

of his freedom and rights, but more than that, that he was engaging in an industry and

a commerce which had the most favoured place with Great Britain, and which would

consequently, conduce in the best way to his material benefit. Therefore, I say that
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Jin impetus would at onco ho given to immigration, and, wliut is it tliiit these great colotiieft

want! Look at ('anada, look at Australia on thu niup, look at the stretches of SSouth

West, and Central Africa. What is it that is n('f<lt'(n Is it fertility of soil, is it

wt'alth of resources ? Is it the wtsalth which is in the soil, in the sea, or in the

forest 1 None of these things. What is ni^eded is population, the Anglo-Saxon, the

IWitish eniighmt settling then^ and dtneloping the rich resources of this c«)untry,

making a population which is productive, and which cons«'(|uently leads to j)rogn'ss and

to strength. That is what these colonies want, and an arrangement of this kind, with-

out doubt, would give an impetus to immigration. itut what an impetus it would give

to production as well I Let once the demand of the Lritish Empire in the mother islands,

for its fo(Kl, for its ditlerent resources of raw nuiterial, centrt* upon the colonies of (Jreat

Ih'itain, and how it would draw out from the richness of the .soil and the wealth of

forest and mitie ; how it would draw out these hiddisn and valued resources, and put them

into a position where they would hecome still more valuahle, and L'ater to the develop-

ment and good of mankind ; so that not only would innnigration be lussisted, but the

development which would innnediately follow wlii(;li would he made necessary, would

spread throughout th(^ difrijretit colonies of the Knipire, and issue as a dinu^t result.

More than that, there would come a strength, there woulil come a confidence which we

do not have now. An arrangement of that kind would .set at I'est whatever feeling of

dissatisfaction, whatever feeling of unrest there is as to the ])olitical future of these

colonies. We ask sometimes in (Canada, I dare say you ask sometimes in .Australasia,

what are we going to do twenty or twenty-live years from now 1 And, in nine cases out of

ten the commercial consideration is the one which gives the birth to that feeling ; but,

let a '•ommercial .status like this be affirmed and assured, and immediately that unrest

takes on less jKissible proportions, in fact, it is practically nullified. The future then, is

tlie future of an Empire, and each one of the parts has faith in itself as part of an Empire,

strong, healthy and prosperous. So that there will be a confidence, a stability, and in

time a strength of conviction in the political status which would be bene-

ficial to every one of the colonies. Those are some of the results which would accrua,

provided .such an .^.i rangenient as that could be brought about. If it would be advan-

tageous to us, and we think we have no doubt upon that point, we come to a still graver

ijuestion, as to whether or not it is practicable ; and, I just wish to present a few

tlioughts with reference to ihe point of practicability. The objection, when we take

into account such an arrangement as to trade aud conunerce, is this, as to how it would

he viewed in Great Britain, and as to what would be the effect on the conimerce of

(Jreat Britain. That is an immense cons'^Liation. That is the practical point

of view around which the debate must wage, and we would be blind, indeed, if

we thought by simply putting a resolution like this upon paper, and agreeing to it, we
had accomplished the fact, for British interests are still immense, the British people at

home will think of those interests, and while it will not be the sole factor,

it will be the strongest factor in their ultimate decision of the <juestior.. Now,

let us look over it for a moment. Is there any theoretical reason why Great Britain

should not give a more favoured place to the commerce of her colonies than she

does to foreign countries'? When in Great Britain a year or so ago, I was often

niet by this statement:—Well, but you in Canada have free entry to our

markets, everything comes in free, and you put a duty .. goods which we send back

to you. Are you treating us right in that respect 1 That is a point of argument which
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is often brought up, and which is specious in its way, but there is this reply to that. True,

you give an open market to the goods of Canada, but you give an equally open market

to every competitor of Canada, and, conse(|uently, you are doing no favour to Canada for

which you can ask a favour in return. But, again coming to the point, is there any

theoretical reason why she should not treat her own colonies better than foreign coun-

tries ? There is certainly none in the attitude of foreign countries towards the com-

merce of Great Britain. There has been a good deal said as regards the armed forces

of the European continent, each one with its immense equipment ready for war, watch-

ing each other. If that is the truth, it is etjually true that in matters of trade and

commerce there is war. What foreign European country—or to speak in the large, in

the broad sense—what foreign country is especially solicitous as to what it does for the

commerce of Great Britain 1 C at Britain, forty or fifty years ago started out on the

assumption that it would be better for her to reverse the policy of former times,

which was a strictly protective policy, amounting to prohibition, and make herself the

workshop for the world. It was wise, without a shadow of doubt. Looking back in history

we cannot but come to that conclusion ; but a workshop for the world in that year of

grace, forty or fifty years ago, was different from the workshop for the world at the present

time. (Hear, hear.) Then Great Britain, when she made her market free to the produce of

the world, had practically the monopoly ofsupplying theworldin return forwhat they needed

of manufactured goods ; but, from that time up to this, the lines have been continually

raised, until every European country to-day, almost without exception, and almost every

great country, has raised fiscal walls against the commerce of Great Britain. Has

done what? Has prevented the ingress of her goods, in so far as the tai-ilF wall went,

diminished the sale of their goods within their boi'ders by the impetus they gave to manu-

facturing industry on account of the raising of those walls, until to-day countries, which

twenty years ago, depended on English makers chiefly for nine-tenths of what they con-

sumed in the way of manufactured articles, are to-day making within their own borders

nine-tenths of what they consume. But they have done more than that. Whilst they

have raised the walls against the commerce of Great Britain, so far as manu-

factured goods are concerned, they have taken advantage of the open markets of Great

Britain, and have competed therein, lessening the scope and area of the patronage uf

the workingmen of Great Britain, and of the working-marts of Great Britain.

Hon. Mr. Eraser.—Still, trade is increasing.

Hon. Mr. Playford.—Ordy through her colonies.

Hon. Mr. Foster.—These are the facts that walls have been raised against her by

different countries, that she has been cut out of the market by foreign countries to the best

extent they could, has been forced to compete, and consequently lost a certain por-

tion of the market of her own country. Why, think of it to-day ! What does France

do for Great Britain 1 France has a mininmm and a maximum tariff", but her minimum

tariff is a highly protective tariff", and France to-day, while she raises the walls against

every article of Great Britain, sends a largely increasing proportion of woollen and

cotton goods into Great Britain, so that last year nearly i$75,000,000 worth of goods

were exported from France into Great Britain herself, and a large proportion of those

was no doubt consumed within that country. So that I say England owes nothing in the

way of good-will, commercially, to foreign countries, which should operate as a bar to her

saying to her own children we will treat you a little better than foreign countries. But,

there is another side to that, and the English will sa", we want to carry on trade with
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France, even although they have a wall against us, with the United States, even tlujugh

tliey have a wall against us, and maybe if we give you a preferential position in

our market, we will be more hardly used l)y France, and by the United States.

My own opinion is that in the United States, France and most of these countries,

the highest point has been reached in protective tariffs and, instead of going further up,

the tendency in future will be in the opposite direction. T don't think that that is a

practical point which would weigh much with Englishmen in a decision of this question.

It is true that Great Britain has been cut out from a great many countries but still

lias extended her commerce. How has she done it 1 She has done it through her colonies.

In foreign countries she has not extended her commerce to anything like the extent she has

in the colonies. A colonial consumer is worth more to the British producer than six

European consumers. So tliat every colonial dependency that she jiossesses has become

her customer and her commerce could never have extended as it has if it had not been for

these dependencies. Then the colonies have all protected against the mother country,

but none of them have protected as the foreign countries have protected against her.

You can take them and make an average. Take the French tariff and compare it witli

the Canadian tariff". Take the United States tariff and compare it with the Australian

tariff. Take the German tariff' and compare it with the other colonies. Look them

tlirough and through and when you come to read out results you will find that the pro-

tection is far lower in the colonies of Britain against British goods, taking it on an

average, than it is in the foreign countries. So that she has gained by her colonies.

But where else has she gained 1 She has gained in the new and neutral markets of the

world. Great Britain has pushed, with an immense energy and at immense cost, her

markets out into the unoccupied territory, so to speak, but she is followed close on her

heels and side by side with her now by the protective countries of Europe, by those

countries that have walled her to a large extent out of their territory and commerce,

She is followed unrelentingly in this commercial warfare into every neutral market and

they hs ve divided it and they will divide it more and more. Consequently, the area of

her markets is diminished and the competition within that area is continually increasing

and the competition is from those who have walled her out as far as they possibly could

from their own markets. That is the position of things. (Jreat Britain has another con-

sideration which is a forcible one to my mind. Put a cordon around England for

twenty-four days and what will become of her people.

Hon. Mr. Fraseh.—They will starve.

Hon. Mr. Foster.—Allow no food to come in and what would become of her people 1

That cordon could be pretty nearly as effectual if it were 500 or 1,000 miles

away from England as if it were just about her coasts, and in the eventuality of a great

war her food supply stands a chance of being largely cut off by the hostile countries with

which she may be engaged. (Hear, hear). A war with Russia would cut her off from

the wheat of Russia. A ukase of the Czar in twenty-four hours could dry up the ex-

ports of wheat from Russia to Great Britain. A great war carried on with Russia or

some of the other powers would make them conserve their food supplies and prevent

them sending them to Great Britain. I might in touching that, without going into it

further, point out this, that the true food supply and the strategic food supply of Great

Britain is in her own colonies and her own dependencies with whom she will never be at

war and between whom and herself it is most easy for her to keep continual connection

and continual communication. For the markets of trade are more easily kept open in a
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friendly them in an unfriendly country ; and in a friendly part of the Empire than

among the foes of the Empire. So I think that it is wise to look at it from a

British point of view, that in proportion as Britain stimulates her colonies so in pro-

portion these colonies will become the supply centres of food for Great Britain. Take

Canada ; take Australia ; take Africa. These countries can easily supply all the food of

all the varieties that Great Britain needs. It needs an impetus and some development

but there is a possibility, after due development, within a near period that the

colonies of Great Britain can supply all the food and most of the natural resources

that Great Britain needs for her living and for her manufacturing. (Hear, hear.)

So that there is this from the imperial point of view as well as from the strategic point of

view to be looked at upon the other side. Now, gentlemen, you will see that this

motion is framed so as to give it as wide a range and as great elasticity as possible. This

motion does not ask that Great Britain shall give on every product of her colonies a

preferential position, but she may choose as regards certain things which would be of

use to her colonies. Some certain things she might no*- be able even to put a small duty

upon, but she may be able to accede to this propositi n without any detriment to her

trade and commerce. This resolution is so framed that it does not necessarily become

inclusive of all the products. It gives a choice of selection. The only thing to affirm

is that more favourable trade arrangements be given to the colonies than is given to

foreign countries. I desire to put in three or four words after the word " products "

—

making my resolution read : products " in whole or in part," so that it will leave

the clause elastic and will not bind a colony tc give differential arrangements

upon every article of her imports, but will allow a selection, so that a number may be

ohosen and upon these a differential rate or more favourable treatment may be given.

From an imperial point of view the unity, strength and stability of the Empire as a

whole would be most reasonably and most certainly assured by the binding together of

Great Britain and her colonies under this clause, and, added to that, the other ties of

descent and institution which will also give to them large help in binding them together.

So much for the imperial point of view. Now then, from the colonial point of view so

far as that is concerned, it is easier because we are not met by the free trade problem in

its nakedness and in its entirety. All the large colonies, I believe, raise a revenue

which is necessary for the maintenance of the public works, and which to be equal to

the maintenance of the public services necessitates a fairly high customs rate, so that

to this extent the tariffs of nearly all the colonies are more or less protective in pro-

portion as the customs rate is fairly high than if it was merely for revenue purposes. There

is added incidentally a measure of protection for manufactured products in each

country under that tariff. So that there is not the initial difficulty that we meet when

thinking of including Great Britain in the arrangement. My point of view is this
;

that there are not these difficulties as between colonies as we hope to have power to

make these arrangements between the colonies, as in the colonies there is nothing like

free trade pure and simple, and, therefore, the problem is much easier of solution than

as regards Great Britain ; that it would be wise for us in the interests of our common

sisterhood and of trade and the purely imperial interest as well as if we were not

to wait until the ideal time shall be replized when Great Britain and her colonies may

make these arrangements. It may come some time ; I hope it will. But my wish is

that we may commence now between the colonies themselves. Some of them may be

disposed to enter into this arrangement or put their heads together and make some
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arrangement by which their trade shall be developed. It may be done in two ways.

For instance, the Government of Canada could propose in their tariff, and carry it, that

that thf)' would, for every British colony which gave a like reciprocation or adequate

reciprocation, enact, with reference to the goods coming into Canada, that they should be

scaled down five per cent or scaled down ten per cent for the products of that colony. A
small differential rate would give the advantage. The result would be to direct trade

under that small advantage, because who does not know now that trade is done on a

very small margin and that a very small percentage nowadays will have the effect of

drawing and directing trade in channels which it has not hitherto been accustomed to

take. I think that five per cent profit on the value of articles on large trans-

actions, as they would necessarily be, would be considered a living profit of itself if

that could be saved, because I imagine that a great many commercial men, year in

and year out, do not make a clear five per cent upon the whole volume of their

transactions. So that the thing is easily practicable. Suppose one colony says " if

Canada will give us certain advantages we will let their articles that they

export in here at five per cent less than we let the articles of foreign coun-

tries in ". Suppose Canada says :
" If the Australasian Colonies give us certain

trade advantages on what we wish to export there we will let their products

come into Canada five per cent less than the products of any other country ".

Does not any one know that that would immediately give an advantage to each of these

countries and that our mercantile men would be at once on the qui vive. What is it

that will sell in Australia and we will send it there. We get a better compensation

there than outside in foreign countries. The Australian business men would send to

Canada what we buy and get the differential rate on that and we would protect ourselves

in that directioru But if it is found impracticable to make a general reduction of five

per cent on everything let us put our heads together and make a comparison of articles

that we think can be interchanged on a favourable basis and let us give with regard to

these articles more favourable treatment to each other than we give to foreign countries.

The difficulties in a plan of this kind are not, I think, insurmcantable. In fact, I think

they are quite practicable and solvable, and if we desire to have the full benefit of what

we have already done it is possible, I think, for us to go one step further, and make

that which we have already done practically result in good. For we are pledged to

steamship communication and we give of our money mutually in order to open a line

of steamship communication between Australasia and Canada. We are pledged to

communication which so far as we are concerned means commercial development, but

the steamship and the cable fail unless the accompanying trade develops as between the

two countries. Let us go one step further and utilize what we have done in steam-

ship subventions and utilize what we propose to do in cable communication and give

this decided impetus to the trade between these two countries one towards the other by

a slightly favoured position for the products of these countries one with the other. Now
Mr. President and gentlemen, I have in this desultory way put some of the points in

reference to this resolution. I do not see that the diflSculties are insurmountable. I would

like to see tlie whole scheme carried out, but I think we will come nearer towards carrying

out that whole scheme if we, the colonies, wait no longer for the assent of Great Britain

to the larger scheme, but immediately go to work to carry out our part. There have been

some indications, some remarkable indications of late that public opinion is ripening

towards that. The Times newspaper not long ago had a remarkable article. It was
207
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brought out by a resolution passed by our Parliament of Camida saying that whenever

Great Britain would give us preferential treatment, we would give a lower scale of

duties to her products entering our country. The I'lines commenting on that said

this in substance : That is a remarkable step which Canada has taken. It deserves to be

considered, but (Jreat Britain can scarcely change her fiscal relations for one colony.

What do the other colonies think about this 1 And if it d(»es happen that the other

colonies think in the same way that Canada thinks, then the lead has been given to a

remarkable proposition which must be considered by Gre.at Britain and she may
eventually change her fiscal relations entirely. Now that shows the trend of public

opinion in that respect. I have here a statement which I saw in a paper. Lord Salisbury

made a speech not long since which is significant of itself because it follows in the

characteristic line of several utterances of Lord Salisbury and other statesmen in Great

Britain. Lord Salisbury says :

—

We live in an age of a war of tariffs. Every nation is trying how it can, by agreement with its

neiglihour, get the greatest possible protection for its industries, and, at the same time, the greatest

possible access to tlie markets of its neighbours. I want to point out to you that what I observe is

that while A is very anxious to get the favour of ]», ami 1» is anxious to get a favoui' of (", nobody
cares two stiaws about getting the commercial favour of fJreat IJritain. Wliat is the reason of that?

It is that in this gi'eat battle (ireat Britain has deliberately stripped herself of her armour and her
weapons by which the battle is to be fought. You cannot do business in this world of evil and suf-

fering on those terms. If you fight, you must tight with the weapons with which those whom you
are contending against are tighting.

That is a remarkaV)le utterance. It is the utterance of a leading statesman.

No reader of Great Britain's contemporary history is unaware of the fact that there is

a great deal of loosening of ideas with reference to this thingand that people are coming

more and more to ask what is the best thing under the present circumstances for us to

do with reference to our commerce. Depend upon it, before long the people of Great

Britain will lie fighting on that practical issue. Tf it turns out that free trade is best,

she will be kept under free trade and if it turns out that something else is better, that

better plan will be adopted. That time may be more or less distant, but controversy is

verging towards the practical point and it will have to be settled by the British people.

That may be some time in coming or it may come quickly, but in the meantime the

.nolonies are in the position where they are free ve^y largely from these disabilities to

take hold of this question and solve it for themselves. We must take this fact into

consideration that though the weight of the Empire so far as population is concerned, is

to-day in the islands, the Empire comprises outside territory which has a large

population to-day and which twenty-five years from now Avill ha/e the largest proportion

of the population of the British Empire. Whatever the colonies undertake to carry

out will have by its pressure the power of causing thought and moulding the subsequent

action of Great Britain itself. However, my great plea just at the present time is that

though we consider imperial reciprocity an ideal which may only be realized by and by,

and one for which we should work, we should not divest ourselves of the thought that

the union of the colonies in this matter is an idea which can more speedily be realized.

It is a practical possibility, and we ought to come to the conclusion, I think, that we

brethren of kin may do for each other more than we do for outside brethren, who are

brethren only by descent from the common parent. (Loud applause).

Sir Henry Wrixon.—I will second it. It is not ur lerstood that I am particularly

representing any coloay, but in seconding it I am speaking for myself.
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Hon. Mr. Fitzgerald.—I have listened with the greatest attention to the admirable,

far-reaching, practical and eloquent speech of the hon. gentleman who introduced this

motion. I only wish that hon. gentleman had been standing on the floor of the House

of Commons addressing his remarks to the English people, because, while I agree that

there is a great deal of force in many of his observations, I cannot concur in the deduc-

tions, in the stated facts that he has so eloquently described. I say, sir, that this

resolution, if limited to clause No. 1, would be in itself, I think, sufficient to meet all his

objections and would enable the conference to escape from what I think would l)e

dangerous ground for them to travel. I quite concur, sir, that the opposition to the

English on the part of the foreign powers is great and I cannot but admire the patience

with which the English people submit to the disadvantage under the various tariffs they

are subjected to; and T might say, T think, it is very likely there is a growing opinion in

England, an opinion gradually ripening towards a change in her attitude to these powers

which treat her in such a hostile manner with regard to their tariffs. But, sir, we cannot

forget as far as we in the colonies are concerned, that the opinion of England is still

staunch on this subject. If Englishmen are willing to allow themselves to be

subjected to the competition which ii. r policy subjects them to and if the English

people are content to remain in that position, I do not think for one, that the

colonies ought to strike ' he note of alarm among them or increase that alarm.

It is simply in this position : if England is satisfied why should we disturb

her people as far as colonial produce is concerned 1 What is the position of England in

regard to colonial produce 1 In the first place our tariffs are all directed as much
against England as against any foreign country. England is willing to acknowledge

that. We may love England very much but our colonial manufacturers are just as

tenacious regarding manufactures as the manufacturer of England, of France, of Belgium

or any other country. Therefore, with regard to that point, and Mr. Foster has laid

stress on it, I would ask how he would stand before his own Parliament in I'ecommend-

ing such proposals. Look at the position with regard to the Australasian delegates.

Every colony of Australasia adopts a more or less protective policy. Victoria has one

of great dimensions, and prohibits articles of her own sister colonies entering and places

them in the same position as the most distant nations of Europe. If England gave her

a small differential duty upon her exports and these exports being limited practically to

Avheat, wine and butter, we know that in the matter of wheat England would never

give us any advantage for the simple reason that by doing so she must increase the

cost of the food of her people. There is one thing in the consideration of Mr. Foster's

arguments which weakens the respect which ordinarily T hold for every utterance from

Lord Salisbury. I look upon Lord Salisbury as representing the old landowner's

policy, that he sees and feels, as does every land holder in England, that their incomes are

declining every year, and why 1 Because as regards cereals, England is really ceasing to

exist as an agricultural country, and why ? Because of the enormous influx both from her

colonies and foreign countries of cereal products. It is, therefore, this very point Lord Salis-

bury may have been looking at, and not at the broad view of the question. If England is to

continue to be the centre of the manufactures of the world, it is essential that the cost

of the living of the labouring men, necessary for working these manufactures, should be

iis low as possible. Consequently, in that aspect as far as the Australian colonies are

concerned, I see no chance whatever to expect any reversal of the policy with regard to

breadstuffs. My hon. friend also referred to the fact, which is one mostly for the con-
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sideration of the English people and the statesmen of England, and that is the risk that

England runs in time of war from the stoppage of her commerce in regard to l)read-

stufls. I would say there is an explanation given every year when Her Majesty's

Government in England asks for increased estimate for naval protection. What is the

main argument 1 It is to protect her commerce, but chiefly with regard to the food of

her people. If Russia stopped her supplies, and reduced the export of her wheat,

Mr. Foster answers the question himself by saying, that the colonies are equal to supply

the people with food. An encouragement of agriculture would arise if the prices of

cereals .irose and the increase in agriculture both in Canada and Australia and other

countries would V)e such that in a very short time indeed, the prices would be reduced

to the normal rate simply by competition between the countries. Therefore, with regard

to grain and cereals I cannot believe that it is other than beating the air and putting

England in the position of having the ungracious task of opposing any resolution of this

conference that touches the food of her people. How is it with regard to butter ? No
doubt butter is an important article of export from one of the colonies, but it is not

likely that England, for the purpose of giving us the advantage in butter, would shut

out the butter from the northern or other parts of Europe. Nor do I think that the con-

sideration in regard to our wine would be very great. If England was to be asked to allow

her colonies to form a zoUverein among each other in the event of her refusing to unite

with them in the customs union, are we not dealing in a hostile attitude regarding

her ? Therefore if Mr. Foster would excise the second part of this resolution, I venture

to say that the preamble No. 1 and preamble No. 2 must receive the assent of every

member of this conference. I cannot regard that it is other than absolutely true " that

the stability and progress of the Empire can be best assured by drawing continually

closer the bands that unite the colonies with the mother country and by the continuous

growth of a practical sympathy and co-operation of all that pertains to the common

welfare." That is the first preamble. The second is this :
" This co-operation and

unity can in no way be moi'e efiFectually promoted than by the cultivation and extension

of the mutual and profitable interchange of their products." That is another admirable

statement that I think must receive universal assent. Now, in the deduction from

this, to my mind, it is sufficient for this conference to say :
" That this conference

records its belief in the advisability and practical possibility of a customs union, between

Great Britain and her colonies, by which trade within the Empire may be placed on a

more favourable footing than that which is carried on with foreign countries." That is

only confirming what we have already adopted when we began. We have demanded

this in some cases by legislation, that we should be at liberty to enter into these rela-

tions between the colonies for our mutual advantage. Now, I come to the other
;

*' That pending the assent of the mother country"—that is further than I am prcared

to go. It shows that we have reason to expect that England will refuse to the ct lonies

the extension of our powers by legislation. The word " pending assent " gives the idea

that it would be as close to a threat of separation as it could be, and that if England

and her statesmen refuse to build a wall against foreign countries, in order to meet the

views of this conference, that we should build the wall ourselves and treat England

as we would treat foreign nations, as hostile. In the face of such an impression as

this, what is the use of talking about allegiance or sympathy with the great mother

country?

Hon. Mr. Foster.—Who proposed to do that? . .;i , .
,
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Hon. Mr. Fitzgerald.—It appears to me to be a deduction to be drawn from the

language of the resolution.

Hon. Mr. Poster.—Not in the least.

Hon. Mr. Fitzgerald.—Therefore if England does not give assent to such an

arrangement the colonies should be permitted to do it themselves.

Sir Henry Wrixon.—We have affirmed that.

Hon. Mr. Foster.—What is the use of Sir Henry Wrixon's r. lution ?

Hon. Mr. Fitzgerald.—You are entitled to it whether she consents to it or not.

Hon. Mr. Foster.—This resolution is a corollary to what has been done before.

Sir Henry Wrixon asks the mother country to give us power to make this arrangement.

This resolution affirms that provided we get the power, we shall make the arrangement,

if we like.

Hon. Mr. Fitzgerald.—I would like to have it altered if it means that. To me
the resolution seems to be a hostile resolution to England.

Hon. Mr. Foster.—If she does not wish to make the customs arrangements, be-

tween her and all her colonies,, let the colonies make these arrangements amongst

themselves.

Hon. Mr. Fitzgerald.—The view I take of it is that it is not entirely removed,

though considerably lessened.

Hon. Mr. Foster.—Perhaps it does not convey the meaning which it was the

intention it should.

Hon. Mr. Fitzgerald.—If it be affirming simply what we have already adopted,

what is the necessity of the resolution 1

Hon. Mr. Foster.—Granted we get the power to do the thing, shall we say that

we think it is advisable to do it ?

Sir Henry Wrixon.—It is the practical application of what we have previously

done.

Hon. Mr. Fitzgerald.—The sting is taken very much out of it by that explana-

tion, but I would like to hear that elal)orated more before I give my consent to it.

Hon. Mr. Fostjsr.—If it is the opinion of the conference that it is to be done, it

should be done.

Hon. Mr. Fitzgerald.—We have the strongest objection to taking any action

which may by anticipation convey to the home authorities an expression of opinion

that this conference has any reason to guspect, much less to believe, that the resolutions

carried here, the expressions of opinion moderately made with regard to these resolu-

tions, will not be received with attention at home, and acceded to by the home govern-

ment. Having that feeling, I desire to avoid in every possible way acting in any sense

which would have the eflfect of lessening our chance of succeeding, and certainly of

introducing a breach, or some extended departure from the friendly relations that now

exist between the colonies and Great Britain, and between the colonies themselves,

which I hope may be enduring and lasting.

The President.—Do I understand, Mr. Fitzgerald, your objection to be more

particularly to the third paragraph 1

Hon. Mr. Fitzgerald.—The third ; where it says, " and further resolved " ; it is

the latter one of the two resolutions. . .
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The President,—I merely ask for information. You do not objecu to an affirnia-

tion of the principlo that the colonies should enter into reciprocal relations among

tl 9mselve8, do you, independent of the mother country altogether?

Hon. Mr. FiT(iERALi).—No, I do not.

Sir Henry deVillikhs.—I was very much impressed by the argument of my
friend, Mr. Fitzgerald, but it strikes me that the whole of his argument was

directed rather against th(^ first of the two resolutions, though in the end he said he

would vote for the first and against the second.

Hon. Mr. FiTZdERALD.—It was the other way.

Sir Henry deVilliers.—To my mind he seems to have rather misunderstood the

second resolution, but I did not rise with the object of making a speech upon the

subject, but merely for the purpose of asking a few questions to enable me to deciJ«

how to vote. In the first place I should like to know from the mover whethei- it is

proposed to enter into a kind of customs union with Great Britain ; whether he pro-

poses, for instance, that Canada should impose no duties whatever upon goods imported

from England.

Hon. Mr. Foster.—I will answer that question first. The words "customs ar-

rangements " were put in designedly in order to leave just as wide a leverage as possible.

It does not mean that there should be one tarifT all around, as a customs union would
;

it does not mean that necessarily. If the colonies and Great Britain would agree to

that, it does not preclude it. It does not mean that there should be a customs union

by which the same tariff would be levied all around necessarily. Neither does it affirm

that there shall be no duties levied, or that goods shall be free between the two. It

leaves it between those two extremes, so that an arrangement can be made, the effect

of which will be simply, that as between Great Britain and her colonies trade will be

more favoured than it is between Great Britain and her colonies, and foreign countries.

There is the whole range of negotiation between those two points, made just as wide as

possible, so as to allow the principle to be adopted.

Sir Henry deVilliers.—The question will be whether this is not a very one-sided

arrangement, because I was looking at the bill which was placed in our hands of the

duties to be imposed by this Dominion, and I find there are enormous duties imposed on

goods imported from England. Then, is it proposed that these import duties should

continue with a deduction of simply 5 per cent suggested?

Hon. Mr. Foster.—Whatever arrangement may be made. Suppose that Great

Britain and Canada come together, talk over the matter, there is our tariff,

there is your tariff, what arrangement can we make ? Anything within the lines of an

arrangement may be made possible under that.

Sir Henry deVilliers.—Then I would ask whether, in point of fact, the trade

of Great Britain with foreign countries is not far la excess of her trade with her

colonies ?

Hon. Mr. Foster.—Four times as much.

Sir Henry deVilliers.—And I would inquire whether the effect of this motion

will not be to greatly diminish that foreign trade, and therefore to diminish ultimately

the trade which the colonies will have with England ?

Hon. Mr. Foster.—That is a question of opinion. ' .
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Lord Jersey.—I will state to Sir Henry deVilliers that in 1891 the trade

between Great Britain and her possessions was 22.84 per cent on the whole, as

regards imports, and 30.20 as regards exports. If you look at this diagram

you will see it is represented generally as being alx)ut one-fourth of the total

trade of Great Britain.

Hon. Mr. FiTZfJERALD.—Of course that includes India.

Lord Jersey.—Yes. Then I would point out that the last resolution, to which

INIr. Fitzgerald took some exception, does appear a little bit stiff', if I may use the

expression, because our first resolution, moved by Sir Henry Wrixon, was, that provision

should l)e made by imperial legislation enabling the dependencies of the Empire to

enter into agreements of commercial reciprocity, including the making of a ditferential

tariff with Great Britain, or with one another. That was carried. Then this one

says :
—" That pending the assent of the mother country to such an arrangement in

" which she shall be included, it is desirable that the colonies of Great Britain, or such

" of them as may be disposed to accede to this view, take immediate steps," and so on.

The language seems a little bit stronger perhaps than Mr. Foster means.

Hon. Mr. Foster.—That is a fair criticism. That criticism is, that no step could

be taken until authority was given.

Sir Henry Wrixon.—It assumes legislation will necessarily be passed.

Lord Jersey.—But it goes beyond that.

Hon. Mr. Foster.—That is (juite true. That is an excellent criticism. I have

assumed that, but that must not be assumed in the resolution. I would like to give

the figures for 1892. Lord Jersey has given them for 1891. I will give them as

regards imports and exports both. The total imports in 1892 was £424,000,000 in round

numbers ; the foreign, £320,000,000 ; the British Colonies, £98,000,000; the total exports,

£291,000,000 ; the foreign countries, £210,000,000; British possessions, £81,000,000. It

is a little less than a quarter as to imports, and a little less than a third as to exports. •

i
i

INTRODUCTION OF MR. HOFMEYR.

Hon. Jan Hendrick Hofmeyr was introduced to the conference, as one of

the delegates from the Cape of Good Hope, and was given his place in the conference.

TRADE WITHIN THE EMPIRE.—ConMnwetf.

Hon. Mr. Eraser.—I listened with rapture to the speech of Hon. Mr. Foster, and

I am sorry I was not able to speak immediately, because even, in this short time, my
memory has partly failed me. After reading this notice of motion carefully through, I

am in most hearty sympathy with it, except perhaps the latter sentence, " and further

resolved," etc. There may be some further modification made in respect of that. If so,

I am (juite certain the Hon. Mr. Foster will not object.

Hon. Mr. Foster.—Certainly not.

Hon. Mr. Eraser.—If there is anything in the latter part of it which is of a dicta-

torial nature, I do not say it is so, but even if there is anything in it which may be

looked upon as of that nature, I would desire it should be modified, because, I would

not, for a moment dream of putting a single word in a motion like this that would have
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anything of tho character suggested. "We have come here from our colony with the

greatest desire and wish, not only of the Parliament, but of the colonists assembled at

a public meeting, and expressed, that we should in every sense promote trade with tiie

Dominion of Canada. That is the object of our mission ; and, as this is in that direc-

tion I fail to see what objection there can be to it. It may be suggested, of course*

that by promoting trade with Canada we may lessen t'^e trade with Great Britain.

We, of course, are naturally anxious to increase the trade with the mother country ; we

are anxious to increase your trade with Australia, and lessen the trade of foreign coun-

tries with Australia. We have a certain volume of trade. We are going in the direction

of our wishes by taking any step that will increase our trade with each other, or with

the mother country, or which will lessen the trade with foreign countries. The steam"

ships running to Australia are subsidized by Germany, and subsidized by France, clearly

showing that they are anxious to force a trade with Australia. They have a very large

trade with Australia, and, if the mother country, and the colonies, can, by a slight

differential tariff, assist each other, it will result in good. Of course, I do not know that

the mother country would entertain it. It is no harm to make the proposition ; and,

if it is not acceptable to the mother country, of course she would not entertain it, and

if she did not entertain it, we would not be any the less satisfied on that account. Of

course she has a perfect right to look to her own trade relations. If she entered into an

arrangement like that with the colonies, whether it would lessen her trade with other

countries, is a matter she must consider. That is a question for the mother country. If

the colonies cannot trade with each other oi mutually advantageous terms, there is no

danger of any arrangement being arrived at. It must be to their mutual advantage,

otherwise they cannot come to terms, unless one colony is so very, very clever as to get an

advantage, and I suppose that each colony, and certainly the mother country, can be

relied upon to look after their own interests. I do not think that any better step could be

taken for the unity of the Empire, or for the advantage of the Empire, than a step in this

direction, viz., that the trade between Australia ai J Canada should be greatly increased.

What is the use of subsidizing steamships, unless we are going to take some other steps

to assist in that direction 1 We naturally expect that trade will follow if we subsidize

steamships, and if we construct cable lines, and we have a mandate from the Chamber

of Commerce, and from Parliament, and from the people of Victoria to assist in that

direction, and therefore, if we do not pass this resolution, or agree to it, I do not

think we are acting in the direction that our duty should dictate to us. I know that

the Australian colonies have not yet passed a free trade customs tariff with each other,

but all the business people admit, nay more, the electors admit, that it is a most desir-

able thing to do. I do not see that there is very much difference between doing that

and extending it in the direction of trade with Canada, or the Cape of Good Hope,

because the trade with Canada and Australia is very limited indeed now, and it will not

disarrange matters to give it a clear footing. Of course I can quite see that before we

enter into trade relations with Grreat Britain we would have to consider our finances,

because millions of our revenue is derivable from the import duties on goods from Great

Britain, and, therefore, a question of revenue would come in ; but, the question of

revenue does not come in in discussing the question of trade between Canada and

the other colonies. Moreover, if we do not encourage trade of this kind be-

tween the colonies, what hope is there of keeping alive this spirit that we so

much try to encourage, that is, the spirit of friendship, and the wish to help each other
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in times of national disaster or trouble. It is all very well to say we meet at the dining

table, and in other ways, and that the sentimental feeling is naturally very strong ; but,

if there were no trade relations with the countries concerned I feel clear that in a very

short time our sentimental speeches would be forgotten, and we would lapse into a con-

dition of knowing very little about each other. It will not be so if we encourag(! trade,

and if trade is developed. We would thereby strengthen all the ties that j>»ould be

strength<"ied, and they will be permanent in every respect. It is no use to make a com-

parison. In a small way I can cjuite see that we might do a large business in many
ways. Even in the line of paper. I visited the Eddy Company's mills the other day

;

they are perfectly surprising. When I asked them the price of their printing paper

per pound, and compared it with the quality we are using in Australia, I was amazed at

the cheapness of the production. Yet, I can (juite understand it. You have water

power here costing you little or nothing, even the water power brings the logs from the

forest to the mill without great expense ; then you have the very timber that the paper

is made of at your very door ; and, I should imagine that you would be able to defy

almost any country in cheap production. We consume immensely of that product, and

it is a product that runs into large figures. Australia is consuming an innnense lot of

it with the daily morning and evening papers. There is very large opening in that

direction alone. Of course the difficulty would be the transportation. That may be

done by sea from Montreal to the various colonies, and that difficulty could be overcome.

In many other respects I see where a trade could be opened up. Ii: trade was opened up,

British steamships would be employed in that trade. Instead of foreign steamships being

employed running from San Francisco to Australia, I would like to see the trade diverted

from San Francisco to a Canadian port, to the St. Lawrence, or to Victoria, or Vancouver

or to any other Canadian point. The British flag should carry the produce that is now-

sent through the United States. I am quite sure, so far as I can read the opinion of

the colonies, and especially our colony, I do not think there is anything in this motion

that they would take exception to. Perhaps the latter clause :
" Pending the assent of

the mother country " might be worded so that it would not grate on the minds of the

most sensitive in England, because I would wish that anything of that nature should

be eliminated. With the exception of that, and one or two other little words, I heartily

give the motion my support, and hope it will be adopted.

Hon. Mr. SuTtoR.—I think the gentleman who has just resumed his seat has

rather discussed the bro&d question of encouraging trade relations between Canada and

the Australian colonies rather than considered the proposal which has been Submitted

to us by the Hon. Mr. Foster. It seems to me there is a very broad and material dis-

tinction between that question and the question we are asked to consider in the resolu-

tions submitted to us. I have read as carefully as I can these resolutions over and over

again, with a view of seeing if I could not in any way alter thfe first interpretation I

gave them, and I find, so far as my power of reading English will permit me, that the

first meaning I gave to them is the one that still retains itself in my mind. The Hon.

Mr. Eraser, who has just resumed his seat, says he takes no exception to the first reso-

lution, leaving out of consideration for the time being the two preambles, if I may so

describe them. If we come to the first resolution, the Hon. Mr. Eraser apparently

takes no exception to that as submitted for our consideration by the Hon. Mr. Foster.

But surely he must see, if he reads it in the same light as I do, that we are there

expressing an opinion that England should reverse her whole national policy as regards
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free trade, and that she shouhl inutitute a diHcriniinating tariff, aUowini; products to

como from the colonies free, whilst, at the sjvme time, she should impose a iluty upon all

goods sent into England from any fonugn power.

Hon. Mr. Playkord.—The resolution moved l)y Mr, Foster does not .say all.

Hon. Mr. Suttor.—We must admit that we are inviting England here to estahlish

a tariff which will put i.n end to her fr(>o trade policy, and allow the products or the

go»xls coming from the different colonies to he admitted on more advantageous terms

than those coming from foreign nations.

Hon. Mr. Playford.—Treat her own children a little bit better than she treats

foreigners.

Hon. Mr. Suttor.—That implies or asks us to say that England must, at any rate,

put a duty upon foreign goods coming into the Kingdom. I would like to ask gentle-

men who come here representing the Australian colonies whether we are at this time

prepared to commit ourselves to such an expression of opinion as that ? I think we

must at the same time consider, whilst we have this matter under discussion, that

something more practical and practicable should be laid before us than this resolution

that is now submitted. We know perfectly well, all of us, notwithstanding the

expression of opinion that has been given by Lord Salisbury, and (juoted by Hon. Mr.

Foster this morning, that there is no very strong party in England, on eitl.er

one side of the House or the other, that is prepared to change the fiscal policy of Eng-

land at this present moment ; and, without expressing any opinion of my own, I have

heard many strong protectionists in the Australian colonies, and the same might apply

to Canada, who argue and admit that if they were in England, having the feeling of

Englishmen, they would be free traders rather than protectionists. The great distinc-

tion between the colonies and England is that we are all large producing centres, whilst

England is a large manufacturing centre, ami I have often heard protectionists say, if they

were in England, and belonged to a great manufacturing centre, they would be free traders.

I for one do not feel that I should be justified, under the circumstances, in voting for such

a resolution as this. I think the proper course for this conference to adopt is to adhere,

as far as possible, to practical ideas and positions. I do not think, for a moment, if we

carried such a resolution as this, that any good could come of it. England is not prepared

now, any more than she was two or three years ago, when the Dominion of Canada asked

the same terms as are now appealed for and they were declined ; things are no further

advanced than they were then. Therefore, we would not advance our cause at all in

inviting England to consider for a moment any such proposal as this, that she should

discriminate as between the colonies and the foreign countries with whom she does

business. We admit, all of us, that it is desirable to preserve the cordial relations

which exist between England and the colonies, and if possible, to make those ties still

stronger, but, is it likely, that by carrying such a resolution as this, which implies that

England should altogether alter her fiscal policy, we should assist in that direction ? As
regards the second resolution proposed by Mr. Foster, it really says that, in the event of

England declining to comply with our request, we should enter into a sort of zollverein

among ourselves, placing all the colonies in a better position, as regards trade, than any

other part of the world, and that would, of course, mean that England should be placed

at a greater disadvantage than the rest of the Empire, if she declined to accede to this

proposal we now make to her. I feel sure that she will decline. I feel that she will not

agree to the proposal in thefrst resolution, and if she does not agree to that, as we may
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concludo she will not, from tho answer .slm Ims alrfiuly given to this Dominion, what will

be the position with regard to tlie Hecond rosolution, that wo will en.leavour, Ix'tween

ou"selv«is, to ent(u* into a coimnorcial treaty with the rest of the Empire, t'xeluding

England, which will place England in a worse position than Canada, Australia, or the

Cape, or all three of them. I think it is unfortunate that something of a more

practical nature was not submittod to us than is contained in these resolutions,

and 1 feel that I cannot pledge the government of the colony that I

represent here, to any such proposition as I am invited to agree to by the Hon. Mr.

Foster, and, iherofore, if it comes to a vote, rather than commit my colony to su.

.

stnmg views I shall have to decline to vote, as the Hon. Mr. Playford has alrea«ly done

on another matter, on a (juestion like this, which I think is quite beyond the scope of

our iiujuiry. I think it is one that we should not now be re(|uired to

express an opinion upon. I am quite prepared to listen to, and to give

the most favourable considei'ation to any proposal of a practical nature that is

likely to bring the trade of the Australian colonies and Canada more directly in unison

than it is now, and, without going into detail, there are, undoubtedly, two or three

large marketable raw products that we produce, and manufactured articles produced

here, in which a very great aiul large trade nught spring up ; but, that is a mere

matter of encouragement of trade, rather than great profxtsals to alter the fiscal policy

of the imperial nation. Of course none of us, I think, came here expecting that

Canada was going to forego, inou avour, what she calls her National Policy, or to give

up protection in favour of intercolonial free trade ; we did noi expect it, we have not

got it, but, the Hon. Mr. Foster has intimated to-day that he is (juite prepared to go as

far as 5 per cent in favour of the colonies, if they will reciprocate in some way.

The Prksidicnt.—He only gave that figure as an illustration of the principle he

advocated.

Hon. Mr. iSuTTOR.—Though it is an illustration, it shows clearly that Canada is not

prepared nor has she stated that she is ready to open her ports to any goods that are now
dutiable. Without going into detail T will remind the conference that one

of the great articles of production in all the Australian colonies is wool, and we know
that wool is absolutely free in Canada, and that trade merely requires to be encouraged,

such as I hope may be the result of a mail service between Australia and Canada,

so that we may induce the people of Canada to come down and buy the wool first hand,

instead of as they do now, through the London or American markets. Then again, as

already mentioned by Mr. Playford, and I myself have mentioned it there is a great open-

ing for trade in Australia for paper made of spruce wood. I think 1 am right in saying

paper is admitted free of duty into the Australian colonies, at any rate it is free in New
South Wales. Then again, we know that you produce here large quantities of cotton goods.

In my colony all cotton goods, so long as not mside into garments, are absolutely free,

and therefore we are quite as ready to do business with Canada in those commodities,

as I hope you are ready to do business with us in the matter of wool.

The President.—What did you say was absolutely free 1

Hon. Mr. Suttor.—All cotton goods.

Hon. Mr. Playford.—I think they are free in all the colonies.

Hon. Mr. Suttor.—With regard to this resolution I have already said I do not

see, in its present form, that I should be justified in committing my colony in respect to it.
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Mr. Lee Smith.—I think all of us who have listened to the address of the Hon.

Mr. Foster must admit he has given a very lucid and clear statement of the position

from his point of view, and he has very eloquently described the feeling which binds

together Great Britain and her colonies, and he very properly, as I think, wound up by

saying that those bonds would be more firmly cemented by paying more regard to the

great question of the commercial relations between Great Britain and her colonies. T

may say, sir, I quite agree with chat view. On no account whatsoever must we do any-

thing in this room which will in the slightest possible manner hamper Great Britain in

her trade relations with the world at large. Great Britain is a free trade country, it

must necessarily continue to be a free trade country if it is going to preserve that pre-

eminent position which it already holds, and which I hope it always will hold in the

commercial affairs of the world. Looking back to the time when Great Britain first

acquired this great pre-eminence, we find that it was brought about by a combination of

peculiar circumstances. First :>i all, the leading cause was the fret that all the manu-

facturing nations of Europe were exhausted through a long continuance of wars, and

at the same time there occurred the introduction of the great motor which now moves

machinery, that is the introduction of the power of steam. Those two factors combined

with the wealth that Britain had already then in reserve, enabled Great Britain to

take immense strides, and acquire a leading position in the commerce and industry of

the world ; and how has it continued to do that ? It has continued to do that from

1830, 1845, and onwards by the maintenance of a free trade policy ; steps taken to

enable the great population of Britain to be employed in manufacturing raw products

sent from all parts of the world. The Hon. Mr. Foster has referred to the

change in the opinion of the British people as to the wisdom, or otherwise, of this

policy. From my point of view, and from my reading, I think that all these efforts

that are being made by the protectionists, by the fair traders, and so on, will really

result in no good whatever ; they are wrong in principle. For instance, as a matter of

illustration, any effort made to preserve the rent of land in England by any of the

artificial measures which have been prompted by the Hon. Mr. Chaplin,

and others, for the purpose of associating for buying goods of each other, and

the several other ways they have proposed to preserve the position of the average

landlord, will be utterly futile. The real reason why rents have gone down in Britain

is this : In Britain there are three classes of people supported off land. That was

quite possible so long as there was a limited area of land outside of Great Britain

available for the production of the increased supply of wheat necessary for the con-

sumption of the world. But, now, you have brought in a large area of virgin land,

a continually enlarging area of virgin land, suitable for the production of wheat. You
have, by the aid of science and means of quick communication, both by letter and telegraph

and by steamers carrying immense cargoes, cheaply brought those within a very short dis-

tance, so to speak, of England, and, when you consider that the person who produces that

wheat is himself the whole of those three classes, landlord, tenant farmer and

labourer, the British landlord cannot expect that his lands will give to him

and to the tenant the same proportion of return that they have done in the past, and I

do not think any efforts of an artificial nature, will interfere with the

condition of things as they now exist, and as I have endeavoured to point out. There-

fore, I believe that the policy of Great Britain lies immediately in the direction of

continuing free trade. If you have a protection in any one raw product,in England what
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will you do? You limit the manufacturing power of Great Britain,in comparison with other

countries, and reduce the area of the manufacture, and consequently the employment of

labour, which i< the great question we have to deal with at the present time. So that

in anything we may do here I believe that we must take as the leading principle this,

that you must in no way hamper Great Britain ; and I do not see how, in the Hon. Mr.

Foster's resolution, we can avoid putting Great Britain at a disadvantage. I hope I

am reading it properly. That is to say this :—We may give Great Britain advantages

here, but we cannot ask Great Britain in return to place her customs duties in such a

position as to give us a better position than other nations. I do i;ot think that that is

possible. For instance, there is not «jingle raw product I believe but what Great

Britain allows to come into her ports qu^tt? free. You do not do so here. We do not

do so in many of the colonies, I believe. Therefore, I think the first move we should

make is in the direction of reducing the duties upon raw products. That is the funda-

mental principle on which we should go, leaving manufactures to be dealt with here-

after. Now, us an illustration, let me point out that I find that merino wool is here free
;

there is no duty in Canada on merino wool, but there is a duty of 3 cents per pound on

Leicester and or other wools. Now, my country is a Leicester and Lincoln wool-

producing country. There is a anomaly at once. Why should merino wool be allowed

to come in free, and not Leicester and other wools which the colony of New Zealand

produces 1 Then, again, I understand the Hon. Mr. Foster suggests chere should be a

differential allowance of, say, 5 per cent.

Hon. Mr. Foster.—I was just illustrating. It might be 25.

Mr. Lee Smith.—Five per cent upon 3 cents per pound would be inappreciable,

because it would not toiich that great market of London where there are opportunities

of getting the highest prices by reason of the fact that it is the wor'.d's market, and

buyers go there from all parts of the world. I hope this resolution will not pass. I

hope we will affirm the principle that nothing must be done to interfere with Great

Britain. We can ask Great Britain to do nothing whatiBoever. She has already done

what she can do. She has thrown her ports open to the world on raw products, and to

help us, she would have to put a duty upon those, and that is impossible. Her answer

to us would be :
" You cannot give us the kind or quantity we want." They would

not stand a duty on wheat, the same as to wool, and every other commodity. As to

manufactured goods,we might make a discrimination in this class on wools here,you might

make it 20 or 25 per cent on all products from Great Britain to any of the colonies, bub

Great Britain could not give us anything in return. We would be making Great

Britain a present of so much lessening duty, and that I might be prepared to do, but

you go further than that, and you put Great Britain in such a position that she will

have to distinctly refuse, or if she does it, it will be very much to the disadvantage of

her people.

Sir Henry Wrixon.—Mr. Chairman, I will vote for the motion. I do not exactly

understand what the difficulties are which some of my friends have expressed. I am
beginning to question as to whether there is not some confusion in my own mind

;

probably there is. Either I am confused, or my friends are confused, becausb I do not

exactly know what the diflficulty is. The whole of this motion is merely an expression

of the sense of the meeting. My friend has spoken of binding Great Britain. The whole

thing only amounts to an expression of a hope. We are a peaceable collection of gentle-
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men, we may express any opinions we like for what they are worth, without any one

talking about cornering Great Britain.

Mr. Lee Smith.—I did not say " cornering."

Sir Henry Wrixon.—I am merely expressing my own idea. The whole thing is

merely the expression of a pious wish, and I think eminently a wise wish. The pre-

amble, no human being can object to. As to the last paragraph, no member of this

congress who has voted for the resolution that has been carried can object to it, because by

the first resolution we carried we deprecated in our speeches and resolution the disability

we were under of entering into arrangements between ourselves. We loudly complained

of that, and raised our voices on high to the imperial authorities to enable us

to enter into arrangements between ourselves. How any man who voted for that can

turn around and say it is improper to express a wish that this arrangement shall go

on after they authorize it, I cannot understand. Therefore, as regards the preamble,

and the third paragraph, I cannot understand what the difficulty is. As regards the

middle one, I quite admit if we were in any way to dictate to Great Britain, it would

be ridiculous. We are only expressing a hope that Great Britain may see her way to

come to a certain arrangement. We have nothing more to do ; we have no power in

the matter; it only rests with Great Britain to deal with the important and difilv. alt

problems which are therein involved. We cannot force a conclusion in any way. I

certainly express the hope, and I shall be delighted if Great Britain can see her way

to enter into such an arrangement between the colonies and herself. It will be a

grand thing if it can be done, and no human being can say anything against our ex-

pressing a wish that it should be done. I wish for it, and I hope for it. As to when

or how it will come about, I do not know. That is in the hands of the higher

political powers of Great Britain. Of course it opens up an interesting question as to

Great Britain herself, which it is not necessary for us to enter into. It is a most

complicated and interesting problem. There can be no doubt whatever that the prog-

nostications which were made when the great free trade platform of England was

adopted, have not been fulfilled. It was confidently stated at the time that it

would not lead to any diminution in the culture of the land, but, on the

contrary', the culture of the land would go on as well, or better than

before. We all know that the land of England is going out of cultivation.

Whether the English Government may find it necessary to reconsider the matter, as I say,

I could not venture to express an opinion. All I can say is, there is no doubt whatever

that part of the prognostications of the free trade element have become worthless. I

wish to remind the conference that we are merely expressing the wish and hope that

Great Britain may be able to enter into some arrangement with the numerous children

of her family, if slie finds herself able to do so, and we will be delighted to join in.

Then, the last resolution is only adopting, in a practical shape, what we have already

asked power to do.

Hon. Mr. Playford.—It appears to me, sir, that this is one of tiiose resolutions we

may very well pass. I do not understand that this is beyond the scope of our present

inquiry. We are here in conference for the purpose of considering the trade relations

of the whole Empire, as I understand it, not merely the trade relations between the

parts outside the mother country. I contend that we have a perfect right to express our

own opinions as to what course should be adopted to give effect to the statements con-

tained in the first paragraph of this resolution. My honourable friend Mr. Fitzgerald
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says that he approved of the first part, he contends that everybody must agree with

it. I ask him, how can we give practical eflfect to it, or how can practical effect be given

to our aspirations contained in this first resolution,unless we carry the others that succeed

it? What does it say? "The stabilityand progress of the British Empire can be liest assured

by drawing continually closer the bands that unite the colonies with the mother country,

and by the continuous growth of a practical sympathy and co-operation in all that per-

tains to the common welfare." Now we have got to give effect to the idea of practical

sympathy and cooperation, and how can we do it ? Is there any way to do it except in

the way suggested in the resolutions that follow 1 I admit, with the member that repre-

sents New South Wales, Hon. Mr. S'^ttor, that we are undoubtedly expressing a wish,

which, if England gives effect to will be a reversal of the free trade policy that she

has had for so many years past. But, I think ihe time has arrived when the eyes of

England are being opened to the fact that her free trade policy is not going to produce

the results which were so fondly anticipated it would produce when it was first brought

into existence. Changed conditions have altered the case altogether. She is not now,

as she was at the time of the great exhibition in 1850, the work-shop of the world.

Other nations have learned from her, other peoples have copied her, the machinery thafc

she has got they have got, and, in addition to that, they have something else which she

has not got, they have cheaper labour, and as a result of that cheaper labour they are

gradually forging ahead with their manufactures, they are gradually taking the trade

which ought to belong to the mother country, and competing with her in her outside

markets, and actually importing manufactured material into Great Britain itself.

Having been connected for so many years with the colony of South Australia—it is only

a small colony, but I dare say I can judge that the same processes are

going on in the other parts of the world—I have had special opportunities

of being able to judge of what is taking place with us. Year by year

larger importations of foreign manufactured goods are coming into our country. I

will only mention one instance to place the matter clearly before the members of this

conference. A year or so ago we made a contract for a large number of locomotive

engines, 92 of them, many of them of very large power, and therefore, entailing a great

deal of work. The contractor for those engines naturally went about to see where he

could obtain the material cheapest for the construction of those engines. What was

the result 1 That he found that the bed plates of the engine, that the boiler plates of

the engine, that the wheel centres, the tires, the tubings, in fact there was only one

article he required in the construction that he could get cheaper than at Krupp's

manufactory, the great Gei'man manufacturer of cannon. Krupp said. All right, if I

am going to give you the other things cheaper you must take all from me ; so that in

fact the whole of the material for the 92 engines is coming from that manufactory,

simply because he can make it cheaper than they can make it in the mother country.

He makes it cheaper simply because he has wages at a lower rate than in the mother

country. That is not all. If you go to the other colonies you will find that the same

maker is supplying to Melbourne, and is supplying Sydney. I do not know whether he

supplies Queensland, but I know these two places have purchased largely from him.

Our government, for the necessary repairs to our lines, are also purchasing largely

trom him simply because he supplies these materials at a lower rate, and we,

who have not merely a sympathy, but a practical sympathy with the mother country,

would rather get our material from the mother country, even if we paid a little more for
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it, than that we should be dependent upon a foreign country for the goods we required.

I think the time will very soon come when England's eyes will be opened to the fact

that she will have to treat her colonies like France treats hers, that she will have to

treat her colonies and give them advantages over foreign nations, just like France treats

her outside colonies, and that she will find unless she does that her trade will gradually

diminish, and that she will not be able to command the trade she has been doing in the

past. I contend that Mr. Foster the mover of this motion, in his very able address, has

proved all the positions he has taken up, At first, when I heard him read the proposal

I was inclined to think that perhaps it was a subject we had better not deal with, but

having quietly read it through when it was put on the notice paper, there is nothing, so

far as I can see, that needs at all to be altered. We are expressing an opinion to the

mother country, that she should treat her own colonies a little better than she treats

foreign nations, and that she ought to give them some slight advantage, the colonies

at the same time being willing to reciprocate, and give her an advantage over foreign

countries. It will be a benefit that will be appreciated on both sides, it will be an ad-

vantage vO all of us, and I contend it will be a very considerable advantage to the mother

country in the long run, as well as to the colonies. In time of war, as has been pointed

out by the Hon. Mr. Foster, would it not be a great deal better for the mother country

and the Empire in fact, to be self-sustaining, and not required to go outside its bounds for

its own food, or for anything that it requires ? If England does encourage the production

of even grain, by putting a small duty upon grain coming from foreign ports, if she

does encourage that production within the bounds of her own Empire, so much the better

it will be for her, possibly, in some time of distress when she is at war with some great

foreign power who at the present moment supplies her so largely with that

necessary of life. Although, for a short time, the people may have to pay a trifle more,

and it will be a very trifle, it will be better for them to do that, than at some future

time find that they cannot get the food that they require in consequence of a war tliat

may be raging at the time. I feel certain, in my own mind, that I am expressing the

views of my own government in this matter. In our colony we have a protective

tariflf. We feel that so far as we are concerned, as part of the Empire, that we ought

to do all we possibly can, not only to help ourselves, but also to help other parts of the

Empire, and when I have been in office as Minister of Public Works, I have shown my
practical sympathy to Great Britain in the case where Belgian manufacturers offered to

supply us with a considerable quantity of rails at a lower price than Great Britain. I

recommended my colleagues to give the contract to Great Britain, and pay the higher

price, in preference to giving it to Belgium. We have been more than sympathetic, we

have shown our consideration by practice. I will also refer to the colony of

Victoria. At the present time that colony has shown her sympathy towai'ds

parts of the Empire where sugar-cane is grown, and where sugar is manufactured

as against the foreign importation of beet-root sugar. They have a special tariff"

for the purpose of excluding that particular kind from their market. Personally I tried

it when I was treasurer, when we were passing a tariff in our colony, I proposed the

same thing with reference to South Australia, and I lost it only by a vote of one. I

guarantee to-day, if tried, it would be carried by a large majority. I have great plea-

sure in supporting the motion.

Lord Jersey.—Of course it is understood that upon none of the resolutions of the

conference am I in a position to give a vote, and it would bo wrong on my part to enter
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into a discussion on free trade or protection. I should like to point out to the con-

ference that though it is entirely within its power to record its belief as to the practi-

cable possibility of the first resolution, yet I think that it would be well to consider

before that resolution is passed as to whether there are not some difficulties in the

way. I mentioned just now with regard to the trade of Great Britain that more than

three-fourths of it was, so to speak, trade outside the Empire.

Hon. Mr. Playford.—We are not proposing to touch that, we are only proposing

that she should give a little advantage to her colonies.

Lord Jersey.—Quite so, but, if Great Britain is called upon to break up the whole

of her commercial system, there is no doubt whatever that that trade also will under-

go an alteration of some kind.

Hon. Mr. Playford.—She would not do it all at once.

Lord Jersey.—England would have to consider what effect any great change in her

fiscal policy would have on this enormous trade, this over 76 per cent of trade which

she carries on with the world ; and, as has been pointed out by the figures, a good deal

of that trade consists of articles whith are manufactured from the raw products of the

colonies. The Honourable Mr. Playford has very truly said that there is a great dis-

position on the part of the Australian colonies, whenever they possibly can, to deal with

the mother country, and I fii*d from the Honourable Mr. Mackenzie Bowell's invaluable

book that in 1891, in South Australia the import tra le from the United Kingdom was

£2,876,000 ; from Germany, where these carriages come from, it was only £322,000.

Sir Charles Mills has handed me a paper which I will ask you to allow me to read :

—

" It may be useful to recall the figures of the trade of the United Kingdom as sumtiiarized by Sir

Rawson Rawsoii for the year 1890, (and they are essentially the same for 1 893)—ai d to avoid the use of

total«i, which convey very little to the mind, we may avail ourselves of the figni cs representing the
percentage proportions. Adopting this method, we find that the colonies—excluding India, the

Straits settlements, and Hong-Kong—represent 15.1% of the total trade of the United Kingdom, of

which 2.7 represents the trade with North America, 7.;"> the trade with Australasia, 2.2 the trade

with South Africa (Cape of Good Hope and Natal) and 2.7 that with all our other colonies."

I mention this, not to take any part in the debate, but to urge the conference to

consider carefully as to whether they are so well satisfied that there is no practical diffi-

culty in this great change which is proposed the mctlier country should make.

Hon. Mr. Thynne.—Almost every other member has spoken before I have addressed

myself to this resolution, because I have felt considerable difficulty in seeing my way to

accepting it. I do not think the difficulties which I have seen have been in any way

removed by '

-. speeches of those who have expressed themselves favourably to this

resolution. This is a resolution which, so far as I can see, is not likely to be

productive of any immediate or very practical consequences. No one in this

room will question the accuracy of the sentiments contained in the two portions

of the preamble, but it is assumed by some of the speakers that because the preamble is

true and correct that the resolutions are also true and correct, but I do not see the

sequence between, say, the first resolution, and the two statements in the preamble. We
all agree that the practical sympathy and co-operation and unity between the different

parts of the Empire will be beneficial all around, but that does not prove the state-

ment in this resolution that it is advisable, and also practically possible to make the

customs arrangement mentioned in this resolution. What is the customs arrangement

mentioned in this resolution 1 It is put, in a general way, as an arrangement by which

the trade within the Empire is to be placed on a more favourable footing than that which

is carried on with foreign countries. That is nothing, to my mind, more or leasm

if
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than adopting the French system of having a minimum aud a maximum tariff. If io is

to be carried out it involves the proposition that Great Britain is to put a tariff on

those goods in which we deal with her, and on which she also deals with other parts of the

world. The figures which Lord Jersey has been good enough to give us show that the whole

of the colonial trade with Great Britain is only 15 per cent of the whole of her trade. If

we delegates, representing the colonies, combine in making a request to the people of

Great Britain to put on protective duties, or revenue duties, whichever you may call

them, for the sake of pleasing 15 per cent of her customers, I think we are asking the

mother country to do a thing we ought not to ask her to do. Apart from that, sir, we
have to look at this question from two points of view. I have referred to

the point of view of Great Britain. Is it a practicable thing to ask them

to put on duties, and to so alter their fiscal system as tu let our goods

going into Great Britain have a preference over the goods of othei countries ?

At present, it certainly is not. If we may forecast what may come in the course of a

long future, it is another matter, and it is a matter which I think this conference ought

to avoid dealing with as much as possible. I agree with my honourable friend Mr. Suttor

in saying that this conference ought to confine itself to matters that are likely to produce

early and practical results, and not allow ourselves to be drawn away into discussions

which are more or less half-hearted, inasmuch as there is no practical responsibility

attached to the opinions which are expressed in connection with it. With regard to

the second part of the resolution, I am asked, as one of the delegates here, to express

an opinion, and to commit my colleagues and government to an opinion that our colony

should, on its part, so alter its fiscal system as to reduce duties, to discriminate

between goods of other British possessions, and foreign goods ; to alter our present

system. All I can say upon that subject, Mr. President, is this. That question has

never been formally considered by my "olleagues, and I am not here to-day prepared,

either to express an opinion of my own, nor to commit my colony, in the slightest

degree, to any opinion upon the subject. If I did so, it may be it would not

be acceptable to our Parliament, and it would be a very unfortunate thing, indeed, for

the futu'"e of conferences, if when a proposal to call a conference together as made,

each of the governments would say, Well, w'lat are we going to be drawn into at this

conference, what is going to be the result of it 1 At such and such a conference opinions

were expressed which have led to very disagreeable results, and we are unwilling to

expose ourselves to those risks.

Hon. Mr. Playford.—Or such of them as may be disposed. It is very carefully

worded.

Hon. Mr. Suttob.—We are only saying that we are not disposed.

Hon. Mr. Thynne.—I think the Hon. Mr. Suttor and myself both take the same

grounds. I am not disponed to commit my colleagues.

Hon. Mr. Playford.—You do not commit yourself.

Hon. Mr. Thynne.—I was proceeding to comment upon the second resolution. I

was not referring to what might be called the mandatory tone, which the words no

doubt contain.

Hon. Mr. Foster.—Where do they bear that meaning 1 That is a frightful word to

use.

Hon. Mr. Thynne.—In a sense it might bear that construction, but I am sure it is

not intended. If the second part of this second resolution were so modified and altered
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so as to be a simple common corollary to the resolution which we passed the other day,

T should be perfectly prepared to support it. The resolution we passed a few days ago,

to enter into an agreement of commercial reciprocity, and so on, I think that would be

a very wise and proper thing, if we recommended our several governments to consider

the best motle in which they could, without delay, carry into effect this agreement of

commercial reciprocity. But, to go further, and express general propositions which can-

not, so far as we can see, be followed, within any reasonably near period in the

future, by any practical results, I think is beyond the function of the conference, and I

think it would be unwise for the conference to attempt to do so. In the present form

of the resolutions, I legret T cannot give them my support, or in any way commit my
colony.

Sir Adolphe Caron—Mr. Chairman—After the very interesting speeches which have

been made on this very important question, I feel that it is hardly necessary for me to

rise and take up the time of the conference. However, 1 do it merely to explain, or to

explain away, as I understand them, some of the objections which have struck some of

the gentlemen who have spoken with reference to the motion put forward by my
colleague and friend, the Minister of Finance. Now, sir, I can say here, that I, for

one, would be the last man before this conference, on the door of Parliament, or in any

other capacity, who would consent to be a party to any expression of opinion that could b©

looked upon as dictating to Great Britain, or interfering with the absolute liberty which,

I think, not only she is entitled to, but which she succeeds in handling with such good

results to the colonies, and to the whole Empire. I would be the very last man to

stand up to defend a course which could be looked upon as dictating to Great Britain

much less, as expressed by my honourable friend Mr. Thynne that could be looked upon

in the light of a threat against her. But, sir, I fail to see where the objection comes in,

and I fail to see where one can trace any threat in the resolution of my honourable

friend Mr. Foster. We have all agreed, and there is no dissenting voice upon

the biisis of the motion. My hon. friend Mr. Foster has expressed what we all

feel, that the stability and progress of the British Empire can be best assured by draw-

ing continually closer the bonds that unite the colonies with the mother country, and

l)y tlie continuous growth of the practical sympathy and co-operation. To that portion

of the motion there is no dissenting voice, we are all agreed. Hence, it is practically

wasting the time of the conference to discuss it further. The second clause of that

motion, I think, has been accepted without objection from any honourable gentleman.

The last, and the only one which seenis to have caused some doubt in the minds of some

of the honourable gentlemen who have taken part in this discussion, is the last portion

To that one, and to that alone, I shall iiddress myself, and I say, in reading it as atten

lively as it is possible for me to read it, I fail -gain to lind that in that clause there is

the least attempt at dictation, or the least symptom of a threat against Great Britain.

Ts it not the theory upon which the great self-governing colonies of the Empire all

through our history, is. it not, I say, the theory upon which we have been acting,

that we wish, as much as possible, to be considered as the children

of the great Empire, and, is it unnatural for us, as such, to believe

that so'ne discrimination should be made, or can be made, in favour of those colonies'?

We are contributing within our powers all we can possibly contribute towards the sup-

port of the Empire ; for instance, the colony which 1 have the honour to represent here

has put its hands in its pocket ; we have undertaken to build up great and importanti
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public works, certainly in the interests of our colony, hut we had also in our mind's eye

the great and powerful influence which such works would have upon the Empire as a

whole ; and, T think it will be admitted, that when we built the Canadian Pacific Rail-

way we were contributing largely tftwards the stiength of the Empire to which we arc

so proud to belong. Befo)"e submitting anything to the consideration of the conference,

my honouiable friend immediately begins by leaving everything in xtntit, t/ito until the

mother country nas an opportunity of expressing her views, ajid of snying whether or

not .she considers it should be done. I say also, that I do not see how voting in favour

of this resolution can compromise or commit any of the governments or colonies repre-

sented to-day around this board, becau.se it is mentioned here, if it had been left out I

could understand a sti-ong discussion taking place, that before anything would be carried

out the (olonies would have a right to express their view, and to accept or reject it.

Conspijuently, if it be so, that the motion, or the views embodied in the motion i-f my
honourable friend cannot be applied without the concuirence of the several colonies, it

makes it so absolutely safe that I do not see how any gentleman can, by voting,

commit his govei-nment. Moreover, I am voicing, not only my own opinion, but I think

that of my colleagues, when I say that this motion, however worded it is now, is open

to any change that might be suggested by honourable gentlemen, provided of course

the nature of the motion is not completely destroj'ed. I do not suppose that my honour-

able friend is wedded to the verbiage of this motion, and if there is anything that the

honourable gentlemen consider necessary to suggest, I have no manner of doubt that

sitting around this board, all anxious to do everything we can to improve, if possible, the

excellent relations which exist between the colonies and the mother countrv, it outjht

to be easy for us to arrive at a conclusion that will be satisfactory to the members of

the conference, and that will be fraught with good results to the colonies and to the

Empire.

Hon. Mr. Hofmkvr.—T regret that, through ill-health, I have been unable to be

here during the eight days you have been in session. I regret, moreover, that previous

to appearing this afternoon, T was utterly unacquainted with the course of procedure,

or the matter under consideration. I regi-et it all the more, because the language in

which I have to address you, is not that which I am in the habit of using in my ordinary

domestic intercourse, so that in this respect I labour under disadvantage as compared

with the other members of the conference. I can say this, that the motion now under

discussion, regarded in the abstract, has my thorough and complete sympathy, but yet,

in its pr^ictical application, I am afraid there are difficulties which will preclude me from

voting in favour of it. The motion, as it stands there, means this, that the colonies,

one and all, are prepared, at once, to enter into a Customs Union, or soniething very

analogous to it, with one another, to the exclusion of all foi-eign territory. I believe

that the inhabitants of the Cape Colony are not able to do it. The Cape Colony is so

bound up with the South African Customs Union, which has at least one outside member,

that this matter would require very serious consideration. The one outside member I

refer to is the Orange Free State, and in South Africa, we are most anxious, not only

the Dutch party, but I may say the British, or Imperial, or English party, not only to

retain the Free State but also to get another foreign State (the S. A. Republic) to join

that Custoins Union also. If we were to vote for this resolution I would practically vote

in favour of the expulsion of the Orange Free State from our Customs Union. I know

that a step of this nature would be most unpopular in South Africa, it would not be
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indoi'sed by the Cape (iovernment, nor by th(i Cape Parliament or peoi>le. Therefore,

for this reason T am not prepared to vote for it. I think it is hij^hly necessary for the

Ktability of the Empire, T can almost say for its existence, that a closer connec-

tion should be established, from a customs tariff point of view, between the

I'^nited Kinji;dom and the different parts of the British Kmpire. I believe that

tlie need of such closer connection is felt in various parts of the British

Empire. I believe if the United Kingdom itself does not, within a limited number of

years, come forward and say :
" We are prepared to enter into such closer connection

wivfi our colonies; we are prepared to .take goods from our own cohmies under more

f.. ourable terms than from foreign countries," you will find the colonies will, for the

sake of material benefits, turn to France, and the United States, and other powers, to

obtain advantages of trade which they cannot get within the British Empire. I spoke

at great length on this subject at the Colonial Conference, in London, in 1887, and I

think my views are pretty well known in Canada. I believe in going a little further

that something more should be done for the defences of the Empire by the vai-ious

colonies. But how about the sinews of war 1 I am afraid if you are going to depend

on subsidies, the sinews of war will not be provided by the colonies to such an extent

as is necessary. You will have to depend upon a tax to be borne by the whole Empire.

And what tax would be popular ? None, except such as conveyed to the minds of the

colonies and of the Empire, the impression that while they are paying the tax, they

are at the same time benefiting themselves in the markets of the Empire. Therefore,

it was that in London in 1887, I proposed that over and above the various customs

tariffs of the various colonies of the British Empire there should be an additional tax

levied on foreign importations from abroad, and that the proceeds of such a tax should

be used for imperial defence purposes. On the matter of cable communication I am a

day late. I find that our cable communications, regarded from the defence pf)int of

view, are utterly ridiculous and al)surd. If a naval war were to break out to-morrow

with some power like France, or with almost any European naval power, the Cape

Colony, for instance, would at once find itself cut off from all cable communication

with the rest of the British Empire. British fleets returning from the East touching

at the Cape of Good Hope at Table Bay for information as to what had occurred

abroad, in the course of the war, would get no information whatever, because it so hap-

pens, that although we have cable communication with Europe both by the east and

west coasts, each of these cables is a shallow water cable and touches the territories of

European powers at half a dozen places, and it stands to i-eason that such cables would

be cut and broken or blocked at the outbreak of a war. Even if they were not taken up

or cut, the European powers at war with Britain would not be so kind as to pass intelli-

gence to the British admirals and generals abroad. So much for the Cape. And
Australia is similarly situated. If a war were to break out to-morrow their cable com-

munication as it is at present would be cut off at once. To a great extent their cable

communication with Europe is a very shallow water one and touching the territories of

the various European powers at several points. Of course the conference has to some

<'xtent dealt with this Australian ditficulty by passing a resolution in favour of the

deep sea Pacific cable, a resolution for which I certainly would have voted if

I had l)een present. What we at the Cape require, what the Empire requires,

is a deep sea cable taking in Ascension, St. Helena and the Mauritius. Such a deep

sea cable would probably not be a paying cable from a commercial point of view. There
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pi would be a short fall on working such a cable, and that short fall would have to bc^

made good. My idea was that such a short fall could be made good, us I proposed in

London, out of a tax on foreign goods imported into the Empire fronj abroad. Taking

all these points into consideration, I am moat strongly in favour of discriminating

against foreign importations ; but, Mr. Chairman, at the same time, I am afraid that

the matter is not one that can be carried into innnediate effect. I believe,

and 1 am sorry to believe — if my belief is groundless Lord .Jersey will

correct me — that Her Majesty's Oovernment and Her Majesty's Parliament,

are not prepared to favourably entertain a differential tat-iff in favour of the

colonies. Well, Mr. Chairman, I have been going somewhat beyond the immediate

resolution before you. I was not here at the opening, and probably I have repeated

what has been said before. If I have dc*^*' . , I crave your pardon. I cannot vote for

the resolution as it stands, but I do not care to vote against the resolution as it stands.

Therefore, I intend taking refuge in an amendment—an amendment which, if it serve*

no other purpose, will salve my own conscience. My amendment reads thus :

—

That this conference, in view of the resolution on connnerciiil reciprocity unanimously adopted
on the .SOtli dune, deems it desiniltle for the present to leave the practical initiation of reciprocal

customs arrangements to separate agreements between the colonies and (Jreat liritain, or between
any of them.

If Mr. Foster presses his resolution as put before the conference, I think it will not

be carried by a strong majority. The unanimity with which the resolution of the 30th

of June was carried would be broken, and it would not carry conviction to the mind of

the outside world as to the unanimity of the colonies on this point. I, therefore, deem

it expedient that we should be satisfied with half a loaf, and that this amendment should

be accepted instead of the motion as it stands.

Sir Henry deVillikks seconded the resolution.

-Before it comes to a vote I am going to propose some alter-

the original motion and Mr.

Hon. Mr. Foster.

ations in my motion.

The President.—There is now before the chair

Hofmeyr's amendment.

Hon. Mr. Fitz(jerald.—The members of the conference are anxious to hear how

Mr. Foster regards this amendment.

Hon. Mr. Foster.—I propose, if the conference will allow me. to say a few words

at the close of the debate, as I suppo.se the mover of the motion has a right to meet

some of the objections, which I think can be removed. In the meantime I would like

to say that I will make some verbal alterations in my motion. In the second reso-

lution one of my friends here has said that he finds it difficult to think

practical possibility. Maybe I am asking the conference to go too far

asked to affirm their belief in the practical possibility. I do not want to

motion, so I propose to strike out after the words "advisability " the words " and prac-

tical possibility," thus making it read that this conference records its belief in the

advisability of a customs arrangement between Great Britain and her colonies by

which trade within the Empire may be placed on a more favourable footing than that

which is carried on with foreign countries. That is quite strong enough and it will

take away the one objection of Mr. Thynne. Then, in the second paragraph, the

criticism of Lord Jersey is perfectly apt. I stated in my address I took it for granted

they would give us the power we ask, and it would be \ 'ell not to put that in. I ask
228
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Lord Jersey how it would do to put in after the word "view" or "with the concurrence

of the British Government," etc.

Sir liKNKV WiuxoN.—" Or when empowered so to do."

Hon. Mr. Fo.STEK.—That may he better. After the word " view " insert the words

" when erapowei-ed ho to do." That takes away the objection that we are anticipating

power which had not been granted to us. Mr. Fitzgerald objects to the words in the

first pai't of the second resolution, " that pending the assent of the mother country to

such an arrangement in which she shall be included," and thinks it is advisable to

strike that out. My idea is this : We, in Canada, have not the least doubt—we have

grownup with the idea—that (Jreat Britain will consent, and I am rather surprised

that it is not the opinion all round. I believe there are practical difficulties in the way,

and it was to cover that that we should not wait and do nothing until Great Britain

came to that frame of mind that she should allow us some advantage—^but th.it until

she can see her way to do so, we would go on and do something that was practically

possible amongst ourselves. I cannot see that this is really objectionable.

Hon. Mr. FrrzciKRALO.— Tf the words " when empowered so to do " are inserted,

surely they render the other words unnecessary, because " when empowered so to do ''

jnvolves the fact that England has consented to give you what is required.

Hon. Mr. Foster.— " Pending the assent of the mother country "—the assent of

the mother country is the assent to enter into a customs arrangement with all the other

colonies on mutually favourable terms. It does not refer to the other point of the

power we ask her to give us.

Hon. Mr. Fitz(}ekald.—" Pending the assent of the mother country."—I did not

understand what Mr. Foster's intention was. Others may put the same interpretation

on the words which I have put on them. What is the objection to the words being left

out 1 If England did not come in, it will then be quite possible for the conference to

go on this basis.

Hon. Mr. Suttor.—There are two distinct stipulations. I would like to see these

words excised. I do not see the necessity for them at all.

Hon. Mr. Fraser.—We have come up all the way from Australia to meet Canada

with a view of increasing our trade with Canada. The mother country has not only

assented to our mission, but has sent a representative to assist us in all our delibera-

tions, and I do not see the necessity for toning down the words.

Hon. Mr. Foster.—I want to explain to Mr. Fitzgerald why I think these words

are necessary. There are two propositions : one is that we shall have a large customs

union taking in the Empire, and the other is, if we can not get that, until we can get it,

we content ourselves with a smaller one, if possible. If you do not put the words in

}'0U lose the sequence between the two ideas. If the oonference thinks that the sequence

would not be lost and that it would be equally explicit without them, I would be glad to

assent to Mr. Fitzgerald's views.

Hon. Mr. Fitzoerald.—How would it do to say: " If the Government of Great

Britain declined to be included in such arrangement, it was desirable, etc."

Hon. Mr. Foster.—I attach a good deal of impc' n«.e to the idea in the first

resolution.

Hon. Mr. Forrest.—Might I ask Mr. Foster a question t 1 will just read the

resolution that we arrived at the first day :
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'I'liat provJHidii hIiouM Ik- iiiikIi; )iy iin|)('riiil U^iHlation cniihliiiL; tlic il)>|K'nil(<iii'icn of tlic Kiiijiiif

to enter into iigrei'incntM of coiiiinercial rccipi'Dcity, iiu'liidiii^ powci' of iniiking ilitrciciiliiil taritl'H with
(Irciit lii'itaiii or with oiiv aiiotlicr.

The «|U('stion I would likflto hhIc is this—How imu-h further does this go tluin that

r('S(»Iutioii (

Ht)n. Mr. Fostkh.—To my iiiiiul it goes Juat tlio esseiitiul step further. Tliat resoUi-

tion asks that wosluill have power, and this resolution attiriiH that we ought toexerciho

that power when we get it. It just goes that step further,

Hon. Mr. TnYNNK.—There are two resolutions and two preambles, and the first

resolution goes beyond that. It seems to me that this resolution goes beyond and opciis

up the wider (juestion.

Hon. Mr. Foukkst. I would like tomakea further remark with rej,'ai'd to the ()peniii<{

I'emarksof AFr. Foster. I must say that with most of them I have great sympathy - speak

ing for myself personally—particularly with respect to what he said about the possibility of

the development of the Empire. This development is coming as certain as I am here to-

day, and I think in the future the colonies of Great Britain, the colony of Canada, the

Cape, Australia and other British poss(!ssions will be capable of producing as much raw

material and consuming just as much from England of her manufactures as the wholt*

world is taking from her to-day. But that day is not now, and in the meantime, we have

got to be very careful and take no steps that will interfere with England's trade. Now,

if T might be allowed to say so, we are reasoning from the wrong premises. We are

reasoning from the idea that England is losing her foreign trade. There is no statisti-

cal information to bear out that statemeivt in any shape or form. During the last de-

cade England's foreign trade as compared with the trade of the world has not decreased.

Sir Chaules Mills.—Yes, it has.

Hon. Mr. Fokkest.—I say no. We are also arguing from the premises that the trade

of England with her colonies has increased proportionately nuich faster than her foreign

trade. This is not the ca.se. During the last decade the relati\e proporticm of the trade

as between England and her colonies and between England and foreign countries has

not increased. That is to say, that the proportion of increase of trade with the colonies

has not been so great as the proportions of increa.se with the other parts of the world.

We better make ourselves sure of the facts before we build up arguments.

The Phesident.—Is the conference ready for the question 1

Hon. Mr. Fitzoehald.—Might I suggest another slight amendment which will

tend to improve the motion. That after the word " products " there should be the

words " in whole or in part."

Mr. Lee Smith.—How does it read now ?

Hon. Mr. Foster.—It reads now as follows :

Whereas : The stabilitj' and progress of tlie Britisli Empire can he best assured by drawing con-

tinually closer the bands wiiich united tiie colonies with tiie mother country, and by the continuous
growth of a practical sympathy and co-operation and all that pertains to the conunon welfare ; and

Whereas : This co-oj)eration and unity can in no way be more effectually promoted than by tiie

cultivation and extension of the mutual and profitable interchange of their products ;

Therefore resolved : That this conference records its belief in the advisability of a customs
arrangement between (ireat Britain and her colonies, hy which trade within the empire may lie

placed on a more favourable footing tluin that whicli is carried on witli foreign countries

;

And further resolved : That until the mother country can see her way to enter into such

an arrangement, it is desirable that, when empowered so to do, the colonies of (ireat Britain, or sucii

of them as may be disposed to acce<le to tliis view, take steps to place each other's products, in whole
or in part, on a more favoured customs basis than is accorded to the like products of the foreign

countries.
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Sir Henry dk VlLr-iKtiH.—Tlio jxwition «»f the mover of the amtMidmont and inys»>lf

is this : W(* do not liko to sound a noto of discord anil tlicn^forc in case the ain<>nd-

nient proposed i»y Mr. Foster nicc^ts tlio approval of all tliu otlww ni(Mni)t>rs of tl.a

eonfon^nce, I understand in that case Mr. Hofnieyr will not put his motion hut will

withdraw it, and then we shall have to docline from voting alto<,'ether for this reason

That we have in Cape Colony a oustonis union with the Oran^'e Free State, and we hope

to enter i .o one with the South African Hepuhlic and we should Im' afraid <tf coinpi'onii-

sing ourselves in any way with regard to that customs union. The |)osition is this : in

case the other members of the conferencfj are agreed to the resolution, Mr. Hofmeyr
will withdraw his amendment ami the Cape delegates will not vote on the resolution.

Mr. HoF.MKYR.—The words in Mr. Foster's resolution strictly limiting the proposed

different trade arrangements to the JJritish F^mpire puts the South African Customs

L'^nioii out of court.

Sir Hknuv dk Vilmeuh.— If there is no unanimity amongst the other members of

the conference then we can press our amendment.

The PiiKsiDENT.—Do not these words apply exclusively to (Jreat JJritain, and not to

the Emjjire?

Ml'. HoFMKYH.—The position I take is this : If atiything of a practical nature is to

come out of this resolution as it stands, negotiations would have to take place between

the various colonies. Then it would be for the Cape to incjuire whether w«> should ad-

here to our own South African customs union oi" go in for this closer union with the rest of

the Fjm{)ire. Now if I, as a practical politician for the Cape, were to vote for the reso-

lution as it .stands here, "that this conference records its belief in the advisability of a

customs arrangement between Great Britain and her colonies by which trade between

the Empire and her colonies may be placed on a more favourable footing than that which

is carried in with foreign countries," I would practically vote for the exclusion of the

(Jrange Free State from the South African Customs Tnion. T cannot do that. It

would be committing political suicide, and T do not see my way clear to voting for a

resolution containing the.se words. I cannot see any other way out of the difficulty. If

the rest of the colonies agree among themselves with the resolution I would not put my
amendment.

Hon. Mr. FosTEH.—Just a word or two with reference to this resolution before it

comes to a vote. Let me now read the resolution. I will not read the preamble because

it is unnf .;essary. The first resolution will read :

—

" Thai/ this conference records its belief in the advisubility of a customs arrangement between
(Jreat jiritain and lior colonies, by which trade between the Empire may be phieed on a more favour-

able footing tlian that which ia carried on with foreign counti'ies.
" And further resolved : That until the mother country can see her way to enter into such an

arrangement, it is desirable that, when em))owered so to do, the colonies of Great Britain, or such of

them as may be dis])ose(l to accede to this view, take stej)s to place each other's j)roducts, in whole
or in part, on a more favoured cu&toms basis than is accorded to the like j)roduct8 of foreign countries.

"

Now I, in the first place, want to say this : That I argued from certain data in

drawing up this resolution. I found that in the first place the representatives of the

Australasian colonies, had raised their voice on high, as my friend put it, to obtain from

Great Britain a certain power—to do what 1 A power to make favourable arrangements

amongst themselves in Australasia, which carries, of course, the idea of preferential

treatment. That I supposed was an issue which had been practically settled. Then

I found the Australasian delegates at this conference moving themselves, and getting

a resolution passed with which wo of course agreed that Great Britain should take away
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one otlier disiilulity wliich alroatly existed with reference to themselves and would grant

them the power to enter into preferential arrangements with other colonies than thosi;

of Australasia, to wit : with Canada or with the Cape. Arguing upon these two data,

I came to the conclusion that there would not he and oould not be the hiast opposition

to the second resolution, which to my mind is just an (issential step further, and says:

Now as we have askcHl these powers, and have g(jt them in part, and wish to get

th>^m in whole, until we do get tijem, we do n(jt propose to lit; still and do nothing, but

we will go that further step to which these other resolutions led up to and we will, if

we possibly can, put the jjroducts of each other, some of them or all of them as it ap

p«*ar8 b(?st to us, upon a favoured or preferential basis. The secjuence is so logical and

so necessary, that it nev«'r once entered into my mind that an^ erson could raise

the least objection to them. As to the wording, I tried to draw that resolution

as carefully as possible. It was a little; misapprehended, and with the necessary

changes suggested by Lord Jersey, I think that it should be satisfactory to any

member. IJow can we disagree? Now I also reasoned by analogy on the first

one. I said to myself: "In Canada we have; discussed that whole (juestion. We
have threshed it out, and we are linn in the belief, if (ireat Britain could be induced

to do this, if she could see her way cl«;ar to do it, it would be of great benefit to

Canada," and w(! have offered our opinion in that respect to Great Britain. What
she may do with it, T know not, but I had not the least idea that anyone would raise

th- objection that it would be unwise for us to express the opinion as to the advisability

of such a wide, beneficial customs arrangement, on the plea that (Jreat Britain might

not take it well, as it would be interfering somewhat with her commerces, maybe Jargely

with her commerce. Then we voted u-mnimously in this conference to ask Ureat Dritaiii

to tear in pieces the treaties of 1862 and I860, that tfiefavourerl-nation clauses would Ih;

an impediment towards making any such customs arrangement, and it was for us to get

rid of the disabilities. Did it not involve the changes in her trade which some of the;

English statesmen have said would be almost a crash, a revolution, but we did not think

we wei(; disbarred from oflf'ering our opinion on this mattesr. What more nvo. we doing

here? Offering an opinion as an expression of belief that it would be advisable if a cus

toms union could be brought about. Thfsrefore, to reasr -- "*nctly up<m lines that havt;

been laid down at the outset, at this conference, J did not look for the least opposition

on these grounds. F tliouglit T was building up a superstructure, if we proposed to

be consistent with what we have done, and to do a little more than merely pass

re.solutioMS. 1 recognize the disability of my friend from tins Cape. He is a practical

politician and circumstances there are of a certain kind, and the avowal that he has made

that such is the position at the Cape, that even if Great Britain were to offer to c(jme

in on n'ore favoured footing that theii- colony would not be able to <mter into that

contract.

}{on. Ml'. IloKKMKVU. - So long as the cu.stoins duty is on its present basis. ()i

cour.se, we will consider tht; new po.sition of affairs when they arise.

Hon. Mr. 1'ostku.—You would only have to consider the new position, as far as

my first resolution is concerned, when that contingency arises. Is it possible that the

Ca])e, a iiritish colony, does think that a customs union with some ot' er countries in

yifrica is more than a compensation sufficient to keep it out of the Empire, if such a

contingency should be brought alxjut? The difficulty I think is not so strong as it might

be, and I put Mils to the delegates from the Cape— 1 ask them whether or :.ot they are
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putting th(*n»selvr!S in any false position at all by assenting; to this proposition. Suppose

that Great Biitain tcj-day should come and say :
" 1 will make such an arrangement with

every part of the Empire and we will have trade within the Empire." Ca{)e Colony

would agnie to it, or if not, it would have to be an immense compensatory Jtdvantage to

keej) her out of such a broad trade relation. Well, now, this dilticulty will not occur, Mr.

Hofnieyr, ujitil Great Hritain does a.ssent to it, so the dilKculty, even if you vc' d for

it, would be no great<!r than if you did not vf)te for it. However, 1 will Icavti diat

entirely with my friends from the Cape. They have stated their position frankly, and

I wanted to see how it was. Now for my goo<J friend, Mr. Suttor, I just address to

him the arguments I have to the others: How far do you bind yourself or your

government? The terms of this resolution were drawn up purposely, so widely and in

such an elastic way that if you made an arrang<^ment with Canada on one siiigl*! product

foi another single product, it would meet the condition. More than that, if your

government is not disposed to that view, it is not bf)und by this at all, because the

re.solution does not bind anybody who is not disposed to be bound by it. I tell you what

I do think, it is well we should do. What are we here for? Where are we fiom '

Gentlemen, you have come from the distant parts of the earth at great expense,

taking up our time with the eyes of the world upon us; we are here, for what

purpose? To get cable comiimnication. On what basis?—an extensi<m of trade,

and you would not get the sympathy of a single Canadian unless you

should join in extensi<ni of trade, with the other conditions. What aie you

here for? To go biick to your governments and be just as you were before ? Are

we not here because we want to make arrangements one with the other, and it .seems to

me that (^veiy resolution that we pass at this table if it is to V>e of any consecjiicMce at

all, must be followi^d by practical action. This is the second step of practical action.

Granted we come togethcir, granted we ask for power, granted we get the power, are we

disposed to say before wt> leave : We will wait until we get these powers, or will we at

once enter into negotiations, in order to be practical on this point ? " If our govertuiii'nts

are disposed to do so," that is as far as we bind them. I would be sorry to see this

conference break u[» and resolutions reached, just as they are to-day, without getting

some practical profit by having trade lelations with each other extended for the good of

each other. That is as near as I can go, and as far as I can go. Much has been stated about

the reference in the Pt-st part of the resolution as regards Gn^at Britain. I want to say tais

one thing on that very question of wheat : There is a broad debatable point. How many
years will it be, sir, before the United States will cea.se to send a single bushel ^f wh«'at •.

(Jreat liritain? Not long. The available aiabh^ lands of the United States havt; been

taken up. The productiveness of her wide acres is diminishing year by year. The

amo int of her land which is now going out of wheat cultivation is great, and the;

fact that the people are bectmiing wealthiei' is having its ell'ect. Tlu* lands are being

taken up in parks and grazing grounds and her populatitm is increasing at the

rate of 'J,000,000 of {, )ple a year. Tt tak(!S a good many bushels of wheat to be

mashed into food for sixty-two millions of people. Sir, the time is coming when Great

Britain will look to her colonies almost entirely for her food supply. Go down
tv) Montreal to-day and ask the price of a l<»af of bread. Get the price and

|iut it in your note-book. (!o back six years and ask the price of a loaf of bread-

Put that in your mtte-book. (Jet the price of the flour then and the price of Hour

to-day. You will (ind that the price of wheat to-day is exactly half what it

was then and yet the artizan pavs the same for his loai that he did six years ago-
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Take the course of French history, where they have jjUiced increased duties on

wheat and bread.stufl's year by year. Take statistics and read tlieui as to the price

of wiieat and the flour and the duties placed upon them. A.sk wliether or

not the price of the loaf has risen in connection with it and then come back

to whether or not it is not possible that Great Britaii. might put a slight discrinii

natory duty upon wheat and her aiti/aii and her lalxturer pay not a single c(;nt

more for hi.s. loaf than he does to-day. Sir, suppose; he did. There is something higher

than that. It is all very well that a man .should have a loaf at one-tenth of a

penny les.s, but it is a deal better that he should have the wages to buy that loaf.

Sir, the amount of competition taking place in England to-day is narrowing the scope

of the w.ige-earners, and this is shown clearly by a n^view of h(!r industrial situation. T

just simply want to point out this, that we do not ask (ireat Britain to mc'ike a r(!Volu-

tion. We do not giv(! it as our o[)inion that she ought to. There are two oi' thn;(i

things in which she can materially aid the colonies in the long run, to her own interests;

even the slightest action would giv*! new life to the production of grain in the colonies,

and more than that, make a thrill go th»"ough every part of the Colonial Empire, that

(ilreat Britain, at least, has recognized that her colonies were to y)e treated a little better

than other counti'ies. One point more, and that is this: that the British Empire must,

stand or fall together. It must stand or fall together, and in twemty years' time, tin;

larger part of Britain will be outside of Great Britain. You may say : Wait till that time

comes. I believe in the fertilizing p er of ideas, and F would like this idea sent out by

this c«jnference, that it is the thougho of the Colonial Empire that some such relations shall

take place; as near as it possibly can, by which the solidity, coherence and d(!velopment

of the outlying pjirts of the Empin; would be a.ssist<Kj. Let it lie and fertilize, though

it does not bring forward an immediate re.«u)t. Nothing lias ever yt^t been accomi)lished

until id(!as have been sown and taken time to germinate. If that goes from the con-

ference, what good may it not do?

Hon. Mr. Hofmkvu.—Suppose; that as a result of this resolution being carried we

should learn in a few months' time against ever the most .sanguine (ixpectation of the

most .sanguine of us that the United Kingdom is prej)ared to go into a customs arrange-

ment of the kind sketched in this resolution, then what Cape Colony would have to do

is this, she would have to call a meeting of the various memVjers of the South African

Customs Union. She would put these points to the delegates of the Free State. She;

would say :
'* Here is the liritisn Kmpii'e prepareid to admit all our goods from Cape

Colony and from South Africa at more advantageous terms than from thi^ rest of the

world, would you, the Free State, lie pre[)ared to throw in your lot with us and b(!Com(;

from a fiscal point of view part and parcel of the British I'iUipire ? Would you be pre-

pared to admit the goods of the British Empire at more advantageous terms than goods

from the rest of the world if the Free State got their goods into the United Kingdom

on similar terms?" It is quite po,ssible the Free State would say: " C(;rtainly we;

will do that." Or they may express a contr.'iry resolve;. The; ae-tiem of the Cape would

gr(;atly depe;n(l on that re.solve. I should like; Cape; Colony te) he left at libeity tonege)-

tiate with the Orange Free State, either to bring her into tlie Imperial Customs Union

or te> remait; outside with her, if necessary. At present I am ne)t authorized to vote for

a re.solutie)n jiracticall}' including our S.A. Customs Union. Notwithstanding Mr.

Foster's eloquence I canne)t change my position.

Mr. TjKK SMiTJr.—Mr. Fe)ster said that to l)e consistent we ought te^i pa.ss this reso-

lution .simply be;cau8e we passed a re-solution ye-sterday iissertii.'j "That this conference
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is of opinion tliat any provisions in existing ti-eaties l)etwfien Great Britain and any

foreign power whicli prevent the self-governing dependencies of the Empire from enter-

ing into agreements of commercial reciprocity with each other or with Gn^at Britain

should he removcsd." Now I hold that our voting against this resolution does not show

that we are denying tlu^ pioposition of the other day. Mr. Foster has asked us to go

into quite a difl'erent (juestion. I affirm that th(^ mere proposition that we proceed to

cany out this men; mutual customs basis would be of more importance than this resolu-

tion. I can vote for it as ainendfid.

Hon. Mr. Tiivnnk.—I cannot give my hearty support to the motion. I think we

should let it stand until to-morrow morning.

Hon. Mr. Fostku.—There is no objection to holding it over until to-morrow morn-

ing.

The debate on the motion was adjourned and the conference adjourned.
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Office of the Minister op Trade and Commerce,

Ottawa, 6th July, 1894.

The conference resumed at 10 a.m. Hon. Mackenzie Bowell, President, in

the chair.

Delegates present

:

™, T •
1 />( , I

The Right Hon. the Earl op Jersey, P.C.,.
The Imperial Government

—

l r CM C
> >•

Canada

—

Hon. Mackenzie Bowell, P.C.

Hon. Sir Adolphe Caron, P.C, K.C.M.G.

Sandford Flemin(j, Esq., C.M.G.

Tasmania

—

Hon. Nicholas Fitzgerald.

New South Wales

—

Hon. F. B. Suitor, M.L.A.

Cape of Good Hope

—

Sir Henry de Villibrs, K.C.M.G.

Sir Charles Mills, K.C.M.G., C.B.

Hon. Jan Hendrick Hofmeyr,

South Australia

—

Hon. Thomas Playford.

New Zealand

—

Alfred Lee Smith, Esq.

Victoria

—

Sir Henry Wrixon, K.C.M.G., Q.C.

Hon. Nicholas Fitzgerald, M.L.C,

Hon. Simon Fraser, M.L.C.

Queensland

—

Hon. A. J. Thynne, M.L.C.

Hon. William Forrest, M.L.C.

TRADE WITHIN THE EMPIRE.

Hon. Mr. Foster.—In relation to this motion the conference heard yesterday the

statement made by Mr. Hofmeyr, and the position of the Cape Colony delegates.

Mr. Hofmeyr has had a conversation with me this morning, and has made a

suggestion, to which, for my own part, I do not see any great objection if it does not

• lestroy the continuity and force of the resolution, and L do not think, upon first blush,

that it does. I will mention it to the conferencf, antl if the conference agrees to it,

I shall be only too happy to meet the Cape delegates in that respect. I am assured

that some of them, at least, have very strong sympathy with the principle of the

motion which I hav»^ introduced, and are very sorry to decline to vote, or to vote against

it ; but at the sam;- time they are confronted with peculiar circumstances in their own
OMuntry, and which we, n a conference, must be sympathetic with. The proposition

is simply this, that we shall add the South African Customs Union, of which I be-

lieve the British colony fi)rms by far the most important part—nineteen-twentieths, I

am told ; that if this motion be carried, as I hope it will be, we shall add at the end of

this motion, v^r the purposes of this resDJution, tl it the South African Customs Union

be considered as a part of the British Empire ; or, if wo cannot say "of the British

Empire," that it be considered Jis i pan of the territory to be included within the
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scope of the resolution, which would be better, because it would scarcely be fair to say

it was part ; that for the purposes of the above resolution the South African Customs

Union be considered as territory to be brouj^ht within the scope of the resolution.

Sir Charles Mills.—Capabh? of being brought within the scope of the above

resolution.

Hon. Mr. Poster.—Yes, that would be perfectly satisfactory ; [ am sure that, so

far iis Canada is concerned, if we could make an arrangement in any certain articles

with the Cape, we would have no objection. I would like to have Lord Jersey's opinion

on this. Then one of the delegates, in speaking with me, finds still a difficulty in voting

for this ; and the ground of his difficulty is this in brief : For instance T will make it

personal to Canada, and put niyself in his position. Canada is a protective country.

We believe, rightly or wrongly—and we have acted on that belief—that to develop our

own industries in the peculiar circumstances in which we were, we ha4 to have some-

thing more than revenue duties. We have developed tl. se industries : we would not

care to see these industries destroyed now. There are certain of them which, even if

Great Britain were to assent to this, and make an arrangement, we would not wish to

imperil. All this resolution binds us to do is to put the goods of Great Britain, in whole

or in part,—whatever may be uegotiiited and come within the scope of this arrange-

ment,—if it is finally completed, on a more favoured basis than we put the goods

of a like kind from a foreign country. So that it would not necessitate the des-

truction of cherished and very vital interests in the colonies, but it would give them

this chance. Put whatever reasonable protective duties you may impose, goods will come

in from foreign countries ; and if you give Great Britain, with reference to these manu-

factured articles, a better position than the foreign makers, you would give her a decided

advantage, and that brings you within the scope of this resolution. Therefore, I do not see

how I, as a protectionist, and coming from Canada, could object to this resolution on that

ground for fear that by its being carried out we will be obliged to destroy great and vital

industries. We would simply be obliged, in the spirit of the resolution, to giv«> the

British manufacturer a better position in competition in our market than foreign nations >

and I present that view of it with all earnestness to any delegates who may have looked

upon that as a bar, and ask them to think it over before deciding. More and more as I

think of this, I am convinced we ought to pass it ; and I am convinced that no harm,

but a great deal of good, would come from it. Since our meeting yesterday, I have read

the utterances of very intluential newspapers in Great liritain ; I have read the state-

ment made by the Premier of your Cape, Mr. Rhodes. I have read the comments in the

British papers upon that ; and you may depend upon it, that, in the British Empire to-

day, the seed has more than sprouted ; it is germinating, the idea is growing, and it is

going, ultimately, to bring the different parts of the Empire together in some way, in spite

of all the doctrinaires that live and breathe on the face of this earth. The Empire is not

about to go to pieces ; and there is a spirit which is willing to make sacrifice, of e\o.n

long cherished ideas, in order to cement the Empire, and keep it together ; and it is an

enlightened and civilized selfishness that will bring us to it, if nothing else does.

Lord Jerskv.—Mr. Foster has asked me if I could give my approval, on behalf o*

the British Government, to those resolutions. I am afraid I must answer him that/ it is

not possible to do that, because, were I to express approval of these resolutions, T should

be to that extent stating that Her Majesty's Government would approve of them, and I

cannot do that.
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Hon. Mr. FosTKi{.—Tlifi cjuestioii loses some of its force wlien we decide not to

say that tiie South African colonies should be considered a part of the British Empire.

We have said that it should be considered as territoi-y to be included. I have my doubt

as to the propriety of saying it should be part of the British Empire.

Lord Jeusev.—As I explained yesterday, I could not do that; but there will be

no harm in the words that the South African Customs Union is to be considered as within

the purview of this resolution. It is a ditticult question to answer, because the Orange

Free State forms no part of the British Empire, though for purjjoses of its own, it has

entered into an agreement with the Cape Colony. It is a diplomatic question, which

I do not think I can answer.

Mr. Lkk Smith.—I promised yesterday to vote for these resolutions, but, after

consideration, beff)re carrying out that promise, I should like to ask you with regard to

the tirst one, whether you mean by that resolution, that you would expect (ireat Britain

to give an advantage by imposing duties on the products sent from other countries in

favour of us ; because, if that is so, I could not vote for it. I am prepai-ed to vote in

this direction, that the colonies may give as much away as they like to Great Britain,

but I should not like to agree to vote for any resolution which would imply that (rreat

Britain, in response to that, would place duties on the products of f)ther nations. I

think, this is complicating the question. I should like to see all the colonies place the

goods of Great liritain on a better footing than the goods of other nations, and I should

like to see a concession made between the colonies themselves ; but I should not like

to commit this conference to the proposition that Great Britain, in response, as a matter

of reciprocity to us, should place other nations at a disadvantage by doing what they

would have to d*" .lefit us, viz., to place duties on goods of other nations. I do

not think it is ^ole to do that ; I do not think the British Government would listen

to it for a moment. It is quite unthinkable, and in the long run would hurt us.

Hon. Mr. Fostek.—We must be perfectly frank, and as the question was a frank

one, I shall be frank in answering it. Great Britain is to be the arbiter in that matter
;

she has to look to her own interests, and if she does not see fit to enter into this arrange-

ment, she need not. There is no harm in a son going to a father, and asking for a

_-ndly arrangement, which he thinks would be of advantage to him, and the son as well.

' here is no way by which Great Britain could give the qind pro quo on the list of articles

which she has already dutiable ; and it would resolve itself into this, that Great Britain

could, as the proposition states, treat our commerce more favourably, in whatever par-

ticular she liked, against foreign countries, and that could only be done by placing

duties on goods of foreign countries. With regard to the other generous and good sen-

timent of Mr. Lee Smith, whereby he is (juite willing the colonies sl)all give everything

to Great Britain, and Great Britain give none in return, I say, as far as I am concerned,

—and I think as far as Canada is concerned,—the day will be considerably distant

when we will propose, if it is not to our advantage somewhat, to give very great com-

mercial advantages to the British Empire without receiving something in return.

Commerce is inexorable, sentiment is fiee ; and when it comes down to a point of

arrangement between those that have the entire power of their fiscal arrangements

between themselves by the constitution and the law, it will proceed on to a commercial

basis, and a fair consideration, and a fair distribution will be asked for.

Mr. Lee Smith.—It would be easy to show how we should get an advantage by

that.
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Hon. Mr. Foster.—If we did, we would have the compensation we agreed to.

Mr. Lek Smith.—We should <^et a larger exporting power by giving (ireat Britain

that differential tariff, but it is impossible to ask Great Britain to give us something

like that.

Lfjrd Jersey.—I will enlarge my answer to Mr. Foster, and say that it strikes me
that if the Orange Free State, being a distinct nation, were includt'd, it miglit and

would be argued that the most-favoured nation clause would have to come in.

Hon. Mr. Fitzcierald.— Certainly France and Belgium would have something to

say.

Hon. Mr. Foster.—It might be ; but we have asked that those disabilities be

removed ; this could not take place until the}' were removed. The disability must be

removed before we can enter into the arrai cement contemplated by the first resolution

between Gieat Britain and her colonies.

Hon. Mr. Suttor.—It seems there is a great deal of force in the objection raised

by Lord Jersey to including the Orange Free State. We shall get into trouble, if

we allow any one foreign U -itory to be placed in the same position as the colonies.

With regard to the proposition submitted by Mr. Foster, I think the objection is this :

We ask ICngland to be good enough to assist the trade l)etween the colonies and England,

to enlarge and increase the trade between the colonies and the mother country by put-

ting duty on foreign goods. For the sake of argument, we will say that England pro-

poses to put a duty of 10 per cent on foreign goods received into England, and allows

the colonial goods to go in as at present, under no duty at all. The position would

.';u rely be this : England would say to her colonies :
—"We have now handicapped the

foreign trade in favour of you, to the extent of 10 per cent ; we will allow your goods,

as we always have done, to come in free : are you prepared to reciprocate and allow all

our goods to come into your territories free 1
"

Hon. Mr. Foster.—That would be most unfair.

Hon. Mr. Suttor.—Why ?

Hon. Mr. Foster.—We have .30 per cent on woollen goods ; if England gives us on

equal volumes of trade a differentiation of b per cent, is she so unfair that she would

ask us to give her a differentiation of 30 or 40 per cent 1

Hon. Mr. Suttor.—But if we ai'e going to enter into such an arrangement as this

that she is going to check the introduction of foreign goods to assist her colonies, in

order to increase the volume of trade between the colonies and herself, she may fairly

ask us to reciprocate and allow her to send her manufactured goods on the same terms

that she receives our products. I want to ask my fellow delegates if they are prepared

to pledge their gcwernments to that extent, that in the event of England allowing our

ooods to go in in that way, and taxing the foreign goods, we ai-e prepared to reciprocate

and allow the manufactured goods of England to come into f)ur ports free. I for one,

must say that I am not prepared to do that.

Hon. Mr. Foster.—I must protest that that is not a fair statement of the case.

No man carrying on business with a business man would attempt for a moment to do

business in that way. When two business men come together to talk about business?

they are supposed to ask only fair advantages of either side, and one man does not say

to the other " You give me £10 and I will give you £1." Neither would Britain or

other commercial communities make such requests. If Great Britain gives us to-day no
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advantage over another nation, we give Great Jiritain no advantage ovcsr another ; and

if (ri-eat Britain conies and says " We will give you 5 per cent over another," will she

ask us to give her 35 or 40 per cent advantage? That would not be fair ; it is not

contemplated. We send wheat to Great Britain, and get woollen goods from (treat

Britain. What is the volume of the wheat trade sent to Great Britain 1 What is the

volume of the woUen trade they send here ? If they give us 5 per cent on the

goods we send there, we will give them 5 per cent on the same volume. That

would be fair. But would not it be unfair to say " We will give you 10 per cent advan-

tage on a million bushels of wheat, and we will ask you to give us 35 per cent advantage

on a million dollars woi-th of goods in return." That is not a fair request. It is not

a business statement of the case. It is not in the resolution, and it is not fair to the

delegates to base an opposition to the resolution on a statement like that. Let us

vote on this as it is ; but do not let us vote on an unfair statement of the case, and I

must contend that is not a fair statement of the case.

Hon. Mr. FoKKKST.—I think in this particular case that probably Great Britain

would say :
" Doubtless you have a duty of 35 per cent, but we never admitted that the

duty was a fair thing to start with." And I would ask members of the conference this

([uestion ; Where does the fairness or unfairness come in ? Is it in Great Britain

admitting our goods free ; or is it in the Australif^n or Canadian colonies charging a

duty of 35 per cent ? You see, from a free trader's point of view, there is a strong

argument on the other side.

Hon. Mr. Foster.—Yes, on the princii)le.

Hon. Mr. Forrest.—The mother country might also fairly say: "If you, say on

II .'^O per cent duty, will only allow us 5 per cent, what is to prevent you

putting on (10 per cent, and saying we will only give you 5 per cent on thao ?" And the

principle would apply just as well. I think it is necessary for us to consider the matter,

and ascertain where the unfairness is.

Hon. Mr. Fraser.—I can only repeat what Mr. Foster has so very clearly put.

We have a duty upon wire in Australia. Now, German wire floods our markets. It is

understood by all those who use German wire that it is not equal to the English wire

find yet, on account of the extreu^. cheapness, it floods our markets. Would it not be

perfectly fair—nay, more, would it not be even desirable—that the Australian govern-

ments would place a duty of say one per cent—it would be probably quite sufficient—

t(i handicap this German trade, and thereby inci*ease the volume of English trade?

Hon. Mr. Suttor.—You would allow the English wire in free?

Hon. Mr. Fraser.—No, allow a duty to be put on both, but the differential

duty in favour of the English wire, and of course that would certainly drive the

wire trade from Germany to England, and Australia would be benefited by a similar

volume of trade from Australia to England. That is as plain as can be ; and it is utterly

unfair to expect chat we would sweep away the whole tariff, because half a century ago

we adopted a protectionist tariff. That would be utterly unfair ; England would never

dream of such a thing.

Mr. Lee Smith.—In reply to Mr. Suttor, Mr. Foster said it would be manifestly

unfair to require from Great Britain a similar return to what we give ; is that so 1

Hon. Mr. Foster.—No ; I said it would be manifestly unfair to require from ua a

greater return than we received from Great Britain.

1 1
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Mr. Lek Hmitii.—Supposing there was a ten per cent duty, you ()Uf,'ht to give them

a sitiiihir duty. (J feat Britain imports about £24,000,000 of wheat every year. Now,

puttinji the small duty of a shiUing j)er (juarter, which is f) per cent u{)on it, would

mean a taxation of £1, "200,000 a year. How are you to take dutit^s off in retail

articles to meet that 1 It is impossible. The volume of tiade is three to one. 75 per

cent off the trade of Great Britain is outside the British colonies.

Sir Henry Wrixon.—Eighty-five per cent.

Lord Jkrsey— iiritish trade with the British possessions is about one quarter of

the whole volume, and it is 15 per cent only with the self-governing colonies.

Mr. Lee Smith.—Well, it is worse still. If we get 5 per cent it is manifest (jreat

Britain would be simply taxing her people for our benefit. It is perfectly unfair tliut,

you sliould carry such a system on. Our business is a small one. The only way we

can assist (ireat Britain is by allowing her to get as free access as we can aflbi-d, to

take her products into our colonies, and thereby help her, in the way of cheap duties

to buy back from us. We should get British vessels coming from British ports, and

thereby assist our people into a large market by lower freights and better exchange

rates. You cannot expect Great Britain woulil be concent with a similar reduction of

duties, because one is a large volume of business and the other a small one, and the

British people would not listen to it for five minutes. The true way is to encourage

Britons to sell to us and then they must necessarily, by the laws of trade, be in a better

position to buy of us.

Hon. Mr. Fitzcjerald.—T think Mr. Smith's remarks would be more suitaV)ly

addressed to the British people and the British Government. 1 think Mr. Foster laid

down the position perfectly fair, that England's statesmen were well able to protect the

interests of the United Kingdom, and they will not do anything to injure her people or

her trade, and why should we put ourselves in a position of showing how it will aflFect

England. She will not do it if she is not benefited by it.

Hon. Mr. Thynne.—I think it would be well to define our terms. If 10 per cent

were allowed off some article in Canada, 10 per cert would have to be put on in Great

Britain. I think that must be a mistake. I think Mr. Ii'oster meant that the total

value, in money, of reduction of the receipts of Canada on the particular goods was the

amount for which Canada would seek from Great Britain a similar concession ; that is

that they would impose such a duty on goods coming in as would amount to a preference,

an encouragement to Canadian material to the extent to which Canada is reducing the

duty on the other goods.

Hon. Mr. Foster.—That might be one way.

Hon. Mr, Thynne.—That is the way in which the thing can be worked ; but let

us look at this : Are we going to recr > -nend and to express ourselves of the opinion,

after solemn consideration, that it is Uv. 'sable for the British people to so interfere with

their course of commerce and trade as to put on for Canada a particular duty, and on

some article for the Australian colonies a particular duty on some other articles, and so

mix up the general course of trade of their fiscal policy with regard to foreign trade u^

to put it in the utmost confusion ? That would be the result which necessarily would

come from tampering with the tariff arrangements from time to time, according to the

treaties or arrangements with the different colonies. I think my friend Mr. Fitzgerald

touched a very important note in this discussion ; and it seems to me—I say so with
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resppct—that a good many of tli« delegates hero have acted and spoken with the same

sentiment which Mr. Fitzgerahl has spoken ; that is tliat Enghind is well al)le to look

after herself ; and we can quite trust her statesmen to do the right thing for Englan''

at the proper time. We need not take particularly into consideration the point of vie^.

in which (htiat Britain would have to look at these ([uestions. I think that that attitude

and that proposition is inconsistent with the resolution, hecause we are asked here to place

upon record our opini(»n that, from all points of view, it is advisable. We say to Great

Jiritain that it is advisable for (ireat liritain, and I certainly do not wish to be put ii.

that position, which I think is a mistaken idea. We have expressed here the opinion

that it is advisable, and members of the ContVirence have dealt with the qu(!stion from a

colonial point of view only. That is not; 1 take it, the position and the attitude which

our delegates at this Confeience ought to take. If we are going to pass a resolution

which is intended to affect the positi(m of (Jreat Britain and her fiscal .system, we are in

<luty bound to take full thought and full consideration of every element affecting the

British position, just as well as we are bound to take our own into consideration.

And 1 do not think we would be justified

—

^in fact we cannot speak on behalf

of (ireat Britain with the same full knowledge, with the same long experience of her

particular commercial relations, to the same extent as the Imperial (lovernment and

their official advisers can, through their long training and long experience and

long study. I have not the presumption—and I think it would not be wise for

any party of colonies to allow themselves to be exposed to the imputation that

we are travelling beyond what is our real function at this conference, and endeavouring

to dictate to the mother country the course of her fiscal policy, which, in the first place,

is not likely to come into operation. And, in the next place, we must have somedoubtsj

looking from the point of view of Great Britain, whether it is a desirable movement, in

the interests of their particular trade and commerce. On the records, as the resolution

stands now, Mr. Foster has been good enough to place on the record of this conference

a practical possibility ; but in asking us to adopt the resolution he does not meet the

objections to the resolution as it was first framed, because when we express our opinion

here that we are to do it, that this customs arrangement is advisable, I think the prac-

ticable impossibility of it as a matter of early future politics, or practical politics, is

apparent ; and I do not see why, at this conference, we should be asked to pass resolu-

tions on which we can only at the best form a partial opinion, and upon which we are,

T think, most of us, of opinion that it is not practicable or possible, within an early date,

to have any practical result. I have given this resolution my most careful consideration,

and I regret very much that I do not feel myself at liberty, for the reasons I have stated,

to give it my support.

The President.—Do you think it inadvisable we should have customs arrangements

with Great Britain 1

Hon. Mr. Thynne.—What I say is this : We have gone a certain length ; we have

gone the length of asking the mother country to give us the power to make reciprocal

arrangements between ourselves and tl:e mother country, and I think this conference

ought t be content with that, or with a practical resolution bringing that into effect.

Koii. Mr. Foster.—Why did not we ask it for the colonies olny? Is not this

playing with the ball ?

Hon. Mr. Thynne.—There is no member of the conference so sincere and earnes*

About having reciprocal arrangements brought about with the colonies as I am, and
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there is nothing in the shape of playing with the ball in my attitude. T am perfectly

sincere and in earnest. What I do object to in this resolution is this, that we are going

beyond our functions, and in the first part of the resolution as it stands now, we are

asked to dictate or to express an opinion upon the system of Imperial fiscal policy,

while, if we confine f)urselves to an expression of opinion soni<'thing similar to that

policy, or what would be still preferable, adopting the amendments Mr. Hofmeyr moved

we would be doing what wjis right.

The President.—In my capacity as Chairman I do not wish to be interfering, but

I suppose we are all interested in the same thing. The (juestion T wished to ask you

was whether you thought it inadvisable to have any such arrangement as that pro-

posed ill Mr. Foster's resolution with Great Britain ; and T would add this : if it is

advisable and advantageous for the colonies to have intei-colonial trade between them-

selves, whether it be free ti-ade or on the basis of modified tariff's, would it not l)e

ecjually as advantageous to the colonies to have a somewhat similar system prevailing

with reference to Great Britain? That is what I intended to ask.

Hon. Mr. Tiivnne.—It may possibly be so, but this first resolution goes beyond

that length ; it speaks of a customs arrangement, a general proposition, which I am not

at liberty to entertain, because I think it goes beyond the functions t)f this conference

to pass this resolution.

Hon. Mr. Foster.—There are two points I wish to impress upon Mr. Thynne.

What was in your mind 'vhen you pressed here and voted for and raised no objection to

the British Gt)vernment making arrangements for interfering with existing treaties to

the extent to give you and every other colony the right t<» make an arrangement

for trade reciprocity '»etween ourselves, and between ourselves and (ireat Britain .'

What was in your mind? What did you want the ball for ? You asked ft»r it ? You

prayed for it. You would not rest until you hiul got this conference to pray for it

and ask for it. They give it to you, we will say, to-morrow ; what are you goinjr

to do with the ball ? I think that if we want it we ought to try and kick it througli

the goal, anu show that we did not want it simply to play with. But what logical con-

sistency is there in asking for the power to reciprocate, and then ileclaring that you do

not think you ought to say to Great Britain that it would be well to reciprocate ? Let

me ask Mr. Thynne, what was in his mind when he voted for another proposition. He
is now very solicitous as to this conference interfering with anything (Jreat Britain is

interested in ? Mr. Thynne and ourselves, all of us, interfered with Imperial concerns

with reference to the cable, to the extent of dictating to Great l?ritain— he uses the

term divtafiiK/, I say we simply make otir pruyer—that Great Bi-itain shall ask

an appropriation for one-third of th«i cost of surveying and making a cable be-

tween two of the colonies simply. Why was not he solicitous then as to our being

very careful about dictating to the British Government in a concern which was en-

tirely for the British Government, and that alone? We are a colonial conferenc :

we are brought here to look after colonial interests first ; we are not an Imperial

conference ; we are here as a colonial conference ; we are here to press what

we think would be for the colonial advantage, to press it upon the only one

that could give it to us ; that is Great Britain. Is there anything wrong in us askinir

Great Britain, if she can see her way clear to do it, what we think would be an advan-

tage to the colonies, especially when we have preceded that by an earnest request that

she shall give lis the power to carry out this very thing? There are, then, three points
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I wish t<j urye. We aie a colonial conference, atid are here to urge what we think

would be a colonial advantage ; and we urge it upon (Jreat Britain in so far »w she can

help us to di» it, in so far as it is her interest to do it. even so far as her generosity will

ullow her to do it, for the sake of broader considerations Now, then, I want to press

this point strongly ; why in the wcu'ld should we take oH' our clothes, put on our bath-

ing suit, get on the beach with the water before us, and then refuse t(» plunge in?

Hon. Mr. Hofmkyk.— I find that you have passed a resolution to this effect
;

That provision slu^uld be made by Imperial legislation to enable the dependencies ot

the Kmpire to enter into agreements of counnercial reciprocity, and so on, so that we
conitemplate the possibility that (treat Britain would also come into this reciprocal

treaty arrangement. The conferenc** backed up this resolution on the 4th .July with

another one ; that this conference is of opinion that any provisions in existing

treaties, between Great Britain and any foreign power, which prevent the self-governing

dependenciei, of the Empire from entering into agreements of comnie^'-ial reciprocity

with each other, or with Great Britain, should be removed. On these wo occasi<m8,

you did not hesitate to bring Great Britain in. We did not liniit the proposals

of a reciprocity arrangement to the colonies alone, but we includeil the Empire

of Great Britain also, and those resolutions were carried without dis.sent. The
juestion is, are we going to give any practical beai-ing or effect to the two resolu-

tions which were passed by this conference? According to the views held by myself,

and the government which T represent, and, I think, by the majority of the Cape

people, I am quite prepared to follow the resolutions which have been passed, by practical

steps, and practical measures, so far as they can l)e practical, under the peculiar circum-

stances in which we, in the Cape, find ourselves. In the resolution put, in its present

form, I can find n<> dictation as regards (Jreat Britain. The resolution expresses its

belief in the advisability and practical possibility.

Hon. Mr. Thynnk.—That is taken out.

Hon. Mr. Hofmkvk.—Then it become.s even weaker. It is a l>elief in the advis-

ability of a customs arrangement between Great Britain and the colonies. I fail to see

any dictation towards Her Majesty's Government. I catinot see anything of the kind,

and I believe Her Majesty's (government, consisting of able men, though they may l)e,

will not be able to find a trace of dictation in those words. Then, "it is further

resolved that until the mother country can see her way to enter into such an arrange-

n»ent
;

"' surely, should there be a trace of dictation in the former paragraph, it is wiped

out in this one. Therefore, if I was inclined to vote against this resolution, I would

not do it because I believed there was a lurking dictation in it as regaids the United

Kingdom. Mr. Chairman, I would be most anxious to vote for this resolution, if a

slight amendment can be tacked upon it, meeting the peculiar requirements of South

Africa, not only the Cajie Cohmy, but of all other colonial colonies belonging to Her

Majesty's Government, which are united into one customs union. Ia'I me explain that

customs union. The customs union consists of the Caj)e Ct)lonies, wliich have tremen-

dously larger interests in the union than all the re.st <)f the states put together, but,

besides Cape Colony, we have in it British Jiasutoland and British Bechuanaland, and

the Transvaal ; in addition to that we have the British pi'otectorate, and very stM>n, I

think, we will have in it the British territory that stretches to the Zambezi.

Further, in addition to that, there are the small Dutch States ; there is the

Free State, which has already entered with the British Colonies into the customs
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union. It is to be the interest of the British colonies, in South Africa especially,

that the Free State should he part of it, and it is in the interests of British trade and

British connection that the Frfe State should tV)rm part of the customs union, and also

in the interests of their trade and connections that the Dutch republic should he part of

it. If I were to vote for the resolution, exactly as it stands here, I would be ph'dying

myself to this, that we would break up the customs union of the South African States*

in so far as the Free State is part of it, and this would be a most unpopular stej> in the

Cape, and prejudicial to South African interests, and I think prejudicial to the interests

of the Empire at large. Therefore, I submit, that if the following words could be added

to the resolution, "That for the purposes of this resolution the South African customs

union l)e considei-ed as part of the territory capable of being brought within the scope

of the contemplated trade relations," you will not at all desti'oy the scope of the resolu-

tion. Of course, I have heard it suggested that you would be bringing 'n foreign territory.

Well, Mr. Chairnsan, Her Majesty's (Jovernment have a.s.sented to U\e establishment

of this customs union, with the Free State in it, and Her Majesty's Government has,

(m every possible occasion, given an indication of its desire that the South African Re-

public should also come into the customs union. The British Government not having

objected on these occasions, why should we suppose that Her ^fajesty's Goverinnent

would object because we pass this resolution ? But, suppose it does object,—do we lose

anything by it ? We will be just where we were. It will be a (juestion whether we

should ask the Free State to leave the customs union, and it will be for us to decide

whether it will be worth while to enter into a customs union with the British Empire,

if the South African colonies, with whom we have trade relations of the most intimate

character are not also to enter into this customs arrangement. I believe that liritish

interest.s, and South African interests will be served if the resolutiim is carried, and if

it can be carried out. If it cannot be carried out nothing should be lost. If we pass

this we will not pass any customs union, we have no legislative authority over the Jiritish

Empire, in fact no legislative authority at all. We only express an opinion in regird

to the direction of thought in which our minds are moving, and I think that is of great

importiince. Something practical may grow out of it, but it is not an immediate step*

we will be only pi-eparing to take steps. With the consent of my secc •, and the

conference, I should like to withdi'aw the amendment I put in yesterday, and in its

stead, move this as an addendum to the resolution on the table, and I should like you,

Mr. Chairman, when putting it to a vote, put the said resolution as it stands, together

with this amendment, and afterwards put the whole together.

Hon. ]Mr. Foster.—Would it not be l)etter if you should move that that be added

to the resolution ?

Hon. Mr. Hofmevr.—That may be done. I wanted to put it in such a way that

the ground should be left open for me to vote for the resolution if th.it is addeii, or if

not, to refrain from voting altogether. I will now read my resolution :
—" That for the

purpo.ses of the resolution, the South Afi-ican Customs Union be considered as part of

the territory capable of being brought within the scope of the contemplated trade

arrangement."

The Prksidevt.—If this motion of Mr. Ifofineyr's, which is seconded by Sir

Charles Mills, is passed, then I shall put the original resolution as amended ; that will

include the four paragraphs of Mr. Foster's, antl the amendment of Mr. Hofmyer's.

Mr. Hofmeyr's resolution wji,s then put and carried.
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Hon. Mr. Fi»ure.st.—T think it would be di.sastn>us to the trade of the English

(Colonies if we did anything, or if England di<l anything, pressed on by us, that would

limit her foreign trade. We are a.ssuming that we can do certain things, take certain

action against other countries, and that other countries will not take action against us

We left that out of our calculation altogether. If you hit a man on the nose, is it

reasonable to expect that he will do nothing in return?

Hon. Mr. Fuasku. Sup[)Osing England were at war to-morrow with some huge

foreign power, and England and the colonies found that the colonies largely traded

with that power, or that England largely traded with that power, would not the

colonies be most anxious that the trade shouhl cease, and would it not be also to the

interests of England, and the colonies, that there should be no trade, and that the

life-i)lootl of the country should be kept Howing by sucking the trade of the colonies

and Gi-eat Ih'itain / Hurely that is plain common sense. Therefoj'e, this motion is

oidy in that direction, and I hop«> that my friend Mr. Thynne, and my friend Mr.

Forrest, will ni>t ])ress their (ibjections and thereby make this motion unanimous.

Hon. Mr. SuTr<U{.— Mr. President, I think there is very great force in the point

taken by the Hon. Mr. Playford, just now, to the effect that it is very desirable that

there should be no serious differences, and that the opinions of this conference should

l)e unanimous. In order that there should be a compromise, T am quite j)repared, as

tar as I am concerned, to consider this proposal in as fa\'ourable a light as possible, and

1 think perhaj)s the Hon. Mr. Foster, who has charge of it, with his forcible character,

which is so apparent to all of us, does not like to give way, and therefore T would suggest,

with a view to coming to a unanimous opinion on the subject, that he should strike out

certain woixls in the Hrst resolution and in the second resolution. If he would agree to

that suggestion, I l)elieve the delegates of the other colonies will agree with me, that we

are (piite prepared t<i accept it.

Sir Hkxky Wri.xon.—But you wouhl not distinctly leave out the mother country?

Hon. Mr. Foster.—The conference I hope, will not think T am obstinate. I am
very much impressed with the importance of a deliverance from this conference as to a

wider customs arrangement. We have letl up to it, I want the opinion of the confer-

ence upon it, and I do not want to involve, for the sake of that, a negative from any

of the colonies against another propasitiun which they are inclined to favour : and,

therefore. I would suggest this : I^t us divide these, and vote upon them in three parts.

You will consider the preamble as one, and vote upon that. Upon that I suppose we will

all agree. Then we can take the first resolution, and that will be number one. You will

vote upon that, and there will be pi-obably some disagreement. We will notall vote together.

Then take the third resolution, as another separate one, upon which we can vote, and I

suppose we can all vote. I think that lightens the matter. Take for instance my friend Mr.

Thynne, he does not see his way clear to vote for the larger customs arrangement. It

would seem to me that we should get at the end in view, and I must say, because some

(if us may dissent from it, I am very advei-se to withdrawing what I consid n* so important

a proposition as the one in the first resolution, and a proposal which foUovs, I think

logically and necessarily fi\)m what we have already done, and is necessary in order to

make our work complete. Do you think we should adopt the principle '.n this con-

ference, that we should reject a thing, because we cannot all see eye to eye 1 We
cannot expect all to see eye to eye : but, I do not think we should ask each other to

withdraw entirely, Just because of that, becau.se it may be very vital. By the wish of
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the minority the conference may be deterred from voting; upon some very important

matter. The method I suggest would leave the conference free to place itself upon

record with reference to l[X)th of those, separately and indivitlually, ar»d consequently,

to draw all the strength possible, to what I deem is the most important one, and that is

the last.

Sir Hknrv deVilmkijs.—Would not there be a difficulty, that there is a rider or

proviso at the end 1 How can we vote upon this last resolution uidess we know also

that the rider will be carried 1

Hon. Mr. FosTKU.— I imagined there was no f)bjection to that at all.

Sir Hexky deVilliehs.—The rider is carried unanimously upon the supposition

that the resolution is carried.

Mr. Lek Smith.—I think there is a point here which has been entirely overlooked.

It seems to me, in my opinion, we are going entirely outside the scope of our authority.

If you refer back to the invitation which was sent to the various colonie.s, you will find

it reads in this way : The Minister recommends that the Colonies of New South Wales,

(.Queensland, Victoria, South Australia, Tasmania, New Zealand, and Fiji, be respect-

fully requested to appoint and send one or more delegates, and so on. There is no

mention of Great Britain in that matter at all.

The PuEHiDENT.— Kindly read the latter part, where the Imperial Government is

invited to take part in these deliberations, it is of au imperial character as well as

colonial.

Hon. Mr. FiTZ(iERALD.—Surely it must take a wider range than Mr. Lee Smith

suggests.

The President.—You will find the report made to Council ^ays, "the Minister also

recommends that the British Government be requested to take part in the conference

by sending a delegate, or by such other means as may be considered advisable, inas-

much as the object in view is of an Imperial as well as a colonial character." The

British Government very graciously acceded to that reijuest, b}' sending His Lordship

here to watch proceedings.

Sir Henhv Wri.xox.—It shows the government were asked to come into this,

because Imperial relations would be considered.

Hon. Mr. Foster.—We have got one step further. The adhesion of two of th<;

delegates, at least, will be assured by a slight change of the wording, and I am inclined

to believe that the Hon. Mr. Suttor will also fall in with his brother delegates in thi>*

respect. At least, it will make us as nearly unanimous as possil)le. That is, in the first

resolution, instead of saying that this conference " recommends "' say " it believes in

the advisability."

Hon. F. B. SuTTOH.—I might point out to the Hon. Mr. Foster that tlie words ln'

suggests really makes the resolution stronger than before.

Hon. Mr. Foster.—I understood it was Mr. Thynne's suggestion.

Hon. F. B. Su'iTOR.—It really makes it much stronger than liefore.

The President.—Will you allow me to make the suggestion, that we should take

up the preamble, vote upon it, and when we come to the first resolution, discuss it and

dispose of it, and if it is bo be rejected, let it be so, or if there are to be any amend-

ments, move your amendments, and see if they will be acceptable to the conference. I

think that will advance business.
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Sir Henrv I)K Villiers.—I willingly consented to this proposal or resolution of

my colleague being withdrawn, and in regard to the motion which has just l>een carried*

I would simply wish to be recorded as not voting. Of course my colleagues vote, and

they carry it, so that the Cape Colony votes, but I should like it to be on record that I

am not voting upon the matter, and for this simple reason, that I consider myself as the

delegate of Cape Colony alone, that I do not consider myself as in any way authorized

to represent the Orange Free State, or any of the parties to the customs union, and,

therefore, I find a difficulty, which I am glad my colleagues do not entertain. My own

view of my own personal position is, that I am not authorized to expiess any opinion

by which the Orange Free State, or any of the other parties to the customs union can

be compromi.sefl, and for that reason, Mr. Chairman, I wish it to l>e entered on the

minutes that upon this 1 did not vote ; but, the vote of the Cape is given for the reso-

lution.

Sir Hexkv Wbixox.—The doubt that suggests itself to the Chief Justice would

apply even m«»re to the Australian delegates. They have nothing to do with the Orange

Free State. I should think the view of the Chief Justice is clear and unanswerable, if

we were doing anything of that kind, if we were determining anything, or seeking to

legislate in any way. Then, I think every Australian delegate should at once decline

to vote. But, when we are really expressing an opinion as to the wisdom of a certain

course, it seems to me we may express that opinion, without offence, whether we come

from the north, south, east, or west. We ars not assuming to dictate to anybody. We
control nolj«Kly. The whole thing is a mere expression of opinion. Therefore, in that

light, T am (juite willing to vote, though, of course, I have not the slightest right to

jussume to dictate to anybody.

Sir Henkv deVilliehs.—T did not wish to raise a debate. I have gi\en simply

the reason why I wished it to appear upon the record that I did not vote.

The President.—It is understood by the Conference that Mr. Hofmeyr is permit-

ted to withdraw his original amendment of yesterday.

This was aasented to by the Conferencie.

Hon. Mr. Tiiynne.— Mr. Foster has ])een good enough to state a series of

questions which he has asked me to answer. I really have found a difficulty in getting

hold of any one of the <|uestion8 which he wishes me to answer from the very fact that

when I did think I had one tangible question to answer, he did not give me an oppor-

tunity of answering it, which shows rather th.at his (piestions were not (juestions, but a

new form of advocacy.

Hon. IMr. Foster.—An argument in the form of tjuestions.

Hon. Mr. Tiivvne.—An argument in the form of questions. One phrase which

fell from the Hon. Mr. Hofmeyr, I think assists to clear the ground for us all.

He referred to the resolutions which were passed during the last few days,

and which he said no doubt contemplated the possibility of Great Britain enter-

ing into this reciprocal arrangement. We all did contemplate the possi"

bility. Whether thai; possibility is likely to come into existence, whether it is

Ukely to be realized now, or whether it is ever to be realized, it still remains

a possibility, and it was in view of that {lossibility, although I believe we

all consider it a very remote possibility, that Great Britain should come in and

make the.se reciprocal arrangements, still it was in view of that remote possi-

bilitv that I think we included, in our resolution, the request for the power
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to enter into these reciprocal iin-arigeinents witli (Jreat hi-itaiii, as well as l)etwepn

ourselves. Hut, sir, this resoluti(»n goes a great deal further than that. It is not

only the statement that it is a mere contemplated p()ssil)ility, but that it is a (lesiral)le

thing that we should have it done, and that Gn'at Britain should adopt a certain policy.

That is the great difference between the tw(t. We know that it is not merely possible

lietween ourselves as colonies, but very pr()bal)le. Hut, T think it is a very sanguine

member of this convention who will venture to state that he expects, or «'ven that within

the next five years it is likely, that a preferential contract or reci})rocal arrangement

may }w made between the colonies and Great Britain. T think he would be a very

sanguine man indeed, if he would nuike that statement. We all look at tiie chance of

Great Hritain entering into this arrangement as extremely remote. We look upon our

own chance of making an arrangement between ourselves as not so remote, but this

resolution goes further than that, and, in n>y opinion, and as I say, for the last time I

hope, it seems to me, to express an opinion by this conference upon the fiscal system

which ought to be adopted by Great Britain. I do not consider that it i.s my function

or my place here to vote in favour of that proposition.

Hon. Mr. rLAVKOHO.— I am exceedingly sori-y my honourable friend has taken the

course he has, because surely he will admit the force of the Hon. ^Ir. Foster's argument,

that when we pass certain resolutions, we pass them at all events with some object in

view ; and, when we asked that certain disabilities, certain impediments, in our way,

may be removed, we certairdy had in our minds that these were impediments that should

be removed ; and, I think when the honourable meml)er tried to draw a distinction

between desirability and possibility, he spun out an exceedingly fine argument. If it is

desirable, we have not got to argue the .juestion of possibility here ; we have got to

express the desirability of the thing, and we want to express it in the clearest possible

manner, and to show what we want. Wo have asked the Imperial Government to remove

certain disabilities that exist at the present time, which prevent her from entering into

special arrangements with her own colonies. We want to say in the most unmistakable

manner, t'.<it it is desiiable that they should be removed, in order that we should

have the advantage of entering into the arrangement which present treaties prevent us

frcmi entering into. The argument is perfect to my mind. I cannot understand the

position of my honourable friend, Mr. Thynne ; having gone so far, surely he might go

to the extent we are going now. Having desired the removal of the impediment at the

present time, we are further desirous of giving practical effect to that, by entering into

an arrangement. That is all we say here. Of course, if we are going to argue from

genera) matters into particular matters, if we are going to assume that (}reat JJritain is

not likely to enter into it, because of this, or that, I say that is altogether b;'side the

(|uestion, because, as far as we are concerned, that is a position for England to take. It

is for us to say what we think would be best. T think it most sincerely, and I believe

the great majority of the congress think it would be desirable if the Mother Counti'y

were to consider her children a trifle better, and treat them a trifle better than she treats

foreigners, who may be at war with her to-morrow, and that we, on the other hand,

should be willing to reciprocate, and to give her advantages e [ual to those which she

may give us. I am very sorry that we cannot come to a unanimous conclusion. I am
very sorry it should go out that we were not unanimous (jii this important point)

because it is really carrying on the work that we commenced, and unanimou.sly com-

menced, the first days of this conference, and giving expression U> our opinions, as to

what course should be adopted to give effect to the resolutions we have carried.
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L(»rtl Jersky. Wp have disposod of the prpiimble.

Sir Hknky Wnixov.—We are all aj^reed to it.

TIk! Phkhidknt.— Ts the conference ready to vot<^ ufKin thu first resolution, leavinjj

tlie preaml)lp until the last? Then, you can discuss it, or amend it as you please. The

first resolution is :
" Resolved, that this conference records its In'lief in the; advisability

of a customs arrangement," itc, &c. Is the conference ready for the motion, or

jire there any amendments ,' T will take the vote, as it was decided we should take it,

liv coltinies, one f(»r each cf)lony.

The vote resulted as follows :
—

Veag.—^Canada, Tasmania, Cape of Go(kI H.)|)e, South Australia, Victoria.—5.

Xnj/H.—New South Wales, New Zealand, t^ueensland. ^\.

The Pkksiuent.—The second resolution is:—"That until the mother country can

see her way," &c., &c.

Hon. Mr. TiiYNNK.— T have an amendment to propose. I propiise, Mr. President,

that the words "such an arrangement '" in the second line «»f the .second resolution l)e

omitted with a view of inserting the words "a custtmi • arrangements with the colonies."

Sir Hknky dkVilmkk.s.— It is the sanje thini,'.

Hon. Mr. Foster.—If the Hon. Mr. Thynne simply wishes to change the verbiage,

without the .sen^^e, I have no objection.

Hon. Mr. Thynne.—If I am recorded as voting up'm the second resolution, whi»'h

emlHidies the tiret resolution by the words, "such an arrangement, " I should be accept-

ing an anomalous position.

The President.— Do you accept that, Mr. Foster?

Mr. Foster.—I would make that change.

The President.—Is it the pleiisure of the conference that the c'lange, us sug-

gested, should be made ?

Assented to by the conference.

The President. The resolution, as amended, will read as follows :
" That until the

" mother country can see her way," itc, tSrc.

Motion carried.

AN EXAMINATION OF TARIFFS.

Mr. Lee Smith.—Mr. President and gentlemen,—now that the preliminary

skirmish is over and we have the ground cleared for practical work, it is advisal)le that

we shfiiilil put something of a distinct form before the Conference so as to carry out the

object which we believe we are here to promote. Therefore, Sir, I beg to submit the

following motion :

" Tliat this conference proceeil to examine the respective customs Uirifts of the various colonies

here repre.senteil, with a view to ac((uire such information as will enable the memlMTs to ilctermine

in what tlirection reciprocities may he protitahly arranged, ami thus' place theinselveii in a position to

iiilvise their governments accordingly."

Now, sir, as I have .said before, we have been engaged during the last two days dis-

cussing (juestions with regard to how we can be placed in a position to carry out the

objects for which we are here met. I say that the work generally has l)een on very high

lines and we ought now to come down to a more prosaic basis on which we must arrange

this matter. believe, sir, that now the time has come when we should do what Mr.
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Foster pointed out to u.s and prove that we ure prepared to do something of the nutui*'

which will do more than anything else to join and unite those bonds which he thinks it

desirable U> do with regard to the communication hetween tht; Im^.orial (lovernment and

her colonies. I do not see, sir, that we can do it in any better way than to proceed at

on«!»* to acijuire such information as is lUMiossary to enable the respective Miembers of this

confertMjce to go home and report to their governments as to what is pos 'ble and what

is important. So far as I am concerned I have been sent here entirely in the capacity

of a commercial man. I have a pretty wide industrial and commercial ex{)erience in my
colony, and as my (Jovernment viewed this entirely as a commercial conference they

will necessarily look forward to some practical work resulting from our deliberation. I

feel that I could not allow this eotiference to close, and T believe there is a hope

it will shortly close, without placing myself in a position to give my (Jovernment and my
people some definite infoiiiiation as to the possibility of any trade extension between

New Zealand and Canada. For instance, sir, there are many things that I have observed

since I have l)een in Canada here, which have somewhat altered the views that I po8ses.sed

in starting out from New Zealand. If Mr. F<»ster can spare the time ftT>m his duties, I

would like to have an hour or two private talk with him and the other meml»ers of the

government, with regard to the position of the several industries that I cannot get in-

formation from, so well as I think I can from them. The present condition of our tarifl's

—the Canadian tariti' especially—ajjpeais to be very anomalous. I will mention w(X)l for

instance. .Some classes of wool are absolutely free, and on other classes there is a duty

of three cents per pound. That is a thing T think we can discuss fairly. Some colonies

are interested in one -^lass of wool and some in anothei", and I cannot see how we can

proceed to carry out our ttbjects without having that very important <iuestion discu.ssed

and tletermined upon, whether there should be a uniform duty on wool or not. T do not

thiitk it would be necessary for me to occupy the attention of the members of the con-

ference any longer than just to observe that T think that we should at once, seeing that

there is no other business before the confei-ence, proceed to examine the duties and the

tariffs of our ?"espective colonies. I simply concluile by moving that resolution.

Hon. Mr. HoFMEYR.— I believe we are going too fast now. I believe many i»f us

are not authorized to do anything so definitely as would have to be done by passing

this motion. As regards the delegates from Cape Colony, none of us are commercial

men. Sir Charles .Mills is not a commercial man. Sir Henry deVilliers is not a com-

mercial man, nor am I. T think I have a copy of the Cape Customs law with me, and I

have no objecti(»is to handing it to any member of the conference, but further than

that I suggest that the \ arious delegates should go home and report to their govern

ments and let the governments venture to approach one another. If we are going into

an examination of the customs tariffs of some eight or nine colonies represented, I think

we will be entering upci a most arduous work, and we will have very little result. I

have seen sometimes customs arrangements discussed between two colonies, and it took

months. It took the United States three months to discuss their tariff. I hope this

motion will be withdrawn.

Mr. Lkk Smith.—I will be very glad if any gentleman will show me some more

practical wiy of arriving at our object. Hitherto we have been discussing only abstract

questions, and we are going home without any result at all.

Hon. Mr. Fostek.—I want to see if I cannot suggest a practical mode. We know

that no colony comes here empowered to make any trade arrangements. We come here
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to discuss principU's and lay down our views as far as we can come tojjcthor ; l»ut, at

tli«' same time, this is an excellent oj»[)ortunity for the members from each colony to

have a consultation outside of this conference with tin' l)ominion of Canada, and com

pare notes, just as thorouf^hly as they possibly can. as to what our recpiirements are,

and see M'hat we can send them in return for something they can send to us on some

ecjual terms.

Sir CuAKLKS Mills.—-You mean outside of the conference?

Hon. Mr. FosTKU.—It is entirely outside of the conference, and to facilitate that,

you will remember, 1 gave t<t each delegate a copy of our taritl, so that they could see

our customs tarif!', as it is at present and as it will be ))y law in a few days ; and the

delegates might make up a list, not to be handed in to the conference, but to Im- given

to the government, Mr. Bowell or myself, as to what products they would think they

could advantageously send into Canada. We can easily make up a list of our pn«lucts

which we think we can advantageously .send into the different coUmie.s. By having this

conference with each colony we can cdnpare lists and we can come to a pretty

good practical conclusion as to what the sul>jects of the negotiations might be based

upon. Then the delegates would take back that information they get to their

governments, and whatever is to be done afterward would be by negotiations between

the governments. It would be well if we started with a personal comparison of notes

between the different delegates from the different colimies and the Canadian (Tovern-

ment. ^^r. Bowell, as Minister of Trade and Connnerce, will be very glad to meet with

you on these points. This personal explanation would be simply an informal conversa-

tion for purposes of getting information, and then you can get down to something like a

practical basis. And we can by correspondence come to an agreement.

Hon. Mr. Kitzckkald.— I appi-ehend, in order that the records of this conference

should contain what the members did (tn this impoi-tant .subject, it would be desii'able

that after the committee of colonial representatives did agree upon lines as suggested

by AFr. Foster, they should then report to this conference with a view that it would be

on record that they had submitted to the Canadian (lovernment a list of articles whicti

they thought nught fairly be the subject of legislation with regard to reciprocal duties.

Then the conference would have a distinct reference to that subject. It would show

that an important matter like that was not neglected by us. I apprehend that half an

hour would suffice to discuss it. It would not take three hours.

Hon. Mr. Fostkk. —For each colony to discuss it?

Hon. Air. Fitz(;ehali).—I think the colonies are all one with regard to it.

Hon. Mr. Suttor.—I might suggest that instead of each delegate waiting upon the

Minister to discuss this thing we might discuss it at an informal meeting.

Mr. Lee Smith.—There are only half a dozen items.

Hon. Mr. Suttok—Each member can discuss the matter and give his opinions as to

what articles might be interchanged between Canada and his colony.

Hon. Mr. Foster.—That would be an informal meeting.

Mr. Lee Smith.—It had better be recorded. I should like to have it recorded.

Hon. Mr. Suttok.—^We can make certain suggestions at an informal meeting.

Hon. Mr. Foster.—A further idea strikes me now. We have a difficulty in con-

nection with the Australian Colonies from the unfortunate fact that they are not in a

confederation—in our view an unfortunate fact. It would be so much better if we were
253
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t<i nil inoet Jind (Ii'hcusm \hf pointH upon which tm<h' can he l>e8t carried on. Is it not

H«> tliat tho prtKhicta of thcHo colonien aro in the main the Mime a.s to what articleH tliev

would like to export?

Hon. Mr. Fi{A.sKU— Very hir>(ely the Hamn.

Hon. .Mr. KoHTKK. - T think Mr. MuttorH HUj^j^e.st ion is a j^ikkI one, that we >(et

through the formal husiness of the Conference, that a day he appointed on wiiich we

can meet informally, the difl'erent delej^atoH having coiisultfd amon^ themHelves they

would he prepared with their views as to the articles which we would like to interchan;;c

and then we can take this whole matter into consideration. I think that would he a

very j((mhI thing. Mr. Hmith states further that there should lM'.some record in evidenco

for tlM> <(overnmentH. That mi>,'ht he advisahle, and it ndght he placed in the form of

a motion hy which it he re.solved that an informal meetin;; of the conference he held at

which the delegates from the different colonies shall me«'t and interd: ,'e their views

up<in the prinluctH that will form the subject of negrttiations as hetwi , n the different

colonies.

Hon. Mr. Kokkkht.— T cannot exactly see any goinl that will come out of this,

because it is wholly imj)robahle that the same arrangements will suit the whole <if the

Australian CoKsnies, and each colony shall have to speak for herself. If a record is

wanted the delegates can each address a letter to the Minister of Trade and Connnerce,

stating what is wanted or propo.sed.

Hon. Mr. FosTKR.— T think a great deal of good would come from an interchange

of ideas if there were special points that could he brought up.

Mr. Lek Smith.—We cannot do anything l)etter to place ourselves in the position

of going home and recommending to our governments what we think advi.sable. My
government expect me to give them such infornuition as will enable them to judge of

the advisability or otherwise of entering into any arrangement, and I feel perfectly sure

that they will feel sutticient confidence in such recommendation jus to submit it to

Parliament. I suppose every other gentleman is in the same position. If they are not

in the .same position I do not understand why they come here. This thing cannot be

hurried through and satisfactorily completed with a few abstract discussions. My
people expect me to give them a full report of the whole position of the Canadian

industrial field. I apprehend that the other governments are going to have the same

thing and I l)elieve that this discussion should be fully reported.

The Pkesidknt.—The motion moved by Mr. Lee iSmith has no seconder.

Mr. Lee Smith.—Has no one seconded it?

The President.—No.

Mr. Lee Smith.—So long as it is on record I do not cure. Very well.

The conference adjourned.
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Office of the Minister <>f Trade asv ^'ommerce.

Ottawa, 7th July, isy4.

Tho Coiifoionco rcHUiiiod at 10 a.m.

DEi.E()ATEt» Present.

rr. T •
1 /• . ( TiiK KioiiT Hon. THE Kari, OF Jersey, P.O.

Tho Impel ml uovornment— ^ ('CMC
Cunadu

—

TTon. Mackenzik Bowem., P.C.

Hon. Sir Adoli'Iik Caron, PC, K.C.M.iJ.

Sandfori) Fi,emino, Kbq., C.M.G.

TnHmania

—

Hon. Nicholas Fitzoerald.

New South WjiloM— Hon. F. B. Suttor, M.L.A.

Capo of (rood Hoi)e

—

Sir Henry de Villiers, K.C.M.G., C.B.

Sir Charles Millh, K.C.M.G., C.B.

Hon. Jan Hendrick Hofmeyr.

South Australia

—

Hon. Thomas Playfoiid.

New Zealand

—

Lee Smith, Ksq.

Victoria—Sir Hknry VVkixon, K.C.M.G., Q.C.

Hon. Nicholas Fitzqerald, M.L.C.

Hon. Simon Fraser. M.L.C.

(iueensland

—

Hon. A. J. Thynne, M.L.C.

Hon. William Forrest, M.L.C.

Mr. Lee Smith.— I would like to observe that I do not see any reference to a

nioti(»n I brought forward yesterday. '

Tho President.— I have made inquiry about that, and I find that tho error, if

such it bo is bofauHo it was understood by some, at least I was under the impros.

sion, that it was withdrawn. That is tho reason the Secretaries did not put it upon

the record. If Mr. Smith thinkh it should be upon the record it shall be amended.

I can see no posbible objection to its being recorded. It was not seconded, and the

point is, whether it shouKl bo upon the minutes. If it is desired that it should be

upon the locord we can easily make an entry, that it was proposed, and not being

seconded, it was not put to tho conference.

Mr. Lee Smith.—That would satisfy me, hir.

Lord Jersey.—I understood Mr. Lee Smith distinctly to say he wished it to be

upon the record.

Mr. Lee Smith.—I will write out a fresh motion and hand it in.

IMPROVED MAIL SERVICE.

The Prbsidknt.—The next motion is Mr. Smith's, as follows :

—

"That tluH conference take into consideration the question of a mail service between (treat

Britain and Australasia lia Canada."
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Mr. Lee Smith.—Mr. President and gentlemen: In bringing forwiird this ques-

tion before the conference I hope it will not heconHidered that I am saying anything

ill dinparagement of the bu8ine88 that has hitherto been done, when I state that in

my view this subject is one of the most important that can be brought before the

conference. Hitherto, sir, we have been engaged in discuflsing the best means of

carrying (*ut the main object of the conference, and that is the Icnitting together of

the outlying portions of Her Majesty's Empire with the mother country. We have

dealt with the Pacific cable, and we have also dealt with the question 'of how
we are to obtain permission or liberty to carr}' out intercolonial reciprocities, so as

to complete the matter and enable us to do that which we have come here to do; but

with regard to this question, sir, but for strategic reasons, it should, in my view,

have come before the cable, because I think the ability to communicate and do

business should be arranged before you go into the question of how you are to have

telegraphic communication. If I give you a short history of the mail and steam

communication between Australia and Great Britain I shall best present to you the

p-osent position, and enable you to judge of whether this route through Canada to

Great Britain is or is not wanted. Going back to the early history of mail com-

munication l)etween Au^'tralia and England we tind that in 1856 the first steam com-

munication by very slow steamei-s was partly by steamships, and in fact parti}' by

sailing vessels. It was not until 1868 that any great advance was made so fai* as

regards the despatch of mails. That advance was very materially brought

about by the fact that a different route was adopted to any that had hitherto

been used. Previous to that time all the mails f»"om Australasia went exclusively

by the waj' of the East, by Suez, and by what we may term the P. and O. route,

and there was no attempt made, in any shape or form, to accelerate those mails. In

the yefr 1866, arrangements were made to obtain access to England through

America, and a contract was made by New South Wales and New Zealand with a

compiuiy *o arrange a service via Panama, and thence to Great Britain by the

Royal Mail Steamship Company' steamers. That very much shortened the time

that was occupied in carrying these mails, and then it was that the P. and O. Com-

panj' for the first time made any effort to reduce the time they had hitherto taken.

That service was kept in existence for some two or three j'ears, and then, the

company failing, it w.is abandoned ;
but, the people of New South Wales, and the

people of New Zealand were so satisfied with what had been done, and had their

eyes opened to the fact that there was no way of getting to England better than the

one adopted, that they determined they would take some steps to arrange for a

service via America. Consequently, in 1869 oi 1870, a service was arranged for via

SanFiancisco, and that reduced the time between Sydnej' and London, by, I think, some

three or four days. From that time to this, something like 24 years, ihere has been

a continuous mail service, ofone form or another, some good and some bad, through

San Francisco, and a very large portion of the correspondence of New Zealand, and

New South Wales, has been sent via that line. After the adoption by the P. and O.

Company' of measures to quicken their service, there followed a desire on the part

of the Australian colonies proper, that is, the continental colonic: to also get some

belter advantages than the}' had, more especially those lying on the western side of

Australia; an' , in 1878 the Orient Company appeared on the scene, and they ran in

opposition, for some time, with the P. and O. Through that competition, the service

was very much improved. But, shortly after that an arrangement was made
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by the Australian Government for working the lines in conjunction, that is, each

company ran a fortnightly boat, and thoso boats were to run alternately, ho that now
Victoria, South Australia, Tasmania and New South Wales are served by a weel:ly

line of steamers running direct from the'r colonies to London, and I believe the

time occupied in transmitting their mails has been brought down to something liUg

32 or 38 days from Melbourne, which is considered very satisfactory.

Hon. Mr. Foster.—That would not be the all water route. That 31 or 3'J days

is the mail time between Melbourne and Londot.

Mr. Lek Smith.—Yes.

Hon, Mr. Playpord.—The passenger time is about a week longer.

Mr. Lek Smith.—Then, with regard to Queensland, they have what may be

termed an independent line of their own, for arrangements wore made some time

about the 3'ear 1880 for a four weekly steam service by the Straits, and that service,

I suppose, may be considered the mail route. Then, there are two other means of

communication, the Mesgageries, and another, and besides that again, from

New Zealand, there are two direct boats running fortnightly fi-om New Zealand to

Ix)ndon. So that we have now six lines whereby communication is had with

Australia and New Zealand :—The P. and O., the Orient, the Queensland Company,
the San Francisco route, the two direct boats from New Zealand, and latterly there is

tholinefromNew South Wales direct to Vancouver, known as the Canadian Pacific line.

Now. sir, I recognize that in dealing with this question, the ditt'erent colonies repre-

sented here will take different views; for instance, gentlemen from South Australia

cannot be expected to legard this question with the same fervour as we do, who are

more East, but there are two, or even three colonies, whose interest I think it must

be to endeavour to promote some communication with J]ngland uia Canada ; those

colonies are, New South Wales, Queensland, and my colony, New Zealand. I do not

think it is necessary for me to enlarge upon the mattei-, more than to say this, that

so far as my colony is concerned, I shall be prepared to give it consideration, from

what I may term a federal point of view. T recognize that Now Zealand cannot be

placed in a betfer position than any other colony; but if we are going to do any-

thing to carry out, in a practical way, the views which we have given utterance to,

quite unanimously here, with regard to the absolute necessity there is of our hav-

ing a direct cable route from Australia to Britain, through British possessions, that

argument is vnore applicable to a question of mail service, because iL must be clear

that if there bo war there will bo a very great advantage gained by the opj)ortun-

ities afforded for passengers and mailsto be carried through from Australia to Great

Britain, without fear of being intercepted, or in any way interfered with as by the

old routes going through the East. If there is any force whatever in the argument

as to a cable route, it is much more applicable to the question of a mail and passen-

ger service. The present line is manifestly incomplete, I refer to what is known as

the Canadian Pacific line. It ie incomplete, it does not fulfil the conditions

which we all here have regarded as being absolutely necessary for the

carrying out of the views which we have agreed upon, the desirability of having a

quick and reliable passenger mail service to London. This line runs direct from

New South Wales to Fiji, and thence to Vancouver, but there, so far as regards its

imperial aspect, it stops. Putting it plainly, gentlemen coming to Vancouver are

then thrown out, so to speak, upon the land of Canada, and they get to London as

' i
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best they please. They can either go to Montreal, and take a boat from there, a

slower boat, or they can go to Now York. What wo require Ih that the people of

Australia should know that within so many days they can absolutely rely and

depend upon getting away from some central point in Australia, and also from New
Zealand, getting not only to Vancouver, but also to London, in a reliable manner,

on a through ticket, on first class boats. So that wo can present to tho world this

great fact, that wo, at this great conference, have carried out really tho most

material means whereby our hopes and aspirations can be realized. I am not

familiar with the terms of tho arrangements which are supposed to he in progress

with regard to a service between Canada and Great Britain, but, T believe it is quite

possible, that if we give a sufficient nbsidy, or give a sufficient inducement, in some

form or other, wo could establish such h connection, through your ports, with Liver-

pool, as to compete, and to compete very successfully, with the loute which goes

^through San Francisco ; and, when I tell you that thorc is a verj' large passenger

Bervice through San Francisco from my colony, T think you will see the

necessity of our being patriotic enough to endeavour, as far as possible, to

attract it to our own shores. All our mails now come through San Francisco,

nearly all tho mails of Now Zealand. Of course, I am speaking from a

New Zealand point of view ; but, so far as my colony is concerned, we have thought

we should get a line via Vancouver, and therefore tho people could make their

choice, of eithei- going from San Francisco to London, or they could go through

Canada, which would be their preference, if there is any reality in tho idea wo talk

about, our patriotic feeling. In my first motion I only dealt with the question of

Canadian and Australasian service, but, on consideration, genilemen, you will observe

I have widened it to a through service, because T tool sure that we must take tho

opportunity here of debating this question entirely upon the broad and general and

national line that we have dealt with all other questions, and that is, the absolute

necessity there is of impressing, not only all the colonies, and not only Grent

Britain herself, but the world at large, with tho groat fact that we aio <leterminod

to do something of a practical natuio to bring together our various colonies, with

the mother country. I do not propose, sir, to advance any particular proposition,

I think it would be oxti-omely unwise for me to do so, because I would only create

jealousies. I am afraid I have created a few jealousies, because I know that one or

two of my propositions have not met with the approval which I think they deserved,

therefore, I shall not risk anything further in that direction. 1 have merely

brought tho question up in a general way, so that all the colonies may put forward

their views, and I do hope that before we are done with the question we shall have

arrived at some agreement, upon some general basis, whereby we can carry out what

we have in view.

Hon. Mr. Foster.—Could you give the amount your colony pays as mail sub-

sidies ?

Mr. Lee Smith.—We carry it now by poundage. Wo guarantee so much. In

New Zealand I think it costs about £7,000 a year.

Sir A. P. Caron.—How much is the total ?

Mr. Lee Smith.—About £30,000 a year between New South Wales and New
Zealand.

Sir A. P. Gabon.—Now South Wales I see is £1.3,274.
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"Mr. Lee Smith.—The subsidy is about £34,000. The American • Government
give £4,000, or did give it; I think they have withdrawn from it. It is divided in

the proportion of thirds, the contractors talking one-thinl. New Zealand one-third,

and New South Wales one-third. I may say that our service via San Francisco is very

Hatisfactory. Our average time is 32 days, but [ understand that if this mail service

that we propose is carried out, New Zealand can be put within something like 28

days from London, and Sydnej' about 30. I have nothing more to say upon the

question which I have really opened for the discussion of the conference, and I will

merely conclude by proposing the motion.

Motion seconded by the Honourable Mr. Foster.

Sir A. P. Gabon—Mr. Chairman : Before I enter into the very few remai'ks

which I desire to make upon this very important question, I should like to draw the

attention of the conference to the fact that on the opening day, or the following

(lay, I placed upon the table, which I may be excused from mentioning again, as it

belongs to the department over which I preside, but, T consider that it is of some

importance from the fact that it discloses the organization of the postal system of

•Canada, and also discloses the policy which had hitherto been followed in reference

to that branch of our public service. I do not wish to read it to the conference, and

take u]) time, uselessly, as it is printed, and I thought, for reference, it would be

more convenient, merely to place it before you. 1 should like, Mr. Chairman, for

reasons which I have already expressed, that it should form part of the proceedings,

and appear as r'^"t of the lecord of the conference. I can fairly say that Mr. Lee

Smith has made < exposition of a very important case in a manner which certainly,

is not only satisfactory to the conference, if I may speak for the conference,

but, which has also given to us most valuable and important information. I think

it is quite useless to take up the time of the conference, by insisting upon the necessity

for asHisting, by subsidy, lines of steamers carrying mails. This is being generally

recognized by the maritime nations of the \vorld ; it would be useless, I think, to spend

vei-y much time in arguing the necessity, in giving such support, and following a

practice which has been almost universally recognized. The essential conditions of

an (3coan mail service, as 1 understand, are increased speed in the running of vessels

emploj'ed in the service, and assured regularity in the time of arrival and departure.

Without a compliance with these conditions the transmission of correspondence by

sea would become so irregular as to seriously impede the operations of commerce

and a subsiily must be necessarily, large or small, in proportion to the extent to

which these conditions are insisted upon. For a number of years our neighbours to

the South of us, the United States, al)andoned completely the ])olicy of subsidizing

steamship lines for the purpose of conveying mails, but, there has been a reversal

HO far as that policy is concerned. In 1891 a chang** took place, rnd from that

period of time the policy of subsidizing steamers carrying ocean mails was resumed

as will appear by the report of the Postmaster-tieneral of the United States of 1892.

Very large sums, indeed, were paid during the six months ending the 30th June

1892 for conveying mails by sea, over and above the amount of the postage upon

the correspondence convoyed. For example, on the routes between New York,

La Guayra and Colon and between San Francisco and Panama and Hong Kong,

' il
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a sum of 77,103 in excess of the postage earned was paid foi- mail conveyance, and it

was estimated that the amount to be paid for the next financial year, not includinic

any service to Europe, would bo SOo-i.OOO, which, as will be scon, is a very large

increase on wluit had been previously expended. The policy of subsidizing

steamers and of expending large amounts of the public money for (he purpose of

perfecting, to the fullest possible extent, the mail service between the difi'erent coun-

tries, has been so thoroughly rect'<5nized, that in carrying out that policy of revert-

ing again to the paying of a subsidy to steamers carrying mails, the Postmastei--

General insisted u])on the "City of Paris " and the "City of Now York" being

naturalized and flying the American Flag, and of course, under that flag,

receiving from (he New York Post Office all the advantages which possibly

could be conferred upon that line, for the purpose of giving it every pos-

sible help, from the public revenue. Now, sir, the mail service between

Queenstown and New York is subsidized to the extent of £104,2r)l s(erling

per annum; the amount paid for the seivice between Brandisi, Naples, and

Adelaide is £170,000 sterling per annum, the Australian Colonies contri-

buting £75,000 out of that amount. The cost of Mie service between Brandisi,

the East indies, and China, is £265,000. For mail service to the West

Indies, £85,000 per annum is paid ; the yeaily subsidy to the Allan line for con-

veyance of mails from Quebec, Halifax, and Montreal is, 8126,533. The reason, Mr.

Chairman, why T trouble the conference by giving the figures which I have just

given, is for the purpose of showing the very largo subsidies, which, according to

the well-understood policy of the two great maritime nations, England and the

United States, is considered to be money properly expended for the purpose of

giving all possible facilities to trade and commerce, by having (he most peifect

system of mail service that money can procure. If we wish to make closer the ties

which connect the colonies and England, and if we wish to have a union which will

be, not only a union on paper, but a union useful to every member composing that

union, it is necessary for us to begin, at the very beginning, by establishing the

best mail service possible. I fully agree with the words which have fallen from the

lips of Mr. Lee Smith who said he considered this one of the most importantquestions,

one ofthe most serious considerations that could come before conference. If we wish to

establish a fast line of steamers, to establish a mail service which would be regular,

which would carry the mails in the shortest possible time, we should consider that it

will benccessary to pay large amounts of money, and large subsidies for the purposeof

obtaining these advantages. And, considering what i.io Imperial Government has been

doing for other countries, she should certainly contribute and contribute very liberally

to a subsidy to a fast line of steamers on the Atlantic Ocean, and also en the Pacific

Ocean. I consider that one of these two is perfectly inadequate by itself. Ifyou have a

fast lineofsteamei-s on the Pacific Ocean, and you traverse the continent in the shortest

possible time, as we do to-day, over the Canadian Pacific Eailway, all that money,

all that trouble would bo lost, unless we secure on the Atlantic as fast a line as we
possibly can, because, the fast time that would be made in crossing the continent,

and the fast time that would be made on the Pacific, would be completely lost, with-

out a fast Atlantic line. In view of the large contributions made by the Imperial

Government towards the service between Brindisi and Adelaide, viz., £95,000 out of

£170,000, to the service from the East Indies and China £190,000 out of £265,000,

and in connection with this service I must draw the attention of conference to the
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fact that largo 8unri8 of money are coinributed for a Bcrvice botwoon England and
foreign countries, Japan, and Hong Kong, the latter of which, of course, is a colony

of England. She contributes towards the cost of the service to the West
Indies £65,000, and a large amount is pa' ' foi* the service between Queens-

town and New York, viz., £104,231, I claim i. is on\y reasonable that an impeiial

contribution should be given to the Australian mail service from Vancouver
to Sydney, and also to a fust Atlantic service from Quebec lO Liverpool. Pertinent

to this question I may be excused if I take up the time of the conference, for a

very few minutes, by reading a paper which was sent to me by Sir Charles Tapper,

whom most of ^-ou know personally, or have hoard of, as being the High Com-
ruissionor for Canada, and I think it is of very great importance in relation to the

question now under discussion. It is an extract from a paper read bj* Sir Charles

Tiip])er at a meeting of the Royal Colonial Institute on the 8th of 3tay, 18!)4. IIo

Hays;—" At the outset it is intei-esting to know the average time occupied in the
conveyance of mails to and from Sydney and London by the present Suez route.

The latest blue-book that I have been able to obtain is that of the report of the
Postmaster Cfcneral of Now South Wales for the year 1892, issued in ]81>3. There I

find that the returns of the mail service of the Orient Steam Navigation Comjjany
during the 3'ear 181)2, give the average time between London and Sydney as 33} .\

days, anil between Sydney and London as 33", 1 days; which in the case of
the Peninsula and Orientiil Navigation Company durir<g the year 1892, the average
time occupied in the conveyance of mails to and from Sydney and London was as
follows:—London to Sydney 33.\U days: Sydney to Ijondon 34,', days. The con-

sideration paid by the British anil Australasian Governments for the above mail
service is £85,000 per annum to each company or £170,000 altogether

;
and out

of this contribution of £170,000 the United Kingdom pays £95,000."

These large sums of money which are paid, I think arc very properly paid, but,

the advantage to Uie lOmpire, and to the colonies, of having a line all thiough

British territoiy, absolutely safe, as short, if not shorter than an}^ other line that

now exists, deserves, I think, to be recognized, and, that the Lnperial Government,

as it has done in so many cases for other colonies, should contribute subsidies to the

Atlantic and Pacitic lines. The extract proceeds :
—"The present intention of the

proposed sieamshio company is to have upon the Atlantic a weekly service of 20
knots speed all the year roun<l and to maintain it by the building of four exception-

allj' large, swift, completely equipped express passenger steamships. On the Pacific

at present it is only proposed to have three steamships, thus adding one steamship
to those now performing the monthly service between Sydney and Vancouver. The
presence of a third steamship on the Pacific has enabled the promoters of the new
service to suggest two propositions:—First, that there shall be during the summer
months a three weekl}' service between Sydney, Moreton Bay, Fiji, Honolulu, Vic-

toria, and Vancouver, and during the winter season a four weekly service by the
same i-oute. It ma}' be said at the outset that the mails by that route can be easily

delivered in the time now occupied by the Suez route; but it will bo observed that

it is only, in the one case a three weekly service, and in the other a four weekly
service.

"2nd. If it shall be hereafter decided to call at a New Zealand port in preference

to Moreton Bay, Queensland, then, with three steamships on the Pacific, the service

can easily and regularly, ell the year round maintain the four weekly service

between Sydney, Auckland, Fiji, Honolulu, Victoria, and Vancouver. The drawback
to calling at a New Zealand port instead ofa Queensland port would be the lengthening
of the voyage between the last Australian port of call (i. e. of Sydney) and England
by 36 hours each way; but even allowing an additional 36 hours for the extra

mileage by the New Zeahurl r-^ute, the promoters of the service state that they
would be able to deliver the Sydney mails, from the date of the establishment of the
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fast Atlantic Horvicc, in about the ^ iino time that is now occupied by the steamships
of the Peninsular and Oriental, and Orient Companies from Sydney to London by
the Suez route, while the New Zealand service (Auckland tc London) would bo
reduced to within 31 days. It is stated that the current contracts between the
British and Australian Governments and the PeninHulai- and Oriental Company and
the Orient Company have been extended for an adilitional year, and expire in

January, 181)6.

" At ihe Ottawa conference to be held in June next one of the most important
subjects for consideration will be whether the time has arrived for Great Hritain and
the AuHtralasian Coloniew to ret'ogiiize Canada as an imperial highway for an Aus-
tralian mail service affording the Empire an important alternate route, and 1

venture to hope that a favouialtle decision will be arrived at. At the present moment
the only Australian subsidy actually being paid to the Vancouver sei'vice is £10,000
sterling per annum by the government of Xew South Wales. If that subsidy were
increaced to at least £50,000 sterling per annum from Australasia, and if the British

Government will give the minimum subsidy asked for the Atlantic service of£75,000
sterling per annum, Australasia will secure in 189() an alternate fortnightly route

by way of Canada. As to the time to be occupied by the mail service between Syd-
nay and London, the promoters of the new company are prepared to name 31 days
as the period for the first term of years, but, in any event, to do it as quickly as can
possibly be done by the Sue/> route. It is interesting to note from the blue-book
above referred to that the net cost to New South Wales of its joint sei'vice via Suez
was in 1892 only £13,274 8s. 5d. It is reasonable to assume, therefore, that the

amount collected for stamps will go a long way towards paying the subsidy for the

proposed mail service."

Now, Mr. Chairman, I fully endorse everything Mr. Lee Smith has said in refer-

ence to the importance of establishing this mail service. It is impossible to contem-

plate any business union between the colonies, any commercial union between the

colonies and the mother country, unless every possible facility, which can be given

to trade and commerce, over the ^e:ls, and overland routes, is given, and this will

require a large expenditure of money. Canada, has already, as I view it, done its

fair share in building the Pacific Railway, which gives to the mother country an

absolute safe route, built on British territory, and which permits the mother country

to carry her troops to her colonies in the shortest and safest possible way known.

In consideration of these advantages, Canada has already agreed to expend a lai-go

amount of money for the purpose of subsidizing a fast Atlantic steamship line, and

an Australian and Canadian line on the Pacific. Under these circumstances, I think

it is fair to expect, having shown-our strong will to help, and contribute what wo
could towards completing the system, that the Imperial Government should be asked

to subsidize the line on the Atlantic, and the line on the Pacific. Then, I think we
would have the most perfect system that could be organized, and a system which

would contribute largely to develop the resources, not of Canada alone, but of a'' the

colonies entering into the union. Sir, under these circumstances, I hope that uuen

the time comes, the very strongest representations will be made to the Imperial

Government, so that the subsidy which we expect, can be voted by the British Par-

liament, and granted for the establishment of these lines.

Hon. Mr. Suttor.—What is the position of the matter in connection with the

granting of subsidies for the Atlantic steamers? From reports, I understand the

negotiations are at an end.

Sir Adolphe Cabon.—These reports are not to be relied upon. Mr. HuJdart

was being commissioned by the Canadian Government to negotiate subsidies for the

establishment of this fast service over the Atlantic Ocean. We had entered into a
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provisional jigcoomont with him to give 8750,000 per annum for the purpose of

helping in the eatablishmont of that 8(Uvico.

Hon. Mr. Suttoh.—For how many years ?

Sir Adoli-he Caron.—Ten j.ear8. flo hivs been negotiating in England with

capitalists. Naturally a lino of that importance will cost a very large sum of money»

and, as I understand, ho has been successful so far in his negotiations. I do not

mean to say that everything is complotou, butoverything that can be done has been

done. The Chairman reminds mo that Mr. lluddart is now wa' ting until the subsidy

of $750,000 be affirmed by Parliament, to complete his organization and make the

arrangements necessary to carry out the scheme. The class of steamers being arran-

ged for are equal to any steamers afloat. They are 20 knot vessels. They are to

have 3,000 or 4,000 tons of cold storage, so that they would be very valuable addi-

tions to our system and would enable us to carry fruit and whatever perishable

goods may come from those colonies.

Lord .Jersey.—On the Pacific ?

Sir Adolphe Caron.—No ; on the Atlantic.

Lord Jebsev.—A very strong demand has been put forward for the granting of

a subsidy by Great Britain ; but I think it will assist us very much if we could have

a few more data as to what the expected cost of the line would be; first of all, the

line between Great Britain and Canada, and also the cost of the line between Van-

couver and Austi-aiia.

The President.—Do you mean the cost to the prom'^ters, or the subsidy?

Lord Jersey.—The cost of the line.

The President.—To the ])romoters or the government ?

Lord Jersey.—To the promoters. We must have some idea what the cost of

the line would be; we must know how much is expected, of course. The same
remark would apply to the Pacific line. In a matter like this, it is clear that

neither Canada, nor Australia, nor Groat Britain would give a subsidy, except it

were in return for some service. As a rule, the subsidy is given under the belief

that the quick conveyance of mails is a good service rendered by tbe company. Of
course quick service is essential. I must point out that Great Britain would cer-

tainly want to know beforehand what the contributing parties were proposing to

give towards the subsidj'', what the Australian Colonics were prepared to give to-

wards the line, and what the Canadian Government were proposing to give to-

wards it; and it is essential wo should know how much it is expected to cost,

because, sujiposing a subsidy were agreed upon by Canada for the Atlantic portion

of the line, and it was found the lino could not be carried out in a satisfactory man-

ner, whore would Great Britain bo ?

The President.—We have taken care of that in our contract; the work has

to bo performed, or the subsidy ceases.

Sir Adolphe Caron.—I may say the four steamers would cost about two and

a-half millions sterling; that is for the Atlantic service.

liOrd Jersey.—It must be considered entirely as a mail service, and the cost of

that mail service is a very important matter. It could only come in that way, and

the question which I hope the conference will consider is this: are they prepared

to advise the postal authorities at home that it would be a great advantage to them

—to the colonies—that the whole of the contracts connected with the mail service
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should bo ro-conHi(Jerod in Iho immodiato future, for tho purpose of readjurttirig Iho

subsidies paid to tho different companios? No doubt a very largo amount of

money is paid by tho Imperial Government for mail Hub.sidioH, and it is not going too

far to say that tho authorities at homo are only anxious that that money should bo

used in tho best jjossiblo way for the different parties within the Empire; that is to

say, that the best mail routes should bo chosen. Of courst* there is groat force in what

Mr. Leo Smith says, that in a matter of this kind one Must go a little beyond the

pecuniary considerations, because I think myself tho ceation of a good line of

Bteamers would probably have such an etl'ect that it would entirely revolutionize tho

Pacific, in a good sense ; but I should like to find out what the tlifl'erent c(>lonies (»f

Australia are prepared to do in tho matter, and what lino of communication they

wish to ado[)t, as between Australia and Vancouver : and also as to vvhothor they

think thai the time is approaching when these mail contracts should be entirely re-

considered. At the present moment there is a commiltoe sitting at honii. prepared

to deal with this subject. They will await tho result of this conleronco, and tho

opinion of this conference must have a great weight with them, and they will not

decide anything until they hear what this conference advises. But it will probably

take some time to come to any conclusion, because of the dates when the different

contracts will run out. At the present moment those contracts would run out at the

beginning of 1895 ; they have boon piolonged till 1896, and tho China contract will not

run out till 18i)8, and it certainly would bo an advantage if all the contracts could

run out at tho same time. It would put the government in a mucn bettor position

if they could make their contracts all at the same time, instead of having one of tho

contracting parties in possession, so to speak, for a number of years. I think with

regard to some points like these, a little light might bo thrown on the subject, and it

would advance greatly tho conclusion in the matter.

Hon. Mr. Fostkr.—Is there any particular period for which the homo govern-

ment gives subsidies—five or ton years?

Lord Jersey—They were given for a certain number of years, which period

expires, as regards Australia on tho 1st of December, 1805, but the arrangement

has been prolonged for another year ; the China contract, does not expire until

1898; and it might bo well that they should all expire at the same time, and so

enable Great Britain, the colonies and the steamship companies to make a com-

lirehcnsivo contract. That would give an opportunity of then considering how
much, if any, should be diverted from present contracts ; and whether, as Sir

Adolphe pointed out, if a fast line is arranged to go to Halifax or Quebec, a por-

tion of the large contract with tho White Star lino should bo diverted. What
I should like to know is, what is tho estimated cost of these linop ? What are the

general prospects of its success ? Are there natural difficulties in the way of tho

fast line to Halifax or Quebec which would make that line undesirable, or are the

difficulties only ordinary difficulties, which can be overcome in these days ? As
said before, the postal authorities at home will have to make out a case for th*'

transfer of any contracts, or the diminishing of any suosidies which they arc giving

at the present time; and, in order to enable them to do that, they must have the

fullest information which can be given to them. I might just mention that

the postal authorities at home have made themselves liable for £45,000 for the

western extension to Hong Kong and Shanghai, and that was done upon tho very

broad grounds that there is very groat saving of time in taking that route ; and
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jiIho that Iho steamers t'lat carry those mails can bo used for other purposes, when
the occiiBion requires

Sir Adoli'IIE Caron—Mr. Hiiddart is in Ottawa at the present motneiit, and ^

tliink that ho could give us very vuluahlo information upon the very point His

Lordship has roforred to, as to the cost of the diiferont steamers and the numhor of

steamers. lie is a ])ractical man, so far as that question is concerned, and I

think ho would give us very valuable information that wo might not get from

any others,

Hon. Mr. Kurkkst— I do not rise to addi-ess myself distinctly to the question

before confoionce, but I simply wish to remind the conference that our time is

drawing ver}' near a close ; wo have received valuable information, I admit, from

all the speakers, but I think wo have not time to go into a lengthened debate, and

it would unquestionably bo very much better if a distinct proposition woi-o put

before the confei'onco to consider or two distinct propositions, as the case might
require

; and, as Canada holds the key of the position I suggest that we should get

such a proposition put before us by a Dominion representative, so that we can con-

sider the matter from a practical point of view. I think it is the best way, and will

save time.

Mr. Lee Smith.—My view is that wo shouM first huvo a general discussion,

and I would be prepared afterwards to move in the direction of a line ; but 1 did

not care about making any distinct proposition, because, in the whole of this confer-

ence, wo have proceeded in this way, commencing with a general discussion in the

abstract; and that in the course I have followed in the matter.

Hon. Mr. Foster.— I would like porsonallj'to hoar the views of all the mombors
round the board in an informal way.

Hon. Mr. Fraser.— I have listened with pleasure to the remarks of m}- friend Mr.

Smith in moving his motion, and wo all acknowledge that the more mails we have

to Australia the better for all concerned, and the better for trade. Of coui-se, as

Lord Jei'sey has just remarked, the mail contract with Australia terminates in about

a year, which conti-act has been extended, 1 think, for about another year. That

was done quite recently, and there was a very strong discussion, at anj' i-ato in the

Upper House in Victoria, regai-ding it. It was distinctly understood,—and the

government made a promise,—that thoy would take good care that, in any renewal

of mail contracts with either the P. & O. or Orient, ono provision should bo made for

tho carriage of frozen meat, butter, and such produce, and that has been agreed to, 1

think, by the companies. Well, now, I know there is a feeling, with some public

men in our colony, at any rate, that it is more important to arrange for cheap

transit of produce than for any great alteration in tho mail arrangements. The
arrangements at present are considered, I think, on the whole, very satisfactory'

Of course, there is no doubt it would bo an advantage if tho speed could be increased
;

wo all know that could bo easily done; but with our cable system, that is not as

imperative as the other view that I mentioned, viz., the cheap carriage of our frozen

meats, butter, fruits, and so on. The prosperity of Australasia or Australia greatly

-depends upon cheap carriage of our immense quantities of produce.

Hon. Mr. Playford.—Cheap and quick.

Hon. Mr. Fraser.—Yes, cheap and quick. I recognize that quick despatch of

huge cargoes of frozen mutton is inconsistent with cheap freight. Cheap freight is
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tho grout connidtM-iit ion for o!ir frozen mutton ; and, oven now, In Qiioonslund they

are making immoiiHo Hti-idort in that roHpoct, and in Victoria wo aro just cornmoncing

to orect largo tVozon-waix'houHOH, or frozon-t'actorioH; and I predict tliat, in a very

short time indeed, the trade in that roHpect will Ito iminonso. We have in the four

colonioH 10(1,000,000 Hhoop, and wo could oauiiy incroaso thorn and multiply them if

wo Haw a j)rofitablo outlet for tlio surplus produce. I am speaking now for Victoria,

Now South Wales und (Jueonsland , and my intorost in Now South Wales and

Queensland is much larger than in my own colony, Victoria. We ('an multiply our

frozen mutton produce immensely, if we can see <>ur way to dispose of it. In some

cases wo really have had to boil down large numbiu's of sheep, locauso we had no

market. In one ))roperty I am connected with, the Squatting Investment Company
in Queensland, on the border of Now South Wales, you would be surprised to learn

that wo have had to boil down, for their tallow alone, 45,000 owes, simply because

we had no market, and no place to freeze them to advantage. Now, all that would

be very quickly changed ; and you can easily see that it is only a drop in the ocean

compared with what wo can do. Millions and millions of sheep have been boiled

down in Queensland and New South Wales for their tallow. The boiling

down establishments have risen like magic all over New South Wales and

Queensland, and, of course, that is forced upon us ; but that will not

continue long when we come to make arrangement for cheap freight, and when

we get those large ships built, like the " Gothic" and other ships carrying 80,000

carcasses of mutton, as I have seen when I was in Now Zealand last summer. The

lowest rate of freight we can get I think is three farthings per pound, and if they will

carry at a rate like that, it will be very satisfactory. Mr. Forrest is perhaps better

up in the matter of freight, because he has been discussing those matters; but it

will bo a great benefit to us to be able to have our frozen mutton carried at the rate

of three farthings per pound. I think Thompson's line of steamers have made very

favourable proposals to our government foi- the freight on butter per month ; and we
are moving nioro in that direction, I think, than in the direction of mails. I am
afraid that the route across the Pacific and across the Canadian Pacific Railway

would not be favourable to anything except mails and passengers. I do not think

we can look forward to that route for anything except mails and passengers. I am
speaking now for Kngland—for Europe. Indeed, personally, T may say that I do

not see veiy much hope of doing a trade that is worth mentioning with Canada in

mutton. You are exporters of beef yourselves ; wo cannot expect to send you very

much beef, and we do not wish to force a trade against your will. We
would not do it, of coui'se, if we tried. With the exception of the Pacific

slope, we do not hope to do much trade in Canada in that line. With respect to

mails, I think that if you had fast steamers across the Atlantic, which would also

take a great portion of tho traffic that now goes from the United States, New York

and elsewhere to the old country, a great portion of that fast passenger traffic would

go from Canadian shores to England. Then the mails, no doubt, could bo acce-

lerated in their despatch from Australia to London. We in Victoria expect to have

some little share of the terminal advantages. I do not suppose we are able to say

what we can do in that respect; it is, a matter for the Parliament and the govern-

ment to consider ; and, no doubt, the boats could arrive there and depart from

here as well as from other colonies ; but I am not personally in favour of that local

isolate d view ; I should hope that our Parliaments would rise superior to that>
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becauHO 1 conHidorlhut, whothor piispori^^orH loavo AuHtraliii from Sydney, BriHimno,

or Molboiirno, we ought not to look too narrowly into the pluco of ai-rival ordcpart-

uro; and tho Hamo can bo waid with frozen mutton or other products, becuuHc, of

courHO Australia Htunds or fallH as a whole. It does tiot ntand or fall in an iHolatcd

view of tho matter; and every advanta/^e that can bo gained by Sydney, by HriHbane,

by Adelaide or by .NIelbourne iH an advantage to tho whole; and it id in that Honse

that 1 look upon it.

Hon. Mr. I'l.AYPoiir).—^Ir. Loo Smith has infoimed you that he did not expect

St)Uth AuHtnilia or Victoria to join in subsidizing tho mail route through Canada and

the Atlantic. A glance at tho map will show we lie at one end of the continent, and

our route is by the Suez canal.

Mr. Lee Smith.—Very largely.

Hon. Mr. Playkord,—And I anticipate that that route will bo continued,

because, whatever you do with the fast service across the Atlantic, and an accelerated

service across the continent, and a fust service across tho Pacific, you will never be

able to come up to the time made by the Suez caiuil, for the reason that the present

mail service could bo quickened a good deal ;
they could make a week difference in

the service ; they go along as slowly and comfortably as possible. They do not

make time. When [ travelled from tho colonies to Naples, from Adelaide, we were

not going full speed or anything like it, because we did not want to get to Columbo

before a certain time. Wo met tho tnails frc n Hong Kong, Singaj)Oto and the

Straits settlements, and wo had to meet them on a particular day in Columbo, to deli-

ver their mails to tho Australian steamer, which carries them acro.ss that part of tho

Pacific Ocean into Aden, and on up the Meditei-ranean until they are landed in Italy.

I am quite sure that that line will never be discontinued ; it will be the quickest

route under any circumsfanccp, and if you want to make it quicker still you can do

so and you can save a great many more days by not calling at Columbo at all, but

making the Austialian service go sti-aight from Cape Guard, a place which is at tho

entrance to the Red Sea ; instead of going the two sides of the triangle up to Columbo
you need only tai'o the one.

Hon. Mr. Foster.—Does it go straight to Colum' >?

Hon. Mr. Playkord.—Yes.

Hon. Mr. Forrest.—You would save 400 miles; that would bo tho ditlerence.

Hon. Mr. Playford.—There is no doubt as far as tho colonies are concerned,

we aro well served. You have the one mail route, p]ngland first to Asia, to carry the

whole of the mails for India, for tho Straits settlement, including Singapore, Malacca,

and so on, for llong Kong and for China and for Australia; they all go to Aden ; at

Aden there is a branch to Bombay; they have a branch steamer i-unning into

Bomibay; when you get to Columbo tho steamer discharges her mails for .Madras,

Calcutta, tho Straits settlements, and Hong Kong, and she takes tho Australian

mails on to Western Australia, and along the coast till she reaches Sydney. As
has been pointed out by Mr. Frasei", wo have been agitated—in fact the whole of the

colonies interested, and more especially Victoria, have been agitated—to get larger

cool chambers provided bj' these steamers. Even leaving out tho question of frozen

mutton, which would very likely bo bettor carried in hvrge steamers especially fitted

for tho purpose, which are not required to go at a great i\\to of speed, because the more

the speed tho greater tho expense, even leaving that question out ofconsideration, we
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have twoothor productM which we Hhip in \txv^o qiiantitioH. ViclorhiHondMuwuy biitlor
;

thnt reijuiroH to ho /^ot to London pretty quickly, hocaiiso you want to Hond tl»o

buttoi' into the London niarlcut at a time when their HUp|)iieK from other HourcoM are

short. Wo can only do that hy Hondini^ it (|iiicl<Iy. Tho other article comoH from

Tasmania; that in fruit, and especially apph-s. Thoy rc(juiio (piick tranKit for

]»rccisely the same reason as huttor re<piires it, viz., to /^et them into the liondfui

market when apploH are an exceedingly scarce commodity. At the prosont time

thoHO steamers have not suflBcient (!old storaj^o accommodation, and they cannot carrv

the whole of the produce wo have ^ot by tlu^o two linos, apples on the one hand, and

butter on the other. Therefore, wo are ii<,'ilatin;,', and we shall insist, in any new

contract wo onlor into with roi^anl to those steamers, that they shall increase their

cold storage accommodation, and reduce their lii^h chaij^os for the products. They
charge 4s. (Jd.for taking' apples from the colonion to London,for forty pounds wei^'lil.

That is ar. enormous charj^o. Under the circumstances the colony of South Australia,

situatcil as she is, cannot very well aj^rce to subsidize two lines of steamers ; we will

suhtiidizc the one which suits us best; i)ut we are absolutely jirohibiled at the present

time from sendiiij^ our mails by the I'acitic route. At the j)resent time the Pacific

rates, cither through the United States or (Canada, are so high that every loiter

bearing a twopenny-halfpenny stamp costs the govornmont fourpence.

Ml-. Lek Smith.—IIow do you pay?

lion. Mr. IM.AYKoiii) —Wo |>ay on letters Is. (! I. a pound from our colonies to San

Francisco. Then we have the transit rates througli the I'nited Stales ; the terri-

torial rates are sixpence per kilo, and the Atlantic Sea transit 5 francs por kilo
;

Canadian rates are 2 francs per kilo across Canada. On a letter with a twopenny-

halfj)enny stamp, if wo send our mails tlirough either of these routes, we have to

pay four; so that wo lose very considoial)ly by it. By the other route it comes to

about th amount of the postage, and, thoreforo, in that route, we do not lose much

if at all.

Hon. Mr. Fostku.—Do you subsidi/

lion. Mr. Playkord.—No, we ,<J

are wo are not likely to. Now, tht .
> ,a •

and that is this, that we ought to

y freight steamers?

no freight steamers, and the chances

..other agitation getting up in our colony,

very little subsidy, or no subsidy at all^

and depend upon the ordinary passenger boats for bringing our mails, because every

vessel is bound to carry letters, bound to carry at fixed pr'.co to any port she may
bo bound for, and thoi'o is a very strong fooling in our colonies that, if wo subsidize

the steamers at all, it will not be so much for carriage of letters in the future as

it will be for the can-iage of produce, and increase our commerce in that way.

Under the circumstances, I say to the conforonco that South Australia cannot

agree to subsidize any mail line of steamers ; wo are inclined to make our subsidies

for the Suez route, which will be our natural route under any circumstances, as low

as wo possibly can, to make it loss than we arc giving at the present time. There

is a strong feeling in the colonies, that if we do subsidize it, it will be more by the

way of helping them to provide cool quick transit to the European markets than

for any other object.

Hop. Mr. Suttor.—In discussing this resolution in the abstract form submitted

to us, I tliink that, in a matter of this kind we might have been invited to consider

some more definite proposal than that submitted to us ; and, as wo have been invited

here to attend this conference by Canada, perhaps we should not be expecting
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too mudh if wo looked to tJio Catuulian roproMontutivoH for sotno dotinitc HUi;^OHtionH

with roKurd to thiw propoHiil wliicli otn:umteM from th«'in. Now, with rofenmoo to

tli« H|uM>cli jiiHt (lolivortid by Mr. IMiiyfonI, I iini iiiclinod to tliiiik that all tho oolo.

nieH are Honujwluit in tho Haino poHiliou hh South Australia. Thuy uro

all fairly well served with thoir mail worvico now ; although South

AuHtralia iu in thu poHition, that Hho notn her mailH (piickei thnii wo do from the

IJnitud Kingdom ; Htill, if thiH mail Horvico in to bo oHtablishcMl with a view

to bringing us all into closer relationship with Canada, it is not unreasonable to

expect that all tbti Australian colonies mIiouIiI contribute towards tho desired end.

That my colony is in favour of closer relations with Canada is proved conclu-

sively by the very fact that wo i ^e now the only Australian Colony contributing

towards the mail service from Sydney to Vancouver, and, thereforg, it is not neces-

sary for me to show how desirous Now South Wales is to enter into closer commu-
nication boyond mentioning that fact. I think tho representative ot Canada (Sir

Adolphe Caron) rather misuiiderHr,ood Lord Jersey when he said Mr. Iluddart could

give him tho information ; because I think the iritormation Lord Jersey desired wuh

not the cost of tho steamers Mr. Iluddart was about to construct, but the cost of

conveying the mails from one ]>oint to the other; that is, taking tho cost of tho

subsidies lequirod to carry out this service. an<l deducting from that the receipts in

tho shape of revenue fiotn letters, would give generally tlie Ohtirnateil not loss trora

tho service.

Hon. Mr. Fostkr.—Simply on tho mail matters?

IIoTi. Mr. SuTToii.— Yes; I think that could bo easily done. If, in future cf)n-

tracts, we are to consider tho proposals thrown out by Mr. Frasorand by Mr. Play-

ford, that inontering into mail service contracts wo are to require that tho contracting

parties shall provide a certain amount of cold storage accommodation of a particular

charactorfor the carriage of goods, and stipulate that these g( ads nhall bo cairied at

a certain rate, I third< both these gentlomen will admit they are entering into anew
princij)lo with regai'd to those contracts; jvnd the consideration will be what we are

going to expect those large steamers to carry cargo for, rather than what they are

going to charge for carrying the mails. I am rather inclined to agree with Mr.

Playford that tho time is not far distant when wo shall be justified in withilrawing

all subsitlies from steamers, and that tho communication between the ditlerent parts

of the Empire will so increase in the way of mail matter that wo shall b^ able to pay

them a certain amount of poundage, which will be "ficiont to justify these steamers

in carrying their mails and continuing the servi.o; but I think that this mail

service between Australia and Vancouver stands rather upon a different plrno than

that, and I am of opinion that, in considering this matter, we should loo.c at it

from a national point of view, because, if we ai'o going to bring about those trade

relations which we have been called upon hero to consider, in order to bring the

different portions ofthis Empire into closer harmony with each other, we cannot do

better than assist, in the way my colony is doing by the mail service now in exist-

ence. An appeal has been made to the imperial authorities, and it has been suggested

in this debate that the Imperial Government should subsidize this line on the ground

that it ought to subsidize all mail routes in its interests as well as in those of the

colonies. In this particular instance there are certain claims upon the Imperial

Government which should not be ignored. This line from Sydney to Vancouver now
calls at Fiji. Fiji has not contributed one cent towards tho cost of the line, and yet
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Fiji is now being brought more directly in conti.? > with New South Wales and the

Australian colonics and Canada than it ever was before. Now, if wo are going to

continue this service, I do not think we are asking too much in inviting the home
authorities to assist in the expense. Here we have a Crown colony now placed in

better communication with the mother country and the Dominion of Canada and the

Australian Colonies, and I think upon that ground alone the imperial authorities

ought to assist. I am glad to nay in reference to the statement I have just made,

that I have been informed by Mr. Mercer that there is an amount of £1,500 in the

imperial estimates for a subsidy towards this mail service.

The Presiuent.—Ts that information you would like to have placed upon the

records, or is it for our information simply?

Mr. Mercee.—There is no secret about it. The Secretary of State recently

authorized the colony of Fiji to place the sum of £1,500 in the estimates for the

current year.

Hon. Mr. Suttor.—I have been informed that there is a sum of £1,500 to be

submitted to the Imperial Parliament for their consideration.

Mr. Mercer.—That is a colonial estimate, a Fiji estimate.

Hon. Mr. Sottor.—Voted by the Imperial Parliament ?

Mr. Mercer.—No,

Hon. Mr. Foster.—As a Crown colony the imperial authorities would authorize

the Colony of Fiji to place £1,500 in the estimates.

Hon. Mr. Suttor.—T am informed that the Fiji Government is prepared to pay

£1,500 tcwardoi subsidizing this line. lam glad to hear it. Although we are con-

sidering this question from a general point of view, we cannot ignore the fact that

New Zealand is desirous of having this line call at one of her ports. Although I did

not catch Mr. Smith's statement exactly, I though that was his proposal.

Mr. Lee Smith.—I absolutely avoided any reference to route or the interests of

any particular colony. Of course, I am going to speak on that matter when we get

into particulars.

}Ton. Mr. Sottor.—If on another day we are going to discuss the matter in a

more definite form than now, I think I had better reserve my remarks till that time.

Mr. Lee Smith.—It would never have done for me to have come here, until

after the general discussion, to propose a definite plan. I thought it very probable

that the Canadian Governn.ent would suggest .something.

Hon. Mr. Suttor.—If we are going to debate this now as a general prin-

ciple and later on some proposition is going to be made of a definite character, I

will not now discuss the different proposals that may be made with regard to this

route. I am prepared todiscuss the question, after the statement of Mr. Smith, from

a national point of view. We cannot expect it to be a successful mail service if it is

not going to accelerate the transmission of our mails between England and

Australia, and I think we must all agree that it is desirable that this mail service

should run in the mostdii'ect line possible between Vancouver and Australia. That

being so, it would be ridiculous to suggest that the service should take in one or

another point which in e-erycase increases the distance. I am q ate prepared,

if we are going to discuss this matter later in a definite form, to let it stand just

now. It is a pity if we are going to take up the whole morning discussing it on
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general principles and then occupy a whole day later diecussing it in a definite

form. I think we might have some definite amendment now.

Hop. Mr. Thynne.—I think it would be better to wait until the matter is dis-

cussed in detail. Then I shall bo prepared to discuss the matter more etfectually.

I can only say this : That wo have heaid several of the different colonies put for-

ward their idea, and it will bo quite apparent to those wht* do not belong to the

Australian colonies that in our present conditionof separation from each other, it will

be very difficult indeed to bring the Australasian colonien together in line upon any

one proposal until we are in a position to deal with a question of this kind" as one

large question between Australasia and Canada. It is a very difficult thing indeed

for us to bring our divei'se and separate interests into joint actio We ha . v heard the

western colonies, South Australia and probably Western Australia say: " We can have

nothing to do with this line, it does not touch us." We have Victoria saying that

it may not help them, but if the steamers will touch their ports they will bo prepared

to consider the question of support, and, without that, very probably there will be

difficulty in persuad' ^g the government to suppo''t it. New Zealand wants to know
whether this line in going to call at New Zealand at all.

Mr. Lee Smith.—I never alluded to that.

Hon. Mr. Thynne.—My friend is careful to refrain from that. His refraining

from mentionincf that sti-engthens my view as to what .New Zealand wants. I do

not think that Queensland is any worse than the others. We have our Parliament

to consult. If ihe Government of Queensland desires a mail service to Canada we
are piepared to go as far as we can, but the details, I think, should be left until the

definite discussion takes place. I do not think anyone can claim any great amount
of patriotism in this matter. The governments are in the position that they have

to please the constituencies they represent in their own province. Beyond an expres-

sion of the general desire to support this as far as our governments possibly can

do, I do not think we can add anything more.

Hon. Mr. Foster.—I have been pleased so far with the discussion that has

taken pl-ce and with the general interchange of opinions that we have heard. Of
course, Canada is very vitally interested in this, her position being in this respect

much the same as the position of some of the colonies of Australasia on the cable
;

that from a selfish point of view her interests are much lai'gor. I do not think that

Ave who represent Canada here can at all fail to appreciate the expression of sen-

timent which has been given by the representatives of the difierent Australasian

colonies, that have spoken. There is no one of them but has evinced a symyathy

with the alternative route, I think we may take that for granted. All parts

of Australia would bo favourable in so far as that goes to the establishment of an

alternative route via the Pacific Ocean through Canada to Ureat Britain. While we
all agree upon that, I think it is of a very great deal of importance for the whole

undertaking that the conference should agree upon some expression or some parti-

cular opinion as regards it. I am trying to feel my way as to what would be the

terms of a resolution upon which we can agree. We can all agree, as far as express-

ing our sympathy with the undertaking is concerned. There are certain large

advantages, from an imperial point of view, which would be gained by establishing

the alternative route. The very arguments which took place with reference to the

necessity of an alternative cable route through a British territory, as regards times

of upheaval and war, would apply to the alternative mail service which goes enti-
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rely through British territory and touches at British ports and through acorapara

tively peaceful ocean—the Pacific Ocean. So that as far as that is concerned the

colonies are interested in the Imperial point of view, to a certain extent, selfishly

because if upheaval did take place, and the Suez service was interfered with, this

alternative line would be of great importance to those colonies. We can all agree

then, that as far as that aspect—the imperial and large intercolonial interest is

concerned, benefit would come from the establishment of that alternative route.

Then again, I think there is something else upon which we can all agree,

and the Australasian colonies themselves are mutually interested in it. If by the

establishment of a route from Australia via Canada to Great Britain, a saving of

time can be made over and above what is made now, an alternative competing route

can be opened up, even South Australia and all the other colonies lying on that

side, would reap the benefit from the improvement in the service, the improvement

in time, and the competition which will take pl'.ice in i-ates, because there will

be active competition without doubt. The whole point that is very strongly urged

is that the swiftness of a fast service would be of a great advantage over the exist-

ing routes. That will spur on the existing route and in this competition there will

come a great advantage to the Australasian Colonies in a direct way. Therefore,

I supy)Ose it is not diflBcnlt to agi-ee to ask the sympathetic consideration and every

possible co-operation of the Australasian governments and the interests of the Aus-

tralian Colonies and Canada would not be very far apart. These are points upon which

we can certainly all agree. We have some cla.ms and some grounds upon which we

can approach the British Government in this respect. Very kindly indeed she has

met our representations in reference to the China service, and she has put her hand

into the treasury, and assisted that service jointly with Canada. She gives very

largely for the mail service crossing the Atlantic to-day. It would not be at all out

of the way for her to consider as circumstances v^ill allow, at least, the diversion of a

certain part of that service for which she pays across the Atlantic to come via this

new line. There is, I think, the very great advantage over and above all this which

may be put before the British Government, the advantage ofhaving upon the Pacific—

which is to be the ocean of the future, which is to be of far greater growing import-

ance in the future than in the past—I say it would be a gieat advantage in the Admi-

ralty point of view, that vessels of the class which would be built to carry on this ser-

vice could be fitted up for armed cruisers to be established on that ocean in case of

war. That is more easy, because it is the settled policy of the British Admiralty

to take advantage of the mail steamers in that way. Well, taking all these things

into consideration, with the larger interests as well as the smaller interests, it seems

to me that we have a fair case on which we can beg the consideration of the British

Parliament. Now I submit, that we might agree to a resolution like this : Expressing

in the first place our united sympathy with the establishment of an alternative line,

declaring our willingness, so far as we reasonably can, to assist the enterprise, and to

ask of the British Government a sympathetic consideration of aid for the service.

Queensland has expressed her sympathy and her disposition to assist if it could be

reasonably done. Mr. Thynne has veiy well given an expression of it in a few words,

and Mr. Suttor and Mr. Lee Smith will findnodifficulty. One has already given tangible

proofof his practical cooperation and, if the matter of ports could have been arranged, I

understand Queensland would bein the same position with reference to it. Now Zealand

has a large interest in it, because it would open to her a mail service of great benefit,
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and Fiji has practically shown her interest by the way in which she proposes to pat

an amount in her estimate. I think we may easily come to a conclusion on those lines

and draft a resolution which will raeet the views of this conference which I am sure

will have great weight with the British Government. Canada has strained herself

almost to the utmost in these matters. What have we done ? I might mention—not

in any boasting way—that she has taken a strong view in that particular. After wo
had developed our country to a certain extent, we decided that what we needed, was
to stretch out the arms of communication to all the different outlying countries

whei-e we could possibly make good interchange and communication, so we have put

our hands in our pockets to the tune of 873,000 for the Hong Kong service. That
we paid for our communication with China and Japan. We have subsidized a new
steamship line to Australia by a vote of £25,000 sterling—a large subsidy. We have

opened communication with the West Indies, and to which the West Indian colonies

contributed not one farthing to furnish. This has cost us considerably over $100,000 a

year. We have come to the conclusion, and will ask Parliament on Monday or Tuesday

next to ratify that conclusion, that for this fast Atlantic service to which in a certain

extent we are bound by previous communication with Great Britain, because Great

Britain gave to the China and Japan line largely with a view that we were going to

have an accelerated Atlantic service—although we first voted half a million of

dollars a year, which we thought a largo subsidy—we will go still further, and vote

§750,000 per year for ten years and $300,000 per year for ten years thereafter, for a

proper kind of Atlantic service between our shores and Great Britain. I think that

is a practical sympathy, which on the whole runs up closely to a million and a half

of dollars which when these services are all completed we will be paying for steam-

ship purposes alone. That is a large amount considering our revenue. We have,

therefore, shown our view by the heavy subsidies which we have either given

or which we are about promising to give. Consequently, the conference

will see that we are deeply interested in this mattei-, and if the conference

can pass a resolution, something on the line of which I have spoken, to

assist our plea that the British Government should enable this communi-
cation to be carried out in its entirety, we shall be pleased indeed. After all,

what a grand thing it would be to circle the globe with a British service, because

that will be practically encircling the globe with a British service 1 Then a man in

London can simply buy his coupon tickets for Sydney or any of the Australian

colonies and stop off whore he pleases, in crossing the continent, because the line

will be one continual service. It would be practically beneficial in the point of

prestige, which is also a strong argument in its favour. It would bind together very

greatly the colonies and the mother country in that unity of interests which we all

agree is essential for the permanence and stability of the Empire. I just make these

tow general remarks and I am glad to have had heard such unanimity of opinion on

this important matter, and I hope we will have a resolution of this conference in

favour of that general line of communication.

Sir Henry deVilliers.—The delegates from the Cape of Good Hope have taken

no part in this discussion for the obvious reason that we are not directly concerned

in this service. I think so far as we are concerned it would be against our interest

to encourage the steamship service between Canada and Australia, but we are

inclined to take the imperial view of this* question. We think we ought not

say a word which might stand in the way of communication between Australia and

I I
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Canada being increased in the future. At the same time we hope that we shall not

lose entirely the trade which has existed round the Cape of Good Hope, hitherto

between Australasia and Great Britain. We hope that in spite of any subsidies which

may be given, that the trade around the Cape of Good Hope between Australia and

Great Britain will continue. At all events we are not going to ask the Imperial

Government or this conference for any subsidy. It was at one time prognosticated,

when the Suez canal was made, that we should lose the trade round the Cape of

Good Hope. That has not been so. The Cape of Good Hope has maintained its

position and I have no doubt the Cape of Good Hope will still be able to maintain

its position notwithstanding increased steamship communication between Canada

and Australia.

Mr. Lee Smith.—This is a very good time for me to enlarge the scope (.f

the discussion, after the remai-ks which have been made as to the abstract nature of

the proposition which I have submitted to this conference. I admit I am somewhat

surprised at the criticism that has been made, :is all our discussions have been of an

abstract nature and this question was brought forward purposely in this way to

meet the views of the conference. [ think it would be of interest if I lead the way

and explain to the conference what I think my colony is prepared to do. I am go-

ing to take some responsibility on my own account regarding a matter which my
government as yet knows nothing about, but which I think after hearing my expla-

nation my government will agree to. Now, sir, a few remarks have been made as

to New Zealand. Mr. Thynnc has stated that New Zealand has a greater interest

in this question than any other colony. I will admit at once that I do attach a

great deal of importance to it and I may Siiy at once that my colony is prepared to

give a very liberal subsidy towards this mail service. I will tell you what that is,

Mr. President. We will give £10,000 straight out, if the service call at Auckland,

on its route to Sydney. I am sure it will make a difference of thirty hours only

between Vancouver and Sydriey, but more than that, as it has been suggested that

this question could be looked on very largely from an imperial point of view—and

I agree with that cordially, seeing that we have thought so much of the desirability

of makinir the communication between oui colonies and the mother country from an

impei'ial point of view—I will go further. I will recommend my government to give

£1,500, from that point of view, ifthe other colonies disregard this question altogether

from trade connection, but as an imperial service, and recommend their colonies to

do the same thing.

Lord Jersey.— As a supplemental ?

Mr. Lee Smith.—Yes, my Lord, from an imperial point of view, and that will

test whether the other colonies are desirous of giving force to their remarks that

there is an imperial aspect to the question. If they will not do that the imperial point

of view of the question vanishes into thin ail'. We will give £1,500 a year which

we might legard as a subsidy given on purpose to promote so far as we can the

4!on8olidation of the Empire.

Lord Jersey.—Hear, hear.

Mr. Lee Smith.—Always understanding that the British Governmenv assists

the Canadian Government in a manner to enable this service to be what we hope

and expect it will be. It will not be satisfactory to us unless it is equally as good

as the service via San Francisco as regards the connection across the Atlantic. 1
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throw this suggestion out as hon. members have thrown down the gauntlet in a

straight manner, expressing the opinion that the matter should be considered from

an impei'ial point of view.

Hon. Mr. Fitzqerald,—Is this offer contingent upon the necessity of these

mail steamers touching a New Zealand port?

Mr. Lee Smith.—They must stop at Auckland.

Hon. Mr. Fitzqerald.—Would not the connection with Auckland involve a

lengthening in the time of the passage to a port on the Australian continent to

Vancouver ?

Mr. Lee Smith.— It makes a difference between Vancouver and Sydney of

thirty hours.

Hon. Mr. Fitzqerald.—Tt is more like 48 hours.

Hon. Mr. Suttor.—It is 800 miles on the map.

Hon. Mr. Fitzgerald.—This 48 hours destroys entii-ely the advantage as regards

speedy communication between the other colonies and Vancouver, and consequently

the offer of New Zealand will affect rapidity of mail carriage.

Mr. Lee Smith.—Mr. Fitzgerald does not describe my attitude fairly. I only

ask that the other colonies give £1,500 a year from an imperial point of view, and it

is immaterial from that aspect whether it is one or two days later or not. I know
that the pi-esent Postmaster General of New South Wales, at the conference held in

Wellington last March, said that they regarded this more from a trade point of view

than the mail service and they would not object to the steamers calling at Auckland.

If we were asking Southern Australia, or Tasmania, or Queensland, to give £10,000

to it, then Mr. Fitzgerald's answer would be proper. When I am only asking to give

this vote on the imperial aspect of the question, then I think Mr. Fitzgerald's

remarks are not at all applicable. In this aspect it does not matter whether it is one

or two days longer or not. I am going altogether beyond my power with regard to

this £1,500, but I feel perfectly sure, when I explain to my government the reasons

why 1 have done it, they will at once endorse what I have done.

Sir Adolphe Caron.—With the permission of the conference I would prepare

a proposition, which I would submit to Mr. Smith, Mr. Suttor and the other

gentlemen and we would try to arrive at a satisfactory conclusion on this question.

Then I would submit it to the conference on Monday morning. It would be the

practical way of dealing with it, because we have heard the views already expressed,

and I think by consulting together it may be possible to arrive at a conclusion that

would be Si tisfactory to the conference.

Hon. Mr. Thynne.—I might be permitted to add what I said a little time ago

on the geni>ral question. Reference was made to the Queensland mail service which

is said to be oi.*^ exclusively for Queensland. That is so. Queensland has subsidized

a mail service on the British India steamers with the old country. That mail

service is the quickest mail service in the present time in existence for a part of

Queensland—the northern portion of Queensland. Of course, you all know we
have a very long coast line in Queensland and it takes a very considerable time

going from the north to the south—some 1,500 or 2,000 miles. As a mail service

for about one-half of the northern half of the coast line of Queensland it is the quickest

service available, as regards the rest it is also a very useful service, because it is a

cargo service as well as a mail service, and we have come in Queensland to look
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upon the question of subsidizing lines of steamers as a cargo service, and not alto-

gether as a mail service ; and this is a question which may come up as a practical

solution before very long, that to encourage our trade, we may bo giving subsidies to

linos of steamers not only from the point of view of a mail service but the point of

view of benefiting the country by a reliable and steady means of exporting perishable

goods especially. I mention this for two reasons: Queensland now subsidizes to the

extent of something under 820,000 for a mail service which could not bo supplied by

another subsidy to other lines which the other lines are not capable of supplying.

I mention this to let the members of this conference understand that the Govern-

ment of Queensland always has a rather difficult matter to adjust, because the

claims of the different portions of the colonies have always to bo considered and

adjusted in dealing with propositions to benefit one portion. We have to consider

the feelings and influence as well as the political influence of the people of the other

provinces.

The President.—Do I understand you to say that the mail service you now
subsidize could not be secured by any other route?

Hon. Mr. Thynne.—The quickness of the service to the northern portions of

the colony which we get by the Queensland mail service could not be supplied by

any of the other subsidized lines at the present moment.

The Peesident.—Would it not be supplied by a direct fast line from England

via Canada across the Pacific ?

Hon. Mr. Thynne.—The fast lino would touch at some place which would supply

the whole of the colony.

The President.—Would not the line touching Brisbane accomplish the same

object ?

Hon. Mr. Thynne.—Not quite to the same extent.

Lord Jersey.—Although there might be very good reasons, from an Australian

commercial point of view, in some of the arguments which have been advanced, still

the great point before the conference is the mail service. The Imperial Government

could not be expected to look on this question from a commercial point of view.

They might look at it from an imperial point of view and the postal point of view,

and I venture to think if the conference is going to base its ground upon cold storage,

and things of that kind, they will probably lose a good deal of support they might

get otherwise.

Hon. Mr. Forrest.—I had not any intention of speaking further at the present

time until I heard the remarks that have fallen from some of the latest speakers.

It is just now possible, however, that a motion will come before us that we can agree

to without any discussion. So far as a mail service between England and the

Australian colonies is concerned, I think in point of time it will be very difficult, if

not impossible for the Vancouver service to compete with the Suez loute, and the

time by latter route can easily be reduced. There is no better way of understanding

the position than to got at the facts, and there is no quicker way of getting at

the facts than to relate them exactly. I have only recently come from Australia

via London to Canada. I travelled in one of the new P. & O. ships, the " Australia."

When travelling between Albany and Colombo we did not travel at full speed

because there was nothing to be gained by it. The captain then had to wait at

Colombo for the "China" and some of the Indian mails. We wore three days at
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Colombo. The "Australia's" best speed is 17J knots. AVo lost eighteen hours at

Aden waiting for the Bombay mail. The P. & O. Co. have on the stocks at the

present moment and will have on tlie sea within four or five months a vessel to

carry mails to Australia. She is a 20-knot boat and she is only one of a certain num-
ber. I need not go over the ground pointed out by Mr. Piayford. He has shown

the conference if you go direct from Aden to Australia, we can shorten the routes

by the present ships, at least five days. Speaking for myself, I do not see really

that Australia has much to gain by this service as a mail service. There is no good

shutting our eyes to it, other people will see it. I do not think it will be of any

great service to us, and in this connection I would like to refer to what has been

said that if we had this line in times of trouble we would have safety, and that the

same arguments that were advanced with regard to the cable might be advanced

with regard to the mail service. This is not the case with all due respect. If we
had the cable and could keep that open, it would not make very much matter whether

we had any ships on the sea at all, under the conditions of war. In fact in these

days, whether the battles are on sea or on land, they are short, sharp and decisive,

and the chances are the whole trouble would bo over before we could get word bj''

the mail steamer. Therefore, as far as this question of safety is concerned, if we
had a cable and kept in touch with Great Britain, it would not make much differ-

ence whether we had ships or not.

Hon. Mr. Thynne.—The cable is the most important?

Hon. Mr. Forrest.—The cable to my mind is of far greater importance as far

as imperial connection is concerned, but at the same time, I cannot rest here be-

lieving .IS I do that we should have better trade relations between the Australian

colonies and these great provinces here. I forget the exact figures, but if I remem-

ber rightly the trade with Australia last year was only about 8100,000.

Hon, Mr. Foster.—It was far more than that.

Hon. Mr. Forrest.—At all events it is a very small trade.

Hon. Mr. Foster.—It is quite a respectable trade for a beginning.

Hon. Mr. Forrest.—I would like to see that trade increase, and we all know

that a freer means of conducting trade often creates trade and, therefore, I would

be very glad to see something done in the way of starting a subsidized service

between the Australasian Colonies and Vancouver. I would like very much to hear

some expression ofopinion from the Canadian delegates who thoroughly understand

the question how this trade is to be carried to any very great extent between the

Australian Colonies and the Canadian Dominion by way of what is called, its western

gates. There is not, I understand, any great extent of good country to be opened

up at the western side; at all events the bulk of the population is on the eastern

side and I f...l to see how we can carry on a trade successfully by sending goods

about three or four thousand miles by rail from the western coast to the population.

It niay be that the cost of conveying the goods can be reduced to such a rate that

it can be carried on. I would like to get some information in that connection. I

know that you do charge very low rate. Our neighbours acrosa the borders have

reduced railway freights until they are almost as cheap as water rates.

Hon. Mr. Foster.—Freight carriage in the east is more than divided between

the railways and Erie canal.
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Mr. Lee Smith.—It appears to me that I have offered to give this money to the

extent of £1,500 on the supposition that we are to have a mail service leaving New
Zealand as the last port of call. I would recommend, to test this idea of confedera-

tion and love for our mother country, that that be given also by the other colonieH.

The President.—Is it no advisable now to pass this motion? It simply sayH

that it is advisable to take this question into consideration. Ft has been fully dis-

cussed. I may state that Mr. Huddart is here and we might as well hour him.

Hon. Mr, Forrest.—I wish to point out that if we establish a line of steamers

with Canada wo hope to increase our correspondence with Canada, If we are not

going to increase our trade and correspondence with Canada what is the use of

establishing steamers? In this connection I think we would be entitled to imperial

sympathy.

Mr, James H, Huddart was then invited to sit with the conference.

The President (addressing Mr. Huddart).—Mr. Huddart, the conference has

been discussing the fast Atlantic line and also the connection with Australia from

Vancouver. Some questions have been asked with reference to the probable cost and

what subsidies you would think would be necessary in order to make it a success.

You might give the conference whatever information you desire on this mattei-.

Of course it must be approximate to a certain extent.

Mr, Huddart.— There are two propositions as regards the Pacific lino.

One is to make the present monthly service into a three-weekly service taking in for

the present the subsidizing governments and the port of Auckland and then Fiji and

Honolulu as at present. That can be done all the year round quite easily and readily

with three steamships. There is another proposition on the Pacific to have three

steamships but to make the saili'.igs more frequently, at least during half the year,

say three-weekly or if business justified it three steamships might make the service

all the year round threeweekly. Then there is the larger project of making Canada

the great imperial or alternate highway between the United Kingdom and Australia

and the Islands of the Pacific. On the Pacific that would involve five steamships of

a high rate of speed. That project is taken up in connection with your proposed

swift Atlantic steamship service and your government, the Canadian Government,

are prepared to subsidize a steamship company to the extent of three quarters of a

million dollars per annum, I may say here, that the success of the Atlantic service

depends almost entirely upon the British Government. Four boats will have to be

provided, capable of steaming in ordinary Atlantic weather all the j^ear around 20

knots at sea. In order to maintain that as a through service from Sydney to

England, these four Atlantic boats will make a weekly service on the Atlantic and

five steamships will make a fortnightly service from Sydney on the Pacific. That

would involve subsidies from Australia of at least £50,000 sterling per annum.

Lord Jersey,—From Australasia.

Mr. Huddart,—Yes, my lord.

Lord Jersey.—In addition to the Canadian subsidy?

Mr. Huddart.—In addition, of course, to the Canadian subsidy and in

addition to the Imper al subsidy. These nine steamships would be a great cost.

The capital that would be required for that number would be £3,000,000 sterling.

Hon. Mr. Foster.—That is for the larger project ?

Mr. Huddart.—Yes.
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Lord Jersey.—Do you mean including the Atliuitic and Pacitio ?

Mr. HuDDART.—Yes, the project is, my Lord, to have the thing under one

management.

Lord Jersey.—Do I understand the company would require a capital of

£3,000,000 in order to carry out the two lines of steamers—a fast line from Kngland

to Canada and a fast lino from Canada to Australia?

Mr. HuDDAUT.—That is, my Lord, in connection with the larger project of

a fortnightly service on the Pacific and weekly service on the Atlantic.

The President.—Five steamships on the Pacific and four on the Atlantic ; a

weekly service on the Atlantic and a fortnightly service on the Pacific. That is

the larger project.

Sir Henry Wrixon.—Is that to go all the year round—winter and summer ?

The President.—Yes, all the year round ; Halifax or St. John are our winter

ports.

Lord Jersey.—Havj you data as to the regularity of the steamers now going

to Halifax in winter ?

The President.—They are smaller boats; yet you can calculate their time to

half a day in winter.

Mr. HuDDART.—That can be done on a capital of two and a half million pounds

sterling from England to Australia, with three steamships on the Pacific.

The President.—You have asked from the British Government, in addition to

the other subsidies, £25,000 ?

Mr. Huddaut.— That was before we took up the Atlantic scheme. We are

asking the British (lovernment to consider the Atlantic scheme, conditional that

the steamships conform to the Admiralty lequirements.

Lord Jersey.—What is Ihe total amount of subsidy you ask from the various

parties for the first-class steamers ?

Mr. HuDDART.—For the larger scheme £300,000, divided up ;—On the Atlantic

£150,000 sterling, as proposed, £25,000 stoiling which is now paid on the Pacific

—both by Canada—which remains untouched, the Imperial Government £75,000,

and the Australasian Governments £50,000.

Lord Jersey.—Have you not anticipated that this will be run at a great loss, as

that would be 10 per cent upon the estimated capital?

Mr. HuDDART.—These subsidies are onl}' proportionate to the subsidies already

being paid by the Imperial and Australian Governments.

Lord Jersey.—That is not an answer to my question. The question is : Do
you anticipate the line to be run at a great loss, because you see it is a pretty good

guarantee ?

Mr. HuDDART.—These subsidies for the first period will be absolutely necessary

for the success of the scheme.

Lord Jersey.—Why ?

Mr. HuDDART.—On account of its being a new and costly service at the

start. There is no such service in the world.

Lord Jersey.—Can you form any idea of the probable receipts ?
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Mr. HuDDART.—Yes, wo have formed oui* ideiw and wo anticiputo that

thobo eubsidioH will bo required for the tirst decade.

8ir Henry Wrixon.—How long do you contemplate those subsidies should

run?

Mr. ^UDDi^RT.—Ton years.

The President.—(To Mr. Huddart) I may say anything you say here can ho

considorod confidential, if you so desire, and any referonco to your Hchome will ho

oliminated from the official report if you do not require it to go in, because that i-^

the principle upon which we have conducted this conference. Many things aro

said which we do not care about getting into the newspapers.

Mr. Huddart.—That is the result of our calculation. I did not bring tho

papei's with mo to America.

Hon. Mr, Playkohd.—Do you wish that to go to tho public ?

Mr. Huddart.—It is no secret. It is a public question. I shall try to answer

any questions you may put to mo.

Hon. Mr. Forrest.— I thought I heard you answer to a question that it would

require £300,000 in subsidies ?

Mr. Huddart.—Yes, for tho larger scheme.

Hon. Mr. Thynne.—Can you divide the estimate of tho proportion between tho

Pacific poi'tion and tho Atlantic portion ? Can you say what amount you propor-

tion of the £300,000 between the Pacific and the Atlantic ?

Mr. Huddart.—That is not easy, Mr. President. If you take the larger pro-

ject, where you expect to have fortnightly mails as between Australia and Great

Britain, we will take half their mail. Now South Wales has already given us £10,000.

Hon. Mr. Thynne.— It might be convenient for the conference to have that

information. How would you divide tho proposed estimate of the proposed subsidy

between the two branches of the service ?

Mr. Huddart.—I think it is sot out in that paper of Sir Charles Tuppor how
it is d ivided at present. It is merely a matter of book-keeping between the London

and the Australian offices.

Hon. Mr. Thynne.—You ask for £300,000 in subsidy. How much do you ask

for the proportion of the Pacific line and how much on account of the operation

of tho service on the Atlantic ?

Mr. Huddart.—The one is joined to the other. If that question be asked me
in connection with the larger service it must be dealt with as a through route, and I

cannot divide it,

Hon. Mr. Foster.—Will you give us the figures as to the smaller project. That

would bo a monthly service on the Pacific, possibly three-wookly after a while, and

the weekly service on the Atlantic.

Mr. Huddart.—We have boon disappointed in our subsidies. New South Wales

and the Canadian Government have the credit entirely for the success of this line.

We asked at the outset the same amount from Australia as Canada gave, namely :

£25,000. We asked for that and we are still waiting for it.

Hon. Mr. Foster.—Of which New South Wales gave £10,000.

Mr. Huddart.—Yes, New South Wales gives £10,000 sterling.
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Hon. .Mr. Foster.—That IcaveH £15,000 to bo pn>"i(lo(l yot, and Now Zonland

would give you thiit.

'Mr. IIuDDART.—New Zealand han already inado an ofFor informally. I should

like it'thiH confbreuco could o.KproHs an opinio. i as to the dosii-ability of oui- taking

up that route.

Hon. iVIr. Foster.—What is your view an to the practicability of taking in

Auckland, with rofoi-onco to tho huccohs of tho whole through route in point oftime ?

Mr. lIuDD.viiT.—Mr President, if you are considering now the smaller project, I

think it is wholly in favour ofgoing to New Zealand. New Zealand is a third colony

of tho Empiro, looking at it from a fe<loraI point of view, and it would give to them

an improved mail service. We should got at once half their through mails and [

know that jiassengers follow the mails. Wo should open up a great trade route in

competition with San Francisco which has been doing a subsid zed business for 25

years. That will give Canada an opportunity of opening up trade there and increas-

ing tho trade possibilities with Australia.

Hon. Mr. Foster.—There is no doubt, it seems to me, as to the value of that con-

nection. How long will it take to make that connection as a deviation from tho

present route ?

Mr. HuDUART.—Wo started out never intending to made Sydney tho last port

of call in Australia. It was intended to bo Queensland. We started out intending

to call at Moroton Bay. We had to abandon that after two or throe months, and the

addition in hours to this route in calling at Auckland instead of ^loroton Bay would

only be 36 hours. It will be (30 hours to Sydney as against the present direct route

to Fiji, roughly speaking, but as against Moroton Bay it will be 8G hours.

Hon. Mr. Forrest.—It took us four days 12 hours from Sydney to Auckland.

Sixty hours will not do it. It will take nearer four days than three days.

Hon. Mr. Suttor.—From Sydney to Fiji is 1650 miles, from Sydney to New
Zealand is 1280 miles, and from New Zealand to Fiji is 1172 miles, and that will

increase the distance by 803 miles if you go round by New Zealand instead of going

to Sydney, and then there is the time for discharging or shipping cargo.

Hon. Mr. Foster.—It will take the most of three days.

Hon. Mr. Suttor.—One of your strong arguments is that you ultimately hope to

deliver the mail between London and Australia quicker than by any other service?

Mr. HuDDART.—For New Zealand, Sydney and Queensland, particularly.

Hon. Mr. Foster.—You can do that and take Auckland in ?

yh: HuDDART.—I think I have shown that.

Hon. Mr. Suttor.—It will take you at least between TO and 80 hours longer

than going direct by way of Fiji. How long would you lie at Auckland ?

Hon. Mr. Huddart.—I reckon 12 hours at Auckland.

Hon. Mr. Suitor.—So it will take you 70 hours extra time if you go round to

New Zealand instead of running direct to Sydney as at present. Would it not inter-

fere with your desire to establish more rapid communication between England and the

Australian colonies than at present?

Mr. Huddart.—That is unavoidable. There is no use running with empty
ships, if you can get a big trade with New South Wales and New Zealand, Australia,

generally, and Canada. I touch upon the Now Zealand point in my paper.
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Hon. Mr. SoT'foR.—You muHt iiig lo from your rapid mail point of view or tho

trade point of viow. Which Hhall we coiirtidor it ?

Mr. Hdddart.— I submit in tho interentH of Australia wo should have a i-npid

mail service and we should not igtioro New Zealand. We have to remember that by

going to New Zealand we do busineHs with 750,000 people and got half their mails.

Mr. Lee Smith.—Supposing you call at New Zealand how long do you calculate

it will take you to deliver tho mails from Kngland to Sydney? What is tho present

time from Sydney to London by the I*, and 'J.

Hon. Mr. Suttou.—Thirty-three and three-quarter days, or say 34 daj's.

Mr. Lke Smith.—C'an you take New Zealand in and do it in 34 days?

Mr. IIunnABT.—Yes, if we get paid for it.

Mr. Lee Smith.—I was asking Mr. lluddart what time ho would occupy from

London to Sydney?

Mr. IIuDDART.—In answer to that question, we ar'- prepared if Now Zealand

g'- j8 a sutficient subsidy for three steamships, to do it in tho time it is now being

done by the Sue/, route.

lion. Mr. FosTEK.—In as quick time as is now being done by the Suez route ?

Mr. HuDDART.—Yes, we would gain on that, if we got our swift Atlantic service

in addition.

Mr. Lee Smith.— I am asking, supposing the Atlantic service were in opera-

tion?

Hon. Mr. Foster.—The answer would be that it could bed no in less time than

the Suez route.

Mr. lIuDDART.—What we say here is this :

Thus tliere is every prohability of having on tlie I'licitir witliin a ivasoiml'' time a Heet of large

Hoyal Mail .steamships whieii shall eonvey tiie mai!.>> to and from \'aiieoiiver ami Aiistialia as swiftly

as is likely to l>e done for many years to eome via the Sue/ route, in addition to placing armed
ernisurs at the eon.mantl of the Adniiralty in time of war. With such a service working in eon junction

with the jii'oposed steamship sei-vieu between Kngland an<l Canada, it is certain that within a limited

])eriod Hiitish mails shall he delivered in Australia within 28 days, or if the New Zealanil route he
adopted within '2V> days to New Zealand.

Mr. Lee S.mitii.—That is what 1 wanted to bring out. If all tho Australian

Colonies give subsidies we will establish first class steamers with the Fast Atlantic

Service. Wo can get a shorter time service than we have now, but it is not obtain-

able without universal action on the part of all the Australian Colonies which must

join in it.

Lord Jersey.—You take live days from Great Britain to Canada ?

Mr. Huddart.—Yes, my lord, tive days.

Lord Jersey.—Does that moan to take the more northerly route than the New
York steamers take now during the winter and early spring ?

Mr Huddart.—Tb is the ordinary Halifax route taken by the present steam-

ships.

Lord Jersey.—What is this mileage ?

Mr. Huddart—It is about 2,400 miles.

Hon. Mr. Fitzgerald.—What is the port for landing the mail ?

Mr. Huddart.—The port to my mind is Halifax.

Hon. Mr. Fitzgerald.—The one in Great Britain ?
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Mr. HiTDPART.—Tluit is not rtxod.

Hon. >[r. Foster.—You can take a Honth of Enj^land port which has a good

muny advantagoH and with 20-kiiot veHsclH you can make Halifax within tivo dayn.

Loitl Jeiisey.— Is there any itcntion of those Ntoumors calling at a French port?

Hon. Mr. Foster.—No, there in to bo a croHH service.

Hon. Mr. Forrest.—Can you do that all tho year round ?

Hon. Mr. Foster.—Ycb.

Hon. Ml'. Sdttor.—Tho record of tho P. and O. stoamors botweon London and

Sydney are, tho lowost 31 days and tho highest 36 days.

Sir Henry Wrixon.— Is it contomplutod to have those vessels callat Molbourno

at all?

Ml-. JInnDART.—That is a question T can hardly answer. F must honestly say

that the position i look in Melbourne oightoon months ago st' nds good to-day.

There is not much good calling at Molbourno, seeing that there is v uo or two trains

ii day and steamship connection with Sydney. Any subsidy that tho Victorian Gov-

ernment has hintod at would not pay for the coals you use taking a ship there and

back.

Hon. Mr. Suttor.—In the event of this larger scheme of yours failing what do

you propose to do ?

Mr. Huddart.—Wo intend to follow our present contract to the letter. Any-

thing wo are discussing now is entirely with tho consent to be obtained from the

Canadian and Now South Wales Governments.

Hon. ^[r. Suttor.— In tho event of your receiving £10,000 subsidy from

New Zealand and Queensland, those two colonies agreeing, do you feel

you have tho right to take tho whole of the^»e subsidies? Do you not think tho

whole system of subsidies should be recast?

Mr. Huddart.—Tho answer to that is, we cannot contemplate at present for a

minute going to New Zealand for any siich subsidy as £10,000 particularly.

Hon. Mr. Suttor.—Do you mean to say it would not pay you if you have to go

round for that?

Mr. Huddart.—No, there is no possibility.

Lord Jersey.—Do you find tho trade increasing every three months?

Mr. Huddart.—Yes, it is steadily increasing.

Hon. Mr. Forrest.—Then assuming that Queensland subsidized you, of

course you would not get any subsidy unless you enter into a contract to deliver

mails in a certain time.

Mr. Huddart.—We cannot alter the present mail contract.

Hon. Mr. Forrest.—I did not finish mj'- question. Speaking about subsidies

You have already got one from New South Wales. If you get one from Queensland

can you give these two colonies a guarantee that you will deliver the mails as quickly

as they are done at the present time by the Suez route?

Mr. Huddart.—That is provided for at the present time in our contract with

New South Wales and Canada. I cannot depart from the terms v'ith Canada and

New South Wales at present. There is in addition as time allowance for calling at

Moreton Bay. That would have to be with the consent of both sides.
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Hon. Mr. Forrest.—Would that increase the time over the Suez route?

Mr. HuDDART.—There is 36 hours allowed for calling at Moreton Bay.

Hon. Mr. Forrest.—Is that 36 hours in addition to the Suez time ?

Mr. HuDDART.—I do not know how it come. )ut with the Suez time at present*

If Brisbane put her mails on board promptly it would certainly be the quickest

route at present.

Hon. Mr. Forrest.—I would not insist so mu^h on the question of time, but I

think that this matter will be dealt with as a mail loute.

Mr. HuDDART.—I want the delegates to understand that at present we are not

masters of the position. Wo have just lost three days at New Y"ork with our mails.

Col. White has informed me that they were not sent away by the boat they expected

and until Canada gets the direct service, we cannot say exactly when they may leave

an American port for England,

Hon. Mr. Foster.—If we had the Canadian route, the same train on which they

put the mails at Vancouver would take the mails to the ship's side either at Quebec

or Halifax.

Mr. Huddart.—That is the programme.

Hon. Mr. Suttor.—I want to ask Mr. Huddart one or two important questions.

You say it would not pay you even for tiie New Zealand subsidy to divert your

route for £10,000 ?

Mr. Huddart.—No, not for that subsidy.

Hon. Mr. Suttor.—In view of encouraging New Zealand to do something, what

extra amount would you require to alternate with the existing 'Frisco service ?

Could you fall into some arrangement by which you could alternate your service

with the 'Fritsco service?

Mr. Huddart.—It is very desirable but it involves another ship.

Hon. F. B. Suttor.—You decline to go to New Zealand direct, but suppose you

alternate with the 'Frisco service, do you think a branch system between New
Zealand and Fiji would be established by the former colony ?

Mr. Huddart.—It is just impossible to do it with two ships—the ships

we have now. We have spent £20,000 on alterations recently, by increasing the

accommodation and boiler power. And the ships will have sufficient to do the work

in a month. We are just able to do that four-weekly route with two ships.

The conference adjourned.
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Office op the Ministeu of Trade and Commerce,

Ottawa, 9th July, 1894.

The Conference resumed at 10 a.m.

Delegates Present :

rr-i T • 1 /-. 4. f The Rioht Hon. the Earl op Jersey, P.C,The Imperial Government— "j p n tvF f

Canada

—

Hon. Mackenzie Bowell, P.C.

Hon. Sir Adolpiie Caron, P.C, K.C.M.G.

Sandfokd Fleming, Esq., C.M.G.

Tasmania

—

Hon. Nicholas Fitzgerald.

New South Wales

—

Hon. F. B. Suttor, M.L.A.

Cape Colony

—

Sir Henry DeVilliers, K.C.M.G.

Sir Charles Mills, K.C.M.G., C.B.

South Australia

—

Hon. Tiiomas Playford.

New Zealand

—

Lee Smith, Esq.

Victoria—Sir Henry Wrixon, K.C.M.G., Q.C.

Hon. Nicholas Fitzgerald, M.L.C.

Hon. Simon Eraser, M.L.C.

Queensland

—

Hon. A. J. Thynne, M.L.C.

Hon. William Forrest, M.L.C.

THE PACIFIC CABLE.

Hon. Mr. Foster.—Has there been a^y notice of motion for laying down the

route of the proposed survey, in answer to the suggestion of Lord Jersey in the
matter 1

The President.—No, there h^.i been no resolution.

Mr. Sandford Fleming.—I was going to ask permission to say a few words on

that point when the proper time came.

The President.—We will take it up after we have disposed of the question of the

mail ser\ice.

IMPROVE! MAIL SERVICE.—(Resumed)

Sir Adolfhe Caron.—On Saturday, when the question of the Atlantic fast line

and the luail service on the Paciiic came up, I think we had a discussion in which

more than ordinary interest was taken. Speaking for myself—and I think the same

opinion was expressed by other members of the conference—I consider that it was one

of the most important subjects that could be brought under the consideration of *he

present conference ; and before the conference was over, intimated that I would be ready

on Monday morning to move a resolution, which I showed to some of the members of the

conference. I am now prepared to do so. The resolution which I beg to move reads.

as follows :

—
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Resolved tliiit this conference expresses its coriliiil approval of the successful efforts put forth
by Canada and New South Wales for the establishment of a I'eguliir monthly steamship service

between Vancouver and Sydney, and aftirnis the advisability of a reasonable co-operation of all the
colonies interested in securing the improvement and permanency of the same.

I think that no member of the conference could object to what we affirm in tliat

first resolution, approving of what has already been done in so far as the regular monthly

steamship service between Vancouver and Sydney is concerned, and recommending the

advisability of reasonable co-operation of all the colonies interested in securing the

improvement and permanence of the same.

2nd. That the conference learns with interest of the steps now being taken by Canada to secure
a first-class fast mail and passenger service with all the modern appliances for the storage and carrying
of perishable goods across the Atlantic to Great liritain and the large subsidy which she has offered

to procure its establishment.

3rd. That it regards such an uninterrupted through line of swift and superior communication
between Australasia and (ireat Britain, as is above contemplated, as of paramount importance to tlie

development of intercolonial trade an<l communication, and to the unity and strvbility of the Empire
as a whole.

4th. That, as the Impetial Post Office contributes towards the cost of the mail service between
England and Australia via Brindisi or Naples, the su!n of i'9r),0()() per annum, while the sea postage
amounts only to i;3,(KK), and the mail service between Vancouver and Japan and China, i;4,"),(K(0, less

£7,3()0 charged against the Admiralty, this conference deems it but reasonable to respectfully ask
that as.»istance be given by the Imperial (Government to the fast Atlantic service, more jjarticularly

as the British Post Office, while paying the large subsidy of i;i().S,'2.31 a year to the line from Liver-

pool to New York, has, so far, rendered no assistance in the maintenance of the postal line between
(ireat Britain and Canada.

Now, Mr. President, from the standpoint from which I view this question, T think the

Atlantic and Pacific service are intimately connected and I venture to express the opinion

that the Pacific service requires strengthening ; it is so far doing as well as could be

expected, but it is quite apparent that it is being carried on at a loss and therefore

requires strengthening. I consider that the only way in which that service can be

strengthened is by attaching to it a fast service crossing the Atlantic Ocean, and upon

that point I should like to read some letters which are absolutely pertinent to the

question, and which carry out strongly, as I view it, the views which I have expressed

to the conference. Here is a letter addressed to Mr. Huddart by a Mr. Lynn, who

writes as follows :

—

"22BlLLITKR StUKET,
"London, E.C, 30th June, 1894.

James Huddart, Esq., Russell House, Ottawa, Canada.

Dkar Sir,—A friend of Mrs. Huddart's, namely, Mrs. Thompson, of Caulfield, with her maid
and a friend, called to see us a day or two ago. She has just come via Vancouver in the " Wairimoo,"
and gives us a really splendid account of this vessel, saying that she has never been made so comfort-
able in her life, and that her officers are the best of fellows, and do all they can to make a trip

enjoyable.

She booked on a round-the-world ticket, and if she cannot arrange to go in the " Miowera,"
she will have to travel in a P. and O. boat, although she says she would very nnich prefer the
" Miowera."

" She crossed the Atlantic in the " Labrador" with her friend and maid, and she was not satis-

fied with the acconuiiodation she got in the ship. We nientitm this, liecause from a conversation we
had with her we gathered that the arrangements of her Atlantic passage might have been more
satisfactory.

She would have liked, on her arrival at Vancouver, to have known what connection across the

Atlantic she could make, and it appears thiit this information could not be given to her. Round-the-
world passengers, we think you will agree with us, should have really first-class accommodation on the

best liners across fr-jm New York, and we think Mrs. Thompson and her maid shouM aLso have had
this. Have the Canadian Pacific Railway no system of arrvnging berths for Australian passengers on
the .Vtlantic while their passengers are crossing Canada ?

We just mention this because you are on tlie spot, and you may take the opj>ortunity of having
a talk with Mr. McNicol, and because, also, it is of the highest importance that our through passen-

gers should get the best acconnnodation crossing the Atlantic.

Mrs. Thompson adds that the Canadian Pacific Railway officials are, in her estimation, most
kind, courteous and attentive.

^^'e are, dear sir, vours obediently,

LYNN.
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This evidently indicates, if it indicates anything, that the liound-The-World Trip

can only be carried out, in so far as the present system is concerned, if we have a first-

class fast line on the Atlantic Ocean, and from the expressions of opinion which I have

heard on more than one occasion from gentlemen who have travelled since the establish-

ment of the Huddart line, T think that they all agree upon this one point, that it will

not be a success, and we cannot hope to make of it a success, unless it is sup{)lenipnted

by a fast line on the Atlantic Ocean. Here is another letter which has been addressed

to Lieutenant-Colonel White by Mr. Huddart, in reference to a mail, showing at

what disadvantage we are placed in not having under our absolute control a fast line of

steamers on the Atlantic Ocean as well as on the Pacific. It is addressed by Mr.

James Huddart to Lieut.-Col. White, Teputy Postmaster (Teneral, Ottawa :

—

We have to acknowledge receipt of your valued coiiiinunication, dated June 18th, with reference

to the delay in receipt of London mails, via Vancouver, Montreal and New York.

It is apparent to us that the delay which has arisen in this connection ha.s been caused liy our
mails not having been sent forward in the " Campania."

We apprehend tliat the fault w.)uld lie at tiie door of the New York authorities, and it does
seem a pity that as the mails were sent forward by your officers in ample time to catch this steam-
ship sailing on the 19th, they should not have reached us in London till the '28th inst.

Our senior is at present in your city, and we have sent forwanl j)apers to him in connection with
this ((uestion, and no doubt he w ill take an early opportunity of discussing with your good self this

question, with a view to ascertaining if any improvement can be made in connection with the New-
York authorities.

I have the honour to be, sir,

For Jamks Hri>i)AKT,
R. (JRAYSON.

Then this reply was given by Mr. White with reference to why the mails were delayed :

—

Ottawa, June 18th, 1894.

Mv Dkar Mr. HroDAKT,—With reference to your letter of the .SOth of May, respecting the
delay in the receipt in Loudon of the mails which arrived from Australia an<l Victoria on the lOth

instant, I l)eg to say that I find those mails arrived at Montr;3al at 9 a.m., on Thursday, the 17th of

May, they were forwarded the same day to New York at 7.20 p.m., and should have gone forward
from New York on Saturday, the 19th, by the "Campania." It is not possible for us now to ascer-

tain on this side whether they did go by that vessel or not, as the New York ortice would not be
able to tell us, the Canadian mails all going over together ; but if that be the case there is not margin
for improvement, because, if these mails were at Victoria on the 10th, they could hardly have been
in \'ancouver in time for tlie mail of that day, they would therefore not iiave left Vancouver until the
11th; they were in Montreal on the 17th, six days, they were forwarded that very day to New-
York, antl therefore any delay must have been due to the sea voyage from New- York. If there is

any further infornuition I can give you I shall be only too glad to do so, because, as you know very
well, there are not many things in the department than which I take more interest in than in the
Australian mails. Yours faithfully,

WM. WHITE.

The mails were sent in ample time to reach the " Campania" ; the New York Post

Office authorities, for a rejison known to themselves, not calculated to expedite the mails,

instead of sending that mail by the "Campania" sent it by a slow steamer, and we lost

a day or two days in it reaching the London post f)ffice, and it is quite ap|)arent

that unless we have this new fast line on the Atlantic, we have no control beyond

the Pacific Railway on this transmission of Australian mails to England. We
are sending the mails to New York, as we did in this very instance, expecting

them to be carried by the fastest steamer going out, instead of which they are

very often delayed or put on board a slower steamer, and the fast time which we make

on the Pacific, and the fast time which we make crossing the Continent by the C.P.R.

is completely lost for all practical purposes on account of the slow service on the Atlantic

Ocean. Therefore I think that there can be hardly two opinions upon the point that

without the fast line on the Atlantic Ocean, the fast line on the Pacific cannot expect to

made a great success ; and if it is not a success, I think it is just possible—although I
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venture to express the opinion that it will not be—that we might lose that service com-

pletely, because Mr. Huddart, or any other company, view it from a commercial stand-

point, and not from a patriotic standpoint, or the standpoint of tr3'ing to help the work

that we are all engaged upon to improve the commercial relations between the several

colonies and Canjula and the mother country. I hope that the resolution I have moved

is one which will meet with the support of the whole conference. I do not think I am
exaggerating when I say that I think it is one of the most important questions that we

can possibly discuss, and, from the position which 1 occupy in the Government, presid-

ing over the Department over which 1 do preside, I say that without that fast line on

the Atlantic—and that view is shared in by all the officials of my Department, the per-

manent heads, who are in a position to appreciate the great danger we run—there is a

risk of losing the service on the Pacific. Under these circumstances I beg to move the

resolution which I have read, and I hope it will meet with the approval and concurrence

of the conference.

Hon. Mr. Suttor seconded the resolution.

Lord Jersey.—Does not the (general Post Office send letters by the Allan line 1

Sir Adolphe Caron.—No; in fact we do not count what goes over the Canadian

line ; it is too slow.

Lord Jersey.—With reference to the words, " has not so far rendered assistance in

the maintenance of the postal line between Great Britain and Canada," is that not

because the Canadian line is useless 1

Sir Adolphe Caron.—Yes, that is so.

Lord Jersey.—It is not because they are favouring the New York lines.

Sir Adolphe Caron.—No, it is not through any ill-feeling against us ; it is

because the line we have could not do the work.

Lord Jersey.—Sir Adolphe Caron's explanation is quite sufficient.

Sir Adolphe Caron.—We can hardly ask them to give us a subsidy for the present

line, because it is quite inadequate for the work expected of it. That is why Canada

would give a large subsidy to establish a fast line, feeling that the present line is

quite insufficient.

The President.—I might state that thirty years ago the Canadian line was equal

to the New York lines ; and about forty years ago Canada p.iid a subsidy of £100,000

Halifax currency yearly—equal to $400,000—for the establishment of the Allan line.

Passengers came from New York and crossed on thest lines because they considered

them as comfortable as the Cunarders. We pay !?1 25,000 annually now to the Allan

line.

Hon. Mr. Thynne.—I think theie will be no difficulty in the conference adopting

the resolution moved by Sir Adolphe Caron ; I think we all feel the importance of the

service proposed, and would all like to see it successfully carried out. Our colony will

be very glad to give some assistance towards the working of this line ; we will give

substantial assistance ; in fact our Government offered a subsidy of £5,000 a year on

the condition that the steamers, on their way to and from Sydney and V^ancouver, called

at two ports in Queensland. The New South Wales Government were willing to arrange

with Mr. Hnddartthat they should call at one port. The Government of Queei, land

found themselves unable, for reasons I need not enter into, to accede to that proposal,
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The Phesidknt.—Do you mean the Government of Queensland or New South

Wales 1 You projKised to do a certain thing and New South Wales objected.

Hon. Mr. Tiiyvxk.—New South Wales refused to consent to that provision. I hope,

sir, we will be Jible tt) arrange some way l>y which our colony niay be called at. My
i-eason for saying so is that we probably will be able to supply a considerable (juantity

of suitable produce for Canaila, which will undoubtedly be a very great help in sub-

stantially establishing the mail service ; and also that we shall be able to take

from Canada considerable quantity of goods, which will also be of assistance to the ser-

vice as a mail service. No doubt it was very difficult at the time the line began to

work with only two steamers to make the calls at the two ports in t^ueensland, but iiis

scarcely reasonable to expect that a service of that character can be carried out, with

anything like success, with only two steamers. For running between Sydney and Van-

couver at last three steamers will be necessary. They have found by experience that

three steamers are necessary running from San Francisco and Sydney, and it is a shorter

route, and they have had three steamers at work on that route for a number of years.

The same thing will be found with this Pacific line. If we had three steamers running

then it seems to me not at all unreasonable to suppose that the service could be ex-

tended either in the Queensland direction or in the Victoria direction. But there is this

fact to be pointed out in connection with the colony of (Queensland, that it will involve

practically no loss of time in mail connnunication between Sydney and Vancouver. These

are matters in which this conference can scarcely go into with great detail. These are

matters which will be merely matters of arrangements between the governments interested

and the companies concerned, and perhaps it would be better for me to leave further

discussion upon that point until it is dealt with in that way. It will not be out of place

to give the conference some information with regard to what Queensland has done in con-

nection with the establishment of the BritLsh-Indiamail service. That service has been

running since 1882. There were strong rea.sons why it was very essential to the pros-

perity of Queensland that we should have an independent line of steamers between

Queensland and the old country.

Hon. Mr. Suttor.—Would this proposed line be in competition with your existing

line?

Hon. Mr. Tiivnne.—It would scarcely compete with the line proposed in these

resolutions as the mail service. I think the information that I will give may prove to

be somewhat useful in guiding us as to what we may expect in the future. In 1882,

a monthly 10-knot service was established between Great Britain, making it forty-four

days from Brisbane to London by the Torres Straits, Suez, Aden and Singapore.

Hon. Mr. Foster.-—You do not touch any point on the continent of India?

Hon. Mr. Thynxe.—Yes, at Colombo.

Hon. Mr. Foster.—That is an island, but you do not touch the mainland ?

Hon. Mr. Tiivnne.—No. Our subsidy for the monthly service was £00,000 a year

and at that time Queensland consisted of something like 300,000 people. In 1882,

Queensland had to pay for the con\ eyance of her ocean mails over £60,000. That amount

kept on increasing up to 1887, when the amount paid was within a few hundred pounds of

£80,000 for her ocean mail service. In 1888 it was over £76,000, and in 1889 £74,000,

and then it comes down to the point to which I shall now call attention. The Govern-

ment of Queensland gave notice to the British India Company to terminate the contract.
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They called iov tenders foi' a similar service with this result : That they got an oH'er

from the same company for a fortnightly service, calling at seven or eight ports in C^ueens-

land for cargoes, passengers, mails, ifec, for a subsidy of £32,000. In 1889 the Britisli

India Company offered to supply a mail service, running fortnightly for £33,r)00 instead

of the subsidies whicl\ had been paid before for a monthly service of £55,000.

Hon. Mr. Fcster.—At what speed ?

Hon. Mr. Tiiynnk.—The same speed and the same conditions continued all through.

They tendered at the same time to do a monthly service for a subsidy of £19,800.

That was after the development of trade through the establishment of a line of steamers,

and at the present moment we are running a monthly service for a subsidy of onlv

£19,800. An ounce of practice is worth a pound of theory. We went into a

very heavy subsidy, and an onerous burden considering the population we had at that

time, but Queensland has been fully repaid for what she has done. Now she has

got a service well established, and well carried on, and for a small sum of money, and

that service, probably in the course of a few years will be carried on without any sub-

sidy at all.

Mr. Lee Smith.—"What is your present subsidy 1

Hon. Mr. Thvnne.—At the present moment we are running a mail service every

four weeks and pay a subsidy of £19,800 per annum.

Mr. Lee Smith.—What is your net loss on your postage 1

Hon. Ml'. Thvnne.—I have not taken that into the calculation. In Queensland

we have a considerable loss on our postage. We pay something like £50,000 a year in

Subsidies for land carriage alone. Now, our expenses on ocean mail carriage fell in

1890 from £74,000 to £46,000 and in 1891 to £40,000, and in 1892 it was estimated at

£3(5,000, so, the result of the very heavy undertaking we went into, at first, we now get

it gradually down on a sliding scale, to the expenses I have mentioned for ocean mail

carriage. I trust that the experience of Queensland will be the experience of Canada

in connection with her courageous eflforts to establish a satisfactory mail service.

Lord Jersey.—My few remarks will be in the same line that I spoke on on Satur-

day. This question must be considered as a whole, and the question in my mind is

what part the Australian colonies wish to take in regard to the subsidies whicli are

now paid to tlie P. &, O. Company and the Orient Company. As has been statetl

before I think there are £170,000 paid annually to these two companies for the con-

veyance of mails.

Hon. Mr. Foster.—By Australasia.

Lord Jersey.—Great Britain pays £95,000, and Australia pays the remaining £75,-

000. It would be impossible for the Imperial postal authorities to consider this (juestion by

itself. It seems to me that they must take into consideration the whole (juestion of tlic

mail service to Australasia. Now I should like to hear, as I stated on Saturday, what

part the Australasian colonies propose to take with regard to this new route, (^n

Saturday last Mr. Huddart told us that he required a subsidy of not less than £300,000

per annum upon an estimated capital of £3,000,000. Towards that subsidy he expects

the Imperial Government to subscribe £75,000 and Australasia £50,000. Now, I

think it is obvious as this is put forward as a complete mail route from Great Britain to

Australia that it is necessary that we should know whether Australia is prepared lo

take its share of the subsidies. It would be of little use from the broad point of view
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to ask Great Britain and Canada to undertake tlie new line of steamers across the

Atlantic unless at the same time Australia were prepared to do her proportion across

the Pacific. Upon that point, so far, we have no enlightenment. Therefore, as I

stated on Saturday, I hope we shall hear from the representatives of the different

colonies interested whether tiiey are prepared to act in the same manner as they are

prepared to ask tiie British (Government to do, and as the Can.adian Government have

in the most dutiful manner expressed its intention to act. We cannot take it merely

as an Atlantic service, we must take it as part of the whole of the mail service of the

Empire, for the Australasian portion of the Empire and Canada, and part of the usual

route from Great Britain across Canada to Australia.

Hon. ilr. Plavford.—I have expressed on a former occasion the views of ni}'

colony. Certainly we cannot be expected to help this particulai- service, as we are ex

ceetlingly well served as we are. Western Australia and South Australia are not

interested much in this I'oute so far as mails and pa.ssengei-s are concerned. I cannot

say anything more and I do not wish to repeat what I said on that occasion. However,

I wish to say in reference to the second paragraph of the resolution that I have a

criticism to offer which I think will be well taken. It says

:

" Tliat the conference learns with interest of the steps now being taken l)y Canada to secure a

first-chiss fast mail and passenger service with all the modern appliances for the storage and carry-

ing of perishable goods across the Atlantic to (ireat Britain, etc."

Now, this is all very well so far as Canada is concerned, but it is of no interest

whatever to Australia. Australia cannot send across this continent perishable goods

from Vancouver to England, as such an undertaking is virtually prohibited, and this

is only a matter that is of importance to Canada. It has no connection whatever with

Australia.

Sir Adolphe Cahon.—It does not hurt Australia.

Hon. Mr. Playfohd.—It does not hurt Australia at all, but I point out the fact

that it is of no special benePt to Australia to learn of these appliances for carrying

perishable goods between Canada and (jrreaf Britain. I do not see anything specially

to object to in this. It will be more for the Imperial postoffice authorities to say what

they will do. It does appear to me if they are prepared to subsidize lil^rally a mail

service between England and New York, I think they should subsidize a service to

Canada before the United States and certainly give a subsidy to the British possession

of Canada in preference to giving a subsidy by way of New York.

Hon. Mr. Suttor.—Mr. President, I think if we are going to establish this line

we should not be asking even South Australia too much that she should contribute in

some way to a line of this national character. Mr. Playford has stated that hig colony

is pretty well served and that they get their mails regularly. That applies to all the

other colonies as well as to South Australia. They certainly have got their mails in a

little shorter time than we have, but we in New South Wales receive our mails once

a week. Now, this service will be of material assistance to all the Australian colonies in

providing more rapid communication with Canada and the United States of America. I

conclude that there are a great many people living in those colonies who have correspon-

dents over the whole continent of America, and it must lie desirable for Australian

correspondents to be placed in more direct communication with correspondents in this

great Dominion as well as in the United States ; and therefore I think that this pro-

posal should receive favourable consideration from all the Australian colonies. Lord
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Jersey has asked to what extent the AustraHan colonies propose to subsidize this line,

and whether while subsidizing it they will continue to subsidize the lines now in exist-

ence between England and the colonies by way of l^rindisi and Naples. I can only

speak for my own c(jlony, and we are very anxious to -.ssist this line. In fact we have

already materially assisted it to the extent of £10,000 a year. At the same time we

pay the largest subsidy of all the Australian colonies in assisting the Orient Conij)any,

and the Peninsula and Oriental service ; so that we are (juite content. We have taken up

this position with a view of keeping up the coniniunicatiim we have had with ?]urope.

We contribute a larger amount than the other colonies for the line to iJrindisi and

Naples, namely, >£26,759 per annum, and we are paying the largest sura of any of the

Australian colonies in the form of mail subsidies. We rapidly fell in with the views of

Canada when she asked us to assist in the e.stablishment of this line between Sydney and

Vancouver, and if this line is worthy of the assistance of Canada and New South Wales,

it is equally worthy of consideration on the part of the other Australian Colonies. I

particularly allude to the colonies which are not sc *avourably situated as others and

which are not now in direct communication. I would like to specially mention Fiji and

New Zealand, and if this line is to be considered at all, it certainly demands assistance

from both Fiji and New Zealand. If we are going to view it as a rapid mail service it

ought to go by the most direct mail route possible, and to do that perhaps it may not be

found expedient to call at New Zealand. But I think the fact that it will bring New
Zealand into direct communication with Canada and England makes it desirable that New
Zealand should consider whether it is not advisable to adopt a branch line of steamers

between New Zealand and Fiji, to intercept the mails on their way down to Australia.

I think as we are asked here to discuss the advisability of securing an improvement and

the permanency of this line we should consider in this connection whether it is not desir-

able to make it a four-weekly service instead of a monthly service. One objection to

the present line is that instead of running alternately with the San Francisco service,

the mails occasionally clash in such a way that they leave either America or Sydney in

the same week instead of alternating every fortnight. This is a matter we should con-

sider in connection with theinij cvementof the .service now under consideration. I am

glad ijideed to find that the gen 'emen representing (Queensland have expressed their

wish as far as they can to assist in the maintenance and improvement of this service. I

think when the proposal was made to them originally, they were asking a great conces-

sion suggesting that the steamers should call at two ports. My government have alway>^

expressed the desire to meet as far as they could the views of Queensland in regard to

that matter, and were (|uite agreeable that the steamers should call at one or

other of the two ports mentioned, but we think it w(,uld cause too

great delay to call at two ports. Now, mention has been made of the large amount

of subsidy that Mr. Huddart requires to carry out this service on the gigantic lines he

has laid down, with regard to the large steamers across the Atlantic and also for the

improved service across the Pacific. Certainly the figures seem to me to be very large^

but if one colony in Australia can contribute .£10,000 there ought not to be any great

difficulty in finding something like the amount he requires to carry on this important

service, providing satisfactory arrangements can be concluded. But after the statement

from Mr. Huddart made before us here the other day we shall require this very large

amount of money, if he is togiveuswhat he terms a very good and fast service, and he

aid that even if New Zealand agreed to give a subsidy of £10,000 a year, he could not see
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his way clefir to cjiU tliere. T think perhaps that the colony of New Zeahind will not be

inclined to give a lar;,'er subsidy than they have offered to give, namely, £10,000. Hut

even if tiiey did that, I think it will be found that the detour in going by way of New
Zealand from Fiji would destroy the service as a rapid mail service. There is a great

desire on the part of Canada, as well as of Mr. Huddart himself, that they should make
this line as quick a .service as possible, and prove to the Australian peoj)le that they can

get communication moi'e promptly antl rapidly by the Canadian route than by any other.

To do that they will have to go l)y the straightest possible route. One of the proposals

made by Sir Adolphe Caron in the i-e.solutions which we are now considering is that Kng-

land should be asked to sui)sidize the proposed fast Atlantic line between Kngland and

Canada, but we do not in the resolutions invite or ask England in any way to as.sist in

the line between Vancouver and Australasia. I do not know whether that is the inten-

tion of the mover of the resolutions, or whether, but should we not go a little further

and ask England to assist the line generally, not only subsidizing the line between Eng-

land and Canada, but also subsidizing the line between Vancouver and Australia.

Sir Adolphe Cakox.—That is my intention.

Hon. Mr. Suttoh.—I should like if Sir Adolphe will allow me to insert the words

"and Pacific," and the resolution will re id :

" This confei-ence deems it but reasonable to respectfully ask that assistance be
given by the Imperial Government to the Fast Atlantic and Pacific service."

Sir Adolphe Caron'.—Tt was in the original resolution which I prepared, and it

has evidently been left out ; how, I know not.

Hon. Mr. Suttoh.—I move the insertion of the words " and Pacific " after the

word " Atlantic." Mr. Huddart said he re([uired the large sun) of £300,000 to carry on

the service, but explained that he could not very well divide the subsidy as between one

point and the other. I think therefore it would l)e well to ask the Imperial Government

for assistance on the whole line. In conclusion I can only say that when the Govern-

ment of New South Wales were asked to assist Canada in the establishment of this

service we thought it desirable that we should bring ourselves into closer communication

with our fellow subjects in Canada. They belong to the same Empire as ourselves,

and I am glad to find that when the proposal was made to the Parliament of

New South Wales it was equally as desirtms as the government that we should enter

into this bond of union between New South Wales and Canada by contributing

£10,000 to this line and readily voted the money required. It may be as well to men-

tion that we have not given this subsidy for any length of time. We thought that if

we gave the subsidy for three yeais the period of the existing contract, that during that

time it would be proved whether the service was likely to be permanent or not, and I

hope that the other Australian colonies will see their way during this period to assist

the line which I believe will be of permanent benefit to the Australian Colonies and

Canada.

Sir Hen'hv Wuixon.—^Oar position as delegates from Victoria is, that we are not now

able to state the exact amount that our government would give to subsidize this line.

We are favourable to the line being continued and would be sorry to see the line across

the Pacific discontinued, and I have not the slightest doubt that our government would,

to prevent such a catastrophe, propose some assistance, but as to the particular amount,

we are placed now in a little difficulty, partly by the answer which Mr. Huddart gave
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us on Saturilay, namely, that in no cast- did ho contemplate the steam»»r.s caliini^at Mel-

bourne. Well, that of course prevents our ref^ardiiiji^ this line in the light of a mercan-

tile line or for carrying [)roduce. We are, therefore, tlu'own back upon its merits as a

mail line. Those merits are not so great f(>i' Victoria as fijr New South Wales because

Sydney, of course , would get letters across the Pacific some twenty hours sooner tlmn

we would, and on.- position relative t(j the Suez route makes it hard to say how, from

the mail point of view, we would gain much. If we could see our way to get a mercan-

tile advantage for carrying produce then our government would be pi-epared to subsidize

this line in a substantial amount, but 1 am not in a position to say the exact amount

now, Mr. Huddart having stated on Saturday he did not intend to call at Melbourne.

That [)uts us in the position of not being able to say anything detinitt- in regard to the

|)articular sum which we will subscribe. At the same time we would regard it as a misfor-

tune to Australia, if the line across the Pacific were discontinued, and T hope that be-

fore the three years, which ^[r. Suttor has alluded to, has expired, that arrangements

will be made to securn the permanency of this line. Proljably at the time that the other

mail contracts expire, which will be in some two or three years, I think there will be

then a general readjustment made and our government then will, I am sure, be in a

position to give reasonable assistance to the Pacitic line, but we feel it a little prematuic

totixany amount particularly in view of the answer of Mr. H uddart on Saturday. I would

only add one remark as t<j England assisting on the Pacific. 1 have no doubt England

would be willing to assist reasonably. Of course, if this mail service should l)e estal)-

lished, and would be the one used liy Australasia, it would be more used by the business

men of England, than by the business men of the other colonies of Australasia and

Canada. We are talking of this line to Australia as though it concerned Austialasia

alone. That is a mistake. I have been informed by eminent postal authorities that

where you establish mail conununication from the centre of the Empire, towards the

external portions, moi-e matter goes from the centre to the extremities than comes

back, and, therefore, the business men of England, if there is a satisfactory service

across the Pacitic, will use it more than the business men of Caiuida and Australasia

will use it, and it is not unreasonable to ask the Imperial Government for their contri-

bution. The position of Victoria is, that we are decidedly sympathetic, and we would

regard it as a misfortune, to see this important service fail, but we are not in a position

to say the exact amount we i-an contribute and we will be in a better position to say

that when the othei' mail contracts terminate, and there is a general readjustment of

them. Then wt> have no doubt that our government will act liberally.

Mr. Lek S.MiTFr.—I am glad Sir Adolphe Caron has put these resolutions before

the meeting, because it brings the discussion upon a practical basis, just what is required

to enable us to arrive at a conclusion on this important subject. I may also say that I

am very glad to hear what Lord Jersey has said with regard to this (luestion. He has

very properly put before us the necessity of the Australasian colonies generally giving

him some definite and jiractical conclusions as to how far they are prepared to advocate

and substantially support the through line to Great Britain. Now, sir, that being so,

and Lord .lersey having put that before us in that light, it behooves all the Australian

colonies to take into consideration at once the (juestion, how far they can meet these

views. It must be clear to all of us if we allow Lord Jersey to go home without being

able to represent to the British frovernment some definite plan, or to say that there

has been some definite arrangement anived at by the Australian colonies, the British
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Government can say : "These people are more interested tlmn we are, but tliey do nob

appear to have made up their minds as to what the value of this service is to them."

Then tlie British ({overnmeiit will do exactly what they did seven years ago with

regard to the cable. They referred the matter back to us, and said : "Put s(»mothinj/

detinite l)efoi'<^ us and we will <^ive our answer." Therefore, T am pleased to find that

the discussion is now taking a proper course. Mr. Suttor has referred to the cptestion

of routes, and he has told you that it behooves New Zealand to wtnsiiler whether it

should not make arrangements with Mi', liuddart fctr a branch service with Fiji.

Let me tell you at once, sir, that my colony in such a case would ,step down from tho

large subsidies which we are prepared to give, from a mail and trade service point of view,

if we did not have adir(!ct connection withCanada. Sup[)osingNew/('al!md gave £10,0U0,

and all the colonies contril)uted .£1,.')00 each, which woulil be some earnest of the real

feeling in the federal aspect, I will show you how T think a service could be carried

out. At the present time Canada gives £25,000, New South Wales gives £10,000

and under the conditions which I have put befon^ the conference, making New Zealand

a port of call, my colony would give £10,000. That is £4r),000. Fiji is going to give

£1,500. That makes ,£1(1,500, and then from the im[)erial [)oint of view, all

the colonies coming together might give, .say X(),000, makijig ^£52,'. 00 a

year. Adding that £52,500 a year to the iJ150,000 that is already given by the

Canadian Government, that makes £202,500. Then adil to that what we are asking

from the Imperial Govermnent, which 1 think we can fairly claim, and which I think

the Imperial (iovernment would respond to favourably, this would give a total subsidy

of £277,500 .1 year. Now, I say, if Mr. Huddart cannot for this amount carry out his

mail service upon the lines which he has previ(msly indicated, a tirst-class through service,

putting England in connection with New Zealand within twenty-seven days, we must

abandon the whole thing. Mr. Huddart asks £.'?00,000 a year. If he gets £277,500 a year,

he ought to be able to carry out his scheme. It is absolutely essential that we should

here decide at once what we will agree to give, and I am prepared to give £10,000, and

recoi'Mnend another £1,500 a year if the other colonies will combine together and do

the same thing. We can go to a central point in Australia, and I ask you to take the

federal view of it, taking that central point at Sydney. Sydney will be the most

central and valuable port for comumnication with Canada, and then for that amount,

£1,500 a year, the colonies can send their passengers and mails over a first-class service.

The train service between Sydney and Melbourne is only IG hours, and Brisbane is the

same distance. This is only asking £1,500 a year from each colony outside of New
South Wales and New Zealand.

Hon. Mr. Fitz(!EKAli).—What would £1,500 a year amount to if contributed Vjy

five colonies 1

Mr. Lee Smith.—It enables me to say that New Zealand will give £10,000 and

this extra £7,500 will help the scheme. If you get to London a day or two later it d<jes

not matter if, as you say, you do not regard it as a mail service.

Hon. Mr. Suttor.—Will you really contribute anything if you find that the mail

service cannot call at New Zealand port 1

Mr. Lee Smith.—I will say this : If you cannot see your way clear to make New
Zealand a port of call and if it be found inconsistent with the whole of the colonies com-

bined, that New Zealand cannot be made the last port of call, I will recommend my
government to take the position that I now ask you to take and give these people
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.£1,500 a year. 1 am not authoi'i/.ed to Ai> it, l)ut I am sure my ^nvt'ininent will af^icc

to it at once. Oeoj^rapliically New /t'alainl is the la.st port of rail, and wIumi I gay \vp

should niakt' lar^e shipiucntH to Cunmla and take a ^rnat many Canadian prodiu-t.s, i

think it will Im worth our while to ^ivti! a tracU- and mail suhaidy of £10,000, and

In'yond that, wiiat I may t(M"ni a sentimental sul»si<ly of say £I,"»00 or tl.',000 wheth<'r

we aie the last port of call or not.

Lord .Tkuhky.—The j£10,000 would be dependent upon the ships cidling at a New
Zealand port f

Mr. Li;k Smith.—Yes, always understanding; that wo have mail connnunication

right through on this side. We can get mails and passenger.s through in a short time

bv the other route to San Francisco. It is not much to ask of vou. Surely you can recom-

mend £1,.')00 to your governments. I hope the memlxM's of the conference have fol-

lowed my figures. I have shown that we can raise within £20,000 of the amount of

the subsidies asked.

Hon. Mr. FoHRKST.—I have been astonished by the magnitude of the figures quoted

with respect to the initial cost and the cost of maintaining the proposed service. It is

useless overlooking this because it strikes at the root of the whole matter. The .Vustralian

finances are not in a flourishing condition, though I am glad to say they are im-

proving, and I feel certain, if the Australian Colonies have to contiibute to the extent

indicated, that this mail service is in the very distant future. They could not find the

necessary money.

Mr. Lee Smith. —.£1,500?

Hon. Ml'. FiTzoKR.vi.i). —That would not pay for the grease for the wheels.

Hon. Mr. Fokrest.—I think, Ik wever, we are discussing this question from u

wrong point of view, viz : that of a (|uick and general mail service. I do not think

anybocJ}^ can show that it would at once b(? a fast mail service* ami at the same time

serve any consideral)le poition of Australia and New Zealand. Therefore, why dis

cuss it from only a fast mail service point of view 1 What is the use of arguing

against facts? To my mind, it would be a most advantageous line to establish for the

purpose of getting direct communication between the great colonies of Australia, New
Zealand and Canada, and because I think it w '^d materially hasten the development

of those colonies ; as between those colonies ' certainly l)e a more rapid service

than by any other route, and if it wor' as I believe it would lead—to their

more rapid development, it would assu nefit Great Britain, and from this point of

view the Imperial Government might b^ .irly asked to contribute. I have not got the

figures with me though I did go through them, l)ut the amount of subsidies said to be

necessary to establish this line are far in excess of the subsidies paid for greater

services.

The PBESinENT.—This is entirely a new trade, as far as Australia is concerned.

Hon. Mr. Forrest.—I admit that it is a new trade, l)ut the subsidies asked for

are far in excess of what is and has been paid for other and similar services. I do not

want it to go forth to the world that we are prepared to pay any mo. e than necessary,

because if we do, those who propose to start the services will not ask less than we

suggest. T feel that such large subsidies are unnecessary. I believe if we go about

this matter properly we can get the business done for a great deal less money. Whether

there shall be a rapid development of the trade between the Australian Colonies, New
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Zcaliiiid 1111(1 Cuiiiulii, ir» my upii\ion. (1c|)<mi(Is very inudi nn wliftlier n j^ond direct

.shippiiij? sorvico is estiiljlisliod Ix'twi-cn tlu'iii ; iirul whctlicr such ii so; kicc sliiill bo

(juickly mid jicriuiiiu'iitly ostalilislicd dopciuls vwry niiu-li on two things. Kiist, th«*

Hinount of subsidioH n'ciuirt'd, and socoad, whotliiT tlic lin|i(M'ial < Jovcrniuont will

UHsint. With respect to the latter, wo may rely that it will takt* a wise, liljoral and

patriotic view of the position. Whatever tends to assist and develop the British

colonies, must help (ireat I'ritaiii. ISiit apart from this, I am one of those who

(irmly hcliove that Her Majesty's (Jovei niiient can always lie relied on to take the

most favourable and the most geneious view of anything and evei-ything that is calcu-

lated to promote and interest the welfare of her colonial possessions. Those present

here who bi^long to self-governing colonies, must yjiave often .seen— and like myself,

have often regretted— that when party feeling runs high in the colonie.s, the work of

one government is not infre(|ueiitly, either actively or passively, destroyed by the

next. Now, party feeling runs high at times in England, but nevertlieles.s, it is

recognized that certain (juestions belong alike to every party, and indeed are j)laced

above party politics. Therefore, with respect to many questions, and more particularly

with respect to those affecting her colonie.s, the policy of England is c«)ntinuous. in

this e(»iinection, the Imperial (iovernment, in a))pniiiting Lord .ler.sey as its repre-

sentative to this confer(!nce, has given us an excellent object les.son, ami an excellent

illustration of England's policy—as indicated -for he is not a supporter of the present

government ; but I venture to assert if England had been searched from Lands End

to tJohn O'Groat's, no one better—if so well—qualified, could have been found, nor

one whose appointment could have given greater gratification to the conference in

general and to the Australian delegates in })articular. During the time he was (ioveri)-

or of New South Wales, lie earned for himself golden opinions throughout Australia

and I am sure that every member of this conference will admit that such o[)inions

were well earned ; also that his ^reat grasp and wid(>spread knowledge has enabled him

to render—and by his wise and judicious counsels that he has rendei-ed—invaluable

assistance to our deliberations. The lesson which I would like the colonies to learn

from the imperial example is briefly t is : .select the best men foi- the discharge of

great public duties.

Hon, Mr. FlTZ<iEH.\LD.—Speaking foi" Tasmania, I feel very much that all

we can do is to assent to a sympathetic resolution in regard to this matter. We have

every desire to co-operato and when the adjustment of the present subsidies takes place

fter a year or two, then no doubt the whole matter will come under review, aii'l, if

they possibly can, each colony will unite in the accomplishment of this desire. Now,

with regard to Mr. Smith's proposal that as an earnest, as it were, of sympathy, we

offer .£1,500 a year, we cannot entertain it seriously. What would the £1,500 a year

for each of the colonies interested amount to? You practically have only Queensland,

Victoria, New South Wales and New Zealaiid. South Australia cannot be expected

to come in. Then between Melbourne and Sydney, Sydney will ha\e the advantage of

forty hours by this route. Sydney is twenty hours nearer one way and twenty later

by the other way.

Mr. Lee Smith.—There is the passenger service from South Australia.

Hon. Mr. Fitzcjerald.—The passenger service is important, but when we consider

the magnitude of this, it looks such an enormous sum that in the pre3ent ition of

colonial finances ^ do not think that the present opportunity would be a good one to
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open this matter. After a year we hope that clouds now disappearing will liave dis-

appeared altogether. Then will be a much better time to deal with this subject more

liberally than at the present time. \ think we cannot go beyond an e.xpression of

sympathy with it. I know that the colony of Tjusmania cannot go into any money

project. At the same time I say, witJi regard to Mr. Smith's idea, if a small sum of

money were recjuired as an eai-nest imperial feeling none of the governments would

object. This offei- of £10,000 is made conditional on the steamer touching at New
Zealand. We were informed by Mr. Huddart, that he could not consider it for that

amount. I think it is within our experience that it is absolutely impossible for the

route to go there. It will ])e much nearer to go to Melbourne than New Zealand, and

there will be loss of time by going to Xew Zealand. On behalf of Tasmania, I desire

to say that the government have every sympathy with this jvement and when the

subject of the subsidy arises, T hope they will be able to give practical effect to that

sympathy in uniting with all the other colonies in the attainment of the object we all

desire.

Lord Jersey.— T wish to clear away a misconception in Mr. Playfoi-d's mind. The

British postoffioe has no preference whatever for the New York route. It only uses

the New York route because at present the cjuickest steamers go there, and not be-

cause it is the wish to subsidize the mail route to the I'nited States. Sir Adolphe

Caron has clearly stated that at the present time Canada could not expect the British

postoffice to send their letters by the existing route. But the wh(»Ie (juestion will be

altered the moment a new route is made between Canada and Great Britain. As an

individual there are two points to which I would like to refer. It seems to me that we

have lieen a little bit handicapped in our discussion by the figures which Mr. Huddart

laid befiire us on Saturday. To ask for a guarantee of 10 per cent upon the capital of

the connMiny is a very strong i-equest. It seems to me that it is hardly likely that

without fuller figures any government would go so far as to guarantee 10 pei- cent upon

the outlay. There may be reasons why a certain guarantee should be given. But

before the government would accede to such a i-equest they would want to have all the.se

figures fairly before them, and T think in our discussion we have been a little bit

hampered on account of Mr. Huddart's rigiu'es. The other point is, that in this (jues-

tion of mail route, we have rather left out of it the fact that the Canadian Pacific

Railway is an imjmrtant factor in the matter. We cannot help it, but in any

arrangement that may be made, the Canadian Pacific Railway would have to Vje a

^jarty. Otherwise that company would really command the situation. We might

make an excellent arrangement on the sea, and the Canadian Pacific Railway might to

a certain extent nullify this arrangement by the way in which it carried on its business.

I only mention these points as they occurred to me as an individual and not in my
official capacity.

Hon. Mr. F'osteh.—The.se are points which it might be well to think over a little,

but I want to make this sugjie'-tion, with regard to the whole scheme. This conference

is not absolutely consideruig Mr. Huddart's scheme. This conference is con-sidering a

scheme for communication between Australasia and Great Britain via Canada and

through the propo^jd fast Atlantic service. Mr. Huddart is the gentleman who is now

carrying on a part of that service on a certain condition as to a monthly service.

Lord Jersey.—I said we were "a little bit handicapped. " I used these words on

purpose.
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Hon. Mr. FosTKB.—Mr. Hurklai-t is also, under certain arrangements made with

the Dominion (Government, endeavouring to establish this fast Atlantic portion. In

his work of undertaking the whole scheme he is endeavouring to have four steamships

on the Atlantic and live on the Pacific which would make a good service if well carried

out. For that ideal scheme, the subsidy that he a.sks is £300,000 per annum or

10 per cent on the capital. It may be necessary to have that amount of money or it

may not be necessary to have that amount, and one impression T want to get rid of in

the conference here is the inference that the Dominion (Government is bound for any

length of time to Mr. Huddari's proposal. We ai-e not, and we would not bind our-

.selves down to any person with whom we made agreements that we should be handi-

capped from turning it into other hands if that arrangement fails. Our arrangement

with Mr. Hudilart is simply this : We have made a provisional agreement by which if

he does .so and so we will giant a certain subsidy. Alter we have gttl the consent of

Parliament to that 8750,000 proposed as a subsidy, Mr. Huddart has three months to

materialize his .scheme. If he is not succe.ssful in thi'ee months, the Dominion (xovern-

ment is at perfect liberty to look elsewhere, or rather to receive other propositions. I

may say that other propositions are now before the government, but we are unable to

consider them until we have amply carried out the [)roposal we entei-ed into with Mr.

Huddart. It is quite possible a less amount of money may carry the scheme through.

So that you nuist see that we aie iu»t handicapped by this proposition. We are simply

aft^'r all considering the abstract plan as to how to get this service, and we are seeing

how far we can assist each other towards the accomplishment of that service. Any
line of comnuniication like that must be with thf> co-operation of the Canadian Pacific

Railway, and I may say that ^Nlr. Huddart has the co-operation and sympathy of the

Canadian Pacific Kailway in his endeavour to arrange his lines, and in the Pacific he

h;is the l)est and the closest arrangement with the Canadian Pacific Railway which

necessarily must be understood in an ovei-land route like that, because in that great

continental route alone, a lai'ge benefit would a(.'crue to the Canadian Pacific Railway

in the way of carrying passe;igers and fieight via this rf)ute. I will point out, however,

that there are some difiiculties in the Canadian Pacific Railway carrying oil this

Atlantic service or being a party to this Atlantic service, because they have the com-

petition of the (Grand Trunk system of railway, which is a mighty system of railways in

this country, and that line would have the competition of the Allan line of steamships

and the Dominion line of steamshi}>s and f)tlier heavy lines of steamships of great

influence, so that the Canadian Pa-nfic liailway might be very seriously handicapped

bv having the control of this line between here and Great Britain, if it incurred the

competition of this great railway and the other great steamship lines. 8o that is a factor

which enters into the participation that the Canadian Pacific can take in the fast

Atlantic line. I know those considerations have great weight.

Lord Jerskv—Does not the Canadian Pacific Railway feed those lines?

Hon. Mr. Fostek.—It does ; but the fast Atlantic service nuist not only be fed

by the Canadian Pacific Railway, but by the other lines as well. It will be to the

benefit of the line that the pa.ssenger and freight traffic of both the Grand Ti'unk

and Canadian Pacific Railway should be centred on the fast Atlantic steamers.

There is a i-ivalry between the two great lines, the Canadian Pacific Railway

and the (xrand Trunk, and if it were known or supposed that the Atlantic line

was in connection with the Canadian Pacific, the Grand Trunk would say, as far
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as our freight and trartic business is concerned, we will throw it into the hands

of somo other line. The idea is to interest all the great lines of railway in this

country, equally, if possible, in the fast Atlantic service. Whilst I acknowledge the

practical nature of the offer made by Mr. Lee Smith from New Zealand, and am very

glad to hear his views in that respect, I think it is impossible for us to expect at this

conference that we should put clown in black and white what each colony is prepared

to give. Fortunately, the Canadian Government has so acted that its delegates are in

a position to say exactly what they will give. New South Wales has been able to do

the same. The other colonies are not in thf.u position. For my part, I am thoroughly

satisfied with the expression of good-will and sympathy which they have given. I feel

that what has transpired here will be followed by every reasonable effort to acctnnplish

the desired end. We must not lose sight of the fact that each one of these governments

has its own conditions to deal with, and I do not think we can ask, here at this con-

ference, that tliey shall put down just exactly what they can do ; but T know the sug-

gestion will commend itself to all the Australian colonies. It is a grand scheme.

If the cable communication and the steamship communication shall be < rried

out within the next three or four years, I venture to say that no one single action

that has taken place will do more for the British Empire, as regards its unity^

and the cohesion of those distant parts, than this very same line of action we have

recommended. We cannot hasten too fast. With respect to the cable, so it is with

this matter. We must be satisfied to go slowly. I also acknowledge this point, that

Great Britain cannot be categorically asked to-day or to-morrow just what she will give.

There are other considerations which have been well put by Lord Jersey, and I quite

accede to the view that two or three years will be necessary in order to bring this

matter to a culmination. Wli'^n the other subsidies fall in, and these contracts expire,

there will be a certain elasticity in I'egard to the matter that does not at present exist.

I think we shall have done excellently well if we can see our way cleai- to give this all

our sympathy and our participation in the way in which it has been suggested hei-e to-

day. Some may think we are somewhat in the position of beggars with reference to the

British treasury. While it may have a little of that aspect, after all, there is ar. ele-

ment of fairne.'.s about it. We do not go there to beg, without being quite prepared to

put our hands in our own pockets. After all, we are all one, if we do live a long way

apart.

The motion was then put and carried unanimously.

THE PACIFIC CABLE.

The Prksidhnt.—The next order is Mr. Thynne's motion as follows :

—

" Moved by Mr. Thyinie, seconded by Sir Henry Wrixou ; Tliat tlif Canadian iiovenunent be

re(|ueated, after tlie rising of tliis conference, to make all necessary in(iuiries and generally to take
such steps as may be e::i)edieut in order to ascertain the cost of the jjroposed Pacific cable and pro-

mote thecstablishmentof the undertaking in accordance witli the views expressed in this conference."

Mr. FosTKR.—In respect to that, Mr. Thynne, what is your idea? How fir does

it go?

Mr. Thvnne.—My idea in moving this resolution, is, that the (Jovernment of

Canada shall have put upon them, the duty of keeping this question of the cable alive,

on the lines that have been suggested. It will let them feel, that we, the other colonies,

in putting this duty upon them, are prepared to assist them, and support them, as far

as we possibly can, on the lines we have expressed during the debate. It is desirable
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that this (juesti on of the cable should be kept moving. I think this is a wise step,

after the resolutions which have been passed. I do not think, Mr. President, I need

detain the conference, by making an}' speech upon this motion. I think that it is one

which will meet with approval.

Mr. Flkmin(;.—May 1 be permitted to say a few words. My name has been so

much connected with this matter, that I have thought it l)est that other gentlemen should

exnress their views to the conference. There Jire three points, however, with respect

to which I would like to submit a few observations. It was said, sir, by one of the

delegates, the Hon. Mr. Playford, that there is no evidence to show that any Imperial

officer considers the Pacific cable would be of any strategical value. In reply to this

it must be obvious that the value of the cable is self-evident, tf» anyone. I think it

would not be possible, sir, to find any officer, naval or military, whose opinion is of any

weight, who does not place the highest value upon the Pacific cable as an alternative

line to Australia and the east.

Hon. Mr. Playfokd.—What about the Hydrographer's report ?

Mr. Fleminc;.—I will come to that presently. I hi'. in my po.ssession, evidence,

which I think must be satisfactory to all, if evidence is needed. So high an authority as

Field Marshal Lord Wolseley years ago expressed the opinion publicly that it would be

unwise anfl suicidal to depend on the existing telegraphic system, as a means of tele-

graphic communication, between England and India as well as Australia. This opinion,

I am certain, is shared by every Admiral and General of any note in Her Majesty's .ser-

vice. After Mr. Playford spoke on the subject the other day, when I left this room,

almost the first man I saw was a well-known and distinguished British officer. I refer

to General Herbert, at this moment in the service of the Canadian Government. T

asked what opinion he held, and without the least hesitation he expressed himself

strongly in favoui- of the Pacific cable ; since then he gave me a document, an extract

from which I would like to submit to the conference.

Hon. Mr. Playford.—I would ask if this gentleman speaks as a British officer, or

as a Canadian officer 1 He is in the service of the Canadian Government at presen*

Mr. Flkmino.—Ho always speaks as a British officer. He says :
" The present

lines of telegraphic intelligence between Great Britain and the Cape are singularly

exposed to interruption. They present a large number t»f mid-stations, many in foreign

territory, while others are on undefended points of British possessions or protectorates.

The main line connecting (Jreat Britain with Australia is still more exposed to in-

terruption. It has many mid-stations and consequently many possible points of attack,

while many of these raid stations are on foreign territory. Passing tln-ough the naiTow

and shallow seas of the Indian Archipelago the cable becomes vulnerable throughout its

entire length. In the event of the interruptif»n of the existing line, Australia becomes
isolated, for the purpose of telegraphic intelligence, from the rest of the Empire, since

there is no alternative line.

Viewed by the light of the above statements the strategical efi\?ct of connecting

Canada and Australia by a telegraphic cable, is to confer a distinct increase of defen-

sive pfiwer on the British Empire, for the following reasons :

—

1st. Such a cable would double the existing means of telegraphic intelligence

between (ireat Britain and Australia, and ultimately between Great Britain, the Cape
and India.

'ind. The line so provided would be less vulnerable than the existing ones, since

all the mid-stations of the submarine section, and all those of the overland section,

would be in British hands.

3rd. The Pacific section of the line being a deep sea cable, the line would not be

exposed to the danger, referred to above as existing in the shallow waters north-west

of Australia.
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4th. Canada would be provided with an alternative line of intelligence with
Great Britain in the iniprobalile, yet possible event of a general inteiTU])tion of the

transatlantic lines landed in Canada, at a time when those landed in the L'nited States

might not lie available.

5th. A direct line of telegraphic intelligence would l)e established between the

northernmost station of the British Pacific Scjuadron, and the .stations of the Australian

Squadron ; an incalculable advantage in facilitating the co-operation of these nasal

forces with one another.

It must be observed, that the full advantages above detailed would be neutralized,

in the event of the Queensland New Caledonia cable being made a section of the pro-

posed transpacific system, ^ince that system would then cease to be purely British.

In military, as in commercial affairs, the importance of a rapid and secure inter-

change of intelligence, between distant points, cannot be over-estimated. The pro-

posed transpacific calile will doubtless find many advocates upon purely commercial
grounds, but I will venture to report that, viewed solely as a military line of intelli-

gence, its value is so great that it should secure the unhesitating support of all the

governments whose interests, and very existence, demand the fullest development of

an organized system of imperial defence.

Sir, it is not necessary to say anything more with regard to the strategical aspect of

the cable, and I am very glad to be able to supply the evidence which one member of

the ocnference seemed to think was wanting.

The second point I wish to direct your attention to is one referred to by, I believe,

Lord Jersey ; I think he asked that the line of cable shoukl be in some way defined, so

that the survey might be proceeded with without unnecessary delay, that in fact it was

necessary to have some idea where the survey should be carried on, before it could be

commenced. With regard to this, I can only say that if the object be to establish a

British cable, we must commence the survey at Vancouver, and proceed to Fanning Is-

land, and thence southwards. Panning Island being the nearest British Island that we

possess. This reminds me, sir, that it is due to myself to tnake this explanation :—

I

took upon myself to point out on three separate occasions, that another island consider-

ably nearer Vancouver than Fanning Island was available for a mid-ocean station. On
the 23rd September, I prepared a memorandum which was sent from Honolulu by Mr.

Bowell informing the Canadian government that this island was unoccupied, and un-

claimed. I refer to Necker Island. When I reached Australia, the same statement was

repeated by me in a memorandum dated October 11th, which was submitted to the vari-

ous Australian Governments. And, again, in January last, I had, with the Agents-

General and the High Commissioner for Canada, an opportunity of seeing Lord Ripon,

and I placed in his hands a third document dated January 6th, in which I pointed out

that this island, 800 miles nearer than Fanning Lsland, was still unoccupied, and un-

claimed by any maritime power. That island, however, is not now available. On the

27th May last formal possession was taken of it by the Hawaiian authorities, so that if

we want Necker Island we must now apply to those who have so recently laid claim tf>

it. The nearest British island, is Fanning Island, and therefore the survey should be

made between Vancouver and Fanning Island, unless some terms can be made for land-

ing the cable at one of the Hawaiian Islands. As far as the section between Vancouver

and Fanning Island is concerned, of course it would be very desirable to have it shorter,

but it is perfectly feasible to lay a cable to Fanning Island. The third point I wish to

mention is this :— It was pointed out by Mr. Foster that it was necessary to know the

cost of the undertaking in order that the several governments might intelligently con-

sider the whole question. The survey alone will not give us the cost of the undertaking.
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Something nutre is needed, and the question in my mind is, who is to obtain that further

informati(jn ? Are we to wait until anotlier confei-ence, or will it not be better to have

some one authority to act in following up the resolutions of the confei-ence in regard to

the establishment of a cable ? The resolution submitted by the Honourable Mr. Thynne

has a direct bearing ujion the matter. If the Canadian (Government be authorized and

requested to make all necessary inquiries and takesurh steps as may be found expedient

to promote the object we have in view, I am sure the conference cannot arrive at a

better conclusion. There are other matteis besides the survey and the cost which require

to be considered. It may be necessary to carry on correspondence in connection with

the acquiring of mid-ocean station. Possibly, a correspondence with the Hawaiian

authorities and the Imperial Government possibly with electricians, manuf/icturers of

cables and others : therefore, I think the resolution submitted by Mr. Thynne is one

which should be passe<l by the conference.

Hon. Mr. Foster.—The survey to Honolulu, and thence further across, would that

be all that would be necessary, even if the cable ran to Fanning Island 1

Mr. Flemino.—I think a survey from Vancouver to Fanning Island, with some

soundings in the direction of Honolulu, would answer all t':f -lyects.

.

Mr. Lee Smith.—I am delighted with thio motion by Mr. Thynne, because it is

practically an affirmation of the method of pro tdure which I adv(jcated the other day,

but which was then not considered to be advisable. I am not going to quarrel with

words or phrases ; but, if you look at the terms in which Mr, Thynne's motion is put,

you will see it really means that the steps to be taken must necessarily be in the direc-

tion of inviting tenders from companies, in one way or another. During the

debate on my motion the question was asked, how can you do it, unless there is

some survey ? The same answer is applicable to this motion. How are you going

to get any definite information as to what this will cost, unless you have surveys, or

unless you take the risk, or unless some companj' will take the risk of making

the survey, and sending in a tender. It is really my motion in another form. I

trust it will lead to what we all desire, and that it will not be long before we know

what the cost will be. We wish to get a cable as quickly as possible. I shall be very

glad to support the motion.

Hon. Mr. Plavford.—The motion is a very proper one, after the position the

conference has taken. I should not have risen to say a word, were it not for what

Mr. Fleming has said. He fancies he has answered my statement. He has not

answered me in the slightest. My contention was that it was a very singular thing,

that Sir Charles Tupper and Mr. Fleming, who have taken such a great and deep

interest in this cable matter, and have written so much about it, had never, through

the Colonial office, got the Imperial Government to get a report from a competent

Imperial officer on the question of the strategic importance of this particular cable. He
thinks he has answered me by quoting some Imperial officer, who evidently is in the

«mploy of the Canadian Government. This Imperial officer has not been asked by the

Imperial authorities to express his opinion. It should come through the Colonial office

in the proper way, and not through Mr. Fleming direct. It is no answer to my
contention to say that an Imperial officer has given such a report to Mr. Fleming.

My contention was that the report of the Imperial officer should be given to the

Imperial Government, and should be got in the proper channel, through the Colonial
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ottice, l)y either Mr. Fletning or the High Commissioner, Sir Charles Tiipper. T con

tend that I am in no way answered by quotinj^ a statement from General Herbert, who
may be a verj' competent individual, and I have no doubt has taken what he believes

to be a correct view of the situation, but, it is no answer to my contention that if we are

to get opinions upon this very important subject, on which we are going to ask the

Imperial (rovernment to give us assistance, that the reports of such Im[)erial officer

should be obtained by the Imperial (Jovernment, and that they should have a choice of

the officer, and that they should secure the best official for the purpose f)f making it.

Mr. Fi-EMiNci.—I have been aware fot several years that there is in the hands of

the Imperial Government the strongest reports in favour of an alternative line. J

have seen such reports myself. I have seen them since this conference met, but they

are confidential and cannot be produced.

Hon. Mr. Plavford.—It is a very singular thing that the only report they have

allowed to go out is the report of the Hydrographer, and he is opposed to it.

Hon. Mr. Fraskr.—Hurely the rept)rt of the Hydrographer cannot be put against

the report of Genei-al Wolseley. As I understand the position of the Hydrographer,

it is from a mere commercial pt)int of view altogether.

Mr. Fleming.—There are reports which have not been produced.

Hon. Ml'. TnvNNE.—If you read the Hydrographer's report, you will see it does not

deal with the strategic question at all ; it only deals with the requirements of the cable

for commercial purposes.

Hon . Mr. Plavford.—Oh no. I have not got my papers with me to-day, because

I did not anticipate anything more would be said about the cable.

Hon. Mr. Fosteh.—Then, Mr. President, we should ar ve it some definite under-

standing. If you entrust the Canadian Government with tiie duty of carrying out the

wishes of the conference, according to these resolutions, what pc/sition is the Canadian

(Government to take when it comes to asking for a survey ? Are we to ask the British

Government to conduct the survey, and where ? Are we to take Mr. Fleming's sugges-

tion ? We would like some definite instructions from the conference in regard to this

matter. Are we to take Mi'. Fleming's suggestioti, and ask for a sux'vey from Vancouver

to Fanning Island, with side soundings to Honolulu 1 If it is not that, what are we

going to ask ? If we make a recpiest for a survey, we must indicate some particular

portion of the Pacific Ocean we want surveyed.

Sir Charles Mills.—Would it not be wise to find out which is the cheapest and

best route, and allow the government to have the survey made wherever they think fit ?

Mr. Lee Smith.—You want the plan of procedure defined as far as possible ?

Hon. Mr. Foster,—I thought it was important we should state somewhere near

the portion of the ocean we wanted to have them survey.

Hon. Mr. Thvxne.—I do not think we can do more than has been done. I think

the general line has been laid down by the discussion which has taken place. We want

the shortest and quickest route. We want it through British territory, or under British

control. That is a definition of itself, and defines the course of the line.

Hon. Mr. Playford.—The shortest route leaves New Zealand out.

Th

Mr. Lee Smith. -We could get a line across.
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Hon. Mr. Thynve.—The Admiralty will be able to select the most effective and

best course to take. We have laid down, in a general way, that it is to be the shortest

and quickest route. We want also, that the line should go through British territory,

and Ije under British control. Those two definitions, practicauy, are sufficient for the

Imperial and the Canadian Government, as guides for the direction in which the survey

should be made.

Mr. Lek Smith.—Mr. Playford has suggested the position of New Zealand. So far

as New Zealand is corcerned, we have got two cables across to Australia. To make
this matter complete we would want to get possession of these two, or get an indepen-

dent line, or, as a third alternative, go direct to New Zealand. If we are expected to

contribute to this, we shcjuld have an independent line. With regard to !Mr. Foster's

suggestion that there should be some statement as to how we shall carry out Mr.

Thynne's motion, let me say this : Even suppose we did not want a company to put it

down and run it for themselves, why not ad\eitise for somebody to lay the cable as a

national concern, and to keep it in order for so many years. I think you would get

plenty of offers within six months.

Hon. Air. SuTTOR.—I think the point raised by the Hon. Mr. Foster is wortiiy of

consideration by every member of the conference. If we ask the home authorities to

survey a route, say from Vancouver to Fanning Island, and they report that the depth

of water, and the condition of the bottom make it easy to run a line from Vancouver

to Fanning Island, we should not stop there ; we should consider further the objections

raised by some of the scientific people that it is impossible to work a line profitably, of

such a length. If we are to restrict our ideas to the survey of a line irrespective of the

scientific objections raised, we may then find ourselves in the position that it is quite pos-

sible and easy to lay a line from Vancouver to Fanning Island, but the question of the

practicability of working a line of that length may not have been considered. It seems to

me we must go further than ask the imperial authorities to make a survey ; we must

ask them to ascertain from the highest possible authority whether we can profitably work

a cable of that great length. If there is any doubt about that, we must then ask them

to have surveyed an alternative line ; but, we cannot ignore the question of the prac-

ticability of working a line of that length. We may find rmrselves in the position that

it is quite possible to lay a line, but it may not be practicable to work it. Tliat will

have to be considered in making the proposal we shall have to make to the imperial

authorities.

Hon. Mr, Foster.—The two, certainly, must go together.

Hon. Mr. Suttor.—Yes. We must ask the imperial authorities for something

more ftan the mere survey of the line. I am very glad to support the proposition

made by Mr. Thynne, and, although it is not very definitely stated, I conclude his pro-

posal embraces the suggestion that all communications with the imperial authorities

should be made by the Canadian Government. I should like to suggest in connection

with this, and I hope I shall not be considered out of place in doing so, that if the

Canadian Government are going to make these representations through their High

Commissioner in London, Sir Charles Tupper, they will perm t to be associated with him

the different Agents-General of the colonies interested. We feel that our representa-

tives in London should know exactly what is going on, so that they may report to their

different governments the steps that are being taken from time to time.

1
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The Prp;sii)ENT.—You mean in connection with making the inquiries?

Hon. Mr. Sittoh.—I am .sure the .suggestion 1 am making will be accepted in the same

spirit in which it is made, that all the colonies interested in this conference may he repre-

sented in any communication between the Dominion of Canadaand i he imperial authoritie.s.

Hon. Mr. Foster. —Any conununications the (lovernment of Canada would make

to (Jreat Britain would not l)e made through 8ir Charles Tupper ; they would be made

direct to the Colonial OHice, and, very often, in regard to these things, we send the

same information to 8ir Charles Tupper, as our High Commissioner. We ask him to

follow up the matter. Certainly, all the colonies interested should have their Agents-

General working in unison. There is no doubt about that. We will see to that.

Hon. Mr. 8uttor.—If the conununication is made direct, the colonies will be

informed of the steps taken as soon as possible.

Mr. Lkk Smith.—What is it understood you are going to do, Mr. Foster?

Hon. Mr. Foster.—^Give effect to these resolutions. I take it, that under that

instruction, if it were considered advisable, in tlie first place, take one contingency, if

we get a survey, that it is open to the Government, if it thinks best, to try to get at the

cost of a cable by some such means as my friend Mr. Smith suggests.

Mr. Lee Smith.—That is the very thing I want. I think you will find that is the

only practicable method.

Hon. Mr. Foster.—I mean, that under that resolution, if it asks for a survey, and

the British Government come to the conclusion that they ai'e not able to make that sur-

vey, and in fact do not make it, it is quite open for the Government of Canada to try to

ascertain the cost of the cable, or what it could be constructed for, by some such means

as my friend Mr. Smith suggested, by asking parties to tender. Or, it is perfectly com-

petent for them to communicate with the Australian Government, and say, shall we

carry on this survey alone.

Hon. Mr. Tiiyn.ve.—Or, you may go further. Supposing you have the survey

made, you may call for tenders as to the cost of laying the cable.

Hon. Mr. Foster. —Oh, yes, certainly, we would be obliged to do that.

The motion was then put to the meeting and unanimously carried.

THE BANKRUPTCY LAW.

Sir Henry Wrixon.—I wish to call attention to a subject, which you cannot now

fully di.scuss, l)ut it arises in this way, and has reference to the law of bankruptcy in

one or ther of the countries, Great Britain, Canada, and the colonies. This question

was 1 ustively dealt with by the Colonial Conference in 1887. In that conference,

as member.s, there were eminent legal gentlemen. They obtained the aid of a counsel

in London, of high authority, and they drafted several bills dealing with this subject :

they also got opinions as to different questions that arose. The different suggestions

there made have never been able to be given effect to, but, as we are sorry to say, there

have recently been bankruptcies of companies carrying on business both in Australasia

and Great Britain, which has rendered it exceedingly desirable that the law on th; i sub-

ject should be perfected, and all difficulties and ambiguities cleared away. Therefore,

without pledging this conference to any view on the subject, which would not be

reasonable, I simply wish to place on record our desire that the matter should be dealt

with, calling attention to the exhaustive manner in which it was considered by the pre-

vious conference in 1887. I feel that it is desirable that this conference should
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preserve some continuity, and that when matters were taken up and dealt with, they

should not be allowed to lapse, and that, if necessary, another confei-ence may call at-

tention to what has been sujj[gested. With that short explanation I beg to move,

seco;.ded \>y Hon. Mr. Fitzgerald :

That this conference desires to call the continued attention of tlieir respective governments to

tlie proceedings of tlie (yolonial Conference of 1HH7 in rci^iird to tlic lianitruptcy and winding-up of

companies, witii a view to completing tiie necessary legislaticju npon liic (picsiions tiicrein raiscil.

Motion carried unanimously,

FORWARDING THP: RESOLUTIONS OF CONFERENCE.

Sir Hrvky Wuixox.—I beg to move, seconded by the Hon. Mr. Fitzgerald :

Tiiat the cliairman ho re(|iU!sted to forward the resolutions and proceedings of tiiis conference

to the iiiglit Honoiu'al)h! the Secretary of State for tiie colonics and for the i'reniiers of tilt! colonies

repres&'ited ; and to take such steps as may he necessary for calling continued attention thereto.

That applies to all the business, so that the chairman be empowered to be our ad-

ministrative hand to complete the work we have done.

Hon. Mr. Foster,—It is the same thing, in a general way, that you have done

with reference to the cable, in order to make sure that things will go on.

Hon. Mr. Pl-WFORD.—I will support the motion. I think the members of the

conference would very much like to be in a position to send a copy of the proceedings

to their respective governments at the earliest possible date. If we wait until you are

in a position to send bound copies, considerable time will elapse. Before I leave here I

should very much like to have a rough copy, as long as it is a corrected copy. I desire

to send a copy, as quickly as possible, to our government. T feel quite sure the other

delegates would like to do the same with regard to their respective governments. We
may have to wait a month or two before we can get the bound copies to send out.

The President.—I do not think it possible to have the copies before the Hon. Mr.

Playford leaves, in a state in which they should go out. They will have to be carefully

revised, line by line. I will not wait for the bound copies, unless the bound copies can

be got within a day or two. I can send them so that they will reach you in London.

Hon. Mr. Foster.—For weeks before we came together a great deal appeared in

the papers of Great Britain, Australia and Canada with respect to this conference, as to

what it was going to do, what the result would be, and public expectation with reference

to the matter was somewhat excited. Great desire has been evinced in different parts to

know what this conference would do when it once assembled. As an evidence of that,

the Times, a London newspaper, took the trouble of sending a special correspondent to

Ottawa. The Times has been very friendly to this conference, giving it extended

notices, and prophesying good things of it. When the public mind is on the qui vive,

and the conference is just in session, or just about closing, is the time when the public

mind will take in, better than at any other time, the results of the conference, and do

you not lose practically all th^ good effects by putting these in the shape of closed

records, keeping them for 4, 6, or 7 months 1 When it comes out then in the shape of

a parliamentary paper, is it not something which is so old that newspapers will

scarcely take cognizance of it, and the public mind will have cooled towards it ?

I think there is a good deal in that view. Special correspondents are here, the public

mind is fresh, we are now about finishing our labours, and why should we not have all

the good that is to come from this conference, and simply let the newspaper men take

hold of it, and work it up for all it is worth ? Of course, with the exception of those
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confidential portions, which we do not propose to give out. Ts there nny reasonHl)lt"

objection to tliat J If there is not, [ am very strongly of the opinion that we are going to

lose, if we do not iKlopt that course. I am told that Australia is very anxious to know.

They have sent there men here, and they are anxious to know what they have done, and

they want to know in extenso. In fact, I violate no ooritidence when I say they have a

correspondent here now authorized to send them column after column of the record of

this conference, and, he knows nothing, and can know nothing, so long as the vit.,v we

have been acting under, so far, prevails. I think there was good reason, while this

conference was doing its work, that the public sho'dd not take it piecemeal, and

interpose its criticisms, and so on. We have, however, practically finished, that

objection does not exist.

Mr. Lke Smith.—Before the conference closes, I would like to suggest that the

same course be followed by the chairman with regard to the mail service, as we

have authorized him to follow with regard to the Pacific cable, that is to say, if he fails

to do anything better with Mr. Huddart's company, that he be at liberty to invite

tenders, or take .some steps to ascertain the best terms which can be obtained. A good

deal has been said about what Mr. Huddart wants. The chairman might, from inquiry,

find out that other companies would take considerably less. I do not think it would be

conferring too much power, if we authorized him to take similar steps, with regard to

the mail service, that we have suggested he should take with regard to the Pacific cable.

Hon. Mr. Foster.—One other point, in regard to the proceedings. If we do not

give out what takes place here, we can rest assured of one fact, that for several days

hereafter accounts will be put forth in the newspapers, American, Lnglish and others,

of what has gone on here, by people who really do not know. Consequently, a garbled

view of the thing will really get before the public.

Hon. Mr. Phaser.—It is imperatively necessary, in my opinion, that this recommen-

dation should be carried out, and that the press should have the information.

The President.—I am very glad the conference has come to this decision, because

I felt that I had placed myself in a rather false position the other day, when I gave

certain information to the press. I understood it was my duty after full discussion, and

after a final conclusion had been arrived at, to give such information to the press as I

thought would be of interest to the public. One of my colleagues thought I had exceeded

the power with which I had been invested, hence, I took very good care not to give

further information of any kind. Last night, howevei', 1 thought that resolution in

reference to trade was of such great importance, more particularly in England, that

after receiving a note from the Hon. Mr. Foster, with which I fully concurred, I gave it

in full to the Times correspondent. I gave it, more particularly, for the reason that he

was sent here specially by the London Times to be informed of what was gt)ing on.

After what you have said, as soon as I can look at these proofs, I shall place them

in Mr. Parkin's, hands from which he will make such a synopsis as he pleases for the

English and Australian press.

Hon. Mr. Foster,—Mr. Parkin is a man to whom you can give the proof as it

stands.

S.' Henry Wrixon.—Is it understood that you will give that information, and.

that we will not individually give it ?

The President.—I will see that it is done.

* Sir Henry Wrixon.—If any one asks us, we will refer him to the chairman.
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thp: details of colonial uecipuocity.

Tlie coufert'uce fe-asseinWleil iit 2:30 p.m.

Mr. PuKsiDKNT.—Genth'inpii, I iiiii not aware that tlierc is anything particular now
before the cont'creiice. I think tlic intt-ntion was that wo shoukl have a talk over trade

matters more in the way of a conversatiou than any other. We were to liave an informal

talk.

Hon. ^[r. SurroH.— T have to thank you Mr. Howell, in your capacity as ^Minister

of Trade and CJoinmei'ce, foi' the permission you have given the members of thi.s confer-

ence to address you in an informal manner on the (juestion /)f trade which we \ut\ye to

establish in tiie future between Canada and Australasia. Although there are difTcrences

in the taritl's existing in the Australian Colonies and in Canada, there are many articles

in which we might reciprocate in trade. You have a tariff here that imposes a duty

upon many of our products, still notwithstanding those duties, if you do not see your way
clear to remove them wholly or in part, thei'e are some things that are admitted free, and

even with the articles upon which there aie duties, T think a considerable trade might

be established between the two. Our great staple industry in Australia is wool, and

whatever may happen to the colonies in the future and whatever legislation may take

place with a view to encouraging people to settle upon the land and occupy smaller

holdings, I feel persuaded that even then we shall have more sheep within our territory

than we now ha\e held by our lai'ge landholilers. I am glad to find as regards the wool

that is chiefly produced in Australia, that is marino wool, you have no duty here in Can-

ada, and therefore it is a mere (juestion of endeavouring to bring about a closer relation-

ship between these two dependencies of Great Britain, to establish what will ultimately

be a large trade in that commodity. We all km)w how you have succeeded in Canada in

building up in your territory large manufactories, and it must l)e patent to any one who
reads the statistics of the Dominion that you are not at all likely at any time to find the

necessary raw material that you require. As a matter of fact your sheep instead of in-

creasing have been slightly decresising, and you have only about *_*, 500,000 sheep in

Canada. In the Australasian Colonies we have now about 125,000,000 of sheep, and

you can easily see tliat we have an enormous amount of wool at our disposal for export.

It is not necessary for me to point out to you that the greater portion of our wool now
goes to the foreign countries in the world. W'e export largely to Germany, France,

Belgium, and other foreign countries, as well as having an enormous trade between our-

selves and England. I must not forget to mention the great trade I hope will spring up

between the Australian Colonies and the United States of America now they have taken

the duties off wool, a raw article that they require in large quantities. It does seem to me
Somewhat peculiar that notwithstanding the large (juantity of wool you l)uy, you have

bought chiefly through other countries and not directly from the colonies. You either

buy in England or in the United States. If we are going to establish a direct trade

Ijetween Canada and the colonies there is no reason why you should not enter into direct

communication with the sellers, and in that way you will find if you send your buyers to

the markets of Sydney and Melbourne that they will have a much better choice in the

fresli raw materials, than they can get in the more restricted markets in the United

States and England, and they will buy the wool first hand from the producer. To give

you an idea of the extent to which our markets are growing, I may tell you that all the

great manufacturers of Europe send representatives to the Australasian Colonies, and
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tiitiy buy wool in such large <|UHntities that T know instances where a single buyer has

chartered an enormous steamer and tilhul her with bales of his own J)ur(•has(^ T have no

hesitation in saying that Ix'fore very long the great wool market of Australasia will be

in Sydney and Melbourne instead of London. It is not nect^ssary for me to (|U(»te figures

to show that the great amount of wool sold at these centres is enormously inci-easing

annually ; and we believe in a short time itwi'l be to the benefit of anyone who desires

to buy wool in great (juantititss to send down to Australia and buy there direct from the

breeders. T am glad to say that the Dcpartinent of Agii<'ulture in the colony from which

I conu! have n^cently sent U|)a number of samj)les of wool to Canada for your inspection,

and I have no doubt you will j»lac(! them in such a j)osition that the people of this coun-

try generally will be able to see the<juality of wool we produce, and ascertain whether it

is suitable for the purposes for which they desire that product. I have no doubt a large

trade can be built up in this direction, because the commodity here is absolutely free.

There is another direction in which i think you might utilize the animal that giv(>s us the

wool, and notwithstanding tlu; duties that you now have on mutton a large trade ought

to be established at any rat(^ to Mritish Columbia and con.siderably further east in fio/.en

mutton. You will uiulerstand this when I tell you that the amount the producers of

mutton receive in the Sydney market is now about '2 cents a pound, and I am informed

that in British Colund)ia and in Winnipeg mutton is selling ictail at 14 to L") cents per

pound. I think you will sc(; theio must be a margin there, if we can bring into clo.sei'

comniunication the consumer and producer than is the case at present. Although it

does seem a large tax to be put upon mutton

Hon. Mr. Bowkll.—It is an ad valorem duty now.

Hon. Mr. Suti'or.—Two cents a pound on mutton as it was a short time ago, is 100

per cenv upon the cost price that the producer gets for it.

Hon. Mr. Foster.—Glutton is ."55 per cent ad valorem.

Hon. Mr. Suttok,—The original proposal was, I think, to reduce the duty from li

to 2 cents, and that means 100 per cent upon the first cost of the mutton as purchased

from the producer. If it is .'?.") per cent ad valorem, we are still in a better position than

we were under the 2-cent proposal. If we can only assist the mail steamers now ruiuiing

between Australasia and Vancouver, by giving them encouragement, that will justify

frozen chambers being provided, and I believe a considerableamount of trade will be done

between the Australasian Colonies and Vancouver and further east than Vancouver. \
great deal of the mutton they are now consuming in British Columbia comes from Oregon,

but we are sure of this, that it is inferioi" to mutton received from the Australasian

Colonies. In British Columbia again we ought to find a market for our tinned meats.

There they consume about l.~)0 tons per annum. Some of this comes from Eastern

Canada and the United States of America. The naval station of the North Pacific,

which is at Esquimault Bay, is a large consumer of tinned meats, and we may hope to

induce the authorities to purchase some of our meat if it is as good and as cheap as that

purchased elsewhere. There is also a large sealing fieet that is fitted out at Victoria, and

there are a large number of lumbermen and miners who consume this meat in consider-

able quantities. Other commodities we may supply you with, are rawhides and skins of

various kinds. Hides raw, whether dry, salted or pickled, are admitted into Canada

free, and as we know perfectly well that you have a large trade with the United Plate

in skins, it shows that you have to go outside of your own borders to supply your own
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ii)ai'k(^t. I uiiderstatul at presoiit tho grciitcr [)iirt of tlie skins used in Cniiailii are

received tlir<»uj;li tlw! UniUul States.

Hon. Mr, Fostku. -A good many of tht^so come up from the Arg«!ntin(! U"|)ul)Iic

antl South America and they an; treated as United .States exports.

Hon. Mr. Si'iToH.- -Ah they are free now, T think from the great (juantity wo
have at our disposul we may ask you to favourul)ly consider our claims to tnifh' with

you in tliis commodity, and your people have only tostdithe hides w»! pnxhice to lie con-

vinced that they are as go(Kl at least as any of the hides they can get elsewhere. Wo
have a considerable amount of trade with the United States in the skin of the kan-

garoo. It may not be altogether a waste of time t(» tell you that the kangaroo was con-

sidered such a pest a few years ago that w(! were paying so much a head for its destruc-

tion. Now they have liecome so scarce by the rising of the prices and the trade with

the ITnited States, that Itefore Icuig the.se animals may be as extinct as your bufl'alo. W't!

have only got to prove to you the wonderful <lurability of oui- timbers to induce vou

to use them for some of the puiposes you are now using the soft woods of Canada.

If you could only see the wonderful (hirability of some of the.se excessively hard

woods in Australia you would be in a short time convinced that although you might

pay more in the first instance for your railway ties, it windd in the end pay you to

import these timbers of ours, which are almost indestructible and which will last prac-

tically for all time. Another purpf).se for which our tiip')er8 can be u.sed advantageously

here is for wooden blocks in the streets. We have te.s.v ,i and tried a great nund)er of

the difFei-ent varieties of timber, and we find that these hard woods of Australia

far exceed all other woods in durability for that purpose. The Mining Department

of Xew South W^ales lnus sent to the Canadian Pacific Kailway people sutiicient of

these blocks to pave lUO feet by ')0 feet, and when they put up their railway station

in Vancouver, they have pi'onused to lay these blocks as a test, and if any further test

is desirabl(^, I feel convinced the department will send you a supply if you will

promi.se to lay them in some street that, will give them a fair trial as to dura-

bility and where they cun be compared with the blocks you are iu)W using. I may
as well tell you the prices at which we can supply these })locks for paving purposes. I

am informed by the ^Fining Department that these blocks can be put on board a ship for

10s. (id. per 100 superficial feet.

Hon. Mr. Fosteh.—What is the timber?

Hon. Mr. Suttor.—It is the different gums. The red spotted and gray gum, the

blue gum, the black butt and 1)0X. Tallowwood and turpentine ties, can be delivered

free on Ijoard in Sydney for .'?s. 3d. each. Iron baik ties 9 feet l)y 10 inches by

5 inches would cost about 3s. 6d. to 3s. 9d. each.

Hon. j\[r. Foster.—Can you tell us the durability of the.se ties 1

Hon. ^Ir. SuTTOR.—The iron bark would last fifty years. In buildings in Sydney

they have taken out pieces of this wood which had been put in sixty or seventy years

ago, and they were as sound as the day they were first placed in position.

Hon. ^Ir. Fitzgerald.—This wood is also proof against the attacks of marine

insects.

Hon. Mr. Suttor.—Ties have been laid on railways for twenty years, and they are

as sound to-day as the day they were laid. Now, in other matters, I think, Mr. Bowell,

we may establish a trade on account of the reversal of our seasons. Our winter is your
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summer, and our summer is your winter. We think that in the matter of fruit some

trade may be opened ; that such fruits as oranges, lemons, and possibly apples, may be

sent to you,

[At this Juncture some specimen blocks of Australian woods for street-paving were

shown to members of the conference, and one block of iron bark that had been down on

a street for thirteen years was exhibited none the worse for wear].

Hon. ilr. SuTTOK.—This specimen is iron bark, and is the hardest wood of the

Eucalyptus family. Now, in the matter of fruit, I must admit that if we are going to

be successful, we must warn our people not to send inferior fruit. We must see that

our fruit is of the very best quality, and as marketable as the fi'uit sent from California

and the Pacific slope or the AVest Indies. That is a matter of instruction to our California

producers. I saw some fruit for sale in Vancouver which could not have been sold in any

market in the Australian Colonies, and I was informed this fruit came from Tasmania. It

simply shows that if we are going to open up a trade we cannot do so by senfliiig our worst

instead of the very best articles. I am informed by the officials of the Departm'jnt of Mines

that Xew South Wales can supply lemons, oranges, and mandarins in con^iilerable (juan-

tities from the middle of May to the end of July, and if the prices realized in Canada prove

satisfactory the tjuantity supplied could be increased to the extent of meeting Canada's

whole requirements. The lemons would be of the main crop, a first-class fruit that would

carry, and such as would keep if well packed. Oranges could be supplied not only fr..m
the middle of May to the end of July, but to the end of August or September if re-

quired. New South Wales oranges get sweet in July or the end of June. The datos,

during which mandarins could be supplied, are from 1st June to the end of July. The

prices are as follows for the fruit in orchard : Oranges, 2 to 4 shillings per gin case
;

lemons, 2 to 5 shillings per gin case ; mandarins (thorny), 3 to 10 shillings per gin case ;

mandarins (Emperor), 2 to 6 si illings per gin case. If properly packed for export^

using the Californian standard case for oranges, the sum of 2 shillings per case should

be added for picking, grading, wrai)ping, packing cases, and laths. Now, I think, we

ma}' say that butter tomes under the head of an article of general consumption. It is

not now considr ed as a luxury, and we may ask you whether we might not establish

.1 trade in butter for your winter months. At any rate we might supply the people

of British Columbia with butter of a good quality, and from reports that have been

furnished to me, I find that your people in British Columbia say that the butter which

they receive from Australia is far superior to that they receive from other quarters, and

I understand that Australian butter of a good quality can be sold in British Columbia

readily, at retail, from 30 to 35 cents per pound, and this is a price that will give a

satisfactory profit to the Australian shippers. Then, again, there is another article

that we are producing in large quantities, and later on will produce more extensively.

You admit raw sugar up to a certain standard free, and as you have a considerable

number of refijieries, this article of sugar might be readily sent up here on our mail

steamers.

Hon. Mr. Foster.—What does our standard run to ?

Hon. Mr. Suttor.—I understand up to 14 Dutch standard is admitted into Can-

ada free.

The PiiKSiDKXT.—It has been raised to 16 Dutch standard under the new tariff.

Hon. Mr. Tiiynne.—Thrt would meet our sugar better.

Hon. Mr. Foster.—Do you refine very largely ?
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Hon. Mr. Suttou.—Yes. we refine very largely indeed. The Colonial Sugar Refin-

ing Company buy their sugar all'^ver the Australian colonies and from Fiji.

The President.—There is no reason why you should not send your tin here.

We have none in this country.

Hon. Mr. SuTTOR.—I am glad you mentioned it.

Hon. Mr. Foster.—It comes in free

Hon. Mr. Suttor.—We have copper as well as tin.

The President.—We are consumers of a large quantity of tin in our canneries

and fisheries.

Hon. Mr. Suttor.—I should like to mention two or th "^^ manufactured articles

which you produce largely and in which we might trade with you. First, there is paper.

There is no duty at all in the colon}' I come from on paper, and you produce this article

in large quantities which we can consume to a great extent. There is very little paper

manufactured in the colony I represent, and there is no duty whatever upon printing

paper. We have only to go through your mills to see the extensive dimensions that this

manufacture has reached here, and there should be established a trade between Canada

and the colonies without any trouble in that article alone. We are depending almost

entirely upon the outside manufacturer for the paper we consume. We are willing to

trade with you if you can show that you produce an article equal to what we get from

other places at the same price. You also manufacture large (juantities of cotton goods.

Cotton material in New South Wales is admitted free. We do not produce cotton

and thei'efore we do not encourage the manufacture by putting a duty upon cotton

material not made up. We want to bring cotton in as cheaply as possible and there is

no reason why we should not establish a trade in New South Wales in cotton fabrics,

the only duty we have being upon made up articles. Then, I conclmle that if you send

your salmon down to the colonies it would come in under the designation of fresh fish if

it was simply fi'ozen. There is no duty upon fresh fish in New South ^^'ales, and if you

can make arrangements to encourage a trade in salmon there is no reason why we should

not consume atmually large quantities of the salmon you procure in British Columbia.

We have now in Sydney, chambers where this salmon can be kept for months at a time,

and as other companies are building warehouses for the storage of frozen products

you will be able to send considerable quantities of these fish to the colonies without risk.

Hon. Mr. Foster.—How is your canned salmon, does that bear a duty ?

Hon. Mr. Suttor.—It does bear a duty, but the duty is not very much. I am
glad to have had this opportunity of offering these few remarks in the hope that before

very long our deliberations will culminate in a large trade being established between

the Dominion of Canada and the Australasian Colonies.

Mr. Lee Smith.—Now, that Mr. Suttor has advertised Ids wares at considerable

length, and as I am the one who suggested this dio^ ^ >sion, I shall be entitled to follow and

bring before the conference some of the articles which I think we can possibly inter-

change with you. I shall begin, sir, by observing that your wool tariff appeivrs to me
to Ije vei'y prejudicial to the interests of my colony. ]My colony is very essentially

a cross-bred wool producing country. You all know a great deal of the manufacture

is now upon wools of the cross-bred character, not merino, but other wools

known as cross-bred wools. I feel, if this tariff is left in this way, if you take merino

wools free from other colonies and tax cross-bred wools at three cents per pound, it wilj
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be antagonistic to the interests of my colony. I wish you to take that into consideration,

more especially as I am going to bring to the attention of Mr. Foster an instance of our

liberality towai'ds Canada, which I do not think is equalled in any other colony.

I believe, besides New Zealand, there is no other colony that admits agricultural

implements free.

Sir Hexry DeVilliehs.—The Cape of Good Hope does the same.

Mr. Lee Smith. -I am speaking of the Australasian Colonies, Sir Henry, and I

was pointing out that for several years we have admitted into our colony agricultural

implements, and more especially reaping machines, free. A large quantity has come

from the Massey-Harris Company, of Toronto, in fact 4,000 of one kind and another

have been shipped to New Zealand from Tonmto, and I think you should fairly

respond to such liberality on our part by putting a product like wool upon the

same footing with regai'd to our colonies as you put nierino with regard to the

other colonies. I think that is a fair claim. Coming to woollen goods, I may say that

I brought with me on behalf of several manufactories in my colony some sample pro-

ducts. New Zealand has led the way in the manufacture of woollen goods, and we
have £700,000 invested in woollen manufactures, one mill alone costing £200,000. I

have shown these samples to the people in Vancouver and elsewhere, and they say they

are equal in every respect to anything imported fi'om England or Scotland, being the

very finest class of pure wool goods both from merinos and cross-breeds. More especially

is this so in our travelling rugs and tweeds for making men's suits. I have to ask

you to see if you cannot put us in a better position with regard to woollen goods.

I do not wish to exact a preference against Great Britain, but this is a line in which

you could put us in a better position than you put Fi-ance and Germany in. I have

been told that with a very slight reduction in our prices there would be a large demand

in Canada for these woollen manufactui'es which we are now producing in such large

quantities, having the very latest and best machinery that can be produced. I come to

the questif)n of gum. Our country has a unique gum which has been largely used in

the United States. The United States have been our best customers, but they are

falling off a little. We have had an income of £500,000 a year from this product.

When you learn that we have this superior article for varnish I believe you will do a

large trade with us direct, lOr you already buy the same thing second hand through

the United States. With regard to flax, you put raw tiax on the free list. T may

say that although we take your timber free, and your agricultural iuqilements free,

you do not allov*^ the manufactured articles in flax to come in free. We have some-

thing new and most unique with regard to binder twine iti New Zealand. From

the New Zealand flax fibre we can make a most suitable article in binder twine,

and when we allow your agricultural implements to come in free, you might allow

our binder twine to enter your country on the same terms. Then I come to basils, or

tanned sheep skins. Our country l)eing a producer of long wool, the skins of the animals

are very much more useful for tanning leather than merino skins, and it is quite an

important industry in my district, the tanning of these skins and putting them into the

manufactured foi-m of basil skins. That cannot be so well done if you let the skins

dry and export them and tan them afterwards. They lose their vitality. I ask you

whether you could not allow basil skins to come in free. If you do I feel sure we should

be able to do a very large trade with you.

Hon. Mr. Foster.—What are they used for 1
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Mr. Lee Smith.—The tops of ladies' boots, covers for couches, chairs, itc. It is an

enormous trade. The sheep are large in our country, and the basil skins are worth that

much more for that reason. Then in rabbit skins, I believe we can do a large trade

with you in this direction. In the other Australasian Colonies there is a large

supply of rabbit skins, but ours are better. I will explain how this is. Ours

is a colder climate, and a winter skin is better than summer skin because the fur is

longer and it maker a better article. Then in meats we could do cjuite a trade

in frozen mutton. I have listened to Mr. Suttoi- and say, with all due deference to

him, that he cannot get over the fact that New Zealand is the place for frozen mutton.

Vancouver has got frozen mutton from New South Wales, and I will say no more than

this, that the people of Vancouver do not know yet what juicy succulent mutton is.

Hon. Mr. Bowell.—A slight study has convinced me that Australasian mutton

can be carried as far east as Chicago at a profit and pay the American duty.

y\r. Lee Smith.—Now I think I have exhausted the leading articles of products

Li.at we have for export to Canada. Let us see what we can take from you. First

there is fresh salmon. I had not had an opportunity of eating fresh salmon for a long

time, and on my arrival in Vancouver there is nothing I enjoyed so much as the taste of

real frp<?h salmon, and I have been almost living on it ever since. If you had a service

in a direct line with refrigerators and appliances on the boats for the storing of these

fresh salmon, you would find an enormous business throughout New Zealand from north

to south. Then there is another thing : I understand that you grow some good hops

and in many cases your hops are quite equal to the Kent hops. We raise only a few of

them in New Zealand and necessarily have to import some. Then a product has been

mentioned by Mr. Suttor, namely, paper. Both the newspapers, the Dnnediu Times and

Star, get their paper from New York. They have transferred their business from Edinburgh

to that city. These two newspapers have a large circulation, and the item of printing

paper alone would be an important item. I have called at Eddys mills, antl I am
satisfied from what I have seen there that there are opportunities of shipping large

(juantities of paper to New Zealand. I have indicated a few tilings I think we can do

business with you in after we shall have established a communication, and if we can

carry out that connnunication we shall have a great deal more reciprocity between

New Zealand and Canada than has yet been thought possible.

Hon. Mr. Fitz(jior.ald.—It is needless to say in the colonies, as well as in Canada,

we have strong expectations that we shall be able to widen our trade relations, and it

is also needless to observe that anything in that respect that can be done shall Ije done,

and this conference has done a great deal to promote the objects ii; view by a persona

acquaintance with each other in order that wt> may inform our respective government

the points on which communication with each other are more likely to meet with suc-

cessful results. Now, sir, speaking for Victoria and Tasmania, the articles that we

produce certainly at the present moment do not seem tc ie of a very great scope,

especially owing to the taritl's of the respective countries. Wool you admit free. I

say that the rough timber in such a form that it could be exported are admitted into

Victoria free.

Hon. jNIr. Foster.—How about sashes, i'i:c. 1

, Hon. Mr. Fitzgerald.—The difficulty will begin with regard to sashes. That is

manufactured timl)er, and owing to the National Policy of the country being to protect

the manufacturing interests, any serious modification which will affect the industries
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established under that principle in the colonies for the working of your rough timber

into sashes, etc., would be very difficult. Canada adopts the same principle and must

sympathize with Victoria, and understands the difficulty which will be found in butli

countries in granting a request which would interfere with the labour of either colony.

Now, I want to say in the production of wine that Victoria, with the exception of New
South Wales, produces per acre a larger average than any country in the world. No, I

am not correct in saying that. The production for Australia has an average set down
at 190 gallons per acre. The production of South Australia is 160 gallons, while it is

237 gallons per acre in New South Wales, and 247 gallons per acre in Queensland. In

France the average production per acre of wine is 133 gallons. Algeria gives the high

average of 300 gallons per acre, and the Cape 220 gallons per acre. I allude to the

return per acres, because an allusion was made in this conference to the effect that

Canada was about to enter into a treaty with France for the import of wine, and it

appears to me that Australia ought to be able in this market with her wines to beat

France or any other country.

Hon. Mr. Foster.—Do you export sparkling wines ? Do you make sparkling

wines 1

Hon. Mr. Fitzgerald.—It is a new industry. It has not reached any dimensions

yet. With regard to the Canadian duty I do not think there would be any diffi-

culty in coming to an arrangement with any of the Australasian Colonies with reference

to that. It would give <a great share of the trade with Canada instead of the United

States as before.

Hon. Mr. Foster.—Do you do anything in condensed nulk 1

Hon. Mr. Fitzgerald.—Our milk production is so large it would be hopeless to

expect to promise anything in that. The export of our butter has reached large pro-

portions in the colony of Victoria. Last year the value of the exports amounted to

nearly £1,000,000 sterling in butter, and the trade is growing larger, our butter bring-

ing a vei'y high price in the London market. With regard to fruits, Tasmania exported

in 1891 £175,000 worth. ' Now, that would be much larger if the class of fruit were

different. Stone fruits Jire chietly grown in that country and the value of stone fruits

in quantity is smaller than the other fruits, such as oranges, Szc. I do not know whether

the market here would be a large one for that fruit industry, at all events if by

care and attention to the class of fruit exported a market would be established

here which would be of advantage to that colony. The whole question of this

interchange of commodities appears to me to rest upon the carriage. If the

cost of carriage is re i'ced there is no doul)t in the world Australia will be a large

shipper of commod'ties that will suit the Canadians the best. In addition to this inter-

change of commodities, this important question should be considered. The cost of the

carriage of fruit from Australia by the Canadian Pacific Railway to the more thickly-

populated centres here in the east, such as Toronto, Montreal and other cities, would be

<a prohibition of its export. Shipments by the Eastern route are exceedingly rare. If

arrangements could be made with regard to fruit, and the regularity of communication

more facilitated, our trade relations could be much extended. I sincerely hope that this

conference will tend to bring about this desirable result.

Hon. Mr. Fraser.—No doubt in time a considerable trade will spring up. If this

steam traffic continues we will have a larger trade than at present between Australasia

and Canada. We do take at present largely of timber, rough undressed timber.
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The President.—What do we understand by timber 1

Hon. Mr. Fraser.—Timber in the bulk.

Hon. Mr. Foster.—What does that mean 1

Hon. Mr. Fraser.—Huge sections of timber undressed, uncut, in the log. Thoy

are really beams. There are heavy duties upon anything that is dressed in Victoria. I

mean in the bulk, just as it comes from the saw, squared timber. The duty is pretty

heavy upon that, and there is a great outcry just now with the building trade in Victoria

on account of the heavy duty imposed ; but in any case we must get our timber from

Canada or from the United States. We would all be delighted to divert our trade

entirely from Canada to Australia instead of from the United States to Australia bv a

simple tariff arrangement. That can be easily done.

The President.—Can you tell me why in your tariff you declare that Oregon

timber and lumber is rated at a certain duty and that British Columbia pine shall not be

rated as Oregon timber 1 It is in reality the same.

Hon. Mr. Fraser.—My attention was drawn to that in Vancouver. I think it is

perfectly absurd. The Douglas pine is Oregon timber.

The President.—I find in a ncte in your tariff the following :
—" British Columbia

is not to be described or entered as Or«gr»n pine." Why is this 1

Hon. Mr. Suttor.—Is British Columbia pine put at a disadvantage v ith Oregon

pine ?

Hon. Mr. Fraser.—Yes, it is. I do not know the reason. I learned it for the fiist

time when I was in the Vancouver Mills. So far as timber is concerned we must get

the timber from Canada or the United States. At present we are not consuming much,

because we are under a depression, but that depression will pass away and we will be all

right again in a short time with regard to that. An arrangement miglit be arrived at

with regard to the timber and some other duties. There is no reason why we should

not take fish from Canada instead of the United States, as a lot of it is now got from tlie

United States. There is no reason why we ' should not get it altogether from British

Columbia if the transit charges are reasonable. I see great difficulty with trading on the

eastern side of Canada on account of the overland transit charges.

Hon. Mr. Foster.—British Columbia has the fish.

Hon. Mr. Fraser.—Yes, in abundance. So lias she got timber in abundance.

There is no connection just now bet- n Montreal and Australia bj' water. I found

that out in my negotiations with Mr. Eddy. I came here with the full intention of

doing business with the Eddy Company Mills. I am not going to divulge busines secrets,

but I have asked for the lowest rate to Victoria, on printing paper. We are large con-

sumers of printing paper. The evening paper with which I am connected myself has a

daily issue of 25,000, with an issue of 45,000 on Saturday, and the issues of the daily

papers are very, very large.

Hon. Mr. Fitzgerald.—One paper uses nine tons of paper in its issue per day.

Hon. Mr. Eraser.—There are one or two papers in Melbourne with an enormous

circulation. The Age has a circulation of 100,000 copies per day. It is only a matter

of charges. I see great advantages to both parties if we can trade largely in paper.

Here you get your wood from which the paper is made sawn by water power, and the

whole thing is manufactured at a low rate indeed. A half-penny per £l on the lumber,

fish and paper would run into large figures, and I think a large amount of money could
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be iriade in this Australian trade. I have a statement from our Commissioner oi

Customs as to the duty upon petroleum oils. We have no such an item in our lists. A
friend of mine in Toronto, who manufactures petroleum oil, said he thought a consideiable

business could be done under some trade arrangement. Then again you manufacture

largely of matches. I have seen some of the matches manufactured here and they can

be manufactured cheaply, and I do not see why you could not do business with us in that

line. In harvesting implements you can also get a good trade. I have used the Massey

Reaper and Binder myself and it is a very excellent machine. The company have an

agency in Melbourne, and the farmers are now crying out against the high protective

duty and Parliament is inclined to deal liberally with the farmers, so thfei e is a probability

of a lower duty upon reapers and binders. By and by I hope we will manufacture

pure grade brandy. There is no country on the earth that can make a purer or more

honest straight brandy. We can manufacture very largely of brandy. We have

commenced the manufacture of brandy at Melbourne on a large scale, but I am sorry to

say that the Act authorizing the incorporation of the concern is not so strict as to

confine them to the manufacture of brandy fi'om the pure juice of the grape. We can

change the Act to compel the brandy to be from the pure juice of the grape. We can

send you cheap tinned meats, and as far as tinned meat is concerned, some objection

can be made to our competition with Eastern Canada, but it is not possible for them in

the east to convey these tinned meats over thousands of miles of railway. Tinned meats

are now consumed largely in Vancouver and Victoria. As far as their seal fisheries are

concerned, I think we ought to be able to supply all of that trade. There are a great

many boats now fitted out with the meats from Chicago. AVe can beat Chicago hollow

in that respect. We can beat them with regard to prices and we can beat them in that

trade. Well, now, in frozen mutton we can send it to Canada as far as the Pacific slope

is concerned. We can send our meats for three or four or five hundred miles along the

railway and do business in frozen mutton. In Vancouvei' the best mutton we saw was

frozen mutton from Sydney.

The President.—I dined on some Australian mutton in Vancouver, and was

informed that 25 cents a pound was paid for it.

Hon. Mr. Phaser.—That is a severe reflection upon the Canadians. You can buy

first-class mutton for 2 cents a pound at Victoria. Our mutton is retailed in Melbourne

shops at 2 cents a pound if a woman chooses to go and take it from the shops. If she

expects to have it handed in at the door by a trade butcher in his white apron, of course

she has got to pay for that. She has got to pay for the style.

Sir Henry de Villiers.—How much ?

Hon. Mr. Fraser.— .'3|<i. or 4d., perhaps. If it is a wealthy locality the price goes

up, and if it is a poorer locality the price is considerably lower. You find that every-

where all over the world. The swells have to pay the full prices and the working classes

of course pay very much less. The price is much cheaper in Queensland than in our

colonies. In New South Wales we have had to boil down millions of sheep, so you can

understand at once how anxious we are to get rid of this meat. Supposing we send you

the legs, we boil down the fore quartei's into tallow, and the leg is solid. It is beauti-

ful, juicy, fresh meat, which can be shipped in loads of fifty tons and turned into lot of

money.

Hon. Mr. Foster.—Take the large freezing establishments ; what is the calculated

cost of freezing ?
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Hon. Mr. Fraskr.—Three-tenths of a ])enny is the cost of freezing, and there is a

profit in that.

Hon. Mr. Forukst.—That is tor the absolute freezing—that is not for the whole

treatment.

Hon. Mr. Foster.—T mean the whole treatment.

Hon. Mr. Forrest.—That will depend to a certain extent on where the frozen

meat is sold. The climate affects the cost. It takes about 2^ per pound from the

time 3'ou receive the cattle in the yards until the meat is sold in London.

The Prksidknt.—Does that include the cotton which covers it?

Hon. Mr. Forrest.—That includes everythin<;.

Hon. Mr. Fraskr.—I was referring to the freezing charges. The figure I gave was

about it. Of course there are other charges. It costs, to take the cattle from the yard

to London in the frozen condition, 2d.

Hon. Mr. Forrest.—^Tt costs a little less than that in Queensland ; that is exclusive

of London charges, but including freight.

Hon. Mr. Fraser.—We can handle that trade on the Pacific slope, I have no doubt

about that. Tinned meat and things of that kind would run into a good deal of money,

and I have no doubt a considerable trade will arise therein.

Hon. Mr. Forrest.—Addressing myself more particularly to the Canadian delegates,

it goes without saying that we in Queensland are anxious to extend our trade with you.

But I do not propose to waste either your time or mine by explaining to you that you

have got certain goods to export. You are well aware of that. Nor do I intend

to stand before you in the position of what your neighbours call " a drummer."

If we can send anything to you and you to us, you will discover it and you

will deal with us. I do not see the slightest good to be gained by a discussion of this

sort. We have certain things which we produce and export, and we import a good

many things which you export, and if we show when we come into close (Quarters, that the

things we produce can be laid down on favourable conditions, we presume you will take

*-,hem. I shall briefly state the raw material which makes up the great bulk of our exports.

In this connection a good many of the remarks which fell from Mr. Suttor would apply to

the whole of the Australian Colonies, and I do not intend to repeat what he has said.

Queensland's principal exports ai'e wool, tallow, hides and skins, meats, frozen and

tinned, copper, tin, silver and other minerals. T have left out gold because

that goes without saying. We export sugar and beche-de-mer, and we hope

soon to be exporters f)f butter and toba?co. I am well aware that there are some oi

these things which you produce for yourselves. The whole matter is contained in a most

excellent report of Mr. Bowell in his mission to Australia, and you can find in that

report al' '* e information far better than I can explain it to you. I have told you what

our chief exports are. It is now for you to say what you would like to send us. This

will bring us to the point and we will then be able to determine whether we can do

business.

Lord Jersey.—Very well said !

Sir Henry de Villiers.—So far as the Cape is concerned, the list will be short,

but I think the quantity would be considerable. What we have to offer is wool, which

I think is admitted duty free. We can also offer diamonds. I do not know whether

you require them in large quantities. We can oflFer you wine in any quantity you
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require, find we can supply you with fruit at a time when you cannot produce any for youi-

selves, or obtain any on the continent. T think we have advantages over Australia,

and that we can send you fruit at a cheaper rate, to the Eastern side of Canada, because

they have the long land journey by the Canadian Pacific, which would swallow up a

good deal of their profit. By the Atlantic, wo could send you fruit in any (juantities.

Agents of New York have been at the Cape recently. I met some of them, and they

told me that they believed a very large tr.tde could be carried on between tlie Cai>e and

the United States. These agents have fone so far as to tell me that they intend putting

on steamers during the season when California and Florida produce no fruit. He says

there are forty days in the year when neither California nor Florida can produce any

fruit, and he informed me that New York is a very large consumer indeed of fruit, not

only a consumer, but a distributor of fruit all over the American continent. There is

no reason why fruit should be distributed through Canada from New York. There is

no reason why there should not be a direct service between the two countries for that

purpose. On the other hand, what we receive from you, T think, chiefly, is lumber.

Mr. Rhodes, who is greatly concerned in mining industries throughout South Africa,

informed me shortly before I left, that with the mining industries of South Africa,

very large (juantities of lumber will, in the future, be re(|uired. We do not produce it in

suthcient quantities for ourselves, and he believes an arrangement might be made with

Canada by which Canadian lumber could be imported into the Cape, duty free, if corres-

ponding advantages were granted to us.

Hon. Mr. Foster.—Have you a duty on that now 1

Sir Hknhy I)E Villiers.—I think there is a duty at present. Then, as to agricul-

tural implements, there is no duty whatever. Hitherto, we have received a considerable

proportion of our agricultural implements from the United States, where they are made

very cheaply. These implements ai'e considered very useful in South Africa. Since I

have been here, I have ascertained that agricultural implements are made here quite as

cheaply and quite as well as in the United States. Paper has also been mentioned.

At present, T think we obtain our paper chiefly from England, but if paper can be

obtained so much more cheaply, and of equally good quality in Canada than in Great

Biitain, there is no reason why a trade in paper should not be established. These, I

think, are the only articles which we, on our side, would receive from Canada in large

quantities. Of course there might be minor articles, but I have thought it sufticient to

mention those articles which are of that importance to be of value for trade purposes.

The President.—You are not a manufacturing country in the way of woollens ?

Sir Hexrv de Villiers —No. Wool is at present received here duty free.

The President.—-But you do not manufacture wool.

Sir Henry de Villiers.—No, except very roughly ; no finer articles.

Hon. Mr. Thynne.—It will not be out of place if I refer to what we have imported

to Queensland, from this continent, during the last two or three years. Our imports from

Canada were nothing in 1891 In 1892 they amounted to £842, and in 1893 they

amounted to £1,340. That is the total of our imports from Canada.

Hon. Mr. Foster.—It is a large percentage of gain.

Hon. Mr. Tiiynne.—Yes, but it shows that it is quite insignificant. It might be

of interest to you in Canada to know the class of goods we have imported actually

from the United States during the last three years. I will be glad to give details, if
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you desire, but in the meantime, I will just say tliat they include tlie following :—Agricul-

tural implements, fire-arms, carriages and carriage materials, drugs and druggists'

wares, preserves and articles such as salmon and dried fish, bottled and tinned fruits,

dried fruits and raisins, furniture, hardware, and ironmongery, iron and steel wire, and

machinery. Then, here is the largest article of all, kerosene. I would like to know
whether there is any prospect of such an export from Canada of kerosene that would

lead to a trade '? We use it for lighting purposes.

The President.—Not at present. If the kerosene or coal oil is as extensive as we
have reason to V)elieve '" is in the North-west Territory, just under the Rocky Mountains,

then there is no doub/ we will be able to compete with the Americans, but at present

we cannot.

Hon. Mr. Thynve.—The value of the imports of kerosene at Queensland alone in

1891 -.18 £34,582, in 1802 it was .£19,000, and in 1893 it was £-22,35G.

Hon. Mr. Foster.—There is no trade for us in that.

Hon. Mr. Thynne.—Then there are certain kinds of paper ; and spirituous com-

pounds of various qualities.

Hon. Mr. Foster.—Is the carriage item a large one ?

Hon. Mr. Thynne.—Carriages,and carriage materials in 1892 amounted only to about

£3,500. That is the import direct to Queensland.

The President.—You imported carriage materials to the amount of about j£.")3,000.

Hon. Mr. Thynne.—Not Queensland.

The President.—I refer to Austi'alia.

Hon. Mr. Thynne.—I have a detailed statement made by our customs officer.

The President.—Do you know what the duty is upon carriage material in Queens-

land?

Hon. Mr. Thynne.—£10 I think upon every completed vehicle. Then, there is an

item of wooden-ware. Those are the principal items which we have imported. I

should be glad to place this list at the disposal of the Minister.

Hon. Mr, Foster.—I have been very much pleased with this informal discussion.

It has taken the line, chiefly, of pointing out how trade may be developed between the

colonies of Australasia and Canada in raw materials which are now free, but the ad-

vantages and capabilities of which are not fairly well-known to us, reciprocally ; and by

opening up and widening the knowledge of the capabilities and existence of these

articles, I have no doubt that an impetus will be given to the trade between the two

countries in these respects. There are a number of things which have been mentioned,

with regard to which I do not see why a good trade should not be done. I do not

think you will be able to send very much of your butter here, except along the Pacific

slope, where it will compete, to a certain extent, with butter from the eastern provinces,

and perhaps a little from the United States. You ought to be able to do a very good

trade under the present tarifiF, which we reduced very much last session, in frozen

mutton, along the Pacific slope, because, hitherto, we have been entirely unable to

supply them with the meat that they require, especially mutton, and they have import-

ed it from the United States. I see no reason why you should not cut off a good deal

of that trade which now comes from the United States.

Hon. Mr. Forrest.—What population is there?
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Hon. Mr. FosTKR.—About 100,000, which is rapidly iiicieasin^', and there is this to

be said with reference to British Columbia ; one of its largest capabilities in the futuie

is mining, and as you well know, a mining camp, of a few thousand people, is an immense

consumer, and that population would l)e continually increasing and will draw upon all

such stores. With reference to fruits, I think, under the present condition, you ought

to be able to do some trade with us, owing to the dissimilarity of seasons. In the short

space of 10 or 12 years I can see an immense difference in the habits of our peoph^ with

reference to the consumption of fruits. Probably that is noticeable everywhere, but

fruit is being consumed, I mean imported fruit, where ten years ago it was scarcely seen;

and the dissimilarity of seasons will give you at least a good chance to compete in the

western part of our country. With reference to fish, the British Columbia coast can

send you any quantity of fresh sahnon, and, certainly, you ought t' i;e* if from that coast

in the best possible condition, better than you can get from any other pai't of the world.

*And with regard to all kinds of canned fish, T do not see why that is not one of the

lines upon which we could make a reciprocal arrangement, because, as I understand it,

youi' waters do not provide you with the fish you recjuire. This would pi-ovide food for

your people, and upon which any duty makes the cost greater; consequently, two things

would 1)6 obtained, viz., you would give your people cheaper food, and you would add t(t

the trade. If we can find something, as I have no doubt wo could, upon which we could

give you reciprocal treatment, there is a line of goods upon which I think something

might be done, outside of raw material. In the matter of sugar I don't know what it

will be possible to do. Raw sugar, up to number 16, is free in our country. Youi- com-

petitors would be the East Intlies along the Pacific coast, and Honolulu, but the great

bulk of the Honolulu sugar goes into the United States under theii" present tariff!, so that

your chief competitor, in the raw sugar, I should suppose, would be the East Indies. If

you have direct steamship comnmnication, it is quite possible you might send raw sugar

in for the refineries of the British Columbia coast, to supply that portion of the country.

Hon. Mr. Thvnne.—Six thousand tons a year at Vancouver of raw sugar for the

refinery supplies the whole of the western part t>f Canada. They get that sugJir in

different places ; but I understand it is essential to them, in the present mode of con-

ducting business, that they should be able to communicate, by cable, with the countries

they get their sugar from.

Hon. Mr. Foster.—Without doubt.

Hon. Mr. Playford.—They can do that now.

Hon. Mr. Thynne.—At great expense. Then, there is the distance. If there

were a slight differential arrangement, it might be quite enough to divert the whole trade.

H(m. Mr. Foster.—Then, there is the trade in paper, and agricultural implements.

Paper, as I understand it, goes free into your colonies, and agricultural implements in

some of the colonies. There are two things in which Canada ought to be given a first-

rate position in your colonies, without adding to the cost of your implements at all, be-

cause Canada can make implements, and can make paper just as cheaply as any country

in the world. There is an opportunity for a little differential tariff, giving to

Canfida a little advantage in your markets, in return for which we could pick out

some of your articles and give you a preference in our markets. That, I think, opens up

quite a field. And, certainly, quite a field is opened up in timber as well. There is, in

your country, just simply the interest of the finisher, so to speak. Well, that is an

interest which pits itself against the consumers of the nation and which bu'lds up
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only a partial industry. It is not a complete manufacturing industry, so that with

reference to that the claim of the whole nuass of consumers is pretty strong towards

making the protection on that as low as possible. If, in looking over that subject, you

can also give us, in respect of that, a slight differential, you would bo doing thret! things,

in fact, you would not be destroying that industry, whatever it was, you would bn help-

ing the consuming classes, giving them a cheaper lumber, and putting us in a prefer-

ential j)osition, for which we would be quite willing to give you something in return. I

do not know whether you make many paints or not, or whether you consume paints

largely.

Mr. Lek Smith.—We do.

Hon. Mr. Foster.—Our paint business is rapidly increasing, and already our paint

men are looking towards Australia in that respect. I suppose you have a duty on

paints. That is another point in which a trade might be done. Also in drugs

as well. In cottons, I had not particularly looked over your tariff, and I was a little

surprised to know that cotton fabrics were free. Take for instsince a large mill which is

situated near Quebec ; it runs entirely upon cotton for China and the East, and sends

its cotton there, and competes with Great Bi-itain and the United States. That shows

you what can be done as far as producing cotton cheaply when the mill has a sufficient

call to run entirely upon one single class.

Mr. Lee Smith.—That is the secret in all manufacturing business.

The Phesident.—Cotton is not free in all the colonies.

Hon. Mr. Fosteu.—But evidently, they have only a little revenue duty, it is not

for the purpose oi building up an industry ; and there is another chance in which a

very slight differential would call upon our cotton producers to supply the markets and

make them no dearer. With regard to binding twine, I am afraid we cannot offer

much to New Zealand under present conditions. We have reduced that duty to 12^

per cent on invoice prices. It is really a very small duty. If you have much of an

advantage in raising the raw material and working it up, you ought to have a fair

chance for our western prairie market. Then, with reference to wool, I do not want to

go farther than the Government would be willing to carry me out, but I do not think

there would be much difficulty in giving New Zealand a chance, if there is anything

she can give us a compensating chance for in her market. You nmst take things now

as being in statu quo. We are commencing to make a bargain, and this wool business,

I think, could be arranged so that you could get a differential on that, and I do not

know how far it might go ; it might go clear to the line of freeing it, in return for a

corresponding advantage that you might give us upon something we send to you.

Mr. Lee Smith.—The other colonies have free entry for wool, although they tax

agricultural implements.

Hon. Mr. Foster.—That is a little advantage we have over you, in making the

bargain, which we have not over them. I do not know of anything else that I can

mention. Of course we can give you all the timber you can take and of the very best

quality. There is one thing I hope to see at once arranged in Victoria, and that is the

discrimination against the British Columbia timber as compare 1 with Oregon nber,

which is, of course, unfair, but it may be a quidpro quo would be required, and, it so, we
would take that into consideration as well, but with reference to timber, we lie right

along the Pacific coast, and British Columbia is the greatest timber producing country
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of tho world, timber of the very best quality, ami T do not see why there should not be

a very hir^ic trado hotwoen the two coiintrios. Tii a yroat milling country liko the (^apo

it Hccins to 1110, as Sir Hcniy dc V^illiors has .said, th;it w(f inij<ht pick up a pn'tty j,'o(k1

trade in timber with our Oapo Colony sisters. I have been very much phutscd at the

turn of this informal di.scussion, very nuuih pleased indeed, and we have settled, so

far a.s we can, the layinjif down of general principles upon which we nuiy proceed,

and our desires are at one in this re.spect. I do not think there is a discordant

note, T see no reason why durinj^ the ne.xt y«vir or so, when our powers ar»^ all well

defined for us, and given to us, as we hope they will he, and we come to compare notes,

we should noi add a very great deal to the trade between these two great sections of

the Empire.

Hon. Mr. SuTTOii.—Before this informal meeting comes to an end I should be glad

if you would furnish us with any re[)orts you have upon the different articles and

mateiials brought from Australia by you for the j)urpose of having them repotted upon

here. You .said the other day you had reports in regard to tobacco and wine. I under-

stand these reports are not favourable, still I think they would be valuable to us.

The Pkksident.—The test was with reference to the Victoria wine. I have never

taken it out of the cases, except a sample for the official analyst, and he has made his

report. I did not take it out of the cellar for the reason that the gentleman, who sent

it to me, told me T had better let it remain in the cellar foi- six months. I do not look

upon this report as being unfavourable, other than so far as it affects what might be con-

sidered the natural juice of the grape.

Hon. Mr. Fitzoeuald.— And the purity of the wine.

The Pkesidknt.—You will see he comes to the conclusion that they are all forti-

fied, which may be the result of allowing the spirit to remain in the wine after fermenta-

tion, or it may have been by adding the spirit afterwards in order to keep it. He does

not know which. He tested two of the samples and pronounced them nearly pure. I

shall be glad to furnish any of you with copies of this report. The report upon the

tobacco was as unfavourable as it po.ssibly could be. The tobacco obtained was placed

on board at Sydney. I had it tested in Vancouver by a tobacco manufacturer, I had it

tested by Mr. Turcotte, one of the largest tobacco manufacturers we have in Canada,

and by Mr. Davis, a cigar manufacturer in Montreal, and also by Mr. Macdonald of that

city, and they also pronounced it unfit for use in this country. I have very little to

add to what has been already said by my colleague, with reference to this trade ques-

tion. Trade is developing, and that, too,. rapidly, even more rapidly than could have

possibly been anticipated. If we bear in 'nind that we have had no connection

whatever with the Australian colonies until last year, except by occasional sailing vessels,

which used to take lumber and timber to Australia, we can easily see that we could not,

by any possibility, have any extensive trade with that country. Articles that you

have produced and exported have been purchased by us, no doubt, very largely, but

they have been purchased, as indicated a few minutes ago by Mr. Fitzgerald and Sir

Henry Wrixon, either in London or in the United States. The same remarks will

apply to the Cape. We have sent some lumber to the Cape. I am very sanguine

that if we had a direct line between Canada and the Cape we could build up a large

trade. When you look at the map, from Halifax to the Cape, you will find it a less

distance than from Vancouver to Sydney. We have established a direct line between

Sydney and Vancouver, and I hope the day is not far distant when by some re-arrange-
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ment, I scarcely dure suggest anythinj^ liku an incrcaHO of expenditure whiln my friend

is on n»y right, who is anticiputin;; a dolicit, hut I think tiio sulisiihos which wi> art*

now paying to certain lines of steanit'rs, and which are giving no adt'i|uate ret irn for

the expenditure, can, hy a ro-arrangemcnt, with the expenditure of a few d(tllar more,

enable us to assist in establishing a direct line from the Capo of (Jood Hope to Halifax

and 8t. John.

Hon. Mr. Fostkk.—H iprocity.

TnK Pkkhiuent.—Yes. I would like Sir Henry de Villiers, and his colleagues, to

consider whether their colony would noi; bo prepared to assist Canada in establishing a

dii'ect line, whether by steamers oi- any other class of conveyance, I am n*»t at the pre-

sent moment prepared to say ; but if you look at the diH'erent islands, which, by a liitlo

diversion of the route, they could touch, and to reach which we now subsidize certain

lines running from the Maritime Provinces, I believe we could have a monthly line of

steamers, or a conveyance of some kind, that would prove profitable, and that would

build u{) a trade that does not n(»vv exist. As Sir Henry de Villiers said a few moments

ago, they are not a manufacturing country. It is a (juestion for us l)oth to consider

whether or not we could not furnish them with certrun gcjods that w(f manufacture heie,

sending them as direct from Halifax as they can from England. If we can, they

will buy from us. We have now established a line from our western shores to Austra-

lia, and I hope ere long, with the aid of the Cape of (Jood Hope, to see a direct line from

the Eastern shores of Canada to that colony. We have to begin. It is all very well

to say, and I say it with all due respect for those who hold different opinions,

that because we have had no trade in the past, therefore it is folly to try and build

up a trade now. Why, over 40 years ago, l^pper and Lower Canada, before we were

confederated, gave £100,000, Halifax currency ($4 to the pound) to aid in the estab-

lishment of a direct line of mail communication between Canada and England, that is,

the Allan line. Many of these steamers have gone into disuse, almost, except for freight,

and the result has been that all our mails are now going via New York. The other day

I received a letter from an adopted daughter in London, and on the corner of the enve-

lope was written, " via New York." We are sutHciently proud of our country, and we

have strong enough national feeling to believe that conmmnications, even of that kind,

shoi'ld go through our own territory, and not through a foreign one. You will excuse

me, if I say, perhaps this is the last opjiortunity I may have of addressing to you, that

I have been very forcibly ini' "essetl with, shall I say, a want of unanimity on the part

of our -'^ustralian friends ! I am only repeating now what I said a dozen times when

in your colonies. I find that in New Soutlt Wales when anything was proposed which

might, for the moment, militate against their interests, they would say, " Oh, our colony

is noi interested in that." I found Queensland and Victoria just the same. Each one

having its own individual interests to look after.

Hon. Mr. Fraseh.—Victoria has gone in.

The President.—The New Zealand delegate has taken a wider, and more compre-

hensive, or imperial and national view, which hjvs pleased me, although I have r.ot the

slightest sympathy with hfs free trade notions. Suppose that we, in Canada, allowed

similar feelings to interfere when it is proposed to give a subsidy for the development

of trade from any particular part of Canada ; we should never develop our trade.

Why, when we proposed to give £2.5,000 sterling for the establishment of direct

communication between British Columbia and the Australasian colonies, we did not have
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our friends from Pictou, and our friends from Halifax and St. .John saying, " Of what good

is that to us, that is 3,000 miles to the west of us V That would be the question, if we
were separated, as yo are. The same remark would be made with reference to

Ontario. Ontario is the great taxpaying portion of this community, speaking as a

province, as compared with the rest. The same with Quebec. But the people of

Canada, since Confederation, have come to this conclusion, that whatever tends to the

development of our country as a Dominion, whether it affects them directly and

iudivif^ually or not, they r.re prepared to give their mite to assist. Hence, we do

not find British Columbia raising any objection to our subsidizing a line to tap the trade

and the business of the West India colonies, or any of that section of the country.

Halifax, St. John, New Brunswick, Quebec, and Ont«»io, never said a single word,

but when the Finance Minister proposed that £25,000 should be given for the establish-

ment of the Australian line, Quebec said Amen ; and that is just what you ought to

do. We, in Ontario, we in Quebec, and even as far as the Maritime Provinces, expect

to benefit by that, and in this way : We sent no less than 8,000 machines, ajid parts

of machines from Ontaiio last year into the Australian colonies. New Zealand and

Tasmania. Three or four years ago we sent about 8 machines. That shows how a

trade can be developed. The Canadian Pacific Railway have acted very generously.

They have treated the Massey-Harris Company, who have exported largely, well,

'"hey have said, " we will do the very best we can for you"; and the very steamer

in Avhich I sailed across tne ocean waited some twelve hours for 8 car-loads of

machinery, in order to get it into your country before the harvest began. Had that line

not been established Mr. Massey would have had to place them on board a vessel, either in

New York, Bost(»n, or Portland, and he would have had to send thorn six months r'head, or

not have got them into your market. I give you that as one illustration. Tlien, us my
friend Mr. Foster has said, there is the panit industry. The paint manufacturers of Montreal

told me, a short time ago, that they were then preparing to export largely to your country

in the way of paint. That is just '.lie beginning. I am very sanguine myself, some people

say it is my hobby, however, it is well for ever}- person to have a hobby, and if they

stick to it obey are apt to succeed, if they live long enough, and I am quite positive

that the time is not fav distant when my hopes will be realized. We must not eii^ -

tradf to grow in a moment, but give it 8 or 10 years of a trial, and, with liberal aid to

begin with, the result will be precisely as it has been. The Hon. Mr. Thynne has illus-

trated with reference to the subsidizing oi; mail routes. Hon. Mr. Thynne has shown by

statistics and figures that they commenced with a subsidy of £60,000, and by the

developmeni/ of the trade which follows the mails, last year it was reduced to £19,000.

Our friend from New Zealand gave us a somewhat similar illustration. So it is with

trade. My desire as a liritish subject is to see the colonies trade among them.selves,

and with the mother country if she will let us, and if she will not allow us to give her

any advantages over other countries, all I can say is, as an Englishman born, I pity her.

But if she is determined not to do that, and thinks it is to her interest not to do it,

all we have to say is, let her release us from the liondage under which we labour,

and let us trade among ourselves. We are large enough, we are old enough, we are rich

enough, and we are industrious enough to provide each other with that which we require,

not only for sustenance but for living in ever}' way. T do not hesitate to say, if T

wanted to buy anything I would rather buy it from my friend than from my enemy.

With reference to fiuit I will say one word. As an illustnition of what may be done,

and it applies as much to the people of the Cape as it does to Australia, let me tell yf)u tliis :
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I procured some oranges at Sydney which had been brought some thirty or forty miles.

They laid in my room for about a week ; I had them packed up and sent to my son in Van-

couver. He told me that the parties on board the steamer forgot to give them to him imme-

diately on arrival, but they were given to him before the steamer sailed, yet there were

only one or two spoiled out of the whole box ; and, mind you, they had been trundelled

in a wagon for 30 or 40 miles before they reached me in Sydney ; they had been tossed

down in a bag in my room, and reinained there about a week before being shipped. Yet

our friends ir Canada pionounced them delicious. When at Fiji we had a large quantity

of fruit put on board. It was in December when we reached the mountains with

the thermometer 20 to 30 below zero. I brought two cases of pineapples from Fiji. T

distributed them in Winnipeg, in Toronto, in Belleville where I live, in Montreal, and I

.sent some of them to the Governor and to the Ministers. They were universally pro-

nounced by every one who tasted them as the most delicious they had ever eatep. I

wanted to prove that by a little care, and by a little attention even these delicate fruits

can be brought from the antipodes, and circulated in this part of the world, even when the

theimoineter is 20 or 30 degrees below zero ; and when you reflect that they are of a

better quality than you can get from the West Indies or Florida, you can easily under-

stand the price they would bring at that season of the year. The same applies to

bananas. We are singularly situated in this country. New South Wales has its orange

groves, and they are as fine as any I ever saw in Southern California, with a better

quality of fruit, and there is no reason why they should not, particularly if we had a

little differential duty, take the place of the Southern California oranges, and supply

the whole of our North-west territories, which, ere long, will be inhabited by millions

of people. You have there to compete with the Florida and California fruits. A slight

differential duty of say 10 per cent would turn the whole trade into your country. The

same, to a great extent may be said of Cape fruit when sent to the Maritime Provinces,

because there it would have to compete, to a certain extent, with Jamaica and the AV'est

Indies, and other fruit growing countries. But in sending fruit to Canada, you have

to do what one gentleman said a few moments ago, your fruit-grower must not fancy that

we in Canada do not know what good fruit is, and when the} send the rubbish, as our

friend says, was done from Tasmania, you must not e.xpect to get anything for it. As to

apples, I do not suppose there is a country that can produce better apples than we do-

There are scores of things in which we c(; ud trade profitably with each other, if we

establish a means of communication by which we can reach each other cheaply and rapidly.

m.

•ith

lire,

if I

VOTES OF THANKS.

Hon. Mr. Foster.—Lord Jersey has been sent here by the Home Government to

be piesent at our deliberations, and, I am sure, to the great pleasure and great profit

of the members composing the conference. In very few words I wcmld like to say how

deeply we have felt the kindly and graciouf way in which he has mingled with us and

taken part in our discussions, and we recognize tlie great assistance he has given us. I

wish to move that this conference tender a vote of thanks to Lord Jersey for his kind-

ness in attending here with us.

Hon. Mr, Surron.—Mr. President :—My fellow delegates will not think it presump-

tuous on my part in rising tf) second this resolution. We have already said how

delighted we from Australia were to know that England was to be represented by

the Earl of Jersey. It would have been impossible for the Imperial Government to
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have nominated any one whose appointment would have mot witli more general approval

in the Australian Colonies than did that of the Earl of Jersey. I have very much
pleasuif^ in seconding your resolution, and I am sure every one of us wishes that Lord

Jerse^y may be long spared to serve his country, in the future as he has so faithfully

done in the past.

The President.—Lord Jersey has endeared himself to the whole of us. I was

assured when I was in Australia that he had won the heai-ts of the p<iople there. When
I mentioned to His Excellency the Governor General, that Lord Jersey would represent

the Imperial Government, he said to me, "You will find him a gentleman with whom
you can not only negotiate, but with whom you can interchange your opinions freely

;

he has a practical knowledge of the wants of the colonies," and, in a word, he looked

upon the selection as one of the best that could be made. I am only too pleased to say

that that prediction has lieen fully verified.

^lotion carried unanimously.

Lord Jersey.—Mr. President and gentlemen :—The very kind allusion, which has

been tendered in such flattering terms, makes me most greateful to every one of you. It

is impossible for me to express the pleasure it has given me to be present at this Con-

ference. This is not the time for me to review our work, but you may feel assured that

when the time comes it will not be reviewed in a less friendly manner because of the

way in which I ha\e been received. We have all worked heai ily together. Every dele-

gate has expressed his views. Though I have not been p /iledged to express any

definite views of my own, to that extent I had my hands somewhat tied, yet I believe

good will result from our deliberations. I can assure you that to me, personally,

it is very gratifying to find, although I have left Australia, that my friends have not

deserted me, and I can only say, both to my Canadian friends and my Australian

fiiends, that I shall never desert them. There is a certain amount of sadness when

resolutions of this nature are being passed. We are all sorry, in one sense, to finish

what has been a very pleasant, and I trust, a very useful occupation. I feel, gentlemen,

that our work would not have l)een carried on so pleasantly, if it had not been

for the genial courtesy with which our president, the Hon. Mackenzie Bowell,

has treated us. If t! hand of the clock \\ A not been advancing so rapidly, T

should like to have dwelt at greater length upon the manner in which you, sir, have

presided over our meetings. I can assure you, that I erpress the opinion of every

representative at this table, when I say that we aie deeply grateful for the manner in

which you have performed your task. This Ottawa conferen s will undoubtedly stand

forth, not only in the history of Canada, and the history of -Vustralia, but it will stand

forth in the histf)ry of the Empire, as the first great step drawing together in friendly

Reeling, every portion of that Em pi le. And, Mr. Mackenzie Bowell, it v/ill be your

pride to think that you have presided over such a conference. If our work results as

we hope it will, you may well feel that you have not worked for the public in vain, but

that yoa have worked for Canada, and for the Empii-e ; and, there is no prouder boast,

which any public man can have, than to say he has been instrumental, to a great extent,

by his own individual energy and efibits, in carrying out an object which so many mil-

lions have at heart Therefore, I will ask the gentlemen present to accord to you a

most heaity vote of thanks. And, before I put that vote, I may be allowed to express,

what I believe is also the fcelii.g of each one here, the pleasure we have had in having

the assistance of tl.e Hon, Mr. Foster. The Hon. Mr. Foster has, in the clearest and
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most definite manner laid down his views, and the facts he has brought before us have

assisted this conference in the most material manner. We who will shortly be going

across great oceans, will carry with us the firm conviction that Canada possesses states-

men of the highest character and al)ility, and we trust the example which they are

setting, at the present day, will be continued for generations to follow. With these

few inadequate words, I will propose that we give our most hearty thanks to the Hon.

Mr. Mackenzie Bowell, for the able mannner in which he has presided at our conference.

Sir Hexuy de Villieuh.—Any words of mine would but lessen the effect of the elo-

quent language which we have heard. I shall therefore content myself with simply

seconding the resolution.

tSir Henry Wrixox.—I should not have risen, were it not that I want to advert to

one point which, I think, if possible, has enhanced the respect which we Australians

feel for our honoured president. We all recognize his impartiality, and the n)arked

ability with which he has presided over us. In his parting address he directed to us,

Australians, some few words of wisdom, when he adverted to the disunion, which, as he

observed, more or less marked the communities that exist in the Continent of Austral-

asia. His frankness in doing so tloes not diminish, in the least, the respect which we

feel for his character ; it rather impresses us more with a feeling of his honesty and

truthfulness, for it is not to be denied that we in Australia do labour under that dis-

advantage, and if a tinge of sadness could at all mingle with our thoughts, it is to notice

your great union over the whole of this vast Dominion of Canada, which union we in

Australia have not yet attained ; however, it must be remembered that we are working

towards it, and in time, no doubt, we will accomplish it. If anything can assist us in

accomplishing it, it is the example which vvo see here, and that example is not a little

identified with the long and historical career of the chairman himself. Therefore, as

statesman and chairman of our conference, I think we all heartily join in the tribute

which is proposed to him.

Lord Jersey.—It is carried unanimously.

The President.—I need scarcely say that I feel extremely gratified l)y the manner

in which you have adverted to my humble efforts to bring about a meeting of our

brother colonists from the diffei-ent parts of the Brit..ih Empire. If I had done no

other act in my life than this, I would be amply rewarded by the success which has

so far attended our efforts. I have been but a humble instrument in bringing together

the members of this conference. I have been aided and assisted by my colleagues,

by the Premier, and others, and by none more than by my friend the Finance

Minister, who takes a deep interest in all trade matters. If the result of this

conference is that which I fondly anticipate it may be, I shall be amply repaid for any-

thing I have done, in bringing together representatives from diffeient portions of

the Empire, the success and glory of which I have so much at heart. I can assure my
friend, Sir Henry Wrixon, that the remarks I made were not intended to cast any cen-

sure upon those who may have differed u] >n (juestions which came before this conference
;

my remarks were more for the purpose of pointing out the absolute necessity of a great

continent like Australasia joining together and speaking, when they go to a future con-

ference, as Mr. Foster and myself speak when we are here, for the whole Dominion from

the Atlantic to the Pacific. I came to this conclii.iion from my hurried visit, and a

somewhat busy one, to your colony, that you have nothing to prevent a union between

.ill the colonies and the mainland, that vou have none of those difiiculties to surmount
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and overcome which presented themselves to the Canadian statesmen when they under-

tftok the great task of uniting the distant and separate Provinces of Canada. You
will bear in mind that the Maritime Provinces were separated by an ice band for six

months in the year, which practically prevented the possibility of reaching the central

portion of Canada, except through the United States. You then had between Canada

and the Great North-west Territories, which were not then in the Dominion, another

almost impenetrable barrier of rocks, wood and ice. Then, you had the Rocky Moun-

tains to overcome before reaching the Pacific coast. In addition to that, we had that

which is equally difficult to overcome, race difficulties and religious difficulties. The

great men of the day, Sir John Macdonald, Sir (leorge E. Cartier, the late Hon. George

Brown, and the Hon. Alex. Mackenzie, the two latter being the leaders of the Liberal

party, undertook to forget their differences, from provincial standpoints, laid down the

hatchet, met as brethren, and came to the conclusion to make one grand Dominion.

You have an evidence here to-day that they succeeded. My remarks were intended

more, if I may say so, as a father to his son, as advice, or perhaps it would be more

correct to say, advice from one brother to another. I make this little explanation,

because I think my friends in Australia gave me credit for talking very plainly when

in their country. The last shot I got from one of the Sydney papers was that it was

somewhat strange a gentleman should have come 10,000 miles to teach them what they

should do, but it added this proviso, "what he stated was correct." I was quite

gratified to know, that though it might be considered a piece of presumption for a

stranger to suggest, much less dictate, that the leading paper of New South Wales

added the addenda, that the advice I gave them was quite cftrrect, and that they ought

to follow it. I thank you again, and in closing this conference I can only hope and

wish you may all return in safety to your homes and to your families, none the

worse for your visit to Canada ; that the blessings of the Almighty may follow you in

after-life, and that great benefits will come from your visit to these, which have been

sometimes called the frozen regions of Her Majesty's Empire.

Hon. Mr. Thynne, seconded by Mr. Lee Smith, moved that a vote of thanks Ije

tendered to Douglas Stewart and J. Lambert Payne, the secretaries of the conference,

for the efficient service they had rendered during the proceedings.

The president put the motion to conference, and it was carried unanimously.

The conference closed at G.l 5 p. ni.

1
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APPENDIX "A"

CANADA.

I/'
III,,'

{Order in Council xiigyesting ike Conference.^

On a report dated .5th of February, 1894, from the Minister of Trade and Com-
merce, submitting the following recommenflation relating to trade and cable com-
munication between Canada and Australia.

1. In order to cultivate and increase trade relations between Canadsi and
Australia, an Act vas passed (Act 52 Vic, chap. 2, 1889) intituled "An Act relating

to Ocean Steamship Sabsidies," authorizing the granting of a subsidy of, not exceeding,

the sum of £2;"),000 sterling per annum, to assist in establishing an effective fortnightly

steamship service between British Columbia and the Australian Colonies and New
Zealand.

2. Chapter 2, 52 Victoria, was amended by Act 56 Victoria, chapter 5 (1893),
so far as to authorize the granting of a subsidy of, not exceeding, the sum of £25,000
sterling pei- annum to assist in establishing an effective monthly or moie fre(|uent

steamship service between British Columbia and the Australian Colonies and New
Zealand.

3. Under this authority a contract was entered into between the Minister of

Trade and Commerce on behalf of Her Majesty, and James Huddart, of the city of

London, in England, bearing date the 1st day of May, 189.3, providing for a monthly or

more frequent service between Vancouver, B.C., and Sydney, N.8.W., under the terms
of which steamships of the capacity agreed upon were placed on the route, the first one
sailing from Sydney the 18th May, 1893.

4. On the 7th September, 1893, an Order in Council was passed authorizing

the Minister of Trade and Commerce to proceed to Australia and confer with th«^

several governments, with a view to promote an extension of trade between Australasia

and Canada, and also to confer with the said governments on the subject of a telegraphic

cable to connect Canada with Australia and New Zealand.

5. The Minister of Trade and Commerce on the 7th September, 1893, proceeded

to Australia, and had conference and communication with the governments of the

several colonies on the subjects referred to bi the said Order in Council of the 7th

September, 1893, at which it was suggested, and a decision was arrived at between the

Minister of Trade and Commerce and the Premiei's of New South Wales, Queensland,

Victoria, and South Australia, that it was important that a confeience should be held

at as early a date as would be most convenient, in the city of Ottawa, Canada, for the

purpose of discussing the arrangements which might be considered the most desirable

for the purpose of carrying out the objects in view.

The Minister recommends that th»^ governments of New South Wales, Queensland,

Victoria, .South Australia, Tasmania, New Zealand and Fiji be respectfully reciuested

to appoint and ser'' one or more delegates to meet at Ottawa, on Thursday, the 21st day
of June, 1894, for the purpose of considering the trade relations existing between
Canada and their respective countries, and the best means of extending the same, and of

securing the construction of a direct telegraphic cable between those colonies and the

Dominion of v^•lnada.

The ^^inister fur her recounnenda that the Government of the Cape of Good Hope
be invited to take par in the deli be""*:ions of the conference herein refe -ed to.

7. The Minister also recommends that the British (xovernment be requested to

take part in theii conference, l)y sending a delegate, oi- by sucl; other means as may be

considered advisable, inasmuch as the object in view is of an imperial as well as of a

colonial character.
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The Committee, concurring in the above recommendation, advise that your Excel-
lency be moved to transmit a certilied copy of this minute to Her Majesty's Principal

Secretary of State for the Colonies.

Tlie Committee further advise that your Excellency be also moved to transmit
certified copies to the governors of the various colonies herein referred to, and to the
Governor of the Cape of (Jood Hope.

All of which is respectfully suljmitted for your Excellency's approval.

(Sgd.) JOHN J McGEE,
Cferk of the Privy Council.

GREAT BRITAIN.

(The Marquess of Rijion to the Earl of Aberdeen.)

Downing Street, 6th June, 18^4.

My Lord,—I have the honour to acknowledge the receipt of your despaooh No.
.'32, of the 8th of February last, inclosing copy of one which you had addressed to each

of the g(jvernors of the Australian colonies and to the Governor of the Cape of Good
Hope, inviting the appointment of delegates to represent the several colonies at a con-

ference to be held at Ottawa, on the 21st June next, for the purpose of discussing the

question of trade relations and telegraphic connnunication Ijetween Canada and the

Australasian colonies.

Her Majesty's Government look forward with much interest lo the meeting of the

proposed conference and, as a practical indication of their sympathy with the colonies

interested and in response to the invitation of the Canadian Privy Council, I have had
the pleasure to acquaint you by telegraph on the 28th ult. that the Imperial Government
will be represented by the Eail of Jersey, G.C.M.G.

Lord Jersey's duties will be to hear and report what passes, and to give information

to the conference on matters of fact : but it will not be in his power to bind Her
Majesty's Government, or to express views on their behalf, as they must reserve any
expression of opinion on the subjects discussed at the conference until they have before

them the report of the proceedings and the resolutions which may be arrived at. Lord
Jersey has asked that the services of Mr. W. H. Mercer of my department, who is

specially conversant with the correspondence bearing on such questions as those which
will be discussed at the conference, may be placed at his disposal ; and I beg to recom-

metid Mr. Mercer to your good ottices and acquaintance.

I have, ikc,

(8d.) RIPON.
The Earl of Aberdeen,

«&c., i-tc, tVC.

CANADA.

(Cehtifikd Copy ofa Report ofa Committee of the Honournhle the Privy Council, approved

hy liix Excellency the Govei'nor Geuenil in Council, on tlie Pith June, tS'JJ^.)

On a report dated 13th June, 1894, from the Right Honourable Sir John Thom
son, the Prime Minister, calling attention to the fact that delegates fi'om the Aus-
tralasian and several other- colonies of the Empire are about to assemble at Ottawa, to

consult on various questions concerning the commercial I'elations of the colonies and the

means to be adopted for incr-easing their trade, and for establishing telegraphic and steam

communication between them, and on other matter's touching on the welfar-e of the

colonies, and submitting that the time has come when your Excellency may properly

designate the persons who should r-epr-esent the Gover'nment of Canada at the said

conference.
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The Minister therefore recommends that the Honourable Mackenzie Bowell, Minis-

ter of Trade and Commerce, the Honourable Sir Adolphe P. Caron, K.C.M.vi., Post-

master General, and the Honourable George Eulas Foster, Minister of Finance, be ap-

pointed to represent the (Tovernment of Canada at the said conference.

The ^Minister also recommends—considering that the laying of an electric caVjle for

communication between Australasia and Canada will probably be one of the subjects

considerefl at the conference, and considering the interest taken in that undeitaking
by 8andford Fleming, C.M.G.,—that Mr. Fleming be associated with the Canadian
representatives at the conference on all matters relating to tel<!grapliic conmiunication.

The Committee submit the above recommendations for Your Excellency's approval.

(Sgd.) JOHN J. McGEE,
Clerk oj the Privy Council.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

By His Excellency the Right Honourable Sir lioHEHT William Duff, a member of

Her Majesty's most Honourable Privy Council, a Knight Grand Cross of the most
distinguished Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor and Commander-in-
chief of the Colony of New South Wales and its dependencies.

To the Honourable Fhancis Batiiurst Suttou,
of the Colony of New South Wales.

Greeting :

Esquire, Minister of Public Instruction

Whereas it has been determined to hold n conference in the city of Ottawa, in the

Dominion of Canada, during the month o^ ^ ut the present year, at which representa-

tives of the governments of the Austra' •> i colonies have been invited to attend, to

consider questions in regard to the establishment of direct cable communication between
Great Britain and Ireland, Canada and Australasia, and other subjects of common
interest, with a view to mutual agreement on such questions, to the common advantage
of those countries :

Now therefore, I, Sir Robert William Dufi", the governor aforesaid, do, with
the advice of the Executive Council of the said Colony of New South Wales, hereby
appoint you, the said Fra»^i 'is Bathurst Suttor, Esquire, to represent and act in behalf

of the government of the ad Colony of New South Wales, in and at the said confer-

ence, and you are hereb} uthorized to confer and deliberate with the other representa-

tives thereat assembling, and to report from time to time, should occasion .arise to seek

fresh instructions, and finally to report fully the proceedings of such conference.

(Sgd.) R. W. DUFF.

Given under my hand and seal of the Colony of New
South Wales, at Government House, this eighteenth

(Seal.) day of May, in the year of our Lord one thou-

sand eight hundred and ninety-four, and in the
fifty-seventh year of Her Majesty's reign.

By His Excellency's command,

(Sgd.) George R. Dibbs.
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[Seal.] TASMANIA.

By His Excellency the Right Honourable J knico Wilijam .Toskpii, Viscount fJou-

MANSTON, Knight Commander of the most Distinguished Order of St. Michael and
St. George, Governor and Commander-in-Chief in and over the Colony of Tasmania
and its dependencies.

To the Honourable Nicholas Fitzokhald, Member of the Legislative Council of the

Colony of Victoria.

GUEKTIN(J :

Whereas a conference is shortly to be held at Ottawa, in the Dominion of Canada,

for the purpose of discussing various (juestions of trade relations between the .said

Dominion of Canada and the Australasian Colonies and direct cable communication by

the PaciHc,

Axi) wiiKUEA.s it is expedient that the Colony of Tasmanic. shall be represented

at the said conference, now therefore I, the Right Honourable Jenico William .Josej)h,

Viscount (Tormanston, Knight Commander of the most Distinguished Order of Saint

Michael and St. George, Governor and Commander-in-Chief, as aforesaid, havii)g full

confidence in the fidelity, ability and discretion of ya the said Honourable Nicholas

Fitzgerald, do by these presents appoint you to attend the said conference and to take

part in JiU the proceedings thereat, for and in behalf of the Colony of Tasmania ; and in

case you the said Honourable Nicholas Fitzgerald shall be unable, from any cause, in

your own proper person to attend at the said confei'ence, then T, the said Right Hon-
ourable Jenico William Joseph, Viscount Gormanston do hereby authorize and empower
you to appoint some fit and proper person as, and to be, your deputy for the purposes

aforesaid, ai:d for so doing this shall be your sufficient warrant.

Given under my hand at Hobart, in Tasmania aforesaid, and the seal of the Cf)lony

of Tasmania, this ninth day of May, one thousand eight hundred and ninety-four.

(Sgd.) GOliMANSTON, Governor.

By His Excellency's Command.
(Sgd.) E. Braddon, Premier.

natet

John
Agen

at Ca
dred

[Seal.

CAPE OF GOOD HOPE

[<S'ea/.] (Coiimiission.)

W. G. Camerox, General, Officer Administering the Government.

By His Excellency General Sir William Gordon Cameron, Knight Commander of the

most Honourable Order of the Bath, senior officer in command of Her Majesty's

Troops in the Colony of the Cape of Good Hope, in South Africa, administering

the government of the said colony, and the territories and dependencies theieof,

and acting as Her Majesty's High Commissioner for South Africa, S:c., c'tc.

To the Honourable Sir John Henry de Villiers, Knight Commander of the most Dis-

tinguished Order of St, Michael and St. George, Chief Justice of the Colony of

the Cape of Good Hope.

Greeting :

Whereas the Government of the Dominion of Canada has invited me to appoint

delegates to represent this colony at a conference to be held at Ottawa, to consider the

trade relations existing between Canada and certain British colonics, and the best means
of extending the same, and of securing the construction of a direct telegraphic cable be-

tween such colonies and the Dominion of Canada
;

And whereas, I deem it expedient that for such purpose delegates should be

appointed
;
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Now, therefore, I, the officer administering the government aforesaid, havenomi
nated and appointed, and do by these presents nominate and appoint you, the said Sir

Jolin Henry de Villiers, to be, in conjunction with Sir Charles Mills, K.C.M.G., C.IJ

Agent General for the colony, a delegate to represent this colony at the said conference

(liven under my hand and the public seal of the Colony of the Cape of Good Hope
at Cape Town, this IGth day of May, in the year of Our Lord one thousaml eight hun-

dred and ninety-four.

By command of His Excellency the officer administering the Government in Council.

(Sgd.) C. J. RHODES.

[.SVfi/.] (Commission.)

W. G Camerox, General, Officer Administering the Government.

By His Excellency General Sir William Gordon' Cameron, Knight Commander of the

most Honourable Order of the Bath, senior officer in command of Her Majesty's

troops in the Colony of the Cape of (Jood Hope, in South Africa, administering the

government of the said colony, and the tenitories and depemlencies thereof, and
acting as Her Majesty's High Commissioner for South Africa, i\:c., S:c.

To Sir Charles Mills, Knight Commander of the most Distinguished Order of Saint

Michael and Saint George, Companion of the most Honourable Order of the Bath,

Agent General for the colony of the (Jap(! of Good Hope.

Greetixo :

Whereas the Government of the Dominion of Canada has in\ited me to appoint

delegates to represent this colony at a conference to be held at Ottawa, to c(>nsider the

trade relations existing between Canada and certain British colonies, and the best means
of extending the same, and of securing the construction of a direct telegraphic cable

between such colonies and the Dominion of Canada
;

And whereas, I deem it expedient that for such purpose delegates should be
appointed

;

Now, therefore, I, the officer administering the government aforesaid, have nomin-
ated and appointed and do by these presents nominate and appoint you the said Sir

Charles Mills, to be, in conjunction with Sir John Henry de Villiers, K.C.M.G., Chief

Justice of the colony, a delegate to represent this colony at the said conference.

Given under my hand and the public seal of the Colony of the Cape of Good Hope,
at Cape Town, this 16th day of May, in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hun-
dred and. ninety-four.

By command of His Excellency the officer administering the Government in Council.

(Sgd.) C. J. RHODES.

[»S'f«/.] (Commission.) -
'

W. G. Cameron, General, Officer Administering the Government.

By His Excellency General Sir William Gordon Cameron, Knight Commander of the

most Honourable Order of the Bath, senior officer in command of Her Majesty's

troops in the Colony of the Cape oi Good Hope in South Africa, administering the

government of the said colony, and the territories and dependencies thereof,

and acting as Her Majesty's High Commissioner for South Africa, ttc, itc, &c.

To the Honourable Jan Hendrik Hofmever, a member of the House of Assembly of

the Colony of the Cape of (Jood Hope.

Greeting :

Whereas I did by commissions bearing date the 16th day of May, 1894, appoint

the Honourable Sir John Henry de Villiers, K. C. M. G., Chief Justice of the colony,
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and Sir Chiirles Mills, K. C M. O., C. li., aj^ent general for the colony in London, to

be delegates to represent this colony at a conference to be held at Ottawa to consider

the trade relations existing b(;t\veen Canada and certain liritish colonies, and tlu; best

means of extending the same, and of securing the construction of a direct telegraphic

cable between such colonies and the Dtnniidon of Canada :

And, whereas T deem it expedient that an additional delegate should be appointed ;

Now, therefoie, I, the oiHcer administering the govennnent afoi'esaid, have nom-
inated and appointed, and do by these presents nominate aiul appoint you, the said

Jan Hendrik Ilofmeyer, to be, in conjunction with the said Sir .lohn Henry de Viilicrs

and the said Sir Charles Mills, a delegate to represent this colony at the said conference.

Given under my hand and the public seal of the Colony of the Cape of (lood Hope, at

Cape Town, this 21st day of May, in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hun<lred

and ninety-f(jur.

Jiy commend of His Excellency the officer administering the Government in Council.

(Sgd.) C. J. RHODES.

SOUTH AUSTRALIA.
(Sgd.) S. J. WAY.
[Sml.\

His Excellency the Honourable Samukl .I.vmes Way, Her Majesty's Lieutenant Gover-

no»" of the province of South Australia and the dependencies thereof, etc., ifcc, ikc.

To the Honourable Thomas Playford :

Greeting :

Know ye that I, relying on your integrity and ability, have constituted and
appointed, and by these presents do constitute and appoint you, the said Thomas Play-

ford, to represent the province of South Australia at a conference of Canadian and oth^r

representatives to be held at Ottawa, in the Dominion of Canada, in or about the month
of June, 1894, for the purpose of considering matters relating to trade relationships,

mail communication, telegraphic connection, and other questions of Canadian and Aus-
tralian concern.

Given under my hand and the public seal of the said province, at Adelaide, this twenty-

fourth day of April, in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and ninety-four.

By command.

Recorded in the Register of Commissions,

Letters patent, vol., 6.

L. H. Sholl, Under Secretary.

(Sgd.) J. H. GORDON,
CA iff Secretary.

NEW ZEALAND.
Victoria, by the Grace of God, of the United Kingdom of Gre? • Britain and Ireland,

Defender of the Faith.

To all to whom these presents shall come, and to our trusty and well beloved Alfred Lee
Smith, Esquire, of Dunedin, New, Zealand.

Greeting :

Whereas a conference of delegates of the Australasian colonies has been invited by
Her Majesty's Canadian Government to meet in the city of Ottawa, Canada, on Thurs-

day the twenty-first day of June, one thousand eight hundred and ninety-four, for the

purpose of considering the trade relations existing between Canada and the Australasian

colonies and the best means of extending the same, and of securing the construction of

a direct telegraphic cable between those colonies and the Dominion of Canada

:
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Now know yc that, wo, reposing a special trust and confidence in your knowlodgo,
integrity and .Wility, <lo by tliese presents authori/.e and appoint you tlii> said Alfretl

Lee Smith, tu \n^ the representative of our Colony of New Zealand at tlie aforesaid

conference.

In testimony whereof we have caused these our letters to he ina<ie patent, and the
seal of our said Colony of New Zealand to be hereunto atfixed.

[Seitl.] GLASCOW.
Witness our right trusty and well-beloved cousin David, Earl of Glasgow, Knight

(irand Cross of our most Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St.

George ; Governor and Connnander-in-chief in and over our Colony of

New Zealand and its dependencies, the Vice- Admiral of the same ; and
issued under the seal of the said colony, at Wellington, this twenty-third
day of April in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and
ninety-four, and in the fifty-seventh year of our reign.

By His Excellency's command,

(Sgd.) R. J. Seddon, Premier.

jee

VICTORIA.

By His Excellency the Right Honourable John Adrian Louis, Earl of Hopetoun, Vis-

count Aithrie, and Baron Hope, in the Peerage of Scotland ; Bai-on Ho|)etoun of

Hopetoun and Baron Niddry of Niddry Castle, in the Peerage of the L^nited King-
dom ; Knight Grand Cross of the most Distinguished Order of Saint Michael and
Saint George ; Governor and Commander-in-chief in and over the Colony of

Victoria and its dependencies, &c., &c., itc.

To the Honorable Sir Henry John Wrixon, K.C.M.G.,Q.C.,M.P., of Melbouru..', in the

Colony of Victoria.

Greeting :

Whereas it has been determined to hold a conference at Ottawa, Canada, on Thurs-

day the 21st June, proximo, for the purpose of considering the trade relations existing

between Canada and the respective countries represented, and the best means of extend-

ing those relations, and of securing the construction of a direct telegraphic cable between
Australasia and the Dominion of Canada.

Now, therefore, I, John Adrian Louisi Earl of Hopetoun, the Governor aforesaid,

do, with the advice of the Executive Council, hei'eby appoint you the said Sir Henry
John Wrixon to be delegate, to represent and act on behalf of the Government of

Victoria in and at the said conference.

(Sgd.) HOPETOUN.
Given under my hand and the seal of the colony, at

Melbourne, in the said colony, this twenty-third day
of April, in the year of our Lord one thousand eight

[iS'ea^.] hundred and ninety-four, and in the titty-seventh

year of Her Majesty's reign.

By His Excellency's command.

(Sgd.) J. B. PATTERSON.

56—22
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By His Excellency the Right Honourable .Tohn Adrian Louis, Earl of Hopetoun,
Viscount Aithrie, and Baron Hope, in the Peerage of Scotland ; Baron Hopetoun
of Hopetoun and Baron Niddry of Niddry Castle, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom ; Knight Grand Cross of the most Distinguished Order of Saint Michael
and Saint (leorge ; (iovernor and Commander-in-chief in and over the Colony of

Victoria and its dependencies, itc. &c., &c.

To the Honourable Nicholas Fitzgerald, M.L.C. of Melbourne, in the Colony of

Victoria.

GREKTIN<i :

Whereas it has been determined to hold a conference at Ottawa, Canada, on Thurs-

day, the 21st day of June, proximo, for the purpose of considering the trade relations exist-

ing between Canada and the respective countries represented, and the best means of

extending those relations, and of securing the construction of a direct telegraphic cable

between Australasia and the Dominion of Canada; Now, therefore, I, John Adrian Louis,

Earl of Hopetoun, the Governor aforesaid, do, with the advice of thQ Executive Council,

hereby appoint you the said Nicholas Fitzgerald to l)e a delegate to represent and act

on behalf of the government of Victoria in and at the said conference.

(Sgd.) HOPETOUN.
Given under ray hand and the seal of the colony, at

Melbourne, in the said colony, this twenty-third

day of April, in the year of our Lord one thousand
[.S'eoZ.] eight hundred and ninety-four, and in the fifty-

seventh year of Her Majesty's reign.

By His Excellency's command.

(Sgd.) J. B. PATTERSON.

By His .Excellency the Right Honourable John Adrian Louis, Earl of Hopetoun,
Viscount Aithrie, and Baron Hope, in the Peerage of Scotland, Baron Hopetoun
of Hopetoun and Baron Niddry, of Niddry Castle, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom ; Knight Grand Cross of the most Distinguished Order of Saint Michael

and Saint George ; Governor and Commander-in-chief in and over the Colony of

Victoria and its dependencies, »fec., &c., &c.

To the Honourable Simon Eraser, M.L.C, of Melbourne, in the Colony of Victoria

—

Greetincj :

Whereas it has been determined to hold a conference at Ottawa, Canada, on

Thursday, the twenty-first day of June, proximo, for the purpose of considering the trade

relations existing betv.een Canada and the respective countries represented, and the

best means of extending those relations, and of securing the construction of a direct

telegraphic cable between Australasia and the Dominion of Canada ; now, therefore, I,

John Adrian Louis, Earl of Hopetoun, the Governor aforesaid, do, with the advice of

the Executive Council, hereby appoint you the said Simon Eraser to be a delegate to

represent and act on behalf of the Government of Victoria in and at the said conference.

(«gd) HOPETOUN.
• Given under my hand and the seal of the colony at

Melbourne, in the said colony, this twenty-third

day of April, in the year of our Lord one thou-

[.S'eoZ.] and eight hundred and ninety-four, and in the

fifty-seventh year of Her Majesty's reign.

By His Excellency's Command

(Sgd.) J. B. PATTERSON.
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QUEENSLAND.

{Copy of a Minute ofp'oceedim/^ of the E.i'eculive Council on ISth April, 1894)

The Hon. A. J. Thyxne and the Hon. W. Forrest appointed to represent Queensland
at the Canadian Conference.

His Excellency the Governor, at the instance of the Honourable the Colonial Secre-

tary, in the absence of the Hon. the Premier, propo-ses to the Council that the Honourable
Andrew Joseph Thynne, M.L.C. and Member of the Executive Council, and the Honour-
able William Forrest, M.L.C., l)e appointed to represent the Colony of Queensland at

the conference to l)e held at Ottawa, in June next, for the purpose of promoting tele-

graphic communication and more extended trade relations between the Dominion of

Canada and the Australasian colonies.

The Council advise as recommended.
Immediate action.

A. V. DRURY,
C/erk of the Council.

Approve<l,

(Signed) H. W. NORMAN,
18-4-94.

FIJI.

Government House, Suva, Fiji, 7th April, 1894.

Sir,—I have the honour to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the 7th of

February last, informing me that by the same mail I should receive a copy of an Order
in Council respecting the Intercolonial Conference to be held in Canada, in June next,

and also inclosing a copy of a letter which you had then recently received from Mr.
Sandford Fleming respecting the proposed Pacific cable.

I am exceedingly obliged to you for this paper as well as for the inclosed copy of

Mr. Fleming's address before the second Congress of Chambers of Commerce of the

Empire, in London, in 1892, on the same subject.

The copy of the Order in Council, to which you refer in the opening paragraph of

your letter, only reached me by the mail which arrived here upon the 4th instant, and
I exceedingly regret that I have been compelled to inform the Governor General of

Canada that in consequence of the very small staff of officers connected with the admin-
istration of the government of this colony, and of my visit under the direction of the
Marquess of Ripon in June next to the Solomon Islands, I shall neither be able to

appoint any delegates to the conference nor attend it myself, as I should have preferred

to do.

I have ventured to state to the Governor General that I do not think the absence
of a delegate from this colony will have any practical l)earing, its interests l)eing

identical with those of the larger and wealthier Australasian colonies which I do not
doubt will be very ably represented.

I have the honour to be, sir.

Your obedient servant,

(Sgd.) JOHN B. THURSTON.
The Honourable Mackenzie Bowell,

Minister of Trade and Commerce,
Canada.

889
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NEWFOUNDLAND.

Certified Copy of a report of a Committee ofthe Hommrahh, the Privy Council ofCanada,
approved by His Excellency tfie Cirvernor Central in Council on the 24th May, 1894.

The Minister of Trade and Commerce recommends that an invitation be extended

to the Government of Newfoundland to send a delegate or delegates to represent it at

the conference called to meet at Ottawa, on the 21st June next, for the purpose of con-

sidering the questions of more intimate trade relations between the British colonies, and
of direct cable communication with Australasia.

The Committee advise that Your Excellency be moved to forward a certified copy

of this minute, conveying such invitation, to His Excellency the Governor of New-
foundland.

(Sgd.) JOHN J. McGEE,
Clerk of the Privy Council.

(^Governor of Newfoundland to the Governor General.)

Government House, St. John's, 12th June, 1894.

Mv Lord,—Having submitted for the consideration of my government your Lordship
despatch of the 26th ult., I beg to inclose a copy of a minute of Council, regretting, that

under present circumstances, this colony is unable to accept your invitation to be re-

presented at the approaching Intercolonial Conference at Ottawa,

t I have, ifec,

(Sgd.) T. O'BRIEN, Z^.-Co/.,

Governor.

The Earl of Aberdeen,

«fec., Jjc, (fee.
,

Colonial Secretary's Office, St. John's, N.F.

Sir,—I have the honour, by direction of His Excellency the Governor, to be
requested to inform the Governor General of Canada, in reply to the courteous invitation

of the Government of Canada to be represented at the Interco'onial Conference to be

held in Ottawa, that the government of this colony deeply regret that, owing to the

briefness of the notice, and to the urgency of other business, it does not appear possible

for them at this time to advise the acceptance of '' -nvitation.

(Sd.) ALFRED B. MORINE,
Acting Colonial Secretary.

June 13th, 1894.

HAWAII.

To all to whom these presents may come

—

Greeting :

Know ye that at a special meeting of the Honolulu Chamber of Commerce held at

its rooms on the 1st day of March, 1894, Mr. Theo. H. Davies was, by the unanimous
vote of all the members present, duly appointed a delegate of this Chamber to the Inter-

colonial Conference to be held at Ottawa, Canada, for the purpose of considering

matters of trade and cable communications across the Pacific Ocean.

In witness whereof the vice-president and the secretary of this Chamber of Com-
merce have hereunto affixed their signatures at Honolulu, Oahu, H. I., on the 1st day
of June, A.D. 1894.

(Sgd.)

440
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Ottawa, 27th June, 1894.

Sir,—I have the honour to inform you of my arrival in this city, in compliance with
the request and appointment of the Chamber of Commerce of Honolulu.

In order to make my position perfectly clear, I beg to state that I am simply in-

structed to render any assistance that may be required of me in considering the estab-

lishment of steam and cable communication acrass the Pacific Ocean, and in which
Hawaiian commerce may be interested.

During your recent visit to Honolulu, you expressed the desire that a member of

the Honolulu Chamber of Commerce should be officially invited to be present in Ottawa
during the Intercolonial Convention, in order that the delegates might have the oppor-

tunity of conferring with him upon the two special points indicated.

Upon receipt of the invitation from the Dominion Government, the Honolulu
Chaml^er delegated me to represent them in the above named capacity.

Before leaving London, and in order to avoid any possibility of misconstruction, I

had interviews with Sir Charles Tupper, and with two other gentlemen high in the

service of the Imperial and of the United States Governments respectively, and I ex-

plained to them fully the foregoing limitations, with which they expressed satisfaction.

I trust this statement will sufficiently define the scope of my authorized position.

I have the honour to be, sir,

Your most obedient humble servant,

(Sgd.) THEO. H. DAVIES.
The Hon. Mackenzie Bowell,

Minister of Trade and Commerce, <fec., &c.

r.i' I
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APPENDIX ''13."

REPORT BY SIR JOHN THOMPSON, PREMIER OF CANADA, ON THE
SUBJECT OF CANADIAN COPYRIGHT.

,i^

To His Excellency TiiE Governok General in Council :

The undersigned, luwinj^ had under consideration a despatch frouj Lord Knutsfcird

to Your Excellency's predecessor dated 30th June, 1892, in reply to a despatch of His
Excellency I^ord Stjinley of Preston of the 19th Octol)er, 1891, in which His Excellency

transmitted an address to Her Majesty from the Senate and Connnons of Canada,
praying for imperial legislation which should explicitly confer upon the Parlianient of

Canada the power to legislate on all matters relating to copyright in Canada, without
regai-d to statutes in force when the Parliament of Canada was estahlished, etc., etc.,

has the honour to submit the following ol).ser vations upon the report which accompanied
the despatch of Loitl Knutsford, and which had been made by departmental representji-

tives of the Colonial Office, Foreign Office, Board of Trade and Parliamentary Counsel's

office to the Right Honouiable Sir Michael Hicks-Beach, on the subject of Canadian
copyright.

It is, no doubt, true, as stated in the third paragraph of the report of the Committee,
that from the point of view of British authors and publishers, the Imperial Statute of

1842 wjus satisfactory to those authors and publishers ; because it gave the British author
and publisher a monopoly, by copyright extending over the sovereign's dominions for 42
years from the first application, or seven years from the author's death. It may be
regarded, indeed, as a continuance, for their benefit, of the system which was based on
the idea that the colonies were to be preserved only for the benefit of the producers in

the British islands, and that the inhalntants of those colonies had no rights of self-

goverinnent, or otherwise, which were inconsistent with the interests of the British

producers.

The colonial publisher and the colonial reader, however, hatl every reason to lie

dissatisfied with the enactment of 1842, and it is not to be wondered at that their repre-

sentatives made very emphatic protests. Those protests are enumerated and referred

to in the letter of the undersignetl to Lord Knutsford, dated 14th July, 1890, which
forms an appendix to this rej)ort.

The protests an*l the agitation for redress continued until 1840, when Mr. (Matl-

stone gave warning to the publishing trade in England that they must l)e induced " to
" modify any exclusive view which might still prevail in regard to this important sul)-

" ject
;

" and shortly afterwards a report was made from the Colonial Office to the

Board of Trade, intimating the decision of the Secretary of State ior Colonies, Earl

Grey, that " after the repeated remonstrances which had been received fron; the North
" American colonies on the subject of the circulati(m there of literary works of the United
'' Kingdom, he proposed to leave to colonial legislatures the duty and responsibility of
" enacting laws which they should deem proper for securing the rights of authors and
" the interests of the public."'

Earl Grey requested that the Board of Trade should be movetl to take " such

"measures as might be expedient for submitting to parliament, at the ensuing session,

" a bill authorizing the Queen to extend the royal sanction to any colonial law or
" ordinance which might be passed respecting copyright, notwithstanding the repug-
" nancy of any such law or ordinance to the copyright law of the United Kingdom."

The circular of Earl Grey to the governors of the North American colonies, which
followed, dated November, 1846, announced that this was ettled as the policy of Her
Majesty's Government, and the governors were informed that a measure to carry out
that suggestion would be introduced at the ensuing session. The full text of this circu-

lar will be found in the appendix, and it is remarkable that the assurance thus given,
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of the [Mjlicy of Her Majesty's Ooverninent towards the North American colonies, re-

mains unfulfilled to this day, in consequence, it must be iussumtnl, of tlie influence

which two classes—the authors and the publishers in the Unite<l Kingdom—were and
hav«j been able to exercise with regard to the legislation which hiA Wen promised, in

relation to u matter so important to Her Majesty's colonies.

In paragraph 6 of the report, the committee thus refer to the pledge given by Her
Majesty's Government to the colonies :

" It was, however, eventually determined not to legislate in accordance with the
'* terms of Lord (Jrey's despatch, Init, instead, to pass the Imperial Act which bears the

"short title of the 'Colonial Copyright Act of 1847,' but is conmionly known as 'The
" Foreign Reprints Act.'

"

It might be supposed, from this mode of stating the case, that the "determination
not to legislate in accordance with "the terms of Lord (Jrey's despatch ' was a deter-

mination arrived at as the result of an undersUinding with the colonies, that this

measure should l)e accepted as a substitute for the concession which Lord (Jrey had
promised. This, however, does not appear to have been the case. It was a measure of

temporary and partial relief and it can hardly lie supposed that a determination was
arrivetl at by Her Majesty's G«)vernn)ent, to abandon or repudiate the pledge which had
been so formally given, or even to substitute for what hafi l)een promisetl a measure
which, while it might satisfy present wants, fell vastly short of what had l)een j)roniised.

The " Foreign Reprints Act" was, no doubt, adopted merely as a measure of temporary
relief and until the wider measure could be obtained.

Paragraph G, of the Committee's report, states that the Act " was satisfactory from
" the point of view of the Canadian reader, because it enabled him to obtain cheap re-

" prints of British copyright l)ooks." It is true that the " Foreign Rt^prints Act "' was,

as stated above, a measure of relief to the Canadian reader, for the reas(jn given in the

paragraph ([uoted. The legislatures of the colonies were willing to wait a reasonable

time for the fulfilment of Earl (Jrey's promise, and in the meantime to accept the tem-

porary expedient by which the monopoly which excluded British literature from the

borders of the colonies was relaxed in favour of an impost for the benefit of those who
had a (statutory) right to that monopoly. In short, the Imj)erial Parliament, finding

tlu^ monopoly so great a grievance, obliged the lujlders of it to coni|)ound for money
compensation which the colonist would pay without much expression of discontent, even
if it involved the denial to his country, for. a time, of the rights of self-government

which should have been considered at least as important as the (statutory) rights of

coj)yright holders, and which had been promised in the plainest terms.

It was quite obvious, however, that the colonies would not long rest sathsfied with

such a system. The growth and development of their publishing interest would have

soon put an end to ac(juiescence in the scheme, even if the legislatures had been willing

to continue to be denied their proper powers and to be tax-gatherers for a privileged

class outside the country.

In March, 1870, the British copyright owners, not being satisfied with the proceeds

of the taxation on foreign reprints, and desiring their monopoly restored to its full vigour,

demanded the repeal of the Foreign Reprints Act.

The Copyright Commission of 1876 followed, and in their report of 1879 it was
stated that copyright hoklers had only received, as the result of their taxing scheme,

from nineteen colonies which had taken advantage of the Act, £1,15") 13s. 2.U1. ; but it

is to be observed that of this sum £1,08-1 l.'Js. 3Ad. was received from Canada, leaving

about £71 as the contribution from the other eighteen colonies. Probably the same
proportion has Ijeen continued since. Great pains have been taken to collect the tax for

ihe benefit of copyright holders, notwithstanding the belief has been growing, fi'om year

to year, that the present state of the law is odious and unjust. The copyright holders of

the ITnited Kingdom have matle suggestions from time to time for improvements of the

method of collecting this tax, in order that the proceeds may be augmented, and the

Government of the Dominion has always made the collections vigilantly and in good
faith. They are willing even to adopt improved methods of collection, but they can
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only offer tn do so as part of an improved scheme of coj)yright, such as tlmt embodied
in the Canadian Act of 18^9 and by way of an amendment to some such enactment as

that, to come into force concurrently with such Act.

While, as han b<;en .stated, the " Foreign Reprints Act" gave a measure of relief to

the Canadian reading public, it had the ett'ect of creating a monopoly for the publishers

of the Unit<?d States and of preventing the publishing business of Canada from attaining

dimensions such as might reasonably have been expected in a country where the whole
population is a reading population, and where the practice has always been, with few
exceptions, compared with European countries, for the people to buy the lKX)ks which
they reiul. In spite of this disadvantage the publishing interest has grown very con-

siderably. It has been represented in some former discussions (m this (|uestion us being

small and unim})ortant. All that seems necessary to l)e said upon that subject, for the

present, is that it is small in comparison with what it should l)e, and in comparison with
what it would be under a proper adjustment of the copyright laws.

It is noted in paragraph 14 of the Committee's report that the Senate of Canada
adopted an address to Her Majesty in 18(58, urging the change which Lord Grey had
promised, that the answer thereto, on the 22nd of July, 1868, was merely that the

question was too imj)ortant, and involved too many questions of im[)erial policy for

legislation at that session of Parliament, and it was then intimated that negotiations

with the United States on the subject of copyright required some delay in dealing with

the colonies with regard to that interest.

The part which negotiations with the United States have played in this discussion

with Canada, will be referred to hereafter, but it is apparent that for more than twenty
years these negotiations have been made use of as a reason for postponing the requests,

admitted to have been reasonable, which were presented by the Dominion of Canada,
and that when an arrangement was eventually made with the United States, the

publishers of that country received the benefit of the British copyright monopoly of the

colonies, with rights reserved in their favour which were refused to Canada, and the con-

clusion of that arrangement with the Unitad States is now suggested l)y the Committee,
whose report is under review, as a new reason why the demands of Canada should not
prevail, because it would interfere with the United States copyright holders who have
been presented with the monopoly of Canada for the sale of their publications.

Pursuing the narrative, however, it is important to note that the assurances which
have been received by Canada, from time to time, express sympathy with the colonial

interests ; and that after more than twenty years of inquiry, consideration, discussion,

sympathy and promises, it was stated by the Lords of Trade, with reference to that

address of the Senate, that the subject was " a matter that called for inquiry " and that
" an endeavour should be made to place the general law on copyright, especially that
" part of it which concerned the whole continent of America, on a more satisfactory
" footing."

It may be observed here that by the arrangement with the United States " the

general law of copyright, in so far as it concerned the *** continent of America," was
indeed put on a footing more satisfactory as regards the British author and publisher

and the United States publisher, but that that part of the continent of North America
which bears allegiance to Her Majesty has received no consideration in the improve-

ment of the law.

The Duke of Buckingham and Chandos on the 31st July, 1868, sending his formal
reply to the despatch accompanying the address of the Senate, made the admission,

which was not very remarkable, at that stage of the discussion, that " the law of copy-
" right, generally, might be a very fit subject for future consideration."

The Canadian Government were o*' the same opinion, and on 9th April, 1869, they
transmitted another representation on the subject, but the Board of Trade considered

that the Canadian proposal should not lie adopted immediately, liecause nothing could

be done for Canada unless the United States were a party to the arrangement, and that
" whatever protection should be given to authors on one side the St. Lawrence must, in

" order to be eflPectual, be extended to the other." The equivalent proposition would
seem also to be implied, viz., that whatevei- protection might be given to publishers on
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tme side the St. Lawrence iiiUHt 1)e extended tc) the other. Her Majesty's Government,
however, liave not yet carrietl out those ])ro|K>Hitioii8 Ijecause they have agreed to an
arrangement by which tlie British author or publisher, in order to get the InMiefit of

copyright protection in the ITnited .States, is obliged to print his book from type set in

the United State.s, and it yet withhohls from Canada the cftncession of allowing a

Canadian publisher to reprint at all, even from plates im|)f>rte<l from (ireat Britain, and
on payment r)f a tax levied in favuui- of the copyright holder on every copy of the

publication.

Canada wa.s assured, however, by Earl (Iranville's despatch of the 20th October,

1869, that at the ensuing session of Parliament copyright would l)e permitted on publica-

tion in the colonies, a concessicm of very slight and doubtful importance. When, under
the Berne Convention, a concession in that direction was given, the colonial author or

publisher, received his slight privilege only in connuon with the authors and publishers

of all the other countries included in that cimvention.

Attention is again called to the report of the Minister of Finance of Canada in

1870, followed by the request of Ijord Kimberley on the 2S)th of July, 1870, that the

views of the Canadian (jrovernment might l)e again forwarded in order that Her Majesty's

Governmtint might give them consideration before the ensuing session—and to the report

from the Ministers of Finance and of Agriculture, dated ."^Oth Noveniber, 1870, in which
those views were once more set forth, Consiileration seems not to have been given to

the information thus asked for and obtained, and on the 14th of May, 1872, the views

of the Canadian (Jovernment were again .set forth in a report of the same ministers,

which was adopted and transmitted on the 14th of tlie same month.
After thirty years of reiterated complaints the Canadian Government felt called

upon to declare the existing system " wholly indefensible," and to state that the Cana-
dian publishers were being " treated with the greatest injustice." The report of the

ministers stated that it had " long been the custom of owners of British copyright to
" sell to American publishers advance sheets of their works, and when Canadian pub-
" lishers " had " offered to acquire copyright in Canada by purchase, they had been told
" that the arrangements made between the British and American publishers were such

"as to prevent negotiations with Canadians."

In the same year a Copyright Act was passed by the Canadian Parliament and
forwarded for Her Majesty's assent. Tt was based on the same principles as the

Canadian Copyright Act of 1889. The assent was withheld.

The undersigned does not propose, in the course of these observations, to detail at

length the various negotiations which have taken place. They will be found more fully

stated in the appendix hereto. Attention is called to them in this place chiefly liecause

many, which seem to the undersigned to be of importance, are not mentioned in the

report of the Committee, and becau.se it seems important to notice that from the com-
mencement of the agitation in 1842 down to the present year, the representations from
the North American colonies have met with the same response from Her Majesty's

Government, namely, an admission that grievances existed as stated, promise of redre.s8

—followed by expressions of determination to consider the subject, and a declaration

that the measure proposed by the Parliament of Canada to les.sen the grievances was
beyond the powers of that parliament and must be authorized by an Act of the Imperial

Parliament in order to be effectual.

The despatch of Lord Carnaervon ^'ited 15th June, 1874, is an illustration of the

progress which the agitation had made w...oe Her Majesty's Government, in 1846, with

a full knowledge of the whole subject, had promised to confer full legislative powers at

the ensuing session. His Lordship stated then (twenty-eight years after Lord Grey's

circular despatch), that he was aware " that the subject of colonial copyright had long

"l>een under consideration," that he was ready " to co-operate," and that he had
" a confident hope " that Her Majesty's Government might, " without difliculty, be able
" to agree on the provisions of a measure which, while preserving the rights of owners
" of copyright works " in the United Kingdom " under the Imperial Act, would give
" eflFect to the views of the Canadian Government and Parliament."

ill
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One of the most important points in the narrative is that inentione<l in paragraph

21 of the Committee's report, namely, the apjMiintnient of ii ]{oyal Commission on copy-

right, in 187(), and also the report of that uoicmiHHion in 1871). It appears necessary to

point out that the re{>ort of that commission recommends th« adoption of tiie principle

on which is hased the Canadian Copyright Act of 1889, namely, the establishment of a

licensing system for republications of copyright won s in the colonies, and the collection

of a tax in favour of the copyright holder as a compe.jsation.

In pursuing the course of discussion followed by the Committee, whose report is

under review, it seems pi-oper to make some reference to that branch of the subject

which refers to cojjyright arrangement with other countries ; and first to notice the posi-

tion of Your Kxoellency's government on the subject of the lierne Copyright Convention.

At the outs«^t, however, it -nay be well to state the ground upon which the

Canadian Government base their request for the withdrawal of Canada from that con-

vention. When assent was given, on the part of the Canadian (lovernment, to be

included in that convention, one of the considerations which prevailed was the con-

fidence in the assurances given by Her Majesty's Government with regard to the

amelioration of tlu law of copyright as it affected Canada, notwithstanding the great

delay which had occurred. Hut the principal consideration was the fact that Canada
could withdraw fr<»m the convention on a year's notice to that ett'ect being given to the

countries included in the convention.

The Canadian (tovernment afterwards formally requested Her Majesty's Govern-

ment to give notice of the withdrawal of Canada. That request not having been
complied with, an address of both Houses of Parliament to Her Majesty was unanimously
pas.sed in the .session of 1891, requesting that the notice be given. Recently, your

Excellency's Government has forwarded a renewed request that the notice l)e given with-

out further delay. The undersigned respectfully submits that the reasons which induce

persistence in this determination to withdraw from the convention are in the judgment
of the Parliament and CJovernment of Canada.

Parliament has conqjlete cognizance of Canadian interests in such matters and has

unanimously endorsed the recjuest of your Excellency's advisers that notice should be
given.

The statement was made by the undersigned, in a previous report, that the condition

of the publishing interest in Canada was made worse by the Berne Convention. That
statement is adhered to. The monopoly which was, in former years, complainetl of in

regard to British copyright holders is now to be complained of, not only as regards

British copyright holders, but as to the same class in all countries included in the Berne
Copyright Union. Canada is made a close market for their benefit, ami the single com-

pensation given by the convention for a market of five millions of reading people is the

possible benefit to the Canadian author, who.se interests seem not to have been thus

cared for on account of a very high estimate of their value, because the Committee
whose report is under review describe the Canadian author as " belonging rather to the

future than to the present. " Without accepting this estimate as (|uite accurate it

may .it least be said that the Canadian Parliament may be trusted to care for the

interests of Canadian authors. The Berne Convention had in view considerations of

society which are widely different from those prevailing in Canada. In Europe the

reading population in the various countries is comparatively dense;—in Canada a popu-

lation considerably less than that of London is dispersed over an area nearly as large as

that of Europe. In the cities of Europe, especially in Great Britain, the reading public

is largely supplied from the libraries, while in Canada, as a general rule, he who leads

must buy. In European countries the reading class forms but a fraction of the whole
population, while in Canada it comprises nearly the whole population.

If reasons against the continuance of CaniKla in the convejition were called for,

many would suggest themselves, but the undersigned does not understand that your
Excellency's (lOvernment is called upon to give those reasons or to present an argument
to justify the determination of Canada to withdraw from the convention.

No enactment in Canada to give effect to the Berne Convention has ever been
passed, although some enactment would be neces.sary in order to make the .system

operative and effectual here.
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As regiii'd.s what is calle<l the " arrangement " made l)etween Her Majesty's (Jov-

ernment and the United States, some ohservations seem specially called foi-, in view of

the position taken by the Committee whose report is being considered. In March,
1891, Congress passed the present copyright law. That law gives copyright in the

United States to any author, whether a citizen of the United States or a suitj*ct of a
foreign state, on condition that two printed copies of the iKKtk, printeil from type set

within the limits of the United States, Ihj deposited (in acconlance with the regulations

prescribed), on oi- before the publication of the l)ook. It is necessary, however, in the

case of the subject of a foreign state, to show that his state permits citizens of the

ITnited States to have the l)enefit of copyright on the samc^ terms as her «»wn citizens.

That requirement of course, is easy of fulfilment in the case of (treat Britain, for the

Copyright Act of 18i2 permitted foreigners to obtain copyright, running lutt only in the

United Kingdom but throughout Her Majesty's dominions, on mere publication in (Jreat

Britain, without any condition as to the type lx?ing set within the C^ueen s dominions.

It s(iems, from the Committee's report, to bo considered, that fjortl Salisbury, on
the loth June, 1891, made an agreement with the United States, which is an ol)stacle

in the way of the Canadian i-etjueat for improved copyright legislation 3ing granted.

If such could be supposed to Ije the ca.se the contention of Canada in thi.-> respect would
present a far more serious ground of complaint than has been yet stated. The con-

tention would be that, after promises of redress had for many years remained unfulfilled,

and at last fulfilment postponed on the explanation that such redre'-s would be con-

sidered in negotiations for an international arrangement with the United States, Canada
would now have to be informed that her recjuest cannot be entertained or considered

any longer, because the international arrangement with the United States precludes any
consideration of her interests.

The undersigned submits, however, that such is not a corn'ct statement of facts, or

a reasonable conclusion from them. Mr. Lincoln, the United States Minister at London,
appears to have asked information from Lord Salisbury as to the state of the copyright

law in the United Kingdom. The reply of Lord Salisbury was, that an alien, by first

publication in any part of Her Majesty's dominions, could obtain the benefit of British

copyright and that contemporaneous publication in o. foreign country did not [)revent

the author from obtaining copyright in (Jreat Britain, that residence in Her Majesty's

dominions was not a necessary condition, and that the law of copyright in force in all

British possessions permits citizens of the United States of America to have the benefit

of copyright on the same basis as Briti.sh subjects.

It is .submitted that in making this statement Lord Salisbury was merely stating

what he believed to be the condition of the law of copyright at that time. He was not

making any treaty, nor any arrangement with regard to copyright, althftugh, probably,

for convenience of expression the term, " arrangement with the United States " has

been u.sed in- the report of Committee, and also in course of these observations. The
Committee in their report seem to treat Lord Salisbury's answer (as to the condition of

the existing law), as an agreement and almost as equivalent to an undertaking that the

law should never be changed. Otherwise it is difiicult Lo understand such expressions

as are contained in paragraph 51 : "The Act of 1889 " (meaning the Canadian Act),
*' if confirmed by Her Majesty's Government, after the assurance given to the (lovern-

ment of the United States in 1891, would give rise to misconception and misunderstand-

ing," " Of course if Canada were to withdraw from the operation of the Act of 18S6,

and still more if she were allowed to withdraw from the Act of 1 842, there would be not

merely a formal, but a substantial inconsistency between her legislation and Lord Salis-

bury's declaration,"

It is not suggested that Lord Salisbury's declaration was that the law should not

be changed, but that seems to be implied. If such is indeed to be inferred from Lord
Salisbury's reply to Mr. Lincoln it would be well to intiuire how long his declaration

was intended to continue in force or is to be construed as being in force ? Is it possible

that the Convention of Berne, which was to endure until a year after denunciation, in

so far as Canada was concerned, was intended by Lord Salisbury to be made perpetual

in its application to Canada, by his making a statement of the law of the United King-
dom to Mr, Lincoln 1
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It HeeinH perfectly obviouH, notwithstaiKiin;^ tin* contriiry view HU^geHttMl by the

report <if the Cuininittee, that Lord Salisbury merely int'ortiied Mr. I^incolii that on the

Kith of .lune, 1H91, the first crtrulitioii alntve set forth, in the United States Copyrijjht

law, w»iH complied with by the state of Mritish law at the time. Lord Salisbury's <»bject

was to show Mr. Lincoln that Great Britain permitted citizens of the United States the

lienetits of copyright on substiintially the same basis as to her own citizens. The Cana-
<lian (iovernment and Parliament ask for no other condition of aHiiirs ; and F^^nl Salis-

bury's statement to Mr. liincolii will still Im* j(<kx1, and the reasonable retjuirements of

the United States (Iovernment will still be satisfied if the ('anadian Act of 1889 bo

ratified ; becau.se American holders of copyright in Great Britain will still Imj on the

same footing aa British (o|)yright holders.

Before the so-called "arrangement with the United Stotes" was mmle, in a letter

which the undersigned hiwl the honour to write to Lord Knutstord, (m the 14th of

.July, 1H90, it was suggested, as is (|Uoted in paragraph \'.\ of the Conunitt«'e"s rejM)rt

:

'* (1.) That the present policy of making (' nada a market for American reprints,
*' and closing the Canadian press for the l>en' of the American press, in reganl to

" British copyright works, hat a direct tendency to induce the United States to refuse
" any international arrangement."

" (2.) That inasmuch as the existing Canadian copyright law affords ))rotection to

" the copyright holder in every country which may make a treaty with (Jreat Britain,
' it cannot be suggesUxl, as it once was, that self-government in Canada on this subject
" would in the least impede negotiations with the United States for an international
*' arrangement."

This prediction has l)een abundantly fulfilled since the passage of the Unite<l States

Copyright Act. The Unitetl States publishers now insist, in making their arrangements
with British authors and publishers, on a condition that Canada l)e included in the ter-

ritory disposed of. Furthermore, the American purchasers of British rights refuse to

Canadian publishers any arrangement for the publicatitm of reprints in Canada. In

this way the copyright holder outside of Canada not only enjoys, in Canada, a monopoly
•which the Copyright Act of 1842 gave him, but can and does sell to foreigners that

monopoly in Canada, and the foreign purchaser thus acquires the right, under the

Statute of 1842 and the Berne Convention Act of 1886, to lock the Canadian presses in

order that his own may be kept in operation to supply Canadian readers.

It should be observed that by the Canadian Copyright Act of 1889, Canada asks

less than the United States has obtained. The Congress of the United States has

demanded that, beforr a British subject can obtain copyright in the United States, his

book shall be printed from type set within the limits of the United States. Great

Britain not only accedes to this demand, but permits a citizen of the United States to

obtain copyright of his work in England, on production of his work there, printed on the

type set in the United States, and thus the United States publisher at the same time

secures copyright in both countries for a book produced from American type. The
Canadian Act would permit type to be set in England and the plates imported, and on

printing therefrom, copyright would be granted in Canada, if the prihting were done

within one month of the original publication elsewhere ; but, failing such publication,

the British copyright holder would be secure in his ten per cent royalty if the book

should l)e republished (under license) in Canada.
In view of this state of affairs it is not acc\irate to say, as seems to be suggested in

paragraph 54, section 4, of the report under review, that " The present demand for

" legislation on the lines «>f the Canadian Act of 1889, appears to come, not from the
" Canadian reader or author, but from the Canadian publisher and printer, who feel

" severely the competition of rivals in the United States, and wish to protect themselves
*' by excluding their rivals' wares."

What the Canadian publishers principally complain of, under the present state of

affairs, is that they are not allowed to compete with publishera of the United States.

inasmuch as the British copyright holders dispose of their rights to American publishers,

on condition that the latter shall have a monopoly of the Canadian market.

Another statement contained in the same paragraph of the report (section 6), indi-

cates a want of information as to the facts, viz., the statement " That the effect of the
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" Americun Act would not Ix^ t<» iiuTeitse the iiulucrtiicnt to Ani*>riain piililiHhem to
" reprint HritiHh lMK»ks. liofore tho Act, tlu'y could reprint any «u«-h iNMtks fre^'ly

;

"since the Act they must make HrrnngementM with such authors as take advaiiUige of
" the proviHiniis (»f United States legislatitm." The fact is that HnKlinh Ixxiks are eaj^erly

sought for by I'nited States publishii-H. They can afford to pay high prices, in view of

the fact that the market of Canada is included in their purchases. The Knglish authors

are induced, also, to seek purchasers in the United States, in order t«» obtain copyright

there and to get their Iwioks printed from I'nited States lyiK», which is a condition

imposed there, although not iuiposed in Itritain on i\w I'nited States author, when he
seeks copyright protection throughout the British Empire.

It is this enormous dis<ui vantage, and not the competition of publisliers in the

I'^nited States, that Canada complains of, and it cannot correctly be alleginl that the

Canadians publishers "are undersold by competitoi-s who Imve the advantage of larger

"capital and a larger market."

The Committeee have di'voted a considerable portion of their re|»ort to a stjitement

of the objections to the confirmation of the Canadian Act of 1889. The undersigne<l

forbears, at the present time, from entering into a discussion of the legal views on
which the necessity for an Imperial Statute to confirm the Canadian Act dep'nds.

They have been fully set out in a report which he made in August, 1889. T<» the

arguments therein stated he still a<lheres, but when it was made apparent, in the reply

which was received to that report, that the Colonial Office had adopted a difTerent opin-

ion and held that an Imperial Statute was necessary, the attention of the Canadian (Jov-

ernment and Parliament was inunediately applied to the task of showing Her
;
Majesty*

trov«Tnment that, for every reason whicli could be drawn from the a.ssurance of the

past, such an enactment should be speedily given. It was this branch of the subject

that the undersigned had the honour to present, in his letter of the i4th July, 1890
written at Lord Knutsfoi-d's suggestion, and it is to this branch of the case that the

present ob.servations are intended principally to be applied.

It is proposed, therefore, to consider the various objections which are stated by the

Committee in their report.

The first objection is this :
" It would involve abandonment of the policy of inter-

" natiotial and imperial copyright which Her Majesty's Government adopted and to
" which Canada assented only six yeai"s ago."

It is denied that the provisions of the Canadian Act would involve the abandon-
ment of that policy, even in so fw as Canada is concerned, because the copyright

holder would still be compensated, by the royalty instead of the customs duty. As
regards the assent of Canada of six years ago to the Berne Convention, Canada's right

to withdraw from the convention on a year's notice, was placed on the face of the

treaty and she would not have consented to enter without that condition. The right

has never been questioned and a request that Her Majesty's Government should j;ive

notice of Canada's withdrawal has been most distinctly and emphatically made. With
a knowledge of these facts the Committee's report in paragraph 50, uses these words :

" If Canjida presses for withdrawal from the Berne Convention her reijuest cannot well
" be refused."

The undersigned ventures to express the hope that no doubt will l)e entertained

on this point. By an Order in Council, Canada, years ago, asked for the notice to be
given. By an address of both Houses of Parliament she repeated that request in the

most formal manner to Her Majesty. By a despatch of recent date your Excellency's

Government urged that the notice be given without any further delay ; and, in case

there should be any uncertainty on the subject, it is now asserted that " Canada pre-sses

" for withdrawal from the Berne Convention."

The next objection stated is that " It would be at least open to the charge of
" being inconsistent with the declaration as to the law of the United Kingdom and the
" British possessions which was made to the United States by Lord Salisbury, on the
" faith of which the United States admitted British authors to the benefit of their oopy-
" right law." This seems so fallacious as to call for no further comment than has been
made upon it in an earlier portion of this report. It is impossible, in the view of the
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undei-signed, that Lord Salisbury's statement of the law should be construed as a

promise for all time, or for any time. But if, by this statement, it is intended to be

inferred that the United States will hold, at such high value the market of Cana^^^la

which they are now able to control, as to refuse copyright to British authors if that

market be not continued to them, the demand for redress on the part of Canada will be

more emphatic than ever, because the inquiry will arise whether it is proposed to place

an important commercial interest of Canada at the disposal of a privileged class in

Great Britain to be bartered for privileges to that class in a foreign country. It will

be necessary to consider at once how long the market of Canada is to be thus ct)n-

troUed, and whether it is to be tinaliy settled that Canada is to be placed at a dis-

advantage as compared with other countries in her neighbourhood becau.se her people

have retained connection with the Empire, which they have .so long done from very

different motives than those of self-interest.

The next objection is that the confirmation of the Canadian Act " would be incon-
*' sistent with the policy of making copyright independent of the place of printing "—

a

" policy—which Her Majesty's Government have for many years been urging the United
" States to adopt."

It is well known that the United States have never shown a disposition to adopt

any such policy. It is difficult to suppose that any well informed person entertains any
expectation that they will do so. Her Majesty's Government evidently had no such

view when, by Lord Salisbury's " arrangement " with Mr. Lin^'oln, they conceded to

United States citizens copyright privileges throughout the British Empire, without that

policy being adopted on the part of the United State.s, but when, on the contrar}', the

United States emphatically refused to adopt it. After that arrangement, it is difficult

to understand what reason could be suggested to Congress for abrogating a condition

(printing in that country) which protects the labour of the United States, to the manifest

disadvantage of British labour of the same kind, and yet results in no denial to United
States citizens of the privileges which British subjects have. Surely it would not now
be urged that Canada should any longer ha\e the granting of her request postponed for

the imaginary reason that some better arrangement may be made with the United
States, of which there is not the slightest probability, and which would be of very

doubtful value, even if obtained, as far as Canada is concerned.

A further objection alleged against the Canadian Act of 1889 is that "it would
" impair the right in Canada, of British ' authors ' (meaning, of course, British copyright
" holders), by whom the Canadian market is principally supplied."

This Is a statement of the most doubtful accuracy. The Canadian Act would secure to

British copyright holders revenues which would be a hundredfold that now received

from Canada ; by reason of the collection of the stamp duties, on Canadian reprints,

being substituted for customs collections on foreign reprints. If the British author

would sell his copyright in Canada ; (which he rarely does now, because the purchaser

of the United States demands of him that Canada shall be thrown into the bargain), he

would find the product of his copyright greatly enhanced under the Act of 1889. It is

doubtful, at the present time, whether the United States purchaser pays anything addition-

al to the British author in consideration of the market of Canada, but, certainly, if the

market of Canada were purchased by those understanding the trade of this country, the

price which the author would receive for the Canadian market would be greater than it

now is. If the holder of copyright did not .sell the Canadian market he would receive

the price from the United States purchaser plus the additional revenue collected under
the license in Canada.

One widely read author is known to have sold his right to a great publishing house

in the United States. He refused to sell, at that time, the Canadian market to a
Canadian purchaser. That condition was exacted of him by the publishing house in

the United States which became his purchaser. Subsequently an arrangement was
made with the author by a Canadian publisher, by which the latter secured the

Canadian market by paying a larger sum for the Canadian right than the United States

publishing house had paid for the same privilege in the United States and Canada
together.
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Tn any event, Her Majesty's Government should be asked to consider whether the

rights of British copyright holders, created under tl>e Statute of 184'J, are to continue

to Ije set up as a bar t<j the rights of the Canadian Pailiament and Canadian people,

after so repeated a recognition of the fact that the creation of these privileges had be-

come a grievance in Canada, and so long after promises and assurar>ces had been given

that that grievance woukl be redressed. If so it is exceemngly difficult to understand

many of the expressions which have been continually made use of in imperial despatches

for the last tifty years.

The report of the Committee goes on to state an opinion that " It is doubtful

whether the Canadian reader has, under existing circumstances, any ground of com-
plaint at all." That oj)inion the undersigned cannot concur in. Even when foreign

reprints were abundantly produced, that is to say Ijefore the passage of the America.i

copyright law, the Canadian reader was obliged to pay a tax for the benefit of the copy-

right holder which was collected by the customs officers in Canada. That tax was not

very burdensome, because the reprints were published at a very low price and the duty
was an ad valorPt)i impost on the wholesale importation. The Canadian reader is not

now in so good a position, l)ecause of the generosity of Her Majesty's drovernment

towards the United States citizens which has given the citizens of that country a mono-
poly of the Canadian market, not only for reprints of the British works which they con-

tinually acquire the copyright of, and which the Canadian publisher cannot acquire, but

for all United States publications as well. The result of this is that new books have
doubled in price in Canada, within the last three or four years, and there is a prospect

of further advance.

The report of the Committee goes on to say that " It is the British author and
publisher who have a right to complain of the Foreign Reprints Act." On behalf of

Canada it is denied that the British author and publisher have reason to complain be-

cause they are not permitted, besides locking the Canadian press, to banish British liter-

ature from Canada by seizing it in the customs-houses, unle;:.s it shall come in the form
of a British edition which could not be .sold in Canada, save in very small numbers.

The British author would have no right to complain of the Canadian Act of 1889, for,

as has been shown, his position would be materially improved thereby.

The Committee go on to state that the reality of the grievances of the British

author and publisher "was admitted by the Copyright Commission of 1876." The
reality of those grievances is not admitted in Canada, but if such grievances ever

really existed they are less now, because the effect of the legislation of the United
States is to curtail very largely the publication of foreign reprints, and they would be

less still under the Canadian Act of 1889, because the trade in foreign reprints would
be almost, if not quite, abolished.

It is difficult to understand why this suggestion is made, with regard to the For-

eign Reprints Act, unless it were intended tis a suggestion in favour of greater restric-

tions as to copyright than those existing at present, by the repeal of the Foreign

Reprints Act. If that were the object of the suggestion, it hardly calls for .any remark,

in view of the past history of this subject, and in view of the fact that the collection of

customs duties in favour of British copyright holders is a matter of increasing incon-

venience in Canada and must eventually be abandoned, for reasons which it is not now
necessary to state at large.

Another suggestion in the report under review is that " Deprivation of Canadian
" copyright might be seriously detrimental to ihe interests of Australian authors, say,

"for instance, of a Melbourne novelist whose works are likely to obtain extensive

"circulation in Canada." The case is not a very probable one. In the words of the

Committee, anplied to Canadian authors, it may be " treated as lielonging rather to the

future than to the present." It seems sufficient to say, for the present, that Australians

are and, doubtless, always will be, placed on the same footing as other British subjects

in all Canadian legislation, but that if it should become, at any time, a question what
rights should be enjoyed in Canada by any class of Australians it surely cannot be con-

tended that that question should be decided by the Parliament of the United Kingdom
or by the Parliament of Australia, rather than by the Parliament of Canada.
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The report under review devotes a paragraph to the interests of the Canadian
author, of whom it is said that under the Canadian Act of 1889, he would be deprived
of copyright in every country outside of Canada. This would be by no means the case

unless imperial legislation were adopted to withdraw from Canadians not only the
rights, within the Empire, conceded to all British subjects, but the rights conceded to

the people of most foreign countries, under the Berne Convention, which seems a
suggestion quite unworthy of a phice in this controversy.

The Canadian Parliament has not overlooked the interests of its authors or of any
other class. When its speaks, as it has done on the subject, it speaks after full con-

sideration of all the interests involved, and which it is well able to weigh.

The report under review proceeds to discuss at some length the question whether
indeed the Canadian publishers have any grievance, and whether such grievance has been
enhanced by the Berne Convention. If the Committee had obtained information upon
this subject in Canada, where alone the facts are to be found, they could hardly have
arrived at the conclusion which they state. The Canadian publisher has never had an
opportunity of competing with his rivals in the United States, except in rare cases, as

where a Canadian has bought copyright from United States publishers to whom the
markets of Canada had been sold by the British copyright holder, and sometimes
directly from a British copyright holder.

The effects of the Berne Convention have already been discussed, but the com-
mittee could have found abundant evidence in Canada that the grievance of the Can-
adian publisher has been greatly augmented by every change in the copyright law of

the United Kingdom, in recent years. His condition has been made distinctly worse
by the Berne Convention and the grievance has been greatly enhanced by the con-

cessions made by Her Majesty's Government to the United States, under the " arrange-

ment " for which this Government was for many years asked to wait as a measure
which would give the relief desired.

The report suggests, as has already been remarked, that " the real grievance of the
" Canadian publishers is that they are undersold by competitors who have the ad-
" vantage of larger capital and a larger market and in whose favour protective legis-

" lation is enforced, against their weaker rivals." In considering this view of the case,

too much stress ought not to be laid on the weakness of the Canadian publisher.

The fact is that he has not been allowed to compete with his Unit' 1 States rival.

In exceptional cases, where a Canadian publisher has secured a right to his own
market, it has been found that books have been produced in Canada at lower rates

than in the United States. Numerous instances can be cited of books which were
printed in the United States and reprinted in Canada to prove that these books have
been sold in Canada at a price eighty per cent below the price of the Unitetl States

editions. The real grievance of the Canadian publisher, the Canadian type-setter and
every other Canadian workman engaged in the production of books, as already stated,

is that he is not allowed to compete with his United States rivals, by reason of his

being a british subject and, therefore, bound by the copyright legislation of the United
Kingdom. It is true, as stated by the Committee, that the United States competitor

has a larger market, because the United States publisher of books controls the market
of the United States plus the market of Canada ; while the Canadian producer has not

even the market of Canada, except in the rare cases before referred to, and then he can

supply only Canada, being debarred from the United States markets because his book
is not printed in the United States.

It is also true that the Canadian publisher is handicapped by the protective

legislation of the United States, iu To^our of the publishing interest of that country,

and especially by the obligation jn the applicant for copyright to print from type set

in the United States, while the citizens of the country imposing that condition are

allowed all the advantages of British subjects, and Canadians are denied the right to

impose any such conditions as to Canada.

The report under review again makes this statement with regard to the Canadian

publishing interest, evidently from erroneous information :
" What the Canadian pub-

lisher and printer want is to keep out books, cheap or otherwise, not printed or pub-
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lished at their own establishments." As a matter of fact, what the Canadian publisher

and printer desire to do is to supjily the cheap books which the Canadian reader desires.

Under the Canadian Act of 1889, a publisher couid have no monopoly in republishing

copyright books, because the Government would have the right to giant any ;iuml!er of

licenses to reprint. Furthermore, the British publisher would still have the opportunity

to send his books trom i.reat Britain to Canada.

It must, therefore, be repeated that it is desired that the Canadian pul)lisher be

permitted to sell in his own market ; a market which, under present conditions, is re-

served for the benefit of persons outside of Canada.

The Committee lias suggested that " the simplest and most effectual mode of lessen-

ing the price of Canadian books would be to remove or reiluce the Canadian import duty
of fifteen pei- cent on books."

The undersigned cannot agree with this view. The experience of the past has

proved that the simplest and most effectu il inoile of lowering the price of Canadian
books would be to have the Canadian press unlocked and the Canadian publisher and
printer permitted to produce iwoks.

The removal of the Canadian import duty would undoubtedly be an additionid

boon to the publishers and printers of tlie United States, but the undersigne*! ventures

to think that the interests of that class have been, ali-eady, sutliciently cared for and do
not require additional advantages from the Government of Canada.

The argument in favour of reducing the Canadian import duty ii\ order to cheapen
books is somewhat in contrast with another statement in the report under review, viz.,

the declaration that tlie royalty to cop^^right holders proposed by the Act of 1 889 should

be greatly increased and that more stringent methods of taxation should be adopted in

order to secure the collection of the tax.

In paragraph ;")(>, the committee suggest that " the amount of royalty might per-

haps be fixed at fifteen per cent, so as to correspond witli tlie amount of the existing

import duty on books and that the royalty might be levied by means of a stamp on each

copy, so that if unstamped books were offered for sale they sho'ild be liable to seizure.

It seems to be implied from this that the import duty ami tiie tax in favour of the

copyright iiolder should be equal, and it would then follow that a reduction of the import

duty, as advised by the Committee, would at any time Ije accompanied by a reduction

of the copyiight holder's royalty.

The intimation contained in paragraph 57 of the Committee's report, that such

Canadian legislation as is required should be confined to books, is not accjuiesced in by
the undersigned. It is true, as stated, in the report of the committee, that copyright

in musical, dramatic and artistic works raises a very diflS ult question, but the right of

the Canadian Parliament to receive the power of self-government with respect to those

matters is surely as plain as it is in relation to books. The demand 'to have that right

conceded is surely not too difficult to be understood by statesmen of a country which
has granted that right, freely, in relation to all other commodities.

The Committee in their report under review, have stated various objections to the

details of the Canadian Act of 1889. These objections, in the view of the undersigr.ed,

are not maintainable. They say : "That twelvemonths might be allowed as a rea.«on-

" able time " (to the copyright holder) "for cheap reproduct on, and during that time
" the imperial copyright should remain unimpaired." In reply to this it must be said

that in less than twelve mon+hs the Canadiar. market would be flooded with American
reprints and the sale of the book would be over. The report then says that the royalty
" might perhaps be fifteen per cent, so as to correspond with the amount of the existing
" import duty on books." In the view of the undersigned, the Canadian proposition cif

ten per cent royalty on each copy would yield much larger returns than the one propos-

ed, which would be fifteen per cent ad valorem on the quantity imported, at wholesale

rates. Such is obviously the meaning of the proposition of the Committee as is seen by
reference to the import duty which is an ad valorem duty on the whole.sale rates.

The ten per cent royalty proposed by the Canadian Parliament would lie imposed
on the retail price of each book and would take the place of the twelve and a half per

cent now collected by customs on wholesale rates, ad valorem^ for the benefit

I*
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of the copyright holder. An example may be taken to illustrate. A book issued

last year cost, when imported from the United States, .^22 for onb bundled copies.

Tiie duty at twelve and a half j)er cent was 82.75. The retjnl jiricie of the book being

fifty cents, the royalty therefrom at ten per cent (as it would be if tlie book were re-

published in Canada), would b(^ iJO. Thus securing a gain to the copyright lioldar of

neailv one hundred per cent.

The undersigned, however, does not deem this a proper place to discuss the

<li tails of the Canadian Act : as he does not deem it the proper plr,ce to discuss the

legal I'ights ut the (^^anadian Parliament to pass that Act. What the Canadian Parlia-

nu'ut and (iovcrnment desire is that the right of tin; Parlianu^nt of Canada to legislate

on this subject shall be relieved of all donbt
; and there would still be left to Her Maj-

esty's Covernnient the same constitutional right which it has with n^gard to all legisla-

tion in Canada, and which, it is sulanitted, is sufficient to secure every reasonable re-

(|uireinent for the security of Imperial interests.

The undersigned stated, in his letter to Lord Knutsford in 1890, that a most res-

pectful consitleration woukl be given to any suggestif)ns for the improvement of the

Cauiulian Act of I'^SD which His Lordship might think proper to make, after hearing

all that might be advanced on both sides. It would seem only reasonable, at the present

time, however, that after all that has taken place some step in advance should be taken

towai'ds removing Canadian grievrnces l)eyond the mere routine of inquiries, reports

and suggestions. It was hoped that that stage had been reached when the report of

the lloyal Commission of 1S7G was made, especially in view of the fact that the report

of that commission was so favourable to Canadian claims.

Respectfully submitted,

(Sgd.) JNO. 8. D. THOMPSON,
Ottawa, Jan., 1894. Minister of Justice.

(Letter from Sir John Thompson to Jjord Knutfiford.)

Wkstminster Palack Hotel,
London, S.W., Uth July, 1890.

My Lord,—In the report which I had the honour to make to His Excellency the

Covernor General of Canada in Council on the subje-ct of copyright in Canada, dated

the 3id of August, 1889, and which was approved by His Excellency and transmitted

to Your Lordship, it was asked that His Excellency's Government might be allowed to

<liscuss the questions dealt with in that report at further length, and in further detail, if

necessary, as they involved grave questions of great conseciuence to Canada, not only

wiih respect to copyright, but in relation to the powers of the Parliament of the

Dominion.
Having had the privilege to day of carrying on that discussion, to some extent, with

Your Lordship, I avail myself of the permissipn accorded me at our interview to place

in writing before you some of th' arguments which I am instructed by the Government
of Canada to advance, in amplilication of my report above mentioned.

In your Lordship's despatch of the 2r)th of March, 1890, in reply to the observa-

tion in that report, you called the attention of the Government of Canada to some pro-

visions of the Copyright Act of Canada of 1889, to which you stated that special objec-

tion was felt by the proprietors of copyright in Great Britain. One of these was the

limit of time [one month] allowed for the British author or publisher to republish in

Canada, after publication in Great Britain. Your Lordship hafl been assured that in a

great majority of cases it would be impracticable, within the period of one month, to

make the necessary arrangements for republication in Canada, and expressed the hope
that upon further consideration it might be recognized that the time proposed was in-

sufficient. Upon this point, as well as to other details of the Act, it is unnecessary to

trouble your Lordship with any argument at the present moment. The questions to be
settled first, and to which I understand your Lordship to wish that I shall address my-
self, relate to the principle of the Act and to the power of the Government of Canada
to pass it. Any details which are felt to be unfair or inadequate, in view of all the

interests involved, will, I am sure, be reconsidered by the Parliament of Canada.
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At tlie same time I may ol)serve that it is contended on the part of those who are
interested in the publisliiiig business in Canada, tliat the time referred to is not unrea-

sonably short, and that 'le holder of copyright in the United Kingdom can easily make
arrangements for' simuLaneous production in the two countries, so as to have republica-

tion made in Canada within the time specified in the Act. The time for republication

must necessarily be of short duratic , because during that period the importation of

foreign rt'})rints of the work, as the republication in Cmada by other than the
copyright holder in Great Britain is prevented, pending the exercise of the option by him
as to whether he will avail himself of the Canadian copyright law or n*»t.

On this and all other matters of detail, any suggesti(ins which your Lordship may
think proper to make will, I am sure, receive tlie earnest and respectful attention of the

Canadian Government.
Your Lordship's desjjatch refers His Excellency's government, for some particulars

of the objections which had been pressed on you, to a letter dated '* Aldine House,
Belvedere, Kent, February 20th, 1890,' supposed to have Ijeen addressed to me, signed

by Mr. F. 11. Daldy, Hon. Secretary of the Cop^^right As.sociation, but I have been
unable to gather much information from that latter as to the objections which are enter-

tained in JEnglanil with regard to the Canadian Act of 18S9. Mr. Daldy, and the

association which he represents, are hostile to any measure by which the riglit of any
colony to self-government on this subject may be asserted or conceded, and his letter

suggests an entire abandonment of the legislation of 1889, and the adoption of further

measures to carry out more strictly the existing law, which is so unsatisfactory in Canada.

I may mention here, in case the fact should be of any importance, that I know Mr.
Daldy's letter only by the copy appended to your lordship's despatch. If Mr. Daldy has
ever sent such a letter, it has never reached me.

Comi>ig now to a statement more in detail, than could l>e made at our interview, of

the views which prevail in Canada on this subject, I am charged by the Canadian Gov-
ernment to express to your Lordship, in the strongest terms which can be used with

respect, the dissatisfaction of the Canadian Government and Parliament with the pre-

sent state of t'le law of copyright as applicable to Canada, and to request most earnestly

from Her Majesty's (Jovernment that they will apply a remedy, either by giving approval

to a proclamation to bring the Canadian Act of 1889 into force, or b}'^ promoting
legislation in the parliament of Great Britain to remove any doubt which may exist ns

to the powei" of the parliament of Canada to "deal with this cjuestion fully and effectually.

Your Ijordship is aware that the Statute of 1842 (5 and 6 Victoria, chap. 45) is the

Imperial Statute by which copyright in Great Britain is extended to all the colonies

and dependencies of the Empire.

Any principles of common law by which authors and publishers might have claimed

copyright were superseded by that Act, and copyright was given to any person who
should publish a literary work in the United Kingdom, if he should be a subject of Her
Majesty, or a resident of any part of Her Majesty's dominions.

I need not remind your Lordship that the operation of that Act was immediately

attended with great hardship and inconvenience in the North American colonies.

The Legislature of the province of Canada, in the year 1843, passed s series of

resolutions expressing a strong remonstance, and nearly all the other le-^ ' bures iu

North America followed.

The Legislature of Nova Scotia, in 1845, memorialized Her Majesty for a modifica-

tion of the Act. They stated that the high price of English books, and the monopoly
of London publishers, which were felt to be serious grievances in the United Kingdom,
but mitigated there by the periodical sales by some of the publishers and by the wide

establishment of circulating libraries, clubs and reading societies, were intensified in the

colony, where the importation of English editions of new books was confined to a few

copies for the use of libraries and wealthy individuals, that the readers of the colony

were usually supplied by American reprints of English books, and that any law of copy-

right to prevent the importation of such reprints could not be enforced and would be

ineffectual even to extend the sale of English copies beyond the previously existing

•demand.
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>«

The Legislature of Nova Scotia at that time pn^ssed upon Ifor M.-ijesty's Govorn-
ment, nrtt only a consideration of tho general advantages of literature upon the minds
of the j)eople, hut the evil tendency of ftlio literature of a foreign, and often hostile,

country, like the United States, in forming the )»olitical opinions and the tastes of the

people in the provinces.

On the 27th Xoveniher, 1^45, Lord Stanley, Her Majesty's Principal Secretary for

the Coioniea, replied to this memorial from Nova Scotia, intiniatin;. that the attention

of Her Majesty's (Jovernnient was heinu' directed to the state of the copyright law, in

order to discover if there were any particulars in wiiich the law might be so amended
as to afford any relief to the colonies, "without promising that parliament would l)e

"recommended to alter its deterininatioii to afford ])rotection to the authois and pul)-

" lishers of (Jreat llritain of their light of property in their own j)ro(luctions."

On the l.'kh March, 1846, the Legislature of Nova Scotia again adopted a rejHjrt

which was transmitted to the Right Honouralile Secretary of State for the colonies.

That report stated that attention had been given by the Committee to the despatch

of Ijord Stanley, dated the 27th November, 184"), and that they were convinced "that
the practical effects of the Cojiyright Act were to depri\e the people of the colonies of

liteiature, whose means rendered them unable to purclia.se costly b«M)ks issued from
English |>ul»lisliing houses, to diminish the revenue and t(M;ncouragesn;ug;^ling, without

producing any corre.sponding benefit to tl;e author.'

These remonstrances drew from the Higlit Honourable Mr. Gladstone, the Secretary

of State for the Colonies, a representation to the ])ublishii g trade in England that " they

must be induced to nuMlify any exclusive view which might still prevail with reg.-ird to

this important subject."'

At length on the 19th Octolier, 1846, Sir Stafford H. Nortlwote, by direction of the

Lords of the Privy Council for Trade, reviewing the contentions, which luul Ix'en thus

pressed upon the Home (Jovernment by the legislatures of the colonies, made the fol-

lowing recommendation to the Colonial Othce :

—

"Under the.se circumstances, my Lords see no course so likely to be succes.sful

as that of inviting the colonial legislatures themselves to undertake the task of framing

such regulations as they may deem proper for securing at once the rights of autlioi's and
the interests of the public. My Lords feel confident that they may rely upon the

colonies being animated by a sen.se of justice which will lead them to co-oj)erate with

this country in endeavouring to protect the author from the fraudulent appropriaticm of

the fruits of lal)ours upon which he is often entirely dependent, while they entertain

a sanguine hope that methods may thus be discovered of accomplishing this important

object with the least possible inconvenience to tlu; community.
"I am accordingly diiected to request that you will suggest, for Lord Trey's con-

.sideration, whether it might not be desirable to obtain from Parliament an Act author-

izing the t^ueen in Council to confirm, and finally enact, any colonial law or ordinance

re.specting copyright, notwithstanding any repugnancy of any such law or ordinance to

the copyright law of this country, it being providtsd by the proposed Act of Parliament

that no such colonial law or ordinance should be of any force oretlect until so confirmed

and finally enacted by the Queen in Council, but that, fnin the confirmation and final

enactment thereof, the copyright law of this country shon . '•ea.se to be of any force or

effect within the colony in which any such colonial law or ordinance had been made, in

so far as it might be repugnant to, or inconsistent with, the operation of any such

colonial law or ordinance.

" I am, &c.,

[Signed] " Stafford H. Northcote."
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Tlie following is the reply of the Colonial Office to the Board of Trade, dated 20th

^ful

October, 1840 :—

" Colonial Office to lioard of Trade,

" DoWNiNfi Strkkt. 30th October, 1846.

"SiK,—T hf " laid before Earl Orey your letter of the lOtli instant respecting the

operation of the imperial law of coj»yri;;ht in the British North American coltMiies.

" His Lordship directs me to ac(juaint you for the information of the Jjords of the

Committee of the Privy Council for Trade, that he concurs in the views expressed in

your letter on the subject, and that it is in his opinion preferable, ai^ the repeated

remonstrances which have been received from the North American colonies on the

sid)ject of the circulation thereof the litei-aiy works of this kingdom, to leave to the

colonial legislatures the duty and resjxmsibiiity of enacting the laws which they shall

deem proper for securing the rights of authors and the interests of the public.
" Lord (Jrey, therefore, <lirects me to retpiest that you would move the Lords of

Connnittee of Privy Council for Trade to take such measures as may Ite expedient for

submitfing to the consideration of Pai-liament in the «'nsuing session a bill authorizing

the Queen in Council to confirm and finally enact any colonial law or ordinance which
may be passod respecting copyright, notwithstatxling the repugnancy of any such law

or ordinance to the co|>yright law of this country, and containing also the provisicms

mentioned in your letter in respect to the period at which such colonial law should

come into operation.
" I am, ifec.,

" (Signed) B. Hawes."

Thereupon, the following circular despatch was sent by P^arl Grey to all tlie gov-

ernors of the North American colonies :

—

" Earl Grey to the Governors of the North American colonies.

(Circular.)

"Downing Street, November, 1846.

" Sir,—Her Majesty's Government having had under their consideration, the

representations which have been received from the governors of some of the British

North American provinces, complaining of the effect in those colonies of the imperial

copyright law, have decided on proposing measures to parliament in the ensuing

session, which, if sanctioned by the legislature, will, they hope, tend to remove the dis-

satisfaction which has been expressed on this subject, and jilace the litei-ature of this

country within the reach of the colonies on easier terms than it is at present. With
this view, relying upon the disposition of the colonies to protect the authors of this

country from the fi-audulent appropriation of the fruits of labours upon which they are

often entirely dependent. Her Majesty's Government propose to leave to the local

legislatures the duty and responsibility of passing such enactment as they may deem
proper for securing both the rights of authors and the interests of the public. Her
Majesty's Government will accordingly submit to parliament a bill authorizing the

Queen in Council to confirm and finally enact any colonial law or ordinance respecting

copyright, notwithstanding any I'epugnancy of any such law or ordinance to the copy-

right law of this country, it being provided by the proposed Act of parliament that no

such law or ordinance shall be of any force or effect until so confirmed and finally

enacted by the Queen in Council, but that from the confirmation and final enactment

thereof, the copyright law of tliis country shall cease to be of any force or effect within

the colony in which any such colonial law or ordinance has been made, in so far as it

may be repugnant to, or inconsistent with, the operation of any such colonial law or

ordinance.
" I have, &c.,

'« (Signed) Grey. "
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m

Aftor (I liipse of more than forty yours, F iiin clmr^'t-d witli tlic <liity of n'liiiiidinjr

your Lordship tliat the promise coiitfiiiu'd in that dcspatili of Karl (Jreylias iit-vtM'

Im'cii fulfilled, and r(\s|)e(tfully to ask its fultilmeiit at the halld^ of your ^'oveniment.

The lapse of time whieh has iiitei'vened hasstreii<,'t heiied tenfold t'vcry om- of th" realms
wliich indueed it to he made. At the date of th;'t despatch, responsihie jiovernment
had hardly heen estahlished in thi North American colonies, now those colonies have
had forty years' experience of self-[, ivernment. and hav(> a united parliament, under a
most liberal coi stitutior), /i parliancnt possessiiig gi-eat powers and responsd)ilitie8,

among which is expressly mentioned the suljject of copyrij,dit.

TIh> experience which has heen j^aiiied of colonial lei,nslation has, T hope, not

lessened the confidence of Her Majesty's (Government in the disposition of that [)ar-

Hament to deal justly with the interests which have heen intrusted to its care, and to

carry out the views of Her Majesty's Government in matters of imperial policy as far

as possii)le.

Af^ain, the inconveniences which were pressed on the consideration of Her Majesty's

Oovernmeiit fc;'ty-sev(Mi years ai^'o hy the colonial lei,'i-i..tures have increased, notwith-

standing the partial measure of relief which was accorded three years aftei' Karl Grey's

despatch, ami which permitted the importation of foreign rej)rints of British copyriglit

works. The price of Ihitish puhlications still exceeds six or seven-fold, that for which
reprints are purchased in America. The system of ••ireulating lihraries and periodical

sales, which gives to the British reader the benefit of liritish literature, has found no
place in the colonies, while in Canada the ilieans of reprinting Uritish pul)lication.-i is

now, though it was not then, (>ntirely idetiuato to the wants of the reading public, if it

be permitted to carry on operations, with a reasonable regard for the interests of Ihitish

copyright hoklers.

In part fulfilment of the j)romis(! of II ei- Majesty's (Hovernment, made kiu>wn
through Earl Grey in the despatch al)ovo (|U(»ted, the lmi)erial Statutes of |St7 was
passed, auth(a'izing Her IMajesty, by Order in Council, to su;pend that portion of the

Act of 1^42 which prohibit(Ml the importation of foi-eign reprints of ihitish copyright

works, as to any colony in which the proper legislativ(> authority should bo disposed to

make due provi.sion for securing and protecting the rights of British authors in such
possession.

Tn the years 1848-50 Her Majesty in Council made Orders in Council suspending
the prohibitioji contained in the Act of 1842 against the importation of such foreign

reprints, the legislatures of the Xorth American colonies having, in the meantime, pro-

vided for the collection of an impost on such foi-tign reprints, in favour of the author

or copyright holder. This partial measure, although not a fulfilment of the promise of

Earl Grey, met the principal grievance felt at that time in the North American
colonies, namely, the grievance of being deprived of British literature, which could

practicall\ only be supplied to the colonies by American reprint.s, the pulilishing business

of the colonies being then in its infancy.

For a time, the complaints of the colonies against the Act of 1842 ceased, in conse-

quence of this remedial measure, but for the last twenty years and upwards the opera-

ation of the Act of 1842 even with the remedial provisions of 1847, has been seriously

felt and has formed the subject of almost constant comjilaint. In the quarter "f a century

which followed the Act of 1842, new conditi(msof trade and connnerce developed. The
people of the North American provinces had not only become used to self-govei"nment,

by the liberal policy of Her Majesty's Government in giving them free legislative con-

stitutions, but they had become more independent of American industries. The necessity

for encouraging native industries, instead of relying on those of the United States had
also become very apparent.

The following are instances of the serious inconvenience experienced by the opera-

tion of the imperial copyright laws in North America.

The reading public of what is now the Dominion of Canada has been principally

supplied with British literature by Ameiican reprints. The high prices of British editions

has made this unavoidable. In spite of the pointed and repeated warnings to British

publishers given by the Colonial Office for forty years, very little has been done to
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cliiiii;^!' this state of tliiic^H ')y |»rovi(liiij^ olicap oditinns of liritisli works. Kvimi to this

day tilt' Kii;.,'lisli ('(iiiiiKH cost from foui' to ten fold the |>rifc of Aiiieiiciin reprints. 'V\ui

result is that th«' busiiiOHs of piililishiiij,' British ht»'ranire tor the Caiuuhan reading' pub-
lic is done ahiiostexchisively in tiie I nit'd Stupes. The Anieri<'an |)nl»lishei'. unrestrained

l»y any international copyright law or treaty, is free to reprint any Ihitish wiak and
to supply it, not only to the reading public of th«' CnitedS ates, but to the reading pub-
lic of Canada, while the Canadian publisher is not free to i-eprint any such work on any
terms, uidess he can obtain t!ie peiinission of the holder of the copyright in (Ii-eat, Ihitain.

In some noted instances this has actually led to the transfer of jirinting eMtal)lishinents

from Canada to the I'nited States.

hi other cases, English publishing houses have set up brar>ches in Now York, or
other American cities, with the view of reprinting for the Uinted Htates rnd Can ida tlio

copyright works which they have issued in liondon. Ft has been their interest to

establish such branch houses in the I'nited States, because they have ubtainttd thereby

the American market, whereas in Canada, even with the permission of the hohler of the
copyright, they would oidy have the Canadian public for purchasers, and, without that,

peruiission, could not set the type of a single page.

In many other well-known instances American authors in th«5 [^nited States have
availed themselves of the restrictions which fetter the publishing trade in Canada, under
the Fniperial Copyright Acts, in a manner which is m<ist unjust to JJritish sid)jei;t.; in

Canada, and ])resents in a striking view the arl)itrary and oppressive operation of those

Acts. They do .so in the following manner : The Imperial Act of 1842, as interpreted

by legal decisions, enal)les any ])er.son who resides, even temporarily, in Ibitish domi-
nions, to obtain copyright if hv publishes his work in the Cnited Ivingdotn, and such

copyright has force throughout the Empire. " Publishing ' has been held not to meau
printing necessarily, and residenct! may be of the most temporary character. The
American authors above referred to, for the |)ur[)ose oi preventing their woiks being

reprinted in the IJritish dominions, cross the St. Lawrence, reside for a few days withiu

the Canadian territory, send to London a few copies of their works ready to be issued

there, and thereu})on obtain cojjyright throughout the lOinpire. They then return to their

own country, where their works have been |)rinted and copyrighted, and .send into

Canada those works in the shape of foreign reprints of Uritish cojuiights, and on tla.'se

the Canadian Oovernment collects the impost in favour of the Anier: "m publishers who
thus enjoys copyright in his own country which is not open to any British subject, and
enjoys, in the Iiritish dominions, a right of I'eprinting which no colonist can obtain.

While this state <»f the law is being constantly made use of by Ameiican authors, the

United States decHne to enter into any international arrangement with Great Bi itain,

and have no interest in making any, because their people can thus use the Ihitish

Emj)ire for their market without restriction, while oiVering no ailvantage in their own
market in return. On the contrary, they refuse coj)yright to any one who is not a

citizen of the L^nited States, or who is not al)le to show residence, in the sense of

domicile.

An American publisher, if he desires to make any arrangement with the British

copyright holder for the right to reprint the work of the latter, can easily outbid the

Canadian jjublisher not only on account of the greater facilities he possesses for the pro-

ductitm of the book, not only on accijunt of the more extended market which he has in

the United States, but because he will have the Canadian market of five milions of

readers at his connnand, inasmuch as the Imperial Copyright Acts forbid the reprinting

of copyrighted works, but permit the importation of American reprints. In many
modern instances, the British copyright holder has preferred to sell his right t(j an Am-
erican publisher rather than to a Canadian, and has bound himself by the terms of sale

to prosecute any Canadian who may reprint his work for sale in Canada, which is the

operation which the American sets himself about at once.

The instances in which Canadian publishers have been able to make arrangement*

with copyright holders in Great Britain have been comparatively few. It is unnecessary

to seek for the reason of this. It is not because Canadian publishers are unwilling to

make fair terms with the British copyright holder, but because American publishers,
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have greater facilities, arul L>ecaus() HritiHh autliors profur tii deal with |iubhsh<M'H in the

United StateH. It is useless to say that it may be iiiiule to their interest to deal with
Canadian piililisluTs. or to issue colonial editions. PreHsuie, foi- forty year's, by the

people of Mritish North America, and remonstrances from the C(»lonial < )llice, have \)v^m

unavailin;? to chan^'o their practice in rejjard to a policy, so entirely prudent, as that of

providing' for the wants of the reading; public of Mritish North America.
lla\in;( stated these fact.s, illustrative of the inconvenienct! imposed on Canada by

the Imperial C\>pyri;{ht Acts, your Lordship, I hope, will appreciate the urj^ent desire

of the Canadian ( iov(M'nment, that a remedy should be applied as soon as possible. If

the principal su|>ply, for the reading public of (.Janada, must, by virtue of imperial

legislation, come fi<tm the United States, it follows that tin* business of publisliinfj; for

Canada is fai" more restricted than it ou<iht to be, considerinj^ the wants of tlu; people

of that country, and tht^ means they have of supplying themselves, and it f(jllows that

encouragement is continually being given, in an increasing degree, to all those who are

engaged in any of the employments which form ])art of bookmaking, t«» seek a home for

themselves and their families in the I'nited Stati's, in ])r»;ference to Canada. Over-
weighted as we continually are, by reason of the vast competition of the United States

in every branch of tra'^le, industry and cimnnei'ce, your Ijordship will not wonder at our
being disposed to complain when, in regard to so important a nnitter as the furnishing of

literature for our j)et)ple, we are hindered by a monojioly, nominally in fav(»ur of the

London publishers, but really and pi-actically in favour of the publishers in the United
States, and when we aie held in that position by virtue of an Imperial Statute pas.sed

nearly half a centuiy ago, when the watits and capabilities of the people of IJritish

North America were greatly did'erent from what they are now, when the population of

British North America was oidy a fraction of what it is now, and when the j)owers of

its people, as regards self-government, had hardly begun to exist, while they are now
fully developed.

I proceed now to show that the reciuest which I am urging upon your Lordship,

by direction of the Canadian Government, was pressed on Her Majestys (tovernment
immediately after the Dominion of Canada was established, has been pi-essed at many
times since and has always been met in a manner which justifies the hope that compliance

with our re(juest will not now be longer delayed.

On the loth May, ISGS, the Senate of Canada passed an humble address to His
Excellency the Covernor General, as follows :

"The Sknatk, 15th May, 1868.

"1st. To call the attention of Her Majesty's Government to the provisions of the

Imperial Act 10 and 11 Vic, c. 9."), by which power is given to Her Majesty to approve
of any Act pas.sed by the legislature of any Biitish iwssession, admitting into such pos-

session foieign I'eprints of British copyright works, provided that reasonable protection

to the authors is, in Her Majesty's (jpinion, thereby secured to them.
" 2nd. To impress upon Her Majesty's Government the justice and expediency of

extending the privileges granted by the above cited Act, so that whenever reasonable

provision and j)rot('i'tion shall, in Her Majesty's t)pinion, be secured to the authors,

colonial reprints of British copyright w(»rks shall be placed on the same footing as for-

eign reprints in Canada,by which means liritish authors will be more effectually protected

in their rights, and a material benefit will be conferred on the printing industry of this

Dominion.
" Ordered, That such members of the Privy Council as are niembers of this House

do wait on His Excellency the Governor General with the said address.

" Attest.

(Signed.) "F. TAYLOR.
. "Clerk, Senate."

In June, 1868, Mr. Rose, then Canadian Minister of Finance, being in London,

was referred to by the Colonial Office for information on the subject of this address, and
in a memorandum, dated the 30th of that month, he stated, briefly, the inconveniences

(It

in
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which wero f«>lt in Caniuliv, nnd he declar«'d tlie desiiv of Ciiiuuhi to hi-, in accoi-dnnce

with the udch'e.ss of tho St>mit«', tlmt the Ciiiuuhjiu puhhshtir he pi't-inittcd to reprint

Knjj;li.sh copvrijjlitH on taking out a iici-nse, and payin;^ an (txcisc duty, t'llectual eiu'cks

l)ein;,' interposed, ho tliat the duty on the runnl)er of the copies actually issued from the

press should l)(;])aid to tho Canadian Government hy such puhlishers for the henetit of

the author.

A letter from the Colonial Office to the Hoard (tf Trade stated that consideration

-ought to he given to the course which should he taken with rejjard to the reconnnend-

ation of the Senate of ('anada, that colonial reprints of copyrighted works he placed on
the sauK! footing as fonugn rej)rints in th(! Dominion, and the |)uk<! of Buckingham and
Chandos, then Her Majesty's Principal Secretary of State for the C'olonies, would be

glad to h<! informed whether the memorandum sulimitted was sutlioient to enable their

Lordsliij)s of the Hoard of Trade to form an<»pinion on tiiis ([uestion.

On the 21st July, 18(18, Histirace informed the (lovernor General of Canada, that

he was in communication with the Hoard of Trjule, with regard t<» the recommendation
of the Senate, and would apprise His Excellency of the result, so so<Jn as he was placed

in possesion of their Lordships' views.

The reply of the l>oard of Tiade, dated 2iind July, IHOS, was that the (piostion

raised was far too important and involvcid too many considerations of imperial policy to

render it possible to coniply with the desire expressed by the address of the Senate,

that legislation should be obtained during the then present session of parliament.

It was further stated to be most desirable that the Canadian (piestion should 1)6

considered in connection with any negotiations with the United States with regard to

copyright. The letter contained the following paragraph which stated in substance the

disposal of the (juestion at that time ;

"My Lord.s, however,fully admit that the anomalous position of Canadian publishers

with respect to their rivals in the Tnited States of America, is a matter which calls for

careful in<|uiry ; but they feel that such an iiujuiry cannot be satisfactorily undertaken
without at the same time taking into consideration various other (juestions connected

with the imperial laws of copyright, anil the policy of international copyright treatie.s,

and they are, therefore, of opinion that the subject should be treated as a whole, and
that an endeavour should be made to place the general law of copyright, especially that

part of it which concerns the whole continent of North America, on a more satisfactory

footing."

The Duke of Huckingham and Chandos on the 31st July, 1868, sent the Governor-
General of Canada the following' formal reply :

" Your Lordship will pen e that any immediate legislation on the matter was
in)possibl ;, but that the anomalous position of tht; (juestion in North America is not
denied, and that it is admitted that the law of copyright generally may be a very fit

subject for further consideration."

On the 9th April, 18G9, the Government of Canada again moved in the matter,

transmitting to the Colonial Office a memorandum by the Minister of Finance in reply

to the communication from the Hoard of Trade above referred to, and on the 27th July,

18()9, the Hoard of Trade made an extended reply, to which I beg to refer your Lord-

ship, as showing that the request which had been nuide from Canada in 1868, and
which is still being pressed, was not controverted on its merits, but was deferred in

the hope that presently some international arrangement might be made with the United
States and under the impression that it would bo unwise to deal with the Canadian
question while the probability of such an arrangement was in view. The following

passage fi'om that communication bears this out, and sets forth a summary of the con-

clusions at which the Lords of Trade had arrived :

" Under these circumstances the balance of the argument is, in the opinion of the

Lords of Trade, against any immediate adoption of the Canadian proposal. The truth is

that it is impossible to make any complete or satisfactory arrangement with Canada
unless the United States are also parties to it. Whatever protection is to be given to

authors on one side of the St. Lawrence must, in order to be effectual, lie extended to

the other ; and it is consequently impossible to consider this question without also con-
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siihirinK tlw |)i()»i|M'ctH of an iiiran><»'iin'iit Ix'twcMMi (Jn«ii1 Miitaiii aixl the I'liitrd StatfH.

Tlit'if arc Hviiiptiiiiis (it" tin- |M»Hsiltility of smli an aiiaiij^niufiil. In |M.j.'{ .")l, an Intor-

national ('Opyri^lit Convention was Hi^^ned iMttwot-n the two gov«'i'iini(intM, but whh
allowfd to di'itp. In the last sivssion of tlio I'nitt'd StatoH (*on^'i'«-ss a l)ill was intro

ducrd pidvidin;,' for internal ional cupyri^j^lit in tli<- Tnited States. It r«M|iiirfd rcpuMi
<'ation and rcpi'intinj.; in the Cnitcd States as a condition of copyri^dit tlM'r<>, and it was
in tliis respect object ionaMe. I'ut the correspondence sliowed that tliere was a con-

sideralde interest in the ipiestion, and it was tuideni that the AniiM'icaiis w«re feeling

tli(> want of an international arran;;enient on tiie Huliject."

Accorditiifly on the L'Olli ( >ctol»er, I S(i!), Karl (Jrativille informed the (!overn«)r

CJeneral of (.'anada that the matter was one of some ditliculty, and that Her Majesty's

Govenuunnt felt it in^cessary to obtain furtluir information before decidinj^ on tlio pro-

posal of the Ciinadian (iovernmi-nt, ixit that, in the mciintimc, action ini^^ht lie taken
us to a portion of the imperial law xnIiicIi vas not allectt!!! by the ditlicidties surround-

ing the present (piestion, namely, that while, by the present law, publication in the

TTiiitcd Kinj,'dom j,'ave copyrij,'ht thr<Mi;,'hout the Kmpiie, publication in a colony could

not j,'ive ri;,'hts outside the limits of the colony ; and he staled thai I lei- .Majesty's (Jo\-

ernment weic prffpared to tak( .^teps, durinj^ the next session, to amend the law in that

particular.

On the L'Dth Decembci', ISIIO, the (iovernor (JcMU'ral of Canada transmitted a num-
ber of documents, one of which was an address which he had itneived from the 'lypo-

graphical I'nion of Monti'eal, settin;;^ out in stron;,' terms the jirejudicial etl'eots of the

Imperial Co|iyri;,dit Acts in Canada. His lOxcellency had jiromieed, in reply, that he
would iK.t fail to draw tlu^ attention of the Privy Council to the p<iint thus raised.

His I'iXcellency also transmitted at the same time, a report from the Minister of

Finance on the first communication from the Board of Trade above mentioned.

The Minister remonstrate<l againse the Canadian request beinj,' delayed for the

action of the United States. He said : "In reference to the second objection urged

against the desired change in the law, the undersigned is ready to admit that Caiuida

ought not to asK for, and should not exp(!ct to receive any pi ivilege which could

reasonably be held to prejudice, or postpone the satisfactory adjustment of the great

(juestion of international copyright between England and the Tnited States. But he
is unable to see hew the change in the law asked for could have any such inflect,

especially if it v'"»" ded that the privilege accorded to Canadian publi.shej-s should

lie provisional • n . ^>rary, to determine on the conclusion of an international treaty

(if copyright be • -:r c;ie two countries.'
" Under sue. • litalions would not the granting of the privilege asked for on behalf

of Catuulian publishers operate rather to bring about the conclusion of an international

coj)yright treaty, than to postpone or pn »ent it? If Canadian publishers were placed

on the same footing as their American rivals the latter would be, to a very great extent,

deprived of the pecuniary benelits resulting to them, in the absence of any international

copyright treaty from their piracy of the works of English authors."

On the general ((uestion which I have already discussed, the minister made use of

the following expressions, which T cite for the purpose of showing that they are not now
advanced for the fir.st time to Her Majesty's Government, and that these are not newly
discovered grievances :

" At present the Canadian public are mainly dependent on the supply, even of

foreign literature for which a copyright may be obtained in England, on the reprints

from the United States.
" It may he argued in answer to these objections that the Canadian publisher may

make arrangements with the author for permission to publish ; but as the law now stands

there is no motive or inducement either for the author to concede, or the publisher to

obtain this sanction ; the autiior has already made, or can make his arrangements with

the foreign publisher, who knows that circumstances will give him a large circulation in

the Canadian markets, and that even the slight proportion of duty collected will be paid

by the Canadian reader, because republication is there forbidden.
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•* At ppt'WMit ihf fiiroi^^ii |>tii)liHlM>r, haviii);; a hir^cr inarki'tnf his own, and knowing
tht! advanta;,'i's o" access t«i the Caniulian inark«it, can huld out |,'r«'at««r in<hi(-«'Mi«'ntH t»

tht* aiitlior than tlic colonial puhlishnr, and can atVord to indcMinitv the ant hor for agree-

ing to forego taking out any copyiight and to ai)Htaiii from printing in ('anada.
"

'I'Ih; MiniHtpr conchided his report, wiiich had i\w approval of His Kxc-ellency iu

Council, as follows :

" Having considtired tiie arguments advanced against the iniHJitication of the copy-

right law a.sked for in the adilr«>SM of the Senate, the undersigncKl would reeonniiend that

the attention of the imperial authorities he oiK'e more invited to the suhject, and that

they may lie eaincsl ly iei|iiested to accede to t he application of the Senate, upon the

understanding, if thought proper, that the change in the law, if made, should lie tempo-

rary, t lie deterinineil Upon the conclusion of any intermitiomil copyright treaty

between Kngland and the I'niled Stales.

" In conclusion the undersigned may lie permitted to note tiio fact tfiat, (luring the

last few months, the picsent suliject has heeii largely discuss»«d in the leading journals

of Cam a as well as at puhlic meetings. The pulilic sentiment throughout the country

Ih, that the privilege asked for is fair and reasonalilo in itself, and that the granting of

it would not oidy pionxite the inteicsts of the Knglish authors, hut give an impetus to

the publishing and printing trad(% and other cognate liranchcs of Canadian industry, and
would he calculated to increase the circulation in Canada of the best Hritish woiks, and
to foster the literary tastes, and develop the literary talents of the Canadian people."

At this stage the llritish publishing interest int(M'ventMl, and pressed up<in the

I'ords of Trade, who in their turn presscHl upon the Colonial ()tlic(! the propriety of

cop'jielling the colonies to a<'cept the nioditication of the imperial copyright laws which
had just l)»!en otlered to them without any demand for concession in return, and which
was obviously rt'ipiii'ed by the commonest jninciples of justice, namely, the concession

of |)ublication in the colony should be e([uivalent of publication in (Jreat liritain, on
condition oidy that the colonies should give up their right accoi'ded uniler the Act of

1817 to import foreign reprints.

When so little was being conceded, in answer to the repeated recpiests of Canada
for the light to supply our people witn reprints, it woidd have been doubtful whether
th(t Canadian (Jovernment would havt^ e.xpi-essed its ac(piiescence in n measure .so com-
paratively utumportant, but when that concession became coupled with a condition

which would have made the Impei'ial Coj)yright Acts absolutely unbearable and unen-

forceable, oidy one reply was possilile, and that reply was the one which was transmitted

from Canada on the 1st of July, 1870, stating that while there could be no objection to

the pi-oposed bill, making publication in thf^ colony (Mpiivalent to pulilication in the

United Kingdom, taking into consideration the suggtjsted repeal tif the imperial Copy-
right Act of 1847, it was highly inexjiedient that legislation should take place at that

time.

Lord Kimberley recjues i the Governor General of Canada on the 29th July, 1870,

to forward to him a full statement of the views of the Canadian Government on the

question, in order that it might be considered liefore ti >^ ne.xt session.

Accordingly, on the 30th November, 1870, a joint report of the Ministers of

Finance and Agriculture was adopted by His Excellency in Council, the substance of

which is contained in what here follows :

" What the undersigned would venture to .suggest is that the duty on the reprints

of books first published either in Great Britain or its dependencies, when imported
from foreign countries, should be materially increased ; and that it should Im; levied in

all cases for the benefit of the author or owner of the copyright, slumld such exist ; and
that to prevent evasion of the law a declai-ation should be reipiired fiom imjiorters, that

any works which they may claim to import free of such duty have never l)een published

either in Great Bi-itain or in British dependencies ; that foreign reprints of works pub-

lished in Canada should be wholly prohibited ; that any author publishing in Canada
should be, as at present, protected in his copyright, but that unless British copyright

works should be published concurrently in Canada, licen.sed Canadian publishers should

be allowed to publish, paying, for the benefit of the autho»- ^wner of the English
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copyright, an excise duty, which could be collected by means of stamps as easily as

other duties of a similar kind. The undersigned have no doubt that such a scheme as

that which they have suggested could be carried into practical eflfect with great advan-
tage to the English authors, who, as a rule, would sell their copyrights for Canada to

Canadian publishers. It is true that British publislusrs would not gain that colonial

circulation which they have long tried to obtain without success ; l)ut it is vain for them
to expect that the expensive editions published in England can meet a sale in any part

of the American continent.

"The undersigned therefore, recommend, that Your Excellency should acquaint

Her Majesty's I'rincipal Secretary of State for the Colonies, that there is no probability

of the Dominion Parliament consenting to any measure for enforcing British copyright

in Canada, unless it provides for local publication ; and that while the Canadian Govern-
ment will be ready to introduce a measure that will be of great advantage to British

authors, they must, in I'eference to foreign reprints, have regard to the interests of

Canadian as well as the British publishers."

In 1872 the Government of Canada were still A/ithout a definite reply to the request

which had been made by the address of the Senate in 1868, and which had been reserved,

as above stated, by Her Majesty's Government until further information could be

gathered, and until the i-esult of negotiations with the United States might be known.
On the 14th of May of that year, the following report of a Committee of the Privy

Council of Canada was approved by the Governor General and transmitted :

"On a memorandu i, dated 10th of May, 1872, from the Honourable the Ministers

of Finance and Agriculture, reporting that much anxiety had been manifested by Houses
of the Canadian Parliament un the unsatisfactory state of the Imperial Copyright Act,

that as no reply had yet been received to the approved report of the Committee of the

Privy Council, dated 1st of December, 1870, they think it desirable that the attention

of Her Majesty's Government should again be called to the subject.

" That they have reason to believe that a good deal of discussion has taken place in

England among the parties interested in copyright, and that the result of that discussion

has been a considerable accession to the ranks of those who are in favour of the proposi-

tion submitted by them in the report already referred to.

" That it is apparent that the class which alone has a just claim to protection, viz.,

authors, have at length been convinced that their interests are not promoted by the

maintenance of the present system.
" That it is no doubt true, that the principal owners of copyrights are the London

publishers, but it is, they state, equally true that those publishers have never paid to

the authors one single pound more for their copyrights in view of circulation in Canada.
" That it cannot be denied that the Canadian demand for concurrent publication

in Canada should alone entitle the author to the benefit of copyright. That under the

present system, which is wholly indefensible, and which is objected to, as well by the

English publishers as by the Canadian publishers, the latter art treated with the great-

est injustice.

" That it has long been the custom for the owners of English copyright to sell to

American publishers advance sheets of their works, and when Canadian pul)lishers have
offered to acijuire copyright in Canada by purchase, they have been told that the

arrangements made between English and American publishers were such as to prevent

negotiations with Canadians.
" That Canada has passed a law by which British authors can secure copyright in

Canada, and has further expressed a readiness, where authors do not choose to take

out copyright, to secure adequate compensation to them by means of an excise tax on
all English copyright works for the benefit of the authors.

" They, the ministers, recommend that a further appeal be made to Her Majesty's

Goveri. Tient to legislate upon this subject without further delay.

" The Committee concur in the foregoing report, and submit the same for your
Excellency's approval."

Ii the session of the Canadian Parliament of 1872, a copyright bill was passed,

in substance and principle like the Act of 1889. This was reserved by the Governor
for the signification of Her Majesty's pleasure.
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In May, 1874, the pleasure of Her Majesty not having been coinniunicated, and
in view of the fact that the two years, within wliich the royal assent might be given

to it would expire on the 14th of June, 1S74, juldresses to His Excellency the Governor
General were presented by the Senate and by tlie House of Commons, respectively,

asking him to convey to Her Majesty's Principal Secretary of State for the Colonies

the res[)ectful expression of the necessity felt by the Senate and the House of Commons,
that the bill passed in the sessi(m of liS72 should not be allowed to lapse, by the ex-

piry of th two years' limitation, speciKcd in the 57th section of the British North
America Act of 1867, and begging to assure His Excellency that im{)ort ant interests

in the Dominion were prejudiced by tl ibsence of legislation such as that bill con-

templated.

The answer was comnmnicated (m the loth of June, 1874, by Lord Carnaervon,

stating that the Imperial Act of 1842 was still in force throughout the British domin-
ions in so far as to prohibit the printing of a book on which copyright subsisted under
that Act, and that he had been advised that it was not competent for the Parliament

of Canada to pass such a measure as the Act of 1872, inasnmch as its provisions would
be in conflict with imperial legislation, and that he had no alternative but to advise

Her Majesty that her assent could not properly be given to the bill.

Loi'd Carnaervon closed his dispatch with the following jiaragraph, which, I res{)ect-

full}^ submit, is a renewal of the promises often made in connection with this subject :

" I am aware that the subject of colonial copyright has long been under considera-

tion, and that attempts were made by Her Majesty's late government, in connection

with yourself and your ministers, to arrive at a settlement of this difficult and most
impoitant question. I will only now express my readiness to co-opei-ate, and my confid-

ent ho})e that we may without difficulty be able to agree in the provisions of a measu'-e

which, while preserving the rights of the owners of copyright works in this country

under the Imperial Act, will give effect to the views of the Canadian Government and
Parliament."'

Pending the fulfilment of the promises thus renewed by Lord Carnaerv(^)n, the

Parliament of Canada, in 1875, passed a bill, on the subject of copyright in Canada,
which was carefully drawn to avoid, as far as possible, conflict with imperial legislation.

In order to remove any doubts as to the validity of this bill, an I:nperial Statute was
passed to authorize its being assented to.- This latter is known in Great Jiritain as the
" Caiuidian Copyright Act of 1875." It authorized Her Majesty to assent to the
reserved bill, but forbade the importation into the United Kingdom of colonial reprints

of any work which might be copyrighted in Canada, ajid for which copyright subsisted

in the United Kingdom. It placed, practically, the production of such works in Canada
on the same footing as foreign reprints. The Canadian Act of 1875 then received royal

assent.

It is unnecessary that I should refer in detail to this Act, but it may be proper to

state that it seems most liberal and fair in its provisions. It permits an author at any
time, having printed his book in Canada, to obtain copyright there. It permits the

original author's edition to be imported at all times, so that superior and revised editions

may always be procured.

It established interim copyright, so as to protect a work while passing through the
press. It provided for temporary copyright to cover the case of works published in

serial form, and it extended all the privileges of copyright in Canada to any British sub-

ject, and to the subjects of any country which has a treaty on this subject with Great
Britain, and thus removed one of the objections which had been taken in earlier times

to the effect which Canadian copyright legislation might have on negotiations with the

United States, if such legislation should permit the reprinting of works copyrighted in

the United States.

It was felt that, pending the question of the Dominion being free to legislate on
the subject of copyright generally, it was important to have a Canadian copyright sys-

tem, inasmuch as, since the Imperial Act of 1842, works published in the United
Kingdom had copyright in all the colonies, while, for a work published in any one of

the colonies, it was impossible to obtain copyright ; x the United Kingdom. Our Act,
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consequently, j^'iive local copyright, protecting the work printed in Canada, and pre-

vented the importation of republications of any such work after it should have obtained

the local copyright, as the Imperial Act prevented the importation of works which had
obtained a British copyright.

I now beg to refer your Lordship to the proceedings of the Copyright Commission of

187G, of which your Lordship was a vei'y prominent member, and in which Canada
was represented by the late Sir John Rose. In the portion of the report of that com-
mission wiiich deals with the branch of the subject falling under the head of " colonial

copyright ' some mo;jt important statements and recommendations are made.

First, at section 184, it is admitted that "it is highly desirable that the literature

of this country should be placed within easy reach of the colonies, and that with this

view the Imperial Act should be modified, so as to meet the requirements of colonial

readers.

In sections 180, 187 and 188, the following passages occur, which I now lieg to cite

as confirmation of the narrative which I have given in the early part of this letter, of

the effects which immediately followed the Imperial Actof 1842, and as showing that the

Canadian Government is now but reiterating an oft-repeated statement, the truth of

which has long been established and admitted ;

—

" 186. These means are not available, and indeed are impracticable, owing to the

great distances and scattered })opulation, in matiy of the colonies, and until the cheaper

English editions have been published the colonial reader can only obtain English copy-

riglit books by purchasing thein at the high publishing prices, increased as those prices

necessarily are by the expense of carriage and other charges incidental to the import-

ation of the books from the ^Tnited Kingdom.
" 187. Complaints of the operation of the Copyright Act of 1842 were heard soon

after it was passed, and from the North American provinces urgent representations were
made in favour of admitting into those provinces the cheap United States reprints of

English works. In 1840 the Colonial Office and the Board of Trade admit *^ed the justice

and force of the considerations which had been pressed upon the Home Government,
'as tending to show the injurious effects produced up'">n our more distant colonists by
the operation of the imperial law of copyright.' And In 1847, an Act was passed 'To
amend the law relating to the protection in the colonies of works entitled to copyright

in the United Kingdom.'
" 188. The principle of this Act, commonly known as the ' Foreign Reprints Act,'

is to enable the colonies to take advanta'j;e of reprints of English copyright books made
in foreign states, and at the same time to protect the interests of British authors."

The result of the " Foreign Reprints Act" is thus stated in sections 193 and 194 :

" 193. So far as British authors anch owners of copyright are concern^^d, the Act
has proved a complete failure. Foreign reprints of copyright works have been largely

introduced into the colonies, and notably American reprints into the Dominion of Can-
ada, but no returns, or returns of an absurdly small amount have been made to the

authors and owners. It appears from official reports that during the ten years ending
in 1878, the amount received from the whole of the nineteen colonies which have taken
jidvanfage of the Act, was only £1,155 13s. 2^d., of which £1,084 13s. .3^. was received

from Canada, and that of these colonies seven paid nothing whatever to the author,

while six now and then paid small sums amounting to a few shillings.

"194. These very unsatisfactory results of the ' Foreign Reprints Act, ' and the

knowledge that the works of British authors, in which there was copyright, not only in

the United Kingdom, but also in the colonies were openly reprinted in the United States,

and imported into Canada without payment of duty, led to complaints from British

authors and publishers, and strong efforts were made to obtain the repeal of the Act."

The request which I have been pre.ssing in this letter, and the grievances which the

Canadian Copyright Act of 1889 was intended to remove, are thus summarized in section

195 and the two following :

—

Section " 19.'). A counter complaint was advanced by the Canadians. They con-

tended that although they might still import and sell American reprints on paying the

duty, they were not allowed to republish British works, and to have the advantage of
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the trade, the sole benefit of which whh, in effect, secured for the Americans. In defence

of thems(;lves against the charge of negligence in collecting the duty, they alleged that

owing to the vast extent of frontier and other causes, and also from the neglect oi

English owners of copyright to give tini' ly notice of copyright woi-ks to the local author-

ities, they had been unable to prevent the introduction of American reprints into the

Dominion."
Sec. " 196. The Canadians proposed that they should be allowed to republish the

books themselves under licenses from the Governor General, and that the pulilishers so

licensed should pay an excise duty of 12 per cent for the benefit of the authors. It was
alleged that by these means the Canadians would be able to undersell the Americans
and so ett'ectually to check smuggling, and further that the Britisli author would be

secured his remuneiation, as the money would be certain to be collected in the form of

an excise duty, though it could not be collected by means of the customs. Objections,

however, were made to the proposal, and it was not carried out."

" 197. These considerations led to the suggestion that republication should be allowed

in Canada under the author's sanction, and copyright granted to the authors in the

Dominion, and upon this a question arose whether Canadian editions which would be

probably much cheaper than the English, should be allowed to be imported into the

United Kingdom and the other colonies."

The report then proceeded to state the substance of the Canadian Act of 187-"), and
intimated, what was no doubt correct, that too short a time had elapsed, since its sanc-

tion, to ascertain its full effect.

In sections 20G, 207 and 208 the following liberal recommendations were made in

favour of the colonies :

" 206. We recommend that the difticulty of securing a supply of E^nglish literature

at cheap prices for colonial readers be met in two ways : 1st, by the introduction of a

licensing system in the colonies ; and, 2nd, by continuing, though with alterations, the

provisions of the ' Foreign Reprint Act.'

" 207. In proposing the introduction of a licensing system, it is not intended to

interfere with the power now possessed by the colonial legislatures of dealing with the

subject of copyright work, so far as their own colonies are concerned. We reconunend
that, in case tlie owner of a copyiight work should not avail himself of the provisions

of the copyright (if any) in a colony, and in case no adequate provision be made by
republication in the colony or otherwise, within reasonable time after publication else-

where, for a supply of the work sufficient for general sale and circulation in the colony,

a license may, upon application, be granted to republish the work in the colony, subject

to a royalty in favour of the copyright owner, of not less than a specified sum per cent,

on the retail price, as may be settled by any local law. Effective provision for the due
collection and transmission to the copyright owner of such royalty should be made by
such law.

" 208. We do not feel that we can be more definite in our recommendation than
this, nor indeed do we think that the details of such a law could be settled by the

Imperial Legislature. We should prefer to leave the settlement of such details to

special legislation in each colony "

I am unal)le to find that these recommendations were dissented from by any member
of the Commission, even by the gentleman who represented the Copyright Association

of Great Britain, and whose letter is annexed to your Lordship's despatch of the 25th
March last.

The report seems to have been concluded on the 25th May, 1878, but the recom-

mendation which I have quoted, like so many others in favour of the colonies on the

subject of copyright, has unfortunately, not been carried into execution.

Your Lordship cannot then be surprised that after Earl Grey's promise of more
than forty years ago, and after more than twenty-two years of agitation on the part of

Canada, by addresses from both branches of our Parliament, by memoranda from our
Ministers of Finance and Agriculture, by Minutes of Council, and by Statutes passed

unanimously in both Houses, introduced by three successive governments, representing

opposite political opinion, and with encouragements held out at every stage of the
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agitation to expect a i-easonahle and favourable consideration of our representations by
Her Majesty's Govenunent, the Canadian Parliament believed in 1889, that the Act
then passed, to give effect to what had so often been asked for, to what had never been
refused, and to what had been reconini'nded by the highest authorities in (Jreat Britain,

after most matui-e (lelil)erution should receive a favourabh' • iisideration at the hands of
Her Majesty's (Joveiniiient, when the Government of Canada asked for the assent of
Her Majesty's Government to the issue of a procl.imation to bi-ing it into force.

I res]iectfu!ly refi-ain from discussing here the legal ditHculties by which your
Lordship has been impressed, as to the power of the Parliament of Canada to pass such
an Act, because I understand that I have your Lordship's permission, to discuss that
subject Sep irately, and because it in no way relates to the principle under discussion on.

this occasion.

Hitherto it has always been either a.ssumed on the part of Canada and Great Britain,

or distinctly as.«erted on the part of Great Britain, that Canada had not the power to

pass sui'h an Act, but hope has always been held out that Canada should obtain the
power, and I therefore submit, that if your Lordship should continue to be of the opinion
that the power does not exist, you will j)r(miote legislation to set that question finallyat

rest, by conferring the power, and that if you should be of the opinion that the pow«"r

may exist, you will advise Her Majesty to consent to the issue of a proclamation to

bring the Act of 1889 into force, under the assurances which have been offered, that a
most respc ctful consideration will be given to any suggestion for the improvement of

the measure which your Lordship may think proi)er to make, after hearing all that may
be ad vane 'd on both sides.

In the despatch of the 25th March, your Lordship suggested that the Government
of Canada would doubtless fully consider whet) - it would not be well, and be desirable,

to leave the law as it now stands, until it slioui^ be .seen what action would be taken in

the United States on the subject of copyright. The action of the United States has
since been announced. It is the action which has followed every attempt to establish a
copyright arrangement with the United States during the last twenty-five years. The
only measure which has ever been offered in the United States Congres.s, looking to

international arrangement, or forming, in any way, the basis for international arrange-

ment, has exacted, as an indispensable condition to American copyright (whether treaty

or statutory) reprinting in the United States. Those who are most intimately acquainted
with the state of public opinion in that country are confident that that condition will

never be dispensed with. We have seen that every measure looking to an international

arrangement, even with that condition included, and even the measure which was pend-
ing when your Lordship's despatch was written, has been rejected by Congress.

It is not too much then, I hope, to ask that a final decision of the case of Canada
should no longer be postponed to await the action of the United States.

Permit me to add, in this regard, a repetition of two points, which I have already

hinted at.

First, that the present policy of making Canada a market for American reprints,

and closing the Canadian press, for the benefit of the American press, in regard to

British copyright works, has a direct tendency to induce the United States to refuse any
international arrangement ; second, that inasmuch as the existing Canadian copyright

law atiords prote^-tion to the copyright holder in every country which may make a treaty

with Great Britain, it cannot be suggested, as it once was, that self-government in

Canada, on this subject, would, in the least, impede negotiations with the United States

for an international arrangement.

I have the honour to be, my Lord,

- Your Lordship's obedient servant,

(Sd.) JNO. S. D. THOMPSON,
Minister of Justicefor Canada,

To the Right Hon. Lord Knutsford,
Her Majesty's Principal Secretary of State

for the Colonies, Downing street.
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AN ADDRESS FROM THE IMPERIAL FEDERATION LEAGUE OF
CANADA, AT TORONTO.

On the morning of the 12th July, 18!)4, the delegates to the Culonial Conference
were presented with nn address by the Imperial Federation League of Canada at (Jovern-

ment House, Toronto. The gentlemen who represented the league were : Bishop of

Tonmto, Messrs. S. d. Wood, N. D. Davidson, C. J. Campbell, J. T. Small, Castell

Hopkins, J. P. Murray, A. R. Boswell, Q.C., J. H. Mason, O. A. Howland, M.P.P., P.

H. Drayton, J. A. Wctrrell, Q.C., Barlow Cumberland, E M. Chadwick and others.

The address which they presented was as follows :

—

Mr'. Bowel! and Gentlemen.

The Iniperial Federation League in Canada desire to take advantage of the first

opportunit}- atibrded them to express their gratification at the recent con.'erence held at

Ottawa, and to welcome as practical exponents of imperial unity the delegates from the

great states of the empire.

The league cannot but express its congratulations at the marvellous sti-ide whic-li

has thus been taken towards the attainment of a closer union, as well as the h<)|)e that

the delegates will recognize in the lesser federation which has been successfully accom-
plished in Canada under great difticulties, an earnest of the attainment of the gi-eater

union, for the promotion of which the league exists.

To those who have the honour to address you the idea of the unity of the empire
brings sacred memories of the past as well as invincible hopes for the future.

Little more than a hundred years ago the men who came in and possessed this land

gave up home, possessions and country, and, bearing the name of the United Empire
Loyalists, left a smiling land for what was then a wilderness, rather than abandon the

flag of England and enjoy peace and plenty among a people which had declared itself

alien to the traditions and government of England.
It is scarce four score years since the tide of war brought by the n;ition to the

south swept over this country and the clash of arms was heard on the very gi-ound on
which we stand to-day.

It was here in Toronto, when the war threatened, that General Brock, whose
nol>le monument you saw yesterday adorning the Heights of Queenston, the scene of

his greatest victory, used these memorable words :
*' By unanimity and despatch in

our counsels and by vigour in our operations we may teach the enemy this lesson : that a
country defended by free men, enthusiastically de\oted to the cause of their king and
constitution, can never be conquered," words which may well be treasured as a heritage

of our race.

Our country thus occupies a position perhaps different from that of any other

colony. And recent happy events which tend so strongly to consummate the hopes of

our forefathers for a united empire give us a great and a peculiar joy, as we see the

links of the chain now extending around the world being so surely and firmly welded
together.

It is felt that the labours of those who, during the last ten years have striven in

all parts of the empire for closer union have not been in vain, and that the policy com-

menced by the construction of the Canadian Pacific railway and its use as an imperial

higliway, continued in the holding in London of the Colonial Exhibition of 1886, the

meeting of the Colonial Conference of 1887, and the recent completion of the Imperial

Institute has reached in this conference a stage from which magnificent and enduring

results may be confidently expected.
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It is our earnest hope that gatherings such as thia conference will soon be crowned
by the establishment of a permanent body, in whicli all the great questions affecting

the commerce and welfare of the empire will be dealt with, ^o that the subjects of one
sovereign, under the prestige and historic memories of a great nationality, shall be
able to speak with one voice as a united empire.

On ijehalf of the Imperial Fedei-ation League in Canada.

C. J. Campbell,
Chairinan of Cotitmittee.

J. Castell Hopkin.s.

Acting Honorary Secretary.

John T. Small,
Honorary TroMsurer.

Hon. Mackenzie Bowell, in replying, said : On behalf of the conference which
has just closed its labours in Ottawa, 1 offer you hearty thanks for the address which
has just been read, proving, as it does, the high spirit of loyalty which characterizes

the Canadian people and their love for the highest interests of the British Empire. We
sincerely hope that your aspirations may be realized in the near future. The question

of imperial federation has Ijeen viewed by some with suspicion, by others with doubt,

and by those who share your ambitions with hope. It is a question involving a great

change in the policy which now governs the empire, and while we may have conflicting

views as to the means by which the end may be reached, we earnestly wish you success

in your efforts to secure the perfect unity of the empire in all that makes for the growth
of its trade and the advancement of all its material interests. We share with you the

sentiment of brotherly love which is breathed in your address, and which is bringing the

widely separated parts of the empire nearer and nearer together. You have referred to

the United Empire Loyalists. I never hear that name without being thrilled with
admiration for those noble men and women who left comfortable homes across the line

and took up life in what was then the wilderness of Canada, in order that ihey might
not be forced to live under a foreign flag or take up arms against the mother country.

No one can i-ead the historj' of that movement without admiring the devotion to

country which sustained those pioneers in the sufferings which their loyalty brought
upon them. I shall not detain you further than to wisli you godspeed in the objects

you have in view, and whether that federation may be of the character you desire or

not, it is at least true that we all desire to see every branch of the English .speaking

people in Her Majesty's dominions united by one grand bond, so that their influence

and power may be exercised for the strengthening and advancement- of the British

Empire. (Applause.)

Sir Henry Wrixon, replying on behalf of the colonies, said : I esteem it an
honour to say a word or two on behalf of the Australian delegates. We recognize your
courtesy in waiting on us this morning and we cordially reciprocate your sentiments

and good wishes for the unity of the empire. A.lthough we live in an outlying and dis-

tant part of that empire, we dearly prize the honour of belonging to it. It is an empire

on which has been truly said the sun never sets, and under whose flag is spoken every

language on earth. If anything were needed to give us an idea of the grandness of that

empire it is to realize, as we go through your great Dominion—in itself almost a kiUj^

dom—that it is but a small part of the great nation to which we lielong. (Applause.)

Nothing since our leaving home has struck us more forcibly than the men who inhabit

the Dominion of Canada. We have seen wonders in nature and the wealth which your
country contains. Your scenery is beyond that of any part of the world. These things

are grand, but let me say that they do not make a nation. It is not the fertility of the

soil, the richness of mines nor great waterways that make a nation. It is the people

who make a nation. We know that wealth and fertility of land have marked nations

which fell into decay ; but here we have seen in your people all the elements of progress

and growth. We have seen that you are thoroughly Anglo-Saxon in character and filled

with that determination which has made the motherland and which has been exemplified
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APPENDIX "D."

Actinj^ oil instructions <,'iven hy the resolution of tlie conferonce, the followinf^

advertisement has l)een inserted in the Timex, the Canadian Gazntte^ the Electrical

Jieview and Jiritixh Australian of London :—

THE PACIFIC CABLE.

The (Jovei-nmont of Can.-ida invites cal)le inanufat'turinj,' contractors and others to

state tlie terms u])on which they will be prepared to lay, and maintain in etlicicnt con-

dition, a submarine electric cable across the Pacific from Canada to the Australasian

Colonies.

General conditions under which the offers are to be made may be ascertained on
application at the Department of Trade and Commerce, in Ottawa, or at the otHce of

the Hijfh Commissioner for Canada in London.

Oilers addressed to the undersigned will be received by him until November 1st,

1894.

MACKENZIE BOWELL, • '

Minister of Trade and Commerce.
Ottawa, August Gth, 189L

GENERAL CONDITIONS.

1. At the Colonial Conference, held in Ottawa between June 28th and July 8th
(Inclusive), p. series of resolutions were passed relating to the Pacific cable (copies ap-

pended). It was resolved, among other things, that immediate steps should be taken

to provide direct telegraphic communication between the Dominion of Canada and the

Australasian colonies. At the unanimous retjuest of the delegates present at the con-

ference, the duty of giving effect to the resolutions passed, and the views expressed,

devolved upon the Canadian Government.
2. In order to obtain definite data to enable the governments conceined to con-

sider and adopt the best means of carrying out the undertaking, the Canadian Govein-
ment deems it expedient to invite proposals for establishing the cable, in three different

forms, viz. :

—

Form A.

—

The cable to he otrned and controlled hy government ; to he -n'orked under
government aut/iority, and to he kept in repair hy the contractorfor three years.

Cable manufacturing contractors to state the lowest cash price for which they will

be prepared to supply and lay the cable, the terms and conditions upon which they will

guarantee its permanenc}', and the annual payment for which they will niiuntain it in

efficient condition for three years after the whole line shall have been completed and
put in operation.

Form B.— T'he cable to he owned, maintained and worked hy a subsidized company.

The contracting parties to find the capital, establish, work and maintain the cable

in efficient condition, for a subsidy to be paid to them annually for a term of years, by
the ^ontributing governments. The oflfers to state the amount of subsidy to be paid

yearly, and the number of years it is to be paid. The maximum rates to be charged on
messages to and from Great Britain and the Australasian colonies, shall be as follows

:

—Three shillings per word for ordinary telegrams ; two shillings per word for govern-

ment telegrams ; and one shilling and six pence for press telegrams. The charges on
messages between Canada and the colonies to be proportionate.
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Form C.— 7Vie rahle to be oivned, ttutintained and ivnrked by a company^ under a
government guarantee. ,•

Tlie contracting,' parties to find tlie capital, establish, work and maintain thft cable

in elHciont condition. The offers to statu what guarantee of gross rev»!nue will he re-

(juired ; the ditFerence between gross earnings and the amount guaranteed to \m made
good each year to the company by the contributing goverinnents. The rates to be
charged for the transmission of messages to and from Ureat Britain and the Australas-

ian colonies shall be as follows:—Tliree shillings per word for ordinary telegrams ; two
shillings per word for government telegrams ; and one shiliing and sixpence per word
for press messages. Trans-Pacilic messages to be charged at proportionate rate.s. The
tariff of charges to be approved and not changeil unless liy governmental sanction.

Route of C.vnLE.

Offers will be received for laying the cable on each of the routes described as

follows :

—

Route Xo. 1,

Commencing at Vancouver Island the cable to extend to Fanning Island, thence

to a suitable island in the Fiji Group. From Fiji to Norfolk Island, and at that point

the route will bifurcate to the northern part of New Zealand, and to a convenient point

near the boundary between New South Wales and Queensland.

Knots.

Vancouver Island to Fanning Island .3,232

Fanning Island to Fiji 1,715

Fiji to Norfolk Island 1,022

Norfolk Island to New Zealand 415
Norfolk Island to Tweed Mouth, near boundary New South

Wales and Queensland 7G1

Total 7,145

Route No. 2.

From Vancouver Island the cable to be laid to a small unoccupied island indicated

on the charts as Necker Island, situated about 240 miles westward from the most
western island of the Hawaiian Group and about 400 nautical miles from Honolulu.

From Necker Island the cable to extend to Fiji, and thence, as in route No. 1, to New
Zealand and Australia. On the section between Necker and Fiji possibly Howland
Island or Baker Island may l)e available for a mid-station but the exact position has

not been ascertained.

Knots,

Vancouver Island to Necker Island 2,431

Necker Island to Fiji 2,546

Fiji to Norfolk Island 1,022

Norfolk Island to New Zealand 415
Norfolk to Tweed Mouth 7()1

Total 7,175

Route No. 3. .
•

As in route No. 2 the cable to extend from Vancouver Island to Necker Island,

thence to Onoatoa or some one of the eastern islands of the Gilbert Group. From this

station in the Gilbert Group two branches to extend, one to Queensland and the other
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to New Zealand. The Ciueenslancl branch to touch at San Christoval Tslund in tho

Solomon (iroup, and terminate at Bowen, connectinj^ at that point with the land lincH,

easterly to Brisbane and Sydney, westerly to the Cult' of Carpentaria.

KnotH.

Vancouver Island to Necker Island 2,4m
Neckor Island to Onoatoa (in Gilbert Group) 1,917

Onontoa to Fiji 980

Viti Levu to New Zealand 1,004

Onoatoa to San Christoval (Solomon Group) 953
San Christoval to Bowen, Queensland 980

Total 8,2G5

Route No. 4-

As in routes Nos. 2 and 3 tho cable to be laid from the northern terminal point to

Neckor Island. From Necker Island to extend in a direct course to Bowen, touching

at Apamana, a central island in the Gilbert Group, and at San Christoval, of the Solo

mon Group.

KnutH.

Vancouver Island to Necker Island 2,431

Necker Island to Apamana (Gilbert Group) 1,86-")

Apamana to San Christoval (Solomon Group) 970
San Christoval to Bowen, Queensland 980

Total 6,246

^h

Haute No. 5.

As in routes Nos. 2, 3, and 4, the cable to run from Vancouver Island to Necker
Island ; from Necker Island to Fiji, thence direct to New Zealand.

KiKltH.

Vancouver Island to Necker Island 2,431

Necker Island to Fiji 2,r)4G

Fiji to New Zealand . , 1, 1 50

Total 6,127

Route No. 6.

From Vancouver Island the cable to extend to Honolulu ; from Honolulu to Fiji,

and from Fiji to follow route No. 1 to New Zealand and Australia. On the section

between Honolulu and Fiji one of the Phwnix Islands may possibly be found available

for a mid-station.

Knots.

Vancouver Island to Honolulu 2,280

Honolulu to Fiji 2,600

Fiji to Norfolk Island 1,022

Norfolk Island to New Zealand 415
Norfolk Island to Tweed Mouth 761

Total 7,078
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RoHtK No. 7.

From ViiMcouv«>r Island this cablt* to extend to Honolulu ; from Honolulu to Ono-
•vtOH of till" (Jilhcrt (f roup ; from Onoatoa to San Uhristovai of the Holomun Group;
from San Christoval to liowen.

KlIOtM.

Vane, uver Island to Honolulu -',-'80

Honolulu to Onoatoa 2,080
Onoatoa to San Christoval 953
San Christoval to Howen 980

• ' ^—
Total 6,293

Jioute jVo. 8.

From Van -ouvcr Island the cable to extend to Honolulu; from Jlonolulu to Fiji,

possibly with a mid-station on this section if a suitable island be available. From Fiji

the cable to run dii-ect to New Z(!aland.

KnotH.

Vanc'ouv er Island to Honolulu 2,280

Honolulu to Fiji 2,G00

Fiji to New Zealand 1, 150

. Totjil 6,030

The northern terminus of each route is on Vancouver Island. The cable will land

at some suitable port to be determined, probably at Port San Juan, near the entrance

of the Strait of San Juan, or at Barclay Sound.

The several routes above described are shown genei-ally on the acccmpanying map
of the world. The distances given in each case are lielieved to be approximately ''orrect

but are not guaranteed. Parties oti'eriiig to provide and lay the cable must make their

own calculations of distances and satisfy themselves.

Cluiractcr of Cahles.—Proposals will describe the type of cables intended to be used

on each section, and state the weight of conducters and insulators per knot in each case.

/Short' Eialx.—The best description of landing cables must be employed at terminal

points and idl mid-stations. The proposals will describe the character, weight and
length of shore end cables to be used in each case.

Sjierds.—The calculated speeds for each section of the cable shall in no case be less

than 12 wortls per minute.

Sf'(fioiis (Old E(/iii/n)ii'nf.—Each offer will describe the character and approximate

cost of buildings, instruments, &c., to be furnished for each terminal and mid-ocean

station.

Ri'pnivH (tvcl M(iintenn)u-<'.—Proposals will state the provision intended to be made
for repaiis and maintenan(!e, the number, tonnage and value of i-epair steamers. In the

case of offers made under Form A, the steamers and stores will be found by, and remain

the propeity of the contractor, until the end of three years from the completion ot the

cable to be then taken over at a valuation as may be stipulated and agreed.

Survey)^.—Charts may be seen at the Department of Trade and Commerce, < )ttawa,

and at the office of the High Commissioner for Canada in Lonthm, showing the soundings

which have been made from time to time in the Pacific as far as recorded. It is ex-

pected that additional soundings will shortly be made, but parties making proposals

must assume all risks and in the event of a contract being entered into, for establishing

the cable, the contractors must themselves take means to find the most suitable points

for landing the cable at all terminal and mid-ocean stations. It will be understood

that in each instance, the landing privileges are to be secured by the contributing gov-

erniuenta.
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• 4i

ill

TiiiK- i)/<'')iii/i/ifl<)ii. ~T\u' tiiiH' limited fnr the (•(nniilctioii of flic ciihlt! is tlinn' yoai'S

from tlir (lat«^ of liu; coiitnict ; Init as it is (ItsiriiMr to liiivo t<-lt'^'ni|ilii(- ('oiiiiiiiiiii<'>itioii

nstahlislu'd hh soon us pnicticiiblr, pid(iosHlH may Htato a Nliortcr pei'i<Hi ; (»r tlt*t saiiu)

parties may make two dlVcrs, one on the liasis of tlireo years, the other nn tho short(>Ht

period within which the undertaking^ may he aeeiunplisheil.

Pt(OI»nHAt,H.

Proposals hased on the above ^^eru'ral conditions, and in (Mther of the tlwee forms

set forth, to i)e adilressed to the Minislei' of Trade and C< nnneree, and delivered at his

department in Ottawa, on or hefoK* the tirst day of November, 1894.

Dkpautmknt of Tuade and Commkuck,
Ottawa, Oth Au^nist, ls<)j.

Leffer j'roiii Mr. Smiiljonl F/rniinff tt> the Min'iHit'V of Trade and Commerc*\ e.r-Preit!deiit

of '/ii- Colini til Conjerenre, IS'.K'f.

Ottawa, .July 20th, 18U4.

The Honomable Mackenzie Bowem,.

Dkaw Sik, -T feel it my duty to point out that it seems to me expedient for the

Canadian (Government at onee to cable manufacturing,' lirms w others to state the terms

upon which they would be prepared to lay the Pacilie cable, supply all re((uired station

buildiiif^s, instruments and ecjuipmeiit j,'enerally, and maintain the whole in efficient

workinji condition. I bey leave to submit the foUowinjf reasons, viz. :
—

The conference passed unanimously five resolutions (copies appended) bearing

directly on tht^ estal)lishment of a Pacific table. The lirst states "That iinnu-diato

steps should be taken to provide telem'i|)liic commuiucation by cable, fiee from foreij^n

control, btitvveen the Dominion of t'anada and Australasia." It was considered desir-

able to a.scertain definitely the cost of the undertaking, and it was assumed that to

obtain that object a survey was necessary ; it was, therefore, resolved in the second

resolution "That the Imperial (iovernment be respectfully recjuested to undertake, at

the earliest jiossible moment, and to prosecute with all possibh* vi<,'()ur, a thorough sur-

vey, the exjiense to be borne, in e(]ual proportions, by (ri eat Britain, Canada and the

Australasian colonies.''

The tifth resolution threw upon the Canadian Government the duty of giving

effect to the.se resolutions and ' geneially to take such steps as may be expedient, in

order to ascertain the C(»st of the cable, and promote the establislunent of the under-

taking in accordance with the views expressed in the conference,"

'I'he confei-ence rose on .luly <Sth ; next day the delegates proceeded to Toronto.

The party was joined by Mr. Alexander Seimens, President of the Institution of

Electrical Engineers, and head of the well-known firm of Seimens Brothers. Mr.
Seimens, for some weeks back, had been engaged in laying the se%enth cable which his

firm has laid acro.ss the Atlantic, and arrived in Ottawa on the i)th, too late to give

evidence at the meetings of the conference, should he have been asked to attend. Mr.
Seimens, liowever, placed in the hands of each delegate a paper containing his views on
the ^aciiic cable. In this paper he points out that the character of the Pacific Ocean is

al" y sufficiently known to admit of the cable being laid, without such a survey as

tli contemplated by the second resolution. I inclose a copy of Mr. Seimens's paper.

This opinion, coming from such an authority, strongly impressed the delegates, and
in conversations I had with them I found the general feeling to be, that the Canadian
Government should not wait for a survey such as that proposed, but should at once

invite cable manufacturers to state the terms upon which they would carry out the

work and leave it in a complete and perfect condition.

In taking this step it would be necessary to furnish a general specification of what
is required, in order that all offers be made on the same basis ; moreover, as it is desir-

able to have full information on all points, the offers to be received should embrace the

cost of the cable by alternative routes.
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Tn tnivollin;,' witli the «l('It'<,'iitf'H diiriti;; tlif piist ton diiys T hHv«> Inul opportuiiititvs

of (UhcuhhIii^ with tluiiii tin- rnniiicitil as|ifct, ut' tlio i'uc-itit; cahlr. I likfwisf olttiiiitud

fruii Mr. Suimoris full oxpliuwitions on till tlio iiiiiltrrs ulliidmi to in IiIh pii|H'r.

'. ft'i'l WHiiuiitfd tlicrcfoiT ill Mulimiltiii^' for tlic (;oii.sid(>riitioii of the Uovermncid
the tollowinj^' rnniirks : 'I'htt iiiaiii points to lie coiiMidciTd arc :

Ist. The rosi-riu)', <;alculat*>d on the InisinrH.s whicli may rcasonahly Im? cxpocted.

'Jritl. Thtt annual diargt'.s on revcnuo.

With r»!,sp»>«t to tilt' rcvonuc. If it will take tliro« years to cstahlisli tht' cahlc,

189.S will III' tht! firHt year of its full operation. On pa^e.s 70 find 71 of the report on
the iiiiM.sion to Australia, will he found an estiinatt) of the proportion of business which
would fall to the share of the I'aeitii; cal/le fo|- that year, IHDH. The estimate was
made a year a^(o and was liased on the assumed tele;,'raphii' liusinc.s.s for 181);} lH!tweeu

Australia and Huropo, wliioh has \wv:\\ i>\vwx\vi\ hy aetual results. Ser f(M>t-nott', page
71. (Jorreetin;,' the estimate in this i-espeet, the liusiness for IHDH may be .set c' "n at

1,10"),0()U words, which reckoned at t\v'i> shillinj,'s a word wotdd yield a j,'ro.s8 revenue
for the first year's operation of the Paci; e cable of £1 10,000. It will Ix? liorne in mind,
nioreovt'r, that this listimate is for Kuropeaii Inisiness, and includes nothing for tlie

business betw<'en Canada, the United States and .\ustralia, at present insij^niticant, but

which, in a few years, with ^r«>atly improved facilities, will iindoulitedly develop to con-

sideralile proportions. For these reasons 1 am satisfied that the estimates submitted
will be tully realized and more than eonliiiiied by aetual results.

Bearin^i; on these estimates, a friend wr /te mo from London a few weeks back, as

follows :
" I have been lonkinj^ over the proceedin;,'s of the Coloiial Conference of 1«'^87,

where a niemoiandum of yours is ^'iven, dated April, 1S8G (page 101). In it you show
a probable tratlic for the year 18!).'{ of 1 ;J3,000 messages, eipial to 1,330,000 words. The
aetual business for the past year, according to Sir .bihn Pender, was 1,300,710 words,

and according to Australian returns, l,10l,:i'J2 words, in either case the prediction

made eight years ago is approximately conect." I mentiiiu this nierely to bring out

tlie fact tha the principles on which the estimates are formed, are sound, and that the

estimates themselves may gtmerally be considered .safe.

With respect vo the charges on revenue; viz. :

—

1. Interest on capital.

2. Working staft' find ma- '.agement.

3. Uepaiis and maintenance.

The fiist and sectind are constant, the third is variable, pjxperience goes to show
that failuie and interruptions in cables, due to defects in manufacture f»r causes con-

nected w'th laying, generally take place within the first year or two. For this and
other reasons, I propose that the manufacturers should be asked to undcu-take to keep
the cable in eflicient woiking older for three years; we may thus eliminate from
revenue account for that period all charges for repairs and maintenance.

Assuming that the cost of the cable iind its maintenance for three years will be, in

round figures, £2,000,000, the revenue account for the year 1898 would stand as

follows :

—

Earnings a, estimated £1 10,000
Interest on £2,000,000 at 3 per cent £00^000
Staff and management 30,000

90,000

Surplus revenue £ 20,000

In the above I have taken Mr. Seimens's estimate of the cost of staff recjuired for

stations, and office expenses at each point, /iz., £24,000. I have increased Mr. Seimens's

allowance for general management to £0,000, the two making in all £30,000 per

annum. This charge will be constant, and will suffice, as pointed out by Mr. Seimens,

for a business more than six times greater than that estimated for the year 1898, and
by introducing duplex working, for a traffic ten or twelve times greater.
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I have pointed out elsewhere that the average normal increase of telegraph business
between the Australasian colonies and Europe was 14 per cent per annum, during the
period when the high rates char d for a period of eight years were in force, that is to
say, under a tariff rate of 9s. 4d. per word from 1882 to 1890. Manifestly under the
low rates proposed to be charged i ; the Pacific cable, the normal increase will be greater
than 14 per cent per annum ; more especially as the whole North American business will

receive a great incentive from direct communication, and all this additional and con-

stantly growing traffic must find its way by the Pacific cable, to and from Australia.

I venture to think that it would not be too sanguine an estimate to place the annual
increase of business at 18 or 20 per cent, but to be perfectly safe I shall limit it to 15
per cent in the calculations which follow, that is to say, only one per cent more than the
average annual increase realized under the high tariff for the eight years previous to
1890.

h,'t

Estimate

of the business of the Pacific cable for ten years after its completion, calculated on the
basis of 1,100,000 words, for the year 1898, an average normal increase of 15 per cent
per annum thereafter :

—

Gross Interest and
Earnings. Working Expenses. Surplus.

£ .p. £
1898 110,000 90,000 20,000
1899 12G,.^00 90,000 30,500
1900 143,000 90,000 53,000
1901 159,500 90,000 69,500
1902 176.000 90,000 86,000
1903 192,500 90,000 102,500 \

1904 20!i,u00 90,000 119,000
1905 225,000 90,000 135,500
1906 •

242,000 90,000 152,000
1907 258,500 90,000 168,500

%

PA

As we have eliminated all but the fixed charges on revenue for the first three years,

an examination of the above table will show that the surplus up to the fourth year will

have accumulated to £109,500, which sum, together with the annually increasing surplus

thereafter accruing, would be sufficient to meet all charges for repairs and maintenance
and leave a balance to be carried to a cumulative reserve, for renewals at some future

day.

I may mention that T have submitted in outline this financial scheme to the dele-

gates from New South Wales, Victoria, Queensland and New Zealand, with whom I

have had the advantage of frequent consultations since the conference rose, and I have
the satisfaction to state that it finds favour with each of them. That feature of the

scheme by which all the uncertain charges for repairs and maintenance would be em-
braced in the contract with the manufacturers of the cable, would not only have a ten-

dency to secure a cable of the very best make and character but it would defer all

charges against revenue, which revenue could not fully meet, until a date later than the

payment of the last annual subsidy to the Eastern Extension Company. The Australian

Governments now contributing to that subsidy could then with greater ease make up
any possible shortage which may arise in connection with the new cable. The estimate,

however, shows clearly that under this scheme there is every prospect of the Pacific

cable being self-sustaining from the first.

In view of these considerations I feel warranted in strongly recommending that

steps be at once taken to ascertain the terms upon which cable manufacturers would be

prepared to lay the cable and maintain it in efficient operation for a term of three years.

This data definitely obtained, the several governments would be in a position to arrange

how they could best co-operate in carrying out the undertaking.
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Touching the co-operation of several governments in a common object, I referred

to the question in the remarks I submitted at the conference. Since then I have
discussed the matter with some of the Australian delegates, who see no difficulty which
cannot be easily overcome ; fchey give as a precedent the agreement entered into in 1886
by New South Wales, Queensland and Victoria for the administration of British New
Guinea. By this arrangement one of the colonies (Queensland) undertook the cost of

administration, the other colonies passing special acts of indemnification. Mr. Thynne
has sent me a copy of the Queensland Act, 51 Vic, No. 9, 1887, which I am glad to

place at your service.

Yours faithfully,

SANDFORD FLEMING.

REMARKS ON THE PACIFIC CABLE, BY MR. ALEXANDER SEIMENS,
REFERRED TO IN MR. SANDFORD FLEMING'S LETTER, JULY 20th,

1894.

(Extract
.

)

With regard to the technical difficulties raised in 1887, it may not be out of place

to consider that the necessity for a close survey of a cable route arises principally from
the requirements of the engineer laying the cable, who has to know at every moment the

exact depth of water into which the cable passes.

The brake-jjower with which the cable is held back and by which the percentage

of slack is regulated, has to be adjusted according to the depth of water in order to

ensure an even distribution of the slack along the whole route of the cable. Such a

distribution prevents accidents, economizes cable and facilitates repairs, hence the usual

practice is to lay cables only on routes where very frequent soundings have been taken
;

and in 1887 the experts consulted l)y the Imperial Government were not satisfied that

the Pacific Ocean was sufliciently well explored for this purpose,

Dur ng the last seven years the work of survey has steadily progressed, and at

present it may be as'^erted that the route proposed at the Wellington Conference passes

nowhei'e through waters more than 3,500 fms. deep.

On the A(hniralty chart. No. 780, corrected in November, 1892, the route from
North Cape (N.Z.) to Suva (Fiji Islands) shows 2,59-! fms. as the greatest depth.

Between Suva and Samoa no very great depth is met with, and from Suva, or Apia,

to the Ph(enix Islands, the greatest depth is .'3,312 fms.

The s.T .e chart shows 3,020 fms. as a maximum on part of the route from the

Phu'nix Islands to Honolulu ; this route is continued on Admiralty chart No. 782,

corrected to June, 1890, where a depth of 3,448 fms. is shown.

A continuation of the soundings can be seen on the same chart, or better on Ad-
miralty ciiart No. 7^7, which is corrected to March, 1894, and gives 3,252 fms. as the

greatest depth between Honolulu and San Francisco. These routes do not coincide

exactly with the Wellington route, but they, together with a number of other soundings
shown on the charts, bear out the general features of the bed of the Pacific Ocean,

sho\ I by Mr. John James Wild, member of the civilian scientific staff of H.M.S.
" Challenger," in his essay on the depth, temperature, and currents of the ocean, entitled

"Thalassa." This work appeared in London (Marcus Ward k Co.) in 1877.

If the adjustment of the brake-power depende(i entirely on the knowledge acquired

by sounflings taken previously on the selected route of the cable, grave doubts might
still exist whether the laying of the Pacific cable could be proceeded with without further

information being obtained by carefully taking soundings over the exact route. Fortu-

nately means have been devised to indicate to the brakesman continuously the percent-

age of slack with which the cable is payed out, and thus it is possible to lay a cable over

a route of which only the general features are known.
This contrivance has been used with perfect success in the laying of six Atlantic

cables, so tliat there is no doubt as to its performance realizing its theoretical advan-

tages. The depth of water met with in the Atlantic reaches 3,000 fms. in several places

where the cables have been laid, so that there is no doubt about the possibility of laying

cable in 3,500 fms., or even more.

3T8
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To be sure it will be necessary to select a type of cable which combines great

strength with light weight, but there is no difficulty in this either, as it has been pos-

sible to construct cables for the Atlantic which will carry 7,000 fms. of their own length
before they break.

It may, therefore, be taken for granted that any technical obstacles which weie
apprehended in 1887 have now been overcome, and that the cable can be laid as soon

as the financial question has been settled.

In order to ascertain clearly what the probable financial position of the cable would
be, a complete scheme has been worked out for a route consisting of the sections :

—

1. Ahaipara Bay (N.Z.) to Suva (Fiji Islands).

2. Suva (Fiji) to Canton, or Mary (Phicnix Islands).
(

3. Canton (Phci-nix) to Necker Island.

4. Necker Island to Vancouver, B.C., of which the details are appended.

As capital, the sum of £2,000,000 has been assumed to cover the cost of the cable,

of two repairing steamers, of about 1,800 tons each, of building instruments, and to

furnish a working capital of about jK50,000.

The working expenses are divided into :

—

a. General management £ 5, >0

b. Staff and office expenses at stations 24,000

c. Repair and maintenance of cables 90,000

Total annual outlay £119,000

4

'

[I' Im

?im

a. The first item explains itself.

b. Of the s.econd item, the details will be found in the appendix.

c. The cost of the repair and of the maintenance of the cable is the most difficult

to estimate, and the expenditure is naturally divided into a fixed and a variable part.

The fixed expenses consist, first, in maintaining the two steamers in efficient work-

ing order; this is amply covered by the allowance of £100 per month per steamer, and
secondly, in the wages of crew, victualling and other running expenses, these are certain

not to exceed £20 per day per steamer.

It is not likely that each steamer will have to go to sea, on the average, more than
two months every year, or that more than 2,000 miles of cable will be used up daring
that time.

Still these maximum figures are used in the estimate and bring up the total annual
cost of the actual repairs and of the maintenance of the steamers to £90,000 or to over

£12 per naut. mile of cable laid. That this is a safe estimate may be gathered

from the fact that it is usual to calculate £6 per naut. mile to cover this expenditure,

and that one at least of the Atlantic companies is able to keep its 6,000 miles of cable

in efficient working order for £4 per naut. mile.

The most important factor in determining the cost of repairs is without doubt the

quality of the cable land, and no greater mistake can be committed than to cut down
capital expenditure in an undertaking of the importance and of the magnitude as the

Paci£c cable undoubtedly is.

It should also be noticed that Sir John Pender in his letter to the Marquess of Ilipon

estimates the repairing expenses at £35,000 or at the low figure of £4 los. per nautical

mile per annum. This figure he may, however, having taken from previous estimates

of expenditure published by the advocates of the scheme as they give the same figures.

The real uncertainty of the financial prospects of the Pacific cable is, however, en-

countered when the probable income is e.stimated.

In respect to this point, Sir John Pender's opinion is manifestly unfair as he allows

not more than one-half of the existing traffic to pass over the new cable at extravagantly

low rates ; although it is quite likely that this would be all the traffic obtainable during

the first year.
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4

I

Mr. Sandford Fleming, the indefatigable promoter of the Pacific cable, appears to

have taken the fairest view of the question, when he estimates that the expenses will

exceed the earnings during the first few years, but that a cheap tariff and expeditious

working will s'>'»n attract the public and convert tlie cable into profitable investment.

From 8ir John Pender's letter it appears that the Australian traffic of the existing

company is worth £209,628 net for 1,30(),7K) words, or 3s. 2^d. per word. If the

Pacific cable earned half this amount during the first year, it would pay, in all proba-

bility, the working exj)enses of that year with an ample margin, as it is not likely that

any heavy repairs would become necessary during that time.

There are, however, too many factors left uncertain when the probable traffic of the

Pacific cable is compared with the existing traffic over another route and under totally

different circumstances. Sir John Pender has, for instance, quite ignored that at present

the intercourse between America and Australasia does not give rise to frequent tele-

grams, but when the interests served by the cables are taken into careful consideration,

and the great possibilitiesof commerce between America and Australasia are appreciated

at their proper value, small doubt can exist about the Pacific cable earning as much
money per naut. mile of its lengths as the average of the existing submarine cables.

As long ago as the 2nd April, ] 887, the Pa/l Mali (inzeftc published an article on
submarine cables by Mr. Henniker Heaton, from which the following interesting figures

are taken :

—

At that time 26 submarine cable companies were in existence, possessing 100,000
naut. miles of cable, laid with an expenditure of £35,000,000 capital. These cables

earned (including subsidies) £3,173,692 per annum, enabling the companies to pay from
1 to 14| per cent dividends. In addition the reserve and sinking fund of all the com-
panies amounted to £3,400,000.

From Mr. Heaton's figures it follows that the capital outlay pej- nautical mile of

sul)marine cable is, on the average, £350 and the annual revenue is £31 15s. per naut.

mile.

According to Mr. Heaton, the capital outlay of the Eastern Telegraph Company
was £299 per naut. mile, and their income, at that time, £35 per naut. mile per annum.

The Eastern Extension Company had to lay out £265 per izaut. mile, and was earn-

ing £39 10s. per naut. mile per annum.
If the capital outlay for the Pacific cable be taken to be £2,000,000 and its length

from Ahaipara Bay (N. Z.) to Vancouver (B. C.) as 7,340 naut. miles, the cost per naut.

mile will be about £273. On the other hand, earning £30 per mile, the annual income
from the cable would amount to just over £220,000.

The figure will naturally not be reached during the first two or three years, but it is

even under the average of the earnings of all submarine cables seven years ago, and since

that time cori-espondence has continued to increase rapidly. One of the Atlantic

companies, for instance, earned on the average during the last three years more than
£50 i)er mile.

If the share of the Pacific cable is 2s. per word, it only wants 2,200,000 words per
annum to realize this income, and the cable communication, which can be established for

£2,000,000, would be capable of transmitting 15 words per minute on the recorder.

This corresponds to over 7,000,000 words per annun), but the speed of sending messages
through the cable can practically be doubled by introducing duplex working when the
traffic requires it.

It is, therefore, not extravagant to assume that in regular working there will be a
surplus of £101,000 per annum.

This would be utilized for paying 3 per cent on the capital outlay and placing the
rest to the credit of a sinking fund.

As the cost of repairs includes replacing on the average 200 miles of cable per year,

the whole of the cable will be renewed in about ^7 years.

If the cable is manufactured with the best materials and with proper care, it may
be assumed that it can only be destroyed by local influences or by extraordinary occur-

rences, for it is proved beyond doubt that cable free from electrical faults will not
deteriorate.
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A very st liking example of the durability of cables was the finding of some part

of the original gutta-percha covered conductor, laid without any further protsction

between Dover and Calais. Although this wire had been in the sea for over 3.. years
when it was picked up by the ss. " Monarch " (the General Post Office telegraph steamer)
it looked like new, and no deterioration could l)e detected.

Generally speaking all those submarine cable companies have succeeded who have
laid their cables on a strictly commercial basis, by expending their capital for nothing
but legitimate purposes ; it is therefore, to be anticipated that their example can be
followed in establishing telegraphic communication between Canada and Australia and
that the Pacific cable will prove to be a good investment in spite of adverse opinions.

The time required for completing the work provided that the two repairing

steamers are assisting in carrying the same out would be about three years, if no serious

accidents delay the undertaking.

For an additional outlay of £30,000 a second large cable steamer could be employed
and the time of completing the cable shortened to two years after commencing the

manufacture.

ALEXANDER SEIMENS.

Ottawa, 9th July, 1894.

ESTIMATES APPENDED TO MR. SEIMENS'S PAPER.

BUILDINGS AND INSTRUMENTS.
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Colonial Conference.

STAFF REQUIRED FOR STATIONS AND OFFICE EXPENSES.

Vancouver, B.C. :

—

Per ann\ini.

1 superintendent £ 400
4 clerks at £200 800
2 messengers at £50 100
4 l>oys at £30 120

Taxes, ground rents, renewals and repairs 200
Stationery, insurance, advertising 200
Sundries unforeseen 200

£2,000

Necker and Canton Islands (each) :
—

1 superintendent £ 600
8 clerks at £500 4,000

3 messengers at £100 300
Rations £1 per week per head 600
Sundries unforeseen 500

2 X £6,000
12,000

Suva, Fiji, and Ahaipara, N.Z. (each) :

—

1 superintendent £ 500
8 clerks at £400 3,200

3 messengers at £80 240
Rations £1 per week per head 600
Sundries unforeseen 460

2 X £5,000
10,000

Total annual cost of staff and office expenses £24,000

REPAIR AND MAINTENANCE OF CABLES.

Two repairing steamers of about 1,800 tons each, fitted com-
plete, at £ 100,000 £ 200,000

Annual Cost—
(a) Fixed Expenses—

Repair of hull and machinery at £ 1,200 £ 2,400
Wages of crew, victualling and other running expenses

—

2 x 365 days, at 20 14,600

(b) Variable Expenses—
Two months at sea, each steamer

—

For ropps and other stores, extra pay, ikc, at £125 per day £ 15,000
100 naut. miles cable, at £200 per naut. mile 20,000
100 naut. miles cable, at £350 per naut. mile 35,000
Sundries 3,000

: -
. ,

£ 90,000

The variable expenses (b) are usually estimated at £6 per n:\ut. mile, which
would, in this case, amount to about £45,000.
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One steamer to be stationed at Vancouver, B. C, and the other steamer to be
stationed at Suva (Fiji Islands).

CAPITAL ACCOUNT.
Cai)ital to Ik> raised niuler govt-rnment

guariint«e at 3ijei cunt £ 2,000,000 7,340 iiaut. miles cable £ 1,720,(K»0
Stciuners L'00,000

i

liiiildings, &c 30,0(K)

I

Working capital . . . . 50,000

£ 2,000,000

Cost jxT nautical inik* £273

\k

General management £
Buikling staff 24,(;()()

Repairs and renewals !)0,()()(»

To profit and loss account 101,000

REVENUE ACCOUNT.
j,000

i
Earnings £ 220,000

220,000

- 1
'

3 jier cent interest on capital .

2 p«!r cent amortisation of capital.

Carried forward

PROFIT AND LOSS ACCOUNT.

00,000
4(1,000
1,000

101,000

From Revenue Account £ 101,000

1

i <

The earninffs are estimated at £30 per naut. mile (the average amount of the

earning of all cables, according to Mr. Henniker Heaton).

If share of Pacific cable is 2s. per word, 2,200,000 words are wanted, while cables

are calculated for 15 words per minute or more than 7,000,000 words per annum. This

capacity can practically be doubled by introducing duplex working when the trafiic

requires it.
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Colonial Conference.

(Copy.)

APPENDIX "E."

HER MAJESTY'S ACKNOWLEDGMENT AND THANKS.

Ottawa, 8th September, 1894.

Sir,—I am directed by His Excellency the Governor General to transmit to you a

copy of a despatch from the Right Honourable the Secretary of State for the Colonies

conveying to you an expression of Her Majesty's sincere thanks for the loyal address

No 24G 30 fi^om the colonial conference assembled at Ottawa, and of her deep interest

Aug., 1894. in the proceedings over which you presided.

I have the honour to be, sir.

Your obedient servant,

(Sd.) C. J. JONES,
For the Governor General's Secretary.

The Hon. Mackenzie Bowell,
Minister of Trade and Commerce.

The Marquess of Ripon to the Earl of Aberdeen.

Canada, DOWNING STREET, 30th AugUSt, 1894.

No. 246. My Lord,—I duly received your despatch No. 229 of the 6th inst., and
laid before the Queen the address which you inclosed from the colonial conference

assembled at Ottawa.
I am commanded to request that you will convey to Mr. Mackenzie Bowell an

expression of H^r Majesty's sincere thanks for this loyal address, and of her deep
interest in the proceedings of the important conference over which he presided.

I have, tkc,

Governor General,

(Sd.) RIPON.

i&c, &c. i^
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